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PREFACE
The

first two books of the Physics for
was originally entrusted to Mr. C. D. Robertson,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and he had, before
his untimely death, prepared a draft translation of these
books, which was placed at the disposal of Mr Hardie and
freely used by him.
The present translation of the fiist
four books is, however, in the main by Mr. Hardie himself.
He has received valuable help fiom Professors Joachim and
J. A. Smith, and from Dr. J. C. Smith and Mr. Henry
Barker. The last four books were translated by Mr. Gaye,
who also died before his time, regretted by all students of
Greek philosophy. Where the word I occurs in notes
on these books, the writer is Mr. Gaye. To me has fallen
the task of securing comparative uniformity I have not
between the two
tiied to produce complete uniformity

translation of the

this seiies

*

'

—

In this

halves of the translation.

I

—

have been much

helped by Mr. George Brown, M.A., Lecturer in Logic
in the University of Glasgow, who has kindly read the
At the same time I have on the basis
proofs throughout.
of a study of the reported manuscript readings and of

the Greek commentators adopted a good

many

changes

of reading in the Greek text and altered the translation to
suit

All divergences from Bekker’s text are men-

them.

tioned in the notes.

Many

of the technical terms in the Physics present

The most diffiwould often be most

considerable difficulties to the translator.
cult,

perhaps,

aptly rendered

guished
‘

from

As

change

translation

"

is

KLyrjarcs,

Ktvricns

by change

’

fierafioX'qj

and

‘

;

but often again

the lesser of two

motion

'

or

‘

it

is distin-

therefore narrower

than
have adopted the
and have very rarely

evils, I

movement

FREFACii

IV

departed from this

;

this rendering should

being to some extent conventional.

be recognized as

The

frequent com^opd with <l>ip€a‘6aL suggested to Mr. Hardie
but the associations of
the tianslation of 0opa by ‘cairy
the noun ‘carry* aie rather too special for this purpose,
and I have, with his forgiveness, adopted the moie commonbination of

place

‘

locomotion

W. D. ROSS.
10 January 1930 .
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BOOK I
When

I

the objects of an inquiry, in any department, have 184®

principles, conditions, or elements,^ it

is

through acquaintance

is to say scientific knowFor we do not think that we know a

with these that knowledge, that
ledge,

is

attained.

thing until

we

are acquainted with

and have

or

first

its

simplest elements.®

principles,

its

primary conditions

carried our analysis as far as

Plainly therefore in the science of

Nature, as in other branches of study, our
to try to determine what relates to

first

task will be

its principles.^

The natural way of doing this is to start from the things
which are more knowable and obvious to us and proceed
towards those which are clearer and more knowable by
nature®

;

for the

same things are not ‘knowable

relatively to

^ The
present treatise, usually called the Physics^ deals with
natural body in general the special kinds are discussed in Aristotle’s
other physical works, the De Caelo, &c. The first book is concerned
with the elements of a natural body (matter and form) : the second
mainly with the different types of cause studied by the physicist.
Books III~VI I deal with movement, and the notions implied in it. The
subject of VIII is the prime mover, which, though not itself a natural
body, IS the cause of movement in natural bodies.
The title (pvcriKrj aKpoaa-is (= Lectures on Physics) is as old at least
as Simplicius (a.I). 530). When Aristotle uses the phrase iv roh
pvcriKois he is usually referring to the first two books of the Phystcs^
but sometimes to the later books, and sometimes even to the other
physical treatises. He repeatedly refers to the later books of the
Physics as ra wept KiVTjcreaf,
^ It seems best to take (with Zabarella) the words S>v eicriv dpxal rj
aina rj (rroixna as limitative. Throughout Book I Aristotle uses the
words dpxri, atnovj and <rroixfiop indiscriminately to mean the internal
principles or factors of a natural body.
* Pacius takes ra avna rd irpa^Ta Ka\ rds dpxys rds irpwras to be
But
proximate causes, as distinct from rd arotxeia which are remote
the distinction seems unnecessary: when Aristotle draws the conclusion of his syllogism, he mentions simply dpxaL
* It IS not clear whether this reference is to the first two books
as distinct from the rest or to the Physics as a whole (ra /ca^oXov rr^pl
(pvcremi vin, 25 7» 34), as distinct from the other physical treatises.
® Cf, below 1 89®*
4 where the phrase yv6i>pip.(ar€pov Kara top \ 6yop
(‘more knowable in the order of explanation*) is used. Another
:

Mfi’W

B
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and knowable’ without qualification. So in the present
we must follow this method and advance from what
more obscure by nature, but clearer to us, towards what

us’

^

inquiry
20 is

and more knowable by nature.
IS to us plain and obvious at first is rather
confused masses, the elements and principles of which
become known to us later by analysis Thus we must
advance from generalities to particulars for it is a whole
is

more

clear

Now

w^hat

;

25

that

is

best

known

to sense-perception,

and a generality

is

a kind of whole, comprehending many things within it,
^ parts.
Much the same thing happens in the relation

184^ like

of the

name

to the formula.

vaguely a sort of whole

:

A name, e g.

its definition

‘round’,

particular senses.

Similarly a child begins

men

all

and

‘father’,

women

means

analyses this into

by

its

calling all

‘mother’, but later on dis-

tinguishes each of them.

The

15

principles in question

more than

{b)

If {a) one,

and Melissus

20

must be

either {a)

one or 2

one.

it

must be either

assert, or

(ii)

(1)

motionless, as Parmenides

in motion, as the physicists hold,

some declaring air to be the first principle, others water.
If [b) more than one, then either (i) a finite or (li) an
If (i) finite (but more than one), then
infinite plurality.
either two or three or four or some other number.
If (li)
infinite, then either as Democritus believed one in kind,
but differing in shape or form; or diffeient in kind and
even contrary,^

A similar inquiry
number of

is

made by those who

inquire into the

for they inquire

whether the ultimate
constituents of existing things^ are one or many, and if many,
extstenis

:

equivalent phrase is Trporepov
The knowledge with which an
inquiry starts is always the cat^sa cognoscendi of the conclusion, it
may, or may not, be knowledge of the ^ausa essendi,
^

Reading

®

184'* 21

1, 26 Sunr^p piprj, with E.
Both Anaxagoras and the Pythagoreans recognized
contraries as principles, but it is chiefly the former who is referred to
here.
Contraries are the most different of the things m the same
genus’ (Met A 1018*27).
Thus while the atoms of Democritus
were the same in kind, the principles of Anaxagoras not only differed
in kind, but were even contrary to each other
® Reading in 1
23 icrrl wp^mv ^ifrova-i with Bonitz,

in

‘

.

:

BOOK
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2

whether a finite or an infinite plurality. So they too are
inquiring whether the principle or element is one or many.^

Now to
is

investigate whether Being

is

one and motionless

not a contribution to the science of Nature.

For just

the geometer has nothing more to say to one

the principles of his science

—

a different science^ or for one

this

denies

being a question for

common

to

all

investigating principles cannot argue with one

For

who

25

as 185^

—so a man
who

denies

Being is just one, and one in the
way mentioned, theie is a principle no longer, since a principle must be the principle of some thing or things.

their existence.

To

if

inquire therefore whether Being

would be

like

is

one

in this sense 5

arguing against any other position maintained

argument (such as the Heraclitean thesis, or
is one man) or like refuting a
merely contentious aigument a description which applies
to the arguments both of Melissus and of Parmenides their
premisses are false and their conclusions do not follow.
Or
rather the argument of Melissus is gross and palpable and
offers no difficulty at all
accept one ridiculous proposition
and the rest follows a simple enough proceeding.
We physicists, on the other hand, must take for granted
that the things that exist by nature are, either all or some
of them, in motion which is indeed made plain by inMoreover, no man of science is bound to solve
duction.®
every kind of difficulty that may be raised, but only as
many as are drawn falsely fiom the principles of the science
it is not our business to refute those that do not arise in
this way: just as it is the duty of the geometer to refute
for the sake of

such a thesis as that Being

—

:

10

*

—

—

the squaring of the circle

by means

of segments, but

not his duty to refute Antiphon’s proof.^

At

it is

the same

^ Perhaps Aristotle is thinking of Plato’s account in the Sophist
(242-6) of preceding views about the number and nature of to ovra
(a term which includes more objects than those of physics).
* Another special science, if there is one, to which geometry is
subordinate, as optics (e. g.) is to geometry.
* eVaywyi?, the process by which a man is led on from the apprehension of particular or partial forms of a universal to the apprehension of
the universal in its complete and purified form.
^ The former method was suggested by Hippocrates of Chios, and

B %
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iBs^

time the holders of the theory of whichT we are speaking do
incidentally raise physical questions, though Nature is not
their subject so it will perhaps be as well to spend a few
words on them, especially as the inquiry is not without
.

scientific interest.

The most

20

this

^

For

*

:

is

pertinent question with which to begin will be

In what sense
’

is

used in

is it

many

asserted that all things are one
senses.

Do

they mean that

things^ Sire* substance or quantities or qualities?

And, further,

or one
—one man, one
one
and
same
—
the
white
or hot
that
and
quality
or
—

are all things one substance
35 soul

^

all

or something of the kind

?

horse,

These are

very different

all

impossible to maintain.

and all
For if both substance and quantity and quality are, then,
whether these exist independently of each other or not,
Being will be many
If on the other hand it is asserted that all things are
quality or quantity, then, whether substance exists or not,
doctrines

50

an absurdity results, if indeed the impossible can propeily
be called absurd. For none of the others can exist independently: substance alone is independent for everything
:

is

predicated of substance as subject.^

that Being
infinite is in

is

infinite.

Now

Melissus says

It is then a quantity.

For the

the category of quantity, whereas substance

or quality or affection cannot be infinite except thiough
rested on the rather obvious geometrical fallacy of supposing that
if a particular kind of lunule can be squared, another kind can be
squared also.
Antiphon’s method was that of exhaustion.
He drew
a square
the circle, and then isosceles triangles on its sides, and so
on, and inferred that ultimately the inscribed polygon was equal in
area to the circle. This involves a denial of the %^QmtXx\z2X principle
that every geometrical magnitude can be divided ad infinitum^ and
gives only an approximate result. See Heath, Greek Mathematics^
1. 183-200, 22i”3, and Diels, Vorsokratiker^, 1. 298 f, 11. 294 f.
^ omitting Idfiv in . 22 with FI Simp.
1
* Aristotle is assuming the doctrine of the Categories which distinguishes the different types of predication, 1. e. the different senses
which Ms ’ is used. Only things which are in the full sense, i e,
substances (ovartai), have independent existence: other things are
attributes (crvfi^e^jyKdra) of them, and exist only when they are predicated
of a subject {{moKfifi^vop) which is a substance. Thus it is self-contradictory to speak of an attribute which exists unsupported by a
substance.

m

m

BOOK
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185^

2

a concomitant attribute/ that is, if at the same time 185^
they are also quantities. For to define the infinite you
must use quantity in your formula, but not substance or
quality ^ If then Being is both substance and quantity, it
is two, not one: if only substance, it is not infinite and
has no magnitude

for to

;

have that

it

will

have to be a

quantity.^

Again, ‘one*

no

itself,

less

senses, so

we must

when

said that the All

it is

Now we say that

(a)

indivisible is one, or

their
‘

essence

is

is

used in

many

is

5

used

one.

the continuous

(c)

one

is

than ‘being’,

consider in what sense the word

is

one or that

things are said to be

and the same,

as

‘

(d)

the

one *, when

‘liquor*

and

drink
If (a) their

One

is

one

in the sense of continuous,

many, for the continuous is divisible ad tfifinitum.
There is, indeed, a difficulty about part and whole,

it

is

10

per-

haps not relevant to the present argument, yet deserving
consideration on its own account namely, whether the
part and the whole are one or more than one, and how they
can be one 01 many, and, if they are more than one, in what
sense they are more than one.** (Similarly with the parts
Further, if each of
of wholes which are not continuous.)
the two parts is indivisibly one with the whole, the
difficulty arises that they will be indivisibly one with each

—

other also.

But to proceed

:

If (^) their

One

is

one as

indivisible,

Kara (Tvfx^e^rjKos, of which the Latin equivalent was
accidens.
avro [per se) or 17 avrd [quatenus tpsum).
usually opposed to
Thus a triangle, through its own nature [rnff' avrd), or as such Q) atrd),
has Its angles equal to two right angles. On the other hand, the
white (object) is six feet high, not in virtue of its whiteness (Ka^’ axVd),
whiteness
but through an attribute which is not necessarily involved
(Kara avix^€^r}K6s)*
(In Posterior Analytics, 1, 4, Aristotle draws
a distinction between Kad' aitro and i? avrd which may here be neglected.)
* See below, 111 207®- 7.
® The point of the paragraph is that Melissus at least is obviously
committed to a dualism, since he emphasizes the infinity of the one
being.
*
Aristotle seems to have in view a possible objection to the
statement that the continuous is many. It might be said that the
continuous is many only potentially, not actually.
^

It is

m

15
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nothing will have quantity or quality,^ and so the one will
not be

infinite,

as Melissus says

Parmenides says,
limited

20

for

— nor,

though the

indeed, limited, as

limit

is

indivisible, the

not.^

is

But if (^) all things are one in the sense of having the
same definition, like raiment and diess then it turns out
’

‘

‘

*,

that they are maintaining the Heraclitean doctrine, for

it

be good and to be bad and
to be good and to be not good and so the same thing
in fact,
will be good and ‘not good ^ and man and horse
their view will be, not that all things are one, but that they
are nothing and that to be of such-and-such a quality is
the same as to be of such-and-such a size
Even the more recent of the ancient thinkers were in
25
a pother lest the same thing should turn out in their hands
both one and many. So some, like Lycophron,^ were led
others to change the mode of expression and
to omit is
say ‘the man has been whitened instead of is white ’, and
for fear that if they added
30 walks’ instead of is walking
the word is they should be making the one to be many
as if ‘one’ and ‘being’ were always used in one and the
same sense. What ‘is’ may be many either in definition (for example ‘ to be white is one thing, to be musical’ another, yet the same things may be both, so the
one is many) or by division, as the whole and its parts,
186^ On this point, indeed, they were already getting into difficulties and admitted that the one was many— as if
there was any difficulty about the same thing being both
one and many, provided that these are not opposites;
will be the same thing
'

‘

‘

to

’

‘

‘

*

*

;

*

‘

,

‘

^

’

‘

‘

‘

*,

‘

’

’

for ‘one’

may mean

‘

either ‘potentially one’ or ‘actually

one
^

Indivisible unity

is

inconsistent with

any type of predication,

which always involves a subject and a predicate, and in particular
with the predication of quantity.
* e.g
a point which terminates a line

is

indivisible,

though the

line IS not.
* An orator and a pupil of Gorgias.
For what is known of him
see Zeller 1®. 1323, n. 3.
* Reading in 1
avrd, with E.
. 3 s rb
® So that there is no contradiction
supposing that a thing is (say)
‘
actually one
but ‘ potentially many *, at the same time.

m

—

^
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3

we approach

then,

If,

impossible for

186*^

3

way

seems
Further, the arguments

the thesis in this

things to be one.

all

—
it

5

they use to prove their position are not difficult to expose.
For both of them reason contentiously I mean both
Melissus and Parmenides.

[Their premisses are false and
do not follow. Or rathei the argument
of Melissus is gross and palpable and offers no difficulty at
all
admit one ridiculous proposition and the rest follows
a simple enough proceeding.] ^
their conclusions

:

The

fallacy of Melissus

is

a beginning*

For he supposes that

obvious.^

come

the assumption ‘what has

10

into being always has

assumption ‘what has not come
no beginning*. Then this also is absurd,

justifies the

into being has

that in every case there should be^ a beginning of the

— not of the time and not only

thing

to be in the

full

have a quality^

Again, does

—as

if

of coming

change never took place suddenly.

follow that Being,

it

in the case

sense but also in the case of coming to

if

one,

is

15

motionless?

Why should it not move, the whole of it within itself, as paits
of

do which are

it

unities, e. g. this

qualitative change impossible

one

in form,

some

though

it

may be

of the physicists hold

though not

in

?

it

Again,

what it is made
to be one in the

in

Man

the former.)

water ?

why

is

But, fuithei. Being cannot be

(Even
latter way,
obviously differs from
of.

20

horse in form, and contraries fiom each other.

The same kind of argument holds good against Parmenides
any that may apply specially to his view the
answer to him being that this is not true and that does not
His assumption that one is used in a single sense
follow
only is false, because it is used in several. His conclusion 35
does not follow, because if we take only white things, and if
‘ white
has a single meaning, none the less what is white
For what is white will not be
will be many and not one.
also, besides

:

*

‘

‘

*.

*

'

The words

in

brackets

are

probably wrongly inserted from

185®- 9-12.
®

Cf. Diels, Vorsokratiket^ i. 184, 29-37, 186. 3-10.
Simp.
oi€<r^ni in 1. 13 with

®

Omitting

^

See

that there
thing.

F

Vorsokrahket^^ i. 187-90, Aristotle wishes to say
always a beginning of the time, but not always of the

Diels,
is

:
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in the sense that

one either

continuous or in the sense

it is

Whiteness will
that it must be defined in only one way.
Nor does this
whiteness’.
be different from ‘what has
‘

mean
30

that there

'

anything that can exist separately, over

is

For whiteness and that which
is white differ in definition, not in the sense that they are
But Parthings which can exist apart from each other.
menides had not come in sight of this distinction.
and above what

white.

is

’

‘

*

’

necessary for him, then, to assume not only that

It is
‘

being has the same meaning, of whatever
’

but further that

means

it

(i)

what just

ts ^

it is

predicated,

and

(2)

what

is

just one?
It

must be

35 subject,

so,® for (i)

an attribute

some

predicated of

is

so that the subject to which

being

‘

*

attributed

is

something different from being
186*^ Something, therefore, which is not will be.
Hence subFor the
stance ^ will not be a predicate of anything else.^
subject cannot be a beings unless ‘being’ means several
things, in such a way that each ts something.
But ex
not be, as

will

*

is

it

‘

’

hypotkesi ‘ being
If,

5

then,

‘

means only one

’

substance ’

is

other things are attributed to

mean what

is

‘substance’

rather than

latter is different (for

white, as nothing

that ‘white’

of a

at

is

is

it

not?

not

is

‘

i.

i.e. indivisible unity.

‘

substance

’

For suppose that

white,®

substance ’),

that

but

not-being,

®

does

being cannot even be attributed to

which

— and

is

how

Since the definition of the

not-being

'

e.

it,

Hence ‘substance’

all.

say that

to

is

particular

10 is not

what

also ‘white’.

is

thing.

not attributed to anything, but

in
is

follows

it

not in the
the

not;

for

sense

that

sense
it

is

it

true

which we found to mean

substance.

It is necessary to supply some such intermediate step as this
being IS not thus identified with substantial being, it is an attribute,
and then the following difficulty occurs *.
‘ Or that which just is,
® Consequently to make being
substance does not obviously involve a plurality (duality) of beings, as identifying it with an attribute
*

‘

If

—

=

does.
*

Aristotle

assumes throughout the

possibility of predication.

BOOK
not-being.

means

If to avoid

substance,

this^

I

1^6^

3.

we say

that even ‘white’

more than

follows that ‘being’ has

it

one meaning.
In particular, then, Being will not have magnitude,
substance.

For each of the two parts ^ must

if it is

6e in a different

sense.

Substance

(2)

we

is

plainly divisible into other substances,

if

consider the mere nature of a definition.

For instance,
if man is a substance, animal and biped must also be
substances. For if not substances, they must be attributes
and if attributes, attributes either of (a) man or of {b) some
other subject. But neither is possible.
(a) An attribute is either that which may or may not
belong to the subject or that in whose definition the subject
of which it is an attribute is involved.^ Thus sitting is an
example of a separable attribute, while snubness contains
the definition of ‘nose’, to which we attiibute snubness.
Further, the definition of the whole is not contained in the
’

‘

’

‘

15

’

‘

20

’

‘

*

‘

definitions of the contents or elements of the definitory

formula, that of ‘man’ for instance
white man in white
If then this

in ‘biped’, or that of

and if biped is 25
supposed to be an attribute of man it must be either
separable, so that man might possibly not be biped or
the definition of man must come into the definition of
biped
which is impossible, as the converse is the case. 3 °
(b) If, on the other hand, we suppose that
biped and
animal are attributes not of man but of something else,
and are not each of them a substance, then man too will
be an attribute of something else. But we must assume that
substance^ is not the attribute of anything, and that the
and each
subject of which both biped ' and animal
separately^ are predicated is the subject also of the com’

‘

‘

is so,

’

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

'

‘

’,

’

‘

—

’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

‘

‘

plex

‘

biped animal

’.

Are we then to say that

the All

is

composed of indivisible

^ Sc. to avoid the self-contradiction involved
OVK tv,

*
®

^
®

Which

’

m saying to

oTrep tv

are, at the least, involved in its having magnitude.
Omitting 5 eV
avpfiefSrjKev in 11, 20-21, with FI Phil. Simp.
Omitting Tt
I Phil. Simp.
1. 34, with
Placing a comma after, not before, koI hanpov (11, 34-5).
.

m

.
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187® substances

Some

? ^

to both arguments.

thinkers did, in point of fact, give

To

the argument that

all

way

things are

being means one thing, they conceded that not-being
is; to that from bisection, they yielded by positing atomic
magnitudes.^ But obviously it is not true that if being

one

if

means one
5

and cannot at the same time mean the

thing,

contradictory of this, there will be nothing which

even

if

what

no reason
say that

why it
all

is

not, for

not cannot be without qualification, there

is

things will be one,

if

there

is

nothing besides

For who understands being
Being
But
to be anything but a particular substance?
absurd.

itself, is

is so,

there

is

is

To

should not be a particular not-being.

'

itself’
if

this

many

beings,

Being to be one

in this

nothing to pi event there being

as has been said
It

is,

then, clearly impossible for

sense.

The

physicists

on the other hand have two modes of 4

explanation.

The

of the three
*5

make the underlying body ® one

first set

^

or something else which

and rarer than

aii

®

—then generate

is

— either one

denser than

fire

everything else from

and obtain multiplicity by condensation and raieNow these are contraries, which may be generalized
into
excess and defect
(Compare Plato’s Great and
Small
except that he makes these his matter, the one his
this,

faction.
‘

*

*.

’

—

form, while the others treat the one which undeilies as

matter and the contraiies as differentiae,

The second set

i.e.

forms).

assert that the contrarieties are contained

in the one and emeige from it by segregation, for example
Anaximander and also all those who assert that what is is
one and many, like Empedocles and Anaxagoras for they
’

*

;

'

Taking

dhmpiraiv dpa to

rrdp in

1

35 as a question.

See Diels, Vorsokraitket^y i, 170 f, 181-3
187* 13 omitting ov, of which there is no trace in Simplicius.
^ Water, air, or fire,
Aristotle points out elsewhere (Met, A. 988^ 30)
that no one made earth the substratum.
® Aristotle sometimes
mentions a theory that the substratum is
between water and air, and once a theory that it is between water and
fire.
A substance between air and fire is mentioned by Aristotle in
four other passages besides the present. See Zeller i®. 283-91, Diels,
®

®

1.415. 32-416. 27.
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4

too produce other things from their mixture by segrega-

These differ, however, from each other in that the
former imagines a cycle of such changes, the latter a single
series. Anaxagoras again made both his homoeomerous ^
tion.

’

‘

substances and his contraries

Empedocles

infinite in multitude,

posits only the so-called

^

35

whereas

elements

The

theory of Anaxagoras that the principles are infinite
in multitude was probably due to his acceptance of the

common

opinion of the physicists that nothing comes into

being from not-being.
the phrase

‘

all

things

into being of such

For this is the reason why they use
were together and the coming
’

30

and such a kind of thing is reduced to
while some spoke of combination and

change of quality,
^
Moreover, the fact that the contraries proceed
from each other led them to the conclusion. The one, they
reasoned, must have already existed in the other for since
everything that comes into being must arise either from
what is or from what is not, and it is impossible for it to
arise from what is not (on this point all the physicists agree),
they thought that the truth of the alternative necessarily
separation

;

followed,
things,

namely that things come

i.e.

35

into being out of existent

out of things already present, but imperceptible

to our senses because of the smallness of their bulk.

So

187^

they assert that everything has been mixed in everything,
because they saw everything arising out of everything.
But things, as they say, appear different from one another

and receive different names according to the nature of the
particles which are numerically predominant among the
innumerable constituents of the mixture. For nothing,
they say, is purely and entirely white or black or sweet, 5
bone or flesh, but the nature of a thing is held to be that of
which it contains the most.
Now (i) the infinite qua infinite is unknowable, so thatwhat
' 6 fxoLOfi€prj IS Aristotle’s term for substances which are divisible into
It means primarily the ‘ tissues ’ of plants and
parts like themselves.
animals, e.g flesh, as distinguished from the opyavim p.ipi), such as the
hand. It includes the metals, but not the four elements
Aristotle himself regards the four * elements ’ as complex.
^ Putting only a comma after oKKoiovarBai in 1 . 30.
Cf. Diels, ib. 388.
23-32.
**
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multitude or size

IS infinite

in

and what

is infinite in variety

unknowable in quantity,
is unknowable in
question are infinite both

is

of kind

But the principles in
Therefoie it is impossible to
in multitude and in kind.
know things which are composed of them for it is when
we know the nature and quantity of its components that we
suppose we know a complex.
Further (a) if the paits of a whole may be of any size in the

TO quality*

;

15

(by ‘parts’
which a whole can be divided and

direction either of greatness or of smallness

mean components

I

into

which are actually present in it), it is necessary that the
Clearly, therefore,^
itself may be of any size.

whole thing
since

it is

impossible for an animal or plant to be indefinitely

big or small, neither can

But

be the same.
20 of
it

its

flesh,

parts be such, or the whole will

bone, and the like are the parts

Hence

animals, and the fruits are the parts of plants.

obvious that neither flesh, bone, nor any such thing

is

can be of indefinite size in the diiection either of the greater
or of the

less.

Again

(3)

according to the theoiy

all

such things are

do not come into being
which aie separated out, and a thing

already present in one another and

but are constituents

receives its designation

anything
25

from

body

may come
and

its

chief constituent.

Further,

—water by segregation

Hence, since every

finite

exhausted by the repeated abstraction of a

finite

flesh
is

from

out of anything

flesh

from water.

seems obviously to follow that everything cannot
subsist in everything else.
For let flesh be exti acted from
water and again more flesh be produced ^ from the remainder

body,

it

by repeating the process of separation

:

then, even though

the quantity separated out will continually decrease,

not

still it

below a certain magnitude.^ If, therefore, the
process comes to an end, everything will not be in every-

30 will

fall

thing else (for there will be no flesh in the remaining water)
if

on the other hand

always possible, there
^

®

®

it

does not, and further extraction is
be an infinite multitude of finite

will

Reading in 1 . 16 BXov), « SjJ, with Bonitz.
Reading in 1, 28 y^vofiivrjs^ with El.
Anaxagoras would deny this.

BOOK
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187*^

—which

particles in a finite quantity

^

is

impossible.

Another proof may be added Since every body must
diminish in size when something is taken from it, and flesh
is quantitatively definite in respect both of greatness and
.

smallness,

be

than the minimum of

less

minimum

clear that from the

is

it

no body can be separated out

flesh

;

35

quantity of

for the flesh left w’ould 188®

flesh.^

bodies there would be
and blood and biain having
a distinct existence, however, from one another, and no less
real than the infinite bodies, and each infinite, which is

Lastly (4) in each of his

already present

infinite

—

infinite flesh

contrary to reason.

The
place

statement that complete separation never
correct enough, though

is

aware of what

means.

it

If then colours

separable.

the mixture, and

if

For
and

Anaxagoras

will

take

affections are indeed in-

had entered

states

into

separation took place, there would

which was nothing but white
was not the predicate of a subject. So his
Mind is an absurd person aiming at the impossible, if he
is supposed to wish to sepaiate them, and it is impossible
to do so, both in respect of quantity and of quality of
quantity, because there is no minimum magnitude,^ and of
be a

white

‘

or healthy,

or a

’

i.

‘

5

not fully

is

healthy

’

e.

’

‘

10

—

quality, because affections are inseparable.

Nor

Anaxagoras
homogeneous bodies.^
clay

is

coming to be

right about the
It is true

there

is

a sense

divided into pieces of clay, but there

is

is

in

of

which

another

m

which it is not. Water® and air are, and are generated,
from each other, but not in the way in which bricks come
from a house and again a house from bricks ® and it is
better to assume a smaller and finite number of principles,
as Empedocles does.’’^
’

‘

*

‘

^

*

;

Aristotle supposes for simplicity that the finite

extracted are equal.
2

'

For Anaxagoras there

IXarrm* in

1.

I

is

no minimum.

—

It

amounts which are

seems best

to read

with Simplicius,

^ Reading in I.
According to Anaxagoras.
13 o/ioei§»v, with El.
Omitting
1 16, perhaps with Them, and Simp.
® i. e. by segregation and aggregation respectively.
Water comes
from air by change of quality.
®

Um

®

^

If

we accept

assume an

.

the possibility of transmutation,
multitude of principles.

infinite

it is

not necessary to

15

,
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thinkers

All

agree

then

who

both those

principles,

contraries

(for even Parmenides treats hot and cold as prinunder the names of fire and earth) ^ and those too

unmoved

30

ciples

who

The same

use the rare and the dense.

Democritus also, with his plenum

^

and

is

true of

void, both of

which

he says, the one as being, the other as not-being.

exist,

25

making the

in

describe the All as one and

Again he speaks of differences in position, shape, and order,
and these are geneia of which the species are contraries,
namely, of position, above and below, before and behind
of shape, angular and angle-less, straight and round.®
then that they

It is plain

all

in

way

one

or another

And

identify the contraries with the principles

with good
must not be derived from one
another nor from anything else, while everything has to be
But these conditions are fulfilled by
derived from them.
the primary contraries, which are not derived from any-

For

reason.

first

principles

thing else because they are primary, nor from each other

because they are contraries.

But we must see how

30

the

lesult, as well as in

Our

first

may

mean
35

that

can be arrived at as a reasoned
indicated.

presupposition must be that in nature nothing

acts on, or

nor

this

way just

is

acted on by,

any other thing

anything come from anything
it

at

random,

else, unless

we

does so in virtue of a concomitant attribute.

For how could ‘white’ come fiom ‘musical’, unless
musical happened to be an attribute of the not- white ^
or of the black?
No, ‘white’ comes from ‘not- white’
—and not from any not- white but from black or some
’

‘

‘

188^ intermediate

from

‘

colour.^

^
*

‘

musical

’

comes to be

not-musical’, but not from aiiy thing other than

musical, but from

there

Similarly,

may

‘

unmusical

’

or

any intermediate

state

be.

Cf.fr. 8. 53-9.
Reading in 1. 22

for <rT€pe«v, with

ml

I

Simp. Phil. Them.

25 with MS. Par. 1859, Phil ,and Simp., ye-ywvtwpeW
aywi/iov, fvOif nepKpepis
^
Reading in 1. 36
ptf) \evKS, with
and Simp.
® According to Aristotle, the colours form
a scale between black
and white.
®

Reading

^

E

5

—
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Nor again do

things pass into the first chance thing;
does not pass into ‘ musical (except, it may
be, in virtue of a concomitant attribute), but into ‘notand not into any chance thing which is not white,
white
‘

white

’

’

’

—

but into black or an intermediate colour
into ‘not-musical'

—and

‘

;

musical

'

passes

not into any chance thing others

than musical, but into ‘unmusical’ or any intermediate
state there

may

be.

The same holds of other things also, even things which

are

not simple but complex follow the same principle, but the
opposite state has not received a name, so

What

the fact.
tune,

and

in

is

vice versa

and not

;

fail

is

not in

the tuned passes into untimedness
into the correspond-

does not matter^ whether we take attunement, order, or composition for our illustration the principle

ing opposite.

lo

to notice

tune must come from what

any untunedness, but

into

we

It

15

;

is

obviously the same

in all,

and

in fact applies equally to

the production of a house, a statue, or any other complex.

A

house comes fiom certain things

in a certain state

of

separation instead of conjunction, a statue (or any other

thing that has been shaped) from shapelessness

—each of

20

these objects being partly order and partly composition.
If then

passes

this

true, everything that

is

away comes

from, or passes into,

comes to be or
its

contrary or an

But the intermediates aie derived from
from black and white.
Everything, therefore, that comes to be by a natural

intermediate state-

the contraries
process

Up

is

—

colours, for instance,

to this point

we have

had most of the
have said already

practically

other writers on the subject with

us, as I

and what they call
no reason indeed
for the theory, but constrained as it were by the truth
itself.
'They differ, however, from one another in that
some assume contraries which are more primary, others
contraries which are less so: some those more knowable
for all of

35

either a contiary or a product of contraries.

them

identify their elements,

their principles, with the contraries, giving

^

Reading

*

“-I9-30.

in

1.

15

S’ ov^cV,

with the

MSS.

30
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in the

and even,

make hot and

cold, or again moist

;

;

way mentioned.

each other in the

Hence

familiar to

and
becoming while others make odd
or again Love and Strife and these differ from

Foi some

dry, the conditions of
35

more

order of explanation, others those

sense,

their principles are in

another different

;

one sense the same, in
most people

different certainly, as indeed

189* think, but the same inasmuch as they are analogous
all

are taken from the

same

pairs being wider, others

narrower in extent

then their theories are both the

same and

,

for

some of the

table of columns,^

way

In this

different,

some

some worse; some, as I have said, take as their
contraries what is more knowable in the order of explanation,
(The universal is
others what is more familiar to sense.
more knowable in the ordei of explanation, the particular in
the order of sense for explanation has to do with the
‘The great and the
universal, sense with the particulai.)
better,

5

small,’ for

example, belong to the former

and the rare to the
’

10

class,

‘

the dense

latter.

It is clear

then that our principles must be contraries.

The next

question

three or

more

is

whether the principles are two or C

number.

in

One they cannot be, for there cannot be one contrary.
Nor can they be innumerable, because, if so, Being will not
and in any one genus there is only one conand substance is one genus also a finite number
is sufficient, and a finite number, such as the principles
of Empedocles, is better than an infinite multitude for
Empedocles professes to obtain from his principles all that
Anaxagoras obtainsfrom his innumerableprinciples. Lastly,
some contraries are more primary than others, and some
arise from others
for example sweet and bitter, white and
black whereas the principles must always remain principles.

be knowable

:

trariety,
15

:

;

—

—

^

The

following

Limit

is

the table given

m Met

4.

.

,

.

Unlimited

Resting

.

Even

Straight;

.

Odd
One

.

.

.

,

.

Right

.

.

.

Plurality
Left

Good

.

Male

.

.

.

Female

Square

.

Light

,

Moving

.

.

Curved
Darkness

.

Bad

.

.

Oblong

.
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189®

This will suffice to show that the principles are neither
one nor innumerable.
Granted, then, that they are a limited number, it is
plausible to suppose

to see

how

act in

any way on
any other

them more than two.

is difficult

either density should be of such a nature as to

true of

rarity or rarity

The same is
Love does not

on density.

pair of contraries; for

gather Strife together and
Strife

For it

20

make anything

make

things out of

it,

nor does

25

out of Love, but both act on a third

Some indeed assume more than
one such thing from which they construct the world of

thing different from both.
nature.

Other objections to the view that it is not necessary
assume a third principle as a substratum may be added.
(i) We do not find that the contraries constitute the
substance of any thing. But what is a first principle ought
not to be the predicate of any subject. If it were, there
would be a principle of the supposed principle: for the
subject is a principle, and prior presumably to what is
predicated of it. Again (a) we hold that a substance is not
to

contrary to another substance.

How

30

then can substance

be derived from what are not substances? Or how can
non-substance be prior to substance ?
If then we accept both the former argument ^ and this
one,^ we must, to preserve both, assume a third somewhat 35
as the substratum of the contraries, such as is spoken of by 189**
those who describe the All as one nature water or fire or
what is intermediate between them. What is intermediate
seems preferable for fire, earth, air, and water are already ^ involved with pairs of contraries. There is, therefore, much to 5

—

;

be said for those who make the underlying substance different
from these four of the rest, the next best choice is air, as
presenting sensible differences in a less degiee than the
;

others

and

;

after air, water.

that they differentiate their

All, however, agree in this,

One by means

such as density and rarity and more and
^
®

®

e45 16

of the contraries,
less,

which

That the contraries are principles (ch. 5).
That the contraries need a substratum (11 21-34).
Reading in 1 4 7rCp yap ^§7, with E Them. Simp.
.

C

may

10

;
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of course be generalized, as has already been said,^ into
Indeed this doctrine too (that the One
excess and defect.

and excess and defect aie the principles of things) would
appear to be of old standing, though in different forms
for the early thinkers made the two the active and the one
the passive principle, whereas some of the more recent
15

maintain the reverse.

To suppose then that the elements are three in number
would seem, from these and similar considerations, a plausible
On the other hand, the view that
view, as I said before.^
they are more than three in number would seem to be
untenable.

For the one substratum is sufficient to be acted on
20

;

but

if

we have four contraries, there will be two contrarieties, and
we shall have to suppose an intermediate nature for each
pair® separately.'*

If,

on the other hand, the contraiieties,

being two, can generate from each other, the second contrariety will

be supeifluous.

Moreover,

it

is

impossible

that there should be more than one primary contrariety.

For substance

is

a single genus of being, so that the

principles can differ only as prior
25

genus

in

;

a single genus there

trariety, all the

is

and posterior, not in
always a single con-

other contrarieties in

it

being held to be

reducible to one.
It is clear then that the number of elements is neither
one nor more than two or three ; but whether two or three

as I said, a question of considerable difficulty.

is,

We

30

sense
if

•

now

give our own account,® approaching the 7
with reference to becoming in its widest
for we shall be following the natural order of inquiry

will

question

first

we speak first of common characteristics, and then

investi-

gate the characteristics of special cases.®

We

say that one thing comes to be from another thing,
sort of thing from another sort of thing, both in

and one
^

’
*

®

2 a
j87»i 6.
21.
189^20 reading cKarepa with Philoponus and Pacius.
So that one of these substrata would be superfluous.
® Cf. 184®- 2i-^
Reading in 1. 30
with E.

14,
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the case of simple and of complex things

We

following.

what

(2)

*

is

‘

mean

I

man becomes

not-musical becomes musical

—

we say

’

‘

*

‘

what each becomes
(3)

the

(i)

or

the

musical \
the not‘

(3)

man becomes a musical man
Now what becomes
and {2)
man and not musical
I call simple, and

musical
in (i)

can say

—

*

musical

’

190®

—

—simple

But when

also.

man becomes

the ‘not-musical

35

a musical

man

both what becomes and what it becomes are complex.
As regards one of these simple things that become we
say not only ‘this becomes so-and-so*,^ but also ‘from
being this, comes to be so-and-so’, as ‘from being notmusical comes to be musical
as regards the other we do
*

‘

5

’

;

not say this in

a

man

all cases,

we do

as

he came to be musical

’

not say

but only

‘

(1)

the

‘

from being

man became

musical

When
one case
it

a

‘

simple

’

become something, in
through the process, in the other (2)

thing

(1) it survives

is

said to

For the man remains a man and is such even
musical, whereas what is not musical or

does not

10

when he becomes
is

unmusical does not continue to exist, either simply or

combined with the

These

subject.

distinctions drawn,

one can gather from surveying

the various cases of becoming in the

we

way we

are describing

must always be an underlying something, namely that which becomes, and that this, though
always one numerically, in form at least is not one. (By
For
that I mean that it can be described in dififeient ways.)
One part
to be man is not the same as to be unmusical
survives, the other does not what is not an opposite survives
that, as

say, there

’

‘

15

‘

.

(for

‘

man

’

survives),

but not-musical
‘

not survive, nor does the
‘

unmusical man

We

’

compound

®

or

‘

unmusical does
’

of the two,

namely

’.

speak of becoming that from this
‘

’

instead of

‘

this

becoming that moie in the case of what does not survive
becoming musical from unmusical *, not from
the change
’

—

‘

‘

*

Omitting in
Omitting

®

Reading

^

m

in

1.
1.
1.

35 Tt, with E Them. Phil, Simp
6 n, with E^ Them. Phil.
19 to /x^ fiovariKov^ with F.
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man'

— but there are

we sometimes

exceptions, as

use the

form of expression even of what survives we speak
of a statue coming to be from bronze not of the bronze
The change, ho wevei from an opposite
becoming a statue

25 latter

;

‘

‘

,

which does not survive is described indifferently in both
ways, becoming that from this or this becoming that
We say both that the unmusical becomes musical and
’

‘

30

*.

‘

*

that

'

And

from unmusical he becomes musicar.

so both

man
man becoming

foims are used of the complex, ‘becoming a musical

from an unmusical

man

*,

and an unmusical
‘

man

a musical

But there are different senses of ‘coming to be'. In
some cases we do not use the expression come to be but
Only substances are said to come
come to be so-and-so
‘

‘

‘

to be

in

'

Now

the unqualified sense

in all cases other

than substance

it

plain that

is

must be some subject, namely, that which becomes
For we know that when a thing comes to be of such

theie

35

a quantity or quality or in such a relation, time, or place,
a subject is always presupposed, since substance alone is
not predicated of another subject, but everything else of
substance.

190^

But that substances too, and anything else that can be
said ‘to be without qualification, come to be from some
substratum, will appear on examination
For we find in
every case something that underlies from which pioceeds
that which comes to be ; for instance, animals and plants
*

from seed.
5

come to be, come to be in different
by change of shape, as a statue ^ (a) by addition, as things which grow; (3) by taking away, as the
Hermes from the stone
(4) by putting together, as a
house (5) by alteration, as things which turn in respect
Generally things which

ways:

(i)

;

;

‘

;

'

of their material substance.^
^

Sc.

a bronze

The

statue.

modes

€k p^aXicoO is

probably a gloss.

becoming are cases of artificial production.
The fifth seems to include both mere change of quality (aXXoiaxrty) and
generation in the full sense (aTrXrj yeu^ms), which presumably is always
accomifamed by dWoicoai^. Milk ‘ turning would be merely a case
*

first

four

of

’

BOOK
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I.

It is plain that these are all cases of coming to be from
a substiatum.
Thus, clearly, from what has been said, whatever comes
to be is always complex.
There is, on the one hand, (a)
something which comes into existence, and again (d) some-

thing which becomes that

—the

mean the

‘unmusical’,

by the

two

latter (d) in

either the subject or the opposite.

By

Plainly then,

if

I

and similarly

‘subject’ ‘man’,

and the bronze or stone or gold the

senses,

the ‘opposite’

the absence of shape or form or order the

I call

lo

‘

opposite ^

15

‘subject’.

there are conditions and principles which

constitute natural objects and from which they piimarily

are 01

each

^

is

have come to be
said to be in

in respect of a

its

—have come to

concomitant attribute

—

mean, what
what each is

be, I

essential nature, not

plainly,

I

say, every-

For
comes to be fiom both subject and form.
‘musical man’ is composed (in a way)^ of ‘man’ and
musical
you can analyse it ^ into the definitions of its
elements. It is clear then that what comes to be will come
to be from these elements
Now the subject is one numerically, though it is two in
form. (For it is the man, the gold the matter ^ generally
that is counted, for it is more of the nature of a this and
what comes to be does not come from it in virtue of a concomitant attribute ® the privation, on the other hand, and

thing

‘

ao

’

:

—

—

‘

’

‘

’,

,

of change of quality (d\\oi<c<ris), not of change of substance (drrX^
I
water turning into wine, 01 Karatxr^via becoming dv 6p<»tro 9
would be an example of the latter. Since Aristotle is carefully working
up to the conception of matter (uXj?), the words Kara rrju vXrjv are used
inadvertently, or are a later addition to explain rpenofieva.
^
Omitting the comma after fiVi in 1 18.
^ The relation of attribute to subject is only analogous to that
of form to matter
® Omitting the first rovs \6yovs in 1 .
22, with Diels.
*
Aristotle here introduces vXt} as his technical term for ‘matter*.
Literally the word means ‘ wood or * timber *, and Aristotle no doubt
has in view the simplest example of a maker, the reKrav,
® Every transition is of the form
where
is substance.
A' (orXA^) is said to come to be from A' without qualification (dTrXSs).
On the other hand. A' comes to be from A, in virtue of an attribute
(Kara avp^e^rjKos), namely Ay which
possesses. The contrast is
between ‘ coming to be ' without qualification, and ‘ coming to be in
virtue of an attribute*. If 4 ' is a quality,
is the contrary quality

yevecTLs)

,

’

X

X

.*

A

25
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form

positive

is

one

^

And

the process.)

the contrary are incidentaP in

the

—the order, the acquired art of music,

or any similar predicate.

There
30

we must declaie the
which they are three

a sense, therefore, in which

is

principles to be two,

and a sense

in

a sense in which the contraries are the principles

,

—say

for

example the musical and the unmusical, the hot and the
and the untuned and a sense in which
they are not, since it is impossible for the contraries to be
acted on by each other. But this difficulty also is solved by

—

cold, the tuned

the fact that the substiatum
35 for

in

it is

itself

is

a way, not more

in

different

The

not a contrary.

from the contraries

principles therefore aie,

number than the

191® of essential nature, but three.

from to be unmusical
be bronze
‘

We

now

have

stated the

‘

’

number of the

is

number

reached

is

:

and

‘

to

principles of

clear that there

it is

different

from

’

natural objects which are subject to generation,

the

it

a diffeience

is

For to be man
to be unformed
‘

V

but as

contraries,

were two, nor yet precisely two, since there

and how
must be

a substratum for the contraries, and that the contraries
5

must be two.

{Yet

in

another

way

of putting

it

this

is

not

necessary, as one of the contraries will serve to effect the

change by

its

successive absence

and presence.)

The underlying nature is an object of scientific knowledge,
by an analogy. For as the bronze is to the statue, the
10 wood to the bed, or the matter and the formless before
receiving form to

any thing which has form, so

underlying nature to substance,

i.

e.

the

*

this

’

the

is one principle (though not one or existent ^
same sense as the ‘ this ^), and the definition was one

This then
the

is

or existent.

we agreed ®

;

then further there

is its

in

as

contrary, the priva-

A

(or intermediate).
But li
is substance fas well as X),
is called
the privation (arripr^a-ts) of A'.
^
Incidental ==» Kara crvp^e^rfKus
* 1 e. counts as principle No. 2.
® Heading in 1 2
avBp^nfp koX to apova-c^ elvaif Ka\ to da-xvpaTia-Ti^
with E.
*
Reading in 1 13 ov ms, with E.
® Altering the reading of the MSS.
1 . 13 {q 6 \ 6 yos) to rjv 6 \ 6yot,
\ 6yos is used by Aristotle as equivalent to eld os of 190^ 28.
.

.

m
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In what sense these are two, and in what sense

tion.

more, has been stated above. Briefly, we explained first ^
that only the contraries were principles, and later ^ that

15

a substratum was indispensable, and that the principles were
three
our last statement® has elucidated the difference
between the contraries, the mutual relation of the principles,
and the nature of the substratum. Whether the form or
;

the substratum
is

not yet

what

is

the essential nature of a physical object

But that the principles are three, and in
and the way in which each is a principle, is

clear.^

sense,

ao

clear.

So much then

for the question of the

number and the

nature of the principles.

We

8

now proceed ®

will

to

show that the

early thinkers, as well as our own,

is

difficulty of the

solved in this

way

alone.

The

first

of those

who

studied science were misled in their

search for truth and the nature of things

by

their inex- 35

which as it weie thrust them into another path.
So they say that none of the things that are either comes to
be or passes out of existence, because what comes to be
must do so either from what is or from what is not, both
of which are impossible.
For what is cannot come to be 30
(because it is already), and from what is not nothing could
have come to be (because something must ^ be present as a
substratum).
So too they exaggerated the consequence of
this, and went so far as to deny even the existence of a plurality of things, maintaining that only Being itself is.
Such
then was their opinion, and such the reason for its adoption.
perience,^

the other hand

Our explanation on

‘something comes to be from what

is

is

that the phrases

or from what

is

not

what is not or what is does something or has something
done to it or becomes some particular thing’, are to be
‘

taken
^

*

®
*

^

(in

the

Ch

5.

first

way
*

of putting our explanation) in the
Ch. 6

*

Ch.

7.

discussed below, Bk. II, Ch i.
1 . 24 Xiyonfiev, with
Reading
Sc. of logical analysis. So Themistius and Philoponus.
Reading in 1 . 31 detv, with Boniu.

This

IS

m

EL
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same sense as a doctor does something or has something
done to him \ is or becomes something from being a docThese expressions may be taken in two senses, and
tor
and being acts or is
so too, clearly, may from being
acted on
A doctor builds a house, not qua doctor, but qua
5 housebuilder, and turns gray, not qua doctor, but qua darkhaired. On the other hand he doctors or fails to doctor qua
But we are using words most appropriately when
doctoi.
we say that a doctor does something or undergoes something, or becomes something from being a doctor, if he
does, undergoes, or becomes qua doctor. Clearly then also
means qua
to come to be so-and-so from not-being

191^

*

‘

‘

‘

’

’

*

‘

not-being
10

It

was through

failure to

make

thinkers gave the matter up,

they went so

much

this distinction that those

and thiough

this eiror that

farther astray as to suppose that nothing

comes to be or exists apart from Being itself, thus
all becoming.
We ourselves are in agreement with them in holding that
nothing can be said without qualification to come from
what is not. But nevertheless we maintain that a thing
may come to be from what is not
that is, in a qualified
sense.
For a thing comes to be from the privation, which
else

doing away with

’

‘

15

m its own nature

—

not-being,

is

Yet

stituent of the result.

thought

^

^this

—

not surviving as a con-

this causes sui prise,

come

impossible that something should

and

it is

to be in

way described from what is not.
same way we maintain that nothing comes to be
from being, and that being does not come to be except in

the

In the

a qualified sense.

In that way, however,

it

does, just as

animal might come to be from animal, and an animal of
20 a certain kind from an animal of a certain kind.
Thus,

suppose a dog to come to be fiom a horse. The dog
would then, it is true, come to be from animal ^ (as well as
from an animal of a ceitain kind) but not as a^iimal, for
that

is

But

already there.

if

animal, not in a qualified sense,
'
®

Omitting in
i.e.

1.

17 the

the £'£'nus.

anything
it

will

comma

is

to

become an

not be from animal

after

do/cet.

:
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—

and

if being, not from being
nor from not-being either, foi
has been explained ^ that by from not-being we mean
from not-being qua not-being.
it

25

^

‘

Note further that we do not subveit the principle that
eveiy thing either

This then
consists

in

is

is

or

not,^

is

one way of solving the

difficulty.

pointing out that the same things

explained in terms of potentiality and actuality.
has been done with greater precision elsewheie.^
So, as

we

said, the difficulties

Another
can be

But

this

which constrain people

30

deny the existence of some of the things we mentioned ^
are now solved. For it was this reason which also caused
some of the earlier thinkers to turn so far aside from the
road which leads to coming to be and passing away and
change gen ei ally. If they had come in sight of this nature,®
all their ignorance would have been dispelled.
to

Others,® indeed, have apprehended the nature in question, 35

9

but not adequately.
In the

first

place they allow that a thing

may come

to be

without qualification from not-being, accepting on this
Secondly, they think 192*
one numerically, it must have
also only a single potentiality® which is a veiy different

point the statement’^ of Paimenides.

that

if

the substratum

is

—

thing.

Now we distinguish matter and privation, and hold that
one of these, namely the matter, is not-being only in virtue
of an attribute which it has, while the privation in its own
nature is not-being and that the matter is nearly, in
a sense is^ substance, while the privation in no sense is.
They, on the other hand, identify their Great and Small
;

^19.
*

Reading

Met. Bk. 0 and
,

in

A. 1017®’

26 ?
35-^9.

1

^

e. g.

becoming and

®

The
The

viroKeLfxepTj (pyrnSf cf. 191®*

®

tli/aiy

with

E and

Simp.

plurality.

7*

Platonists.

’ That if a thing does not come to be from being, it must come to be
from not-bemg.
« bvvafxei^ €id€L above (190’*^ 24).
In Aristotle^s theory, the substratum plays a double part.
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and that whether they are taken

alike with not-being^,

Their triad

together as one or separately.

10

therefore

is

For they got so

of quite a different kind from ours.

far

must be some undei lying nature, but
they make it one for even if one philosopher^ makes
a dyad of it, which he calls Great and Small, the effect is
For the
the same, for he overlooked the other nature.^
one which persists is a joint cause, with the form, of what
comes to be a mother, as it were.® But the negative part
of the contrariety may often seem, if you concentrate your
as to see that there

—

—

15

attention on

it

as an evil agent, not to exist at

all.

For admitting with them that there is something
good, and desirable, we hold that there are two other

divine,
princi-

ples, the one contrary to it, the other such as of its own
nature to desire and yearn for it. But the consequence of

their view
20

that the contrary desires

is

Yet the form cannot desire

itself,

nor can the contrary desire

it,

The

matter, as

—

own

it is

extinction.

not defective

for contraries aie

mutually

what desires the form is
the female desires the male and the ugly the
only the ugly or the female not per se but per

destructive.

beautiful

its

for

truth

is

that

accidens,

The matter comes

35

be and ceases to be in one sense,
As that which contains
it ceases to be in its own nature, for what
the privation is contained within it. But as

while in another
the privation,
ceases to be

—

potentiality

it

—

does not cease to be in

For

if it

its

came

to be, something

as a primary substratum from which
30

own

nature, but

is

the sphere of becoming and ceasing

necessarily outside

to be.

to

does not.

it

it

must have existed
should come and

it ; but this is its own special nature,
be before coming to be. (For my definition
of matter is Just this the primary substratum of each
thing, from which it comes to be without qualification, and
which persists in the result.) And if it ceases to be it will

which should peisistin

so that

it

will

—

pass into that at the

last,

so

it

have ceased to be

will

before ceasing to be,

The

^

Plato.

*

^

Reading avr^s

in

1,

*

privation.

30 with

I

and

Phil.

Cf.

Ttm. 50 D, 51
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The

what they

science

^
;

But of the

it is

one or

first

may

so these questions
natural,

i

above, then,

may

^

Now

Metaphysics or

*

*

*

called.
*

let

m

us

be taken as

make

is

v\

till

e shall speak 192^

sufficient to establish

how many

’

(irpwTj; <^tXotro(^ta)

as

it

is

often

Met,

A. 7-9.
i rZiv after Kai, with

the rest of the Phystcs^ the
De Gen, et Corr, II).

De

E Them.

Phil

second philosophy {(pvcrLKr)), viz.
Laelo, De Gen, et Cor?,, &c (especially
‘

35

then,^

a fresh start and pioceed.

First philosophy

1
Omitting
1
e. the remaining treatises of
.

in

follow.^

that there are principles and what they are and

there are.

it

primary type of

stand over

perishable,® forms

e.

which

principle

many and what

are, is the province of the

in the expositions

The

9

accurate determination of the

respect of form, whether
or

1.

’

BOOK
Of

things that exist, ^

some

II

by

exist

some fiom

nature,

othei causes.
‘

10

By

nature

the animals and their parts exist, and the

’

plants and the simple bodies (earth,

we say

that these and the like

^

exist

water)-— for

fire, aii,
‘

by nature \

All the things mentioned present a feature in which

they

differ

fiom things which are not constituted by nature.

Each of them has
15

of stationariness
decrease, or

ivithin itself a principle® of

(in

motion and
and

respect of place, or of growth

by way of

On

alteration).

the other hand,

a bed and a coat and anything else of that
receiving these designations

products of art
20

— have no

i.

in

e.

sort,

qua

so far as they are

But

innate impulse to change.

they happen to be composed of stone or

so far as

in

—

of earth or of a mixtuie of the two, they do have such

—

which seems to
a source or cause of being moved

an impulse,^ and just to that extent
indicate that nature is

and of being at

rest in that to zvhich it belongs primarily^

of itself

virtue

in

and not

of a

in virtue

concomitant

attribute.

say ‘not in virtue of a concomitant attribute', because

I

(for instance) a

Nevertheless
25

man who

it is

is

possesses the art of medicine

the same

man

is

source of

ra

hra

®

own

is

— and that

found together.

None

a patient that he

merely has happened that

of

So

them has

is

why

it is

these

with

in itself

all

the

But while in some cases
and the other pioducts of manual

production.

=

exist

E Al. Them.
*

it

substances, which consist of matter and form. Such of
by nature ((jiucns) are the objects of Physical Science.
Inorganic compounds are included (1. 20).
Reading in 1. 13 f. tovtccv fiiv yap tKatnov ip iavT^
With

them as
®

its

instance houses

(for
^

products.

artificial

:

doctor and patient

attiibutes are not always

other

a doctor might cure himself.

not in so far as he

A bed,

bed, but

Phil.

tends to fall to the ground or
qua made of a heavy material.
e. g.,

to rest there, not

qua

I
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is

in

192^

II. I

something

else external to the

—those which may cause a change
virtue of a concomitant attribute—

thing, in others
selves in

it

them-

in

lies in

30

the

things themselves (but not in virtue of what they are).

‘Nature* then is what has been stated. Things ‘have
a nature’ which have a principle of this kind. Each of
them is a substance for it is a subject,^ and nature always
,

implies a subject in which

The term

inheres.

it

‘according to nature’

is

applied to

things and also to the attiibutes which belong to

what they

virtue of

’

but

is

‘

these

them

35

in

are, for instance the property of fire

to be carried upwards

a nature

all

— which

by nature

’

or

is
‘

not a ‘natuie’ nor ‘has

according to nature

’.

W/iat nature is, then, and the meaning of the terms 193^
‘by nature’ and ‘according to nature’, has been stated.
That nature exists, it would be absurd to tiy to piove; for
it is obvious that there are many things of this kind, and
to prove what is obvious by what is not is the mark of 5
a man who is unable to distinguish what is self-evident
from what is not. (This state of mind is clearly possible

A man blind

from birth might reason about colours.

Pie-

sumably therefore such persons must be talking about
woids without any thought to correspond.)

Some

identify the nature or substance of a natural object

with that immediate constituent of
is

without arrangement,

e. g.

the

it

which taken by

wood

is

itself 10

the ‘natuie’ of

the bed, and the bronze the ‘nature’ of the statue.

As

Antiphon points out that if you
wood acquired the powei of
sending up a shoot, it would not be a bed that would come
up, but wood ^ which shows that the anangement In
accordance with the rules of the art is merely an incidental
an indication of

this

planted a bed and the rotting

—

attribute,
further,

whereas the real natuie is the other, which,
persists continuously through the process of

making.

But

if

the material of each of these objects has

^

®

Placing a comma after rt in
Cf. Antiphon, fr. 15 Diels.

1.

34.

itself
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the same relation to something else, say bronze (or gold)

bones (or wood) to earth and so on, that (they
Consequently
would be their nature and essence.
some asseit earth, others fire or air or water or some or all
For
of these, to be the nature of the things that are.
of
them
supposed
character
to
have
this
one
whatever any
whether one thing or more than one thing this or these
he declared to be the whole of substance, all else being its
Every such thing they
affections, states, or dispositions.
held to be eternal (foi it could not pass into anything else),

ao to water,

say)

—

25

but other things to

come

into being

and cease to be times

without numbei.

This then

one account of

is

‘

nature

namely that

*,

it

is

the immediate material substratum of things which have
in

themselves a principle of motion or change.

Another account

30

which

that ‘nature^

is

For the word natuie
*

*

is

nature and the natural in the

what

is

artistic or

a work of

is

nor should

we

is

call it

not yet

its

same way as
art.

We

‘

is

art

’

according to
is applied to

should not say

in

the

own

‘

a work of

nature

’,

artistic

The same

art.

potentially flesh or

is

and does not

exist

‘

is

true of

bone has

by nature

receives the form specified in the definition,

which
bone is. Thus in the
second sense of nature it would be the shape or form
(not separable except in statement) of things which have
in themselves a source of motion.
(The combination
of the two, e.g. man, is not ‘nature’ but ‘by nature’ or

193^* until it

we name

in defining

what

‘

natural

’.)

The form
a thing

is

attained

indeed

‘

nature

is

wood

’

rather than the matter

said to

fulfilment than

to

why people

but the

is

more properly

Again man
is

flesh or

*

‘

ro

applied to what

anything

What

natuial compounds.

5

the shape or form

about a thing, if it
a bed only potentially, not yet having the form of a bed

latter case that there

35

is

specified in the definition of the thing.

is

be what

when

it

it is

exists

when

;

it

for

has

potentially.

born from man, but not bed from bed. That
say that the figure is not the nature of a bed,
is

—

would come up.

the bed sprouted not a bed but wpod
But even if the figyre is art, then on the

if

BOOK
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principle the shape of man is his nature.
For man is
born from man.
We also speak of a thing s nature as being exhibited in
the process of growth^ by which its nature is attained.
The nature in this sense is not like doctoring which

same

*

‘

‘

*,

leads not to the ait of doctoring but to health.

must
this

from the

start

way

that nature

not lead to

(m the one

it.

sense)

is

But

it

related to nature

something into something. Into what then does it grow ?
Not into that from which it arose but into that to which it
The shape then is nature.
tends.
‘Shape’ and ‘nature’, it should be added, are used in
two senses. For the privation too is in a way form. But
whether in unqualified coming to be there is privation, i. e.
a contrary to what comes to be, we must consider later,®

2

We have distinguished, then, the different ways
the term

*

nature

The next
differs

15

not in

is

What grows gua growing ^ grows from

the othei).

(in

art,

Doctoring

’

which

used.

is

point to consider

from the

in

30

physicist.**

is how the mathematician
Obviously physical bodies

contain surfaces and volumes, lines and points, and these
are the subject-matter of mathematics.

Further,

is

ment of it ?
supposed

to

astronomy® different from physics or a departIt seems absurd that the physicist should be
know the nature of sun or moon, but not to

know any of their essential attributes, particularly as the
writers on physics obviously do discuss their shape also
and whether the earth and the world are spherical or not.
Now the mathematician, though he too treats of these
things,® nevertheless does not treat of them as the limits
of a physical body; nor does he consider the attributes
indicated as the attributes of such bodies. That is why
he separates them for in thought they are sepaiable from
motion, and it makes no difference, nor does any falsity
;

^

^“The coming to be of
Cf. Metaphysics^ 1014'* 16.
if the v in <t)vcrLs were long ’ (as it is in <^uo/iat).

growing

things ”, as
*

Reading

*

De Gen

et Corr.

®

Reading

in

in

1

1.

with

17

25

1.

m

3.

E and Them.
* Or student of nature (<^u(rifcoff).
® Surfaces, &c.
with Susemihl.

35

30
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35 result, if

Forms

The

they aie sepaiated.

holders of the theory of

do the same, though they are not aware of

it

for

;

they separate the objects of physics, which are less separable

This becomes plain

194^ than those of mathematics.
tries to state in

things and of their attributes.

one

‘

Odd and
'

‘

even

*,

‘

straight

line
and figure
and curved and likewise number
do not involve motion not so flesh and bone and
man
these are defined like snub nose \ not like curved \
‘

5

if

each of the two cases the definitions of the
‘

’,

‘

’,

*

‘

’

*

*

;

'

'

—

‘

Similar evidence

is

‘

moie physical

supplied by the

of

the branches of mathematics, such as optics, harmonics,

10

These are in a way the converse of
and astionomy.
While ^ geometry investigates physical lines
geometry.
but not qua physical, optics investigates mathematical
lines, but qua physical, not qua mathematical.
Since nature has two senses, the foi m and the matter,
we must investigate its objects as we would the essence of
snubness. That is, such things are neither independent
of matter nor can be defined m terms of matter only.
Here too indeed one might raise a difficulty.^
Since
theie are two natures, with which is the physicist concerned ?
Or should he investigate the combination of
the two ? ^ But if the combination of the two, then also
Does it belong then to the same or to
each severally
‘

15

'

different sciences to

If
30

we look

know each

severally

at the ancients, physics

?

would seem to be

(It was only very slightly
Empedocles and Democritus touched on the forms

concerned with the matter,
that

and the essence.)
But if on the other hand art imitates nature, and it is
the pait of the same discipline to know the form and the
matter up to a point

(e.

g.

the doctor has a knowledge of

health and also of bile and phlegm, in which health

is

and the builder both of the form of the house and
of the matter, namely that it is bricks and beams, and so

realized,
35

^

^

®

1. 9 ^ \ilv yap yewfterp/a, with E* F Simp.
Omitting bix^s in 1. 15, with E' Them. Phil. Simp.
Putting a full-stop after (pva-iKov in 1. 16, and a mark of interroga-

Reading in

tion after the

first

dp^otp in

1.

17.
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this is so,

forth)

:

know

nature in both

if

Again,
to the

‘

it

2

II.

would be the part of physics also to

its

senses.

that for the sake of which

same depaitment of knowledge

the nature

is

194®

the end or ‘that

foi

or the end, belongs

But

as the means.

the sake of which'.

For if a thing undergoes a continuous change and there is
a stage which is last, this stage is the end ^ or that for
the sake of which
(That is why the poet ^ was carried
away into making an absurd statement when he said he
has the end ^ for the sake of which he was born *. For not
every stage that is last claims to be an end, but only that
which is best.)
‘

30

‘

For^ the
it,

others

arts

make

make

it

(some simply ‘make*
and we use everything

their material

serviceable),

was there for our sake. (We also are in a sense 35
an end. ‘That for the sake of which' has two senses:
the distinction is made in our work On Philosophy})
The arts, therefore, which govern the matter and have
knowledge ® are two, namely the art which uses the 194**
pioduct and the art which directs the production of it.
as

if it

That

is

why

it differs

the using art also

in that

it

knows the

is

but
whereas the art which

in a sense directive

form,*^

;

knows the
For the helmsman knows and prescribes what
sort of form a helm should have, the other from what
wood it should be made and by means of what operations.
directive as being concerned with production

is

matter.

5

In the products of art, however, we make the material
with a view to the function, whereas in the products of
nature the matter

is

there

all

along.

a relative term: to each form there
How far then must the
corresponds a special matter.
physicist know the form or essence ?
Up to a point,

Again, matter

is

perhaps, as the doctor must

know sinew

n

or the smith

^ Reading in 1 .
earxarov t^s icLvrja-fm, rovro reXos (Alexander’s
29 f.
conjecture).
® An unidentified comic poet (Kock, Com. Att. Fr. ui,
p. 493).

®
^
®
®

^

e. death.
Placing a full stop before fVet in L 33.
i. e. in the dialogue De Philosophta,
Reading in 1 . i /cat yvo)ptfou<rai, with F and Phil,
Omitting ri dpxtreKToviKr^ in 1 . 4, with PmntP.
i.
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he understands the purpose of each)
and^ the physicist is concerned only with things whose
forms are separable indeed, but do not exist apart fiom
matter. Man is begotten by man and by the sun as well.
bronze

(1. e.

The mode
15

20

until

of existence and essence of the separable

it

is

the business of the primary type of philosophy^ to define.

Now that we have established these distinctions, we 3
must proceed to consider causes, their character and
number. Knowledge is the object of our inquiry, and men
do not think they know a thing till they have grasped the
‘why’ 01 it (which is to grasp its primary cause).^ So
clearly we ^ too must do this as regards both coming to be
and passing away and every kind of physical change, in
order that, knowing their principles, we may try to refer
to these principles each of our problems.

In

one sense, then,

®

(i)

to be and which persists,
35

that out of which a thing
is

called

‘

cause

e. g.

’,

comes

the bronze

of the statue, the silver of the bowl, and the genera of

which the bronze and the silver are species.
In another sense

(2)

the form or the archetype,

statement of the essence, and
(e. g.

its

genera, are called

‘

i.

e.

the

causes’

2:1, and generally

of the octave the relation of

number),® and the parts in the definition.

Again
30

to rest
is

;

(3)

the primary source of the change or coming

e.g. the

man who gave advice

is

cause of the child, and generally what

made and what causes change of what
Again

(4)

in the sense of

which’ a thing

is

a cause, the father

makes of what

end or that
‘

is

changed.
for the

sake of

is the cause of walking
he walking about?’ we say.*^ ‘To be
healthy’, and, having said that, we think we have assigned

about.

^

*

(^Why

Reading

is

done, e.g. health

is

n

—

—

in 1.
f. rov
rivos . . . tmarov
/cat, with Jaeger.
Le. not of natural philosophy, but of metaphysics. Cf. Met, Z.

6- 8 .
*

The proximate

cause, which

is

primarily responsible for an

event.
*
®
®

^

i.

e natural philosophers.

I94^23-I95»2i

IS repeated almost verbatim in Met, A. 2.
Treating olov . . , api6ii6s in 11. 27-8 as parenthetical.
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The same

is true also of all the intermediate 55
brought about thiough the action of
something else as means towards the end, e g. i eduction

the cause.)

steps which

are

of flesh, purging, drugs, or surgical instruments are

towards health.

All these things are

end, though they differ fiom one another in that

some

This then perhaps exhausts the number of ways
cause is used.

As

in

which

’

‘

word has

the

are

instruments.

activities, others

the term

means

for the sake of’ the 195^

‘

several senses,

it

follows that theie are

same thing (not merely in virtue of
a concomitant attribute), e.g. both the art of the sculptor

several causes of the

5

and the bronze are causes of the statue. These are causes
of the statue qua statue, not m viitue of anything else that
only not in the same way, the one being the
it may be
material cause, the other the cause whence the motion

—

comes.

Some

things cause each other reciprocally, e.g.

hard work causes fitness and vice versa^ but again not in
the same way, but the one as end, the other as the origin
of change. Further the same thing is the cause of contrary
For that which by its presence brings about one
results.
result is sometimes blamed for bringing about the contrary

by

Its

Thus we

absence.

10

ascribe the wreck of a ship to

the absence of the pilot whose presence was the cause of
its safety.

now mentioned

All the causes
divisions.^

material of

The

letters

artificial

fall

into four familiar

15

are the causes of syllables, the

products,

fire,

&C

of bodies, the parts

,

of the whole, and the premisses of the conclusion, in the
sense of that from which
‘

Of these

’.

paiis the

one

set are

causes in the sense of substiatum, e.g. the parts, the other

— the whole

and the combination
the
But
form.
the
the
seed
and
and
doctor and the
adviser, and generally the maker, are all sources whence
the change or stationariness originates,^ while the others
are causes in the sense of the end or the good of the rest
for ‘that foi the sake of which’ means what is best and

set in the sense of essence

^

Reading ml.

15 rpoirovs.

*

Omitting in

23

1.
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the end of the things that lead

35

say the ‘good

itself’

up

to

(Whether we
makes no

it.

or the ‘apparent good’

difference.)

Such then

the

is

number and natuie of the kinds of

cause.

Now

the modes of causation are many, though

when

brought under heads they too can be reduced in number.
For cause is used in many senses and even within the
’

‘

3D

may be

same kind one

prior to another (e.g. the doctor

and the expert are causes of health, the relation 2
and
number of the octave), and always what is inclusive to
Another mode of causation is the
what is particular.
incidental and its genera, e. g. in one way Polyclitus
in
:

‘

another

‘

sculptor

’

is

’,

the cause of a statue, because

‘

being

and sculptor are incidentally conjoined. Also
the classes in which the incidental attribute is included
thus a man could be said to be the cause of a statue or,

35 Polyclitus

’

’

‘

^

’

‘

^

An

95 generally, ‘a living creature’.

may be more
man’

or less remote,

or ‘a musical

man’ weie

incidental attiibute too

e. g.

suppose that

‘

a pale

said to be the cause of the

statue.

may

All causes, both proper and incidental,
5

of either as potential or as actual

being

built

building

is

,

e.

either ‘house-builder’

made

Similar distinctions can be

‘

10

‘house-builder

in the things of

‘

of

or

’.

the causes are causes, e.g. of this statue
‘

be spoken

g. the cause of a house

image generally, of

material

’

’

generally.

‘

this

’

’

‘

Polyclitus

’

‘

’

incidental attributes.

Again we may use a complex expression
say, e.g., neither

or
bronze or of
’

‘

bronze or of

So too with the

which

or of statue

for either

and

nor ‘ sculptor but Polyclitus,
’

‘

sculptor ’.

All these various uses, however, come to six in
number, under each of which again the usage is twofold.

Cause means either what

is

particular or a genus, or

an

15 incidental attribute or a genus of that, and these either as
a complex or each by itself ; and all six either as actual or

as potential.
The difference is this much, that causes
which are actually at work and particular exist and cease

BOOK
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to exist simultaneously with their effect, e.g. this healing

person with this being-healed person and that housebuilding

man

with that being-built house

true of potential causes

;

but this

—the house

not always

is

and the housebuilder

ao

do not pass away simultaneously.
In investigating the cause of each thing
necessary to seek what
things)

•

it

is

always

most precise (as also in other
thus man builds because he is a builder, and a
is

This

builder builds in virtue of his ait of building.

cause then

is

prior

:

last

and so generally.

Further, generic effects should be assigned to generic

»5

causes, paiticular effects to particular causes, e.g. statue to
sculptor,

this

statue

to this sculptor;

and powers are

relative to possible effects, actually operating causes to

things which are actually being effected.

4

This must suffice for our account of the number of causes
and the modes of causation.

30

But chance also and spontaneity are reckoned among
many things are said both to be and to come to
be as a result of chance and spontaneity. We must inquire
therefore in what manner chance and spontaneity are
present among the causes enumerated, and whether they
are the same or different, and generally what chance and

Bo

causes

:

spontaneity are.

Some

even question whether they are real or
by chance, but that
everything which we ascribe to chance or spontaneity has
not.

people

They say

^

that nothing happens

196®"

some

definite cause, e.g. coming ‘by chance* into the
market and finding there a man whom one wanted but did
not expect to meet is due to one’s wish to go and buy in

Similarly in other cases of chance ^ it is
always possible, they maintain, to find something which is
the cause but not chance, for if chance were real, it would

the market.

;

seem strange indeed, and the question might be raised,
why on earth none of the wise men of old in speaking of
the causes of generation and decay took account of chance
,

^

®

Apparently Democritus is meant
Omitting Xeyofihm in 1 6 with
.

Cf. Diels,

li.

29. 3-1 1.

5
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would seem that they too did not believe that
by chance. But there is a further circumstance
Many things both come to be and aie
that is surprising.
by chance and spontaneity, and although all know that

whence

it

anything

is

some cause

each of them can be ascribed to
15

(as

the old

argument^ said which denied chance), nevertheless they
speak of some of these things as happening by chance and
For this reason also they ought to have at
others not.

way

matter in some

least leferred to the

or other.

Ceitainly the eaily physicists found no place for chance

among
mind,

causes which

the
fire,

or the like.

no such thing as chance or whether
it
and that
too when they sometimes used it, as Empedocles does
when he says that the air is not always separated into the
highest region, but ‘as it may chance'. At any rate he
says in his cosmogony that it happened to run that way
supposed that there

ao

—

they recognized love, stiife,
This is strange, whether they

they thought there

is

is

—

but omitted to mention

‘

at that time, but

it

often ran otherwise.^

that most of the parts of animals

came

He

^

to be

tells

by

us also

chance.

There are some^ too who asciibe this heavenly sphere
and all the woilds^ to spontaneity. They say that the
vortex arose spontaneously, i. e. the motion that separated
and arranged in its present Older all that exists. This
statement might well cause surprise. For they are asserting
that chance is not responsible for the existence or generation
30 of animals and plants, nature or mind or something of the
kind being the cause of them (for it is not any chance
thing that comes from a given seed but an olive from one
kind and a man from another) ; and yet at the same time

25

they assert that the heavenly sphere and the divinest of
visible things arose spontaneously,

having no such cause as

Yet if this is so, it is
a fact which deserves to be dwelt upon, and something
196^ might well have been said about it. For besides the other
35 is

assigned to animals and plants.

absurdities of the statement,
^

Cf.

®

Apparently Democritus

*

Reading

11.

is
»

1-7.

m

it

1.

25

the

more absurd

Fr. 53.

meant. Cf. Simplicius 331.
with E Phil. Simp.

is
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make it when they see nothing coming to be
spontaneously in the heavens, but much happening by
chance among the things which as they say are not due
to chance whereas we should have expected exactly the
people should

;

opposite.

Others

there are who, indeed, believe that chance is
a cause, but that it is inscrutable to human intelligence, as
being a divine thing and full of mystery.
^

Thus we must

inquire

what chance and spontaneity

whether they are the same or
into our division of causes.

5

we

First then

different,

are,

and how they

fit

come

to

observe that some things always

pass in the same way, and others for the most part.^

5

i«>

It is

is said to be the
be identified with
any of the things that come to pass by necessity and
always, or for the most part.^ But as there is a third class
of events besides these two events which all say aie ‘by
chance
it is plain that there is such a thing as chance and
spontaneity ; for we know that things of this kind are due
to chance and that things due to chance are of this kind.

clearly of neither of these that chance

cause,® nor can the ‘effect of chance’

’

—

—

15

some events are for the sake of something,
Again, some of the foimer class aie in accor-

But, secondly,
others not.

dance with deliberate intention, others not, but both are

in

the class of things which aie for the sake of something.

Hence

it

is

clear that even

among

the things which are ao

outside the necessary and the normal,^ theie are

some

in

connexion with which the phrase ‘for the sake of something is applicable. (Events ^ that are for the sake of something include whatever may be done as a result of thought
or of nature.) Things of this kind, then, when they come to
pass incidentally are said to be by chance ’. For just as a
’

‘

thing

is

something either in virtue of

^

Democritus,

*

Reading

®
*

Diels, Vors,^

ii.

or incidentally,® as

29 21-6.

il, 13, 20 «s eVt to ttoXu, with I.
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11 .

Putting a
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so

may

faculty

For

be a cause.

it

is in

the pale or the musicaP

which

is

per

instance, the housebuilding

virtue of itself the cause of a house, whereas

se cause

incidental cause

is

is

determinate, but the

indeterminable, for the possible attributes

is

To resume then when
among events which are
for the sake of something, it is said to be spontaneous or by
chance.
(The distinction between the two must be made
of an individual are innumerable.

30

That

the incidental cause.

of the effect

;

a thing of this kind comes to pass

later 2

—

for the present it is sufficient if it is plain that

both

aie in the sphere of things done for the sake of something.)

Example

A

man

engaged in collecting ® subscriptions
He would have gone to such and such a place
for a feast.
He
for the purpose of getting the money, if he had known.
another purpose, and it was only
35 actually went there for
and
incidentally that he got his money by going there ^
this was not due to the fact that he went there as a rule or
197® necessarily, nor is the end effected (getting the money)
a cause present in himself it belongs to the class of things
that are intentional and the result of intelligent deliberation.
:

is

;

—

It is

when

said to

these conditions are satisfied that the

have gone by chance
‘

If he

—

man

is

had gone of deliberate

purpose and for the sake of this if he always 01 normally
went there when he was collecting payments he would
not be said to have gone by chance ^
It® is clear then that chance is an incidental cause

—

‘

5

in the

sphere of those actions for the sake of something

which involve purpose.

Intelligent

reflection,

then,

and

chance are in the same sphere, for purpose implies intelligent
reflection.

no doubt, that the causes of what comes
indefinite ; and that is why chance is
supposed to belong to the class of the indefinite and to be
inscrutable to man, and why it might be thought that, in
a way, nothing occurs by chance. For all these statements
It is necessary,

to pass

10

by chance be

^

Incidental attributes of the housebuilder.
in 1 . 34 KO}ii(6fi€vos, with E^.
Omitting in 1 , 35'rou Kofitaraardai cveKo, with Bonitz.
® With 11 . 5-14 cf.
10658^ 30-5.
®

*
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5
Things

are correct, because they are well grounded.

do^ in

a way, occur by chance, for they occur incidentally and

chance
cause

is

an incidental cause.

—without

housebuilder
player

is

may be

And

qualification

But

strictly

—of anything

the cause of a house

;

;

is

it

not the

for instance,

a

incidentally, a flute-

so.

the causes of the man’s coming and getting the

money (when he

did not

come

15

for the sake of that) are

innumerable. He may have wished to see somebody or
been following somebody or avoiding somebody, or may
have gone to see a spectacle.^ Thus to say that chance is
a thing contrary to rule is coriect. For ^rule applies to
what is always true 01 true for the most pait, whereas chance
belongs to a third type of event. Hence, to conclude, since
causes of this kind ^ are indefinite, chance too is indefinite.
(Yet in some cases one might raise the question whether
any incidental fact might be the cause of the chance
’

occurrence,

maybe
for

e.

g.

of health the fresh air or the sun’s heat

the cause, but having had one’s hair cut cannot

some

incidental causes are

more relevant

ao

®

\

to the effect

than others.)

Chance^ or foitune is called ‘good when the result is
good, evil when it is evil. The terms good fortune and
ill fortune
are used when either result is of considerable
magnitude. Thus one who comes within an ace of some
great evil or great good is said to be fortunate or unfortunate.®
The mind affirms the presence of the attiibute,

35

with

30

’

’

‘

‘

’

*

’

ignoring the hair’s breadth of diffeience. Further,

reason that good fortune
is

unstable, as

is

regaided as unstable

none of the things which

result

;

it is

chance

foi

from

it

can

be invariable or normal.
Both are then, as I have said, incidental causes both
chance and spontaneity in the sphere of things which
are capable of coming to pass not necessarily, nor normally,

—

—

^

Reading
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and with reference to such of these as might come to pass
for the sake of something.

They

diffei

in

that

‘

spontaneity

*

is

the wider term,

chance is from what is spontaneous, but not
everything that is from what is spontaneous is from chance.
197^
Chance and what results from chance are appropriate to
agents that aie capable of good foi tune and of moial action
generally. Therefore necessarily chance is in the sphere of

Every

result of

moial actions.
tune

This

is

indicated

by the

fact that

good

for-

thought to be the same, or nearly the same, as

is

happiness, and happiness to be a kind of moial action,
5

Hence what is not capable of moral
do anything by chance. Thus an inanimate
thing or a lower animal or a child cannot do anything by

since

well-doing.

it is

action cannot

chance, because

it is

incapable of deliberate intention

can ‘good fortune’ or

‘ill

;

nor

fortune’ be ascribed to them,

except metaphorically, as Protarchus,^ for example, said
that the stones of which altars are
to

made

are fortunate

because they aie held in honour, while their fellows are
foot.
Even these things, however, can in
way be affected by chance, when one who is dealing with
them does something to them by chance, but not otherwise.
The spontaneous on the other hand is found both in the

trodden under

a

15

many inanimate objects
example, that the horse came spontaneously

lowei animals and in
for

‘

We

say,

because,

though his coming saved him, he did not come for the
sake of safety
Again, the tripod fell
of itself ’, because,
though when it fell it stood on its feet so as to serve for
‘

a

seat, it

did not

Hence

it

is

fail for

the sake of that.

clear that events

geneial class of things that

which

may come

(i)

belong to the

to pass for the sake

of something, (2) do not come to pass for the sake of what
actually results, and (3) have an external cause, may be
20

desciibed

by the phiase from spontaneity

taneous

events are said

’

‘

These sponto be from chance if they have
‘

’.

‘

’

the further characteristics of being the objects of deliberate
^ Probably the
reference is to the Protarchus described as a pupil
of Gorgias in Plat.
d. Gr.^ 1.® 1323, n. 4.
58 A. Cf. Zeller,

PM.

* i. e.

on

its feet.
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intention and due to agents capable of that

This

indicated

is

when A, which
For

by

is foi

the sake of

walk

instance, taking a

the bowels
that

,

mode of action.

the phrase ‘in vain’, which

5

-

,

we have walked

used

for the sake of evacuation of

is

this does not follow after walking,

if

is

does not result in B.

we say

and that the walking was
vain
This implies that what is naturally the means to
an end is in vain when it does not effect the end towards
which it was the natural means for it would be absurd for
a man to say that he had bathed in vain because the sun
was not eclipsed, since the one was not done with a view
‘

in vain

’

‘

25

‘

—

Thus the spontaneous

to the other.
its

is

even accoiding to

derivation the case in which the thing itself happens

The

in vain.^

stone that struck the

the purpose of striking him

;

man

therefore

did not

it fell

fall for 30

spontaneously,

might have fallen by the action of an agent and
for the purpose of striking
The difference between spontaneity and what results by chance ^ is greatest in things
that come to be by nature for when anything comes to be
contiaiy to nature, we do not say that it came to be by

because

it

,

chance, but

by

spontaneity.

Yet

ent from the spontaneous pioper
is

;

strictly this too is differ- 35

for the cause of the latter

external, that of the former internal.

We have now explained

what chance is and what spon- 198®
taneity is, and in what they differ from each other. Both
belong to the mode of causation ^ source of change for
‘

cause

or some intelligent agent is always the
but in this sort of causation the number of possible

some natural

either
;

causes

is infinite.

^ and
chance are causes of effects which,
though they might result from intelligence or nature, have
Now since
in fact been caused by something incidentally.
nothing which is incidental is prior to what is per se, it
is clear that no incidental cause can be prior to a cause
perse. Spontaneity and chance, therefore, aie posterior to

Spontaneity

’

®

®
*

There is no parallel in English for this false derivation
Reading in 33 rov, with E and Phil.
Reading m 1 2 r?? S* atrias rSip rpoir&Pf With E.
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and nature. Hence, however true it may be
are due to spontaneity, it will still be true
heavens
that the
that intelligence and nature will be prior causes ^ of this

10 intelligence

AlP and
It
15

of

many

things in

besides.

that there are causes, and that the 7

clear then

is

it

number of them is what we have stated. The number is
the same as that of the things comprehended under the
question

*

why

The why

\

‘

’

referred ultimately either

is

do not involve motion, e g. in mathematics, to the ‘what* (to the definition of ‘straight line*
&c.), or (o,) to what initiated a motion,
or commensurable
because there had been
e.g. ‘why did they go to war?
or (3) we are inquiring for the sake of what ?
a raid
things which

(i), in

‘

*,

—

30

*

‘

*

;

‘that they

may

rule*; or (4), in the case of things that

are looking for the matter The causes,
and so many in number.
Now, the causes being four, it is the business of the
physicist to know about them all, and if he refers his
problems back to all of them, he will tssign the why in

come

into being,

we

therefore, are these

‘

the
25

way

movei,

‘

proper to his science

—

^the

that for the sake of which*.

*

matter, the form, the

The

last three often
*

what and that for the sake of which
are one, while the primary source of motion is the same in
species as these ^ (for man generates man), and so too, in
general, are all things which cause movement by being themselves moved and such as are not of this kind are no longer
inside the province of physics, for they cause motion not
by possessing motion or a source of motion in themselves,
coincide

^

;

for the

‘

*

‘

;

but being themselves incapable of motion. Hence there
three branches of study, one of things which are

30 are

incapable of motion,^ the second of things in motion, but
indestructible,® the third of destructible things."^
^

®

®

Reading in 1 . 12 vovv aiTioi^ kcu fpvcnp nvai with FI Simp.
Reading in 1 13 row wavTos, with FI Them. Phil. Simp.
Reading in 1
ev, with Them, and Simp,
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®
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The question ‘ why \ then, is answered by reference to
the matter, to the form, and to the primary moving cause.
For in respect of coming to be it is mostly in this last way

—

that causes are investigated
what comes to be after what ?
what was the primary agent or patient ? and so at each
’

step of the series.

Now
way

the principles which cause motion in a physical

are two, of which one

principle of motion

^

is

not physical, as

Of

in itself.

kind

this

is

whatever

causes movement, not being itself moved, such as

which
(q,)

is

is

the end or

since nature

is

cause

We

also.

cases)

(‘

;

that

from

coming to

‘

i.

the form

e.

know this

(i)

’

in all the senses of 5

that from this that will necessarily

either without qualification or in

this

;

sake of something, we must
‘

’

be,

Hence

must explain the why

this

(a) that

is

that for the sake of which

‘

for the

the term, namely,
result

(i)

completely unchangeable, the primary reality, and

the essence of that which

for this

35

has no

it

must be so

if

that

conclusion presupposes the premisses)

the essence of the thing

and

;

(4)

is

^
;

because

to be so

*

most

(as the

(3) that this
it is

was

better thus

(not without qualification, but with reference to the essential

nature in each case).

g

We

must explain then (i) that Nature belongs to the
which act for the sake of something; (3)
about the necessary and its place in physical problems, for

10

class of causes

all

writers ascribe things to this cause, arguing that since

the hot and the cold, &c., aie of such and such a kind,
therefore certain things necessarily are

and come to be

and if they mention any other cause (one ® his friendship
and strife another ^ his mind *), it is only to touch on it,
and then good-bye to it.
‘

*

A difficulty presents itself

:

why should

not nature work,

not for the sake of something, nor because
but just as the sky rains, not in order to
grow, but of necessity ?
^

1.

e.

*

i.

e.

no capacity of being

What
itself

is

it is

make

drawn up must

the corn
cool,

Empedocles.

and

moved.

the material cause or the condtcto sine qua non;

16-19,
®

better so,

*

Anaxagoras.

cf.

195^

15
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20

what has been cooled must become water and descend, the
Similarly if a
result of this being that the corn grows.
man’s crop is spoiled on the thieshing-floor, the lain did
not fall for the sake of this— in order that the crop might

— but that result just followed
teeth should come up of necessity — the

Why then should

be spoiled
it

not be the same with the paits in natuie,

25 fitted for teaiing,

down

30

the food

—

e. g.

that our

fiont teeth sharp,

the molars broad and useful for giinding

since they did not arise for this end, but

it

was merely a coincident lesult; and so with all other
parts in which we suppose that there is purpose ? Wheiever
then all the parts came about just what they would have
been if they had come to be for an end, such things surorganized spontaneously in a fitting

vived, being

way

whereas those which grew otherwise peiished and continue to peiish, as Empedocles says his ‘man-faced ox-

progeny’

did.^

Such are the arguments (and others of the kind) which
may cause difficulty on this point. Yet it is impossible
that this should be the true view.
For teeth and all other
35

natuial things either invariably or normally

a given

way

,

come about

in

but of not one of the results of chance or

is this tiue.
We do not ascribe to chance or
mere coincidence the frequency of lain in winter, but fiequent rain in summei we do; nor heat in the dog-days,
but only if we have it in wintei. If then, it is agreed that

spontaneity

igg®-

things are either the result of coincidence or for an end,

5

and these cannot be the result of coincidence or spontaneity,
it follows that they must be for an end
and that such
things are all due to nature even the champions of the
theoiy which is before us would agree. Therefore action
for an end is present in things which come to be and are
;

by

nature.

Fuither, where a series has a completion, all the preceding steps are for the sake of that. Now surely as in
10 intelligent action,

each action,

if

^

Fr. 61.

®

Reading

so in nature

and as

;

nothing interferes.^

in nature, so

Now

it is

2.^
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also

Thus

is so.^

an end
if

;
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therefore the nature of things

a house, e.g., had been a thing

made

would have been made in the same way as it
is now by art
and if things made by nature were made
also by art, they would come to be in the same way as by

by

nature,

it

;

Each

nature.

step then in the series

is for the sake of the
next; and generally ait partly completes what nature
cannot bring to a finish, and partly imitates her. If,

therefore, artificial products are for the sake of

cleaily also are natural products.

The

to the earlier terms of the series

the

This

is

most obvious

in

is

15

an end, so

relation of the later

same

in both.

the animals other than

man

:

30

they make things neither by art nor aftei inquiry 01 delibeWherefoie people discuss whether it is by intelliration.
gence or by some other faculty that these creatures work,
By giadual advance in this
spiders, ants, and the like.

—

direction

we come

to see clearly that in plants too that

is

—

produced which is conducive to the end leaves, e. g. grow 35
If then it is both by nature
to provide shade for the fiuit.
and for an end that the swallow makes its nest and the
spider its web, and plants grow leaves for the sake of the
fiuit and send their roots down (not up) for the sake of
nourishment, it is plain that this kind of cause is operative
in things which come to be and are by nature.
And since 30
nature means two things, the matter and the form, of
which the latter is the end, and since all the rest is for the
sake of the end, the form must be the cause in the sense
of that for the sake of which ^
Now mistakes come to pass even in the operations of art
*

‘

*

the grammarian makes a mistake in writing and the doctor
pours out the wrong dose. Hence clearly mistakes are
possible in the operations of nature also.

35

If then in art 199^

what is rightly produced serves a
where
mistakes
purpose, and
occur there was a purpose
in what was attempted, only it was not attained, so must it
be also in natural products, and monstrosities will be
failures in the purposive effort.
Thus in the original combinations ^ the ox-progeny if they failed to reach a deterthere are cases in which
if

’

‘

^

Reading
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minate end must have arisen through the corruption of
principle corresponding to what is now the seed.

some

Further, seed must have

come

into being

first,

straightway the animals: the words whole-natuied
*

and not

first

.

must have meant seed.
Again, in plants too
10

we

find the relation of

means to end,

though the degree of organization is less. Were there then
like the manin plants also olive-headed vine-progeny
headed ox-progeny or not > An absurd suggestion ; yet
‘

‘

*,

there must have been,

if

among

there weie such things

animals.

among

the seeds anything must have come to
But the person who asserts this entirely
15 does away with nature and what exists by nature \ For
those things are natural which, by a continuous movement
originated from an internal principle, arrive at some comthe same completion is not reached from every
pletion
nor any chance completion, but always the
principle
tendency in each is towaids the same end, if there is no

Moreover,

be at random.

^

‘

'

:

;

impediment.

The end and

20

means towaids

may come

about by
has come by
chance, paid the ransom,^ and gone away, when he does so
the

We say,

chance.

it

for instance, that a stranger

he had come for that purpose, though it was not for
he came. This is incidental, for chance is an
incidental cause, as I remarked before.® But when an event
as

if

that that

takes place always or for the most part,
35

or

by chance.

able, if there
It

is

because

is

absurd to suppose that purpose

we do

it

not incidental
is

invari-

no impediment
is

not present

not observe the agent deliberating.

does not deliberate.

wood,

it is

In natural products the sequence

If the ship-building art

would produce the same

were

results by nature^

therefore, purpose is present in art,

it

is

Art

in the
If,

present also in

Empedocles, Fr. 62. 4.
1 . 20 Xvcrdfievos (yp. I, yp. Phil.).
Reading
There is probably
a reference to Plato’s imprisonment in Aegina and to his being
ransomed by Annicens, who had accidentally arrived there (Z>. L» in.
Enc, 23 ; Aelian, Var, Hist, 11. 27).
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^
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nature

:

It

IS

best illustration

is

II.

is

8

a doctor doctoring him- 30

like that.

plain then that nature

a cause, a cause that

is

operates for a purpose,

As

9

regards what

the necessity

is

is

^

of necessity *,

hypothetical

‘

current view places what

or

‘

we must ask whether
as well. The

simple

*

35

of necessity in the process of

is

one were to suppose that the wall of 200 ^
a house necessarily comes to be because what is heavy is

production, just as

naturally carried

if

downwards and what

is

light to the top,

wherefore the stones and foundations take the lowest place,
it is lighter, and wood at the
top of all as being the lightest. Whereas, though the wall
does not come to be without these, it is not due to these,

with earth ^ above because

material cause it comes to be for the sake of
and guarding certain things. Similarly in all
other things which involve production for an end
the
product cannot come to be without things which have a
necessary nature, but it is not due to these (except as its
material) it comes to be for an end.
For instance, why
To effect so-and-so and for the
is a saw such as it is?
sake of so-and-so. This end, however, cannot be realized
unless the saw is made of iron. It is, therefore, necessary
foi it to be of iron,
we are to have a saw and perform the

except as

its

5

:

sheltering

;

;

10

^

operation of sawing.

What

on a hypothesis

not a result necessarily determined

by

;

it is

antecedents.

the sake of which

Necessity
'

is

is

necessary then,

is in

is

necessary

the matter, while

‘

that for

in the definition.

in a way similar to necessity
be through the operation of
Since a straight line is what it is,^ it is necessary
nature.
that the angles of a triangle should equal two right angles.
But not conversely ; though if the angles are not equal to
two right angles, then the straight line is not what it is
either.
But in things which come to be for an end, the

Necessity in mathematics
things which

in

^

e.

baked

is

to

earth, bricks.

e since it is such that one line standing on another
angles *= 2 right angles.
*

it

i.

come

i.

840.14

E

makes

with

15

'
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20 also

just as theie,

end

If the

is true.

which precedes
if

to exist or does exist, that

is

the conclusion

will

not exist.

this

too

*

starting-point

theie
25

is

no

is

otherwise

that for the sake of which

is itself

the reasoning, not of the action

;

not tiue, the premiss will

is

not be tiue, so heie the end or

For

does exist

will exist or

it

a starting-point, but of

while in mathematics the

;

the starting-point of the reasoning only, as

action.

If then theie

made

and-such things must be

is

to be a house, such-

or be there already or exist,

or generally the matter relative to the end, bricks and stones
if It is

But the end

a house

the matter, nor will
if

come

they do not exist at

saw— the

former

absence of iion
not be true,

two
30

it

if

in

—

all,

is

not due to these except as

Yet

to exist because of them.

neither will the house, or the

the absence of stones, the latter in the

just as in the other case the pre'misses will

the angles of the triangle are not equal to

right angles.

The necessary in natme, then, is plainly what we call by
the name of matter, and the changes in it.
Both causes
must be stated by the physicist, but especially the end ^ for
;

and the end is
for
the
sake
which
of
and
the
that
beginning starts from the
\
definition or essence as in artificial products, since a house
is of such-and-such a kind, certain things must necessarily
come to be or be there already, or since health is this,
these things must necessarily come to be or be there
that

is

the cause of the matter, not vtce versa

;

*

35

;

Similarly

already.
those.^
5 tion.

man

if

is this,

Perhdps the necessary

For

if

is

then these

;

if

these,

then

present also in the defini-

one defines the operation of sawing as being

a certain kind of dividing, then this cannot come about
unless the saw has teeth of a certain kind ; and these cannot

be unless

it is

of iron.

some parts that
^

are, as

For
it

its

matter.

Reading in 1 33 rtvoy, with Them
1. e. what ‘ these
presuppose.
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in the definition too there are

were,
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has been defined as a

change^, and

it

is

‘

We

we understand the meaning of motion
were unknown, the meaning of nature too would

therefore see that
for if

It

and
must

principle of motion

the subject of our inquiry.
‘

'

‘

’

be unknown

When we
next task

have determined the nature of motion, our
be to attack in the same way the terms

15

will

in it.
Now motion is supposed to
belong to the class of things which are continuous and the

which are involved

;

infinite presents itself first in the

continuous

— that

is

how

comes about that infinite is often used in definitions
of the continuous what is infinitely divisible is continuous ’).
Besides these, place^ void^ and time are thought to be
’

‘

it

20

necessary conditions of motion.

and also because the
and coextensive with,
we must first take each of
For the investigation of

Clearly, then, for these reasons
attributes mentioned aie

common

the objects of our science,

all

them

in

to,

hand and discuss it
comes after that of the common

special attiibutes

attri-

butes.^

To

begin then, as

We^ may

start

we

said,

by

distinguishing® (i) what exists in

with motion.

25

what exists as potential,
and
also in fulfilment one
(3)
being a ‘this’, another ‘so much’, a third ‘such’, and
similaily in each of the other modes of the predication of
a state of fulfilment only,

what

(2)

—

exists as potential^

being.

Fuither, the word ‘lelative’
(i)

excess and defect,

(2)

is

used with reference to

agent and patient and generally

^ The
subject of Physics (cpvtnKri) is natural bodies and their
properties. Their common properties are the subject of the present

treatise,
^

®
*

11. 26-8 cf. Met 1065^ 5-7.
Omiting Ti in 1 26, with Phil, and Met,
Reading in 1. 26 to Be bvvdp.€i^ to Be Bvv&fieif with Met, 1065^

With

(EJ).

5

30
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what can move and what can be moved.^ For what can
cause movement is relative to what can be moved and
®

‘

'

vice versa.
is

no such thing as motion over a7id above

It is

always with respect to substance or to

Again, ^ there
the things.

quantity or to quality or to place that what changes
changes.
35

201®-

thing

But

common

it

impossible, as

is

to these

any

noi quale nor

which

we

neither

is

assert, to find
‘

this’

of the othei predicates.

any-

nor qtiantnm

Hence

neither

motion and change have reference to something over
and above the things mentioned, for there ts nothing over
and above them.
Now each of these belongs to all its subjects in eithei of
two ways: namely (i) substance the one is positive foim,
the other privation {%) in quality, white and black (3) in
quantity, complete and incomplete (4) in respect of locomotion,^ upwards and downwards or light and heavy.
will

—

5

;

;

,

Hence there

are as

many

there are meanings of the

types of motion or change as

woid

*

is

We

have now before us the distinctions in the various
classes of being between what is fully real and what is
potential.
10

The fulfilment of what exists potentially in so far
motion namely, of what is alterable qua alterable, alteration', of what can be increased
and its opposite what can be decreased (there is no common
name), increase and decrease of what can come to be and
can pass away, coming to be and passing away
of what
Def.

as

^

—

it exists potentially^ is

:

:

can be carried along, locomotion,

Examples

15

will elucidate this definition of

the buildable, in so far as

it is

being built and this

build

is

is

just that^

motion.
is

When

fully real,

it

Similarly, learning,

doctoring, roiling, leaping, ripening, ageing.
'

The former

pair denote a special kind of the latter,

change of quality

namely

such-ness ’) or alteration.
* With 1 32-201®*
.
19 cf. Met. 1065® 7-20.
®
^opa, ‘ being carried’, translatto. In the Categories (c. 14) this
kind of ‘ motion * is simply called peraiSoXi^ Kara tottov,
* While the wider term fiera^oX^ (change) is used in all the categories, Kivrfo-is (motion) holds only in Quality, Quantity, and Place.

~
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The same
potential

thing,

and

Hi.

201 ^

I

of a certain kind, can be both

if it is

fully real, not indeed at the

same time or not
same respect, but e. g. potentially hot and actually
cold.
Hence at once such things will act and be acted on
by one another in many ways each of them will be capable
at the same time of causing alteration and of being altered.
Hence, too, what effects motion as a physical agent can be
moved: when a thing of this kind causes motion, it is
itself also moved.
This, indeed, has led some people to
suppose that every mover is moved
But this question

ao

in the

:

depends on another

made

clear later.^

though
It^

set of arguments,

will

be

It is possible for a thing to cause motion,

incapable of being moved.

it is itself

the fulfilment of what

is

and the truth

25

when

potential

is

it

is

alieady fully real and operates not as zfsel/ hut as movable
that

is

What

motion.

as bronze which

mean by

I

But

potentially a statue.

motion.

is

‘

as

is

'

this

:

Bronze

is

not the fulfilment of bronze 30
For 'to be bronze’ and to be

it is

*

If they were
a certain potentiality’^ are not the same
identical without qualification, i. e. in definition^ the ful-

filment of bionze as bronze ivoiild have been motion.

they are not the same, as has been said.

To

(This

is

But

obvious

be capable of health and to be capable 35
of illness are not the same, for if they were there would 201
be no difference between being ill and being well. Yet the
whether it is humour
subject both of health and of sickness
in contraries.

‘

’

‘

’

—

—

one and the same.)
We can distinguish, then, between the two just as, to
give another example, ' colour and visible are diffeient
or blood

is

—

’

and clearly
Further®

is

it

viii. 5.

Reading

in

With

1.

27-202*3

cf.

is

Met

ovx i avTo dXX’ ^

28

is

this, precisely, is

evident that motion

is

1.

So

motion.

*

^

®

’

the fulfilment of what

is

it

potential that

‘

potential as

motion.

an attribute of
1065^21-1066*26,
with yp. I Asp.

KivrjroVj

Them.
32, with Simp and Met 1065® 26.
are identical in definition (or intension), il
But even when they are
is also B,
IS also true that whatever is
if a subject
different in definition, we can still say that ‘.4 is
has also the attribute B,
which has the attribute
* With U, 6-7 cf. Met 1065^ 20-1,
*

Omitting

®

When

A

KLvrjT^ in

and

1.

B

A

A

5

;
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a thing just •whe 7i

is

it

fully real in this

For each thing of

befoie nor after.

this

way, and neither
kind^ is capable

Take

of being at one time actual, at another not.

The

instance the buildable as buildable.^
10

buildable as buildable

actuality of the buildable

But when there
buildable.

On

the other hand,

The

being built.

is

must be

either this or the house.

a house, the buildable

is

Foi the

the process of building.

is

for

actuality of the

is

no longer

the buildable which

it ts

piocess then of being built must be

the kind of actuality requiied.

But building

is

a kind of

motion, and the same account will apply to the other
15

kinds also.

The soundness

of this definition

is

evident both

when we

consider the accounts of motion that the others have given,

and also from the

One
genus

it

otherwise.

—

this is plain if

we

consider where

some people put

they identify motion with ‘diffeience’ 01 inequality

30 it;

or

difficulty of defining

could not easily put motion and change in another

not being

‘

'

,

but such things are not necessarily moved,

whether they are different or unequal or non-existent
Nor is change either to or from these rather than to or
*

‘

*

'

‘

’

fiom their opposites.

The
35

why

reason

they put motion into these genera

is

thought to be something indefinite,^ and the
principles in the second column aie indefinite because they
that

It

is

them is either ‘this' or ‘such' or®
comes under any of the other modes of predication. The
reason in turn why motion is thought to be indefinite is
that it cannot be classed simply as a potentiality or as an
actuality
a thing that is merely capable of having a certain

are piivative: none of

—

30 size

is

not undergoing change, nor yet a thing that

is

e. all things which are <l>vcnKa (r&iixara,
Reading in 1 8 t6 olKotofirirov jj olKodojiriTov with 3^et, 1066^2,
Simp Them., and inserting a comma thereafter.
^ Plato in the Ttmaeus
(52 E, 57 E, 58 a) makes motion depend on
^

1.

^

,

,

inequality.
^

In the Pythagorean columns of opposites (e.g Arist. Met. 986^ 25),
and KLvovfievop are placed under irepas and aireipov respec-

7}p€fiovp

tively.
®

Omitting on

in

1,

27, with

Met. io66^

16,

Them., and Bonitz.

BOOK
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201^

2

actually of a ceitain size,

and motion is thought to be
a sort of actuality^ but incomplete, the leason for this
view being that the potential whose actuality it is is incomplete.
It

This

is

why

necessary to class

is

it is

it

hard to grasp what motion

is.

with privation or with potentiality

or with sheer actuality, yet none of these seems possible.
There remains then the suggested mode of definition, 35
namely that it is a sort of actuality, or actuality of the 202®

kind desciibed, hard to grasp, but not incapable of existing.

The mover
that

which

is,

is rest

— when

—

is moved, as has been said
every mover,
capable of motion, and whose immobility
a thing is subject to motion its immobility is

too
is

For to act on the movable as such is just to move
But this it does by co^itact^ so that at the same time
Hence we can define motion as the
it IS also acted on.
fulfilme^it of the movable qua movable^ the cause of the attribute being contact ivith what can move^ so that the mover
The mover or agent will always be the
is also acted on.
vehicle of a foim, eithei a ‘this’ 01 a ‘such’,^ which, when
it acts, will be the source and cause of the change, e. g. the
full-formed man begets man from what is potentially man.
rest.^

5

it.

The ^

3

motion

solution of the difficulty that

— whether

it is

in the

is

—

movable

is

10

raised about the
plain.

It is the

and by the action of that
which has the power of causing motion and the actuality
of that which has the powder of causing motion is not other
than the actuality of the movable, for it must be the fulfilment of both. A thing is capable of causing motion because
But
it can do this, it is a mover because it actually does it.
fulfilment of this potentiality,

;

^

rjpefiia IS

the j^rivotio^ not the contradictory

{dKLpr}crla)j

of

KLprja-if,

can be predicated only of a thing which is capable of motion.
®
move in the sense of cause motion. This seems to be intended
to be the complete or real definition of the attribute ‘ motion \ i. e. the
definition which embodies the cause of the attribute. Cf. Post. An.
93 ^ 39
® All the manuscripts except E add in 1 10 § rocrdvbe. It seems better
to omit these words, as Aristotle is thinking mainly of the generation of
substance, and of alteration of quality the cases in which form is
most obviously transferred.
* With JL 13-21 cf. Met. 1066® 2634
1.

e.

it

*

‘

*

.

—

«

n
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on the movable that

it is

ao

it is

Hence

capable of acting.

a single actuality of both alike, just as one to two
and two to one are the same interval, and the steep ascent
and the steep descent are one— for these aie one and the
there

is

same, although they can be described in different ways.
So it is with the mover and the moved.

This view has a dialectical

Pei haps

difficulty.

it

is

necessary that the actuality of the agent and that of the

The one is agency and
outcome
the
and completion
and
the other ‘patiency’;
patient should not be the same.

of the one
25

is

an

‘

action

‘

that of the other a

'

‘

we may ask

Since then they are both motions,

passion
:

in

what

both are in
what is acted on and moved, or (p) the agency is in the
agent and the patiency in the patient.^ (If we ought to
agency ^ the word would be used in
call the latter also
are they,

if

they aie different?

Either

(a)

‘

two

senses.)

Now,

in alternative (^), the motion will be in the mover,
same statement will hold of mover and moved
Hence either every mover will be moved, or, though having
motion, it will not be moved.
If on the other hand {d) both are in what is moved and
acted on both the agency and the patiency (e.g. both
teaching and learning, though they aie two^ in the learner)^

for the

30

*

’

‘

—

then,

first,

the actuality of each will not be present tn each,

and, a second absurdity, a thing will have two motions at
35

the same time.

How

will there

be two alterations of

quality^ in one subject towards one definite quality

thing

302^

is

impossible

:

?

The

the actualization will be one.

(some one will say) it is contrary to reason to
suppose that there should be one identical actualization
of two things which are different in kind.
be, if teaching
^
*

TTa^off

«

Yet there will
and learning are the same, and agency and

affection, modification,

Aristotle omits the
to absurdity.

two other

change caused

possibilities as

m

a thing ab extra.
they obviously lead

® i.e. we can
substitute ‘mover* and ‘moved’ for ‘agent* and
patient * in the formulation of the hypothesis,
Alterations of quality
aKXomims, Aristotle sometimes tends to
^
think of Kivricris as primarily change of quality, rather than as change
of position.
‘

=

'

BOOK
To

patiency.

act the

same

III.

same

teach will be the

as to be acted

on

202^

3
as to learn,

— the teacher

and

be learning everything that he teaches, and the agent
be acted on.

One may
(1)

reply

to

will necessaiily
will

•

^

absurd that the actualization of one thing
another. Teaching is the activity of a person

It is not

should be in

who can
patient

teach, yet the operation

—

it is

is

performed on some
is of A on B.

not cut adrift from a subject, but

(2) There is nothing to prevent two things having one
and the same actualization,^ provided the actualizations
are not described in the same way, but are elated as what
can act to what is acting.^
i

(3)

even

Nor
if

is

necessary that the teacher should leain,

it

to act and to be acted on are one

10

and the same,

provided they are not the same in definition (as raiment
and *diess'), but aie the same merely in the sense in

^

‘

which the road fiom Thebes to Athens and the road from
Athens to Thebes are the same, as has been explained
above.^ For it is not things which are in a way the same
that have all their attributes the same, but only such as
But indeed it by no means
have the same definition.
follows from the fact that teaching is the same as learning,
that to learn is the same as to teach, any more than it
follows from the fact that there

is

15

one distance between

two things which aie at a distance from each other, that
the two vectors AB and BA are one and the same. To
generalize, teaching is not the same as learning, or agency
as patiency, in the

same

subject,

full sense,

the motion

;

and the actualization of
‘

though they belong to the

for the

‘

actualization of

Y through

the action of

X'

in

F

differ

in definition.

What
and
^

then Motion

paiticularly.

Reading

in

I.

is,

has been stated both generally

It is not difficult to see

8 with FI and Simp.

how each

of

KtoXvei ovBeu rrip avr^v elvai for

avri^v tlvai KOikvei,

What can

and what

is

Read dvvdfxfpov
definitione.
» Cf. HS-20,

m

®

act

acting are idem subjecto, but hot idem
10, with E.

1.
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types will be defined

— alteration

is

the fulfilment of the

qua alterable (or, more scientifically, the fulfilment
of what can act and what can be acted on, as such)
generally and again in each paiticular case, building,
similar definition will apply to each of
healing, &c.
alteiable

A

the other kinds of motion.
30

The

science of natuie

concerned with spatial magni- 4

is

tudes and motion and time, and each of these at least

necessauly infinite or

even

finite,

by the science aie not,

e.

if

some things

g a quality

01

a point

is

dealt with

—

not

it is

necessaiy perhaps that such things should be put under
either
35

Hence

head

it

is

incumbent on the person who
the infinite and to inquiie

specializes in physics to discuss

whethei theie

is

such a thing or not, and,

what It is.
The appropriateness to the science of
203^ clearly indicated.
science in a

about the

All

this

who have touched on

there

if

problem
this

is,

is

kind of

way worth

infinite,

considering have formulated views
and indeed^ to a man, make it a principle

of things.

Some, as the Pythagoreans and Plato, make the
a principle in the sense of a self-subsistent substance, and not as a mere attiibute of some other thing.
Only the Pythagoreans place the infinite among the
objects of sense (they do not regaid number as separable
from these), and assert that what is outside the heaven is
infinite.
Plato, on the other hand, holds that there is no
body outside (the Forms are not outside, because they are
nowhere), yet that the infinite is present not only in the
(i)

infinite
5

objects of sense but in the
10

Forms

also.

Further, the Pythagoreans identify the infinite with the
even.

For

this,

they say, when

it is

cut off and shut in

the odd, provides things with the element of infinity.
indication of this

gnomons

is

what happens with numbers.

If the

are placed round the one, and without the one,^

7r0piTt6({i€vmv

yap r&v yv&p6va>p

satisfactory explanation of koX
general meaning is fairly plain.
in the

by

An

one odd gnomons

rrepl

to

h Ka\ xoapis^ No thoroughly

has been given.

He

But

Aristotle’s

describing two constructions
are placed round the one, in the other even
is

^

BOOK
in the

one consti action the

different, in the other

has two

infinites,

it

is

III.

203^

4

figure that results

always the same

is

always

But Plato

15

the Great and the Small.

The physicists, on the other hand, all of them, always
regard the infinite as an attiibute of a substance which is
different from it and belongs to the class of the so-called
^

elements

—water or

air oi

what

is

intermediate between

them Those who make them limited in number never make
them infinite in amount. But those who make the elements
infinite in

number, as Anaxagoras and Demociitus do, say

that the infinite

is

continuous

by contact

— compounded

20

of

the homogeneous paits accoiding to the one, of the seed-

mass of the atomic shapes according to the other.
Further, Anaxagoras held that any part is a mixture in
the same way as the All, on the ground of the observed
fact that anything comes out of anything
For it is probably for this reason that he maintains that once upon a
time all things were together. {T/ns flesh and this bone 25
were together, and so of any thing: theiefore all things:
and at the same time too.) Foi there is a beginning of
separation, not only for each thing, but for all. Each thing
that comes to be comes to be from a similar body, and
theie is a coming to be of all things, though not, it is true,
at the same time.
Hence there must also be an origin of 30
coming to be. One such source there is which he calls
Mind, and Mind begins its work of thinking from some
So necessarily all things must have been
starting-point.
together at a certain time, and must have begun to be

moved

at a ceitain time.

Democritus,

for

his part, asserts the contrary,

that no element arises from another element.
for

him

^

the

common body

is

a source of

ing from part to part in size and

in

namely

Nevertheless

all things, differ-

shape.

then from these considerations that the inquiry
concerns the physicist. Nor is it without reason that they
It is clear

The translation follows Milhaud
are placed round the
See also Burnet, Early Greek
{Phtlosophes-giomltres, p. 115).
Philosophy^ p. 103, n. 2.
^ Aristotle does not regard them as elements.
® Reading in 1
34 a^rw, with Phil, and Bonitz.
gnomons

^03^
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all

make

it

We

a principle or source.

cannot say that the

and the only effectiveness v^^hich we
5 infinite
is
that
of a principle. Everything is either
can asciibe to it
a source or derived from a source. But there cannot be
a source of the infinite or limitless, for that would be a limit
of it. Further, as it is a beginning, it is both uncreatable
and indestructible. For there must be a point at which
what has come to be reaches completion, and also a termi10 nation of all passing away.
That is why, as we say, there
is no principle of this^ but it is this which is held to be the
principle of other things, and to encompass all and to steer
all, as those assert who do not recognize, alongside the
has no

infinite,

effect,

other causes, such as

they identify

Mind

or Friendship.

with the Divine, for

it

imperishable’ as

Anaximander

it

is

*

Further

deathless and

says, with the majority of

the physicists,
15

Belief in the existence of the infinite
five considerations
(i)
{%)

Fiom
From

comes mainly from

•

the nature of time

—

for

it is infinite.

the division of magnitudes

—

for

the mathe-

maticians also use the notion of the infinite.
(3)

coming to be and passing away do not give out, it
only because that fiom which things come to
be is infinite.
Because the limited always finds its limit in something, so that there must be no limit, if everything is
always limited by something different fiom itself.
Most of all, a reason which is peculiarly appropriate
and presents the difficulty that is felt by everybody ^not only number but also mathematical
magnitudes and what is outside the heaven are
supposed to be infinite because they never give out
If

is

20

(4)

(5)

—

in our thought.
25

The

what
body also

last fact (that

to suppose that

is

outside

is infinite)

leads people

and that there is an
infinite number of worlds.
Why should there be body in
one part of the void rather than in another ? Grant only
that mass is anywhere and it follows that it must be everywhere. Also, if void and place are infinite, there must be
is infinite,

;

BOOK
body

infinite

III.

203^

4

too, for in the case of eternal things

what

may be must be
But the problem of the
dictions result whether

infinite is difficult

we suppose

it

:

many contra-

30

to exist or not to

If it exists, we have still to ask how it exists
exist.
as
a substance or as the essential attribute of some entity ?
Or in neither way, yet none the less is there something
which is infinite or some things which are infinitely many ?
;

The problem, however, which
physicist

is

specially belongs to the 204^

investigate whether there

to

is

a sensible

magnitude which is infinite.
We must begin by distinguishing the various senses in
which the term infinite is used.
^ What is incapable of
being gone thiough, because it
(1)
is not its nature to be gone through (the sense in
which the voice is invisible ’).
(2) What admits of being gone through, the process
however having no termination, or (3) what scarcely
admits of being gone through.
(4) What naturally admits of being gone through, but is
not actually gone through or does not actually reach
an end.
Fuither, everything that is infinite may be so in respect
’

‘

‘

5

of addition or division or both.

5

Now
which

it is

impossible that the infinite should be a thing

is itself infinite,

separable from sensible objects.

If

is neither a magnitude nor an aggregate, but is
a substance and not an attribute, it will be indivisible
for the divisible must be either a magnitude or an aggregate.
But if indivisible, then not infinite, except in the

the infinite

10

itself

But this is not the
which the voice is invisible
it is used by those who say that the infinite
exists, nor that in which we are investigating it, namely as
But^ if the
(2), ‘that which cannot be gone through*.
infinite exists as an attribute, it would not be, qua infinite,
an element in substances, any more than the invisible would
sense

(

1

)

in

‘

sense in which

be an element of speech, though the voice
^

2

With
With

11 .
11 .

is

3-14 cf. Met 1066^35-^7.
14-17 cf. Met 1066^8-11.

invisible.

15
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how can the infinite be itself any thing, unless
and magnitude, of which it is an essential
number
both
Furthei,^

attribute, exist in that

way?

a fortiort the

not

20

It

2

infinite is

If they are not substances,

cannot be an actual

plain, too, that the infinite

is

For any part of

thing and a substance and principle.
that

taken

is

infinite

’

and

will

be

infinite, if it
’

the infinite

*

and not predicated of a subject.
35 indivisible

cannot be

has parts

are the same,

it

for

would be

to be

will

be either

But the same thing

(Yet just as part of

infinites.

it

a substance

if it is

Hence

or divisible into infinites.

many

:

‘

air is air,

supposed
be a substance and piinciple.) Therefore the infinite
must be without parts and indivisible. But this cannot be
true of what is infinite in full completion for it must be

so a part of the infinite

infinite, if it is

to

:

a definite quantity.

Suppose then that
30 attribute.

But,

infinity belongs to substance as

cannot, as

if so, it

we have

sciibed as a principle^ but rather that
attiibute

—the

air or the

said,

of which

an

be de-

it

is

an

even number.

Thus the view of those who speak after the manner of
With the same breath they
is absurd.
treat the infinite as substance, and divide it into parts.
This"* discussion, however, involves the moie general
the Pythagoreans

35

question whether the infinite can be present in mathe-

matical objects and things which are intelligible and do not

204^ have extension, as well as
inquiry (as physicists)

is

the objects of sense, and
or

is

not

among them

among

limited to

we have

its

sensible objects.

Our

special subject-matter,

to ask whether there

a body which

is infinite

is

in the direc-

tion of^ inciease.

We may begin
follows that there
5

with a dialectical argument and show as
is no such thing.

bounded by a suiface
cannot be an infinite body
If

‘

’

^

®

»
*

With
With
With

is

the definition of

body there

either intelligible or sensible.

17-19 cf. Met. 1066^ 7-8.
20-32 cf. Met. 1066^ I1-21.
11. 34-^8 cf. Met. 1066^ 21-6.
Reading m 1. 4 hri. Bekker’s mpl is a misprint.
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or that which has
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204^

5

be infinite, for number
numerable
If then the
would also be possible to

in abstraction

number

is

numerable can be numbered, it
go thiough the infinite.
If,^ on the othei hand, we investigate the question more

10

accordance with piinciples appropriate to physics, we are
led as follows to the same result.
in

The
simple

body must be

infinite
;

yet neither alternative

Compound

(i)

the infinite

either (i)
is

compound, or

(2)

possible.

body

will

not be,

if

the

number. For they must be more
than one, and the contraries must always balance, and no
one of them can be infinite. If one of the bodies falls in
any degree shoit of the other in potency suppose fire is 15
finite in amount while aii is infinite and a given quantity of
fii e exceeds in power the same amount of air in any ratio
piovided it is numeiically definite the infinite body will
elements are

finite in

—

—

obviously pievail over and annihilate the
the other hand,

it is

finite

body.

impossible that each should be

On

infinite.

what has extension in all diiections and the
what is boundlessly extended, so that the infinite
body would be extended in all directions ad infimtmn.^
Nor (2) can the infinite body be one and simple, whether it
is, as some ^ hold, a thing over and above the elements (from

‘Body’

is

ao

infinite is

which they generate the elements) or is not thus qualified.
for there
{a) We must consider the former alternative
are some people who make this the infinite, and not air or
water, in order that ^ the other elements may not be annihilated by the element which is infinite. They have contrariety with each other air is cold, water moist, fiie hot
if one weie infinite, the others by now would have ceased
to be. As it is, they say, the infinite is diffeient from them
;

25

—

and
It

is

their source.

is

impossible, however, that there should be such

a body; not because
^

®

®
*

it is

infinite

—on that point a geneial

11
10-24 cf. Met, 1066^ 26-36.
There could not be two such bodies
The reference is probably to Anaximander.
Reading m 1 25 ottos, with I Phil.

With

.

.
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proof can be given which applies equally to
or anything else

—

but

all, air,

simply because there

^

is,

of fact, no such sensible body, alongside

water,

as a matter

the so-called

be resolved into the elements

Everything can
which it is composed. Hence the body in question
would have been present in our woild here, alongside air
and fire and earth and water but nothing of the kind is
elements.

of

:

observed.
{b)

35

Nor can

fire

or

any other of the elements be

infinite.

205^ For generally, and apart fiom the question how any of
them could be infinite, the All, even if it were limited, can-

become one of them, as Heraclitus says
some time all things become fire. (The same argu-

not either be or
that at
5

ment applies

one which the physicists suppose

also to the

to exist alongside the elements: for everything changes

fiom contiary to contrary, e.g. from hot to

The preceding
to

show us whether

be an

it is

or

is

not possible that there should

sensible body.

infinite

The

give a general demonstration that

10

It 2 is

following arguments

it is

not possible.

the nature of every kind of sensible

somewhere, and there
the

cold).

consideration of the various cases serves

same

is

and

for the part

body

to be

a place appropriate to each,
whole, e.g. for the

for the

whole earth and for a single clod, and for

fire

and

for

a spark.

Suppose

{a)

part

always being carried along.

why downwards
15

body

that the infinite sensible

Then each

geneous.

will

is

homo-

be either immovable or

Yet neither

possible.
For
any other direcwhere will it be
is

rather than upwards or in

mean, e.g.,

tion?

I

moved

or where will

if
it

body akin

you take a
be at rest ?

clod,

Yor ex hypothesi the

Will it occupy the
whole place, then? And how? What then will be the
nature of its rest and of its movement, or where will they
be ? It will either be at home everywhere then it will not
place of the

to

it is infinite.

—

^

®

With
With

1,

11 .

32-205®- 7

10-25

cf.

cf. Met 1066^36-1067*7.
Met 1067*7-20.
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be moved

or

;

not come to

But

it

will

ao5 *"

IIL 5

be moved everywhere

—then

it

will

rest.^

the All has dissimilar parts, the proper places

if {b)

of the parts will be dissimilar also, and the body of the All
will have no unity except that of contact.
Then, further,
the parts will be either
(i)

finite

or infinite in variety of kind.

Finite they cannot be, for if the All

some of them would have

to be

infinite,

is

to be infinite,

while the others

were not, e. g. fire or water will be infinite. But, as we
have seen before, such an element would destroy what is
contrary to it. (This indeed is the reason why none of the
physicists made fire or earth the one infinite body, but
either water or air or what is intermediate between them,
because the abode of each of the two was plainly determinate, while the others have an ambiguous place between
up and down.)^

But ^

(ii) if

ao

25

the parts are infinite in number and simple,

be infinite in number, and the
be true of the elements themselves. If that is 30
impossible, and the places are finite, the whole too must
be finite for the place and the body cannot but fit each
Neither is the whole place larger than what can be
other.
filled by the body* (and then the body would no longer'^
for $5
be infinite), nor is the body larger than the place
either there would be an empty space or a body whose
nature it is to be nowhere.
Anaxagoras gives an absurd account of why the infinite 20$^
their proper places too will

same

will

;

;

at rest.

is

its

He

says that the infinite

being fixed.

else contains

it

This because

it is

itself is

in

itself,

the cause of
since nothing

— on the assumption that wherever anything

But this is not true
is, it is there by its own nature.
a thing could be somewhere by compulsion, and not where
:

it is its
^

Reading

rrapraxov
^

nature to be.
in

11 .

KivriBrf<reTai

18--19

ff

—ovk dpa

irdvraxov

fJtepei

—ov

KipriB^trirai

This sentence should probably come, as Pacius suggests,

in ^i.
*
<

®
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With

11 . 29-32 cf. Met, 1067*20-3.
Omitting the fiist dpa in 1 . 34, with E Thein. Phil.
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Even if it is true as true can be that the whole is not
moved (for what is fixed by itself and is in itself must be
immovable), yet we must explain why it is not its nature
It is not enough just to make this stateto be moved.
ment and then decamp. Anything else might be in a
10 state of rest, but there is no reason why it should not be
nature to be moved. The earth is not cairied along,
and would not be carried along if it were infinite, provided
But it would not be
it is held together by ^ the centre.
because there was no other region in which it could be carried
along that it would remain at the centre, but because this is
Yet in this case also we may say that it fixes
its nature.^
If then in the case of the earth, supposed to be
itself.
its

35 infinite, it is
it

at rest, not because

has weight and what

the earth

is

is

it

heavy

is

infinite,

but because

and
would

rests at the centre

at the centre, similarly the infinite also

because it is infinite and fixes itself, but
owing to some other cause.
Another difficulty emerges at the same time. Any part
of the infinite body ought to remain at lest.
Just as the
rest in itself, not

remains at rest in

infinite

20

itself

because

fixes itself, so

it

you may take will remain in itself. The
appropriate places of the whole and of the part are alike,
e.g. of the whole earth and of a clod the appropriate place
of fire as a whole and of a spark, the
is the lower region

too any part of

it

;

upper region.
will

In

remain in

®

35 plainly

sarily

therefore, to

be

in itself is the place of the

that also will be appropriate to the part

infinite,
it

If,

Therefore

itself.

general, the view that there

is

an

infinite

incompatible with the doctrine that there

body

is

is

neces-

a proper place for each kind of body, if every
body has either weight or lightness, and if a body

sensible

has a natural locomotion towards the centre

if it is heavy,
This would need to be true of
the infinite also. But neither character can belong to it it
cannot be either as a whole, nor can it be half the one and

and upwards

if it is light.

:

^
®

*

Reading in

1. 1 1 wro, with Simp. Phil, and Bonitz.
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For how should you divide it ? or how can
up and the other down, or an

half the other.

30

the infinite have the one part

extremity and

a centre >

^

Further, every sensible

body

in place,

is

and the kinds or

differences of place are up-down, before-behind, right-left

and these distinctions hold not only

arbitrary agreement, but also in the whole

the

infinite

body they cannot

us and

in relation to

But

itself.

In general,

exist.

if it

impossible that there should be an infinite place, and

every body

is

place, there cannot be an

in

Surely what

is

infinite

in 35
is
if

body.

and what

in a special place is in place,

in place is in a special place.

;

by

206®'
is

Just, then, as the infinite

—that

would imply that it has a partwo or three cubits quantity just
means these so a thing s being in place means that it is
some'whtr^^ and that is either up or down or in some other

cannot be quantity

ticular quantity,^ e. g.

;

—

of the six differences of position
It is plain

which

5

is

:

but each of these

from these arguments that there

is

is

a

5

limit.

no body

actually infinite.

But on the othei hand to suppose that the

way

not exist in any

consequences

leads obviously to

infinite

many

does

impossible

there will be a beginning and an end of

:

j©

time, a magnitude will not be divisible into magnitudes,

number

will not

be

infinite.

If,

then, in view of the above

seems possible, an ai biter
and clearly there is a sense in which the
infinite exists and another in which it does not.
We must keep in mind that the word is means either
potentially is or what fully is.
Further, a thing is infinite either by addition or by

considerations, neither alternative

must be

called in

;

‘

*

division.®

Now,
But by

as

we have

division

it

seen,
is

magnitude

infinite.

is

not actually

(Theie

refuting the theory of indivisible lines

then remains that the
^

.

®

*

no

infinite.

difficulty in

The

alternative

has a potential existence.

Reading in 1 31 ta-xnrop Ka\ fiia-ovy with Simp, and Met, 1067^
Reading m 1 3 ttoo-oi/ yap n, with Bonitz.
Reading ml. 15 dimpeaei, with F Them. Phil. Simp.
Cf. Bk. vi and I?e Lineis InsecaMlibus,
.

®
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is
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But the phrase potential existence
‘

we

’

30 there will

There

be an actual statue. It

will

not be an

is

we mean that

not so with the

actual infinite.

When

ambiguous.

is

speak of the potential existence of a statue

The word

infinite.
*

*

is

has

and we say that the infinite is in the sense
or it is the games because
it is day
in which we say
one thing after another is always coming into existence.
For of these things too the distinction between potential
and actual existence holds. We say that there are Olympic
games, both in the sense that they may occur and that they

many

^

senses,

’

*

’

‘

are actually occurring.
35

The

infinite exhibits itself in different

ways

—

in time, in

the generations of man, and in the division of magnitudes.
infinite has this mode of existence
one
always being taken after another, and each thing
taken is always finite, but always different. Again,

For generally the
thing
that

:

is

is

30 ‘being'

we must not
man or a horse,

has more than one sense, ^ so that

regard the infinite as a

but must suppose

it

*

this

such as a

to exist in the sense in which

—

we speak

games as existing things whose being
has not come to them like that of a substance, but consists
in a process of coming to be or passing away definite if
of the day or the

;

you like at each stage, yet always different.
306^
But when this takes place in spatial magnitudes, what is
taken persists, while in the succession of time and of men
it takes place by the passing away of these in such a way
that the source of supply never gives out
In a way the infinite by addition is the same thing as the
In a finite magnitude, the infinite by
infinite by division.
addition comes about in a way inverse to that of the other.
5 For in proportion as we see division going on, in the same
proportion we see addition being made to what is already
marked off. For if we take a determinate part of a finite
magnitude and add another part determined by the same
ratio (not taking in the
'

Inserting in

1.

29

same amount of the

m (on E) t6

ilvcu

original whole),

7r\€ovaxm Xcycrai, with

Simp.
*

A fully existent

individual.

®
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and so on, we shall not traverse the given magnitude. But
if we increase the ratio of the part, so as always to take in the
same amount, we shall traverse the magnitude, for eveiy ^
finite magnitude is exhausted by means of any determinate
quantity however small.
The infinite, then, exists in no other way, but in this way
it does exist, potentially and by reduction.
It exists fully
in the sense in which we say it is day or it is the games
and potentially as matter exists, not independently as what
*

‘

lo

‘

'

is finite

15

does.

By addition then, also, there is potentially an infinite,
namely, what we have described as being in a sense the
same as the infinite in respect of division. For it will always
be possible to take something ab extra. Yet the sum of the
parts taken will not exceed every determinate magnitude, just
as in the direction of division every determinate magnitude
is

surpassed in smallness and there will be a smaller part

But in respect of addition there cannot be an infinite
which even potentially exceeds every assignable magnitude,
unless

it

has the attribute of being actually

the world, whose essential nature

But

the kind.

if

infinite,

body which

physicists hold to be true of the

is air

sense,

as the
outside

or something of

way a

there cannot be in this

body which is infinite in the full
can no more be a body which is

is

sensible

evidently theie

we have

made the infinites two

by

It is for this reason that Plato

said.

number, because it is supposed
and to proceed ad tnjifiiturn in the direction both of increase and of reduction. Yet
though he makes the infinites two, he does not use them.
For in the numbers the infinite in the direction of reduction
is not present, as the monad is the smallest
nor is the
also

to be possible to exceed

25

potentially infinite in

respect of addition, except as the inverse of the infinite
division, as

so

in

all limits

30

;

infinite in the direction

of increase, for the parts number

only up to the decad.

The
to be.

infinite turns

It is

out to be the contrary of what

not what has nothing outside

but what always has something outside
^

Omitting the second r6 in

1.

it.

it

that

This

ii, with

E F.

it is

said

is infinite,
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indicated
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the fact that rings also that have no bezel are described
as

because

endless

‘

which

is

it

a certain similarity, but
5

is

it is

word. This condition alone

is

it

In the

circle,

not true
is

which

in

the

not sufficient

full
:

sense of the

it is

necessaiy

taken should never be the
the latter condition is not satisfied

also that the next pait

same.

always possible to take a part
The description depends on

outside a given part.

is

:

only the adjacent part from which the

new

part

is

different.

Our

A

definition then

is

as follows

quantity is infinite if it is such that

take a part outside

what has

other hand, what has nothing outside

10

we can always

been already taken.

On

the

complete and
that from which
whole. For thus we define the whole
nothing is wanting, as a whole man or a whole box. What
is true of each particular is true of the whole as such
the
whole is that of which nothing is outside. On the other
hand that from which something is absent and outside,
it

is

—

—

however small that
^complete’

are

may

either

be,

quite

is

not

‘

all

identical

‘

Whole

'

and

or closely akin.

Nothing is complete (reXetoj;) which has no end (tAos)
and the end is a limit.
*5
Hence Parmenides must be thought to have spoken
better than Melissus.
The latter says that the whole is
infinite,® but the former describes it as limited, ‘equally
balanced from the middle'.^ For to connect the infinite
with the all and the whole is not like joining two pieces of
string ^ for it is from this they get the dignity they ascribe
its containing ^ all things and holding ® the all
20 to the infinite
in itself— from its having a certain similarity to the whole.
It is in fact the matter of the completeness which belongs to
size, and what is potentially a whole, though not in the full
sense. It is divisible both in the direction of reduction and
;

;

—

of the inverse addition.
^

aiTfipQt,

*

Reading

*
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207^

however, in virtue of its own nature, but in virtue of what
other than it. It does not contain, but, in so far as it
infinite, is

qua

Consequently, also,

contained.

infinite

for the

;

matter has no form.

it is

is
is

unknowable,

(Hence

it is

35

plain

that the infinite stands in the relation of part rather than

For the matter

of whole.

bronze

is

is

part of the whole, as the

of the bronze statue.)

If

it

contains in the case

of sensible things,^ in the case of intelligible things the great

and the small ought to contain them. But it is absurd
and impossible to suppose that the unknowable and indeterminate should contain and determine.
7

30

It is reasonable that there should not be held to be
an infinite in respect of addition such as to surpass every
magnitude, but that there should be thought to be such an
infinite in the direction of division.
For the matter ^ and 35
the infinite aie contained inside what contains them, while it
is the form which contains.
It is natural too to suppose that 207^

in

number

and that

there

in

surpassed.

magnitude

is

a limit in the direction of the minimum,

the other direction every assigned number is
In magnitude, on the contrary, every assigned

is

surpassed in the direction of smallness, while

no infinite magnitude. The 5
what is one is indivisible whatever it may be,
e. g. a man is one man, not many.
Number on the other
hand is a plurality of ones and a certain quantity of them.
Hence number must stop at the indivisible for two and
three are merely derivative terms, and so with each of
the other numbers. But in the direction of largeness it is 10
always possible to think of a larger number for the number
Hence
of times a magnitude can be bisected is infinite.
in the other direction theie is

reason

is

that

‘

'

:

‘

'

'

'

:

this infinite is potential, never actual

that can be taken always

But

this

number
and its

is

:

the

sm passes any

number of parts

assigned number.

not separable from the process of

infinity is not a permanent actuality
bisection,
but consists in a process of coming to be, like time and the

number of time.
^

Putting the

®
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With magnitudes the contrary holds. What is continuous
ad infinitum^ but there is no infinite in the direcFor the size which it can potentially be,
tion of increase.
Hence since no sensible magnitude
it can also actually be.^
is

divided

impossible to exceed every assigned magni-

is infinite, it is

2otude;

for

were possible there would be something

if it

bigger than the heavens.

magnitude and movement
and time, in the sense of a single nature, but its secondary
sense depends on its primary sense, i. e. movement is called
infinite in virtue of the magnitude covered by the movement (or alteration or growth), and time because of the
Later
(I use these terms for the moment.
35 movement.
I shall explain what each of them means, and also why
every magnitude is divisible into magnitudes.)
Our account does not rob the mathematicians of their

The infinite ^ is not the same

in

by disproving the actual existence of the

science,

infinite in

the direction of increase, in the sense of the untraversable.

In point of fact they do not need the infinite and do not
30

use

They

it.

postulate only that the finite straight line

may be produced as far as they wish.

It is possible to

have

same ratio as the largest quantity another
magnitude of any size you like. Hence, for the purposes
of proof, it will make no difference to them to have such an

divided in the

infinite instead,

while

its

existence will be in the sphere of

real magnitudes.

In the four-fold scheme of causes,

35

infinite is

208^

is

privation, the subject as

and

sensible.

the

infinite

them

to

it is

plain that the

a cause in the sense of matter, and that

such being what

is

its

essence

continuous

All the other thinkers, too, evidently tieat
as

make

matter
it

—that

what

is

why

contains,

it is

inconsistent in

and not what

is

con-

tained.

5

It remains to dispose of the arguments ® which are sup- S
posed to support the view that the infinite exists not only

^

*

®

Otherwise the potentiality would be unintelligible.
11. 21-S cf. Met, 1067*^ 33-7.
Cf. 203^ 15-30.
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Some have no cogency

met by fresh objections that are valid.
(i) In oidei that coming to be should not fail, it is not
necessary that there should be a sensible body which is
others can be

The

actually infinite.

passing

away

may

of one thing

be

the coming to be of another, the All being limited.

There

lo

a difference between touching and being
(2,)
limited.
The former is relative to something and is the
touching of something (for everything that touches touches
is

something), and further

an attiibute of some one of the
On the other hand, what is
limited is not limited in relation to anything. Again,
contact is not necessarily possible between any two things
taken at random.
(3) To rely on mere thinking is absurd, for then the excess
or defect is not in the thing but in the thought. One might
think that one of us is bigger than he is and magnify him
is

things which are limited.

1

ad infimtum. But it does not follow that he is bigger ^ than
the size we are, just because some one thinks he is, but
only because he is the size he is. The thought is an
accident.

Time indeed and movement

(a)

are infinite, and also 20

thinking, in the sense that each part that

is

taken

passes in succession out of existence,

Magnitude

{b)

is

not

way

the

infinite either in

of reduc-

tion or of magnification in thought.

This concludes
infinite exists,

and of what
^

my

account of the

and of the way

in

way

which

it

in

which the

does not exist,

it is.

Omitting rov

atrrfoy

and

§ in

1.

18, with yp. Phil,

and Diels.
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IV

must have a knowledge of Place, too, as
namely, whether there is such a
thing or not, and the manner of its existence and what it
30 is— both because all suppose that things which exist are
somewhere (the non-existent is nowhere where is the
goat-stag or the sphinx?), and because ^motion’ in its
most general and primary sense is change of place, which

The

physicist

well as of the infinite

—

—

we call locomotion
The question, what
*

35 to

is

divergent conclusions.

many

presents

place?

An examination of all

ties.

difficul-

the relevant facts seems to lead

Moi cover, we have

inherited

nothing from previous thinkers, whether in the

way

of

a statement of difficulties or of a solution.

208^

The

existence of place

of mutual replacement.

is

held to be obvious from the fact

Where water now

is,

there in turn,

when the water has gone out as from a vessel, air is present.
When therefore another body occupies this same place,
5

the place

is

thought to be different from all the bodies
in it and replace one another.
What

which come to be

now

contains air formerly contained water, so that clearly

the place or space into which and out of which they passed

was something

different

from both.

Further, the typical locomotions of the elementary natural

bodies
10

place

—namely,

is

fire,

eaith,

and the like

something, but also that

it

—show not only that

exerts a certain influence.

is earned to its own place, if it is not hindered, the
one up, the other down. Now these are regions or kinds
of place— up and down and the rest of the six directions.
Nor do such distinctions (up and down and right and left,
&c.) hold only in relation to us. To us they are not always

Each

15

the same but change with the diiection in which

turned

:

that

is

why

the same thing

may

and left, up and down, before and behind.
each is distinct, taken apart by itself.

we

are

be both right

But

in nature

It is not

every

i

^

BOOK
chance diiection which
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208^

I

‘up*, but wheie fire

and what is
down* is not any chance 20
but where what has weight and what is made of

light aie carried

direction

is

similarly, too,

;

'

earth are carried— the implication being that these places

do not

merely

differ

relative

in

This

possessing distinct potencies.

position,
is

the objects studied by mathematics.

no

real place,

they neveitheless,

but also as

made plain also by
Though they have

in respect of their position

have a right and left as attributes ascribed
to them only in consequence of their relative position, not
having by nature these various characteristics^.
Again,
the theory that the void exists involves the existence 25
of place: for one would define void as place bereft of
relatively to us,

body.

These considerations then would lead us to suppose that
is something distinct from bodies, and that every
Hesiod too might be held to
sensible body is in place.
correct
account of it when he made chaos
have given a
place

first.

At

least

he says

First of all things
breasted earth,

30

:

came chaos to

being, then broad-

implying that things need to have space

first,

thought, with most people, that everything

because he

somewhere
and in place. If this is its nature, the potency of place
must be a marvellous thing, and take precedence of all
other things. For that without which nothing else can
exist, while it can exist without the others, must needs be
first;

for place does not pass out of existence

things in

question of

for

we must

(1)

we suppose

’

of body or

determine

Reading

in

its

some

it

is

entity other than that,

genus.

has three dimensions, length, breadth, depth,

the dimensions by which
^

209*^

existence settled, the

its

— whether

first

it

if

nature presents difficulty

its

sort of ‘ bulk

Now

when the

35

are annihilated.

it

True, but even

some

is

1.

24

fiovov

all

body

also

is

bounded.

But

Xtyofiem Sta Beaiv, ovK e^ovra
The readings of the MSS. are due

with Laas (wf ra fiSvov kt\» Simp.).
to a conjecture by Alexander.
* Theog^ 1 16 f.
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the place cannot be body; for

two

Further,

(2)

if

too have surface and

same statement
10

were there would be

if it

same place.
body has a place and

bodies in the

body; for the
where the bounding
turn will be those of the

apply to them

will

space, clearly so

the other limits of

planes of the water were, there in

:

But when we come to a point we cannot make a
between it and its place. Hence if the place
of a point is not different from the point, no more will that
of any of the others be different, and place will not be something diffeient from each of them.
(3) What in the world then are we to suppose place to be ?
If it has the sort of nature described, it cannot be an element
or composed of elements, whether these be corporeal or
But the
incorporeal for while it has size, it has not body.
elements of sensible bodies are bodies, while nothing that
has size results from a combination of intelligible elements.
air.

distinction

15

:

(4)

Also we

cause?
20 ascribed

may

ask: of what in things

None of the
to

it.

It

matter of existents

foui

space the

is

modes of causation can be

neither cause in the sense of the

is

nothing

(for

is

composed of

it),

nor as

the form and definition of things, nor as end, nor does

move
be
25

it

existents.

(5)

Fuither, too,

?

Zeno’s difficulty

an existent, where
demands an explanation

if it is itself
^

will

it

for if

:

everything that exists has a place, place too will have a
place,
(6)

and so on ad infinitum.
Again, just as every body

place has a

body

in

What

it.

is in

place, so, too, every

then shall

we

say about

growing things ^ It follows from these premisses that their
place must grow with them, if their place is neither less nor
greater than they are.

By
30

asking these questions, then,

we must

—

problem about place not only as to what
whether there is such a thing.

We may distinguish

A because

it

(A)

it is,

whole

but even

generally between '•predicating

is itself,
^

raise the

and because

Cf. Diels,

Vors?

1.

it is

B

of a

something else

171, 15-26.
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and particularly between place which is common and in
which all bodies are, and the special place occupied primarily by each. I mean, for instance, that you are now in
the heavens because you are in the air and it is in the
heavens and you are in the air because you are on the
earth ; and similarly on the earth because you aie in this 35
place which contains no more than you.
Now ^ if place is what primarily contains each body, it 209^
would be a limit, so that the place would be the form or
shape of each body by which the magnitude or the matter
of the magnitude is defined for this is the limit of each
;

:

body.
If,

we

then,

a thing

its

is

look at the question in this
form.

But,

if

we

way

the place of

5

regard the place as the

For this is
what is contained and
defined by the form, as by a bounding plane.
Matter or
the indeterminate is of this nature when the boundary and
extension of the magnitude,

from the magnitude

different

is

it

the matter.

it is

:

;

attributes of a sphere are taken away, nothing but the 10

matter

is left.

This

is

why

Plato in the Timaeus

space are the same
participant

*

;

’

says that matter and

participant

different

is

‘unwritten

so-called

‘

’

and space are

indeed, that the account he gives there

(It is true,

identical.

of the

for the

^

from what he says

in his

he

Nevertheless,

teaching*.®

did

15

identify place and
I mention Plato because, while
he alone tried to say toAat
something,
all hold place to be
space.)

it is.

In view of these facts

we should

naturally expect to find

determining what place

difficulty in

of these two things, matter or form.
close scrutkiy, especially as

it is

is,

if

indeed

it

is

one

They demand a very

not easy to recognize them

apart.

But it is at any rate not difficult to see that place cannot
be either of them. The form and the matter are not
^ Xcy®
cr€ *33-^1 is parenthetical, and there should be a comma
•

before
®

€i

.

.

m

(so Bonitz).

52.

* Where he apparently
cf. 1. 35
and the small
’

identified

‘

the participant

’

with

‘

the great
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separate from the thing, wheieas the place can be separated.
As we pointed out,^ where air was, water in turn comes to
35

one replacing the other; and similaily with other
Hence the place of a thing is neither a part nor
a state of it, but is separable from it. For place is supposed to be something like a vessel the vessel being
be, the

bodies.

—

But the

a transportable place.

vessel

is

no part of the

thing.
it is separable from the thing, it is not
qua
containing,
it is different from the matter.
the form
Also it is held that what is anywhere is both itself something and that there is a different thing outside it.^ (Plato
of course, if we may digress, ought to tell us why the form
35 and the numbers are not in place, if what participates is
place whether what participates is the Great and the Small
210^ or the matter, as he called it in writing in the Timaeus,) ^
Fuither, how could a body be carried to its own place,
if place was the matter or the form ? It is impossible that
what has no reference to motion or the distinction of up
and down can be place. So place must be looked for
among things which have these characteristics.
If the place is in the thing ^ (it must be if it is either shape
5
or matter) place will have a place for both the form and
the indeterminate undergo change and motion along with
the thing, and are not always in the same place, but are
where the thing is. Hence the place will have a place.
Fuither, when water is produced from air, the place has

30

In so far then as
:

‘

’

—

:

10

been destroyed, for the resulting body
place.^

What

This concludes

my

not in the same

statement of the reasons

must be something, and again of the
be raised about its essential natuie.

The next

is

sort of destruction then is that ?

step

senses one thing

we must take
is

said to

^

208^2,

®

Cf.

*
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®

The

be

‘

in

is
’

to see in

place of the

®

5, with the
air is part of

1,

space

52.

MSS.
the substance

may

how many 3

another.

14-16.
in

why

difficulties that

air.
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(1)

the finger
in

‘

As

(2)

aio*^

in

’

the hand and generally the part

Mn

*

the parts

*

is

IV. 3

15

the whole.

'

the whole

is

for there

:

is

no whole

over and above the parts.
(3)

As man

(4)

As

in

‘

is

animal and generally species

^

‘

in

*

genus.

the genus

and generally the

‘in’ the species

is

part of the specific form

‘

in

the definition of the

’

specific form.

As

(5)

health

the form
(6)

As

‘

in

As

the affairs of Greece centre in the king, and gene’

‘

‘

in

primary motive agent.
in its good and

their

’

the existence of a thing centres

generally ‘in’

which

’

it

end,

its

e.

i.

and generally

One might

’

‘

in ‘that for the sake of

exists.

(8) In the strictest sense of all, as

itself,

ao

the matter.

’

rally events centre
(7)

and the cold and geneially

‘in’ the hot

is

‘

in

a thing

is

‘

in’ a vessel,

place.

’

whether a thing can be

raise the question

in 25

or whethei nothing can be in itself— everything being

either ?2<7where or in something

else.

ambiguous we may mean the thing qua
itself or qua something else.
When there are parts of a whole the one that in which
a thing is, the other the thing which is in it the whole
will be described as being in itself. For a thing is described

The

question

is

;

—

—

terms of

in

whole,

its

parts, as well as in

a man

e. g.

him

surface of

is

is

terms of the thing as a

said to be white because the visible

white, or to be scientific because his

thinking faculty has been trained.

be

in itself

and the wine

of wine will
parts of the

will

for the contents

:

The

jar then will not 30

But the jar
and the container are both

not be in

itself.

same whole.

In this sense then, but not primarily, a thing can be in
itself,
is

namely, as

in body),
^

‘

white

and science

’

is

is

in

body

Because the faculty of reasoning

crSfjLari

(*34-^ i)

IS

(for

the visible suiface

in the mind.^

parenthetical.

is in

the mind.

^

mi^avua

,

.

—
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from these, which are

It is

*

parts

the sense at least

(in

’

Mn’ the man), that the man is called white, See.
But the jar and the wine in separation are not parts of
a whole, though together they are. So when there are
of being

parts, a thing will
it is

5

in

:

differ
‘

in itself, as

‘

white

'

is in

man

because

resides in the visible

it

We cannot go further and

surface.

say that

it is

in surface

(Yet it is not in
though these are in a way the same thing,) they
in essence, each having a special nature and capacity,

in virtue of
itself

be

body, and in body because

surface

something other than

itself.

and white
‘

*

we do not find
any of the senses that have
been distinguished and it can be seen by argument that it
is impossible. For each of two things will have to be both,
e. g. the jar will have to be both vessel and wine, and the
wine both wine and jar, if it is possible for a thing to be in
itself
so that, however true it might be that they were in
each other, the jar will receive the wine in virtue not of i^s
being wine but of the wine*s being wine, and the wine
will be in the jar in virtue not of iis being a jar but of
Thus

if

we look

at the matter inductively

anything to be in

*

‘

itself in

;

10

;

15

the jar’s being a jar.

Now

respect of their essence

something

is

is

and that which

’

‘

that they are different in

evident
is

in

for

;

it

’

‘

that in which

would be

differently

defined.

Nor

a thing to be in itself even incitwo things would be at the same time in the
same thing. The jar would be in itself if a thing whose
nature it is to receive can be in itself ^ and that which it
receives, namely (if wine) wine, will be in it.
is it

dentally
ao

possible for

for

;

—

;

Obviously then a thing cannot be in
Zeno’s problem

^

—that

something it must be
There is nothing
to prevent the first place from being in something else
not indeed in that as * in ’ place, but as health is ‘ in the
in

something

^

—

is

if

Place

is

not difficult to solve.

’

*

25

itself primanly,

*

^

Reading a

®

Cf. Diels,

®

comma

after elvai in

1.

20.

Vors.^h 171. 15-26.
Reading ev nvi in 1. 23, with Th^m, Phil. Simp.
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body as an
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IV, 3
it

or as the hot

So we escape the

affection.

’

is

‘

in

infinite regress.

Another thing is plain: since the vessel is no part of
what is m it ^ (what contains in the strict sense is different
from what is contained), place could not be either the
matter or the form of the thing contained, but must be
different
for the latter, both the matter and the shape,
are parts of what is contained.

—

This then

may

serve as a critical statement of the

30

diffi-

culties involved.

What

4

then after

may

question

all

is

place?

be elucidated as

The answer

to

this

follows.

Let us take for granted about it the various characterwhich are supposed correctly to belong to it essenWe assume then
tially.^
(i) Place is what contains that of which it is the place.
211®
(jz) Place is no part of the thing.
(3) The immediate place of a thing is neither less nor
istics

greater than the thing.
(4)

Place can be

left

behind by the thing and

is

separable.

In addition:
(5)

All place admits of the distinction of

and each of the bodies

up and down,

naturally cairied to

is

its

appropriate place and rests there, and this makes

5

the place either up or down.

Having

laid

we must complete the
make our investigation such

these foundations,

We ought

theory.

to try to

as will render an account of place, and will not only solve

the difficulties connected with

it,

but will also show that
it do really belong to

the attributes supposed to belong to
it,

and further

of the

will

difficulties

make

about

clear the cause of the trouble

it.

Such

is

and

the most satisfactory

kind of exposition.
First then we must understand that place would not
^

“

645 16

Reading avr^ in L 28, with Simp, and Bonitz.
Reading aurov in 1. 33, with G,

G

10
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have been thought

of, if

there had not been a special kind

of motion, namely that with respect
chiefly for this reason that

be

we suppose

one hand
these too

It

is

because

it is

in

—

:

place has

Again,

‘

either (i) belongs to

or

place.

constant movement. Of this
two species locomotion on the
For
and, on the other, increase and diminution.
what
place
was
of
then in this
involve variation
now in turn changed to what is larger or smaller.
when we say a thing is moved the predicate

in place,

kind of change there are
15

to

the heaven also to

(a) in virtue

it

actually, in virtue of its

own

nature,

it.

In the

of something conjoined with

may be

something which by its own
ao nature is capable of being moved, e. g. the parts of the
body or the nail in the ship, or (i) something which is not
in itself capable of being moved, but is always moved
through its conjunction with something else, as whiteness
or science \ These have changed their place only because
the subjects to which they belong do so.
latter case it

either (a)

*

®

‘

We say that
35 place,

because

a thing
it is

in the world, in the sense of in

is

and the air is in the world
the air, we do not mean it is in

in the

and when we say

it

every part of the

air,

in

is

air,

but that

;

in the air

it is

outer surface of the air which surrounds
air

were

its

it

because of the
;

for if all the

would not be equal
supposed to be, and which the

place, the place of a thing

to the thing

—which

primary place

in

When what

it

is

which a thing

is

surrounds, then,

actually

is

is.^

not separate from the

but is in continuity with it, the thing is said to be in
what surrounds it, not in the sense of in place, but as a part
in a whole. But when the thing is separate and in contact,
it is immediately ^ in
the inner surface of the surrounding
body, and this surface is neither a part of what is in it nor

30 thing,

’

yet greater than

its

extension, but equal to it; for the

extremities of things which touch are coincident.

Further,
36

not

moved

if

one body

is

in continuity with another, it is

On the

other hand

( 11 ,

27-9)

parenthetical,

(1.

28),

in that but with that.

^ As Bonitz pointed out, cl . , , cotiV
there should
a comma after cirat
parenthesis.

is

and a colon

it

is

and

after the

:

BOOK
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in that

if it is

IV.

separate.

an®

4
It

makes no

difference

whether what contains is moved or not.
Again, when it is not separate it is described as a part in
a whole, as the pupil in the eye or the hand in the body
when it is separate, as the water in the cask or the wine in

aii^

:

the jar.

For the hand

is

moved with ^

the

body and the

water in the cask.

now be plain from these considerations what place
There are just four things of which place must be one

It will
is.

5

—

the shape, or the matter, or some sort of extension between
the bounding surfaces of the containing body, or this

boundary

itself if it contains

the bulk of the

Three of these

it

The shape

(1)

no extension over and above

body which comes
is

to be in

it.

obviously cannot be

supposed to be place because

it

sur- *o

rounds, for the extremities of what contains and of what

Both the shape and the place,
But not of the same thing the
form is the boundary of the thing, the place is the boundary
of the body which contains it.
is

contained are coincident.

it is

true, are boundaries.

:

(2) The extension between the extremities is thought to
be something, because what is contained and separate may
often be changed while the container remains the same (as
water may be poured from a vessel) the assumption being
that the extension is something over and above the body
But there is no such extension. One of the
displaced.

i

—

bodies which change places and are naturally capable of

being

may

in contact

with the container

falls in

— whichever

it

chance to be.

If there

were an extension which were such as to exist

independently and be permanent, there would be an infinity

For when the water and
the air change places, all the portions of the two together
will play the same part in the whole which was previously
played by all the water in the vessel at the same time

of places in the same thing.^

;

Bekker’s Kara is a mispnnt.
;
*
(civai)
1, 19 n hdarijfia (Phil. Simp.) (icad’) avro
avT^ dirfipoi Kr\, (F Phil. Simp.; except that Simp,
(Laas) Kal fievop, ip
has the comma after a^^).
^

Reading
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the place too will be undergoing change; so that there

be another place which is the place of the place, and
places will be coincident. There is not a different
place of the part, in which it is moved, when the whole
it is always the same
for it is
vessel changes its place
will

25

many

:

:

in the (proximate) place

where they are that the

and

air

the water (or the parts of the water) succeed each other, not

which they come to be, which
the place of the whole world.

in that place in

the place which
50

is

part of

is

seem to be place, at least if
and is thus separate but in
we consider
For just as in change of quality there is somecontinuity.
thing which was formeily black and is now white, or
formerly soft and now hard this is just why we say that
(3)

The

matter, too, might
in

it

what

is

— so

place, because

at rest

—

the matter exists
35

phenomenon,

is

thought to exist

say so because what was air
air foimerly

because
212® the matter, as

we

it,

now

was there

said before,^

thing nor contains

is

is

presents a similar

it

— only

in

the one case

we

water, in the other
is

now

But

water.

neither separable from the

whereas place has both character-

istics.

Well, then,

place

if

is

none of the three

form nor the matter nor an extension which

is

— neither

the
always there,

and over and above, the extension of the
place necessarily is the one of the
four which is left, namely, the boundary of the containing
body at which it is in contact with the contained body.*
(By the contained body is meant what can be moved by
different from,

5

thing which

way

is

displaced

—

of locomotion.)

Place

is

thought to be something important and hard to

grasp, both because the matter
selves along with

body

that

is

it,

and the shape present them-

and because the displacement of the

moved takes place

in a stationary container,

seems possible that there should be an interval which
is other than the bodies which are moved.
The air, too,
which is thought to be incorporeal, contributes something to

10 for it

1

209^22-32.
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not only the boundaries of the vessel which

seem to be

place, but also

as empty.

Just, in fact, as the vessel

so place

a non-portable vessel.

is

aia^

4

what

is

between them, regarded
is

transportable place,

So when what

is

within

15

a thing which is moved, is moved ^ and changes its place, as
a boat on a river, what contains plays the part of a vessel
rather than that of place.
Place on the other hand is
rather what is motionless so it is rather the whole river
:

that

is

place, because as a

Hence we conclude
dary of what contains

that

whole it is motionless.
tJie innermost motionless boun-

30

is place.

This explains why the middle of the heaven and the
surface which faces us of the rotating system are held to be
*

up and down
’

for the

*

one

’

in the strict

always at
rotating body'-^ remains

Hence

is

rest,

and

fullest

sense for

all

men

:

while the inner side of the

always

coincident

with

itself.

what is naturally carried up, and
the heavy what is carried down, the boundary which contains in the direction of the middle of the universe, and the
middle itself, are down, and that which contains in the
diiection of the outermost part of the universe, and the
since the light

outermost part

itself,

is

35

are up.

For this reason, too, place is thought to be a kind of surface, and as it were a vessel, i. e. a container of the
thing.

Further, place

is

aries are coincident

5

coincident with the thing, for bound- 30

with the bounded.

body has another body outside it and containand if not, not. That is why, even if
there were to be water which had not a container, the parts
of it, on the one hand, will be moved (for one part is conIf then a

ing

it, it is

in place,

tained in another), while, on the other hand, the whole will

be moved in one sense, but not in another. For as a w^holc 35
it does not simultaneously change its place, though it will
be moved in a circle for this place is the place of its
(Some things are moved, not up and down, but in
parts.
:

^
®
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a

circle

others

;

up and down, such things namely as admit

of condensation and rarefaction.)

As was

some things aie potentially in place,
So, when you have a homogeneous sub-

explained,^

others actually.
5

stance which

is

continuous, the parts aie potentially in place

parts are separated, but in contact, like a heap,

when the

they are actually

JO

in place.

some things are per se in place, namely every
body which is movable either by way of locomotion or by
way of increase \% per se somewhere, but the heaven, as has
been said,^ is not anywhere as a whole, nor in any place, if
On the
at least, as we must suppose, no body contains it.
Again,

on which

line
is

(i)

it is

moved,

its

parts have place

^

:

for

But

(2)

other things are in place indirectly, through some-

thing conjoined with them, as the soul and the heaven.
latter

is,

in a

way,

a

That

is

:

for

while the All

is not anywhere.
For what is somewhere is itself something, and there
must be alongside it some other thing wherein it is and
which contains it. But alongside the All or the Whole
there is nothing outside the All, and for this reason all
things are in the heaven ; for the heaven, we may say, is
the All. Yet their place is not the same as the heaven.
It is part of it, the innermost part of it, which is in contact
with the movable body ; ^ and for this reason the earth is
in water, and this in the air, and the air in the aether, and
the aether in heaven, but we cannot go on and say that
the heaven is in anything else.
It is clear, too, from these considerations that all the
problems which were raised® about place will be solved

part

30

moved

The

on the
why the upper

in place, for all its parts are

orb one part contains another.

15

each

contiguous to the next.

is

when
(i)

it is

in

circle,

explained in this

There

way

:

no necessity that the place should grow with
the body in it,
is

^

2U»

17-^5.

®

It is

only

*
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can be said to be moved.
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(4)

Nor
Nor
Nor

212^

IV. 5

that a point should have a place,

that two bodies should be in the

same

place,

that place should be a corporeal interval:

25

for

what is between the boundaries of the place is any
body which may chance to be there, not an interval
in

body.

Further, (5) place is also somewhere, not in the sense of
being in a place, but as the limit is in the limited ; for not

everything that

Also

be carried to

is is in

but only movable body.

place,

reasonable that each kind of body should

(6) it is

its

own

For a body which

place.

the series and in contact (not by compulsion)

is

is

next in

3®

akin, and

bodies which are united do not affect each other, while

those which are in contact interact on each other.'

Nor

(7)

without reason that each ^ should remain

is it

naturally in

its

For

proper place.

this part

has the same

relation to its place,^ as a separable part to its whole, as 35

when one moves a

part of water or air

related to water, for the one

water

is

the matter of

water, for water

is

is like

as

air, air

potentially

:

so, too, air is 213*

matter, the other form
it

air,

were the actuality of

while air

is

potentially

water, though in another way.

be drawn more carefully later,*
was necessary to refer to them
what has now been stated obscurely will then be made
more clear. If the matter and the fulfilment are the same
thing (for water is both, the one potentially, the other
completely), water will be related to air in a way as part

These

On

distinctions will

the present occasion

‘

it

:

The scheme suggested

is

Dry
Hot.
Air Hot'
I Wet.

Fire

I

Water Wet'
|

Cold^

Earth
|

®

’

*

Coldx

Dry
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to whole. That is why these have contact it is organic
union when both become actually one.
lo
This concludes my account of place both of its exis:

—

tence and of

its

nature.

investigation of similar questions about the void, 6
must be held to belong to the physicist— namely
whether it exists or not, and how it exists or what it is

The

also,

The views taken of it involve arguments both for and against, in much the same sort of way.
For those who hold that the void exists regard it as a sort
of place or vessel which is supposed to be full when it
holds the bulk which it is capable of containing, void

just as about place.

15

’

‘

’

‘

when
‘

three
30

'

depiived of that

is

it

place

—as

if

‘void’ and ‘full’ and

denoted the same thing, though the essence of the

is different.

We must begin the inquiry by putting down
given

by

those

who

those

who say

that

say that
it

it exists,

the account

then the account of

does not exist, and third the current

view on these questions.

Those who try to show that the void does not exist do

mean by it, but only their
way of speaking this is true of Anaxagoras and
who refute the existence of the void in this way.

not disprove what people really
erroneous
of those
35

They merely

give an ingenious demonstration that air

—by straining wine-skins and showing the

something

tance of the

air,

people really

30

that there

it

off in clepsydras.

But

an empty interval in which
They hold that everything

is

no sensible body.
body and say that what has nothing in it at all
is void (so what is full of air is void).
It is not then the
existence of air that needs to be proved, but the non-existence of an interval, different from the bodies, either separ-

there

is

which

is is

—an interval

which divides the whole body
and Leucippus
hold, and many other physicists
or even perhaps as some-

able or actual

so as to break
sis'*

and by cutting

mean

is

resis-

its

continuity, as Democritus

—

^
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outside the whole body, which remains con-

tinuous.

These people, then, have not reached even the threshold
of the problem, but rather those

who

say that the void

exists,
(1) They argue, for one thing, that change in place (i e.
locomotion and increase) would not be. For it is maintained that motion would seem not to exist, if there were

5

no void, since what is full cannot contain anything more.
If it could, and there weie two bodies in the same place, it
would also be true that any number of bodies could be
together for it is impossible to draw a line of division
beyond which the statement would become untrue. If
this were possible, it would follow also that the smallest
body would contain the greatest for many a little makes 10
;

*

;

a mickle
also can

thus
many equal
many unequal bodies.
’

bodies can be together, so

if

:

Melissus,^ indeed, infers from these considerations that
is immovable
for if it were moved theie must, he
be void, but void is not among the things that exist.
This argument, then, is one way in which they show that

the All

;

says,

there

is

(2)

a void,

They reason from

the fact that some things are

15

observed to contract and be compressed, as people say that

a cask

will hold the

wine which formerly

filled it,

along with

the skins into which the wine has been decanted,^ which

body

implies that the compressed

present in

Again

contracts into the voids

it.

thought to take place always
is body, and it is imposproof of this they
sible for two bodies to be together.
find also in what happens to ashes, which absorb as much
(3) increase, too, is

by means

of void, for nutriment

A

water as the empty

The
that

it

enters the heaven

from the
'

*

*

vessel.

Pythagoreans,® too,
infinite air.

(4)

itself,^

Further

De

Cf.
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guishes the natures of things, as
ates and distinguishes

^

weie

if it

like

the terms of a series.

what separThis holds

the numbeis, for the void distinguishes their

primarily in
nature.

These, then, and so many, are the main grounds on
which people have argued for and against the existence of
the void.
30

As a step towards settling which view
determine the meaning of the name.
The

void

is

is

we must 7

true,

thought to be place with nothing in

reason for this

is

what

that people take

exists to

The

it.

be body,

and hold that while every body is in place, void is place in
which there is no body, so that where there is no body,
there must be void,
ai4^
Every body, again, they suppose to be tangible and of
this nature is whatever has weight or lightness.
;

Hence, by a syllogism, what has nothing heavy or light
in

it, is

void.

result, then, as I have said, is reached by syllogism.
would be absurd to suppose that the point is void for
the void must be place which has in it an inteiwal in tangible

This

5 It

;

body.

But at
void

events

all

we observe then

described as what

is

is

not

of

full

that in one

way

the

body perceptible

to

and what has heaviness and lightness is perceptible
to touch.
So we would raise the question what would
they say of an interval that has colour or sound is it void
or not? Clearly they would reply that if it could receive
what is tangible it was void, and if not, not.
In another way void is that in which there is no this
touch

;

;

—

10

‘

So some say that the void is the
matter of the body (they identify the place, too, with this),

or corporeal substance.

and in
15

this ^

they speak incorrectly

;

for the matter is not

separable from the things, but they are inquiring about the

void as about something separable.
Since
^

*

we have determined
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be place deprived of body, and we have

if it exists,^

stated both in what sense place exists and in what sense

does not,

plain that

is

on

this

meant

to be, not

why

is

because place

is,

;

body but rather an

the void

and

is

for the void

same

is

interval in body. 20

thought to be something,

for the

it

showing void does not

either unseparated or separated

exist,

This

it

For the

reasons.

viz.

fact

of motion in respect of place comes to the aid both of

who maintain that place is something over and above
come to occupy it, and of those who maintain that the void is something.
They state that the void
is the condition of movement in the sense of that in which
movement takes place and this would be the kind of thing
those

the bodies that

;

35

some say place is.
But there is no necessity for there being a void if there
is movement.
It is not in the least needed as a condition
of movement in general, for a reason which,^ incidentally,

that

escaped Melissus

;

viz. that

the

full

can suffer qualitative

change.

But not even movement in respect of place involves a void
may simultaneously make room for one another,
though there is no interval separate and apart from the
bodies that are in movement. And this is plain even in

;

for bodies

30

the rotation of continuous things, as in that of liquids.

And

things can also be compressed not into a void but

because they squeeze out what

when water

is

contained in them

(as, for

compressed the air within it is
squeezed out) ; and things can increase m size not only by
the entrance of something but also by qualitative change
e. g. if water were to be transformed into air.
In general, both the argument about increase of size ® and
instance,

is

214^*

;

that about the water poured on to the ashes

own way.

^

get in their

any and every part of the body
is increased, or bodies may be increased otherwise than by
the addition of body, or there may be two bodies in the
same place (in which case they are claiming to solve a quite
^

®

*

For

either not
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general diiBculty, but are not pioving the existence of
void), or the whole

every part and

is

body must be void, if it is increased in
by means of void. The same

increased

argument applies to the ashes.
It is evident, then, that

10

it is

easy to refute the arguments

by which they prove the existence of the

void.

Let us explain again that theie is no void existing 8
some maintain. If each of the simple bodies
has a natural locomotion, e. g. fire upward and earth down-

separately, as

15

ward and towards the middle of the univeise,
that

cannot be the void that

it

is

it

is

clear

the condition of locomo-

It is
tion. What, then, will the void be the condition of ?
thought to be the condition of movement in respect of

and

place,

it is

not the condition of

this.

a sort of place deprived of body, when
there is a void wheie will a body placed in it move to?
It certainly cannot move into the whole of the void.
The
Again,

20

if

void

is

same argument applies as against those who think that
is something separate, into which things are carried
viz. how will what is placed in it move, or rest?
Much the
same argument will apply to the void as to the up and
'down* in place, as is natural enough since those who
place

;

‘

maintain the existence of the void

And
25

in*

make

what way
?
For the expected

a place.

will things be piesent either in place

or in the void

when a body

place

it

’

®

is

^

result

does not take

placed as a whole in a place con-

ceived of as separate and permanent;
unless

it

whole.

for a part of it,
be placed apart, will not be in a place but in the
Further, if separate place does not exist, neither

will void.

If

sary
30

people say that the void must exist, as being necesthere is to be movement, what i*ather turns out to be

if

the case,

if

one studies the matter,

a single thing can be
those
^

who

for

moved

if

is

the opposite, that not

there is a void

a like reason say the earth

is

;

for as with

at rest, so, too,

Expected by those who believe in a separately existing place

or void.
^
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must be at rest for there is no place to
which things can move more or less than to anothei since
the void in so far as it is void admits no difference
The second reason is this ^ all movement is either com- 215®
pulsory or according to nature, and if there is compulsory
movement there must also be natural (for compulsory
movement is contrary to nature, and movement contrary to
in the void things

;

;

:

is posterior to that according to nature, so that if
each of the natuial bodies has not a natural movement,

nature

none of the other movements can exist) but how can there
be natural movement if there is no difference throughout
the void or the infinite ? For in so far as it is infinite, there
will be no up or down or middle, and in so far as it is
a void, up differs no whit from down for as there is no
difference in what is nothing, there is none in the void (for
the void^ seems to be a non-existent and a privation of
being), but natural locomotion seems to be differentiated, so
that the things that exist by nature must be differentiated.
;

5

;

10

Either, then, nothing has a natural locomotion, or else there
is

no

void.

Further, in point of fact things that are thrown

move

though that which gave them their impulse is not touching
them, either by reason of mutual replacement, as some
maintain, or because the air that has been pushed pushes
them with a movement quicker than the natural locomotion
of the projectile wherewith it moves to its proper place *
But in a void none of these things can take place, nor can
anything be moved save as that which is carried is moved.
Further, no one could say why a thing once set in motion
should stop anywhere for why should it stop here rather
than here ? So that a thing will either be at rest or must
be moved ad infinitum, unless something more powerful get
;

in its

way.

Further, things are

because

it

yields

;

now thought

^

*

move

into the void

but in a void this quality is present equally

everywhere, so that things should

*

to

move

in all directions,

on, with I Them. Simp,
Reading in 1. l
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we

Further, the truth of what
35

faster

there

a difference

water,

air,

from the
or

body

than another for two reasons, either because

moving
is

assert is plain

We see the same weight

following considerations.

in

what

it

moves through, as between

earth, or because, other things being equal,

and

the moving body diffeis from the other owing to excess of

weight or of lightness.

Now the medium

causes a difference because

the moving thing, most of all
30 direction,

if it is

moving

it

impedes

in the opposite

but in a secondary degree even if it is at rest and
medium that is not easily divided, i. e, a medium
;

especially a

that
215^

somewhat dense.

is

A, then, will

which

is

move through B in time
E (if the length

thinner,^ in time

in proportion to
let
5

P,

and through A,

of B

is

equal to A),

the density of the hindering body.

B be water and A

air

;

For

much as air is thinner
A will move through A

then by so

and more incorporeal than water,
Let the speed have the same ratio
faster than through B.
air has to water. Then if air is
then,
that
to the speed,
twice as thin, the

body

will traverse

B

in

twice the time

T will be twice the time E.
10 And always, by so much as the medium is more incorporeal
and less resistant and more easily divided, the faster will be
that

it

does A, and the time

the movement.

Now

ratio in which the void is exceeded by
no ratio of o to a number. For if 4
exceeds 3 by 1, and 2 by more than i, and i by still more
than it exceeds iz, still there is no ratio by which it exceeds
o; for that which exceeds must be divisible into the
excess + that which is exceeded, so that 4 will be what it
exceeds o by + o. For this reason, too, a line does not
exceed a point unless it is composed of points
Similarly
the void can bear no ratio to the full, and therefore neither
can movement through the one to movement through the
other, but if a thing moves through the thickest medium
such and such a distance in such and such a time, it moves
through the void with a speed beyond any ratio.^ For let

there

is

body, as there

15

no

is

—

30
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magnitude to B and to A.

move through

it

in

Then

if

A

a certain time, H,

than E, however, the void will bear this ratio

But

in a time equal to H,

And

of A.

it

A

35

will traverse the

will surely also traverse in that

time

any substance Z which exceeds air in thickness in the ratio
which the time E bears to the time H. For if the body Z
be as much thinner than A as E exceeds H, A, if it moves

30

through Z, will traverse it in a time inverse to the speed of
the movement, i. e. in a time equal to H. If, then, there is 216®
no body in Z, A will traverse Z still more quickly. But
we supposed that its traverse of Z when Z was void
occupied the time H.
So that it will traverse Z in an
equal time whether Z be full or void. But this is impossible.
It is plain, then, that if there is a time in which it
will

move through any

part of the void, this impossible

be found to traverse a certain 5
whether this be full or void, in an equal time for
there will be some body which is in the same ratio to the
other body as the time is to the time.
To sum the matter up, the cause of this result is obvious,
viz. that between any two movements there is a ratio (for they
occupy time, and there is a ratio between any two times, so 10
long as both are finite), but there is no ratio of void to full.
These are the consequences that result from a difference
in the media the following depend upon an excess of one
moving body over another. We see that bodies which
have a greater impulse either of weight or of lightness,
if they are alike in other respects,^ move faster over an 15
equal space, and in the ratio which their magnitudes bear
to each other.
Therefore they will also move through the
void with this ratio of speed. But that is impossible for
why should one move faster ? (In moving through plena it
must be so ; for the greater divides them faster by its force.
result will follow

:

it

will

distance,

;

;

;

For a moving thing cleaves the medium
by the impulse which the body that

or
is

Therefore

projected possesses.)

velocity.
*

But

Omitting
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It IS evident from what has been said, then, that, if there
a void, a result follows which is the very opposite of the
reason for which those who believe in a void set it up.
is

They think

that

movement

if

in respect of place is to exist,

the void cannot exist, separated
25

the same as to say that place

is

all

^

by

itself

;

a separate cavity

but this
;

and

is

this

has already been stated to be impossible.^

But even

if

we

consider

it

on

own

its

merits the so-called

be found to be really vacuous. For as, if one
puts a cube in water, an amount of water equal to the cube
will be displaced
so too in air but the effect is imperAnd indeed always, in the case of any
ceptible to sense.
30 body that can be displaced, it must, if it is not compressed,
be displaced in the direction in which it is its nature to be
displaced always either down, if its locomotion is downwards as in the case of eaith, or up, if it is fire, 01 in both
directions whatever^ be the nature of the inserted body.

vacuum

will

;

;

—

—

Now

in the void this

is

impossible

void must have penetrated
35

;

for

it is

not body

;

the

the cube to a distance equal to

that which this portion of void formerly occupied in the

216^ void, just as

the

wooden

the water or air had not been displaced

if

cube, but had penetrated right

®

through

by

it.

But the cube also has a magnitude equal to that occupied
a magnitude which, if it is also hot or cold,
or heavy or light, is none the less different in essence from
all its attributes, even if it is not separable from them
I mean the volume of the wooden cube.
So that even if it
were separated from everything else and were neither heavy
nor light, it will occupy an equal amount of void, and fill

by the void

5

^

,

;

the

same

itself.

10

place, as the part of place or

How then

void or place that

such things,

^

is

of the void equal to

body of the cube

equal to it?

And

if

differ

from the
two

there can be

why

This, then,

*

will the

is

cannot there be any number coinciding ?
one absurd and impossible implication of the

Reading m 1. 24 d 7roK€Kpip£Pov»
2n^i9sqq., 213*31.

aTroKpivdptpov is

m

a misprint.

Omitting the second rj
1.
33, with Prantl, and apparently with
Simp.
^ Omitting
in L 35, with E.
’

®

Reading

irdvrji

in

1.

2,

with

EH I Them.
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theory. It is also evident that the cube will have this same
volume even if it is displaced, which is an attribute possessed
by all other bodies also. Therefore if this diflfeis in no
respect from its place/ why need we assume a place for
bodies over and above the volume of each, if their volume be

conceived of as free from attributes? It contributes nothing

15

an equal interval attached to it as
well. [Further, it ought to be clear by the study of moving
things what sort of thing void is. But in fact it is found
nowhere in the world. For air is something, though it does
not seem to be so nor, for that matter, would water, if
fishes were made of iron; for the discrimination of the
to the situation

there

if

is

—

tangible

by

is

touch.^]

It is clear, then,

fiom these considerations that there is no

30

separate void.
3

There are some who think that the existence of rarity
and density shows that there is a void.
If rarity and
density do not exist, they say, neither can things contiact
and be compressed. But if this were not to take place,
either there would be no movement at all, or the universe 25
would bulge, as Xuthus^ said, or air and water must ^ always
change into equal amounts (e. g. if air has been made out of
a cupful of water, at the same time out of an equal amount
of air a cupful of water must have been made), or void must
for compression and expansion ® cannot
necessarily exist
;

take place otheiwise.

Now,

if

they mean by the rare that which has

voids existing separately,
exist separate

extension
sense.

if

existent, but
yet,
^

first,

is

plain that

any more than a place can

to

all

But

it

itself,

is

many

void cannot

exist with an

neither can the rare exist

they mean that there

still

if

in this

void, not separately

present in the rare, this

is less

impossible,

the void turns out not to be a condition of all

Reading rov roirov in 1 14 ; Bekker*s tovto irov is a misprint.
The words in brackets are unknown to the Greek commentators
.

®

and probably
^

spurious.

A Pythagorean of Croton cf. Diels, Vors,^ u 284.
Inserting del after del m
26, with Bonitz.
;

^

*

22-5.
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Reading
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in
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movement, but only of movement upwards (for the rare is
is the reason why they say fire is rare) ; second,

317® light, which

the void tuins out to be a condition of
in

which

it

movement not as

that

takes place, but in that the void carries things

up as skins by being carried up themselves cairy up what
Yet how can void have a local
is continuous with them.
For
?
thus
that into which void moves
movement or a place
is till
5

then void of a void.

Again,
heavy,

its

how will they explain, in the
movement downwards ^ And

the rarer and

more void a thing

is

case of what

the quicker

is

plain that if

it is

it will

move

were completely void it would move with
But perhaps even this is impossible,
a maximum speed
that it should move at all ^ the same reason which showed
that in the void all things are incapable of moving shows
that the void cannot move, viz., the fact that the speeds
upwards,

if it

!

;

are incomparable.

Since

we deny

that a void exists, but for the rest the

pioblem has been truly stated,^ that either theie will be
no movement, if there is not to be condensation and rarefaction, or the universe will bulge, or a transformation of
water into

air will

always be balanced by an equal trans-

formation of air into water
15

duced from water
necessary therefore,

is

if

(for it is clear that

bulkier than

the

the air pro-

water)

®

:

it

is

compression does not exist, either

that the next portion will be pushed outwards

and make the

outermost part bulge, or that somewhere else there must be

an equal amount of water produced out of
entire bulk of the whole

air,

so that the

may be equal, or that nothing moves.

For when anything is displaced this will always happen,
unless it comes round in a circle but locomotion is not
always circular, but sometimes in a straight line,
ao
These then are the reasons for which they might say
that there is a void ; otir statement is based on the assumption that there is a single matter for contraries, hot and
cold and the other natural contrarieties, and that what
exists actually is produced from a potential existent, and
;

^

*

® 216^24-6.
Reading a comma after aSvparov in 1 8.
Putting a colon before avdyKti in 1 . 15, with Bonitz.
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not separable from the contraries but

and that a single matter

different,

may

its

serve for

25

colour and heat and cold.

The same matter

also serves foi both a large

and a small

when air is produced from
something different,
become
matter
has
water, the same
has
become actually
not by acquiring an addition to it, but
This

body.

what
air

is

was

it

evident

;

for

potentially, and, again, water

is

produced from

the same way, the change being sometimes from

in

30

smallness to greatness, and sometimes fiom greatness to
smallness.

Similarly, therefore,

if

air

which

is

large in

extent comes to have a smaller volume, or becomes greater

from being smaller, it is the matter which is potentially
both that comes to be ^ each of the two.
For as the same matter becomes hot from being cold,
and cold from being hot, because it was potentially both, so
too fiom hot it can become moie hot, though nothing in 217^
the matter has become hot that was not hot when the
thing was less hot just as, if the arc or curve of a greater
circle becomes that of a smaller, whether it lemains the
same or becomes a different curve, convexity has not come
to exist in anything that was not convex but straight (for 5
differences of degree do not depend on an intermission of
the quality) ; nor can we get any portion of a flame, in
which both heat and whiteness are not present. So too,
;

then,

the earlier heat related to the

is

later.'^

So

that the

greatness and smallness, also, of the sensible volume are

extended, not by the matter’s acquiring anything new, but
is potentially matter^ for both states

because the matter

same thing

so that the

is

dense and

have one matter.
The dense is heavy, and the rare

rare,

and the two

10

qualities

is light.

[Again, as the

when contracted into a smaller space does
not acquire a new part which is convex, but what was there
has been conti acted and as any pait of fire that one takes
arc of a circle

,

will

be hot
^

®
®
*

;

so, too, it is all

Reading in
Reading in
Reading in
Omitting ^

1.

24 to

b'

a question of contraction and
with

EFG Them

with E.
1. 8 irpo^ rrjv vtrrtpov (so perhaps Simp.),
in 1. 10, with E.
11,

32-3
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Theie are two types in
expansion^ of the same matter.
each case, both in the dense and in the rare for both the
heavy and the hard are thought to be dense, and cen;

and weight
tral iwise both the light and the soft are rare
and hardness fail to coincide in the case of lead and iron.
From what has been said it is evident, then, that void
;

20

does not exist either separate (either absolutely separate or
as a separate element in the rare) or potentially, unless one
is

movement

willing to call the condition of

void, whatever

At that rate the matter of the heavy and the
it may be.
light, qua matter of them, would be the void; for the
dense and the rare are productive of locomotion in virtue of
25

this contrariety,

and

in virtue of their

hardness and softness

productive of passivity and impassivity,

i.

e.

not of loco-

motion but rather of qualitative change.

So much,

and of the

then, for the discussion of the void,

sense in which

it

and the sense

exists

in

which

it

does not

exist.

Next for discussion after the subjects mentioned is Time. 10
The best plan will be to begin by working out the diffi-

30

culties

connected with

ments.

First,

does

it,

it

making use of the current argu-

belong to the class of things that
do not exist ? Then secondly,

exist or to that of things that

what

is

its

nature?

To

start,

then:

the following con-

would make one suspect that it either does not
exist at all or barely, and in an obscure way.
One part
of it has been and is not, while the other is going to be and
218^ is not yet. Yet time
both infinite time and any time you
like to take
is made up of these.
One would naturally
suppose that what is made up of things which do not exist
could have no share in reality.
siderations

—

—

Further,
that,
5

when

if
it

a divisible thing
exists, all or

is

to exist,

some of

its

it

parts

is

necessary

must

exist,

But of time some parts have been, while others have to be,
and no part of it ts, though it is divisible. For what is

11.

^

Reading

®
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;
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‘now* is not a part- a part is a measure of the whole,
which must be made up of parts. Time, on the other
hand, is not held to be made up of nows
Again, the ‘now* which seems to bound the past and
the future does it always remain one and the same oi is it
always other and other? It is hard to say.
(i) If it is always different and different, and if none of
the parts in time which are other and other are simultaneous (unless the one contains and the other is contained,
as the shorter time is by the longer), and if the ‘now*
which is not, but formerly was, must have ceased-to-be at
some time, the ^nozvs^ too cannot be simultaneous with
one another, but the prior now must always have ceasedto-be.
But the prior now cannot have ceased-to-be in ^
‘

—

*

‘

*

‘

then existed)

itself (since it

;

yet

it

cannot have ceased-to-

may

lay it down that one
any more than point to
point.^
If then it did not cease-to-be in the next ‘now*
but in another, it would exist simultaneously with the
innumerable ‘nows between the two® which is impos-

be
‘

anothei

in

‘

now

For we

*.

now cannot be next
’

to another,

—

*

sible.

Yes, but (a) neither is it possible for the now to remain
always the same. No determinate divisible thing has a
single teimination, whether it is continuously extended in
‘

one or

in

more than one dimension; but the ‘now*

a termination, and
time.

*

Further,

if

it is

is

possible to cut off a determinate

coincidence in time

(i.

e.

being neither

2

prior nor posterior) means to be ‘in one and the same
“ now ** *,* then, if both what is before and what is after are

same now *, things which happened ten thousand
years ago would be simultaneous with what has happened
to-day, and nothing would be before or after anything else.
in this

This

‘

may

serve as a statement of the difficulties about

the attributes of time.

The argument would be

clearer if we could say ‘ during * itself.
existent perished ‘in' itself, it would never exist without
perishing.
® Reading a-riyfifjv o-rty/x^? in 1 .
Phil. Simp,
19, with
® Omitting rots vvv in 1 . 21, as Phil, apparently does.
^ Reading in 1 . 26 f. /cm ipi vvv, with Diels.
^

If the

E

3'

;
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As

to

what time

accounts give us as

is

or what

little

is its

nature, the traditional

pioblems

light as the pieliminary

which we have worked through.
Some assert that it is (i) the movement of the whole,
fils'*

others that
(i)

Yet

certainly

is

it is

(a)

the sphere

itself.^

part, too, of the revolution is

not a revolution, for what

a revolution, not a revolution.

Besides,

a time, but

is

taken

if

there were

is

it

pait of

moie

heavens than one, the movement of any of them equally

would be time, so that there would be

same
5

many

times at the

time.

Those who said that time is the sphere of the whole
so, no doubt, on the ground that all things are in
time and all things are in the sphere of the whole. The
view is too naive for it to be worth while to consider the
2
( ,)

thought

impossibilities implied in

it.

But as time

is most usually supposed to be (3) motion and
a kind of change, we must consider this view.
10
Now (a) the change or movement of each thing is only
in the thing which changes or wAere the thing itself which
moves or changes may chance to be. But time is present
equally everywhere and with all things.
Again, ( 6) change is always faster or slower, whereas
16 time is not: for ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ are defined by time—
‘fast* is what moves much in a short time, ‘slow* what
moves little in a long time ; but time is not defined by time,

by being

either a certain

Clearly then

it

30 tinguish at present

is

amount or a

not movement.

certain kind of

(We need

it.

not dis-

between movement ’ and change *.)
*

‘

But neither does time exist without change ; for when
own minds does not change at all, or we
have not noticed its changing, we do not realize that time
has elapsed, any more than those who are fabled to sleep
among the heroes in Sardinia ^ do when they are awakened
for they connect the earlier now with the later and make
the state of our

^5

‘

*

^ Aristotle is probably referring to Plato and the
respectively.
Cf. Diels, Vors,^ i. 355* 6.
® For the fable cf. Rohde, Rhetn, Mus, xxxv.
1 57 ff.
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interval because of their failure
if

the

‘

now

'

were not different

but one and the same, there would not have been time, so
too when

its

difference escapes our notice the interval does

not seem to be time.

If,

then, the non-realization of the

when we do not distinguish 30
any change, but the soul seems to stay in one indivisible
state, and when we perceive and distinguish we say time
has elapsed, evidently time is not independent of movement and change- It is evident, then, that time is neither 319®
movement nor independent of movement.
We must take this as our starting-point and try to
discover since we wish to know what time is what
exactly it has to do with movement.
Now we perceive movement and time together for
even when it is dark and we are not being affected
through the body, if any movement takes place in the 5
mind we at once suppose that some time also has elapsed
and not only that but also, when some time is thought to
have passed, some movement also along with it seems
Hence time is either movement or
to have taken place.
existence of time happens to us

—

—

.

something that belongs to movement
movement, it must be the other.

Since then

it is

not

But what is moved ^ is moved from something to some- lo
and all magnitude is continuous. Therefore the movement goes with the magnitude. Because the magnitude is
continuous, the movement too must be continuous, and if
the movement, then the time ; for the time that has passed
is always thought to be in proportion to the movement.
The distinction of before * and after holds primarily,
then,^ in place
and there in virtue of relative position.
Since then ‘before* and ‘after* hold in magnitude, they 15
must hold also in movement, these corresponding to those.
But also in time the distinction of before and after must
hold, for time and movement always correspond with each
other. The ‘before* and ‘ after *^ in motion identical in

thing,

*

‘

'

;

‘

^
®

’

*

*

here must be restneted to that Kara rbv rdirov,
Omitting be in 1. 14, with
Them. Al.
Omitting avT&v in 1. 20, with
Them. Phil. Simp.

Kbrjerts
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H
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substratum with motion yet differs from
is not identical with motion.

it

in definition,

and

But we apprehend time only when we have marked
^ ‘
and it is only
before and 'after
it by
when we have perceived before and aftei in motion that
motion, marking

’

25

we say

;

‘

'

Now we mark them by
B are different, and that some third thing

that time has elapsed.

judging that A and
is

'

’

‘

intei mediate to

them.

When we

think of the extremes

and the mind pionounces that
befoie
and one aftei, it is then
one
are
‘nows’
two,
the
and
this that we say is time.
time,
there
is
we
say
that
that
the
now is thought to be time
For what is bounded by
we may assume this.
When, therefore, we perceive the ‘now’ as one, and
30
neither as befoie and after in a motion nor as an identity
but in relation to a ‘before’ and an ‘after’, no time is
thought to have elapsed, because there has been no motion
On the other hand, when we do perceive a before
either.
219^ and an after then we say that there is time.
For time
number of motion in respect of ‘befoie’ and
is just this
as different from the middle

‘

'

’

‘

‘

’,

—

‘after’.

Hence time
far

as

it

not movement, but only

is

admits of enumeration.

A

movement

in so

proof of this:

we

more or the less by number, but more or
Time then is a kind of number.
less movement by time.
must
note,
is used in two senses
we
(Number,
both of
what is counted or the countable and also of that with
Time obviously ^ is what is counted,
which we count.
discriminate the

5

—

not that with which

we count

:

these are different kinds of

thing.)

10

Just as motion is a peipetual succession, so also is time.
But eveiy simultaneous time is self-identical for the now
as a subject is an identity, but it accepts different attributes,®
’

‘

;

Reading rw in 1 23, with EFG,
Reading Brj in 1 7, with FG.
® E. g. if you come in when I go out, the time of your coming in is
in fact the time of my going out, though for it to be the one and to be
^

.

®

.

the other are different things.
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time, in so far as time involves the

before and aftei

The now
‘

the same.

one sense

in

'

In so far as

is

it

the same, in another
is

in succession,

is

it

not

it is

different

being now ^ was supposed to mean),
an identity for motion, as was said,"^
goes with magnitude,^ and time, as we maintain, with

what

(which

is

but

substiatum

its

just

motion.

its

^ is

:

15

Similarly, then, there corresponds to the point®

is carried along, and by which we are
aware of the motion and of the before and after involved
in It
This is an identical substrattim (whether a point or

the body which

’

‘

a stone or something else of the kind), but

has different

it

— as the sophists

assume that Coriscus* being in 20
the Lyceum is a different thing from Coriscus' being in the
market-place.®
And the body which is carried along is
diffeient, in so far as it is at one time here and at another
there
But the ‘now’ corresponds to the body that is
cariied along, as time corresponds to the motion.
For it
is by means of the body that is carried along that we
become aware of the before and after in the motion, and 25
attribtites

’

‘

if

we legard

these as countable

in these also the
it is

what

is

predicated of

‘

now

before
it is

®

’

we

get the

as substratum

and

different

after in
;

for

‘

Hence

now’.

remains the same

(for

movement), but what

it is

in so far as the

‘

is

before

and after’ is numerable that we get the ‘now’. This is
what is most knowable: for, similarly, motion is known
because of that which is moved, locomotion because of
that which is carried. For what is carried is a real thing, 30
the movement is not. Thus what is called now in one
sense is always the same in another it is not the same for
this is true also of what is carried.
Clearly, too, if there were no time, there would be no
now ’, and vice versa. J ust as the moving body and its loco- 220®
’

‘

:

;

‘

^

“

Reading
Reading

in 1 . 14 ro vvv elvai, with Phil,
and Simp.
b be frore, with

H

and Bonitz,
®

^-il.
^

® i. e. in the path.
with the path traversed. ^
® sc. to prove that Coriscus is different from himself.
I.e., they
assume that a difference in the attribute means a difference in the
substratum.
Reading in 1 . 26 vvp fVn, to (cf. 11 . 14 f.).
* Reading ro Trporepop in 1. 26, with
I Phil,
*
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motion involve each other mutually, so too do the number
moving body and the number of its locomotion. For

of the

number of the locomotion is time, while the now corresponds to the moving body, and is like the unit of number.
Time, then, also is both made continuous by the now
and divided at it. For here too there is a correspondence
with the locomotion and the moving body. For the motion
of locomotion is made one by the thing which is moved,
the

’

‘

‘

5

because

it is

one

—not because

it is one in its own nature (for
movement of such a thing)

there might be pauses in the

but because

it is

in definition^: for this detei mines the

one

movement as before and
’

‘

10

‘

Here, too, thei e

after *.

spondence with the point;

foi

is

a corre-

the point also both connects

—

and terminates the length it is the beginning of one and the
end of another. But when you take it in this way, using the
one point as two, a pause is necessary, if the same point is to
be the beginning and the end. The now on the other hand,
’

‘

body

since the

is

moving,

is

always

different.

Hence time is not number in the sense in which there is
number of the same point because it is beginning and end,
but rather as the extremities of a line^ form a number, and
not as the parts of the line do so, both for the reason given
‘

15

carried

'

(for

we can

use the middle point as two, so that on that

analogy time might stand

still), and further because obvino ^ part of time nor the section any
part of the movement, any more than the points are parts
of the line for it is two lines that are parts of one line.
In so far then as the now is a boundary, it is not time,
but an attribute of it ; in so far as it numbers, it is
number; for boundaries belong only to that which they

ously the

20

‘

now

’

is

—

‘

bound, but number

(e,

'

g. ten) is

the

number of these * horses,

and belongs also elsewhere.
It is clear, then, that
25

respect of the before
is

time

is

‘

number

and after’, and
an attribute of what is continuous,
’

®
®
*

is

of

movement

continuous since

i.e. as moved*
Reading in L i 6
ypafi/ivs paKkov, with Phil. Simp.
Reading ovb4v
L 19, with EG Al. Asp. Simp.
Reading apidpbs rmbe in L 23, with E Phil. Simp.
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The smallest number, in the stiict sense of the word
number is two.^ But of number as concrete, sometimes
there is a minimum, sometimes not e. g. of a line \ the
smallest in respect of multiplicity is two (or, if you like, one),

‘

‘

:

no minimum for every line
ad tnfimtum. Hence it is so with time. In
respect of number the minimum is one (or two) in point
of extent there is no minimum.

but
is

in respect of size there is

;

zo

divided

;

time

It is clear, too, that

but as
it is

many or few ^ and as

is not desciibed as fast or slow,
long or short. For as continuous 220^

long or short and as a number

fast or

number

slow

—any more than any

is fast

many or few, but

it is

not

number with which we

or slow.

Further, there

is

the

same time everywhere

at once, but

5

not the same time before and after, for while the present

change is one, the change which has happened and that
which will happen are different. Time is not number
with which we count, but the numbei of things which are
counted, and this according as

it

occuis before or after

is

nows are different. And the
number of a hundred horses and a hundred men is the
same, but the things numbered are different the horses
from the men. Further, as a movement can be one and
the same again and again, so too can time, e. g. a year or

always

different, for the

’

‘

10

—

a spring or an autumn.
the movement by the time, but
by the movement, because they define each
The time marks the movement, since it is its
other.
number, and the movement the time. We describe the
time as much or little, measuring it by the movement, just
as we know the number by what is numbered, e.g. the
number of the horses by one horse as the unit. For we
know how many horses there are by the use of the number
and again by using the one horse as unit we know the
number of the hoises itself. So it is with the time and
for we measure the movement by the
the movement
time and vice versa. It is natural that this should happen

Not only do we measure

15

also the time

;

^

Reading
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*^

the movement goes with the distance and the time
with the movement, because they are quanta and con-

25 for

The movement

tinuous and divisible.

because the distance

30

231 ^

has these attributes

of this nature, and the time has

is

them because of the movement. And we measure both
the distance by the movement and the movement by the
distance; for we say that the road is long, if thejouiney
the time,
IS long, and that this is long, if the road is long
too, if the movement, and the movement, if the time*
Time is a measure of motion and of being moved, and
it measuies the motion by determining a motion which

—

measure exactly the whole motion, as the cubit does
by determining ^ an amount which will measure
out the whole. Further ‘to be in time* means, for movement, that both it and its essence are measured by time
(for simultaneously it measures both the movement and its
essence, and this is what being in .time means for it, that
will

the length

5

its

essence should be measured).
Clearly then^ ‘to be in time* has the

other things

same meaning

for

namely, that their being should be

also,

To be in time* is one of two things
measured by time.
when time exists, (2) as we say of some things
‘

:

(i) to exist

number *. The latter means either what
in general, something which
is a part or mode of number
things
belongs to number or that
have a number.
Now, since time is number, the ‘now* and the ‘before*
and the like are in time, just as unit and odd and even
that they are

‘

in

—

—

15

*

‘

are in number,

i.

e, in

‘

*

‘

the sense that the one set belongs to

number, the other to time.
are in number.
If this is

But things are
so,

in time as they
they are contained by time

as things in place are contained

by

place.

be in time does not mean to coexist with
time, any more than to be in motion or in place means to
coexist with motion or place.
For if to be in something
Plainly, too, to

20

*

‘

is

to

mean

heaven
is

this,

will

be

the heaven.
'

*
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necessarily involved, that which

is

time necessarily involves that there

is

time when

it

is,

is

in

and

35

motion that there is motion when %t is.
Since what is in time is so in the same sense as what
is in number is so, a time gi eater than eveiything in time
can be found. So it is necessary that all the things in time
should be contained by time, just like other things also which
are in anything *, e. g. the things in place by place
thing, then, will be affected by time, just as we are 30
accustomed to say that time wastes things away, and that
all things grow old through time, and that there is oblivion
owing to the lapse of time, but we do not say the same of
getting to know or of becoming young or fair.
For time 221^
that which

is in

*

*

*

‘

’

A

by its natuie the cause lather of decay, since
number of change, and change removes what is.

is

it

is

the

Hence, plainly, things which are always are not, as such,
they are not contained by time, nor is their

in time, for

being measured by time.

them

is

affected

by

A

proof of this

is

that none of

5

time, which indicates that they are not

in time.

Since time is the measuie of motion, it will be the
measure of rest too indirectly. For all rest is in time.
For it does not follow that what is in time is moved, though
what is in motion is necessarily moved. For time is not
and what is at rest, also,
motion, but number of motion
can be in the number of motion. Not everything that is
not in motion can be said to be ‘at rest '--but only that
which can be moved, though it actually is not moved, as
was said above.^
To be in number means that there is a number of the
thing, and that its being is measured by the number in
which it is. Hence if a thing is ‘in time' it will be
measuied by time. But time will measure what is moved
and what is at rest, the one qtia moved, the other qua at
rest; for it will measuie their motion and rest respec-

—

10

’

*

•

‘

'

tively.

Hence what

is

time simply in so

moved

will not

far as it
^

be measurable by the

has quantity, but in so far as
202^4.

15

PHYSICA
Thus none

motion has quantity.

30 its

neither

moved

by

*to be measuied

motion and

of the things which are

nor at rest are in time

:

for

time*, while time

'

to be in time

is

is

the measure of

rest.

does not exist

Plainly, then, neither will everything that

be in time,

'

i.

those non-existent things that cannot exist,

e.

be commensurate with the side,
measure of motion and
indirectly of other things, it is clear that a thing whose
existence is measured by it will have its existence in rest 01
motion. Those things therefore which are subject to perishing and becoming generally, those which at one time exist,
as the diagonal cannot

25

Generally,

30 at

if

time

another do not

is

directly the

—
— are

necessarily in time

for there is

:

beyond

greater time which will extend both

a

their existence

and beyond the time which measures their existence.
Of things which do not exist but are contained by time
222 ®* some were, e. g. Homer once was, some will be, e. g.
a future event, this depends on the diiection in which
time contains them if on both, they have both modes of
;

As to such

existence.^

things as

it

in any
These are

does not contain

way, they neither were nor are nor will be.
those non-existents
5

whose opposites always

incommensurability of the diagonal always
not be in time.

will

therefoie

Nor

will

hence this eternally

;

is

aie, as

the

—and

this

is

commensurability,

the

not, because

it is

contrary

what eternally is. A thing whose contraiy is not eternal
can be and not be, and it is of such things that there is
coming to be and passing away.

to

The now
*

10

*

is

the link of time, as has been said

connects past and future time), and

® {for it

a limit® of time
(for it is the beginning of the one and the end of the other).
But this is not obvious as it is with the point, which is
fixed.

15

the
it

‘

is

It divides potentially,

now

and

it

is

in so far as

it is

dividing

always different, but in so far as it connects
always the same, as it is with mathematical lines.
’

is

*
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not always one and the same point,

when one divides the line but in
the same m every respect.
So the ‘now’ also is in one way a potential dividing of time,

since

other and other ^

it is

so far as

it is

one,

in another the termination of

And

;

it is

both parts, and their unity.

the dividing and the uniting are the

same thing and

in

the same reference, but in essence they aie not the same.

So ^ one kind of now is described in this way anothei 20
is when the time is near this kind of
now
He will
come now’ because he will come to-day; ‘he has come
now because he came to-day. But the things in the Iliad
’

‘

:

‘

‘

’

—

have not happened ‘now’, nor is® the flood ‘now’ not
that the time ^ from now to them is not continuous, but
because they are not near.
At some time means a time determined in relation to
e. g. * at some time 25
the first of the two types of now
Troy was taken, and at some time theie will be a flood
for it must be determined with reference to the
now
There will thus be a determinate time from this now to
that,® and there was such in reference to the past event.
But if there be no time which is not ‘sometime’, every
time will be determined.
Will time then fail ? Surely not, if motion always exists.
Is time then always different or does the same time recur ? 30
Clearly time is, in the same way as motion is. For if one
and the same motion sometimes recurs, it will be one and
the same time, and if not, not.
Since the now is an end and a beginning of time, not 222^
of the same time however, but the end of that which is
past and the beginning of that which is to come, it follows
that, as the circle has its convexity and its concavity, in
a sense, in the same thing, so time is always at a beginning
and at an end. And for this reason it seems to be always
different
for the now is not the beginning and the end 5
of the same thing if it were, it would be at the same time
’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’.

‘

‘

’

’

‘

’

‘

;

;

^

^
®
*
®
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and
fail

same respect two

in the

for

;

opposites.^

And

time

will not

always at a beginning.

it is

‘Presently' or ‘just’ refers to the part of future time
lo

which

walk

near the indivisible present

is
’

Presently*,

*

?

‘

now

’

(‘

When do you

because the time in which he

is

and to the part of past time
far
the
now (‘ When do you walk ?
from
which is not
But to say that Troy has
‘I have j'ust been walking*).
we do not say that, because it is too far
just been taken
going to do so

near),

is

*

‘

’

—

from the

‘

now

time which

Long ago*
‘

15

near

is

Lately *, too, refers to the part of past
^

the present

‘Lately*, if the time

go?’
‘

‘

‘

now

‘

When

refeis to the distant past.

Suddenly

*

refers to

what has departed from

condition in a time imperceptible because of

but

it is

did you

near the existing now.

is

its

its

former

smallness

the nature of all change to alter things from their

In time all things come into being and
which reason some called it the wisest of
all things, but the Pythagorean Paron ® called it the most
stupid, because in it we also forget
and his was the truer
view.
It is clear then that it must be in itself, as we said
20 before,^ the condition of destruction rathei than of coming
into being (for change, in itself, makes things depart from
their former condition), and only incidentally of coming
into being, and of being
sufficient evidence of this is
that nothing comes into being without itself moving some
how and acting, but a thing can be destroyed even if it does
former condition.

away

pass

;

for

;

A

move at all. And this is what, as a rule, we chiefly
mean by a thing *s being destroyed by time. Still, time
does not work even this change even this sort of change
not

35

;

takes place incidentally in time.

We
and
‘

at

in

have stated, then, that time exists and what it is,
how many senses we speak of the now and what
‘

some time

*

lately

‘

presently or ‘just ’,
*

‘

long ago *,

and suddenly mean.
*

‘

m

^
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*
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These distinctions having been drawn,^

evident that 30

it is

every change and everything that moves is in time
for
the distinction of faster and slower exists in reference to
all change, since it is found in every instance.
In the
;

phrase

moving

‘

fastei

’

I refer to that

which changes before

another into the condition in question, when

it

moves

the same interval and with a regular
the case of locomotion,

circumference of a

and

if

;

for

we say

‘

;

or both along a straight line;

circle,

similarly in all other cases.

time

before and
’

‘

But what

after

is

before

is

in

with reference to the

’

distance from the ‘now’, and the ‘now’

is

the past and the future

nows

;

ovei 223®’

movement e. g. in
both things move along the

so that since

‘

the before and the after will be in time too

5

boundary of

the
’

;

are in time,
for in that

which the ‘now’ is, the distance from the ‘now’ will
also be.
But before is used contrariwise with reference
to past and to future time for in the past we call before
what is farther from the ‘now’, and ‘after’ what is nearer,
but in the future we call the nearer before and the farther

10

So that since the ‘before’ is in time, and every
movement involves a before evidently every change and
every movement is in time.

15

in

’

‘

‘

’

;

’

‘

‘after’.

‘

’,

worth considering how time can be related to
and why time is thought to be in everything,
earth and in sea and in heaven. Is it because it is

It is also

the soul

both

in

;

an attribute, or
of movement)

state,

of

movement

(since

it is

the number

these things are movable (for they

and all
and time and movement are together, both
in respect of potentiality and in respect of actuality ?
Whether if soul did not exist time would exist or not, is
a question that may fairly be asked for if there cannot
be some one to count there cannot be anything that can be
counted, so that evidently there cannot be number, for
number is either what has been, or what can be, counted.
are

2

all in place),

ao

;

But

if

nothing but soul, or in soul reason,

is

qualified to 25

count, there would not be time unless there were soul, but

845 t6

^
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only that of which time is an attribute, i. e. if movement
can exist without soul, and the before and after are attributes of movement, and time is these qua numeiable.

One might also raise the question what sort of movement
Must we not say of any kind ?
30 time is the number of.
being in time and pass away,
into
come
both
For things
in
time, and are moved locally
altered
are
and grow, and
thus it is of each movement qua movement that time is
the number. And so it is simply the number of continuous
’

^

333^

movement, not of any particular kind of it,
But other things as well may have been moved now,
and theie would be a number of each of the two movements. Is there another time, then, and will there be two
equal times at once? Surely not. For a time that is both
equal and simultaneous is one and the same time,^ and
even those that are not simultaneous are one in kind for
if there were dogs, and horses, and seven of each, it would
be the same number. So, too, movements that have simultaneous limits have the same time, yet the one may in fact
be fast and the other not, and one may be locomotion
and the other alteration still the time of the two changes
;

5

;

is

JO

the same

if

their

also

equal and simultaneous

is

movements are different and
everywhere the same, because the
number of equal and simultaneous movements is everywhere one and the same.
Now there is such a thing as locomotion, and in
and

for this reason, while the

separate, the time

everything

with

it,

is

is
included circular movement, and
measuied by some one thing homogeneous
units by a unit, horses by a horse, and similarly

locomotion

15

number

there

is

by some definite time, and, as we said,^ time is
measured by motion as well as motion by time (this being
so because by a motion definite in time the quantity both
of the motion and of the time is measured) ^ if, then, what
times

:

^
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the measuie of everything homogeneous with

regular circular

motion

above

is

because the number of this

is

all

else

the best known.

the

it,

measure,

Now

neither 20

nor increase nor coming into being can be
regular, but locomotion can be. This also is why time is
thought to be the movement of the sphere, viz. because

alteration

the other movements are measured
this

by

this,

and time by

movement.

This also explains the common saying that human affairs
form a circle, and that there is a circle in all other things 35
that have a natural movement and coming into being and
passing away. This is because all other things are discriminated by time, and end and begin as though conforming to a cycle ; for even time itself is thought to be a circle.
And this opinion again is held because time is the measure 30
of this kind of locomotion and is itself measured by
such.
So that to say that the things that come into
being form a circle is to say that there is a circle of
time and this is to say that it is measured by the circular
movement for apart from the measure nothing else to be
measured is obseived; the whole is just a plurality of 224®
;

;

measures.
It

is

said rightly, too, that the

the dogs

is

the same number

if

number of the sheep and of

the two numbers are equal,

but not the same decad or the same ten
lateral

\

and the scalene are not the same

just as the equitriangle^ yet they 5

are the same figure because they are both triangles.

same so-and-so

For

they do not differ
by a differentia of that thing, but not if they do; e. g.
triangle differs from triangle by a differentia of triangle,^
therefore they are different triangles; but they do not
differ by a differentia of figure, but are in one and the
things are called the

if

same division of it. For a figure of one kind
and a figure of another kind a triangle, and a
one kind
scalene.

is

equilateral

They are

m

and a

is

a circle

triangle of 10

triangle of another kind

the same figure, then, and that, triangle,

^ Reading
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but not the same triangle.^

groups also

is

the same

Theiefore the number of two

number^

number does

(for their

not differ by a differentia of numbei), but

same decad
T5

;

for the things of

which

it is

—

^
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We have now discussed time both time
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it
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Everything^ which changes does so in one of thi 00224^
It may change (i) accidentally^ as for instance when
we say that something musical walks, that which walks
being something in which aptitude for music is an accident*
senses.

Again

(%) a thing is said without qualification to change
because something belonging to it changes, i. e. in statements

which
is

refer to part of the thing in question

thus the body

:

restored to health because the eye or the chest, that

to say a part of the whole body,

is

25

is

restored to health.

And

above all there is (3) the case of a thing which is in
motion neither accidentally nor in respect of something

else

belonging to

it,

but in virtue of being itself directly in

motion Here we have a thing which is essentially movable
and that which is so is a different thing according to the
particular variety of motion
for instance it may be a thing
:

capable of alteration
it is

and within the sphere of

again a different thing accoiding as

is

it

alteration

capable of

being restored to health or capable of .being heated.
theie are the
(i)

same

distinctions in the case of the

And

30

mover;

one thing causes motion accidentally, (2) another partisomething belonging to it causes motion),

ally (because
(3)

another of

heals, the

the physician

itself directly, as, for instance,

hand

strikes.

We

have, then,^ the following

on the one hand that which directly causes
on the other hand that which is in motion
further, we have {c) that in which motion takes place, 35
namely time, and (distinct from these three) (d) that from
which and {e) that to which it proceeds for every motion 224^
proceeds from something and to something, that which is

factors:

(a)

motion, and

(p)

;

directly in motion being distinct from that to

motion and that from which
^
®

it is

in

With 1 21-^1 cf. Met, 1067^ 1-9.
b' ecrn ktX. begins
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motion

:

which

it is in

for instance,

.

at n
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we may take the three things wood
'

that which

*

and cold

hot

in motion, the

of

‘

second

that to

which the
which the motion proceeds, and the third is that from which
This being so, it is clear that the motion is in
it pioceeds.
first is

5

the wood, not in

form

its

:

is

motion

for the

is

is

neither caused

nor experienced by the form or the place or the quantity.
are left with a mover, a moved, and a goal of motion.
do not include the starting-point of motion : for it is the
goal lather than the starting-point of motion that gives its

So we
I

name

change

is

to

noUbemg^ though

from

it

is

’

'

also true that that

and ‘becoming* is
though it is also change
not-being.
Now a definition of motion has been given above, ^ from ^
which it will be seen that every goal of motion, whether it
be a form, an affection, or a place, is immovable, as, for
Here, however, a difficulty
instance, knowledge and heat.
may be raised. Affections, it may be said, are motions,
and whiteness is an affection thus there may be change to
which perishes changes

change

10

Thus perishing

to a particular process of change.

being

to beings

:

15

To

a motion.^

we may

this

but whitening that

is

reply that

a motion.

Here

it

is

not whiteness

same

also the

dis-

a goal of motion may be so
accidentally, or partially and with reference to something

tinctions are to

be observed

other than

itself,

thing else

^

:

:

or directly and with no reference to any-

for instance, a thing

which

is

becoming white

changes accidentally to an object of thought, the colour
20

being only accidentally the object of thought

it changes
a part of colour, or to Europe,
a part of Europe; but it changes

to colour,^ because white

because Athens

is

essentially to white colour.

a thing

is

in

motion

TO

201* 10.

*

With

®

i.e.

eiy

&

11

I

i~i6

there

cf.

may be

It is

now

clear in

what sense

essentially, accidentally, or in respect

of something other than
^

;

is

itself,

and in what sense the phrase

1067^9-12.
motion not only in ro

kivov^x^vov

but also

m

Ktyeirat^

*
kut* aWo, which are
Omitting in 1 . 17 t6 before both /car ^XXo and
intended merely to amplify Kara fxipo^ and Trpwrco? respectively : there
are only fkree distinct senses, as may be seen from the opening words
of the book.
^ Here Kara ixtpos must be supplied in sense, if not in the text.

—

:

BOOK
'

itself directly

moved

of the

is

'

:

used

and

^

it is

in

in

activity*.

leave out of account

any

and

:

*^
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I

the case both of the mover and

also clear that the

the foim but in that which

movable

V.

is

Now
for

it is

motion

is

notin

in motion, that is to say

accidental change

‘

35

the

we may

to be found in everything, at

any respect. Change ^ which is not accidental on the other hand is not to be found in everything,
but only in con trades, in things intermediate between contraries, and in contradictories, as may be proved by indue- 30
tion.
An intermediate may be a starting-point of change,
since for the purposes of the change it serves as contraiy
to either of two contraries: for the intermediate is in a
sense the extremes. Hence we speak of the intermediate
as in a sense a contrary relatively to the exti ernes and of
either extreme as a contrary relatively to the intermediate
for instance, the central note is low relatively to the highest
and high relatively to the lowest, and grey is light relatively to black and dark relatively to white.^
And since every change is from something to something 35
as the word itself (/xera/SoX?}) indicates, implying some- 225^
thing after (/xera) something else, that is to say something earliei and something later that which changes
must change in one of four ways from ^ subject to subject,
from subject to non-subject, from non-subject to subject, 5
or from non-subject to non-subject, where by ‘subject*
So it follows
I mean what is affirmatively expressed.
necessarily from what has been said above ^ that there are
time,

in

—

*

*

—

:

words Kal rr&s rb avrb
quoted from above.
Argyropylus, however, renders et quomodo idem pnmum sit \ which
seems pointless. Others regard the words as a mere repetition of the
nueirai though in order to do so they have to
preceding irm Ka9'

^ It seems possible to keep (with Bekker) the
TTpwrov, regarding avrb irpSyrov as a phrase
‘

aM

emend rb
* With

—

^and therefore bracket them as an interpolation.
11 28-30, cf Met. 1067'^ 12-14.
* It seems necessary to use four terms in English, though two are
sufficient in Greek, since both peXav and X^jkov are more elastic
to r<5

black ' and ‘ white which, however,
in meaning than the English
must be used here to translate to p€Xap and rb Xevxdv, the two extremes.
*
With 1. 3-226*^ 16 cf. Met. 1067^ 14-1068'^ 15.
® 224^ 28, 29.
Or iK r&v eipriphov might mean of the four conceivable kinds of change just mentioned : but Aristotelian usage
seems in favour of the rendering adopted in the text, which gives just
as good sense.
*

*

'
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only three kinds of change, that from subject to subject, that
fiom subject to non-subject, and that from non-subject to
10

subject

:

from non-

for the fourth conceivable kind, that

subject to non-subject,

not change, as in that case there

is

no opposition either of contraries or of contradictories.
Now change from non-subject to subject, the lelation
unqualified
being that of contiadiction, is ^ coming to be
in
coming to be when the change takes place an unqualified
way, ‘ paiticular coming to be when the change is change in
a particular character: for instance, a change from notwhite to white is a coming to be of the particular thing, white,
while change from unqualified not-being to being is
coming to be in an unqualified way, in respect of which we
say that a thing comes to be without qualification, not that
it
comes to be some particular thing. Change from subject
is

’

—

*

’

’

15

'

'

’

‘

to non-subject

the change

is

is

‘

peiishing'

—

‘

unqualified perishing

’

when

from being to not-being, particular perishing
‘

when the change is to the opposite negation, the distinction
being the same as that made in the case of coming to be.

Now ^ the expiession ^not-being’ is used in several senses

20

and there can be motion neither of that which

‘

is

not

'

in re-

spect of the affirmation or negation of a predicate,^ nor of that

which ‘is not’ in the sense that

it

only potentially

say the opposite of that which actually

although that which

is

’

to
*

:

may

nevertheless be in motion accidentally (for

for

is

in

sense

is

‘

‘

example
might be a man), yet that which
is without qualification
not-so-and-so cannot in any sense
be in motion theiefoie it is impossible for that which is not
to be in motion. This being so, it follows that ‘ becoming cannot be a motion for it is that which is not that
becomes
For however true it may be that it accidentally

that which

‘

is

not-white

’

’

‘

25

\ that

an unqualified
not- white ’ or not-good
‘

:

’

’

‘

:

‘

^
The following sentences are very loosely joined together, but the
sequence of thought is fairly clear. The apodosis to the ei-clause
must be found in the words advtfarov t6 firj hv Kiveicrdoif 1. 2$, where yafy
must be omitted, with Themistius and with some MSS. mMeU lo67'>30.
* Lit. ‘ in respect of conjunction or separation
: i. e.
judgements, which ‘join together* things which ought not to be joined
together, e. g. ‘ man has wings % or ‘ separate * things which ought not
to be separated, e. g. ‘ man has not arms *.
’

m

:
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I

becomes
it is nevertheless conect to say that it
which is not that in an unqualified sense becomes

‘

‘

’

^

that

is

And

‘

it is impossible for that which is not to be at rest.
There are these difficulties, then, in the way of the 30
assumption that that which is not can be in motion and
it may be further objected that, whereas everything which
is in motion is in space, that which
is not is not in space
for then it would be somewhere.
So, too, perishing is not a motion for a motion has
for its contrary either another motion or rest, whereas
perishing is the contrary of becoming
Since, then, every motion is a kind of change, and there
are only the thiee kinds of change mentioned above ^ and 35
since of these three those which take the form of becoming and perishing that is to say those which imply a 225^

similarly

’

*

’

*

:

*

‘

*

*

'

:

‘

'

;

‘

’

1

‘

elation of contradiction, are not motions:

it

necessarily

follows that only change from subject to subject

And

eveiy such subject

mediate
trary)

(for ^

a privation

is

may be

or

black.

distinguished

inter-

allowed to lank as a con-

as

If,

then, the

categories

Quantity, and Activity or Passivity,

and

are severally

it

—

necessarily follows

qualitative, quantita-

local.

In respect of Substance there
stance has no contrary

among

is

no motion, because Sub-

things that are.

there motion in respect of Relation

:

®

for

it

Nor

is

may happen

that when one correlative changes, the other, although this

does not

change,

is

these cases the motion

is

itself

no longer * applicable, so that in
Nor is there motion
accidental.

m

^ i. e. ' that it is something
which ro {xq Sv is an accident that
®
becomes, and not ro ixfj Sp itself*.
1. 7.
® The connexion of thought is ; * the fact that there are motions

cK crr€pT](r€ais or els crrepqcrip does not affect the validity of the assertion
crT€pq(ns
Z for a
that the yrroKeipepa of motion are rj ipapria q
which is a vnoKeipevov of motion (sc. of KivqaLs as distinct from yevems)
a sense epapriov and (like other ipauria) dqXovrat Kara<pd<r€t*
IS after all

m

read padop for Xevxdp, with Met 1068^ 7.
in Met 1068* U.
Reading in 1 ii rov irp 6 s rt, with the MS.
Reading in 1 12 {pq) dXqdeveaOai, with Schwegler.

^15,
®
®

5

Being, Quality, Place, Tijme, Relation,

that there are three kinds of motion

2

motion.

an

and can be affirmatively expressed, as naked, tooth-

less,^

tive,

is

either a contrary or

.

.

lo
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35

of Agent and Patient

—

in fact there

can never be

motion of mover and moved, because there cannot be
motion of motion or becoming of becoming or in general

change of change.
For in the fiist place ’there aie two senses in which
motion of motion is conceivable, (i) The motion of which
e g. a man
there is motion might be conceived as subject
Can it
is in motion because he changes from fair to dark.
be that in this sense motion giows hot or cold, or changes
,

20 place,

or increases or decieases?

the sense that

another
ill

mode

30

of being, as

to getting well

dental sense.

25

Impossible: for change

Or (2) can there be motion of motion in
some other subject changes from a change to

not a subject

is

?

Even

e. g.

a

man changes from

this is possible

For, whatever the subject

falling

only in an acci-

may be,^ movement

(And the same holds
is change from one form to another.
good of becoming and perishing, except that in these processes we have a change to a particular ^ kind of opposite,
while the other, motion, is a change to a different ^ kind.)^
So, if there is to be motion of motion, that which is changing from health to sickness must simultaneously be changing from this very change to another. It is clear, then,^
that by the time that it has become sick, it must also have
changed to whatever may be the other change concerned
(for that it should be at rest, though logically possible, is
excluded by the theory). Moreover this other can never
be any casual change, but must be a change from something definite to

some other

definite thing.

So

in this case

must be the opposite change, viz. convalescence. It is
only accidentally that there can be change of change, e. g.
there is a change from remembering to forgetting only
because the subject of this change changes at one time to
it

knowledge, at another to ignorance.®
in Met 1068*23.
Reading in 1 23 5jro<ri for avTjy, with MS.
® sc. a contrary.
sc. a contradictory.
* 22
ds dPTiKdfjtepa d)dlf tj b' wfit, ^ KlvrjaiSj with
s'* 25-6 reading
Simplicius and with the MS.
m Met, 1068*25.
® Reading in 1 . 28
with E H I.
* Reading in L
33 dyvouiv^ with (apparently) Philoponus and
^

®

Simplicius.

.
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there

and becoming of becoming, we

is

to be change of change

have an infinite reone of a series of changes is to be a change 35
of change, the preceding change must also be so e. g. if 226®
simple becoming was ever in pro'cess of becoming, then that

gress.

Thus

shall

if

.

which was becoming simple becoming was also in process of
becoming, so that we should not yet have arrived at what
was in process of simple becoming but only at what was
already in process of becoming in process of becoming.^
And this again was sometime in process of becoming, so

we should not have

that even then

process of simple becoming.

arrived at

And

since

what was

in

an infinite
be no first stage
On this hypoin

no first term, here there will
and therefore no following stage either
thesis, then, nothing can become or be moved or change.
Thirdly, if a thing is capable of any paiticular motion, it
is also capable of the corresponding contrary motion or the
corresponding coming to rest, and a thing that is capable of
becoming is also capable of perishing; consequently, if
theie be becoming of becoming, that which is in process of
becoming is in process of perishing at the very moment
when it has ^ reached the stage of becoming since it canseries theie is

5

;

when it is
has ceased to become

just beginning to

not be in process of perishing

become or

after

it

*

for that

which

is

in process of perishing must be in existence.
Fourthly, there must be a substrate undei lying all piocesses of becoming and changing. What can this be in the

present case? It

is

either the

body or the

soul that under-

that correspondingly becomes
what
motion or becoming ? And again what ^ is the goal of their
motion ? It must be the motion or becoming of something
from something to something else.® But in what sense
can this be so ? For the becoming of learning cannot be
learning so neither can the becoming of becoming be

goes alteration

:

® is it

:

Reading in 1 2 ^Xa yLvofiepov yLvojxepov 7^7, with Bonitz.
Reading m L 8 yevriTm, with EF.
* Reading in 1 - 12 ovrca tL to yivofievoPf with F Simp, and some
MSS. in Met. 1068^ 12.
*
Reading in 1 13 ri» with Met 1068^ 12.
® Reading in 1. 13 uvat, rrjv ... els robt Klvrjaiv 7 yepeatVj with Simp.
^

.

®

.

lo
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becoming, nor can the becoming of any process be that
process.

Finally, since theie are three kinds of motion, the sub-

stratum and the goal of motion must be one or other of
these, e.g. locomotion will have to be altered or to be

moved.

locally

To sum
moved
20

up, then, since everything that

is

moved

is

one of three ways, either accidentally, or partially,
or essentially, change can change only accidentally, as e.g.
when a man who is being restored to health runs or learns
and accidental change we have long ago ^ decided to leave
in

:

out of account.
Since, ^ then,

motion can belong neither to Being nor to
Agent and Patient, it remains that there

Relation nor to

can be motion only in respect of Quality, Quantity, and
25

Place: for with each of these

Motion

in respect of

Quality

we have

a pair of contraries.

us call alteration, a general

let

is used to include both contraries
and by
do not here mean a property of substance (in

designation that

Quality

I

:

that sense that which constitutes a specific distinction

is

a quality) but a passive quality in virtue of which a thing
is

30

said to be acted

Motion

on or to be incapable of being acted on.
Quantity has no name that includes

in respect of

both contraries, but
in the direction of
in the

is

designate

it

designated

:

that

complete magnitude

contrary direction

Place has no

is

is

is

to say motion

increase,

Motion

decrease.

motion

in respect

of

name either general or particular but we may
by the general name of locomotion, though
:

the term

locomotion is applicable to things that
change their place only when they have not the power to
come to a stand, and to things that do not move themselves

strictly

35

called increase or decrease accord-

it is

ing as one or the other

’

'

locally,

226^

Change within the same kind from a
or from a greater to a lesser degree

is

a greater

lesser to

alteration

for

:

it is

motion either from a contrary or to a contrary,^ whether in
an unqualified or in a qualified sense for change to a lesser
:

’

224^ 26.

®

Reading

2

in

I,

2 § ya^

With

ivavriov

11 .

23-9 cf

(MS. E)

Met
els

1068^

havriov*

1

5-20.
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degree of a quality will be called change to the contraiy of

and change to a greater degree of a quality
be regarded as change from the contrary of that quality

that quality,
will

5

itself.^
It makes no difference whether the
change be qualified or unqualified, except that in the
formei case the contraries will have to be contrary to one
another only in a qualified sense and a thing’s possessing
a quality in a greater or in a lesser degree means the

to the quality

:

presence ^ or absence in
quality.

now

It is

it

of

more or

of the opposite

less

clear, then, that there are

only these

three kinds of motion.

The^ term immovable we apply in the first place to that
is absolutely incapable of being moved (just as we
*

‘

10

which

correspondingly apply the term invisible to sound)

;

in

the

moved with difficulty after
a long time or whose movement is slow at the start in
fact, what we describe as hard to move
and in the third
second place to that which

is

—

;

place to that which
of motion, but

is

naturally designed for and capable

is

not in motion when, where, and as

naturally would be so.

This

immovable thing of which

last

is

it

the only kind of

term being at rest
for rest is contrary to motion, so that rest will be negation
of motion in that which is capable of admitting motion.
The foregoing remaiks are sufficient to explain the
essential natuie of motion and rest, the number of kinds of
I use the

’

*

15

change, and the different varieties of motion.

3

Let us now proceed to define the terms together and
contiguin succession
between
apai t
in contact
ous and continuous and to show in what circumstances
’

‘

‘

’,

‘

‘

*

‘

*

each of these terms

is

natuially applicable.

Things^ are said to be together in place when they are
in one place (in the strictest sense of the word place ’) and to
be apart when they aie in different places.
Things aie said to be in contact when their extremities
‘

are together.
^

Reading in 1 5 ds avro, with F.
Reading in 1 8 to irXiop, with E.
With 11 . 10-16 cf. Met 1068^ 20-5.
With 11 21-5 cf. Mei. 1068^26-30.
.

®
®

*

.

.
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thing, if it changes continuously
a natural manner, naturally reaches ^ before it reaches
Thus between
that to which it changes last, is between.

That which a changing

35 in

*

‘

implies the presence of at least three things

.

cess of change

:

it is

the contrary that

is

‘

last

’

for in a pro-

and a thing

is

gap or only the smallest
possible ^ gap in the material not in the time (for a gap in
the time does not prevent things having a between while,

moved continuously if

leaves no

it

—

‘

30

*,

nothing to prevent the highest
immediately
after the lowest) but in the
note sounding
which
the
motion
takes place. This is manimaterial in

on the other hand, there

festly true not

is

only in local changes but

(Now® every change

227^7 as well.

and opposites

may

in

be either contraries or contradictories

mean term,

then contradiction admits of no

since

every other kind

implies a pair of opposites,

is

it

obvious that ‘between’ must imply a pair of contraiies.)
826^ 32

That^
line

:

which

locally contraiy

which

most distant

in

a straight

for the shortest line is definitely limited,

and that

is

is

is

definitely limited constitutes a measure.^

A thing is

*

in succession

or in form

35 in position

’

or in

when it is after the beginning ®
some other respect in which it

and w'hen further there is nothing
between it and that to which it is
of the same
in succession, e g. a line or lines if it is a line, a unit or
units if it is a unit, a house if it is a house (there is nothing
to prevent something of a different kind being between).
For that which is in succession is in succession to a particular thing, and is something posterior
for one is not in
definitely so regarded,

is

kind as itself

‘

:

5

succession

*

to two, nor

is

the

first

second: in each case the latter

day of the month
is

to the

‘in succession’ to the

former.

A thing that is in
The

10

succession and touches

‘continuous’

is

is contiguous ’.
a subdivision of the contiguous:
‘

Reading m 1 24 irporepov, with Met, 1068^ 28.
Reading m 1 28 § 5ri oXlyurrov^ witn E,
Sense seems to require this transposition v. Prantl, ad loc,^ and

^

,

^

.

*

:

Themistius.

cf.

*

With L 32-227*31

®

sc for TO likucrrov,

^

Reading

in

1.

35

cf.

Met, 1068^30-1069* 14.
® Omitting in 1
35 p 6 vov^ with E.

etdfi for

.

with

EH.

.
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when the touching

things are called continuous

limits of

each become one and the same and are, as the woid implies,
contained in each othei

:

continuity

impossible

is

This definition makes

extremities are two.

it

if

these

plain that

continuity belongs to things that naturally in virtue of their

mutual contact form a unity. And in whatever way that
which holds them together is one, so too will the whole be
one,

by a

e. g.

livet or glue or contact or organic union.

obvious that of these terms

It is

in order of analysis

in

succession, but

touches

continuity there

contact, that

not everything that

.

in

succession

a property of things prior in

is

is

not.

And
if

alone does not imply continuity

may be

is first

necessarily

‘

together

*

:

if

theie 20

there

is

for the

without necessaiily

but they cannot be one without being necessarily

So

together.

is

’

is

necessarily contact, but

is

extremities of things

being one

in succession

numbers, while contact

definition, e. g.
is

‘

which touches

for that

:

and so succession

:

15

natural junction

is

the extremities must necessarily
are to be naturally joined

last in

come

coming to be

:

for

into contact if they

but things that are in contact

:

are not all naturally joined, while where there

35

no conHence, if
tact clearly there is no natural junction either.
and unit have an independent
as some say
point
existence of their own, it is impossible for the two to be
identical
for points can touch while units can only be in
Moieover, theie can always be something 30
succession.
between points (for all lines are intermediate between
points^), whereas it is not necessaiy that there should
possibly be anything between units: for there can be
nothing between the numbers one and two.
We have now defined what is meant by together and
‘apart’, ‘contact’, ‘between’ and ‘in succession’, ‘con-227’^
and we have shown in what
tiguous and continuous
circumstances each of these terms is applicable.
‘

’

is

*

‘

:

*

’

4
‘

’

‘

'

:

There are many senses in which motion is said to be
for we use the term one in many senses.
one
Motion is one generically according to the diffeient cate’

‘

:

^

’

Cf. 231^9.
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which

gories to

may be

it

assigned

:

thus any locomotion

one genetically with any other locomotion, whereas

is

alteration

is

different genetically

Motion

is

one

rically

from locomotion.

when besides being one gene-

also takes place in a species incapable of sub-

it

division

specifically

e. g.

:

colour has specific differences

blackening and whitening differ specifically;
events

^

therefore

:

but at

all

every whitening will be specifically the same with

every other whitening and every blackening with every
10

But whiteness is not further subdivided
hence any whitening is specifically
one with any other whitening. Where it happens that the
genus is at the same time a species, it is clear that the
motion will then in a sense ^ be one specifically though not
in an unqualified sense: learning is an example of this,
knowledge being on the one hand a species of apprehension
and on the other hand a genus including the various knowledges. A difficulty, however, may be raised as to whether
a motion is specifically one when the same thing changes
from the same to the same, e. g. when one point changes
again and again from a particular place to a particular
place: if this motion is specifically one, circular motion
will be the same as rectilinear motion, and rolling the
same as walking. But is not this difficulty removed by
the principle already laid down that if that in which the
other blackening.

by

15

specific differences

motion takes place

:

specifically different (as in the piesent

is

instance the circular path is specifically different from the
30 straight)

plained, then,

what

We

have exmeant by saying that motion is one

the motion itself is also different
is

?

generically or one specifically.

an unqualified sense when it is one
and the following distinctions
There are
will make clear what this kind of motion is.
three classes of things in connexion with which we speak
of motion, the that which the that in which and the
I mean that ® there must be somethat during which
Motion

is

one

in

essentially or numerically:

‘

‘

‘

^
®
^

Reading in
Reading in
Omitting in

1,
1.

1.

^ odv, with EH.
12 BrjXov ©? tariv
24 o, with EF.

9

with E®.
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is in motion, e g. a man or gold, and it must be
motion in something, e. g. a place or an affection, and
during something, for all motion takes place during a time.
Of these three it is the thing in which the motion takes
place that makes it one generically or specifically,^ it is the

thing that

25

in

thing
is

moved

that

makes the motion one

the time that makes

make

together that

it

consecutive

it

:

in subject,

but

one without qualification

and

it

the three

it is

to effect

:

that in which the motion takes place (the species) must 30
be one and incapable of subdivision, that during which it
this,

takes place (the time) must be one and unintermittent, and
that which

is

sense

it

(i.

e.

—

motion must be one not in an accidental
must be one as the white that blackens is

in

one or Coriscus who walks

is

one, not in the accidental

may be one), nor
merely in virtue of community of nature (for there might
be a case of two men being restored to health at the

sense in which

same time

in

Coriscus and white

228®-

the same way, e.g. fiom inflammation of

the eye, yet this motion

is

not really one, but only speci-

fically one).

Suppose, however, that Socrates undergoes an alteration
specifically the
in this case if

same but
it

is

at one time

and again at another

possible for that which ceased to be

come into being and remain numerically

again to

then this motion

same but not

too will

one.

be one

And

:

otherwise

it

the same,

will

be the

akin to this difficulty there

and generally are the states and
one in essence although (as is
clear) the things that contain them are obviously in motion
and in flux ? Thus if a person’s health at daybreak and at
the present moment is one and the same, why should not
this health be numerically one with that which he recovers
after an interval ? The same aigument applies in each case.*

another

;

viz. is

health one

5

is

?

affections in bodies severally

There

is,

however, we

may answer, this

difference

:

that

if

^ The text seems faulty, though Simplicius read the same.
The
translation follows the suggestion of Bonitz in inserting, after KiveXrai
T^ vrroK€L^€V(^ fxlav iv t^ wpayfiari o Kiveirai, But the next
in 1, 28, TO
view of 228®'26*-3l, best emended by reading t6 d*
clause IS,

m

ixofihrfp ip
*

sc.

the case of

e46>16

and the case of Kip^aeis,

K
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the states are two then
that the activities
(for

only that which
that

15 activity
is

must

not in

as one

longer

is

it

follows simply from this fact^

also in point of

numeiically one), but

is

is,

the state

is

one, this

enough to make
when a man ceases walking, the walking no

but

it

But, be this as

will again

it

may,

if in

be

he begins to walk again.

if

the above instance the health

one and the same, then

is

if

us regard the activity also

itself

for

:

number be two

numerically one can give rise to an

must be possible

it

for that

one and the same to come to be and to cease to
be many times. However, ^ these difficulties lie outside our

which

is

present inquiry.
30

Since every motion is continuous, a motion that is one in
an unqualified sense must (since every motion is divisible)
be continuous, and a continuous motion^ must be one.
There will not be continuity between any motion and any
other indiscriminately any more than there is between any
two things chosen at random in any other sphere : there
can be continuity only when the extremities of the two
things are one. Now some ^ things have no extremities at
all

35

and the extremities of others differ

;

we

give

specifically although

them the same name of ‘end': how should

e, g.

end * of a line and the end of walking touch or come
to be one ?
Motions that are not the same either specifically or generically may, it is true, be consecutive (e. g. a
man may run and then at once fall ill of a fever), and again,
in the torch-race we have consecutive but not continuous
locomotion for according to our definition there can be
the

‘

‘

'

:

when the ends of the two things are one,
Hence motions may be consecutive ® or successive in virtue

continuity only
30

of the time being continuous, but there can be continuity

only in virtue of the motions themselves being continuous,
that

is

228^* other.

when the end of each

is

Motion, therefore, that

one with the end of the
in an unqualified sense

is

continuous and one must be specifically the same, of one
^

Reading

in

1.

13

avro tovto

dpt^juu^

Kai rds iv^fyy^ias

dvdyKT],
®
®

®

Reading in 1 19 ph oZv, with FHI.
Reading in 1 . 22 fdap, with Them, and Bonitz,
Reading in 1 . 30 ix^fiepai, with^EH.
.

*

sc. indivisibles.
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thing, and in one time.

228^

V. 4
is

required in respect of

time in order that there may be no interval of immobility,
for where there is intermission of motion there must be lest,
and a motion that includes intervals of rest will be not one’
but many, so that a motion that is interrupted by stationari- 5
ness is not one or continuous, and it is so interrupted
And though of a motion that
if there is an intei val of time.
is not specifically one (even if the time is unintermittent)
the time ^ is one, the motion is specifically different, and so
cannot really be one, for motion that is one must be speci-

though motion that

fically one,

is

one is not
have now
a motion one with-

specifically

necessarily one in an unqualified sense.

explained what

we mean when we

call

10

We

out qualification.
Further, a motion

is

also said to

specifically, or essentially

when

it

is

be one generically,
complete, just as in

other cases completeness and wholeness are characteristics
of what
plete

is

is

one: and sometimes a motion even if incombe one, provided only that it is continuous.

said to

And

besides the cases already mentioned there is another
which a motion is said to be one, viz. when it is regular
for in a sense a motion that is irregular is not regarded as
one, that title belonging rather to that which is regular, as a

15

•

in

straight line

is

regular,^ the irregular being as such ® divisible.

would seem to be one of degree.^ In
may have regularity or irregularity:
thus there may be regular alteration, and locomotion
in a regular path, e. g. in a circle or on a straight line,
and it is the same with regard to inciease and decrease.
The difference that makes a motion irregular^ is sometimes to be found in its path thus a motion cannot be
regular if its path is an irregular magnitude, e. g. a broken

But the

difference

eveiy kind of motion we

:

^

Omitting in

1

8

o(f,

with E, and reading 6 xp^vos, 6

fiev

xp^vosf with

Bonitz,

m

® 6fjLa\r}9 (=!= Sfioioiiepfis of mathematical
the
writers), regular
sense that any part applied to any other part can coincide with it.
* e. g. a line partly straight and partly curved (and the motion
along It) may be divided accordingly.
* i. e. regularity and irregularity do not constitute distinct species of
motion : they occur in every kind of motion, making it more or less
® Reading in 1. 21 dyw/xaXia, with E Them.
what it is.

20

;
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a spiral/ or any other magnitude that is not such
that any part of it taken at random fits on to any other
Sometimes it is found neither in the
that may be chosen.
line/

25

place nor in the time nor in the goal but in the

of the motion, for in some cases the motion
tiated

by quickness and slowness: thus

uniform a motion

is

regular, if not

is

if

it is

manner

is

differen-

its

velocity

irregular.

So

quickness and slowness are not species of motion nor do

they constitute specific diffeiences of motion, because this
distinction occurs in connexion with all the distinct species
30

of motion.

The same

when they

refer to the

is

true of heaviness and lightness ^

same thing

specifically distinguish earth
2Stg^ Irregular

tinuous

from

*

e.

itself

g.

or

they do not
from itself.

fire

motion, therefore, while in virtue of being con-

it is

one,

is

so in a lesser degree, as

is

the case with

and a lesser degree of something always means an admixture of its contrary. And
since every motion that is one can be both regular and
locomotion

a broken line

in

;

motions that are consecutive but not specifically
the same cannot be one ^ and continuous : for how should

irregular,
6

a motion composed of alteration and locomotion be regular ?
If a motion is to be regular its parts ought to fit one another.

We have further to

determine what motions are contrary 5
and to determine similarly how it is with
rest. And we have first to decide whether contrary motions
are motions respectively from and to the same thing, e. g.
a motion from health and a motion to health (where the
opposition, it would seem, is of the same kind as that
between coming to be and ceasing to be); or motions
respectively from contraries, e. g. a motion from health
and a motion from disease
or motions respectively to
contraries, e. g. a motion to health and a motion to disease
or motions respectively from a contrary and to the opposite
contrary, e, g. a motion from health and a motion to disease
to each other,

10

;

'
®

was

e. as we should
One spiral—the

i.

say, iwo lines meeting in an angular point.
cylindrical helix
is regular: but this property

—

*

proved for it by Apollonius.
Which cause quick and slow motion.

*
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or motions lespectively from a contrary to the opposite

contraiy and from the latter to the former,

e. g. a motion
from health to disease and a motion from disease to health
for motions must be contrary to one another in one or 15
more of these ways, as there is no other way in which they
can be opposed.
Now motions respectively from a contrary and to the
opposite contrary, e. g. a motion from health and a motion
to disease, are not contiary motions for they are one and
the same. (Yet their essence is not the same, just as
changing from health is different from changing to disease.)
Nor are motions respectively from a contraiy and from the 20
opposite contrary contrary motions, for a motion from a
contrary is at the same time a motion to a contrary or to
an intermediate (of this, however, we shall speak later),
but changing to a contrary rather than changing from
a contraiy would seem to be the cause of the contrariety
:

:

of motions, the latter being the

loss,

the former the gain,

Moreover, each several motion takes its
name rather from the goal than from the starting-point of
change, e. g. motion to health we call convalescence, motion
Thus we are left with motions reto disease sickening.
of contrariness.

25

spectively to contraries, and motions respectively to con-

Now

it would seem
same time motions
from contraries (though their essence may not be the same
to health is distinct, I mean, from from disease
and

traries

from the opposite contraries.

that motions to contraries are at the

‘

’

‘

from health from Uo disease
Since then change differs from motion (motion being 30
change from a particular subject to a particular subject),
it follows that contrary motions are motions respectively
from a contrary to the opposite contrary and from the
latter to the former, e. g. a motion from health to disease 229^
and a motion from disease to health. Moreover, the consideration of particular examples will also show what kinds
‘

’).

’

of processes are generally recognized as contrary: thus
falling

ill is

regarded as contraiy to recovering one’s health,

these processes having contrary goals, and being taught as
^

h 28 sqq.

5
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contrary to being led into error

by

another,

it

being possible

own agency
by that of another. Similarly we have upwaid locomotion and downward locomotion, which are contrary
lengthwise,^ locomotion to the right and locomotion to the
left, which are contrary breadthwise, and forward locomotion and backward locomotion, which too are contraries.
to acquire error, like knowledge, either

by

one’s

or

I®

On

the other hand, a process simply to a contrary, e.g.

that denoted

by the

no starting-point

And

is

expression

specified, is

‘

becoming white

where

a change but not a motion.

a thing that has no contraiy we have as
change from and change to the same thing.
Thus coming to be is contrary to ceasing to be, and losing
to gaining. But these are changes and not motions. And
in all ca^es of

contraries

15

wherever a pair of contraries admit of an intermediate,

motions to that intermediate must be held to be in a sense
motions to one or other of the contraries: for the inter-

mediate selves as a contiary for the purposes of the motion,
in whichever direction the change may be, e. g. grey in

a motion from grey to white takes the place of black as
motion from white to grey it takes the
place of black as goal, and in a motion from black to giey it
takes the place of white as goal for the middle is opposed
®
in a sense to either of the extremes, as has been said above
Thus we see that two motions are contrary to each other

starting-point, in a

:

20

only when one

is

a motion from a contraiy to the opposite

contrary and the other

is

a motion from the

lattei to

the

former.

But since a motion appears to have contrary to it not 6
only another motion but also a state of rest, we must deter-

mine how

this is so.

strict sense of

26

A motion

has for

its

the term another motion, but

contrary in the
it

also has for

an opposite a state of rest (for rest is the privation of
motion and the privation of anything may be called its
284^ 24 €OTt $€
/jiei/ &V 0 Tov fjLrjKovs apxv*
B€^i6v
rb te TTpSaOev tov fidOovf,
® 224^32 sqq.
There is no need to insert ivavrLov (with Prantl)
after picrop in 1. 19.
'

rov
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and motion of one kind ^ has for its opposite rest
e, g. local motion has local rest.
This state-

of that kind,

ment, however, needs further qualification there remains
the question, is the opposite of remaining at a particular
place motion from or motion to that place ?
It is surely
*

clear that since there are

two subjects between which motion

takes place, motion from one of these (A) to
(B) has foi

its

opposite remaining in

its

contrary 30

while the reverse

motion has for its opposite remaining in B. At the same
time these two are also contraiy to each other for it would
be absurd to suppose that there are contrary motions and not
:

opposite states of

opposed.

States of rest in contraries are^^o^

rest.

To take an example,

a state of rest in health

contrary to a state of rest in disease, and

(2)

is (i)

the motion to

which it is contrary is that from health to disease. For (2)
it would be absurd that its contrary motion should be that
from disease to health, since motion to that in which a thing
is at rest is rather a coming to rest, the coming to lest 5
being found to come into being simultaneously with the

motion
(1)

and one of these two motions

;

it

must

be.

And

rest in whiteness is of course not contrary to rest in

health.

Of

all

things that have no contraries there are opposite

change from the thing and change to the thing,
change fiom being and change to being), but no motion
So, too, of such things there is no remaining though there is
absence of change. Should there be a particular subject,
absence of change in its being will be contrary to absence
of change in its not-being. And here a difficulty may be
raised if not-being is not a particular something, what is
it, it may be asked, that is contrary to absence of change
in a thing’s being ? and is this absence of change a state of

changes

(viz.

e. g.

10

:

rest

?

rest is

If it

is,

then either

it is

not true that every state of

contrary to a motion or else coming to be and

It is clear then that, since we
ceasing to be are motion.
exclude these from among motions, we must not say that
this absence of change is a state of rest : we must say that
it is

similar to a state of rest
^

Reading

in

1.

26

and

Trot^

de

call it
Troid,

absence of change.

with Phil.
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And

will

it

have

for its contrary

either nothing or absence

^

of change in the thing’s not-being, or the ceasing to be of

the thing, for such ceasing to be

coming to be

thing’s

Again, a further

may be

is

is

change to

difficulty

change from

it

and the

it.

may be

raised.

How

is it, it

asked, that whereas in local change both remaining

and moving may be natural or unnatural, in the other changes
this is not so ? e. g alteration is not now natural and now
unnatural, for convalescence is no more natural or unnatuial
than falling ill, whitening no more natural or unnatural
than blackening so, too, with increase and decrease these
are not contrary to each other in the sense that either of
25 them is natural while the other is unnatural, nor is one
increase contrary to another in this sense
and the same
account may be given of becoming and perishing it is not
true that becoming is natural and peiishing unnatural (for
growing old^ is natural), nor do we observe one becoming
We answer that if
to be natural and another unnatural.
SO what happens under violence is unnatural, then violent
peiishing is unnatural and as such contraiy to natural
perishing.
Aie there then also some becomings that are
violent and not the result of natural necessity, and are
therefoie con ti ary to natural becomings, and violent in230^ creases and decreases, e. g. the rapid growth to maturity of
profligates and the rapid ripening of seeds even when not
ao

•

;

;

:

packed close

And how is it with alteiations?
we may say that some alteiations are

in the earth ?

Surely just the same

:

violent while others are natural, e.g. patients alter naturally
5

or unnatuially according as they throw off fevers on the

days or not. But, it may be objected, then we shall
have perishings contrary to one another, not to becoming.^
Certainly and why should not this in a sense be so ? ^ Thus
critical

:

it is

so

if

one perishing

and so one perishing

will

is

pleasant and another painful

be contiary to another not

in

an

no /xj) Bv to be contrary to the ov, then afjLeTa^Xrjcria in the
will have no contrary : if there is, it will have for contraries (a) the
dfjLera^Xrj^jia in the firj ov and (If) the (pSopd which *= pera^oX^
dfiera^

If there is

fiXrjcrias
®

®
*

rov Bvros
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unqualified sense^ but in so far as one has this quality and

the other that.

Now

motions and states of rest universally ^ exhibit

contrariety in the

manner described above, ^

lo

upward

e.g.

motion and rest above are respectively contrary to downward motion and rest below, these being instances of local
contrariety and upward locomotion belongs naturally to
fire and downward to earth, i.e. the locomotions of the two
are contrary to each other. And again, fire moves up
naturally and down unnaturally; and its natuial motion is
;

certainly contiary to

its unnatuial motion.
Similarly with
remaining: remaining above is contiary to motion from

15

above downwards, and to earth this remaining comes unnaturally, this motion naturally. So the unnatural remaining
of a thing

is

contrary to

natural motion, just as

its

we

find

a similar contrariety in the motion of the same thing one
of its motions, the upward or the downwaid, will be natural,
:

20

the other unnatural.

Here, however, the question
that

a coming to a

standstill

of that which

above

arises,

has every state of rest
is this becoming
must be a becoming

not permanent a becoming, and

is

:

is

?

If so, there

at rest unnaturally,

and therefore

this eaith

of earth at rest

e. g.

during the time that

being carried violently upward was coming to a

it

was

standstill.

But whereas the velocity of that which comes to a standseems always to increase, the velocity of that which is
in
carried violently seems always to decrease so it will
a state of rest without having become so. Moreover coming
to a standstill is generally recognized to be identical or at
still

:

25

‘

’

concomitant with the locomotion of a thing to

least

its

proper place.®

There

is

remaining

also another difficulty involved in the view that

in

a particular place

is

contrary to motion from

moving from or discarding
that place. For when a thing
Something, it still appears to have that which is being disis

carded, so that

a state of rest

the contrariety of natural

^

1.

*

In chapter

e.

if

itself

)( violent is

contrary to the 30

no exception.

5.

^
we must not use the term
ends in unnatural rest.
.

is

la-TacrBai to

describe the process that
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motion from the state of rest to its contrary, the contraries
rest and motion will be simultaneously predicable of the
same thing. May we not say, however, that in so far as
the thing

is still

fied sense

part of

231^ to which

it

is

changing

true contrary rather

its

it is

in a state of rest in a quali-

whenever a thing

at the starting-point while part

is

it

stationary

For,^ in fact,

?

:

m

is in
is

motion,

at the goal

and consequently a motion finds
another motion than in a state ®

of rest.

With regard

to motion

and

then,

rest,

explained in what sense each of them

6

is

we have now
one and under

what conditions they exhibit contrariety.
® [With regard to coming to a standstill the question may
be raised whether there is an opposite state of rest to unnatural as well as to natural motions.
It would be absurd
if this were not the case: for a thing may remain still
merely under violence thus we shall have a thing being in
a non-peimanent state of rest without having become so.
But it is clear that it must be the case for just as there is
unnatural motion, so, too, a thing may be in an unnatural
state of rest.
Further, some things have a natural and an
unnatural motion, e. g. fire has a natural upward motion
and an unnatural downward motion is it, then, this unnatural downward motion or is it the natural downward
motion of earth that is contrary to the natural upward
motion? Surely it is clear that both are contrary to it
though not in the same sense : the natural motion of earth
is contrary inasmuch as the motion of fire is also natural,
whereas the upward ^ motion of fire as being natural
is contrary to the downward motion of fire as being un:

:

10

:

15

natural.

The same

is

true of the corresponding cases of

But there would seem to be a sense
of rest and a motion are opposites.]

remaining.

a state
^

Cf. VI

in

which

5.

seems to be used for rjpeftia, Cf 251®- 26.
This confused paragraph following what should be the final
sentence of the book is omitted by six MSS., ignored by Themistius,
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I

if

the terms

‘

VI

continuous

‘

succession' aie understood as defined above

‘continuous’

if

nothing of their

*

own kind

and

‘

in

—things being

in succession

'

if

if

there

intermediate between them

continuous can be composed of indivisibles
a line cannot be composed of points, the line being

nothing that
e. g.

^

their extremities are one, ‘in contact'

their exti'emities are together,
is

and

in contact

is

continuous and the point indivisible.

25

For the extremities

of two points can neither be one (since of an indivisible
there can be no extremity as distinct from

some other

pait)

nor together (since that which has no parts can have no
extremity, the extremity and the thing of which it is the

extremity being

distinct).

that which

is continuous is composed of
must be either continuous or in contact 30
with one another: and the same leasoning applies in the

Moreover,

if

points, these points

Now

for the reason given above 231^
and one thing can be in contact with another only if whole is in contact with whole or
part with part or pait with whole. But since indivisibles have
no parts, they must be in contact with one another as whole
with whole. And if they are in contact with one another as
whole with whole, they will not be continuous for that which
is continuous has distinct parts : and these parts into which 5

case of

all indivisibles.

they cannot be continuous

:

:

divisible are different in this way, i.e. spatially separate.
Nor, again, can a point be in succession to a point or
a moment to a moment in such a way that length can
be composed of points or time of moments for things are
in succession if there is nothing of their own kind interit is

:

mediate between them, wheieas that which is intermediate
between points is always a ^ line and that which is intermediate between moments is always a peiiod of time.
Again,
^

if

length and time could thus be composed of

V. 3.

since they
1. e. if we take any two points (moments) A and B,
cannot touch there is a line (time) between them and on this line (in
^

.

10
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indivisibles,

each

But, as

they could be divided into indivisibles, since
which it is composed.

divisible into the parts of

is

we

saw, no continuous thing

without parts.

Nor can

is

divisible into things

there be anything of any other

between the parts or between the
moments foi if there could be any such thing it is clear that
it must be either indivisible or divisible, and if it is divisible,
kind

intermediate
:

must be

it

divisible either into indivisibles or into divisibles

that are infinitely divisible, in which case

Moreover,

15

ible into

it is

divisibles that are

continuous,

infinitely divisible

were divisible into indivisibles,
visible in contact

it is

plain that everything continuous
:

is

divis-

for if

we should have an

it

indi-

with an indivisible, since the extremities

of things that are continuous with one another are one and

^

are in contact.

The same
time,

and

reasoning applies equally to magnitude, to

to motion:

either all of these aie

composed of

and are divisible into indivisibles, or none.
This may be made clear as follows. If a magnitude is
composed of indivisibles, the motion over that magnitude
must be composed of corresponding indivisible motions
e. g. if the magnitude ABF is composed of the indivisibles
A, B, r, each coriesponding part of the motion AEZ of
over ABF is indivisible. Therefore,^ since where there is
motion there must be something that is in motion, and
where there is something in motion theie must be motion,
therefore the being-moved will also be composed of indiindivisibles

20

25

So traversed A when its motion was A, B when
motion was E, and F similaily when its motion was Z.
Now ^ a thing that is in motion fiom one place to another
cannot at the moment when it was in motion both be in
motion and at the same time have completed its motion at
the place to which it was in motion
e. g. if a man is
walking to Thebes, he cannot be walking to Thebes and at
visibles.
its

;

we can always take another poin^ (moment) r. •. A and B
have between them another thing of the same kind, and so are not

this time)

Omitting the comma in 1. 18.
M. 25 reading
with EH IK
There is a slight anacoluthon, the virtual apodosis being introduced by &arT (232®- 2).
^

*
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we

same time have completed

VI.
his

I

walk to Thebes

saw, Qi traverses the partless section

presence of the motion A.

passed through

A afUr
it

and, as 30

:

in virtue of the

Consequently,

232®

actually

if

being in process of passing through,

the motion must be divisible

passing through,

A

:

for at the

was

neither

time when

at rest nor

12 was
had completed

passage but was in an intermediate state while if it is
passing through and has completed its passage at the same
moment, then that which is walking ^ will at the moment
when it is walking have completed its walk and will be in
its

:

5

the place to which

it is walking ; that is to say, it will have
completed its motion at the place to which it is in motion.^
And if a thing is in motion over the whole ABF and its
motion is the three A, E, and Z, and if it is not in motion
at all over the partless section A but has completed its
motion over it, then the motion will consist not of motions
but of starts, and will take place by ^ a thing’s having
completed a motion without being in motion for on this
assumption it has completed its passage through A without
:

So

be possible for a thing to
have completed a walk without ever walking for on this
assumption it has completed a walk over a particular
distance without walking over that distance. Since, then,
everything must be either at rest or in motion, and 12 is
therefore at rest in each of the sections A, B, and F, it follows
that a thing can be continuously at rest and at the same
time in motion for, as we saw, 12 is in motion over the
passing thiough

it.

it

will

10

:

:

ABF and

any part (and consequently in
if the indivisibles composing
AEZ are motions, it would be possible for a thing in spite
of the presence in it of motion to be not in motion but at
rest, while if they are not motions, it would be possible for
motion to be composed of something other than motions.
And if length and motion are thus indivisible, it is neither
more nor less necessary that time also be similarly indivisible, that is to say be composed of indivisible moments
whole

the whole) of it

^

®

®

at rest in

Moreover,

Reading commas before and after t6 ^abiCov m 1
Which IS ex hyfotkest impossible (231^ 28-30).
Readmg in 1 9 Kai
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the whole distance is divisible and an equal velocity
cause a thing to pass through less of it in less time, the

30 foi if

will

time must also be divisible, and conversely, if the time in
which a thing is carried over the section A is divisible, this
section

And
for

A must

be

also

divisible.

magnitude is divisible

since eveiy

we have shown

that

into

magnitudes

—2

impossible for anything con-

it is

tinuous to be composed of indivisible parts, and every
25

magnitude

is

continuous

—

it

necessarily follows that the

quicker of two things traverses a greater magnitude in an
equal time, an equal magnitude in less time,

magnitude

sometimes given of

the quicker

Now

quicker than B.

30

‘

and a greater

conformity with the definition

in less time, in

A

Suppose that

*.

is

of two things that which

since

changes sooner is quicker, in the time ZH, in which A has
changed from T to A, B will not yet have arrived at A but
so that in an equal time the quicker
will be short of it
:

will pass

More than

over a greater magnitude.

pass over a greater magnitude in less time
in

which

time

ZH

this,

has passed over

time

ZK

time

B being the slower has arrived,
Then since A has occupied the whole

in arriving at

time than

this, it will

for in the

has arrived at A,

us say, at E.

let

232'’

A

:

is

say ZK.
is

less

A,

it

will

Now

0

have arrived at

T©

the magnitude

^

in less

that

A

greater than the magnitude FE, and the

than the whole time

ZH

:

so that the

quicker will pass over a greater magnitude in less time.
5

And

from

this it is also clear that the quicker will pass

over an equal magnitude in less time than the slower.

For since

it

passes over the greater magnitude in less time

passes over

AM

the lesser, the time

HP

than the slower, and (regarded by
the greater in
in

which

it

more time than

passes over

AM

will

AH

itself)

be more than the time IIS
so that, the time DP being

which it passes over AH :
than the time TIX in which the slower passes over AH,
the time U2 will also be less than the time IIX for it is
less than the time HP, and that which is less than some-

lo in

less

:

EGA.
I

r

I

Bekkeris

TA

in L 3 is

a misprint.

BOOK
thing else that

is

less

Hence

that thing.

it

VI. 2

than a thing

232^^

is

also itself less than

follows that the quicker will traverse

an equal magnitude in less time than the slower. Again,
since the motion of anything must always occupy either

an equal time or

less

or

moie time

in

15

comparison with that

of another thing, and since, whereas a thing

is

slower

if its

motion occupies more time and of equal velocity if its
motion occupies an equal time, the quicker is neither of
equal velocity nor slower, it follows that the motion of the
quicker can occupy neither an equal time nor more time.
It can only be, then, that it occupies less time, and thus
we get the necessary consequence that the quicker will pass
over an equal magnitude (as well as a greater) in less time
than the slower.
ao
And since every motion is in time and a motion may
occupy any time, and the motion of everything that is in
motion may be either quicker or slower, both quicker
motion and slower motion may occupy any time and this
being so, it necessarily follows that time also is continuous.
By continuous I mean that which is divisible into divisibles
that are infinitely divisible and if we take this as the defi- 35
nition of continuous, it follows necessarily that time is continuous. For since it has been shown that the quicker will
pass over an equal magnitude in less time than the slower,
suppose that A is quicker and B slower, and that the slower
has traversed the magnitude FA in the time ZH. Now it is 30
clear that the quicker will traverse the same magnitude in
Again,
let us say in the time Z 0
less time than this
since the quicker has passed over the whole FA in the time
Z©, the slower will in the same time pass over FK, say,^
:

:

.

;

which

is

over

FK

time

:

less

than FA.

in the time

And

since B, the slower, has passed 233®

Z©, the quicker will pass over

so that the time

Z© will

again be divided.

it

in less

And

if

magnitude FK will also be divided just
as FA was : and again, if the magnitude is divided, the time
will also be divided. And we can carry on this process for
ever, taking the slower after the quicker and the quicker
after the slower alternately, and using what has been
this is divided the

^

L 33 reading
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Simp.
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demonstrated at each stage as a new point of departure
for the quicker will divide the time and the slower will
divide the length.

good, and
10

If,

then, this altei nation always holds

at every turn involves a division,

evident

is

it

And at the same time
that all time must be continuous.
is
also
continuous for the
it is clear that all magnitude
divisions of which time and magnitude respectively are
susceptible are the same and equal.
Moreover, the current popular arguments make it plain
that, if time is continuous, magnitude is continuous also,
inasmuch as a thing passes over half a given magnitude in
in fact without
half the time taken to cover the whole
qualification it passes over a less magnitude in less time
for the divisions of time and of magnitude will be the same.
And if either is infinite, so is the other, and the one is so in
the same way as the other i. e. if time is infinite in respect
;

15

:

;

of

its

extremities,^ length is also infinite in respect of its

extremities:
30

length

is

is infinite

if

time

is

infinite

in respect of divisibility,

also infinite in respect of divisibility

both respects, magnitude

in

is

:

and

if

time

also infinite in both

respects.

Hence Zeno’s argument^ makes a
asserting that

severally to

come

in contact

with

For there are two senses

time.

false

assumption in

impossible for a thing to pass over or

it is

a finite
which length and time

infinite things in

in

and generally anything continuous are called infinite ’
they are called so either in respect of divisibility or in
‘

35

respect of their extremities.

So while a thing

in a finite

time cannot come in contact with things quantitatively
infinite, it

and so we
30

come

can

of divisibility

:

in contact with things infinite in respect

for in this sense the time itself is also infinite

find that the

the infinite

is

not a

time occupied by the passage over
but an infinite time, and the con-

finite

tact with the infinites is
finite

made by means

of

moments not

but infinite in number.

^

i.

e,

^

i,

e.

extends infinitely in both directions.
one of his arguments for the impossibility of motion, which
ran as follows if motion is possible, a thing can in a finite time pass
over infinite things touching each of them ; but this is impossible
therefore motion is impossible.
Cf. 239'^9-i4, Top, 160^7.
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finite time,

an
be

infinite

finite

time

if

;

the time

and

This

if

time

Now

then,

F,

is

infinite

the magnitude

may be shown

magnitude, and

in infinite

infinite,^

233

and the passage over the

infinite also,

the time.

a

over the

VI. 2

and

let

as

cannot occupy

finite

cannot occupy

the magnitude must
is infinite,

us suppose that

a

period

FA

so also

Let

follows.

let

finite

AB

is

be

traversed

it is

of the time be

35

in this peiiod the thing in

motion will pass 5^ 33
over a certain segment of the magnitude let BE be the
segment that it has thus passed over
(This will be either
an exact measuie of AB or less ^ or gi eater than an exact
measure it makes no difference which it is.) Then, since
taken.

•

:

BE will always be passed over in an
measures the whole magnitude, the
whole time occupied in passing over AB will be finite for
a magnitude equal to

equal time, and

BE

5

:

be divisible into periods equal in number to the
segments into which ^ the magnitude is divisible. Moreover, if it is the case that infinite time is not occupied in
it will

passing over eveiy magnitude, but

over some magnitude, say BE, in a

BE

measures the whole of which

magnitude

is

it is

it

is

possible to pass

finite time,

a part, and

and if this
an equal

if

passed over in an equal time, then

it

10

follows

That infinite
that the time like the magnitude is finite.
time will not be occupied in passing over BE is evident if
the time be taken as limited in one direction ^

:

for as the

part will be passed over in less time than the whole, the

time occupied in traversing this part must be finite, the limit

one direction being given. The same reasoning will also
falsity of the assumption that infinite length can
be traversed in a finite time. It is evident, then, from what
in

show the

m

the strict sense, viz, extending infinitely in both directions.
e the nearest multiple of BE to AB will be less or greater than
AB ; e. g. 4 feet KarafjL^rpei 16 feet (16 being an exact multiple of 4),
3 feet eWeirriL (the nearest multiple being 15, i.e, less than i6), 6 feet
vTTtfpjSdXXei (the nearest multiple being 18, i.e. greater than 16).
Obviously, since the amount by which BE cXXetffft or yrrep^dWet is
always less than BE, it makes no difference to the argument whether
BE IS an exact measure or not.
* I,
7 omit wff, with E, and the comma.
^ i. e. the point B at which the motion begins is fixed, and the
moment at which the motion begins must similarly be regarded
as fixed.
^

1.

*

1.

e.

646-16

L

^
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has been said that neither a line nor a surface nor in fact
anything continuous can be indivisible.
This conclusion follows not only from the present argu-

ment but from the consideration that the opposite assumpFor since
the distinction of quicker and slower may apply to motions
occupying any period of time and in an equal time the
quicker passes over a greater length, it may happen that
it will pass over a length twice, or one and a half times, as

tion implies the divisibility of the indivisible.

ao

great as that passed over

by the slower

:

for their respective

velocities may stand to one another in this proportion.
Suppose, then, that the quicker has in the same time been
carried over a length one and a half times as great as that
traversed by the slower, and that the respective magnitudes
are divided, that^ of the quicker, the magnitude ABrA,^

and that ® of the slower into the two
the time may also be divided
into three indivisibles, for an equal magnitude will be passed
Suppose then that it is thus divided
over in an equal time.
into KA, AM, MN. Again, since in the same time the slower
has been carried over EZ, ZH, the time may also be simiinto three indivisibles,

as indivisibles

EZ, ZH.

Then

larly divided into two.

Thus the

indivisible will

be

divisi-

and that which has no paits will be passed over not in
an indivisible but in a greater time.^ It is evident, there-

30 ble,

fore, that

The
that

is,

nothing continuous

present also

is

is

without parts.

—the

necessarily indivisible

not in the sense in which the word

is

present,

applied to one

its proper and primary
which sense it is inherent in all time. For the
a34® present is something that is an extremity of the past (no part
of the future being on this side of it) and also of the future
(no part of the past being on the other side of it)
it is, as
we have said,® a limit of both. And if it is once shown

thing in virtue of another,^ but in

35

sense

;

in

:

^

Reading
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Reading
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*
The slower will traverse EZ in a greater time than the indivisible
time^ in which the quicker traverses K A.
* i. e. in which it means a penod of time including the
present proper.
* 222 * 12
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and one and the

essentially of this character

will at

it

VI 3

once be evident also that

the present that

is

it is

indivisible.

the extremity of both times

5

must be one and the same: for if each extremity were
different, the one could not be in succession to the other,
because nothing continuous can be composed of things
having no parts and if the one is apart from the other,
there will be time intermediate between them, because
:

everything continuous
intermediate between

is

is something
and described by the same

such that that there

its limits

name

as itself.
But if the intermediate thing is time, it
be divisible for all time has been shown ^ to be divisible. 10
Thus on this assumption the present is divisible. But if
the present is divisible, there will be part of the past in the
future and pait of the future in the past for past time will
be marked off from future time at the actual point of
Also the present will be a present not in the
division.
proper sense but in virtue of something else for the division ^5
which yields it will not be a division proper.^ Furthermore,
there will be a part of the present that is past and a part
that is futuie, and it will not always be the same part that
in fact one and the same present will not
is past or future
®
for the time may be divided at many
be simultaneous
points.^ If, therefore, the piesent cannot possibly have these
characteristics, it follows that it must be the same present
that belongs to each of the two times.^ But if this is so it 30
will

:

:

:

:

:

evident that the present

is

is

also indivisible

:

for if

it is

be involved in the same implications as before.
It is clear, then, from what has been said that time contains
something indivisible, and this is what we call a present.
We will now show that nothing can be in motion in
a present. Foi if this is possible,® there can be both quicker
and slower motion in the present. Suppose then that in
divisible

^

it will

Chapter

2.

not be a foint of division but merely something
intermediate between past and future.
® 234®- 18 reading ro avro afia, with E.
^ i e. the present, being a period of time, can itself be divided into
a number of presents.
i. e. that emis one period of time and begins the next,
® Omitting eWiv after yap in 1 .
25, with E.
® i. e.

**

It
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the present

N

the quicker has traversed the distance AB.

That being

so,

the slower will in the same present traverse

But since the slower

a distance less than AB, say AF.

will

have occupied the whole present in traversing AF, the
30

quicker will occupy less than this in traversing

we

shall

have a division of the present, whereas

to be indivisible.

it

Thus

it.

we found

impossible, therefore, for any-

It is

thing to be in motion in a present.

Nor can anything be at rest in a present: for, as we
were saying,^ that only can be at rest which is naturally
designed to be in motion but is not in motion when, where,
or as

it

would naturally be so:

since, theiefore,

naturally designed to be in motion in a present,

nothing
it is

is

clear

that nothing can be at lest in a present either.

Moreover, inasmuch as

the same present that belongs

it is

and it is possible for a thing to be in
motion throughout one time and to be at rest thioughout
234^ the other, and that which is in motion or at rest for the
whole of a time will be in motion or at rest as the case
35

to both the times, ^

may be

any part of

which it is naturally designed
this being so, the assumption
that there can be motion or rest in a present will carry
in

it

in

to be in motion or at rest

with

it

:

the implication that the same thing can at the same

time be at rest and in motion

same extremity,
5

Again, when

for

we say that a thing

condition in whole and in part

its

uniform with what
tains

no

and the

it

‘previously'

It follows

10

:

both the times have the

the present.

viz.

•

at rest,

is

we imply that

at the time of speaking

is

was previously

:

but the present con-

consequently, there can be no rest in

then that the motion of that which

rest of that

which

is

is in

it.

motion

must occupy time.

at rest

For 4
from something to something, and
when a thing is at the goal of its change it is no longer
changing, and when both it itself and all its parts are at the
starting-point of its change^ it is not changing (for that
Further, everything that changes must be divisible.

since every

change

^

226^ 12 sqq.
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whole and

in pait in

not in a state of change)

;

234'’

4

an unvaiying condition

is

follows, therefore,^ that part of 15

it

changing must be at the starting-point and
foi as a whole it cannot be in both or in
(Here by 'goal of change’ I mean that which
neither.
comes first in the piocess of change: e. g. in a process of
change from white the goal in question will be grey, not
that which

is

part at the goal

black

for

:

it is

:

not necessary that that which

should be at either of the exti ernes.)
fore, that

Now
it is

is

changing

It is evident, there- 20

everything that changes must be divisible

motion

is

divisible in

second place

two

In the

senses.

time that

divisible in virtue of the

it

first

place

In the

occupies.

motions of the
motion e. g. if the whole
AF is in motion, there will be a motion of AB and a motion of
BF. That being so, let AE be the motion of the part AB and
EZ the motion of the part BF. Then the whole AZ ^ must 25
be the motion of AF for AZ must constitute the motion of
AF inasmuch as AE and EZ severally constitute the motions
of each of its parts. But the motion of a thing can never be
constituted by the motion of something else consequently
the whole motion is the motion of the whole magnitude.
Again, since every motion is a motion of something, and
the whole motion AZ is not the motion of either of the
parts (for each of the paits AE, EZ is the motion of one of
the parts AB, BF) or of anything else (for, the whole motion 30
being the motion of a whole, the parts of the motion are
it is

divisible according to the

several parts of that which

is

in

*

:

:

the motions of the parts of that whole

AZ

are the motions of AB,

we

:

and the parts of

BF® and of nothing

else: for,

one cannot be the motion of
moie things than one) since this is so, the whole motion
will be the motion of the magnitude ABF.
Again, if there is a motion of the whole other than AZ,

as

saw,^ a motion that

is

:

say 01 the motion of each of the parts may be subtracted
from it
and these motions will be equal to AE, EZ 35
respectively for the motion of that which is one must be 235^
,

:

:

^

*

Placing a colon before dvdyicj in 1 . 15.
1
Omitting ^
25, with E.
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one.

So

if

may be

the whole motion 01

divided into the

motions of the parts, 01 will be equal to
other hand there
5

is

any remainder, say

AZ

:

if

on the
be a

KI, this will

motion of nothing for it can be the motion neither of the
whole nor of the parts (as the motion of that which is one
must be one) nor of anything else for a motion that is
continuous must be the motion of things that are con:

:

And the same result follows if the division of
©I reveals a suiplus on the side of the motions of the
parts.^
Consequently, if this is impossible, the whole
motion must be the same as and equal to AZ.
This then is what is meant by the division of motion
according to the motions of the parts* and it must be

tinuous.

applicable to everything that
10

Motion

is divisible

into parts.

also susceptible of another kind of division,

is

For since all motion is in time
and in less time the motion is less,
it follows that every motion must be divisible according to
time.
And since everything that is in motion is in motion
in a certain sphere and for a certain time and has a motion

that according to time.

and

15

all

time

is

belonging to

divisible,

it,

it

follows that the time, the motion, the

and the sphere
must all be susceptible of the same divisions
(though spheres of motion are not all divisible in a like
manner thus quantity is essentially, quality accidentally
divisible).
For suppose that A is the time occupied [by the
30 motion B.
Then if all the time has been occupied by
the whole motion, it will take less of the motion to occupy
half the time, less again to occupy a further subdivision of
the time, and so on to infinity. Again, the time will be
divisible similarly to the motion
for if the whole motion
occupies all the time half the motion will occupy half the
time,^ and less of the motion again will occupy less of
being-in-motion, the thing that

is

in motion,

of the motion

.

:

the time,
25

In the same way the being-in-motion will also be divisible.

For

let

r be the whole being-in-motion. Then the being-inof what can this surplus motion be the motion
the motion is regular.

^

1.

e.

*

1.

e. if

?

.
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motion that corresponds to half the motion^ will be less
than the whole being-in-motion, that which coiiesponds to
a quarter of the motion will be less again, and so on to

Moreover by

setting out successively the beingcorresponding to each of the two motions AF
(say) and FE, we may argue that the whole being-in-motion

infinity.

in- motion

will correspond to the

whole motion

(for if it

were some
whole

3®

being-in-motion that corresponded to the

other

motion, there would be moie than one being-in-motion

corresponding to the same motion), the argument being
the

same as that whereby we showed ^

a thing
thing

:

divisible into the

is

for

if

we

that the motion of

motions of the parts of the

take separately the being-in-motion corre-

sponding to each of the two motions, we
whole bcing-in-motion is continuous.®

The same reasoning
length,

and

will

show the

in fact of everything that

shall see that the

divisibility of

the

forms a sphere of

change (though^ some of these are only accidentally
divisible because that which changes is so)
for the division
of one term will involve the division of all. So, too, in the
matter of their being finite or infinite, they will all alike be
either the one or the other. And we now see that in most
cases ® the fact that all the terms are divisible or infinite is
a direct consequence of the fact that the thing that changes
is divisible or infinite: for the attributes ‘divisible’ and
‘infinite’ belong in the first instance to the thing that
changes. That divisibility does so we have already ® shown ;
that infinity does so will be made clear in what follows

35

:

5

Since eveiy thing that changes changes from something
to something, that which has changed must at the moment
^

m

is realized, to KiveitrOai being the
in so far as it actually exhibits Kivriais,
234^ 24 sqq., especially 234^ 34 sqq.
Cf. 235^6: iciVjyo-tff bemg continuous, KivucrBai is so also.

i.e.

state of the
®

®
*

which half the motion
jctyov/xei/ov

The accepted

punctuation seems wrong

the sentence evos yap

.

.

serves to justify not the reservation introduced by itX^v
but the general conclusion as to the divisibility of the terms involved in
dtaipfOri(r€TaL

motion,
® An exception would be
the divisibility of which would
fbllow from that of KivrpTis rather than from that of KipoCpevov,
^ Chapter 7.
* 234'^ 10-20.

235*^

5
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ass’"

changed be in that to which it has changed.
For that which changes retires from or leaves that from
which it changes and leaving, if not identical with changing,
And if leaving is a conlo is at any rate a consequence of it.
sequence of changing, having left is a consequence of having
changed for there is a like relation between the two in

when

It

has

first

:

:

each case.

One kind

of change, then, being change in a relation of

where a thing has changed from not-being
Therefore it will be in
left not-being.
It is
for everything must either be or not be.
being
evident, then, that in contradictory change that which has
changed must be in that to which it has changed. And
if this is true in this kind of change, it will be true in all
other kinds as well : for in this matter what holds good in the

contradiction,
^5

to being

it

has

case of one will hold

good likewise

in the case of the rest.

Moi cover, if we take each kind of change separately, the
truth of our conclusion will be equally evident, on the
giound that that which has changed must be somewhere
something. For, since it has left that from which

20 or in
it

has changed and must be somewheie,

in that to

which

it

it

must be

has changed or in something

either

else.

If,

which has changed to B is in something other
than B, say F, it must again be changing from F to B for
it cannot be assumed that there is no interval ^ between F
and B, since change is continuous.
Thus we have the
then, that

:

35

result that the thing that

when

has changed, at the

moment

changing to that to which it has
changed, which is impossible: that which has changed,
therefore, must be in that to which it has changed.
So it
is evident likewise that that which has come to be, at the
it

has changed,

moment when

it

is

has come to be, will

be^

and that which

Cf. the definition

of e^Sfiepop as b hu
tp ^iTTrjTai (227®" 6).
exact connexion of thought is a little obscure : but the argument
seems to be this : since the change is continuous, the changing thing,
if It has not yet reached the state B, must be
process of reaching it,
for there must be a gap between B and any intermediate state r which
'

The

m

from B, and this gap can be bridged only by a process of
the change being continuous, the changing thing when it
reaches r must be in process of change towards B. Read to B in 1 24,
with Hayduck.
is different

change

:

.
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235

what we have said applies
and its truth is most

universally to every kind of change,

obvious in the case of contiadictory change.
then, that that which has changed, at the
it

has

fiist

We

will

changed,

is

now show

in that to

it

is

clear, 30

has changed.

that the ‘primaiy when* in which

that which has changed

change must be

which

It

moment when

effected

indivisible,

the completion of

where by ‘primary*

I

its

mean

possessing the characteristics in question of
in

virjtue

of the possession of

belonging to

it.

divided at B.
effected in

AB

For

itself and not
them by something else

AT be

let

divisible,

and

let

it

be

If then the completion of change has been 35

or again in BF,

AF

cannot be the primary

thing in which the completion of change has been effected.

on the other hand, it has been changing in both AB and
(for it must either have changed or be changing in each
of them), it must have been changing in the whole AF: 236^
but oui assumption was that AF contains only the completion
It is equally impossible to suppose that
of the change.
one part of AF contains the process and the other the
completion of the change for then we shall have something prior to what is primary.^ So that in which the
completion of change has been effected must be indivisible.
It is also evident, therefore, that that in which that which 5
has ceased to be has ceased to be and that in which that
which has come to be has come to be are indivisible.
But there are two senses of the expression ‘the piimary
when in which something has changed
On the one hand
it may mean the primary when containing the completmi
of the process of change the moment when it is correct
to say it has changed
on the other hand it may mean
the primary when containing the beginning of the process
of change. Now the primary when that has reference to 10
the end of the change is something really existent: for
a change may really be completed, and there is such
a thing as an end of change, which we have in fact shown
to be indivisible because it is a limit. But that which has
If,

BF

:

*

—

‘

*

:

^ sc. Br will have more right than Ar
which the change has been completed.

to

be regarded as that

in
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236*^

reference to the beginning is not existent at all

:

for there

no such thing as a beginning of a process of change,^
and the time occupied by the change does not contain
For
any primary when in which the change began.
suppose that AA is such a primary when. Then it cannot
is

15

be indivisible: for, if it were, the moment immediately
preceding the change and the moment in which the change
begins would be consecutive (and
secutive).

Again,

if

the changing thing

FA ^

whole preceding time
at rest),

it is

moments cannot be con-

at rest in

A

(for

also

®

:

is

at rest in the

we may suppose
so

if

AA is

35

it is
it

be at rest and have changed for it is
Since then AA is not
at rest in A and has changed in A.^
without parts, it must be divisible, and the changing thing
must have changed in every part of it (for if it has changed
in neither of the two parts into which AA is divided, it has
not changed in the whole either: if, on the other hand, it is
in process of change in both parts, it is likewise in process
of change in the whole : and if, again, it has changed in one
of the two paits, the whole is not the primary when in
which it has changed it must therefore have changed in
will simultaneously

20

that

without parts,
:

:

every part).

It is evident, then, that

with reference to the

no primary when

in which
change has been effected for the divisions are infinite.
So, too, of that which has changed there is no primary
part that has changed.
For suppose that of AE the
primary part that has changed is AZ (everything that

beginning of change there

is

:

30

changes having been shown ® to be divisible)

:

and

let

©I

i. e. no fart of the process can be called absolutely first, because
that part may be divided again, thus reaching a prior ‘ first
and so
on to infinity. Similarly of course no fart of the process can strictly
be called the end : but the limit (vepas) exists as such, because it is
not a part of the process but an indivisible something marking the
fact that the process is concluded.
In the same sense there is an apxVi
but It IS not strictly speaking an apxrj peraPoX^St because as yet the
process has not begun ; so it remains true that there is no such thing
iv ^ TTpfitfr® ijp^aro p€ra^dK\eiv.
as
* i e. if the two moments mentioned above are
assumed to be really

^

only one (A).
® It

*
is not in motion in A *, for in a
either at rest or in motion (234^34sqq.).
being indivisible is the same as A.

would be more correct to say

moment nothing can be
*

»

because AA
234!* lo sqq.

sc.

—
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be the time in which AZ has changed. If, then, in the
whole time AZ has changed, in half the time there will be
a part^ that has changed, less than and theiefore prior to
AZ and again there will be another part prior to this, and
yet another, and so on to infinity. Thus of that which
changes there cannot be any primary part that has changed.
It is evident, then, from what has been said, that neither
of that which changes nor of the time in which it changes
is there any primary part.
:

With

35

regard, however, to the actual subject of change^
to say that in respect of

which a thing changes
a difference to be observed.
For in a process
of change we may distinguish three terms that which
changes, that in which it changes, and the actual subject

that

is

there

is

—

man, the time, and the fair complexion.
the time are divisible but with the
fail complexion it is otherwise (though they are all divisible
accidentally, for that in which the fair complexion or any
other quality is an accident is divisible). For^ of actual
subjects of change it will be seen that those which are
classed as essentially, not accidentally, divisible have no
primary part. Take the case of magnitudes let AB be
a magnitude, and suppose that it has moved from B to
a primary where F. Then if BF is taken to be indivisible,
two things without parts will have to be contiguous (which
is impossible): if on the other hand it is taken to be
divisible, there will be something prior to F to which the
magnitude has changed, and something else again prior to
that, and so on to infinity, because the process of division
may be continued without end. Thus there can be no
of change,^

Of these

e.

the

g. the

man and

:

:

with Simp.
the reading of all the MSS.r—awo Be b fAfTafidWei
(‘ the actual thing that changes ' in the particular fxercSc^XoVf e. g. its
place, Its quantity, its quality), explained immediately as icad* b

32 reading

Keeping

eorrat rt,

in

1.

i

in

1.

3 with four

fxerajSaKXH,
®

Reading

MSS. xal

b fiftajSdWft, to

be explained as

above.
generally accepted punctuation can hardly be right, as the
no sort of justification of the immediately preceding statement : it connects rather with the sentence ending ovxed*
ofwim €^€1 (236^ l), the intervening sentence being of a parenthetical
character.
^

lo

’

‘

' 1.
^

5

The

fVet clause contains

i5
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primary ‘wheie’ to which a thing has changed.

we

take the case of quantitative change,

result, for

It

is

here too the change

evident, then, that

be anything essentially

Now

20

is in

we

And

if

shall get a like

something continuous.

only in qualitative motion can theie
indivisible.

everything that changes changes in time, and that

time in which a thing

two
change may be the primary time, or on the other hand it
may have an extended reference, as e. g. when we say that
a thing changes in a particular year because it changes in
a particular day. That being so, that which changes must
in

senses* for the

is

said to

any pait of the primary time in which
is clear from our definition of ‘piimary V
in which the word is said to express just this
it may also,
however, be made evident by the following argument.
35 Let XP be the primary time in which that which is in
motion is in motion and (as all time is divisible) let it be
divided at K. Now in the time XK it either is in motion
or is not in motion, and the same is likewise true of the
time KP.
Then if it is in motion in neithei of the two
parts, it will be at lest in the whole: for it is impossible
that it should be in motion in a time in no part of which
If on the other hand it is in motion in
30 it is in motion.
only one of the two parts of the time, XP cannot be the
primary time in which it is in motion for its motion will
be changing

it

changes.

in

This

:

:

*

have refeience to a time other than XP.
have been in motion in any part of XP.

And now

that this has been proved,

it is

must, then,
evident that

motion must have been in motion
befoie.
For if that which is in motion has traversed the
distance KA in the primary time XP, in half the time
a thing that is in motion with equal velocity and began
its motion at the same time will have traversed half the
distance.
But if this second thing whose velocity is equal
eveiything that

35

It

is

in

®37 has traversed a certain distance in a certain time, the
^
235^ 33. The ^primaiy time'is the irreducible minimum ; thus the
very terms of the definition make it clear that a thing must be changing m the
of the ‘ primary time * in which it changes

6

—
:
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motion must have traversed the
Hence that which is in
motion must have been in motion before.
Again, if by taking the extreme moment of the time

original thing that

same distance

is

in

same time

in the

for it is the moment that defines the time, and time is that 5
which is intermediate between moments we are enabled
to say that motion has taken place in the whole time XP
or in fact in any period ^ of it, motion may likewise be said
to have taken place in every other such period.
But half
the time finds an extieme in the point of division. Therefore motion will have taken place in half the time and in
fact in any part of it
for as soon as any division is made
there is always a time defined by moments. If, then, all
time is divisible, and that which is intermediate between 10
moments is time, everything that is changing must have
completed an infinite number of changes.
Again, since a thing that changes continuously and has
not perished or ceased from its change must either be
changing or have changed in any part of the time of its
change, and since it cannot be changing in a moment, it
follows that it must have changed at every moment in

—

:

the time

’

consequently, since the

moments

are infinite in 15

number, everything that is changing must have completed
an infinite number of changes.
And not only must that which is changing have changed,
but that which has changed must also previously have been
changing, since everything that has changed from something to something has changed in a period of time. For
suppose that a thing has changed from A to B in a moment.
Now the moment in which it has changed cannot be the
same as that in which it is at A (since in that case it would
be in A and B at once) : for we have shown above ^ that
that which has changed,

when

it

has changed,

is

not in

Reading in 1, 4 $ oXo>9 iv ot^ovp xpova. The insertion of a second
having preseems to make o\<os pointless, h ra ttoptI
ceded and cf. below oK&s iv oraovv tS>v p,fpS>v (237®- 8). If the text is
otherwise right, XP°^^ here must mean * period of the whole time ’
otherwise no sense can be given to rois aWoLs : but one would like to
^

rj

after oXco?
.

read something like iv 6t^ovv XP °^9
® 235^ 6 sqq.

rourou), rcS XajSelv

/crX.
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that from which

it

has changed.

If,

on the other hand,

it

a different moment, there will be a period of time interme^diate between the two: for, as we saw,^ moments are

is

35

not consecutive.
of time, and

all

Since, then,

time

is

it

has changed in a period

divisible, in half the

time

it

will

have completed another ^ change, in a quarter another, and
so on to infinity: consequently when it has changed, it

must have previously been changing.
Moreover, the tiuth of what has been said is more
evident in the case of magnitude, because the magnitude
For
30 over which what is changing changes is continuous.
suppose that a thing ® has changed from T to A. Then if
FA is indivisible, two things without parts will be consecuBut since this is impossible, that which is intertive.
mediate between them must be a magnitude and divisible
consequently, before
into an infinite number of segments
the change is completed, the thing changes to those segments.
Everything that has changed, therefore, must previously
have
been changing for the same proof also holds good
35
337^ of change with respect to what is not continuous, changes,
that is to say, between contraries and between contradictories.
In such cases we have only to take the time in
which a thing has changed and again apply the same
reasoning.
So that which has changed must have been
changing and that which is changing must have changed,
and a process of change is preceded by a completion of
and we can never
5 change and a completion by a process
take any stage and say that it is absolutely the first. The
reason of this is that no two things without parts can be
contiguous, and therefore in change the process of division
is infinite,^ just as lines may be infinitely divided so that
one part is continually increasing and the other continually
:

:

:

decreasing.®

where it is shown that moments cannot be
a subdivision (V. 3. 227^ 6).
different from the whole change.

^ 231^6 sqq,
which €x 6fi€vov

^

®

:

1.

e.

1.

30 reading yup n, with F.

*

1.

®

1.

of

is

8 reading

E

with
begin by cutting off half the line, then half of what
remains, and so on, the part cut off thus continuously increasing and
the part remaining continually decreasing.
e.

you

nTrcipor,

may

:
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as?”

evident also that that which has become must lo

previously have been in piocess of becoming, and that

which IS in process of becoming must previously have
become, everything (that is) that is divisible and continuous
though it is not always the actual thing that is in process
of becoming of which this is true sometimes it is some*

thing else, that
e. g.

some part of the thing

the foundation-stone of a house.^

of that which
for

to say,

is

is

that which

in question,

So, too, in the case

perishing and that which has perished
becomes and that which perishes must

contain an element of infiniteness as an immediate consequence of the fact that they are continuous things ^ and
:

15

so a thing cannot be in process of becoming without having

become or have become without having been
becoming.

in process of

So, too, in the case of perishing and having

perished perishing must be preceded by having perished,
and having perished must be preceded by perishing. It is
evident, then, that that which has become must previously
have been in process of becoming, and that which is in
process of becoming must previously have become for all
magnitudes and all periods of time are infinitely divisible.
Consequently no absolutely first stage of change can be
represented by any particular part of space or time which
:

.

the changing thing

Now

7

may

30

occupy.

since the motion of everything that

is

in

motion

occupies a period of time, and a greater magnitude
traversed in a longer time,

it is

is

impossible that a thing

finite motion in an infinite time, if this is 25
understood to mean not that the same motion or a part of
it is continually repeated,^ but that the whole infinite time

should undergo a

is

occupied by the whole

a thing
the

is

finite

finite

motion.

In

in motion with uniform velocity

magnitude

is

all

cases where

it is

clear that

traversed in a finite time.

For

if

^ i. e. the ‘ having become
(completion) of a house must be preceded by its ‘ becoming ’ ; for when a foundation-stone is being laid,
the process is to be regarded not merely as the laying of the foundation-stone but also as the building of the house, of which it is a part.
* 1. e. they are anaf^ara, which being (rvp€xv
therefore ds airupov
’

^laiperd,
®

as e.g. in the case of rotation or the swing of a pendulum.
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part of the motion which shall be a measure of

we take a

the whole, the whole motion

is

completed

in as

many equal ^
Con-

of the time as there are parts of the motion.

30 periods

both in size individually and in number collectively, the whole time must also
be finite for it will be a multiple of the portion, equal to
sequently, since these paits are

finite,

:

the time occupied in completing the aforesaid part multi-

by the number of the parts.
it makes no difference even if the velocity is not
uniform. For let us suppose that the line AB^ reprewhich a thing has been
ss sents a finite stietch over
moved in the given time, and let FA be the infinite time,
238® Now if one part of the stretch must have been traversed
before another part (this is clear, that in the earlier and in
plied

But

the later part of the time a different part of the stretch has

been traversed

:

for as

the time lengthens a different part

of the motion will always be completed in
6

it,

whether the
and

thing in motion changes with uniform velocity or not

.

whether the rate of motion increases or diminishes or
remains stationary this
take

AE a

is

none the

be a measure of AB,

shall

less so),"^ let

part of the whole stretch of motion

Now

this part of the

occupies a certain period of the infinite time:
itself
is

10

occupy an

occupied

by

infinite time, for

the whole AB.

we are assuming

And

if

again

I

us then

AB which
it

motion
cannot

that that

take another

part equal to AE, that also must occupy a finite time in

And

consequence of the same assumption.

if I

taking parts in this way, on the one hand there

which

will

be a measure of the

infinite

time

(for

is

go on
no part

the infinite

cannot be composed of finite parts whether equal or unequal,
because there must be some unity which will be a measure
IS

of things finite in multitude or in magnitude, which, whether

they are equal or unequal, are none the less limited in
magnitude) while on the other hand the finite stretch of
motion AB is a certain multiple of AE consequently the
;

:

motion

AB must be
^

*

1.

accomplished in a

29 omitting

ms,

with E.

Reading in 1 35 t6 AB, with Simp, and Bonitz.
Reading a comma after ^ttov m 1. 6, with Bonitz.
.

®

finite time.

More-

BOOK VL
over

it is

And

so

the

it is

same with coming

to rest as with motion.^

impossible for one and the same thing to be

becoming or of perishing.^

infinitely in process of

The same

238*^

7

reasoning will prove that in a

finite time there
cannot be an infinite extent of motion or of coming to rest,
whether the motion is regular or irregular. For if we take
a part which shall be a measure of the whole time, in this
part a certain fraction, not the whole, of the magnitude

20

be traversed, because we assume that the traversing of
the whole occupies all the time. Again, in another equal
part of the time another part of the magnitude will be
traversed and similarly in each part of the time that we 25
take, whether equal or unequal to the part originally taken.
It makes no difference whether the parts are equal or not,
for it is clear that while the time is
if only each is finite
exhausted by the subtraction of its parts, the infinite
magnitude will not be thus exhausted, since the process of
subtraction is finite both in respect of the quantity subtracted
and of the number of times a subtiaction is made. Consequently the infinite magnitude will not be traversed in
and it makes no difference whether the 30
a finite time
magnitude is infinite in only one direction or in both for
will

:

:

:

:

the same reasoning will hold good.

This having been proved,

a

finite

it is

magnitude traverse an

time, the reason being the

evident that neither can

infinite

same

magnitude

in a finite

as that given above

:

in

magnitude and in 35
each several part likewise, so that in the whole time it will
traverse a finite magnitude.
And since a finite magnitude will not traverse an infinite
in a finite time, it is clear that neither will an infinite 238^
For if the infinite could
traverse a finite in a finite time.
part of the time

traverse the

makes no

it

it

finite,

will traverse

the

finite

a

finite

could traverse the infinite

difference which of the

two

is

motion : either case involves the traversing of the
1

viz.

infinite

infinite time.

A thing that is to avro

#cat

therefore also weirtpaa-pevr}
dei is here equivalent).
A 46-16

for

a finite process of coming to rest (completion of motion) cannot

occupy an
*

;

the thing in

€V is mnepairiJi^pov ; its y€j/e<ris or <f>Bopd is
iv direipcp
which

and cannot be

M
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For when the infinite magnitude A is in
and
motion a part of it, say PA, will occupy the finite
then another, and then another, and so on to infinity.
Thus the two results will coincide: the infinite will have
completed a motion over the finite and the finite will have
traversed the infinite: for it would seem to be impossible

by the

finite.

the motion of the infinite over the finite to occur in

10 for

any way other than by the
either

by locomotion over

fore, since this is impossible,

finite traversing

or

it

by measuring

the infinite

There-

it.®

the infinite cannot traverse the

finite.

Nor again
15

will the infinite traverse the infinite in

infinite includes

the

it

would

the

finite.

Otherwise

time.

it is

finite,

a

nor the

finite

infinite

further prove this in
starting-point.®

the

the

infinite,

nor the

infinite,^ it is

infinite the

evident also that in

time there cannot be infinite motion:

difference does

it

magnitude to be

finite

established that in a finite time neither

will the finite traverse

30

We can

same way by taking the time as our

Since, then,

a

also traverse the finite, for the

make whether we
infinite ?

If either of the

the other must be so likewise:

for

what

take the motion or the

two

is infinite,

for all locomotion is in

space.®

Since everything to which motion or lest

motion or at
that which
35

coming to a stand, when

is

a stand, must be in motion

must be at

is

rest in the natural time, place,

:

for if

is

it

it

natural

is in

and manner,
is coming to

not in motion

it

be coming
to rest.® From this it evidently follows that coming to
a stand must occupy a period of time for the motion of
that which is in motion occupies a period of time, and that
rest

:

but that which

is

at rest cannot

:

^

Reading in

6 to B

Trmepatrfiiiov, with E.
must either travel from end to end of the infinite
(if the infinite could have ends) or be itself traversed by the infinite,
thus ‘ measuring up ' the infinite with itself as the measure.
*
VIZ. by dividing up the nfirepaa-iievo^
the way described
above (238* 22 sqq.) mstead of the rc^itepaarpkvov
* Reading in 1 18 rb Umipov
to Amipov, with FHPK.
® And therefore infinity in any
of the terms must imply spatial
infinity of some sort.
* In this connmon rjpfpi^tcrBm
is identical in meaning with tfrratrBau
®

i.

e.

the

1.

finite

.

8
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coming to a stand has been shown

to be in

motion

consequently coming to a stand must occupy a period of
time.

Again, since the terms quicker and slower * are used
only of that which occupies a period of time, and the process
’

‘

of

coming to a stand may be quicker or

*

slower, the

so

same

conclusion follows.

And

that which is coming to a stand must be coming to
a stand in any pait of the primary time in which it is coming
to a stand. For if it is coming to a stand in neither of
two parts into which the time may be divided, it cannot be
coming to a stand in the whole time, with the result that
^

is coming to a stand will not be coming to a
on the other hand it is coming to a stand in
only one of the two parts of the time, the whole cannot be
the primary time in which it is coming to a stand for it
is coming to a stand in the whole time not primarily but in
virtue of something distinct from itself,^ the argument
being the same as that which we used above about things

that which
stand.

If

:

35

in motion,®

And

just as there is no primary time in which that which
motion is in motion, so too there is no primary time 239®’
in which that which is coming to a stand is coming to a
stand, there being no primary stage either of being in
motion or of coming to a stand. For let AB be the primary
time in which a thing is coming to a stand. Now AB
cannot be without parts : for there cannot be motion in
that which is without parts, because the moving thing
would necessarily have been already moved for part of the
time of its movement : ^ and that which is coming to 5
a stand has been shown to be in motion. But since AB is
therefore divisible, the thing is coming to a stand in every
one of the parts of AB for we have shown above ® that it
is in

:

A

^
new point is here introduced. It is not the apodosis to the
S’ el #crX., which serves only to substantiate the
previous sentence
conclusion already reached : the apodosis is not expressed, but is

m

easily supplied.
^

Reading

»
*

Ch.

m

1.

35

/cod*

erepov^

with EF.

6.

Reading in

L 5 « &p avrov, with E.

®

238^31 sqq.
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coming

is

to a stand in every

primarily coming to a stand.

primarily a thing

is

one of the parts in which

it is

Since, then, that in which

coming to a stand must be a period of

time and not something indivisible, and since all time is
infinitely divisible, there cannot be anything in which

coming to a stand.
there be a primary time at which the
that
which is at rest occurred for it cannot
of
rest
being at
in
which has no parts, because there
that
have occurred
that
which is indivisible, and that in
cannot be motion in
which rest takes place is the same as that in which motion
takes place for we defined ' a state of rest to be the state
of a thing to which motion is natural but which is not in
motion when (that is to say in that ^ in which) motion would
be natural to it Again, our use of the phrase being at
primarily

10

it is

Nor again can

;

:

*

x5

rest

*

also implies that the previous state of a thing

unaltered, not one point only but

two at

is still

being thus
needed to determine its presence: consequently that in
which a thing is at rest cannot be without parts. Since,
then,

it is

divisible, it

least

must be a period of

thing must be at rest in evciy one of

its

time,

parts, as

shown by the same method as that used above

and the

may

be

in similar

demonstrations.
30

So

no primary part of the time and the
and motion are always in a period of
time, and a period of time has no primary part any more
than a magnitude or in fact anything continuous for everything continuous is divisible into an infinite number of
there can be

reason

is

:

that rest

:

parts*

And

since everything that

is

in

motion

is

in

motion

in

a period of time and changes from something to something,

when

motion

comprised within a particular period of
is to say when it fills the whole and
not merely a part of the time in question ® it is impossible
its

is

time essentially— that
35

—

’

226^ 12 sqq.

koI ev ^ (which is here equivalent to ore) is added
sc. time.
simply for the sake of introducing the exact expression used immedi*

ately before.
® 1. 24. It is hard to get any sense out of Bekkeris reading
€v
iKfivQv rivU
The reading of
I Simp, tw iv cKctVov twL will give the

—

EH

BOOK
that in that time that which
against

some

VI. 8
is

in

239
motion should be over
For if a thing—

particular thing primarily.^

—

itself and each of its parts
occupies the same space for
a definite period of time, it is at rest for it is in just these
circumstances that we use the teim ‘being at rest’ when
at one moment after another it can be said with truth that
a thing, itself and its parts, occupies the same space. So
:

—

if this is

being at rest

it

impossible for that which

is

is 30

changing to be as a whole, at the time when

it is

primarily

changing, over against any paiticular thing

(for

the whole

period of time

is divisible),

another

be true to say that the thing,

it

will

parts, occupies the

same

so that in one part of

space.

If this

is

it

after

and its
not so and the
itself

moment, then
be over against a paiticular thing not for any
period of time but only at a moment that limits the time.
It is true that at any moment it is always over against

aforesaid proposition

the thing

is

true only at a single

will

35

a moment 239
it is not possible for anything to be either in motion or at
rest.
So while it is true to say that that which is in motion
is at a moment not in motion and is opposite some particular
thing, it cannot in a peiiod of time be over against that
which is at rest for that would involve the conclusion that
that which is in locomotion is at rest.
something stationary

:

but

it is

not at rest

.

for at

:

9

Zeno^s reasoning, however,
if

everything

and

if

when

that which

it

is in

is

fallacious,

when he says

occupies an equal space

locomotion

is

is

that

at rest,

always occupying such

a space at any moment, the flying airow is therefore
motionless^ This is false, for time is not composed of
required sense, as also would ra itf tS>p iKelvov nvif which I would
suggest as best accounting for the variants.
^ 1. e. a space only just large enough to contain it, not a larger space
of which only part is occupied.
^
Zeno's argument apparently does not prove that the arrow is
klv^Itm is therefore
irdp
at rest because it is not in motion, d^l
not used as a premise, and the best way of emending the passage is
(with Zeller) to treat 17 Kiveirai as a gloss introduced through the
influence of such passages as 238^ 23. ecrn 1. 6 can in the context
tcrov^ but possibly we should insert Kara to la-ov
stand for ccm Kara
after vvv 1 . 7, with Zeller and some MS. support.
fj

5

^

'
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moments any more than any other magnitude
composed of indivisibles.
Zeno’s arguments ^ about motion, which cause so much

indivisible
is

lo

disquietude to those

who

try to solve the problems that

The

they present, are four in number*

asserts the

first

non-existence of motion on the ground that that which

is

locomotion must arrive at the half-way stage before

it

in

This we have discussed above.®
The second is the so-called Achilles and it amounts
to this, that in a lace the quickest runner can never overtake the slowest^, since the pursuer must first reach the
point whence the pursued started, so that the slower must
arrives at the goal ^

‘

15

always hold a lead.

This argument

is

the same in principle

as that which depends on bisection,^ though
in that

it

20 deal

the spaces with which

are not divided

argument

into

halves.

the slower

that

is

we

is

it

diffeis

from

successively have to

The

of the

result

not overtaken

but

:

it

proceeds along the same lines as the bisection-argument

both a division of the space in a certain way leads
is not reached, though the
‘Achilles* goes further in that it affiims that even the

(for in

to the result that the goal

quickest runner® in legendary tradition must

And

same.

is

in his

the axiom that that which holds a lead

never overtaken
while

fail

of the slowest*^), so that the solution must be the

25 pursuit

it

is

false:

holds a lead; but

granted that

it

it is
it is

not overtaken,

it

is

overtaken neveitheless

is

true,
if it

traverses the finite distance prescribed

These then are two of his arguments.
30

The

third

is

that already given above, to the effect that

On

the arguments generally see Noel in the Revue de
physique et de Marale^ vol. i, pp. 107 sqq., and Russell, Principles of
Mathematics^ voL i, chs. 42, 43. Further references to the literature
of the subject are given
Zeller, i.® 755 n,, and in Heath, Gk, Mathematics^ i. 279, 280 n. I, 283 n. 2. The first two arguments are addressed
to those who assert, the second two to those who deny the infinite
divisibility of space and time.
® The remaining half being again divisible into two, and so on to
^

m

infinity.
®

233* 13 sqq.

‘

Reading

®

viz.

®

sc.

^ sc.

in 1 . 15 ^paBvrarovj with E, Themistius, and Simplicius.
the first argument given above, 11. 1 1-14.
Achilles as described by Homer irodas ^Kt>s ‘AxtXXciJff.
the tortoise, proverbial for slowness : cf. Plut. Mor* 1082 E.

—

:

,
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the flying airow

is at rest, which result follows from the
assumption that time is composed of moments: if this
assumption is not granted, the conclusion will not follow.

The
*

fourth argument

Zeno’s fourth argument

*A.pxq rod (rraBiov
r-Ti\
t
?
(s= ((Txarop
roisT),

that concerning the two rows of

^ is

may be

represented thus

Mearop rod arabiov
(= pea-op rap A).

—

TAos- rod arraBiov

(=

ea-xoroprots B).

1

i
A*
I

I

B8 (B? [B« |B5

a»|a» |a* |a5

Ib-i |bj

|bi (B>
I

—

<

—
Cl

I

[ai |aj |a> |A4 |as

I

a« |a» |a8

Fig. r
(S 40»

]

C2 CJ j C‘

I

A« [a? |a“

I

|B8 |B» |B» ]B5 |B4 |B4 |B2 |Bi

—

4

[Ci
I

Ca |C» |04 |C5 [c< |Cr jO®

|A» jA* |A» |A4 jAS

—

I

s-

1

a« |at |as

I

C»
(

I

)—

>.

I

9-(B8 (b? jB» (b» |b* (b» (b» (bi

M

Let C* have reached B‘ at the moment
in the time T.
at the same moment A/'—
and C* are travelling with equal velocity, B^ must
(1) Since
have reached C* (= A^) and must have occupied the same time as C\
Therefore B^*s time = T,
must have travelled a distance equal to
since (a) it
(2)
=5 each
each
equal size
has passed all the
, (y) spaces of
)
must be traversed in equal times if the speed be equal. B\ however,
has only travelled the distance A^-A\ Therefore B\ having travelled
only half the distance, can have occupied only half the time that has

Then

been occupied by

A

B

Therefore

time

Fig. a
(240* 9).

(

C» |cs |c» |04 |C» (c» |cr |C8 j-<—

B% 0

4).

C» |cr |c»

T
=—

(3) O- must have completed the course, since having started at the
middle point of the course it has travelled a distance equal to A^-A^
(=s half the course).
Therefore B^ must also have completed the
course. But for this to have happened (that is to say, for all the B^s
to have passed all the C^s) twice as much time must have elapsed as

Fig. 3
(240* 13).
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bodies, each

row being composed of an equal number of

bodies of equal size, passing each other on a race-course as

they proceed with equal velocity in opposite directions, the
one row originally occupying the space between the goal

35

and the middle point of the course and the other that
between the middle point and the stai ting-post. This, he
thinks, involves the conclusion that half a given time is

240® equal to double that time. The fallacy of the reasoning
lies in the assumption that a body occupies an equal time
in passing with equal velocity a body that is in motion and

a body of equal size that is at rest
instance (so runs the argument),
5

stationaiy bodies of equal size, B,
in

number and

in size to A,

A

.

.

B

which

;

A,

let
,

.

.

is false.

A

.

.

.

For

be the

the bodies, equal

originally occupying the

half of the course from the starting-post to the middle of the

A% and F, F
those originally occupying the other half
from the goal to the middle of the A’s, equal in number, size,
.

.

.

and velocity to B, B . . Then three consequences follow
First, as the B's and the F’s pass one another, the first B
:

,

F

reaches the last
10

at

moment as the first F
moment the first F
whereas the first B^ has passed

the same

reaches the last B.

Secondly,^ at this

has passed

all

A’s,^

was necessary

to enable

the

But the time occupied by
to reach
Therefore
time
2 T.
Thus at the same moment
the time occupied since the start by
in reaching

IS

time
IS

M

=

—T and 2 T.

impossible.

As

T,

Consequently, if motion is possible, half a given
2
equal to double that time, which is absurd. Therefore motion

both
is

«

Q.E.D.

the argument

who attempt

to evade the
space and time, and to
refute scientific theories as to the structure of matter that involve the
view that matter is divisible ultimately into units (oyKoi) occupying
first

is

intended for those

two by denying the

infinite divisibility of

a certain amount of space and yet not themselves divisible, the
assumption that Aristotle stigmatizes as false is not an arbitrary
assumption of Zeno’s own but a deduction from the view criticized.
For a further discussion of the passage and justification of the
rendering given above, see an article by R K. Gaye
the Journal
of Philology^ xxxi. 95 sqq.
^ Reading avfjL^aipef, de, with E^FHK, Alex.
* Reading irdpra rd A, with FKE** and Simplicius.
^ Reading rh fie B, with E and Simplicius.

m
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only half the A’s, and has consequently occupied only half

by

the time occupied

the

fiist F,

since each of the

occupies an equal time in passing each A.

same moment
first

r and

the

all

the B’s have passed

all

two

Thirdly, at the

the F’s

first B will simultaneously reach

:

for the

the opposite

ends of the course, since (so says Zeno) the time occupied
by the first F in passing each of the B*s is equal to that

15

occupied by it in passing each of the A’s, because an equal
time is occupied by both the first B and the first F in passing
all

the A’s,

This

is

the argument, but

it

presupposed the

afoiesaid fallacious assumption.

Nor in reference to contradictory change shall we find
anything unanswerable in the argument that if a thing is
changing from not-white, say, to white, and is in neither
condition, then it will be neither white nor not-white : for
the fact that

it is

not wholly in either condition will not

preclude us from calling

it

most

one or the other, but because most of
essential parts

^

of

it

We call

white or not-white.

thing white or not-white not necessarily because
either

30

are so

:

its

it is

a

wholly

parts or the

not being in a certain

35

from not being wholly in that condition.
So, too, in the case of being and not-being and all other
conditions which stand in a contradictory relation: while
the changing thing must of necessity be in one of the two
opposites, it is never wholly in either.
Again, in the case of circles and spheres and everything
condition

is

different

whose motion

is

confined within the space that

it

occupies,

not true to say that the motion can be nothing but 30
rest, on the ground that such things in motion, themselves and

it is

occupy the same position for a period of time,
and that therefore they will be at once at rest and in motion.
For in the first place the parts do not occupy the same
position for any period of time and in the second place
the whole also is always changing to a different position
for if we take the orbit as described from a point A on a 240^

their parts, will

:

^ 1. e. the parts (not necessarily a majority of the whole) the whiteness of which more especially justifies us in calling the whole thing
white : e.g. we may speak of the sea being white if the c*ests of the
waves are white.
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ci^;cumference,

not be the same as the orbit as

will

it

B

described fiom

or

P

or

any other point on the same

circumference except in an accidental sense, the sense that

man

to say in which a musical

is

5

Thus one
thing will

is

the same as a man.^

always changing into another, and the
never be at rest. And it is the same with the
01 bit is

sphere and everything else whose motion
the space that

Our next point
be

in

is

confined within

occupies.

it

is

that that which

motion except accidentally :

i.

is

without parts cannot 10

e. it

can be in motion

only in so far as the body or the magnitude
10

in

is

motion

and the partless is in motion by inclusion therein,^ just as
that which is in a boat may be in motion in consequence of
the locomotion of the boat, or a part may be in motion in
virtue of the motion of the whole. (It must be remembered,
however, that by

which

is

‘

that which

is

without parts

*

I

mean

that

quantitatively indivisible (and that the case of the

motion of a part is not exactly parallel)* : for parts have
motions belonging essentially and severally to themselves

from the motion of the whole.

15 distinct

may be

The

distinction

seen most clearly in the case of a revolving sphere,

which the velocities of the parts near the centre and of

in

those on the surface are* different from one another and

not one
which is
which a man

from that of the whole this implies that there
;

motion but many.)

As we

have

without parts can be in motion in the sense in
sitting in
ao

but

it

a boat

is in

is

said, then, that

motion when the boat is travelling,
For suppose that it is
itself.

cannot be in motion of

* i. e, the one orbit is the same as the other only in the sense that
they both belong to or are * accidents * of (irufi^eprjKe) the same portion
of space, just as the attributes fiovortKos and avBpcairosmay belong to the

same individual.
* Reading in 1
10
.

/wTrap^^iv, with Simplicius (t&v ewirdpxfiv

E).
’

The

point

is

that ri dfupif can have

no motion

of its

own just

not being d/ifp?, may have motions
of their own as well as accidental motions. It is only in so far as the
pepoy is in motion merely
virtue of the motion of the okov that its
moti<m is comparable with that of the dptpcj.
* Reading in 1 16 eWi, with E,

because

it

is dpepisy

whereas

m

.

/xtpiy,
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changing from

AB

to

—

BP

either

240**

lo
from one magnitude to

another,^ or from one form to another,^ or from

to

its

contradictory

—and

let

some

state

A be the primary time in which

undergoes the change. Then in the time in which it is
changing it must be either in AB or in BP or partly in one
it

and partly

in the other: for this, as

everything that

is

changing.

Now

it

we

saw,®

is

true of 35

cannot be partly in

each of the two: for then it would be divisible into
parts. Nor again can it be in BP: for then it will have
completed the change, whereas the assumption is that the

change is in process.
which it is changing, it

It

remains, then, that in the time in

That being so, it will be
same condition for
a period of time is to be at rest. So it is not possible for 30
that which has no parts to be in motion or to change in any

at rest: for, as

way

for

:

we

is

in

AB.

saw,^ to be in the

only one condition could have made

possible

it

composed of
moments, in which case at any moment it would have
completed a motion or a change, so that it would never be 241®
in motion, but would always have been in motion.
But
this we have already shown above ® to be impossible time
is not composed of moments, just as a line is not composed
of points, and motion is not composed of starts for this
theory simply makes motion consist of indivisibles in exactly 5
the same way as time is made to consist of moments or
a length ® of points.
Again, it may be shown in the following way that there
can be no motion of a point or of any other indivisible.
That which is in motion can never traverse a space greater
for

to have motion, viz. that time should be

it

:

:

than

itself

than

itself.

must

first

traverse a space equal to or less than

since

it is

indivisible, there

^

without

sc. either

® SC.

Kara

traversing a space equal to or less

first

That being

so, it is evident that the point also

Kara roirop or Kara

can be no space

itself.

less

than

But
itself

itoa-ov,

itolov.

pointed out that only the third
(234^ 15) : the other two
are included here only for the sake of completeness.
®

234^ 10 sqq., where, however,

alternative here

!!

®

23i»i8sqq.

mentioned

it is

is really possible

®

Jfleading in

1.

6

with

E and

Simp.

10
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for

it

ti averse first

to

equal to

for the point, as
itself,

be

so

it

it

will

have to traverse a distance
be composed of points,

line will

continually tiaverses a distance equal to

a measure of the whole

will be

impossible,

is

:

Thus the

itself.

it is

line.

But

since this

likewise impossible for the indivisible to

in motion.

always in a period of time and
all time is divisible, for every^
thing that is in motion there must be a time less than that
For
that
itself.
as
in which it traverses a distance as great
in which it is in motion will be a time, because all motion
Again^ since motion

is

never in a moment, and

a period of time ; and all time has been shown above ^
to be divisible. Therefore,^ if a point is in motion, there
is in

must be a time less than that ^ in which it has itself traversed
any distance.® But this is impossible, for in less time it
must traverse less distance, and thus the indivisible will be
divisible into something less than itself, just as the time is
so divisible the fact being that the only condition under
which that which is without parts and indivisible could be
in motion would have been the possibility of the infinitely
small being in motion in a moment: for in the two
questions that of motion in a moment and that of
motion of something indivisible the same principle is
:

—

—

involved.

Our next

point is that no process of change is infinite
every change, whether between contradictories or
between contraries, is a change from something to something.
Thus in contradictoiy changes the positive or the
for

negative, as the case
limit

may

be,

is

the limit,

of coming to be and not-being

to be:

and

in

is

e. g,

being

is

the

the limit of ceasing

contrary changes the particular contraries

are the limits, since these are the extieme points of

any

such process of change, and consequently of every process
Reading in L 17 (with E and apparently Simplicius) iv
23 sqq.
Omitting in 1 19, with FHK.
^ Reading (with
E Them Phil.) ^ iv w.
1*^
® sc, a distance equal to itself, which is the least it can travel
(24
It would be easier if we could read ocrov avrfj or tcrov avryj for avTTj
1 j).
with (apparently) Philoponus and Themistius.
^

® 232'^

®

f;
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some
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Similarly contraries are the extreme

and decrease the limit of
magnitude proper

points of processes of increase
is

always dependent upon^

for alteration is

contraries.

increase

241’

:

to be found in the complete

to the peculiar nature of the thing that

the limit of decrease

Locomotion,
way, since it

it is

is

is

is

increasing, while 241^

the complete loss of such magnitude.

we cannot show

true,

to be finite in this

that which cannot be cut (in the sense that
ceivable that

it

should be

used in several senses

which

But

not always between contraries.
cut,

—since

it

since

incon-

is

the term ‘cannot* being

it is

inconceivable that that

5

be cut should be in process of
being cut, and generally that that which cannot come to
be should be in process of coming to be, it follows that it
is inconceivable that that which cannot complete a change ^
should be in process of changing to that to which it cannot
complete a change.^ If, then, it is to be assumed that that
which is in locomotion is in process of changing, it must
be capable of completing the change.^ Consequently its
motion is not infinite, and it will not be in locomotion
in this sense cannot

over an infinite distance, for

it

cannot traverse such a

10

distance.
It is evident, then, that

a process of change cannot be

infinite in the sense that it is

not defined by limits.

remains to be considered whether

it

sense that one and the
infinite in respect of

not one process,
prevent

its

it

it is

But

possible in the

same piocess of change may be

the time which

it

occupies.

would seem that there

being infinite in this sense

;

e. g,

is

If

it is

nothing to

if

a process

of locomotion be succeeded by a process of alteration and
that

by a process of

increase

and that again by a process

^ That this is the meaning of
here seems clear. It is unlikely
that the starting-point of the change should be insisted upon rather
than the final limit : cf. 241®- 29, 30 above. Aristotle means that
the existence of dKKoictxris always implies the existence of a pair of

contraries.

For the different senses of abvvarov see Meiaph. A. 1019^ 19 sqq.
Reading in 11. 7 (after ro), 8, and 9 (with one MS ) fiera^akfiv^
the aorist being necessary to denote the act as opposed to the
process of change*: cf. riirjBrjvcu )( T€fiv€a-$ai above. Simplicius apparently had fierafioKeLv,
®

®
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of coming to be

:

in this

so far as the time

is

way there may be motion

concerned, but

it

will

for ever

not be one

all these motions do not compose one.
be one process, no motion can be infinite in
respect of the time that it occupies, with the single excep-

motion, because
If it is to

20 tion

of rotatory locomotion.

—
«

241^^

BOOK VIP
I

Everything

is in motion must be moved by somehas not the source of its motion in itself 35
evident that it is moved by something other than itself,

thing.
it is

For

that

if it

must be something

moves it. If on the
motion in itself, let AB
be taken to represent that which is in motion essentially of
itself and not in virtue of the fact that something belonging
to it is in motion. Now in the first place to assume that
AB, because it is in motion as a whole and is not moved 30
by anything external to itself, is therefore moved by itself
this is just as if, supposing that KA is moving AM and is
for there

other hand

it

else that

has the source of

its

we were to deny ^ that KM is moved
by anything on the ground that it is not evident which is
the part that is moving it and which the part that is moved.

also itself in motion,

In the second place that which

is

moved by anything does not

in

motion without being

necessarily cease from its

motion because something else is at rest, but a thing must 242®*
be moved by something if the fact of something else having
ceased from its motion causes it to be at rest. Thus,® if
this is accepted, everything that is in motion must be
moved by something. For AB, which has been taken to 5
represent that which is in motion, must be divisible, since
everything that is in motion is divisible. Let it be divided,
then, at F.

Now

if

be in motion : for
motion while BF

FB

is

is

AB will not
AF would be in
AB cannot be in

not in motion, then

if it is, it is

at rest,

clear that

and thus

' On the text of this book, see Shute, Anecdota
Oxoniensia^
Classical Series, vol. 1, part 3. For the purposes of this translation
the Teubner text of Prantl has been taken as the standard for chapters

J to 3.
®

It will

before

make no
<t>a<rKot

difference to the translation whether

or not

et is repeated
In view of the intervening clause the repe-

does not seem impossible.
The use of yap implies a slight

tition
*

ellipse

: ^

{I

make this point) for

•

10
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motion essentially and primarily.
But ex hypothesi AB
is in motion essentially and primarily.
Therefore if FB
is not in motion AB will be at rest.
But we have agreed
that that which is at rest if something else is not in motion
must be moved by something. Consequently, everything
that is in motion must be moved by something for that
15 which is in motion will always be divisible, and if a part of
it is not in motion the whole must be at rest.
Since everything that is in motion must be moved by
something, let us take the case in which a thing is in
locomotion and is moved by something that is itself in
motion, and that again is moved ^ by something else that
is in motion, and that by something else, and so on con20 tinually
then the series cannot go on to infinity, but
there must be some first movent. For let us suppose that
this is not so and take the series to be infinite.
Let A
then be moved by B, B by F, F by A, and so on, each
member of the series being moved by that which comes
:

:

Then

movent while
and the motion of
the moved and the motion of the movent must proceed
simultaneously (for the movent is causing motion* and
next to

it.

causing motion

moved

is

since ex hypothesi the

also itself in motion,

being

moved

evident

35

the

30

and each of the
other moved movents are simultaneous. Let us take the
motion of each separately and let E be the motion of
A, Z of B, and H and © respectively the motions of F and A:
for though they are all moved severally one by another,
yet we may still take the motion of each as numerically
one, since every motion is from something to something
and is not infinite in respect of its extreme points. By
a motion that is numerically one I mean a motion that
proceeds from something numerically one and the same to
something numerically one and the same in a period of
time numerically one and the same : for a motion may be
it is
the same generically, specifically, or numerically

is

simultaneously)

it

is

that the respective motions of A, B, F,

35

:

^

®

with Par. 1859.
Reading in I. 19
Reading in 1. 24 (with the MSS.) yap Kipti,

;:

BOOK
same

generically the

1242“

belongs to the same category,

if it

substance or quality

e. g.

VII. I

specifically the

it is

:

same

if it

proceeds from something specifically the same to something
specifically the same, e. g.

good to bad, which

from white to black or from

not of a kind specifically distinct

is

^
:

proceeds from something 242 ^
numerically one to something numerically one in the same
period of time, e g. from a particular white to a particular
numerically the same

is

it

if it

black, or from a particular place to a particular place, in

a particular period of time

:

for if the period of time

were

not one and the same, the motion would no longer be
numerically one though

it would still be specifically one.
have dealt with this question above.^ Now let us
^
further take the time in which A has completed its motion,
and let it be represented by K. Then since the motion of
But since the
is finite the time will also be finite.
movents and the things moved are infinite, the motion

We

EZH0,

i.

e.

the motion that

is

composed of all the inFor the motions of 15

dividual motions, must be infinite.

and the others may be equal, or the motions of the
may be greater but assuming what is conceivable,^
we find that whether they are equal ® or some aie greater, in
both cases the whole motion is infinite. And since the
motion of A and that of each of the others are simultaneous,
the whole motion must occupy the same time as the motion
of A but the time occupied by the motion of A is finite
consequently the motion will be infinite in a finite time,
which is impossible.®
It might be thought that what we set out to prove has
A, B,

others

:

:

^

e.

I.

*

^

dya$d and

Read

cidor.

in

1.

icaxa

37

4 227'* 3 sqq.
Reading m 1 . 10

els

themselves admit of further differences Kar
kokop ddidtpopoPj with the MSS.

V.

rfjs

rou A, with the

MSS.

certain conceivable cases : it will not do to assume the other
possible case, viz. that in which, as we proceed backwards along the
than
series of motions, they become less ; for if Z were less than E,
Z, and so on to infinity, $ dXrj kIpijo-is would not be dnupos*
^

1

e.

H

*

Reading

*

i.

re w-m, with Simp.
in 1 . 17
impossible in such cases as we are considering, though
the present case has not as yet been shown to be one of such cases
cf. the immediate sequel.
^ sc that there is a Trp&rov kipovv»
e.

64«»18

it IS

N
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20

thus been shown, but our argument so far does not prove
it does not yet prove that anything impossible
from the contrary supposition for in a finite time
there may be an infinite motion, though not of one thing,
it,

because

results

:

many and

but of
is

:

the case that

in

we

so: for each thing accomplishes

are considering this

its

own motion, and

no impossibility in many things being in motion
But if (as we see to be universally the
case) that which primarily is moved locally and cor25poreally^ must be either in contact with or continuous
with that which moves it, the things moved and the movents must be continuous or in contact with one another,
so that together they all form a single unity whether this
Unity is finite or infinite makes no difference to our present
argument; for in any case since the things in motion are
infinite in number the whole motion will be infinite, if. as is
theoretically possible, each motion is either equal to or
there

is

simultaneously.

:

greater than that which follows

it

in the series: for

we

which is theoretically possible.
If, then, A, B, P, A form an infinite magnitude^ that
passes through the motion EZH 0 in the finite time K,
this involves the conclusion that an infinite motion is
passed through in a finite time and whether the magnitude

shall take as actual that
30

:

imTherefore the series must come to an end, and

in question is finite or infinite this is in either case

possible.

there

must be a

first

movent and a

243®^ fact that this impossibility results
*
of a particular case

is

is

first

moved

;

^

for the

only from the assumption

immaterial, since the case assumed

and the assumption of a theoreought not to give rise to any impossible

theoretically possible,

tically possible case

result
^ Locomotion caused by something acting on the body is here
opposed to locomotion caused by something acting on the mmd, e. g.

ro 4pntrr6v»
*

Reading in 1 . 31 (with the MSS.) SiTretpop n. There is no need to
alter (with Prantl) tmtipov to r&v airtipav, as it is easy to take the words
to airttpov at the end of the sentence as an after5 TO irtTrepaorpePov
thought added for the sake of completeness.
* For ical Kivovptvov we should rather expect
Kipovpepov (not moved
by anything else), and this is what Simplicius seems to have read.
^ sc. the case in which each motion is either equal to
or greater
than the motion that follows it in the series.

BOOK
That which

2

that

it

is

the

supplies not

first
*

moved by

it

intermediate

movent of a thing

is

I

mean

between them).
is

—

in the sense

but the
always together with that which is

(by ‘together’

wherever one thing

»43

that for the sake of which

—

source of the motion

VII. 2

that there

This

moved by

’

is

nothing

universally tiues

is

And

another.

since there

are three kinds of motion, local, qualitative, and quantithere must also be three kinds of movent, that
which causes locomotion, that which causes alteration, and
that which causes increase or decrease.
Let us begin with locomotion, for this is the primary
motion. Everything that is in locomotion is moved either
by itself or by something else. In the case of things that
are moved by themselves it is evident that the moved and
the movent are together: for they contain within themtative,

selves their

between.

first

movent, so that there

The motion of

things that are

that which

motion,

:

15

for there are

by something other than

four kinds of locomotion caused

twirling.

nothing in

moved by some-

thing else must proceed in one of four ways

is in

is

lo

viz. pulling,

pushing, carrying, and

All forms of locomotion are reducible to these.

Thus pushing on

a form of pushing in which that which

is

away from

is

causing motion

it

pushes and continues to push

itself^ follows
it:

up that which

pushing off occurs

when the movent does not follow up the thing that it
throwing when the movent causes a motion 20
away from itself^ more violent than the natural locomotion 243^
has moved

;

moved, which continues its course so long as
by the motion imparted to it. Again,
pushing apart and pushing together are forms respectively
of pushing off and pulling: pushing apart is pushing off,
which may be a motion either away from the pusher or
away from something else, while pushing together is pulling,
which may be a motion towards something else as well as
of the thing
it

is

controlled

towards the puller.

We may

varieties of these last two,

the former

is

similarly classify all the

e. g.

packing and combing:

a form of pushing together, the latter a form

of pushing apart.
^

The same
Reading

is

true of the other processes

in ® 19, ^ i,

d</>*

avrov.

5

.
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all be found to
be forms of pushing apait or of pushing together),^ except
such as are involved in the processes of becoming and
(At the same time it is evident that there is no
10 perishing.
other kind of motion but ^ combination and separation for
they may all be apportioned to one or other of those already

of combination and separation (they will

:

Again, inhaling

mentioned.)

a form of pushing

:

is

a form of pulling, exhaling

and the same

is

true of spitting

and of

all other motions that proceed thiough the body, whether
secretive or assimilative, the assimilative being forms of
15

pulling, the

secietive

of pushing

ofif.

All other kinds

of locomotion must be similarly reduced, for they

all fall

under one or other of our four heads. And again, of these
four, carrying and twirling are reducible to pulling and
pushing. For carrying always follows one of the other

which is carried is in motion
upon something that is in
20 motion, and that which carries it is in doing so being either
344®- pulled or pushed or twirled ; ® thus carrying belongs to all
the other three kinds of motion in common. And twirling
is a compound of pulling and pushing, for that which is
twirling a thing must be pulling one part of the thing and
pushing another part, since it impels one pait away from
If, therefore, it can
itself and another part towards itself.
be shown that that which is pushing and that which is
pulling are adjacent respectively to that which is being
5 pushed and that which is being pulled, it will be evident
that in all locomotion theie is nothing intermediate between
three methods,

for that

accidentally, because

8-9

^

II,

*

Reading

drraaai

in

1.

,

,

it

is

in or

(rw<o<r«ff is parenthetical.

li (with the

MbS.and Bekker)

? (TvyKpurLs*

Prantl

to ffi the meaning would then be ‘ combination and separation
do not constitute a kind of motion distinct from those enumerated \
But this would be in part a repetition, and
part (so far as yeWi? and
(t>Bopd are concerned) a contradiction, of the preceding sentence. The
reading of the MSS. is defensible if we regard dpa
. (Iprjpev&p as
a parenthesis, the sense being that from another point of view we may
reduce all kinds of motion to o-uyfcpio-ts and dtaKpims, which are coextensive with Sktls and
* 1. e. unless ro vxovp happens to be a living being, but that case
need not be considered, as Aristotle’s object is to prove that t6 np&rov
Kivovv dpn rS Ktpovphta €<rn, which has already been proved in the case
of things that avrd v(f> avr&p KtPfirai^ among which tp^vxa are of course
included. Cf. 243* 13 above.
alters

rj

m
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moved and movent. But the former fact is clear even
from the definitions of pushing and pulling, for pushing is
motion to something else from oneself or from something
else, and pulling is motion from something else to oneself
else, when the motion of that which is
quicker^ than the motion that would sepaiate^
fiom one another the two things that are continuous:®

or to something

pulling

is

10

it is this that causes one thing to be pulled on along
with the other. (It might indeed be thought that there is
a form of pulling that arises in another way : that wood,

for

a manner different from that desciibed
But it makes no diffeience whether that which
pulls is in motion or is stationary when it is pulling in the
latter case it pulls to the place where it is, while in the
former it pulls to the place where it was.) Now it is impossible to move anything either from oneself to something else
or fiom something else to oneself without being in contact
e. g.

pulls fire in

above.

:

with
is

it

it is

:

evident, theiefore, that in all locomotion there 244^

nothing intermediate between

Nor

again

is

moved and movent.

there anything intermediate between that

which undergoes and that which causes alteration this can
be proved by induction for in every case we find that the
respective extremities of that which causes and that which
undergoes alteration are adjacent. For^ our assumption
:

:

is

that things that aie undergoing alteration are altered in

virtue of theii being affected in respect of their so-called

^

^

Reading
Reading

in

9

1.

in

1.

with Simp.
10 cKkovtos t^s

darroav,

with Par. 1S59 and

Simp

The second motion
1. e. the thing" pulling and the thing pulled.
the natural resistance of the thing pulled, which seeks to disconnect
®

IS

from that which is pulling
1
Reading
4 to Trpoirov

Itself
*

m

it.

dXXowup.€»^ov. vtroKHrai yap rjplp to rh
dKKoiovpcpa Kara ras TradqTiKas Xeyopivas TTOiorqras 7rd<r)(0PTa dXkoiovcrBaL*
TO yap noibv aWotovrai t(5 al(rdr)rbv ^ipat* alcrdrjrd 6’ f o'Tti', ols Biafpipovari rd
.

wrap yap crS>p.a rrdapxiTos 8ia<p€p€i toi 9 aladrjTOiSf rj
Kal
fj
t^ paWoy koI ^ttov toIs auroi^* dXXd
dWoiovrai to dWoiovpeyop vtto toup €lpi)p€P<jov, It seems clear that in the
text as given by Bekker something ‘must have dropped out between
dWotovpepop and virb tS>p €lpr]p€va>vi and Prantl would restore it
as above, partly from Simplicius and partly from the second text as
Even so the connexion of thought is not quite
six MSS.
given
For the term TradjjTtKat rroLOTTpres cf. Cat, vni. 9^*28 sqq
clear.
(Tcopara

dXXTjXcai/*

nXelocriv

m

rj

15
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which is of a certain quality is
and the characteristics in
which bodies differ from one another are sensible characfor every body differs from another in possessing
teiistics
affective qualities, since that

alteied in so far as

is

it

sensible,

;

number of sensible characteristics or in
same sensible chaiacteristics in a greater or
degree. But the alteration of that which undergoes

a gi eater or lesser
possessing the
lesser

is also caused by the above-mentioned characwhich are affections of some particular underlying

alteration
5 teristics,

quality.^

by becoming
and we make these
inanimate and of what is animate,

Thus we say that a thing

is

hot or sweet or thick or dry or white

altered

:

assei lions alike of what is
and further, where animate things are in question, we make
them both of the parts that have no power of senseFor in a way
10 perception and of the senses themselves.
even the senses undergo alteration, since the active sense
is a motion through the body in the course of which the
sense ^ is affected in a certain way. We see, then, that
the animate is capable of every kind of alteration of which
the inanimate is capable : but the inanimate is not capable
of every kind of alteration of which the animate is capable,
it is not capable of alteration in respect of the senses
moreover the inanimate is unconscious of being affected by
245® alteration, whereas the animate is conscious of it, though
there is nothing to prevent the animate also being un-

since

15

conscious of

it

when the piocess of the

concern the senses.

alteration does not

Since, then, the alteration of that

which undergoes alteration is caused by sensible things,
in every case of such alteration it is evident that. the
respective extremities of that
5

which causes and that which

undergoes alteration are adjacent.

Thus the

air is con-

tinuous with that which causes the alteration,^ and the

body that undei'goes
Again, the colour

^

Reading in

1.

is

alteration

is

continuous with the

6 (with the

MSS. and Bekker)

irot6TriTos,
* maBricns in this

passage is used in such a way as
meanings of sense-perception ^ and of ^ sense-organ ^
*

i.

e» in cases of

air.

continuous with the light and the light

such as Bepftavms^

viroK€ifjLivrjs

to include the

BOOK
And

with the sight.^
smelling
the

:

for the

same

primary movent

Similarly,

air.

the

VII. 2

in

is

345
true of hearing

in respect to the

and

moved is

the case of tasting, the flavour

adjacent to the sense of taste.

^

is

And it is just the same in the

ro

case of things that are inanimate and incapable of sense-perception.

.

Thus

there can be nothing intermediate between

that which undergoes and that which causes alteration.

Nor, again, can there be anything intermediate between
that which suffers and that which causes increase

:

for the

part of the latter that starts the increase does so

by

becoming attached in such a way to the former that the
whole becomes one. Again, the decrease of that which
suffers decrease is caused by a part of the thing becoming
detached. So that which causes increase and that which 15
causes decrease must be continuous with that which suffers
increase and that which suffers decrease respectively and
if two things are continuous with one another there can be
nothing intermediate between them.
It is evident, therefore, that between the extremities of
the moved and the movent that are respectively first and last 245^
:

in reference to

3

Everything,

Py

the moved there

we

is

nothing intermediate.

say, that undergoes alteration

sensible causes,

and there

is

that are said to be essentially affected

The

truth of this

Of

is

is

altered

alteration only in things

by

sensible things.

to be seen fiom the following con-

5

would be most natural
to suppose that there is alteration in figures and shapes,
and in acquired states and in the processes of acquiring and
losing these
but as a matter of fact in neither of these
two classes^ of things is theie alteration.
In the first place, when a particular formation® of a
siderations.

all

other things

it

:

thing

is

we do
we do not

completed,

material: e.g.

by the name of

its 10

not

call it

call

the statue ‘bronze* or the

^ Terms are used somewhat loosely all through this passage, cf.
the illumiHere
Is the coloured surface,
aMffo-i? above.
nated air, and oyf/is the organ of sight.
^ axfipLara and jxofxpaL make up one class as against
hence
;
ovBfrepoK*
^
Simp.
Omitting /cal pvOfiiiofupoy in 1. 9> with Par. i8S9

*45 ®
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pyramid ^ wax or the bed * wood *, but we use a derived
expression and call them ‘of bronze’, ‘waxen,’ and
wooden respectively. But when a thing has been affected
and altered in any way we still call it by the original
name : thus we speak of the bronze or the wax being dry
’

*

*

‘

or fluid or hard or hot.^

And

15

not only so

;

we

also speak of the particular fluid

or hot substance as being bionze, giving the material the

same name
246^

as that which

we

use to describe the affection.®

Since, theiefore, having regard to the figure or shape of

a thing we no longer

call that

which has become of a certain

by the name of the material

that exhibits the figure,
whereas having regard to a thing’s affections or alterations

figure

we

5

call it

still

by the name of its

material,

it is

evident that

becomings of the former kind cannot be alterations.
Moreover it would seem absurd even to speak in this way,
to speak, that is to say, of a man or house or anything else
that has come into existence as having been altered. Though
it

may be true

that every such

result of something’s

becoming

being alteied, the

necessarily the

is

result, e.g. of

the

material’s being condensed or rarefied or heated or cooled,

nevertheless

lo

it is

not the things that are coming into exist-

ence that are altered, and their becoming is not an alteration,
Again, acquired states, whether of the body or of the soul,

For some are excellences and others
is an alteration:
a perfection (for when anything acquires its

are not alterations.

are defects, and neither excellence nor defect

excellence

is

proper excellence
15

that

we have a

we

call it perfect, since it is

thing in

its

natural state

:

then

e. g.

if

ever

we have

when we have one as good as possible),^
a perishing of or departure from this condiSo just as when speaking of a house we do not call

a perfect

ciicle

while defect
tion,

its arrival

is

at perfection

an alteration

(for it

to suppose that the coping or the tiling is
*

sc.

®

Reading

would be absurd
an alteration or

candle.
in

1.

13 (with four

MSS.)

^rjpovyap Koi vypov koi cncKtipop

Kni B€pp6v,
®

B

that which is vyp6p or Btppov (has the ttuBo^ of vypBrtis or
we may denote by the expression to Btppov or ro vyp6 v*
Omitting in 1 16 Kai orav, with Par. 1659.
i.

e.

ppoTffs)
*

BOOK
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coping or

its

its tiling

a house

is

altered 20

same also holds good in the case of
excellences and defects and of the persons or things that
possess or acquire them
for excellences are perfections *46^
of a thing’s nature and defects are departures from it:
and not

perfected), the

:

consequently they are not alterations.

we say that all excellences depend upon parThus bodily excellences such as health

Further,

ticular relations.

and a good

state of

body we regard

as

consisting in a

5

blending of hot and cold elements within the body in due
proportion, in relation either to one another or to the sur-

and in like manner we regard beauty,
and all the other bodily excellences and defects.
Each of them exists in virtue of a particular relation and
puts that which possesses it in a good or bad condition
with regard to its proper affections, where by ‘proper*
rounding atmosphere

;

strength,

affections I

mean

those influences that from the natural

piomote or destroy

constitution of a thing tend to
existence.

Since, then, relatives aie

alterations nor the subjects of alteration or of

or in fact of any change whatever,

it is

states nor the processes of losing

and acquiring

though

alterations,

perishing

a

is

it

may be

its

neither themselves 10

becoming

evident that neither
states are

true that their becoming or

necessarily, like the

becoming or perishing of 15

specific character or form, the result of the alteration

of certain other things,

e. g.

hot and cold or dry and wet
may be, on which

elements or the elements, whatever they
the states primarily depend.
or excellence involves a

For each

several bodily defect

1 elation with those things from

which the possessor of the defect or excellence
subject to alteration
to be unaffected

:

thus excellence disposes

by these

is

natuially

its

possessor

influences or to be affected

by

those of them that ought to be admitted,^ while defect
disposes

its

unaffected

And

the case

soul, all of

is

which

by them

or to be

that ought to be admitted.

similar in regard to the states of the 20
(like

those of body) exist in virtue of !?47^

The alternative is added because, while some would use rraBrj only
a bad sense, others would recognize both good and bad irdBrj,

'

in

possessor to be affected

by those of them
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particular relations, the

excellences being perfections of

and the defects departures from it
moreover,
excellence puts its possessor in good condition, while defect
puts its possessor in a bad condition, to meet his proper
affections.
Consequently these cannot any more than the
6 bodily states be alterations, nor can the processes of losing
and acquiring them be so, though their becoming is necessaiily the result of an alteration of the sensitive part of the
soul, and this is altered by sensible objects
for all moral
excellence is concerned with bodily pleasures and pains,
which again depend either upon acting or upon remembering or upon anticipating. Now those that depend upon
10 action are determined by sense-perception,
e. they are
stimulated by something sensible and those that depend
upon memory or anticipation are likewise to be traced to
natui*e

:

:

i.

:

sense-perception, for in these cases pleasure

is

felt either

remembering what one has experienced or in anticipating
what one is going to experience. Thus all pleasure of this
kind ^ must be produced by sensible things and since the
presence ^ in any one of moral defect or excellence involves
the presence ^ in him of pleasure or pain (with which moral
excellence and defect are always concerned), and these
pleasures and pains are alterations of the sensitive part,^
it is evident that the loss and acquisition of these states no
less than the loss and acquisition of the states of the body
must be the result of the alteration of something else.
Consequently, though their becoming is accompanied by
an alteration, they are not themselves alterations.
in

:

15

247^

Again, the states of the intellectual part of the soul are
not alterations, nor
the

first

place

knowledge that
further,

it

states.

For

^

is

it
it

is

is

there any becoming of them.

much more ^

depends upon a particular
is

relation.

And

no becoming of these
potentially possessed of know-

evident that there
that which

In

true of the possession of

is

sc. of the sensitive part of the soul.

* It is hardly possible without awkwardness to give the full force of
iyyivtaBai here in English. It means strictly * to come to be present

in

*.

Aristotle really means ‘ arise from the alteration of the sensitive
’
: but his mode of expression is as often somewhat loose.
^ Reading in 1. 2 /iaXXoy, with (apparently) Simp.
*

part
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ledge becomes actually possessed of

motion at

all itself

thing else:
object that

5

when it meets with the particular
knows in a manner^ the particular through

Le,
it

it not by being set in
but by reason of the presence ^ of some-

it

is

knowledge of the universal. (Again, there is no becoming of the actual use and activity of these states, unless
it is thought that there is a becoming of vision and touching
and that the activity in question is similar to these.) And
the oiiginal acquisition of knowledge is not a becoming or
an alteration ® for the terms knowing and understand- lo
ing’ imply that the intellect has i cached a state of rest and
come to a standstill.^ and there is no becoming that leads
to a state of rest, since, as we have said above,® no change
at all can have a becoming.
Moreover, just as to say,
when any one has passed fiom a state of intoxication or
sleep or disease to the contrary state, that he has become
possessed of knowledge again is incorrect in spite of the 15
fact that he was previously incapable of using his knowledge, so, too, when any one oiiginally acquires the state,
it is incorrect to say that he becomes possessed of knowledge for the possession of understanding and knowledge
is produced by the soul's settling down ® out of the restlessness natural to it. Hence, too, in learning and in foiming
judgements on matters relating to their sense-perceptions
children are inferior to adults owing to the great amount 248^
of restlessness and motion in their souls. Nature itself
causes the soul to settle down and come to a state of rest
its

:

‘

'

*

:

for the

performance of some of

its functions,

while for the

' No one English word will quite give the force of mrap^ai here
implies that something objective ‘ appears on the scene \ * comes
into existence
relation to to €m<rTrjfiop \
* The qualification is added because knowledge {im(rrr)fir)) in the
strict sense is concerned not with the particular but with the universal.
The point here is that knowledge of the^ universal includes a sort of
knowledge of the particular, out of which it was originally built up.
* Reading in 1. 10 ecrru/ ovB* dWoiwrts, with Par. i 8 S
9 3*^^ Simp.
* The etymological connexion between
and arijpat can

it

m

hardly be adequately given in translation. Read Xcydfte^a in 1. ii,
with Par. 1859.
* V. 2. 225^15 sqq.
* The same etymological connexion is here present to Aristotle's
mind as that noted above.
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performance of others other things ^ do so but in either
case the lesult is brought about thiough the alteration of
:

something
5

in the

body, as we see

in the case of the use

^

fiom a man's becoming
from the
preceding argument that alteration and being altered occur
in sensible things and in the sensitive part of the soul and,

and activity of the

intellect arising

sober or being awakened.

It is evident, then,

except accidentally, in nothing

else.

A

difficulty may be laised as to whether every motion 4
commensurable with every other or not. Now if 'they
are all commensurable and if two things to have the same
velocity must accomplish an equal motion in an equal
time, then we may have a circumference equal to a straight
line, or, of course, the one may be greater or less than the
Further, if one thing alters and another accomother.
plishes a locomotion in an equal time, we may have an
15 alteration and a locomotion equal to one another: thus
an affection will be equal to a length, which is impossible.
But is it not^ only when an equal motion is accomplished
by two things m an equal time that the velocities of the
two aie equal? Now an affection cannot be equal to
a length. Therefore there cannot be an alteration equal
to or less than a locomotion ; and consequently it is not the
case that every motion is commensurable with every other.
But how will our conclusion work out in the case of the
It would be absurd to suppose
circle and the straight line ?
20 that the motion of one thing in a ciicle and of another in
a straight line cannot be similar, but that the one must
inevitably move more quickly or more slowly than the
other, just as if the course of one were downhill and of the
other uphill. Moreover it does not as a matter of fact
make any difference to the argument to say that the one
motion must inevitably be quicker or slower than the other

TO

is

^

e. g.

education, experience, etc.

®

Reading

m

®

Reading

in

L 5
with several MSS. This gives a much
better balance to the sentence than
which Bekker and Prantl
adopt : becoming sober and being awakened lead to the recovery of
the %ise and the activity of the intellect.
1.

16

.

•

taoraxh ; with Bonitz.
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equal.

For

;

and

if in

if

so
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4

can be greater or

it

is

the time

A

less

possible for the

than the

two to be

the quicker (B) passes over

35

the distance B' and the slower (T) passes over the distance
B' will be greater than F' : for this

r',
‘

quicker

’

to

mean

•

is

what we ^ took 348^

and so quicker motion also implies

that one thing traverses an equal distance in less time than

another: consequently there will be a part of
will

pass over a part of the circle equal to

A

F',

in

which B

while F will

occupy the whole of A in passing over F^ None the less,
the two motions^ are commensurable, we are confronted 5
with the consequence stated above, viz. that there may be
a straight line equal to a circle. But these are not commensurable: and so the corresponding motions are not
commensurable either.
But may we say that things are always commensurable
if the same terms are applied to them without equivocation ? e. g. a pen, a wine, and the highest note in a scale
are not commensurable: we cannot say whether any one
of them is sharper than any other and why is this ^ they
are incommensurable because it is only equivocally that
the same term sharp is applied to them whereas the
highest note in a scale is commensurable with the leadingnote, because the term ‘shaip’ has the same meaning as
applied to both. Can it be, then, that the term quick has 10
not the same meaning as applied to straight motion and to
If so, far less will it have the
circular motion respectively ^
same meaning as applied to alteration and to locomotion.
Or shall we in the first place deny that things are always
commensurable if the same terms aie applied to them withFor the term ‘much* has the same
out equivocation.^
meaning whether applied to water or to air, yet water and
air are not commensurable in respect of it ^ or, if this
if

:

*

’

:

‘

'

:

232* 25 sqq.
* The sense is improved by taking the first a-vfi^Xrjrd to refer to the
motions and the second to the straight line and the circle. The
The objector
awkwardness of expression is not un-Aristotelian.
is supposed to maintain (248* 19) that the two motions must surely be
this would imply etc .
commensurable. Nevertheless, says
® 1. e. a body of water will have more dvmfxts though it may have
the same oyKos as a body of air.
’

VI. 2.
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‘double’ at any

illustration is not considered satisfactory,

would seem to have the same meaning as applied to
each (denoting in each case the proportion of two to one),
yet water and air are not commensurable in respect of it.^
15 But here again may we not take up the same position and
say that the term much’ is equivocal ? In fact there are
some terms of which even the definitions are equivocal
e.g. if ‘much’ were defined as ‘so much and more’, ‘so
much would mean something different in different cases ^
equal is similarly equivocal and one again is perhaps
and if ‘ one is equivocal,
30 inevitably an equivocal term
why
Otheiwise
is it that some things^
is
‘two’*
so
commensurable
while
others^
are not, if the nature
are
in
cases
is
really one and the
attribute
the
two
of the
rate

‘

’

:

’

‘

‘

;

'

’

;

same?
Can

be that the incommensurability of two things in
respect of any attribute is due to a difference in that which
is

it

primal ily capable of cairying the attribute

Thus horse

?

and dog are so commensurable that we may say which is
the whiter, since that which primarily contains the whiteness is the same in both, viz* the surface: and similarly
they are commensurable in respect of size. But water and
speech are not commensurable in respect of clearness,®
since that which primarily contains the attribute is different
It would seem, however, that we must
35 in the two cases.
reject this solution, since clearly

we

could thus

make

all

equivocal attributes univocal and say merely that that

ft

which contains each of them is different in different cases
49**'thus ‘equality’, ‘sweetness,’ and ‘whiteness’ will severally
always be the same, though that which contains them is
different in different cases*
Moreover, it is not any casual
thing that is capable of carr3dng any attribute each single
:

’ e.
g. two cubic feet of air will have twice the tvvafxis of one cubic
foot of air but not twice the dvpafjiis of one cubic foot of water,

Reading in 1, 18 a comma after Irt (cf. Met io2i» 6).
two cubic feet of air and one cubic foot of air.
two cubic feet of air and one cubic foot of water : the doubleness in the two cases is not identical. Cf. above.
^ The attribute m question is still X€v/cor»ir, which can be applied in
Greek not only to trr'rros and
but also to
and
:
but
a change of word is necessary in English.
*

® e. g.
* c.g.

—

,
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can be parried primarily only by one single

attribute
thing.

Must we then say
mensurable

that, if

in respect of

any

two things are to be commust the

attribute, not only

attribute in question be applicable to both without equivocation,

but there must also be no specific differences either in

the attribute

itself

or in that which contains the attribute

must not be divisible in the way in
which colour is divided into kinds ? Thus in this respect
one thing will not be commensurable with another, i. e, we
cannot say that one is moie coloured than the other where
only colour in general and not any particular colour is
meant ; but they are commensurable in respect of whiteness.
Similarly in the case of motion two things are of the
same velocity if they occupy an equal time in accomplishing

that these, I mean,

5

:

a certain equal amount of motion.

Suppose, then, that in

undergone by one half ^ of
a body’s length and a locomotion is accomplished by the
other half can we say that in this case the alteration is
equal to the locomotion and of the same velocity ? That
would be absurd, and the reason is that there are different
species of motion. And if in consequence of this we must
say that two things are of equal velocity if they accomplish
a certain time an alteration

is

:

10

locomotion over an equal distance in an equal time, we
have to admit the equality of a straight line and a circum-

What,

ference.^

then,

is

the reason of this?

Is

it

that

a genus or that line is a genus? (We may
leave the time out of account, since that is one and the

locomotion

is

If the

same.)

motions also
locomotion

lines

differ

are specifically different, the locospecifically

from one another;®

for

specifically differentiated according to the

is

The argument

clearly requires that the two parts represented by
should be equal : cf. wov roarovbi above.
and TO
* This seems to be the general sense of the sentence &(rr* ft
But the connexion of thought is so obscure that I am in7r€pi<j>€pr)s.
dct thm
clined to suspect a lacuna, e, g. ©ore to uvto elBos
^

TO fxh

.

€KaT€p&,
®

el

lororaxv earrau

Reading in

Kal eKeipa etBei

of Bekker

second

is

text.

aW

el j<rX.

5 (with Simplicius) xpovos 6 avros* hp Be rf eiBei y
Bia<pepei,
ordinary reading of the

1. r

said

The

.

aWa^

MSS. and

by Simplicius to have been introduced from the

15

;
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which it takes place,
would seem, accordingly

differentiation of that over

(It is also similarly differentiated, it

as the instrument of the locomotion

is

feet are the instrument, it is walking, if

different:

wings

thus

if

it is

flying

not

so,

and

that in this case the differences in the locomotion

are

but perhaps we should rather say that this

merely differences of posture in that which

We may

is

is

in motion.^)

say, therefore, that things are of equal velocity

an equal time they traverse the same magnitude : and
when I call it the same I mean that it contains no specific

20 if in

*

‘

and therefore no difference in the motion that
it.
So we have now to consider how
motion is differentiated and this discussion serves to show
that the genus is not a unity but contains a plurality latent
in it and distinct from it, and that in the case of equivocal
terms sometimes the different senses in which they are used
are far removed from one another, while sometimes there
is a certain likeness between them, and sometimes again
they are nearly related either generically or analogically,
with the result that they seem not to be equivocal though
difference

takes place over

:

they really

When,

25

aie,

then,

there a difference of species?

is

attribute specifically different

while the attribute

is

be different as well

?

of a species

the subject

Is

And how

are

we

an

different

the same, or must the attribute

What will

?

if

is

itself

to define the limits

enable us to decide that particular

instances of whiteness or sweetness are the same or different
Is

it

what

enough that
it

>

appears different in one subject from

it

Or must there be no samewhere alteration is in question,

appears in another?

ness at all

?

And

further,

how is one alteration to be of equal velocity with another ?
One person may be cured quickly and another slpwly, and
30 cures

may also be

simultaneous

being an alteration,

:

so that, recovery of health

we have here

alterations of equal
249^ velocity, since each alteration occupies an equal time. But

what^ alteration?
^

*

We

cannot here speak of an ‘equal’

Reading €ti 1 17 . . . dWij L 19 as parenthetical.
i. e. what qualification are we to introduce into our definition of
.

TO i(rorax«s in M^oia^iris corresponding to tcrop or rairrov fieye^os (249*
19) in the case of <l>opd ? Thus r( will be accusative.

BOOK
alteration

:

what corresponds

VII.

in the category of quality to

equality in the category of quantity
let

us say that there

is

‘

likeness

’•

However,

equal velocity where the same change

is

Are

accomplished in an equal time

is

249”

4

we, then, to find

5

the commensurability in the subject of the affection or in

the affection itself?
considering

it is

In the case that

that enables us to arrive at
neither

alteration

is

both are

alike.

If

more nor

we have

just been
one and the same
the conclusion that the one

the fact that health

less

is

than the other, but that

on the other hand the

affection

is

two cases, e. g. when the alterations take
the form of becoming white and becoming healthy respectively, here there is no sameness or equality or likeness
inasmuch as the difference in the affections ^ at once makes
the alterations specifically different, and there is no unity
of alteration any more than there would be unity of locomotion under like conditions.^
So we must find out how
many species there are of alteration and of locomotion
respectively. Now if the things that are in motion
that
is to say, the things to which the motions belong essentially
and not accidentally differ specifically, then their respective motions will also differ specifically: if on the other
hand they differ generically or numerically, the motions
different in the

10

—

—

also will differ generically or numerically as the case

may

But there still remains the question whether, supposing
that two alteiations are of equal velocity, we ought to look
be.

15

sameness (or likeness) of the affece. g. whether a certain
quantity of each has become white. Or ought we not
rather to look for it in both ? That is to say, the alterafor this equality in the

tions, or in the things altered, to see

same or different according as the affections
same or different,^ while they are equal or unequal

tions are the

are the

according as the things altered are equal or unequal.®
And now we must consider the same question in the

how is one becoming of 20
They are of equal velocity

case of becoming and perishing

equal velocity with another ?

XevKaiPOfiepov and to vyiaCofiepop,
:
sc.
there are two locomotions of different species.
to qvto (to avrb avro E),
Reading in 1. iS ro avrb fj

^

ravra

®

sc. if

®

:

(^op
«45

apuTop^
Ift

and

in

1.

ig

”
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if in

an equal time there aie produced two things that are

two men (not
two animals).
in an equal time

the same^ and specifically inseparable, e.g.

merely

inseparable

generically

e, g.

quicker than the other

Similarly one

is

the product

different in the

is

as

two

if

I state

cases.

it

thus

^

we have no pair of terms that will convey this
difference in the way in which unlikeness is conveyed.®
If we adopt the theory that it is number that constitutes
being, we may indeed speak of a ‘greater number’ and

because

’

*

25

a ‘lesser number’^ within the same species, but there is
no common term that will include both relations,® nor are
there terms to express each of them separately in the same

way
an

we

as

indicate a higher degree or preponderance of

affection

Now

by more *, of a quantity by
‘

‘

greater

wherever there is a movent, its motion 5
always acts upon something, is always in something, and
always extends to something .(by ‘ is always in something
and by ‘ extends to someI mean that it occupies a time
since

’

:

thing* I

mean

that

it

amount of distance:
causing motion,

it

involves the traversing of a certain

for at

any moment when a thing

is

also has caused motion, so that there

must always be a certain amount of distance that has been
amount of time that has been
If, then, A the movent have moved B a
30 occupied).®
250^ distance F in a time A, then in the same time the same
force A will move
twice the distance F, and in ^ A it
will move
the whole distance F: for thus the rules of
proportion will be observed. Again if a given force move
5 a given weight a certain distance in a certain time and
traversed and a certain

^

the matter of completeness of development ; there is no
term for Anstotle to use. Cf. the sequel.
* sc. use these general terms ro avro and hfpov,
* L e. ak\oi^€is are (TVfi^Xrjrai in respect of ofwwTrjs and avopoi6
Tr}s :
and the relation of opofMiQTjjs is indicated by the use of the two terms
i.

e. in

sufficiently specialized

poiKKop

and

^ttop,

instead of merely using the single term erepov,
® Aristotle has as a matter of fact just
used irepdrijs for this, but he
feels that this is really too wide a term.
* Reading Xey® 1 . 28 . .
. noa-f L 30 as a parenthesis, followed by a
i.

e,

comma (so

Bonitz).
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power
same
time. Let E represent half the motive power A and Z
half the weight B: then the ratio between the motive
power and the weight in the one case is similar and prohalf the distance in half the time,^ half the motive
will

move

half the weight the

same

distance in the

portionate to the latio in the other, so that each force will
cause the same distance to be traversed in the same time.

But

if

E move Z

r

in the

same time.

a time A,
in

E

A

or in

If,

any

10

can

does not follow that E, being half of A,

it

the time

F in a time A, it does not
move twice Z half the distance
then, A move B a distance F in

a distance

necessarily follow that

fraction of

it

cause

B

^

v/ill

to traverse

a part of F the ratio between which and the whole of F \s
proportionate to that between A and E (whatever fraction

A E may

of

be)

:

^

in fact

cause no motion at all;

it

might well be that

for it

will 15

it

does not follow that,

if

a given motive power causes a certain amount of motion,

power will cause motion either of any particular
amount or in any length of time otherwise one man might
move a ship, since both the motive power of the ship-

half that

:

haulers and the distance that they all cause the ship to
traverse are divisible into as

Hence Zeno’s reasoning

many

parts as there are men.

when he argues that there
is no part of the millet that does not make a sound
for
there is no reason why any such part should not in any
length of time fail to move the air that the whole bushel
moves in falling.^ In fact it does not of itself move even
such a quantity of the air as it would move If this part were
by itself: for no part even exists otherwise than potentially.
If on the other hand we have two forces each of which
separately moves one of two weights a given distance in
a given time, then the forces in combination will move the
combined weights an equal distance in an equal time for
is false

20

:

:

in this case the rules of proportion apply.
^

Reading in 1

.

Omitting
with EHK,
®

®

comma after
11 .

12, 13,

and not after xtvct (so Bonitz).
with Simp., and reading in 1 12 oarri,
.

and the exact sense of this sentence are somewhat
with Prantl, and omit
with EFK.
14 1 read (n)
Reading in 1 . 22 Treo-^y, with Hbc.

Both the

doubtful.
*

5 a
in

In

text
1.
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Then does

this

Surely

also?
30 definite

it

hold good of alteration and of increase
does, for in

any given case we have a

thing that causes increase and a definite thing that

suffers increase,

and the one causes and the other

suffers

a certain amount of increase in a certain amount of time.
Similarly we have a definite thing that causes alteration
and a definite thing that undergoes alteiation, and a certain
amount, or rather degree,^ of alteration is completed in
250^ a certain amount of time : thus in twice as much time
twice as much alteration will be completed and conversely

much alteration will occupy twice as much time
and the alteration of half of its object will occupy half as
much time and in half as much time half of the object will
be altered or again, in the same amount of time it will be
altered twice as much.
On the other hand if that which causes alteration or
twice as

;

:

amount of increase or alteration
amount of time, it does not neces-

increase causes a certain
5

respectively in a certain

sarily follow that half the force will
in altering or increasing

occupy twice the time

the object, or that in twice the

time the alteration or increase will be completed by

may happen

it

at

that there will be

no

it

^
:

alteration or increase

the case being the same as with the weight.

all,

a certain amount in respect of more or less : the qualifiadded because dXXotWts is not measured by quantity in the
strict sense like <#>opd but by degree
in this case we say fiaWov or
^jTTov where in the other case we say fiel^ov or tKarrov,
Cf. above
^

ItU

cation

*

IS

:

249'> 26.

seems necessary to read in 1 . 5
rjfjnov iv dtTrXacriw koX iv
Only so will the point made correspond to that
^fn(rv.
made about weight in »I2-I9.
* It

dnr\aa-i<^

BOOK
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It lemains to consider the following question. Was there
it had no being,
and is it perishing again so as to leave nothing in motion ?
Or are we to say that it never had any becoming and is
not perishing, but always was and always will be ? Is it
in fact an immortal never-failing property of things that
are, a sort of life as it were to all naturally constituted
ever a becoming of motion befoie which

things

?

Now

the existence of motion is asserted by all who have
anything to say about nature, because they all ^ concern
themselves with the construction of the world and study

15

the question of becoming and perishing, which processes

come about without the existence of motion
But those who say that there is an infinite number of
worlds, some of which are in process of becoming while
could not

others are in process of perishing, assert that theie

motion
the

(for

always

involve motion), whereas

worlds necessarily

who hold

is

that there

lasting or not,^

is

those

only one world, whether ever-

make corresponding assumptions

in

regard

any time nothing
should be in motion, this must come about in one of two
ways either in the manner described by Anaxagoras, who
says that all things were together and at rest for an infinite
peiiod of time, and that then Mind introduced motion and
separated them or in the manner described by Empedocles,
to motion.

20

these processes of becoming and peiishing of

If

then

it is

possible that at

:

;

according to

whom

the universe

— in motion, when

and at rest
of many, or

Strife is

is

alternately in motion

Love
making the one out
making many out of one, and at rest
is

Reading in 1 . 17 ffSo-tv. Bekker’s TrScray is a misprint.
aei in 1 . 22 IS difficult.
€va f]
As Simplicius says, the words
really stand for €Pa kuI ael top avrhv 17 em iiiv, oik
should
probably read cva (5 aei) h /xri
with (apparently) Themistius.
^

*

We
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aso'’

in the intermediate periods

of time—his account being as

follows
30

^

Since

^

One hath

And One

learned to spring from Manifold,

makes Manifold arise,
Thus they Become, nor stable is their life:
But since their motion must alternate be,
Thus have they ever Rest upon their round’:

we must suppose

for
5

disjoined

consider, then,

how

the truth about

of nature,

but

this

it is

means by this that they
motion to the other.^ We must

that he

alternate from the one

matter stands,

for

the discoveiy of

of importance, not only for the study

also

the investigation of the First

for

Principle.

Let us take our

down

start

from what

we have

already

®

laid

on Physics.^ Motion, we say, is the
Each
of the movable in so far as it is movable.

in our course

10 fulfilment

kind of motion, therefore, necessaiily involves the presence

In

of the things that are capable of that motion.

fact,

even

apart from the definition of motion, every one would admit
that in each kind of motion
that motion that

is

in

that which
it

is

is

capable of

that which

is

and that which is
capable of local change that is in locomotion and so there
must be something capable of being burned before there
can be a process of being burned, and something capable
of burning before there can be a process of burning. Morecapable of alteration that

15

it is

motion: thus
is

altered,

:

over, these things also
^

Reading in L 39

Xeytov

must
‘

either have a beginning before

ovr<ii>s^

yxv

. .

with Diels

(fr.

17.

26, 8-12).
® i. e. from motion towards €v to motion towards TroXXd and vice
versa
But the last two lines quoted from Empedocles do not naturally
bear this meaning ; he seems to be insisting first on the rotation and
then on the permanence of the rotation : he does not heie say anything about the
which occurs that
which as
Aristotle says makes Kivri<ris to cease altogether.
Reading
1
4 ro
yap § de rad* aXXttO-croyra ivBMe €K€i<re Xeyeiv avrov VTroknTTTeov. with
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* in. I.
*

The title of the whole eight books of this treatise (or, rather,
course of lectures) is ^va-tKfi 'AKpdaats.
When Aristotle refers to
rh ^vcriKa or ra irepl ^vcrem he usually means the first four books only
books V, VI, and VIII are referred to as ra Trepl Ktvfi(nm» Cf, 267^ 21.
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which they had no being, or they must be eternal. Now
if there was a becoming of every movable thing, it follows
that before the motion in question another change or
motion must have taken place in which that which was
capable of being moved or of causing motion had its
becoming. To suppose, on the other hand, that these ao
things were in being throughout all previous time without
there being any motion appears unreasonable on a moment’s
thought, and still more unreasonable, we shall find, on
further consideration.
For if we are to say that, while
there are on the one hand things that are movable, and
on the other hand things that are motive, there is a time
when there is a first movent and a first moved, and
another time when there is no such thing but only something that is at rest, then this thing that is at rest must ^5
previously have been in process of change for there must
have been some cause of its rest, rest ^ being the privation
of motion. Therefore, before this first change there will be
a previous change. For some things cause motion in only
one way, while others can produce either of two contrary
motions : thus fire causes heating but not cooling, wherea^
it would seem that knowledge may be directed to twc
contrary ends while remaining one and the same. Even ir
the former class, however, there seems to be something
:

similar, for a cold thing in a sense causes heating

away and

retiring, just

by turning

as one possessed of knowledge

makes an error when he uses his knowledge in
But at any rate all things that are^S^^
capable respectively of affecting and being affected, or of
causing motion and being moved, are capable of it not
under all conditions, but only when they are in a particular
so it is on the
condition and approach one another

voluntarily

the reverse way.®

:

approach of one thing to another that the one causes
^ Simplicius in his commentary has rjpefiia here though we cannot be
But A. uses rjpefxrjais
sure that he is quoting verbally from Aristotle.
to mean not only ‘coming to rest * but also ‘ being at rest *, which must
be the meaning here as we are professedly only dealing with a state of

rest.

Cf, V. 6. 231®- 2.

by means of his knowledge he can be sure of giving a wrong
opinion and thus deceiving some one.
®

i.

e.

:
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5

motion and the other is moved, and when they are present
under such conditions as rendered the one motive and the
other movable. So if the motion was not always in process,
they must have been in a condition not such
them capable ^ respectively of being moved and
of causing motion, and one or other of them must have
been in piocess of change: for in what is relative this is
a necessary consequence e. g. if one thing is double another
when before it was not so, one or other of them, if not both,
must have been in process of change. It follows, then,
that there will be a process of change previous to the first.
(Further, how can theie be any ‘before’ and ‘aftei’
without the existence of time ? Or how can there be any
clear that

it is

as to render

:

10

time without the existence of motion
the

number

that,

But so

far

all

just this

^

it is

is

follows

uncreated

that enables Democritus to

things cannot have

had a becoming

:

show that

for time,

he says,

Plato alone asserts the creation of time,

uncreated.

is

it

is

exception are in agreement in saying that
15 in fact, it is

then, time

always time, motion must also be eternal.
as time is concerned we see that all with one

theie

if

If,

?

of motion or itself a kind of motion,

had a becoming together with the universe,
him having had a becoming.
Now since time cannot exist and is unthinkable apart from
20 the moment, and the moment is a kind of middle-point,
uniting as it does in itself both a beginning and an end,
a beginning of future time and an end of past time, it
follows that there must always be time for the extremity
of the last period of time that we take must be found in
some moment, since time contains no point of contact ^ for
Therefore, since the moment is
35 us except the moment.
both a beginning and an end, thei'e must always be time
on both sides of it. But if this is true of time, it is evident
saying

®

that

it

the universe according to

:

^

Reading

in

Met, 1048®' 6.
^ Reading in

1.

4

Jjvy

and

in

1.

6 wy

dwafievof with E.

Cf.

1 , 16 rovrov, with EH.
Aristotle is thinking of a passage in the Ttmaeus (38 B).
It is difficult to give the exact force of XajSeiv,
Aristotle means
that we can only ‘lay hold of' or ‘have at command* the present
moment, since all the rest of time is either no longer or not yet
existence.

®
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must also be tiue of motion, time being a kind of

affection of motion.)

The same

leasoning will also serve to show the im-

just as a becoming of motion
would involve, as we saw, the existence of a process of
change previous to the first, in the same way a perishing
of motion would involve the existence of a pi ocess of change
subsequent to the last
for when a thing ceases to be
moved, it does not therefore at the same time cease to be
movable e. g. the cessation of the process of being burned

perishability of motion

:

$o

.

—

does not involve the cessation of the capacity of being
burned, since a thing may be capable of being burned
without being in process of being burned nor, when a

—

thing ceases to be movent, does it therefore at the same
time cease to be motive. Again, the destructive agent will 252^

have to be destroyed, after what it destroys has been
destroyed,^ and then that which has the capacity of
destroying
will have to be destroyed afterwards, (so that
there will be a process of change subsequent to the last,)
for being destroyed also is a kind of change.
If, then, the
view which we aie criticizing involves these impossible
it is clear that motion is eternal and cannot
have existed at one time and not at another in fact, such
a view can hardly be described as anything else than

consequences,

:

fantastic.

is

And much the same may be said of the view that such
the ordinance of nature and that this must be legarded

5

as a principle, as would seem to be the view of Empedocles

when he says

that the constitution of the world

sity such that

Love and

is

of neces-

predominate and
cause motion, while in the intermediate period of time
there is a state of lest.
Probably also those who, like
Anaxagoras, assert a single principle (of motion
would
hold this view. But that which is produced or directed by
nature can never be anything disorderly: for nature is
Strife alternately

in 1. i m\ t6 ^daprtKov 5^ . , <l)dap§, with E.
necessary to insert these words, as Anaxagoias is of course
a pluralist, and Aristotle is only thinking of the place assigned to
povs
his system as the sole cause of motion in contradistinction to
the two causes {<f)iKia and vetKos) asserted by Empedocles.
^
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in the relation of the infinite

always means

a state of
15

But

ratio.

rest for

an

to the

if

is no ratio
whereas order

Moreover, there

everywhere the cause of order.

infinite,

we say

infinite time,

that there

is

first

and then motion

is

some moment, and that the fact that it is this
than a previous moment is of no importance, and

started at

rather

involves no order, then
nature's

work:

we

can no longer say that

anything

for if

is

it

is

of a certain character

it either ^ is so invariably and is not sometimes of
and sometimes of another character (e. g. fire, which
travels upwards naturally, does not sometimes do so and

naturally,
this

30

sometimes not) or there is a ratio in the variation. It
would be better, therefore, to say with Empedocles and
any one else who may have maintained such a theory as
his that the universe is alternately at rest and in motion
for in a system of this kind we have at once a certain
order.
But even here the holder of the theory ought not

he ought also to explain the cause
of it i, e. he should not make any mere assumption or lay
down any gratuitous axiom, but should employ either
The Love and
inductive or demonstrative reasoning.
Strife postulated by Empedocles are not in themselves
only to assert the fact

:

:

causes of the fact in question, nor
either that

it

is it

of the essence of

should be so, the essential function of the

former being to unite, of the latter to separate. If he is to
go on to explain this alternate predominance, he should
adduce cases where such a state of things exists, as he
points to the fact that among mankind we have something
that unites men, namely Love, while on the other hand
enemies avoid one another: thus from the observed fact
that this occurs in certain cases comes the assumption that
it occurs also in the universe.
Then, again, some argument
is needed to explain why the predominance of each of the
two forces lasts for an equal period of time. But it is
a wrong assumption to suppose universally that we have
an adequate first principle in virtue of the fact that something always is so or always happens so. Thus Democritus
reduces the causes that explain nature to the fact that
^
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things happened in the past in the same way as they
happen now but he does not think fit to seek for a first

35

principle to explain this

252^

:

right in so far as

he

wrong

‘

always *

so,

while his theory

is

applied to certain individual cases,

it is

making

it of universal application.
Thus,
a tiiangle always has its angles equal to two right angles,
but there is nevertheless an ulterior cause of the eternity
of this truth, whereas first principles are eternal and have
no ulterior cause. Let this conclude what we have to say
in support of our contention that there never was a time

is

when

in

there was not motion, and never will be a time

5

when

there will not be motion,

The arguments

2

that

may be advanced

position are not difficult to dispose

of.

The

against this

chief considera-

might be thought to indicate that motion may
though at one time it had not existed at all are the

tions that
exist

following:
First,
for

it

may be

from something

no process of change is eternal
change is such that it proceeds

said that

the nature of
to

all

10

something, so that every process of

change must be bounded by the contraries that mark its
course, and no motion can go on to infinity.
Secondly, we see that a thing that neither is in motion
nor contains any motion within itself can be set in motion
e. g, inanimate things that are (whether the whole or some
part is in question) not in motion but at rest, are at some
moment set in motion whereas, if motion cannot have 15
a becoming before which it had no being, these things
ought to be either always or never in motion.
Thirdly, the fact^ is evident above all in the case of
animate beings; for it sometimes happens that there is
no motion in us and we are quite still, and that nevertheless
:

we

are then at

some moment

set in motion, that is to

say

sometimes happens that we produce a beginning of
motion in ourselves spontaneously without anything having
We see nothing like this
set us in motion from without.
in the case of inanimate things, which are always set in

it

' sc.

TO

Kivr)<riv itvai ttotc

fir)

oScap*

30
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motion by something else from without: the animal, on
we say, moves itself therefore, if an animal

the other hand,

:

ever in a state of absolute rest,

is

we have a

motionless

thing in which motion can be produced from the thing
itself,

25

and not fiom without.

animal,

why should

Now

if this

can occur in an

not the same be true also of the universe

can occur in a small world ^ it could
also occur in a great one; and if it can occur in the world,
it could also occur in the infinite; that is, if the infinite could
as a whole?

If it

as a whole possibly be in motion or at rest.

30

—

Of these objections, then, the first-mentioned that
motion to opposites is not always the same and numeiically one
is a correct statement ; in fact, this may be said

—

to be a necessary conclusion, provided that

it is

possible

motion of that which is one and the same to be not
always one and the same. (I mean that e. g. we may
question whether the note given by a single string is one
and the same, or is different each time the string is struck,
for the

same condition and is moved
however this may be, there is
nothing to prevent theie being a motion that is the same
253^ in virtue of being continuous and eternal we shall have
although the string

same way.)

33 in the

is

in the

But

still,

:

something to say

As

later * that will

make

this point clearer.

regards the second objection, no absurdity

in the fact

^

that something not in motion

is

involved

may be

set in

motion, that which caused the motion from without being
at one time present, and at another absent.
Nevertheless,

how

be so remains matter for inquiry; how it
mean, that the same motive force at one
time causes a thing to be in motion, and at another does
not do so : for the difficulty raised by our objector really
amounts to this why is it that some things are not always
this can

comes about,
5

I

—

at rest, and the rest always in motion

The

difficulty

motion
*

Cf.

*

i.

arises in things in

Democr.

fr

e. this fact

absurd.

?

may be

thought to present more
than the others, namely, that which alleges that

third objection

which

it

did not exist before, and

* Chapter 8.
34.
does not prove the theory of diBios

idvtitrit

to

be
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adduces in proof the case of animate things thus an
animal is first at rest and afterwards walks, not having
been set in motion apparently by anything from without.
This, however, is false for we observe that there is always

10

:

some part of the animars organism
of the motion of this part

may

be,

animal

its

So

may

it

and the cause

in motion,

not the animal

itself,

but,

it

Moreover, we say that the

environment.

itself originates

motion.

is

not

all

of

its

motions but

well be the case

—or

loco-

its

we may
that many

rather

—

15

perhaps say that it must necessarily be the case
motions aie produced in the body by its environment, and

some of these

set in

motion the

intellect or the appetite,

and this again then sets the whole animal in motion this
is what happens when animals are asleep
though there is
then no perceptive motion in them, there is some motion
that causes them to wake up again. But we will leave
:

:

this point also to

be elucidated at a

later

^

20

stage in our

discussion.

Our enquiry

3

will lesolve itself at

the outset into a con-

sideration of the above-mentioned problem

the reason

why some

motion and at another are at
three things must be true
rest,

or

all

— what can

be

things in the world at one time are in

.

rest

again?

things are always in motion, or

motion and others at

Now

one of

either all things are always at

some things are

25

and in this last case again
either the things that are in motion are always in motion
and the things that are at rest are always at rest, or they are
all constituted so as to be capable alike of motion and of
in

rest

;

or there

is

rest:

yet a third possibility remaining

—

it

may

world are always motionless,
be that some
others always in motion, while others again admit of both
conditions. This last is the account of the matter that we
things in the

must give for herein lies the solution of all the difficulties
raised and the conclusion of the investigation upon which
:

we

are engaged.
^

Chapter

6.

30
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To

maintain that

all

things are at rest,^ and to disregard

sense-perception in an attempt to

show the theory

reasonable,^ would be an instance of intellectual
it

would

call in

to be
weakness

question a whole system, not a particular

it would be an attack not only on the
on almost all sciences and all received
Further,
ass'* opinions, since motion plays a part in all of them.
just as in arguments about mathematics objections that
involve first principles do not affect the mathematician

35 detail

moreover,

:

physicist

but

and the other sciences are
5

affect the physicist

:

for it is

with him that motion

is

case— so, too, objecwe have just raised do not

in similar

tions involving the point that

a fundamental assumption

ultimately referable to nature

herself.^

The

assertion that all things are in

motion we

may

false, though it is less subversive
though in our course on physics ®
it was laid down that rest no less than motion is ultimately
referable to nature herself, nevertheless® motion is the
characteristic fact of nature moreover, the view is actually
lo held by some that not merely some things but all things
in the world are in motion and always In motion, though
we cannot apprehend the fact by sense-perception. Although
the supporters of this theory do not state clearly what kind
of motion they mean, or whether they mean all kinds, it
is no hard matter to reply to them: thus we may point

fairly

regard as equally

of physical science

:

^ for

:

The Greek as it stands is not guite logical : the diavoia^ appamria
TrdvT* rfp€fxuv but TO irdvT rjpepnv \4yHv,
Some such word as
not
\iynv must be supplied from irjreiv following.
® The words iirrtlv X6yov mean to seek an explanation or rationale
of the theory, to give a raitonal account of it.
* ht, ‘nature is the original cause of motion'* i. e. motion is an
ultimate fact in the constitution of the world. See i. 2. 184^ 25 sqq.
^ lit, ‘ less contrary to the investigation
sc. physical investigation.
® ii. 1. 192^21.
See note on 251*9 above.
® Reading in I.
9 dp<i>s. It is impossible to get any sense out of
o/iotW, the reading of all the MSS. The two words are often confused
moreover Pacius has ojuws and mentions no other reading. Even so
the sense given to ^votikSv is somewhat stiained : it must mean that
whereas ^pepla is a mere ardprjcnf of motion, KLvrja-is is a positive fact in
nature, (pvms being conceived of as emphatically a process.
e might
‘
perhaps get this sense more easily by reading ov;^
motion is
natural in a different sense
1. e. in a more speci:d sense.
^

is

W
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out that there cannot be a continuous process either of
increase or of decrease that which comes between the two
:

has to be included.^ The theory resembles that about the
stone being worn away by the drop of water or split by
plants growing out of it if so much has been extruded or

15

:

removed by the drop, it does not follow that half the
amount has previously been extruded or removed in half
the time the case of the hauled ship is exactly comparable
hei'e we have so many drops setting so much in motion,
but a part of them will not set as much in motion in any
period of time. The amount removed is, it is true, divisible
into a number of parts, but no one of these was set in 30
motion separately: they weie all set in motion together.
It is evident, then, that from the fact that the decrease is
divisible into an infinite number of paits it does not follow
that some part must always be passing away it all passes
away at a particular moment. Similarly, too, in the case
of any alteiation whatever if that which suffers alteration
is infinitely divisible it does not follow from this that the
same is tiue of the alteration itself, which often occurs all 25
at once, as in freezing. Again, when any one has fallen ill,
there must follow a period of time in which his restoration
to health is in the future; the process of change cannot
take place in an instant yet the change cannot be a change
:

:

:

to anything else but health^

The

assertion, therefore,

an extravagant calling into
for alteration is a change from
question of the obvious
one contrary to another. Moreover, we notice that a stone
becomes neither harder nor softer.® Again, in the matter
of locomotion, it would be a strange thing if a stone could
be falling or resting on the ground without our being able
to perceive the fact. Further, it is a law of nature that
earth and all other bodies should remain in their proper

that alteration

is

continuous

is

:

^ i. e. a thing cannot go on increasing or decreasing to infinity
there comes a time when it either remains constant or changes to the
contrary process, and the two processes must be separated by at least
a moment of rjpffiia (to pea-ov),
* Thus vyiavirif, a particular form of aXXo/<»<r«ff, is not avvexh^*
® An argument from ordinary expei ience ; a stone retains the same
degree of hardness at least for a very long period : it cannot therefore
be always changing in this respect.

zo
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moved from them only by violence from
then that some of them aie in their proper places

places and be

the fact
it

:

follows that in respect of place also all things cannot

be

motion* These and other similar arguments, then, should
convince us that it is impossible either that all things are

254®- in

motion or that all things are always at rest.
it be that some things are always at rest,
others always in motion, and nothing sometimes at rest and
sometimes in motion. This theory must be pronounced

always

in

Nor again can

5

impossible on the
tioned:

viz.

that

same grounds as those previously men«

we

see the above-mentioned

occurring in the case of the

same

things.^

changes

We may further

point out that the defender of this position

is

fighting

on this theory there can be no
such thing as increase nor can there be any such thing as
compulsory motion, if it is impossible that a thing can be at
This theoiy,
rest before being set in motion unnaturally ^
^
perishing.
Moreover,
then, does away with becoming and
motion, it would seem, is generally thought to be a sort of
becoming and perishing, for that to which a thing changes
comes to be,^ or occupancy of it comes to be,® and that
from which a thing changes ceases to be, or there ceases
to be occupancy of it.
It is clear, therefore, that there are
cases of occasional motion and occasional rest.
We have now to take the assertion that all things are
sometimes at rest and sometimes in motion and to confront
We must
it with the arguments previously advanced.
take our start as before from the possibilities that we
against the obvious, for
:

10

15

distinguished just above.
all

Either

things are in motion, or

others in motion.

And

if

all

things are at rest, or

some things are
some things are

at rest

at rest

and
and

' 1. e. we make the same
appeal to sense-perception : we observe
the same thing to be now
motion, now at rest (e. g. a falling stone)

m

and

vice versa.
The clause

*
el
. . .
wporepov refers only to
Kivrjcris.
The
reason why the theory does away with av^rjatf is not stated, because
what has been said above (253^ 13), that av^is cannot be a-wex^s^
applies here too.
* sc. because neither yiveons
nor <l> 3opd can be crwexf)^,
*
sc.
•y€i/€<rtf proper and dXXoicixrts.

m

* sc.

in <f)opd.
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must be that either all things are
sometimes at rest and sometimes in motion, or some things
are always at rest and the remainder always in motion,^
or some of the things are always at lest and others always
in motion while others again are sometimes at rest and
sometimes in motion. Now we have said before that it is
impossible that all things should be at rest nevertheless
others in motion, then

it

20

:

we may now
that,

even

We may

repeat that assertion.

if it is

that the existent

point out

really the case, as certain persons assert,^ 25
is infinite

not appear to be so

if

we

and motionless,

it

certainly does

many

follow sense-peiception:

Now

things that exist appear to be in motion.

if

there

is

such a thing as false opinion or opinion at all, there is also
motion and similarly if there is such a thing as imagination, or if it is the case that anything seems to be different
;

at diffeient times

for imagination

:

to be motions of a kind.®

at

all

— to

regard to which

is

to investigate this question 30

seek a reasoned justification of a belief with

justification

what

But

and opinion are thought

we

are too well off to require reasoned

—implies bad judgement of what

worse, what

does not, what
impossible that

is

commends

itself

ultimate and what

all

is

is

and
what

better

to belief and
not.

It is likewise

things should be in motion or that

some

motion and the remainder
have sufficient ground for rejecting

things should be always in

always at

rest.

We

we

some

things

that are sometimes in motion and sometimes at rest.

It is

these theories in the single fact that

all

see

35

254^

no less impossible that some
things should be always in motion and the remainder
always at rest than that all things should be at rest or that
It remains,
all things should be in motion continuously.
are
whether
all
things
consider
so
constituted
as
then, to
of
being
in
motion
and
being
of
at rest,
to be capable both
evident, therefore, that

or whether, while

some

it is

things are so constituted,

some

are 5

Repeating in 1. 22 ^ ra fxh ad ^p€fi€iv ra B' (let Kiveta-Bai before
a simple and easy correction, to make the enumeration comPrantl inserts the words after avr&p, but the other position
plete.
^

avr&v,

seems
®
®

Ct.

and palaeographically
meant cf. 185^32.

slightly better

Melissus

is

De An*

64S.ie

;

ni. 3.

428^

ii.

P

easier.
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always at lest and some are always in motion: for
this last

Now

view that

we have

to

show

to

be

10

is

of things that cause motion or suffer motion, to
thus it
is accidental, to others essential

some the motion
accidental to

is

it

true.

:

what merely belongs to or contains as

a part a thing that causes motion or suffers motion,
essential to a thing that causes motion or suffers motion

not merely by belonging to such a thing or containing

it

as a part.

Of

things to which the motion

is

essential

some

derive

their motion from themselves, others from something else
and in some cases their motion is natural, in others violent
:

and unnatural. Thus in things that derive their motion
15 from themselves, e.g. all animals, the motion is natural (for
when an animal is in motion its motion is derived from
and whenever the source of the motion of a thing
itself)
is in the thing itself we say that the motion of that thing
Therefore the animal as a whole moves itself
is natural.
naturally but the body of the animal may be in motion
unnaturally as well as naturally it depends upon the kind ^
of motion that it may chance to be suffering and the kind of
20 element ^ of which it is composed. And the motion of things
that derive their motion from something else is in some
cases natural, in others unnatural e. g. upward motion of
earthy things and downward motion of fire are unnatural.
Moreover the parts of animals are often in motion in an
unnatural way, their positions® and the character of the
motion * being abnormal. The fact that a thing that is in
25 motion derives its motion from something is most evident
in things that are in motion unnaturally, because in such
cases it is clear that the motion is derived from something
:

:

:

:

other than the thing

itself.

Next

to things that are in

motion unnaturally those whose motion while natural
is

is

motion of jumping natural to the animal as a whole
unnatural to the body qtta body, which is
and naturally has

^

e.g. the

a downward tendency.
* i. e. the material of
which a body i$ composed may be so light as
naturally to have an upward tendency.
* e.g. a man may walk on his hands.
* e.g. a man may roll along the ground instead
of walking.

4
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animals

clear: for here the uncertainty

motion
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is

—make

fact

this

not as to whether the

derived from something but as to

to distinguish in the thing between the

how we ought

movent and the

moved* It would seem that in animals, just as in ships
and things not naturally organized, that which causes
motion is separate from that which suffers motion, and that
it is only in this sense that the animal as a whole causes
its

own motion.
The greatest

difficulty,

however,

is

presented

by the

remaining case of those that we last distinguished. Where
things derive their motion from something else we distinguished the cases in which the motion is unnatural we
:

are

left

50

35

with those that aie to be contrasted with the otheis

by reason of the

fact that the

motion

is

natural.

It is in 255®-

these cases that difficulty would be experienced in deciding

whence the motion is derived, e.g. in the case of light and
heavy things. When these things are in motion to positions the reverse of those they would properly occupy, their
motion is violent: when they aie in motion to their proper
positions the light thing up and the heavy thing down
their motion is natural; but in this latter case it is no
longer evident, as it is when the motion is unnatural,
whence their motion is derived. It is impossible to say 5
that their motion is derived fiom themselves: this is
a chaiacteristic of life and peculiar to living things.
Further, if it were, it would have been in their power to
stop themselves (I mean that if e.g. a thing can cause
itself to walk it can also cause itself not to walk), and so,
since on this supposition fire itself possesses the power of

—

upward locomotion, it is clear that it should also possess
the power of downward locomotion. Moreover if things
move themselves, it would be unreasonable to suppose
that in only one kind of motion

is their motion derived
from themselves. Again, how can anything of continuous
and natuially connected substance move itself? In so far
as a thing is one and continuous not merely in virtue of

contact,

it is

impassive

:

divided that one part of

it

is

it is

only in so far as a thing

by nature

active

is

and another

lo
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Therefore none of the things

passive.

move themselves

^

that

we

are

now

they are of naturally connected substance), nor does anything else that is continuous
in each case the movent must be separate from the moved,
considering

(for

.

we

as

animate thing moves them.
things

what

when an

see to be the case with inanimate things

^

It

also always derive their

it is

would become evident

the fact that these

is

motion from something
we were to distinguish

if

the diffeient kinds of cause.

The above-mentioned

20

distinctions can also

the case of things that cause motion:

capable of causing motion unnaturally

some

(e. g.

be made
of

in

them are

the lever

is

not

moving the weight), others naturally
(e.g. what is actually hot is natuially capable of moving®
what is potentially hot) and similarly in the case of all

naturally capable of

;

other things of this kind.
In the

same way,

too,

what

is

potentially of a certain

quality or of a certain quantity or in a certain place
35

naturally movable
principle in itself

may

the
(for

is

corresponding
the same thing

an accidental, not an essential property of
fire or earth is moved by something

is

the other ^).

So when

when it

is

violent

when

potentially
it is

is

unnatural,

and natural

’

is

But the

fact

that the term

used in more than one sense

is

the reason

not evident whence such motions as the upward

motion of
derived.

it

brings to actuality the proper activities^ that

they potentially possess.

why

contains

and not accidentally

but the one

‘

it

be both of a certain quality and of a certain quantity,

the motion

30

when

fire

and the downward motion of eaith are
is learning a science potentially knows

One who

from one who while already possessnot actually^ exercising it. Wherever we have something capable of acting and something

it in

a

different sense

ing the knowledge

^

sc.

is

vvp and the like (ra Kara

^\}<nv Kivovfieva)^

ra Kara ^vcrtv Kivovfieva*
® i. e. causing to become hot.
* I. e. a thing may, in the process of becoming ttoiov, incidentally
become irooro*^, and vice versa : but the becoming iroaov is irrelevant to
the change or motion from iroi6v to iroiov or from ?ro0 to ttov.
®

sc.

*

sc.

upward motion and downward motion

respectively.
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capable of being correspondingly acted on, in the event
of any such pair being in contact what

is potential becomes 35
^
becomes from one poten- ^ 55
tial something another potential something
for one who
possesses knowledge of a science but is not actually exercising it knows the science potentially in a sense, though
not in the same sense as he knew it potentially before he
learnt it.
And when he is in this condition, if something
does not prevent him, he actively exercises his knowledge:
otherwise he would be in the contradictory state of not

at times actual:^ e.g. the learner

:

knowing. In regard to natural bodies also the case is similar.
Thus what is cold is potentially hot then a change takes
place and it is fire, and it bums, unless something prevents
and hinders it. So, too, with heavy and light light is gene-

5

:

:

from water (for water is the first
thing that is potentially light), and air is actually light, and
will at once realize its proper activity as such unless somelated fiom heavy,

thing prevents

e. g.

it.

air

The

activity of lightness consists in the

light thing being in a certain situation,

when

it is

10

in the contiary situation,

it

namely high up
is

^
.

being prevented

from rising. The case is similar also in regard to quantity
and quality. But, be it noted, this is the question we are
trying to answer how can we account for the motion of
light things and heavy things to their proper situations?
The reason for it is that they have a natural tendency 15
respectively towards a certain position and this constitutes
the essence of lightness and heaviness, the former being
determined by an upward, the latter by a downward,
tendency. As we have said, a thing may be potentially
light or heavy in more senses than one.
Thus not only
when a thing is water is it in a sense potentially light, but
when it has become air it may be still potentially light for

—

:

:

The sentence is awkwardly expressed, aet and epiore seeming to
contradict one another, but I do not think any alteration in the text
is necessary.
Certainly it will not do to omit tVidre, without which the
^

statement would not be true : e. g. to produce imarijfxrj something more
than the mere contact'of the teacher’s mind with the learner’s mind is
needed, I take dci to mean that there is no exceptional c/ass of
7roiryr<r6v and TraBifriKop that as such does not conform to the rule:
fptore virtually means in ^favourable circumstances
* i.e. above anything that is heavier.

—
255
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may be that thiough some hindrance it does not occupy
an upper position, whereas, if what hindeis it is removed,
The
it realizes its activity and continues to rise higher.
to
changes
quality
certain
of
a
is
piocess whereby what

it

20

a condition of active existence

is

similar

.

thus the exercise

upon the possession of it
So, too, what is of a ceitain
unless something prevents it
quantity extends itself over a certain space unless something prevents it.^ The thing in a sense is and in a sense
is not moved by one who moves what is obstructing and
of knowledge follows at once

25

preventing

motion

its

skin in the water

is

30

is

but of

a pillar

:

^

and

motion of a ball
not the wall but the thrower.^

is

clear that in all these cases the thing does not

itself,

motion

away

a stone from a wine-

real cause of the

rebounding from a wall

So it
move

pulls

the accidental cause of motion

same way the

in the

one who
who removes

(e. g.

from under a roof or one

but

it

contains within itself the source of

—not of moving

sufifeiing

If then the

something or of causing motion,

it.'*

motion of

all

things that are in motion

is

and violent, and all things
whose motion is violent and unnatural aie moved by something, and something other than themselves, and again all
things whose motion is natural are moved by something
both those that are moved by themselves and those that
35 are not moved by themselves (e. g. light things and heavy
25^® things, which are moved either by that which brought the
thing into existence as such and made it light and heavy, or
by that which released what was hindering and preventing
it)
then all things that are in motion must be moved by
either natural or unnatural

;

something.

Now this may come
the movent

is

not

about in either of two ways. Either 5
lesponsible for the motion, which

itself

^ i. e. it may be possibly
compressed so that it does not occupy the
amount of space that such a wocrov would normally occupy : m that

case
®
*

^

tvmfiei irocrov in the second sense.
real cause here is the upward or downward tendency.
In this case the wall is an instance of a Kara <TVfi^€^t)Kos kipovv.
it is

The
i.

e.

the quality of being alfected by or responsive to the activity of

^

TO

g,lPOVP,

::
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to be referred to something else which

is

vent, or the

movent

is itself

moves the mo-

responsible for the motion.

5

Further, in the latter case, either the movent immediately

precedes the last thing in the

may

or there

series,^

be

one or more intermediate links e. g. the stick moves the
stone and is moved by the hand, which again is moved by
the man in the man, however, we have reached a movent
that is not so in virtue of being moved by something
Now we say that the thing is moved both by the
else.
last and by the first movent in the series, but more
strictly by the first, since the first movent moves the last,
whereas the last does not move the first, and the first will
move the thing without the last, but the last will not
move it without the first e. g. the stick will not move
anything unless it is itself moved by the man. If then
everything that is in motion must be moved by something,
and the movent must either itself be moved by something else or not, and in the former case there must be
some first movent that is not itself moved by anything
:

:

10

:

while in the case of the immediate movent being

else,

of this kind theie
that

is

be an

also

infinite

no need of an intermediate movent

is

moved ^

(for it is

series of

moved by something
no

is

first

term)

—

impossible that there should

movents, each of which

else,^ since in

an

then everything that

if

is

itself

infinite series there
is

in

motion

is

moved but

movent is
moved by something, and the
not by anything else, it must be moved by itself.
This same argument may also be stated in another way
first

Every movent moves something and moves

as follows.
it

with something, either with

man moves a

e. g.

a

*

i.

e.

*

The argument

the thing that

is

itself or

with something else

thing either himself or with a stick,

moved.

stated so concisely that it is perhaps hardly
clear : but the reasoning appears to be as follows.
(ro lo-;^arov, the
thing whose motion is to be accounted for) must be moved directly
either by
(a Ktvovp ovx vir oKXov KtvovfjLtpop) or by
(a klpovv vtt
piXov KtvovfjL€vop). Now
implies an ultimate Xf though ¥% Y" may
intervene ; but
does not necessarily imply
in order to move
otherwise if
is necessary in order to enable
to move Z, F' will be
necessary to enable it to move F, and so on ad infimtum,
is

Z

X

F

®

15
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X
1.

K

y

Y

Z

X
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kivovv

km

Kivovfiepop

with

EK.
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and a thing
25

is

knocked down either by the wind itself or by
by the wind. But it is impossible for

a stone propelled

that with which a thing

moved by

on the other hand,
agency,

it

is

move it without being
by its own agency ^
imparts motion by its own

moved

to

that which imparts motion

is

if

a thing

:

not necessaiy that there should be anything
it imparts motion, whereas if there is a

which

else with

which it impaits motion, there must
motion not with something else
imparts
that
something
be
will be an infinite series.
else
there
or
itself,
but with
different thing with

itself moved,
infinite.
be
Thus,
not
and
30 the series must stop somewhere
of
being
moved
by
if the stick moves something in virtue
the hand, the hand moves the stick and if something else
moves with the hand the hand also is moved by something different from itself. So when motion by means of
an instrument is at each stage caused by something different
from the instrument, this must always be preceded by
something else^ which imparts motion with itself. Theiefore, if this last movent is in motion and there is nothing
^5^^ else that moves it, it must move itself.
So this reasoning
also shows that, when a thing is moved, if it is not moved
immediately by something that moves itself, the series brings
us at some time or other to a movent of this kind.

then, anything

If,

is

a movent while being

:

And

if

we

shall get this
$

consider the matter in yet a third

same

result as follows.

way we

If everything that

is

motion is moved by something that is in motion, either
this being in motion is an accidental attribute of the
movents in question, so that each of them moves something
while being itself in motion, but not always because it is
in

itself in

motion, or

it is not an accidental but an essential
Let us consider the former alternative. If then

attribute.
it

is

an accidental attribute,

which
it is

it is

not necessary that that

motion should be in motion and if this is so
clear that there may be a time when nothing that
is

in

:

exists IS in motion, since the accidental is not necessary
^ aiird

is

written

m

tation of TOV QVTQV.
®

Reading

m

1.

31

1.

Cf.

25 for avrov to avoid the possible misinterpre257^ 13, 27, 258^^ 23, 259» I.

tuvtti.

—
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Now if we assume the existence of a possiany conclusion that we thereby reach will not be an
impossibility, though it may be contrary to fact.
But the
for we have
non-existence of motion is an impossibility
shown above ^ that there must always be motion.
Moreover, the conclusion to which we have been led is
a reasonable one. For there must be three things the
moved, the movent, and the instrument of motion. Now
the moved must be in motion, but it need not move anything else* the instrument of motion must both move
something else and be itself in motion (for it changes
together with the moved, with which it is in contact
and continuous, as is clear in the case of things that
move other things locally, in which case the two things
and the
must up to a certain point ^ be in contact)
movent ^that is to say, that which causes motion in such
a manner that it is not merely the instrument of motion
must be unmoved. Now we have visual experience of the
last term in this series, namely that which has the capacity
but contingent

lo

bility,

*

—

15

:

—

of being in motion, but does not contain a motive principle,
and also of that which is in motion but is moved by itself
and not by anything else ^ it is reasonable, therefore, not
to say necessary, to suppose the existence of the third
term also, that which causes motion but is itself unmoved.
So, too, Anaxagoras is right when he says that Mind is

20

:

^

Chapter

i.

not necessarily continuously : e. g. a thing thrown continues its
course after contact with the thrower has ceased.
^ I am convinced that Bekker’s reading (which is that of two MSS.
including the best) is right o Kiveirai ix€v, ovx
uWov fie aXX*
avroO.
Prantl reads 6 icti/et fxev^ vrr* aWov Se (^Kiveirai) aXX* ovx v<l> avrov. For the
transposition of ovx there is MS. authority : but the substitution of Ktvel
for KLveirai and the insertion of Kivurai later are alterations of Prantl’s
own, based as it seems to me on a complete misunderstanding of
Aristotle’s meaning. Apparently he would equate the middle term
here with the ^aKrrjpia of the previous illustration. But there is no
essential difference between the XiSos and the ^aKrrjpia as regards their
motion, and we have no right at all to infer from their existence the
existence of a klvovv aKLprjTov : the most that we could infer fvXdycoj
would be the existence of an avroKivrjrov, As I read the passage, from
the admitted existence of what is avroKtvijTOP (e. g. a stone) and of
what is both kivovp and KLvovfievop (e. g. an animal, which as moving
itself shows the amalgamation of both principles) Aristotle infers by
dvaXoyta that presumably what is kivovp only also exists.
^

1.

e.

—

w

25

—
;
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impassive and unmixed, since he makes

motion

:

for

it

it

the principle of

could cause motion in this sense ^ only

by

unmoved, and have supreme control only by
being unmixed.
being

itself

We will now take the second alternative.
is

If the

not accidentally but necessarily in motion

movent

— so

that,

were not in motion, it would not move anything
then the movent, in so far as it is in motion, must be in

if it

30

it is moved either as that is
moved ^ with the same kind of motion, or with

motion in one of two ways

which

is

— either

that which is heating, I mean, is
becoming hot, that which is making
piocess of becoming healthy, and that which is

a different kind
itself in

:

process of

healthy in

causing locomotion in process of locomotion, or else that

making healthy is, let us say, in process of locomotion, and that which is causing locomotion in process of,
say, inciease.
But it is evident that this is impossible.
For if we adopt the first assumption we have to make it
apply within each of the very lowest species into which
257^ motion can be divided e. g. we must say that if some one ®
is teaching some lesson in geometry, he is also in process
of being taught that same lesson in geometry, and that
if he is throwing he is in process of being thrown in just
the same manner. Or if we reject this assumption we
must say that one kind of motion is derived from another
which

is

:

e.

5

g. that that

increase, that

which
which

is

causing locomotion

is

causing this increase

by something

is

in process of
is

in process

and that which is
causing this alteration is in process of suffering some
different kind of motion.
But the series must stop somewhere, since the kinds of motion are limited; and if we
say that the process is reversible, and that that which is
causing alteration is in process of locomotion, we do no
more than if we had said at the outset that that which is
causing locomotion is in process of locomotion, and that
of being altered

10

one who

is

^ sc.
^

teaching

in process of being taught

:

as dpxij Kivri<T€m,

Reading

’
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else,

in

1.

30

m to (^e to E).

The neuter would sound absurd here

in English.

for

it is
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that which

movent

is

is

that
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is

moved

is

moved by the
by

further back in the series as well as

immediately moves

that which

course impossible

:

more

it

strictly

for it involves

in

:

moves

fact
it.

the earlier

But

this is of

the consequence that one

who

IS teaching is in process of learning what he is teaching,
whereas teaching necessarily implies possessing knowledge,
and leaining not possessing it. Still more unreasonable is
the consequence involved that, since everything that is
moved is moved by something that is itself moved by
something else,^ everything that has a capacity for causing
motion has as such a corresponding capacity for being

moved

:

L

e. it will

have a capacity for being moved

in the

sense in which one might say that everything that has

a capacity for making healthy, and exercises that capacity,^
has as such a capacity for being made healthy, and that
which has a capacity for building has as such a capacity
for being built.
It will have the capacity for being thus
mov(?d either immediately or through one or more links (as
it will if, while everything that has a capacity for causing
motion has as such a capacity for being moved by something else, the motion that it has the capacity for suffering
is not that with which it affects what is next to it, but
a motion of a different kind ; e. g. that which has a capacity
for making healthy might as such have a capacity for
learning ® the series, however, could be traced back, as we
:

some time or other we arrived at the
same kind of motion). Now the first alternative is impossaid before, until at

sible,

^

It

and the second
is

possibility

iavTO

is

fantastic : ^

it

is

absurd that that

necessary to insert ‘by something else* in view of the
admitted below (257*27) that to kwov^i^vov TrpStrov avro

KLvr}<r€u

The words

koI vyidCov in 1
17 seem pointless and irrelevant,
trace of them in Simplicius
1. 21 (with three MSS. including the best) fxaBijriKov,
* Alexander (quoted by Simplicius) interpreted this to mean that
while both alternatives are impossible, the second has the additional
characteristic of being ^Xaa-paTS^des,
Simplicius himself, however,
considers that the second alternative, while certainly 7r\a(rfiaTS>desy is
not logically impossible, since it might be denied that Ktvrja-cts are
ireTrepacTfUvai or that a thing Kivetrai fioKKov vtto toD irpor^pov r&v
KipovvTidv.
If Simplicius is right, the coimexion is very loose, since the
®

and there is no
® Reading in

257

®
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which has a capacity for causing alteration should as such
have a capacity, let us say, for increase. It is
not necessary, therefore, that that which is moved should
always be moved by something else that is itself moved by
something else; so there will be an end to the series.
Consequently the first thing that is in motion will derive
its motion either from something that is at rest or from
But if there were any need to consider which
itself.
of the two, that which moves itself or that which is moved
by something else, is the cause and principle of motion,
30 eveiy one would decide for the former: for that which is
itself independently a cause is always prior as a cause ^ to
that which is so only in viitue of being itself dependent

25

necessarily

upon something else that makes it so.
We must therefore make a fresh start and consider the
question if a thing moves itself, in what sense and in what
manner does it do so? Now eveiything that is in motion
must be infinitely divisible, for it has been shown alieady ^
257^ in our general course on Physics,^ that everything that is
essentially in motion is continuous.
Now it is impossible
that that which moves itself should in its entirety move
itself: for then, while being specifically one and indivisible,
it would as a whole both undergo and cause the same
locomotion or alteration: thus it would at the same time
5 be both teaching and being taught (the same thing), or
both restoring to and being restored to the same health.
Moreover, we have^ established the fact that it is the
movable that is moved and this is potentially, not actually,
in motion, but the potential is in process to actuality, and
motion is an incomplete actuality of the movable. The
movent on the other hand is already in activity: e.g. it is
that which is hot that produces heat in fact, that which
;

;

:

second alternative has just been distinctly declared to be only a special
case of the
^

niTiov
IS

first

This must be the sense, whether we read with Bekker
de'i

TrpoTf^ov or with

EK del Tiporepov airlop

:

in 1 . 30
in either case air lop

wanted both as subject and as predicate.
®

The

*

See note on

*

Ch.

reference
I.

is

apparently to

251®' 9.

251® 9 sqq.

vi. 4,

234^ 10 sqq
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produces the foim^ is always something that possesses it.
Consequently (if a thing can move itself as a whole), the

lo

same thing in respect of the same thing ^ may be at the
same time both hot and not hot. So, too, in every other
case where the movent must be described by the same
name in the same sense as the moved.^ Theiefore when
a thing moves itself^ it is one part of it that is the movent
and another part that is moved. But it is not self-moving^
in the sense that each of the two parts is moved by
the other part,
evident.

the following considerations

In the

first

place,

if

make

each of the two parts

this
is

to 15

move the other, there will be no fiist movent. If a thing
is moved by a series of movents, that which is earlier in
the series is more the cause of its being moved than that
which comes next, and

will

be more truly the movent

:

for

we found that there are two kinds of movent, that which
is itself moved by something else and that which derives
motion from

its

thing that

is

and that which

itself,

moved

than that which

is

further from the

In the second place,

intermediate.®

is

is

nearer to the principle of motion
20

no necessity for the movent part to be moved by
anything but itself so it can only be accidentally that the
there

is

:

other part moves
case of

its

moved and a

moved

in return.
it

is

:

I

take then the possible

then there

will

be a part that

is

an unmoved movent. In the
no necessity for the movent to be

part that

place, there

third

it

not moving

is

on the contraiy the necessity that there
should always be motion makes it necessary that there
should be some movent that is either unmoved or moved

by

in return

itself.

:

In the fouith place

we should then have a thing

—

undergoing the same motion that it is causing that which
But as a matter
is producing heat, therefore, being heated.
^

^

i.

e.

i

e.

any particular characteristic such as heat.
the whole of itself there is no question of one part of a thing
:

heating another part.
e. in respect of the imparted characteristic : thus to Sepfiaivop
TO Beppatvop^vov both have the predicative Bippop applied to them
the same sense (avpwvvpfos),

®

I.

and

m

^

Cf. 256®* 25 n.
in 1 . 14 KivovPi

with EK Simp.
between t6 iropparepop and to Kipovp.€vov*

®

Reading

®

sc.

25

^
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moves itself^ cannot contain
moves itself or a number of parts
each of which moves itself. For, if the whole is moved by
itself, it must be moved either by some part of itself or as
a whole by itself as a whole. If, then, it is moved in virtue
of some part of it being moved by that part itself, it is this

of fact that which primarily
either a single part that

30

part that will be the primary self-movent, since,
is

separated fiom the whole, the part will

still

if this

move

part

itself,

on the other hand
it must be accidentally that the parts move themselves: and therefore,

but the whole will do so no longer.
the whole

is

moved by

itself

If

as a whole,

we may take the case
moved bv themselves. Therefore in the
whole of the thing we may distinguish that which imparts
motion without itself being moved and that which is moved

their self-motion not being necessary,

258^ of their not being

for

only

in this

moved.
guish in
is

5

it

is it

possible for a thing to be self-

the whole

moves

itself

that which imparts the motion

•

distin-

so while

unmoved, and that which
motion to
something else or a thing that does not, that which moves
itself must be composed of something that is unmoved but
imparts motion and also of something that is moved but
does not necessarily impart motion but may or may not do
Thus let A be something that imparts motion but is
so.
unmoved, B something that is moved by A and moves F,
r something that is moved by B but moves nothing (granted

something
is

else or

a thing that

moved may be

that

we

is

either a thing that imparts

eventually arrive at

F we may take

only one intermediate term, though there

15

we may

and that which

also say that

imparts

10

if

we say that AB is moved by itself, we
it is moved by A.
And since that which
motion may be either a thing that is moved by

moved

may

way

Further,

it

that there

may be

is

more).

Then the whole ABF moves itself. But if I take away F,
AB will move itself, A imparting motion and B being
moved, whereas F will not move itself or in fact be moved
at all.
Nor again Will BF move itself apart from A for B
imparts motion only through being moved by something
else, not through being moved by any part of itself.
So
:

^

Cf.

256^ 25

n.

::

BOOK
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only AB moves itself. That which moves itself, therefore,
must comprise something that imparts motion but is unxnoved and something that is moved but does not necessarily move anything else and each of these two things, 20
or at any rate one of them,^ must be in contact with the
If, then, that which imparts motion is a continuous
other.
substance that which is moved must of course be so it
is clear that it is not through some part of the whole being
of such a nature as to be capable of moving itself that the
whole moves itself* it moves itself as a whole, both being
moved and imparting motion through containing a part
It does 25
that imparts motion and a part that is moved.
not impart motion as a whole nor is it moved as a whole
:

—

it

is

A

—

alone that imparts motion and

B

alone that

is

T

is

moved by

A,

moved. It is not true,
which is impossible.®

Here a

A

:

if

something

is

taken away from

(supposing that that which imparts motion but

is

un-

a continuous substance), or from B the part that
moved, will the remainder of A continue to impart

moved
is

difficulty arises

further, that

is

motion or the remainder of B continue to be moved ? If 3 °
not be AB primarily that is moved by itself,
since, when something is taken away from AB, the lemainder of AB will still continue to move itself. Perhaps we
may state the case thus there is nothing to prevent each 258^
of the two parts, or at any rate one of them, that which
is moved, being divisible though actually undivided, so

so, it will

:

that

if it is

divided

the same capacity

:

it

will not continue in the possession of

and so there

is

nothing to prevent

self-

^ If both are corporeal, the two things will be mutually in contact
but if one is incorporeal and the other not, the first may be said to be in
contact with (dirreaBai) the second, but not vice versa. So here the
Kivovv aKLvrjTOP may be said aTTrecrdai tov Kivovixivov^ but rh Ktpov/ievop
cannot be said dyrmcrSat rov klvovptos aKiprirov be. See de Gen, et Corr,
i. 6. 323^ 25 sqq.
® This sentence comes in awkwardly here, and I am inclined to
think that it should be omitted. It was not known to Alexander,
nor did it occur in most of the MSS. known to Simplicius. The best of
our MSS. omits it.
The point of the sentence, if it is kept, seems to
be that in AB we have one complete abroKivr^ov : A may accidentally
through B impart motion to r : but r is irrelevant to the avronipriTov
that we are considering.

PHYSICA
motion residing primarily in things that are potentially
divisible.

From what has been said, then, it is evident that that
which primarily imparts motion is unmoved for, whether
the series is closed at once by that which is in motion but
moved by something else deriving its motion directly from
the first unmoved, or whether the motion is derived fioin
:

what

is

in

motion but moves

motion, on both suppositions
all

itself

and stops

we have

cases of things being in motion that

imparts motion

its

own

the result that in

which primarily

unmoved.

is

Since there must always be motion without intermission,
there must necessarily be something, one thing or
a plurality, that

first

must be unmoved.
the things that are

imparts motion, and this

Now

may be

it

movent

first

the question whether each of

unmoved but impait motion ^

is

eternal

argument: but the following
clear that there must necessarily

irrelevant to our present

is

considerations will

make

it

be some such thing, which, while

moving something
all

in

else, is itself

it

has the capacity of

unmoved and exempt from

chaqge,^ which can affect it neither in an unqualified nor
an accidental sense.® Let us suppose, if any one likes,

that in the case of certain things ^
different times to

it is

possible for

them

at

be and not to be, without any process of

becoming and perishing (in fact it would seem to be necesa thing that has not parts at one time is and at
another time is not,® that any such thing should without
undergoing any process of change at one time be and at
sary, if

e g. individual yf/vxai
Omitting in 1 14
before sktos with Simplicius and three MSS.
one of which has re for
and another Kal before Traarrjs : any one of
these variations will give the sense required. Simplicius gives no hint
of a reading rrjs cktos fxera^oKris, which would have to be taken as
a loose genitive after awV»?Toj/—‘ unmoved
respect of all external
change * : this, though possible, is not quite the sense required : we
want to have exemption from ftera^oX^ clearly marked as an additional
attribute, more extensive than exemption from Kivrjcns.
* 1. e. neither directly nor indirectly : e.
g. a man walking /xera/SaXXet
dTrX&Sf a man sailing in a ship
Kara orvfjL^€pi^K6s:»
*
sc. yjrvxai : Aristotle is answenng an objection to the effect that
here we may find an aKlvrjTos apxh KiviitT^m that is not dibios.
® Reading in 1 .
19 a comma before dvev and not before ore.
^

®

.

m

6
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us further suppose

principles that are

it

ao

unmoved but capable

of imparting motion at one time are and at another time

Even so,

be true of all such principles,
be something that causes things
that move themselves ^ at one time to be and at another not
to be. For, since nothing that has not parts can be in
motion, that which moves itself must as a whole have
magnitude, though nothing that we have said makes this
necessarily true of every movent.
So the fact that some
things become and others perish, and that this is so continuously, cannot be caused by any one of those things
that, though they are unmoved, do not always exist
nor
again can it be caused by any of those which move certain
are not.

must

since there

this cannot

clearly

25

:

particular things, while others

^

move

other things.

The

eternity and continuity of the process cannot be caused
either

by any one of them

singly or

by the sum

of them,

because this causal relation must be eternal and necessary,

whereas the sum of these movents
not

all exist

may be

together.

It is clear,

30

and they do
then, that though there
is infinite

some prinunmoved but impart motion, and though
many things that move themselves* perish and are succeeded by others that come into being, and though one
thing that is unmoved moves one thing while another
moves another, nevertheless there is something that comprehends them all, and that as something apart from each
countless instances of the perishing of

ciples that are

one of them, and this it is that is the cause of the fact that
things are and others are not and of the continuous
and this causes the motion of the 5
process of change
other movents, while they are the causes of the motion of
other things. Motion, then, being eternal, the first movent,
if there are more
if there is but one, will be eternal also
than one, there will be a plurality of such eternal movents.
We ought, however, to suppose that there is one rather
than many, and a finite rather than an infinite number.

some

:

:

^

Cf.

®

Reading

®

25 n.

in 1.
Cf. 256® 25 n.

29 t&p for roumv, with Simp.
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the consequences of either assumption are the same,^
should always assume that things are finite rather than

When
we

number, since in things constituted by nature
that which is finite and that which is better ought, if
and here
possible, to be present rather than the reverse
it is sufficient to assume only one movent, the first of

10 infinite in

:

unmoved

things,

which being eternal

of motion to everything

will

be the principle

else.

following argument also makes it evident that the
movent must be something that is one and eternal.
We have shown ^ that there must always be motion. That
being so, motion must also be continuous, because what is
always is continuous, whereas what is merely in succession
But further, if motion is continuous, it
is not continuous.
is one: and it is one only if the movent and the moved

The

first

15

that constitute

it

them one, since in the event
moved now by one thing and now by

are each of

of a thing’s being

another the whole motion will not be continuous but
successive.

Moreover a conviction that there is a first unmoved somemay be reached not only from the foregoing argu-

ao

thing

ments, but also by considering again the principles operative
it is

some

at rest.

This fact has served above

is

that are sometimes in motion

not tiue either that

all

things are at rest or that

all

among

evident that

there are

it

35

Now

movents.

in

and the remainder always

in

^

to

existing things

and sometimes

make

it

clear that

things are in motion or that

some things
motion

:

are always at rest
on this matter proof

supplied by things that fluctuate between the two and
have the capacity of being sometimes in motion and someis

The existence of things of this kind is clear
we wish to explain also the nature of each of
the other two kinds and show that there are some things
that are always unmoved and some things that are always

times at

rest.

to all : ^ but

i.e.

Chapter i.
Chapter 3.

^
*
OTJI

when

^
*

The

KTAmJ*

either will equally explain the facts.

apodosis to the eVet clause does not begin

till

259^3 (rovra

BOOK
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In the course of our argument directed to this

in motion.

end we established the

fact that everything that is in

motion

30

moved by something,^ and that the movent is either
unmoved or in motion, and that, if it is in motion, it is
moved either by itself or by something else and so on
throughout the series ^ and so we proceeded to the posiis

:

tion^ that the

first

principle that directly^ causes things

that aie in motion to be

moved

is

that which

moves

itself,

and the

first

principle of the whole series^

Further

it is

evident from actual observation that there are 259^

is

the unmoved.

things that have the characteristic of moving themselves,
e.

g. the

things.®

animal kingdom and the whole class of living
This being so, then, the view was suggested

it may be possible for motion to come to be
a thing without having been in existence at all befoie,
because we see this actually occurring in animals they are

that perhaps
in

:

unmoved
it

at one time

We

seems.

and then again they are

must grasp the

fact, therefore,

5

in motion, as

that animals

move themselves® only with one kind of motion,® and
that this is not strictly originated by them. The cause of
is not derived from the animal itself, it is connected
with other natural motions in animals, which they do not
it

experience through their
decrease,

and respiration

animal while

it is

at rest

own instrumentality, e

g. increase,

these are experienced

and not

by every

motion in respect of

in

here the motion is
own agency
caused by the atmosphere and by many things that enter
into the animal thus in some cases the cause is nourishment when it is being digested animals sleep, and when
the motion set up

by

its

;

:

:

is

it

^

being distributed through the system they awake and

Chapter 4

.

deL i.e. if a particular kipovp derives its motion from another
Kipovv the same question arises with regard to the second kwovv, and
so on.
*

’

Chapter

*

KiPovfjLirVtiiv

5,

fxh iu 1. 33 can hardly stand. It may have displaced
which Simp, seems to read, or KLv^(r€cos,

iTpoa^xn^
®

®
®

and ^ avro tavro
including plants.

sc. KtpovfjL€vn

® €fjAlrvx<ij

klp€i

^SS^7 sqq*

7 aura, with Simp.
sc. locomotion.

Reading

in

together.

1.

qz

sc.

locomotion.

10

:

:

principle of this motion being
Therefore animals
outside.
from
thus originally derived
their own agency
by
motion
are not always in continuous
it is something else that moves them, itself being in motion
and changing as it comes into relation with each several

move themselves, the

15

first

moves itself (Moreover in all these self-moving
first movent and cause of their self-motion ^ is
that
itself moved by itself,^ though in an accidental sense
is to say, the body changes its place, so that that which is
in the body changes its place also and is a self-movent

thing that

things the

:

20

through

its

exercise of leverage.®)

fidently conclude that

if

unmoved movents that are
dentally,

also themselves

impossible that

it is

So the

motion.

Hence we may con-

a thing belongs to the class of

it

35

unmoved even

is

there

is

acci-

should cause continuous

necessity that there should be motion

continuously requires that there should be a
that

moved

accidentally,^

if,

as

first

movent

we have

said,®

to be in the world of things an unceasing

and

undying motion, and the world is to remain ® permanently
self-contained and within the same limits : for if the first
principle is permanent, the universe must also be permanent, since

it is

continuous with the

first

principle.

(We

between accidental motion of
must
a thing by itself and such motion by something else, the
former being confined to perishable things, whereas the
latter belongs also to certain first principles of heavenly
distinguish, however,

30 bodies,

of

all those,

that

is

to say, that experience

more

than one locomotion.’^)
^

sc.

®

1.

fvxi.
not a true adviiTov after all.
® Reading in 1 .
19 (with three MSS.) icm rrj fio)^€ia : the ordinary
leading Kal t6 iv
fioxX^/ci seems meaningless. The sense appears to
be that the soul may be said to move itself by means of the body, the
body acting as a sort of lever.
* Reading in 1
24 koL Kara avfifie^rjKos the /tii) before Kara is omitted
by one MS. and erased in another : also it clearly was not read by
7

}

e. it is

.

Simplicius.

It

might quite easily have been inserted by some one who,

not understanding the construction, thought that the words following
Kal must denote another attribute in addition to dKivrjrov*
* Chapter!,
® Reading in L 26
with Themistius.
’ sc.

the planets.

—
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And further, if there is always something of this nature,
a movent that is itself unmoved and eternal, then that 260^
which is first moved by it must be eternal. Indeed this
would otherwise be no becoming and perishing and no change of any
kind in other things, which require something that is in
motion to move them: for the motion imparted by the
unmoved will always be imparted in the same way and be
one and the same, since the unmoved does not itself change
in relation to that which is moved by it
But that ^ which
is moved by something^ that, though it is in motion, is
is

clear also from the consideration that there

moved

5

by the unmoved stands

in varying relamoves, so that the motion
that it causes will not be always the same by reason of
the fact that it occupies contraiy positions or assumes

directly

tions to the

things that

it

.

contrary forms at different times

motions
cause

it

it will

each several thing that

in

to be at one time at rest

it

and

produce contrary

moves and

will 10

at another time in

motion.

The

foregoing argument, then, has served to clear up the

point about which

why

is it

we

that instead of

or at rest, or

some

a

raised
all

difficulty at

things being either in motion

things being always in motion and the

remainder always at

rest,

there are things that are some-

times in motion and sometimes not

now

plain

:

it is

the outset ®

because, while

?

some

an eternal unmoved movent and
in motion,^ other things are

The cause of this is
moved by

things are
ai*e

therefore always

moved by a movent

that

is in 15

motion and changing, so that they too must change. But
unmoved movent, as has been said, since it remains
permanently simple and unvarying and in the same state,
will cause motion that is one and simple.
the

^

e. g.

^ sc.

the

any one of the heavenly bodies.
which imparts motion to

o ovpavos,

medium

of the various heavenly bodies.

terrestrial things
I

through

see no reason to depart

from the reading adopted by Bekker with most MSS. to my mind
this reading will account for the reading of K and of Simplicius
:

(adopted by Prantl) rb de Kipovfiepov vtto rov clkip^tov
easily than vice versa,
^

Chapter

^

Reading

3,

in

1.

15

di 6 del Kipeirai,

with

fj

Kipopphov more

EK Them. Phil. Simp.
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This matter will be made clearer, however, if we start 7
We must consider whether it
afresh from another point.
should be a continuous
there
is 01 is not possible that
motion, and,

if it

possible,

is

which

motion

this

is,

and

which is the primary motion for it is plain that if there
must always be motion, and a particular motion is primary
and continuous, then it is this motion that is imparted by
the first movent, and so it is necessarily one and the same
:

35

and continuous and piimary.

Now

of the three kinds of motion that there are

— motion

in respect of magnitude, motion in respect of affection, and

—

in respect of place

motion

it is this

last,

which we

call

locomotion, that must be primary. This may be shown as
It is impossible that there should be increase
follows.
30

without the previous occuirence of alteration: for that
which is increased, although in a sense it is increased by

what
itself'

is like itself, is in

thus

it

is

said

a sense increased
that contrary

by what

is

unlike

is

nourishment to

is effected only by things becoming
There must be alteration then, in that there
adonis this change from contraiy to contrary. But the fact
that a thing is altered requires that there should be something that alters it, something e.g. that makes the potentially

contrary:^ but growth
like to like.

hot into the actually hot: so

it is

plain that the

does not maintain a uniform relation to

5

movent

at one
time neaier to and at another farther from that which is
altered and we cannot have this without locomotion.
If,
it

but

is

.

therefore, there

must always be motion, there must also

always be locomotion as the primary motion, and,

if

there

a primary as distinguished from a secondary form of locomotion, it must be the primary form. Again, all affections

is

have their origin
10

heavy and

in

condensation and rarefaction

:

thus

and hard, hot and cold, are considered to be forms of density and rarity.
But condensation and rarefaction are nothing more than combination
and separation, processes in accordance with which substances are said to become and perish and in being combined and separated things must change in respect of place.
^ Cf. De An^ ii.
4. 416^ 21 sqq.
light, soft

:
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And

further, when a thing is increased or decreased its
magnitude changes in respect of place.
Again, there is another point of view fiom which it will 15
be clearly seen that locomotion is primary. As in the case
of other things so too in the case of motion the word
primary may be used in several senses. A thing is said
to be prior to other things when, if it does not exist, the
others will not exist, whereas it can exist without the
others- and there is also priority in time and priority in
perfection of existence.
Let us begin, then, with the first
sense.
Now there must be motion continuously, and there ao
may be continuously either continuous motion or successive
motion, the former, however, in a higher degree than the
latter: moreover it is better that it should be continuous
lather than successive motion, and we always assume the
presence in nature of the better, if it be possible: since,
then, continuous motion is possible (this will be proved
later ^ for the present let us take it for granted), and no
other motion can be continuous except locomotion, loco- 35
motion must be primary. For there is no necessity for the
subject of locomotion to be the subject either of increase or
of alteration, nor need it become or perish on the other
hand there cannot be any one of these processes without
the existence of the continuous motion imparted by the
first movent.
Secondly, locomotion must be primary in time for this
is the only motion possible for eternal things.
It is true 30
indeed that, in the case of any individual thing that has
a becoming, locomotion must be the last of its motions: for
after its becoming it first experiences alteration and increase,
and locomotion is a motion that belongs to such things
only when they are perfected. But there must previously
be something else that is in process of locomotion to be the
cause even of the becoming of things that become, without
itself being in process of becoming, as e. g. the begotten is
preceded by what begot it otherwise becoming might be
thought to be the primary motion on the ground that the
thing must fiist become. But though this is so in the case 5
’

‘

:

.

:

:

^

Chapter

8.

aoi"

of any individual thing that becomes, nevertheless before

anything becomes, something else must be in motion, not
itself becoming but being, and before this there must again

be something else.

motion would be perishable—it is plain that no one of the motions next in order
can be prior to locomotion. By the motions next in order
for, if it

10

And since becoming cannot be primary

I

mean

were, everything that

and then

increase

is

in

alteration, decrease,

and

perishing.

All these are posterior to becoming: consequently, if not
even becoming is prior to locomotion, then no one of the
other processes of change

Thirdly, that which

is

is

so either.

becoming appears
and proceeding to a first
posterior in the order of becoming
in process of

universally as something imperfect
principle
is

:

and so what is

prior in the order of nature.

Now

all

things that

go

through the process of becoming acquire locomotion last.
that accounts for the fact that some living things,

15 It is this
e. g.

many

plants and

kinds of animals, owing to lack of

the requisite organ, are entirely without motion, whereas
others acquire

Therefore,

if

it

in the course

of their being perfected.

the degree in which things possess locomotion

corresponds to the degree in which they have realized their
natural development, then this motion
20 others in respect

must be prior to all
and not only

of perfection of existence

:

but also because a thing that

motion
locomotion
than in any other kind of motion it is the only motion
that does not involve a change of being in the sense in
which there is a change in quality when a thing is altered
and a change in quantity when a thing is increased or
decreased. Above all it is plain that this motion, motion
in respect of place, is what is in the strictest sense ptoduced
25 by that which moves itself ; but it is the self-movent that
we declare to be the first principle of things that are moved
and impart motion and the primary source to which things
that are in motion are to be referred.
It is clear, then, from the foregoing arguments that locomotion is the primary motion. We have now to show
which kind of locomotion is primary. The same process
for this reason

is

loses its essential character less in the process of
:

in

.
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of reasoning will also
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make clear at the same time the
we have made both now and at

truth of the assumption

a previous stage ^ that

a motion that

is

possible that there should be 30

it is

Now

continuous and eternal.

it is

clear

from the following considerations that no other than locomotion can be continuous. Every other motion and change
is from an opposite to an opposite
thus for the processes
of becoming and perishing the limits are the existent and
:

the non-existent, for alteration the vaiious pairs of contrary

and decrease either greatness 35
and smallness or perfection and imperfection of magnitude
and changes to the respective contraries are contrary
changes. Now a thing that is undergoing any particular 261^
kind of motion, but though previously existent has not
always undergone it, must previously have been at lest so
far as that motion is concerned.
It is clear, then, that for
affections,

and

for increase

the changing thing the contraries will be states of

rest,®

And we

have a similar result in the case of changes that
are not motions:® for becoming and peiishing, whether
regarded simply as such without qualification or as affecting something in particular, are opposites therefore provided it is impossible for a thing to undergo opposite
changes at the same time, the change will not be continuous,
but a period of time will intervene between the opposite
processes.
The question whether these contradictory
changes aie contraries or not makes no difference, provided
only it is impossible for them both to be present to the
same thing at the same time the point is of no importance
to the argument.^
Nor does it matter if the thing need
not rest in the contradictory state, or if there is no state of
rest as a contrary to the process of change ^ it may be true
:

5

:

.

EK

253* 29. Omit the second t6 in 1 29, with
Simp.
Hence the KLPrjcrLg in question cannot be crwex^s.
* It seems necessary to translate fxerafioXcap here in this way: Aristotle
has been dealing with fierafioXaL all along, but so far only with such of
them as are also kip^ctus: he now extends his results to include
fxera^oXaL that are not Kiv^creis in the strict sense, namely ymo-tr and
(l>dopdf which also proceed from dpTiKeifiepov to dpTiKeifi^POP^ though in
this case the dpriKeifxeva are not ipavrLa
* Reading in 1 . 10 X 6
Bekker’s oX« is apparently a mere slip.
y(p,
° Reading in 1
11 ptra^oX^ fjpefiia, with HI.
^

.

*

.
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that the non-existent

not at

is

a process to the non-existent.
intervention of a time

•

from being continuous

:

it is

rest,

and that peiishing

All that matters

this that prevents the

so, too, in

is

is

the

change

our previous instances ^

the important thing was not the relation of contrariety but

two processes being present to
a thing at the same time. And there is no need to be
disturbed by the fact that on this showing there may be
more than one contrary to the same thing, that a particular
motion will be contrary both to rest and to motion in the
contrary direction. We have only to grasp the fact that
the impossibility of the

15

a particular motion is in a sense the opposite both of
a state of rest and of the contrary motion, in the same way
as that which is of equal or standard measure is the
opposite both of that which surpasses
20 it

surpasses, and that

it

is

it

and of that which

impossible for the opposite

motions or changes to be present to a thing at the same
time.
it

Furthermore, in the case of becoming and perishing

would seem to be an utterly absurd thing

anything has become

it

continue to exist for

35

if

as soon as

must necessarily perish and cannot
any time: and, if this is true of

becoming and perishing, we have fair grounds for inferring
the same to be true of the other kinds of change, since it
would be in the natural order of things that they should be
uniform in

this lespect.

Let us now proceed to maintain that
there should be an infinite motion that

it is
is

possible that

single

and con-

tinuous, and that this motion is rotatory motion.
The
motion of everything that is in process of locomotion is

cither rotatory or rectilinear or

consequently,
30 that

a compound of the two

one of the former two

is

not continuous,

composed of them both cannot be continuous
Now it is plain that if the locomotion of a thing is

which

either.

if

rectilinear

is

and

finite it is

not continuous locomotion: for

the thing must turn back, and that which turns back in

a straight

line

undergoes two contrary locomotions, since,

so far as motion in respect of place
^

sc.

is

concerned, upward

the instances of Kiv^aets given above.

8

:
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motion

is
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a6i^

the contrary of downward motion, forward motion

of backward motion, and motion to the

left

of motion to 35

the right, these being the pairs of contraries in the sphere

But we have already ^ defined

of place.

and con-

single

262®-

tinuous motion to be motion of a single thing in a single

period of time and operating within a sphere admitting of

no

further specific differentiation (for

to consider,

first

that which

is

we have

in motion,

e.

three things

a

g.

a god, secondly the ‘when’ of the motion, that
the time, and thirdly the sphere within which

is

it

man

or

to say,

opeiates,

which may be either place or affection or essential form or
magnitude) and contraries are specifically not one and the
same but distinct and within the sphere of place we have
the above-mentioned distinctions. Moieover we have an
indication that motion from A to B is the contrary of
motion from B to A in the fact that, if they occur at the
same time, they arrest and stop each other. And the
same is true in the case of a circle: the motion from A
towards B is the contrary of the motion from A towards T ^
for even if they are continuous and theie is no turning back
they arrest each other, because contraries annihilate or
On the other hand lateral motion
obstruct one another.
But what shows
is not the contrary of upward motion.^
most clearly that rectilinear motion cannot be continuous
is the fact that turning back necessarily implies coming to
a stand, not only when it is a straight line that is traversed,
but also in the case of locomotion in a circle (which is
:

5

:

when
circle,
it
may
a
either
proceed
on
traverses
meiely
a thing
turn
break
or
again
has
back
when
it
a
its course without
reached the same point from which it started). We may
not the

same thing

as rotatory locomotion,

for,

assuie ourselves of the necessity of this coming to a stand
^ V. 4.
2
A

5

in 11. 10, ii commas after ydp and dvaKap^is.
here we havejthe opposite conclusion from the fact that these
two motions'do not interfere with each other.
**

Reading
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not only on the strength of observation, but also on
may start as follows we have

We

theoretical grounds.

:

three points, starting-point, middle-point,

finishing-

of which the middle-point in virtue of the relations

20 point,

in

and

which

it

two is both a
and though numerically
have further the distinction

stands severally to the other

starting-point

and a

finishing-point,

one is theoretically two. We
between the potential and the actual. So in the straight
line in question any one of the points lying between the
two extremes is potentially a middle-point but it is not
actually so unless that which is in motion divides the
line by coming to a stand at that point and beginning its
motion again : thus the middle-point becomes both a
:

25

starting-point

and a goal, the starting-point of the

latter

part and the finishing-point of the first part of the motion.
is the case e g. when A in the course of its locomocomes to a stand at B and starts again towards F:
but when its motion is continuous A cannot either have
come to be or have ceased to be at the point B it can

This
tion

:

30

only have been there at

the moment of

passing,

its

passage

not being contained within any period of time except
the whole ^ of which the particular

To

point.

be theie
262^

maintain that

will involve the

it

moment

is

a dividing-

has come to be and ceased to

consequence that

A

in the course

locomotion will always be coming to a stand

of

its

is

impossible that

A

should simultaneously have

:

for

come

it

to

be at B and ceased to be there, so that the two things must
have happened at different points of time, and therefore
theie will be the intervening period of time: consequently

A

will

be

in

a state of rest at B, and similarly at

5

all

other

same reasoning holds good in every case.
When to A, that which is in process of locomotion, B, the
middle-point, serves both as a finishing-point and as a
starting-point for its motion, A must come to a stand at B,
because it makes it two just as one might do in thought.
However, the point A is the real starting-point at which
the moving body has ceased to be, and it is at F that it
points, since the

^

Omitting

Asr

m

1.

31, with

EK.
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has really come to be when

comes

So

to a stand.

this is

culty that then arises, which

is

VIIL 8
its

course

is

finished

how we must meet
as follows.

and

the

it

diffi-

Suppose the

line to

A proceeds in continuous locomotion from the extreme point of E to F, and that, at the
moment when A is at the point B, A is proceeding in
uniform locomotion and with the same velocity as A from
the extremity of Z to H ^ then, says the argument, A will
have reached H before A has reached F for that which
makes an earlier start and departure must make an earlier

E

equal to the line Z, that

is

.

:

arrival

B

:

the reason, then, for the late arrival of

A

is

that

15

has not simultaneously come to be and ceased to be at

it

for this to happen it
it will not arrive later
be necessary that it should come to a stand there.
Therefore we must not hold that there was a moment
.

otherwise

:

will

to be at B and that at the same moment A
motion from the extremity of Z for the fact of A’s
having come to be at B will involve the fact of its also
ceasing to be there, and the two events will not be simultaneous, whereas the truth is that A is at B at a sectional
point of time and does not occupy time there. In this
case, therefore, where the motion of a thing is continuous,^
it is impossible to use this form of expression.®
On the
other hand in the case of a thing that turns back in its
course we must do so. For suppose H in the course of its
locomotion proceeds to A and then turns back and proceeds
downwards again ^ then the extreme point A has served

when A came

was

in

:

:

® The MSS. in 1. 22 vary between rrj^ avvexov^ (sc. Ktj/^oreag) and
Tov avy^xov^ (Bekker) with which it is difficult to see what word
to supply. I suspect the true reading to be tov
(sc ictvou-

fievov,
® SC.

to speak of

it

as yeyovos at any intermediate point.

20
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and as starting-point for it, one point thus
H must have come to a stand
to be at A and departed fiom
come
have
cannot
it
there*
case it would simultaneously
in
that
for
A simultaneously,
the
same moment. And here
at
theie
be there and not be
used
to solve the difficulty
we cannot apply the argument
as finishing-point

25

serving as two: therefore

stated above

we cannot argue
come

:

point of time and has not
30

For here the goal that

is

that

H is at A

at a sectional

to be or ceased to

reached

actually, not potentially, existent.

is

be

there.

necessarily one that

Now

is

the point in the

middle is potential : but this one is actual, and regarded
from below it is a finishing-point, while regarded from

above

it is

a

starting-point, so that

it

stands in these

263^ same two respective relations to the two motions.’^ Therefore that which turns back in traversing a rectilinear
course must in so doing

come

to a stand.

Consequently

there cannot be a continuous rectilinear motion that

is

eternal.^

5

The same method should also be adopted in replying to
who ask, in the terms of Zeno’s argument,® whether
we admit that before any distance can be traversed half

those

the distance must be traversed, that these half-distances

and that it is impossible to traverse
number
or some on the lines of this
distances infinite in
same argument put the questions in another form, and
are infinite in number,

—

10

would have us grant that in the time during which a motion
is in progress it should be possible to reckon a half-motion
before the whole for every half-distance that we get, so that
we have the result that when the whole distance is traversed
we have reckoned an infinite number, which is admittedly

Now when we

impossible.

first

discussed the question of

motion we put forward a solution ^ of
^

i.e. it IS TcXcvTii

m relation to the first (upward) part of the motion

(up to A) and apxv

from A).
® Reading in
rrjs eifBiias IS
®

3

vi. 2.

relation to the second

im

rrjs

evSela? atStov.

apparently a mere

Kat a^iovvras in

influence of
*

1.

this difficulty turning

1.

5
1.

(downward) part (down

Bekker's reading

aiSiop

slip.

seems to be a gloss introduced under the
7.

233^21 sqq,, and
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on the

fact that the period of

the distance contains within
there

units:

is

263^
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time occupied
itself

no absurdity, we

an

in traversing

number

infinite

said, in

of

supposing the

traversing of infinite distances in infinite time, and the

element of infinity

is

present in the time no less than in

is adequate as
a reply to the questioner (the question asked being whether
it is possible in a finite time to traverse or reckon an infinite
number of units), nevertheless as an account of the fact and
explanation of its true nature it is inadequate. For suppose
the distance to be left out of account and the question asked
to be no longer whether it is possible in a finite time to
traverse an infinite number of distances, and suppose that
the inquiry is made to refer to the time taken by itself (for
then
the time contains an infinite number of divisions)
this solution will no longer be adequate, and we must apply

But, although this solution

the distance.

15

20

:

the truth that
it

we enunciated

in the following

way.

in our recent discussion, stating

In the act of dividing the con-

tinuous distance into two halves one point

two, since

and

this

we make it a

same

result

is

is

treated as

starting-point

and a finishing-point

also produced

by the

act of reckon- 25

by the act of dividing into halves.
made in this way, neither the distance

ing halves as well as

But

if

divisions are

nor the motion will be continuous for motion if it is to be
continuous must relate to what is continuous : and though
what is continuous contains an infinite number of halves,
:

they are not actual but potential halves. If the halves
are made actual, we shall get not a continuous but an
intermittent motion.
it

is

clear

In the case of reckoning the halves, 30
for then one point

that this result follows:

must be reckoned as two

:

it

will

be the finishing-point of 263^

the one half and the starting-point of the other,

if

we

reckon not the one continuous whole but the two halves.
Therefore to the question whether it is possible to pass

number of units either of time or of
distance we must reply that in a sense it is and in a sense it

through an
is

not.

infinite

If the units are actual,

potential, it is possible.

For

it is

not possible

:

if

they are

in the course of a continuous

motion the traveller has traversed an

infinite

number of

5

263

rHYblLA

'

an accidental sense but not in an unqualified sense
for though it is an accidental characteristic of the distance
to be an infinite number of half-distances, this is not its
units in

and

real
10

It is also plain that unless

essential character.

that the point of time that divides earlier

we hold

from

always belongs only to the later so far as the thing is
concerned, we shall be involved in the consequence that

later

the same thing

when

it

is

at the

same moment existent and not

and that a thing

existent,

is

not existent at the

It is true that the point is

has become.

to both times, the earlier as well as the later,

while numerically one and the same,
so,

that,

theoretically not

:

to the later stage of

a time

ABF ^ and

and not-white

what happens

a thing A,

in the

white and not-white

*

A

to it.
Let us suppose
being white in the time A

Then A is at the moment F
we were right in saying that it is

time B.
for if

white during the whole time A,

20

and

being the finishing-point of the one and the starting-point
but so far as the thing is concerned it belongs

of the other
15

it is

moment
common

it is

true to call

it

white at

any moment of A, and not-white in B, and F is in both A
and B. We must not allow, therefore, that it is white in
the whole of A, but must say that it is so in all of it except

moment F. F belongs already to the later period,^
the whole of A not-white was in piocess of becoming and white of perishing, at F the process is complete.
And so F is the first moment at which it is true to call the
the last

and

if in

thing white or not-white respectively.®

may be

non-existent at the

Otherwise a thing
it has become

moment when

and existent at the moment when it has perished : or else
must be possible for a thing at the same time to be white
and not white and in fact to be existent and non-existent!
Further, if anything that exists after having been previously
non-existent must become existent and does not exist when
it is becoming, time cannot be divisible into time-atoms.

35 it

1 . 15 Ars,
Bekker has ABr, apparently a slip. The
third letters denote periods of time, the second the moment
that divides them.
® Reading in 1. 21 rov vorepov, with (apparently)
Phil. Simp.
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was becoming white

in

the time

A and

that at another time B, a time-atom consecutive with the last

A

has already become white and so is white at
that moment
then, inasmuch as in the time A it was 30

atom of

A,

:

becoming white and so was not white and at the moment B
it is white, there must have been a becoming beween A
and B and therefore also a time in which the becoming
took place. On the other hand, those who deny atoms of 264®
time (as we do) are not affected by this argument according to them A has become and so is white at the last point
of the actual time in which it was becoming white and this
point has no other point consecutive with or in succession
to it, whereas time-atoms are conceived as successive. Moi eover it is clear that if A was becoming white in the whole
time A, the time occupied by it in having become white in 5
addition to having been in process of becoming white is no
more than all that it occupied in the mere process of
becoming white.^
These and such-like, then, are the arguments for our
conclusion that derive cogency from the fact that they
have a special bearing on the point at issue. If we look at
the question fiom the point of view of general theory, the
same result would also appear to be indicated by the
following arguments. Everything whose motion is continuous must, on arriving at any point in the course of its 10
locomotion, have been previously also in process of locomotion to that point, if it is not forced out of its path by
anything
e. g. on arriving at B a thing must also have
been in process of locomotion to B, and that not merely
when it was near to B, but from the moment of its starting
on its couise, since there can be no reason for its being so
at any particular stage rather than at an earlier one. So,
:

:

:

Now we

too, in the case of the other kinds of motion.

to suppose that a thing proceeds in locomotion from

r and

that at the

of

motion

its

is

moment

of

its arrival

unbroken and

will

at

64S-I6

R

to

T the continuity

remain so

* sc. and therefore to tv
^ yiyove cannot be
addition to the total ; it is merely a tnujxlov xpi^ov,

are

A

until it has

since

it

makes no
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Then when

arrived back at A.

A

tion from

to

r

is

it

at

it is

undergoing locomo-

the same time undei going

consequently it is simulits locomotion to A from T
taneously undergoing two contiary motions, since the
two motions that follow the same straight line aie contrary

also

With this consequence there also follows
we have a thing that is in process of change from

to each other.

another

a position in which

it

this is

aoTheiefore the motion
that

is

so, inasmuch as
must come to a stand at F.
not a single motion, since motion

has not yet been

impossible, the thing
is

by

interrupted

stationariness

is

not single.

Further, the following argument will seive

make

this point clear universally in respect

of motion.

If

the motion undergone

better

to

of every kind

by that which

is

in

always one of those already enumerated, and the
state of rest that it undergoes is one of those that are
the opposites of the motions (for we found ^ that there

motion

is

could be no other besides these), and moreover that which
is

25

undergoing but does not always undergo a particular

motion (by

this I

mean one of the
some particular

motions, not

distinct

various specifically

pait of the whole

motion) must have been pieviously undergoing the state
of lest that

is

the opposite of the motion, the state of rest

being privation of motion

then,

inasmuch as the two

motions that follow the same straight line aie contrary
motions,

and

it

is

impossible for a

thing to undergo

simultaneously two contrary motions, that which
30

is undergoing locomotion from A to F cannot also simultaneously
be undergoing locomotion from F ^ to A and since the
latter locomotion is not simultaneous with the former but
is still to be undergone, before it is undergone there
:

must occur a

state of rest at

the state of lest that

F

.

for this, as

we

found,^

is

the opposite of the motion from F.
The foregoing argument, then, makes it plain that the
motion in question ® is not continuous.
^

V. 2.

*
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Our next argument has a more

264^

special bearing than the 264^

We

foregoing on the point at issue

will suppose that
there has occuned in something simultaneously a perishing

of not-white and a becoming of white.
tion to white

and from white

is

Then

if

the altera-

a continuous process and

the white does not remain any time, there must have
occurred simultaneously a perishing of not-white, a becoming of white, and a becoming of not-white: for the

time of the three will be the same.
Again, from the continuity of the time
motion takes place we cannot infer continuity

in

5

which the

in the motion,

in fact, how could contraries,
but only successiveness
whiteness and blackness, meet in the same extreme
:

e. g.

point ?

On

^

we shall
met by no

the other hand, in motion on a circular line

find singleness

and continuity

:

for here

impossible consequence: that which
will in virtue of the

same

taneously in motion to

A

is

we
in

are

motion from

A

it is in motion to the point
and yet will not be undergoing
two contrary or opposite motions for a motion to a point
and a motion from that point are not always contraries or
opposites they are contraries only if they are on the same
straight line (for then they are contrary to one another in
respect of place, as e. g. the two motions along the diameter

at

which

it

to

direction of energy be simul-

(since

will finally arrive),

•

:

is

of the circle, since the ends of this are at the greatest
possible distance from one another),
sites

only

if

we

in the case

and they are oppo-

they are along the same

now

are

line.^

considering there

is

Therefore

nothing to

prevent the motion being continuous and free from

its

place to

from

its

its place,®

all

motion of a thing from
whereas rectilinear motion is motion

intermission : for rotatory motion

is

place to another place.

^ sc. as would be necessary if there is to be a-vvix^ia between the
two contrary processes.
® i. e. they must traverse the same course in opposite directions,
though their dpx^ and reXevrj} need not be irkucrrov dT(ix<^\}(raL as m the

case of ivavriau

Kivij<r€ts,

which, however, are of course included in the

term dt/rtKeifiemu
® Reading in 11. 18-19
645<16

els

aM.

R

2

20
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Moreover the progress of rotatory motion is never
localized within certain fixed limits, whereas that of rectiNow a motion that is
linear motion repeatedly is so.^
moment
to moment can be
from
ground
its
always shifting
but a motion that is repeatedly localized within
certain fixed limits cannot be so, since then the same thing
would have to undergo simultaneously two opposite
continuous

:

So, too, there cannot be continuous motion in
a semiciicle or in any other arc of a circle, since here also
the same ground must be traversed repeatedly and two
motions.

35

The reason is
contrary processes of change must occur.
that in these motions the starting-point and the terminado not coincide, whereas in motion over a circle they
do coincide, and so this is the only perfect motion.^
This differentiation also provides another means of showing that the other kinds of motion cannot be continuous
tion

30 either

:

for in all

of them

we

find that there is the

ground to be traversed repeatedly

;

same

thus in alteration there

are the inteimediate stages of the process,

and

in quantita-

change there are the intervening degrees of magnitude
and in becoming and perishing the same thing is true. It
makes no difference whether we take the intermediate
stages of the process to be few or many, or whether we
365“ add or subtract one for in either case we find that there
is still the same ground to be traversed repeatedly.
Moreover it is plain from what has been said that those physicists
who assert that all sensible things are always in motion
are wrong: for their motion must be one or other of the
in fact they mostly conceive it as
5 motions just mentioned
alteration (things are always in flux and decay, they say),
and they go so far as to speak even of becoming and
tive

:

:

perishing as a process of alteration.

On

the other hand,

our argument has enabled us to assert the fact, applying
universally to all motions, that no motion admits of continuity except rotatory

motion

:

consequently neither altera-

the apxn and TeXwrfi of the line are fixed extreme points, and
the motion is repeatedly taking place between them, whereas on the
circle there are no such pomts.
* Because finite lines may be extended, whereas a circle is once for
all complete.
^ i. e.

.
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admits of continuity. We need now say
no more in support of the position that there is no process
of change that admits of infinity or continuity except
tion nor increase

^

10

rotatory locomotion.

g

It

now be shown

can

plainly that lotation

is

the primary

Every locomotion, as we said before,^ is either
rotatory or rectilinear or a compound of the two and the
two former must be prior to the last, since they are the
elements of which the latter consists. Moi cover rotatory
locomotion.

:

15

locomotion is prior to rectilinear locomotion, because it is
more simple and complete, which may be shown as follows.

The

straight line traversed in rectilinear motion cannot be

no such thing as an infinite straight
it would not be traversed by
motion: for the impossible does not happen

infinite, for there is

line

and even

;

if

there were,

anything

in

and

impossible to traverse an infinite distance.

it is

the other hand rectilinear motion on a
if it

20

finite straight line is

turns back a composite motion, in fact two motions,

while

and

On

does not turn back it

if it

is

incomplete and perishable

and of time alike
and the imperishable

in the order of nature, of definition,

the complete

prior to the incomplete

is

Again, a motion that admits of being
Now rotatory motion
but no other motion, whether locomotion

to the perishable.

eternal

prior to one that does not.

is

can be eternal

:

any other

kind, can be so, since in all of them
and with the occurrence of rest the motion
Moreover the result at which we have
has perished.
arrived, that rotatory motion is single and continuous, and
rectilinear motion is not, is a reasonable one. In rectilinear
motion we have a definite starting-point, finishing-point,
and middle-point, which all have their place in it in such
a way that there is a point from which that which is in
motion can be said to start and a point at which it can be

or motion of

rest

must

occur,

when anything is at the limits
whether at the starting-point or at the
On the
finishing-point, it must be in a state of rest®).
said to finish its course (for

of

its

25

course,

and

^

av^rjais

2

Ch. 8.26 i '>28.

And

<j>dla‘ts

regarded as one process.

therefore the motion

must have

limits.

30

rn X oiv^-n.
Other hand in circular motion there are no such definite
points for why should any one point on the line be a limit
:

Any

one point as much as any
and finishing^
that they
things
both
certain
of
say
can
that
we
so
point,
starting-point
are
a
and
at
never
they
that
and
are always
rather than

other

265'’ at

is

any other?

alike starting-point, middle-point,

(so that a revolving sphere, while it is

a finishing-point

in motion, is also in

occupy the same
this case all

and
5

place).

The

continues to

rest, for it

reason of this

is

that in

these characteiistics belong to the centre

to say, the centre

is

a sense at

is

finishing-point of the space traversed

since this point

is

:

that

alike starting-point, middle-point,
;

consequently

not a point on the circular

line,

there

is

no point at which tha^ which is in process of locomotion
can be in a state of rest as having traversed its course,
because in its locomotion it is proceeding always about
a central point and not to an extreme point therefore it
remains still, and the whole is in a sense always at rest as
Our next point gives
well as continuously in motion.
a convertible result on the one hand, because rotation is
the measure ^ of motions it must be the primary motion
on the
10 (for all things are measured by what is primary)
other hand, because lotation is the primal y motion it is
the measure of all other motions. Again, rotatory motion
:

;

:

also the only

is

rectilinear

motion that admits of being regular.

In

locomotion the motion of things in leaving the

starting-point

is

not uniform with their motion in approach-

ing the finishing-point, since the velocity of a thing always
it removes^ itself faither from
on the other hand rotatory motion is
the only motion whose course is naturally such that it has
no starting-point or finishing-point in itself but is determined
from elsewhere.
As to locomotion being the primary motion, this is

increases proportionately as

its

15

^

position of rest

:

sc. things that rotate

about an axis

^

Cf. IV. 14. 223^ 19 sqq.
® I translate d(^L<rtrjTai as

a true middle in order to bring out the
remark refers only to things that are
motion Kara
<t>vcriv : the motion of things that are moved rrapd
e. g. of a stone
thrown upwards, becomes slower : cf, v. 6. 230^ 23 sqq.
fact that this

m
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9

by all who have

attested

of motion in their theories

*

they

ever

made mention

assign their

all

prin-

first

motion to things that impart motion of this kind.
Thus separation and combination aie motions in respect
of place, and the motion imparted
by Love and
‘Strife'^ takes these foims, the latter ‘separating’ and the
former ‘combining’. Anaxagoras, too, says that ‘Mind’,
his first movent, separates ’.
Similarly those ^ who assert
no cause of this kind but say that void accounts for
motion they also hold that the motion of natural substance is motion in respect of place foi their motion that
is accounted for by ‘void’ is locomotion, and its spheie of
operation may be said to be place. Moreover they are
of opinion that the primary substances are not subject to
any of the other motions, though the things that are comciples of

’

‘

*

'

‘

'

20

‘

’

‘

—

25

.

pounds of these substances are so subject, the processes
of increase and decrease and alteration, they say, are effects
of the combination and separation of atoms
It is
the same, too, with those who make out that the becoming
or perishing of a thing is accounted for by ‘density’ or
^ for it is by
rarity
combination and sepaiation that
’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

:

’

‘

‘

’

‘

the place of these things in their systems

30

is

determined.

Moreover to these we may add those who make Soul the
cause of motion * for they say that things that undergo
motion have as their first principle ‘that which moves
itself’
and when animals and all living things move themFinally it
selves, the motion is motion in respect of place.
is to be noted that we say that a thing
is in motion in
the strict sense of the term only when its motion is motion
in respect of place if a thing is in process of increase or
:

:

266®*

’

‘

:

undergoing some alteration while remaining
at rest in the same place, we say that it is in motion in
’
some particular respect we do not say that it is in motion
without qualification.
Our present position, then, is this We have argued that
decrease or

is

‘

:

:

^

*
®

the
^

The motive forces in the system of Empedocles.
Leucippus and Democritus.
The early Ionian school : Thales, Anaximenes, and Heraclitus,
last two of whom are known to have employed these terms.
Plato and the Platonists.

5

—

:
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was motion and always will be motion
time, and we have explained what is the
first principle of this eternal motion: we have explained
further which is the primary motion and which is the only
motion that can be eternal and we have pronounced the first
there always

throughout

all

:

movent to be unmoved.

We

10

have now to assert that the

movent must be

first

without parts and without magnitude, beginning with the lo
establishment of the premisses on which this conclusion
depends.

One

of these premisses

that nothing finite can cause

is

motion during an infinite time. We have three things, the
movent, the moved, and thirdly that in which the motion
takes place, namely the time* and these are either all
that is to say two of them
infinite or all finite or partly

—

—

them finite and partly infinite. Let A be the
15
movent, B the moved, and T the infinite time. Now let us
suppose that A ^ moves E, a part of B. Then the time occupied by this motion cannot be equal to T for the greater
the amount moved, the longer the time occupied.^ It
or one of

follows that the

time

is

by continuing to add
ao by continuing to add to E
that

not use up the time

by

sponding amount from

not

A

to

a

A

in

finite

use up

shall

I shall use

up B

but

:

I shall

it,

because

moving the whole of

it

is infinite.

T which

is

Conse-

occupied

motion during an
It

an

by

be finite. Therefore
thing cannot impart to anything an infinite motion.
B, will

It is clear, then, that it is impossible for the finite to

25

see

A and

continually subtracting a corre-

quently the duration of the part of
all

Now we

infinite.

I

has

now

to be

infinite force

cause

infinite time.

shown that

in

no case

is it

possible for

to reside in a finite magnitude.

be shown as follows

:

we take it

for

This can

granted that the greater

is always that which in less time than another does
an equal amount of work when engaged in any activity

force

sc. a part of A.
Clearly A must be a larger fraction of A than
® The time occupied by A in moving E
to the
moved by A. Read in 1 , 19 6 rh 2 .
^

®

E is of B.
same extent as B

is

BOOK
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example, or sweetening or throwing

;

in fact,

any kind of motion. Then that on which the
forces act must be affected to some extent by our supposed
finite magnitude possessing an infinite force as well as by
anything else, in fact to a greater extent than by anything
else, since the infinite force is greater than any other. But 30
then there cannot be any time in which its action could
take place. Suppose that A is the time occupied by the
infinite power in the performance of an act of heating or
pushing, and that AB^ is the time occupied by a finite
power in the performance of the same act then by adding
to the latter another finite power and continually increasing 266^^
the magnitude of the power so added I shall at some time or
other reach a point at which the finite power has completed
in causing

:

the motive act in the time

A

:

for

by

continual addition to

a finite magnitude I must arrive at a magnitude that
exceeds any assigned limit, and in the same way by continual subtraction I

must anive

at one that falls short of

any assigned limit. So we get the result that the finite
force will occupy the same amount of time in performing
the motive act as the infinite force. But this is impossible.
Therefore nothing finite can possess an infinite force. So

5

an infinite
a greater force can reside in
a lesser magnitude but the superiority of any such greater
force can be still greater if the magnitude in which it resides
Now let AB be an infinite magnitude. Then
is greater.
also impossible for

it is

magnitude.

a

finite force to reside in

It is true that
:

Br ^
let

possesses a certain force that occupies a certain time,

us say the time EZ,® in moving A.

Now

if I

take

a magnitude twice as great as BF, the time occupied by
this magnitude in moving A will be half of EZ (assuming
so we may call this time ZH.
this to be the proportion
That being so, by continually taking a greater magnitude
in this way I shall never arrive at the full AB, whereas
:

d* AB, with Simplicius.
Reading in 1 33 ev
a part of AB.
® E being presumably the time occupied by AB in moving A.
^ He assumes that the force increases proportionately to the
magnitude, so that the time decreases proportionately. This simplifies the argument, though of course it is not essential to it.
^

.

“ sc,

10

ir'HYMCA
always be getting a lesser fraction of the time
Therefore the force must be infinite,
originally given.
I shall

15

Moreover the time
occupied by the action of any finite force must also be
finite- for if a given force moves something in a certain
time, a greater force will do so in a lesser time, but still
a definite time, in inverse proportion.^ But a force must
always be infinite ^just as a number or a magnitude is if
This point may also be
it exceeds all definite limits.
proved in another way— by taking a finite magnitude in
which there resides a force the same in kind as that which
since

it

exceeds any

finite

force.

—

30

resides in the infinite

be a measure of the

—

magnitude, so that this foice will
finite force

residing in the infinite

magnitude.^
25

from the foregoing arguments that it is
impossible for an infinite force to reside in a finite magnitude or for a finite force to reside in an infinite magnitude.
It is plain, then,

But before proceeding to our conclusion it will be well to
connexion with locomotion.
If everything that is in motion with the exception of things
that move themselves is moved by something else, how is
it that some things, e. g things thrown, continue to be in
motion when their movent is no longer in contact with
If we say that the movent in such cases moves
30 them ?
something else at the same time, that the thrower e. g. also
moves the air, and that this in being moved is also a movent,
then it would be no more possible for this second thing
than for the original thing to be in motion when the
original movent is not in contact with it or moving it
all
the things moved would have to be in motion simultaneously
and also to have ceased simultaneously to be in motion
267* when the original movent ceases to move them, even if,
discuss a difficulty that arises in

:

~

' i. e. greater force ; lesser force
time occupied by lesser force
time occupied by greater force.
® The argument is left incomplete : the point is that then
either the
finite magnitude is the measure of the infinite ma^itude (which is
impossible) or it is a measure of so much of the infinite n;agnitude as
can be said to possess the force, the rest not possessing any force,
which case it is not justifiable to say that it is the infinite magnitude
that possesses the finite force.

m

—
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magnet,

it

of being a movent.^
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that which

has moved capable
we must accept this

it

Therefore, while

explanation to the extent of saying that the original movent

power of being a movent either to air^ or to
water or to something else of the kind, naturally adapted
for imparting and undei going motion, we must say fuither
that this thing does not cease simultaneously to impart
gives the

motion and to undergo motion it ceases to be in motion
at the moment when its movent ceases to move it, but it
still remains a movent, and so it causes something else^
consecutive with it to be in motion, and of this again the
same may be said. The motion begins to cease when the
motive force produced in one member of the consecutive
series is at each stage ^ less than that possessed by the
preceding member, and it finally ceases when one member
no longer causes the next member to be a movent but only
causes it to be in motion. The motion of these last two
of the one as movent and of the other as moved must
cease simultaneously, and with this the whole motion
ceases.
Now the things in which this motion is produced
are things that admit of being sometimes in motion and
sometimes at rest, and the motion is not continuous but
only appears so for it is motion of things that are either
successive or in contact, there being not one movent but
a number of movents consecutive with one another: and
so motion of this kind takes place in air and water. Some
say® that it is ‘mutual replacement': but we must
recognize that the difficulty raised cannot be solved otherwise than in the way we have described.® So far as they
,

—

:

* Reading in 1
i (with H Simp.) Troict,
^ Xidoy, oIop kivuv^
which seems clearly indicated by the next sentence KiveX gives no
satisfactory sense and seems to contradict iravoTirm immediately preceding. The point is that the magnet can attract one piece of iron
.

:

through the medium of another.
® Reading in 1.
3 oIop re Kipetv 5 top depa ItoiovtopJ.
® Reading in 1.
7 kiv€l rt 5XXo, with K.
*
Reading in 1, 8 orap del ikarrodp. With EK Simp., and in 1. 9
eyyiprjTai, with FH Them. Simp.
® Cf. PL Ttm.
59 A, 79 B, C, E, 80 c.
® i. e. dprimpLcrratris may be a fact, but it does not in itself constitute
an explanation. (Simplicius defines dprirrepiarains thus dpriirepicrraa^U
eariPf orap i^coBovfiepov npbs crdiparos wro a-^fiarog dpraWay^ yeprjrai rap
*
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aie affected

by

of the series are

mutual replacement', all the members
moved and impart motion simultaneously,
*

so that their motions also cease simultaneously

but our

present problem concerns the appearance of continuous
20

motion in a single thing, and therefore, since it cannot be
moved throughout its motion by the same movent, the

is, what moves it ?
Resuming our main argument, we proceed from the
positions that there must be continuous motion in the
world of things, that this is a single motion, that a single
motion must be a motion of a magnitude (for that which is
without magnitude cannot be in motion), and that the
magnitude must be a single magnitude moved by a single
movent (for otherwise there will not be continuous motion
but a consecutive series of separate motions), and^ that if
the movent is a single thing, it is either itself in motion or
25 itself unmoved
if, then, it is in motion, it will have to be
subject to the same conditions as that which it moves, that
is to say it will itself be in process of change and in being
267^ so will also have to be moved by something so we have
a series that must come to an end, and a point will be

question

:

:

is imparted by something that is
Thus we have a movent that has no need to
change along with that which it moves but will be able

reached at which motion

unmoved.

motion under
and this motion

to cause motion always (for the causing of

these conditions^ involves

alone

is

regular,

no

or at least

effort):

it is

than any other, since the movent
5

change.

is

so in a higher degree

never subject to any

So, too, in order that the motion

may continue

to

be of the same character, the moved must not be subject to change in respect of its relation to the movent.^
tov
iv
<rr§
to Sc
koI iiceivo to ixofi^vov, orav irXniova
€0)y hp ro ccr^aroy
iv T(^ TOTT^ yivrjTai rod irp^rov cfo^j/crayTor.
^ Reading be
1 24, and a colon after bv in 1 . 25 (so Bonitz).

to
TO TTpotrex^s

TOTrojy, Kal

fiiv

m

*

.

avpperapdXKov,
Reading in 1 . 5 (with three MSS. and almost certainly Simplicius)
eKcivo
It is hard to see how any satisfactory sense can be got out of
eKeivov, since TO Kivovfievov obviously pera^dWei Trpos (^vnh) rod
lavodvrog : the point is that ucra/SoXi} must always be the same fura»
sc. pfi

^dkrjf

namely

KvKko<f>opia^

Cf.

1.

17.

.
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Moreover ^ the movent must occupy

either the centre ot

the circumference, since these are the

first

which a sphere

principles from

But the things nearest the
movent are those whose motion is quickest, and in this case

it is

is

derived.

the motion of the circumference ^ that

therefore the

There

is

is

the quickest

movent occupies the circumference.

a further difficulty in supposing

it

be possible

to

motion to cause motion continuously
and not merely in the way in which it is caused by something repeatedly pushing (in which case the continuity
amounts to no more than successiveness). Such a movent
must either itself continue ® to push or pull or perform both
these actions, or else the action must be taken up by somefor anything that

is

in

10

thing else and be passed on from one movent to another
(the process that

we

described before as occurring in the

case of things thrown, since the air or the water, being
divisible, is

a movent only in virtue of the

different parts of the air are

moved one

fact that

after another

:

and in either case the motion cannot be a single motion,

15

The only
but only a consecutive series of motions.
is that which is caused by the
unmoved movent and this motion is continuous because
continuous motion, then,
;

the movent remains always invariable, so that
to that which

it

moves remains

its

also invariable

relation

and con-

tinuous.

Now that

these points are settled,

it is

clear that the first

unmoved movent cannot have any magnitude.

For

if it

has magnitude, this must be either a finite or an infinite
magnitude. Now we have already proved in our course

on Physics ® that there cannot be an infinite magnitude
and we have now proved that it is impossible for a finite
Reading
Reading

in I. 6 8 * fj, with FI.
Simp. If oXov be kept, the
in 1. 9 kvkXov with
general sense will have to be the same, but it is in that case very much
obscured . in particular the reference of cku in the next clause becomes
^

*

HK

very awkward,
®
*

Reading in 1. 12 8ei an, with EK.
Reading in 1. 13 ei dtaiperos tiv 6 drjp

Simplicius.
iii.

*

5

See note on 251*

9.

rj

to

kivh oXXoff

det,

with

ao
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and also that it is
finite magnitude
during an infinite time. But the first movent causes a
motion that is eternal and does cause it during an infinite
It is clear, therefore, that the first movent is intime.
divisible and is without parts and without magnitude.
magnitude to have an

infinite force,

impossible for a thing to be

25
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17, ^ 17.

17.

Categories

85*31,

0^28,

I* 10,

»>27,3S»-S,37>> 5, 42*35-

,,

Causes, the 94^ l6“95® 30, 96® 25,
98* 14-*’ 15 ; internal cause 97^^

Centre 65^

Chance
Change

3.

31-98* 13, 99^ 23.
(fieraBoXri) 86*15, 1*8,

95^’

24* 21-26^ 17, 29* 25, 36* 14,^2,
52^ 10, 65* II ; everything that
changes, divisible 34^ 10-35^ 5
no part of it first 36*34 ; differ-

ence between change and motion 29* 30 ; no change infinite
41*26, all change is in time
22^ 30-23* 15.

Chaos (Hesiod) 8^ 31.
Children 84^ 12, 47^ 19
Circle 17*19, 40* 29, 48^ 6 ;

human

form a circle 23*’ 24;
squaring of 85*16; motion in

affairs

a

circle, rotation 48* 20, 6l^ 29,
62*15, 64^ 18, 65* 14.
Circular motion, rotation (/cu/cXo23^ 19, 33,
7r€pt<^5opa)
fffopia,
27® 18, 65* 13-® 16.
Clepsydra 13*27.
Coincidence 99*1 ; in time 18*25.
Combination 43^ 8-1 1, 60^ ii, 65^

20.

Becoming.
‘

Cf.

Cofmng into being.

Before ’ )( ‘ behind ’ 88* 1 5, 5’** 32
‘ before ’ )( ‘ after
23* 9.
Below’ 88*25, I* 7, 5 » 32, 12*26.
’

‘

391-7, 6i'> 34,

Coming

into being,

becoming 91^

I3» 23^21, 25*13-26*16, 30*31,
49^ 20 , in the full sense 86* 14,

93^21, 25* 13;
1*14, 581> 17.

)(

passing

away

INDEX
Complete 7* 9, 65®- 23.
Compulsory, violent 15^1,

2,

30*

29, 3o> 54*9-

Condensation 87^ 15.
Confused masses 84®* 22.
Contact 23*7, 8, 26^23, 27^ 15,31^
22 ; )( organic union 13®^ 9, 27®
17-

Contentious argument 85^-8, 86^-6.
Contiguous 27®- 6, 36^ 12, 37*^ 8.
Continuity 86®- 28.
Continuous 85^ 10,
18, ii®- 30,
17^3, 19® 12, 27® 10*^2, 31®- 21,
33a
34a
39a
42’»
32’’
22,
8,
24,
25,
27.
Contraries, the, principles 88® 19
locally contrary 26^32; contrary nourished by contrary 60®
31 ; more than one contrzuy to

the same thing 61^ 16.
Contrariety 87® 20, 29® 23; local
30^11, 61^36; natural 17® 23.
Coriscus 19^21, 27^32.
Cosmogony 96® 22, 50^ 16,

Decrease i®

14,

26® 31, 41^

i,

53^

22.

Defect— excess 87®

17, 89^ 11.

88® 22, 94® 20,
3* 20, 33, 13® 34, 5i'> i6, 52® 34.
Density 60® 10,
Diagonal 21^24, 22® 5*
Dialectical difficulty 2® 22,
Diameter 64^ 15.

Democritus

84^* 21,

Dimensions 9® 4.
Distance 2^ 17
Divinest of visible things 96® 33.
Division 4® 7, 6® 1 5, h 4, 22® 19, 24®
9> 33*20, 36^5, 62® 30, 63® 21.

Earth, spherical? 93^30; at rest
14^ 32 ; moves downward 14^ 14.
Element, letter (oTotyfiov) 84® ii,
87® 26, 88^28, 89^27, 95® 16,
16*
4^33 » three in number
Empedocles 87® 22, 88® 18, 89® 1 5,
94® 20, 96® 20, 98^32, 50® 26,
52*7*
End 94*27-35, ^32, 95® 24, 98®
24, ^3, 99® 8, 30, o® 22, 33.
^
Equivocal terms 49® 23.
Essence 85^9, 94® 21, 1*27, 95®
20, 98^ 8.
Eterni 3^ 30, 63® 3.
Europe 24^21.
Even, the, infinite 3® ii.
Excellence 46® 13, ^ 3, 47® 7.

8^

Excess 87® 16, 89^ 10, 15^ 17*
Extension (dida-raais) 4^20. Cf.
IntervaL
‘Fast* 18^ 15,
‘ Father *, use of word by children
84” 13.,
Finite 84’’ 18, 89a 15, 5»3i, 37*>
59a
eeb 2 s- 67'> 33
37,
9,
Fire, moves upward 14® 14 ; rare
17® I
(Heraclitus) 5® 4.
Flood 22® 23, 26.
Force. Cf. Potency*
Form (eidos) 87® 20, 93® 3 1, 94^ 26,
Cf.
7^1, 9®2i, ^23, 10® 21.
Shape*
Forms, the 3® 8 ; theory of 93^ 36.
‘Fortunate stones' (Protarchus)
97^ 10.
Fortune, good 97® 26.
,•

Fulfilment, actuality
93i>7, 0^26, I®
10, ^31, 2® II,
S7’>7-

Genus 89a 14,
19, 9*4, io»
Geometer 85® I, i6.
Geometry 94® 10.

18.

Gnomons 3® 14.
Good 92® 17.
Great and Small 87® 17, 92®
16, 9'’ 35 *

7,

3®

Harmonics 94® 8.
Heavenly sphere, heaven, universe (olpca^os) 96® 33, 17® 13,
51^19; inhales 13^24;
a
grain 21® 22 ;
the All 12^ 17
‘
outside the heaven * 3® 7, 25
heavenly bodies 59^30.
Heavy i®8, 5^ 15, 27, 12® 25, 17^

m

—

17. ss** 16, eo*- 9.

Heraclitus 85®
Hermes 90^ 8.
Hesiod 8^ 29.

7,

^20, 5® 3.

Homogeneous bodies 88®
5

;

(of

lhad 22®

13, 12^
21.

Anaxagoras) 3®
23.

Immobility 2®

4,

28^ 3.

Immovable, unmoved

{aKimfros)

26'» 10,

58^ 14, 60® 3, 6i® 16 ; in
mathematics 98® 17,
‘In*, ambiguous 10® 14-24; ‘in
Itself’ 10® 25,

Incomparable speeds 17®
Increase,
aif^rjats)

10.

magnification
(a^^iy,
6^28, 7^29, 8® 22, II®

INDEX
15,

26^31, 4I^33> 60^29, 61*

Mathematics 94®

Indivisible 31® 3, 32®- 24, 41®- 26.
Induction 85* 14, 24^30, 29^3,

52* 24

*
;

inductively

’

10^

Matter 90® 25, 91*10, 92*3-31,
93® 29, o® 14, ®8, 7® 22-35, 9^9"
10*21,
17® 22,

8.

87^8, 0^*17, 2^30-8*23,
33*19, 37^24, 50^18, 67^*20,
series 56®- 28, 29

Infinite

Infinity 3^ 12
Instinct, animal 99®- 26.
Intelligence 98®- 10.

Interval, extension (didarrjfia)
18, 1

1'*

7, 14*5-

2®-

,

Inverse proportion 15® 31, 66® 18.
‘ Is
ambiguous 85® 2 1 , 6®* 21
*
what just IS * 86® 33-87® 8.

Lately

’

Moment. Cf. Now \
Motion, movement (Kivrjcrts) o® 12‘

2® 29, 27® 23, 35*
51* 10, 61®
33 ; contrary motions 29® 7®22 ; ‘ one motion * 27® 3, 42* 30,
62*1, 67*22; ‘one motion’
stmphci/er 2S^ i
pnmary motion 8® 31, 43*11, 60*23, 6i®2I,
66® I ; motion denied by 2eno
39® 5-40® 7 ; does not prove the
existence of a void 14*22 ; comparability of motions 48*1050® 7; why some things are
moved and others not 53*2254® 6 ; motion implies a mover
42® 14, 54® 7-56® 3 ; implies two
subjects 29® 29 , is eternal 50®
1 1-52® 6; is in time 22® 30-23®
15; doubly divisible 34® 2135® 5; which kind of motion

Element

Leucippus 13® 34.
Lever 55® 22.
Leverage 59® 20.
^Light* I® 8, 5®27, I2®25, 17® 18,
55® II, 60® 9.
Limit, termination (mpas) 85® 18,
9® 9, 18® 23, 64® 27.
Line 94® 10, 20® 30, 22® 16, 3i®25,
® 9, 33® 16 ; not composed of
points IS® 19, 31® 24, 41® 3 ; indivisible lines 6® 18.
Living things 55® 7, 59® 2, 65® 34.
Locomotion i®7, 15, 8® 32, ®8,
II® 15, 14® 13, 19'' 30, 26* 33 ,
41® 20, 43*8-16, 60® 28-61® 31,
65® 13, ®i 7-66® 9.
‘ Long ago ’ 22®
14.
Love-H^Strife (Empedocles) 50®
28, 52® 26, 65® 21.
Lyceum 19® 21.
Lycophron 85® 28.

Magnet 67^ 2.
Magnification. Cf. Increase,
Magnitude 6® 16, 19*11, 33® 14,
39® 21, 67®2IJ atomic magnitudes 87*3, 88® 12; mathematical magnitudes 3® 25.
Man begets man 93® 8, 12, 94® 13,
98*26, 2® n.
Mathematical magnitudes 3® 25;
lines 94® 10, 22® 15.
Mathematician 93® 23-31.

14*13,

;

22® 12.

Cf.

13*6,

16, 85® 9-32, ® 17,
86*6, 7*15, 13® 12, 14*27.
Middle 19® 27, 29® 19, 62® 20-®3i.
Mind (Anaxagoras) 3® 31, 50® 26,
56® 25, 65® 22.
‘ everything
Mixture
87® 23
mixed in everything 87® i.

Left 5® 33, 29® 8, 61® 35.
Length 9® 5, 29® 7, 6^14.
Letter.

ii®36,

Mehssus 84®

Knowable to us )( by nature 84® 16.
Knowledge 47® 10.
‘

98® 17, o® 15

8,

objects of 8® 23.

35 -

can be

infinite?

61*30, ®27-

three kinds of motion
92® 14, 25® 7, 26® 16, 43*6, 60®

63® 3
26,

;

61*9;

something

being

moved by

else 43® 1 5

in strict sense 66®

;

motion

i.

Movable’ and ‘mover’, ambiguous 24*26-34.
Movent and moved have no intermediary 43® 5 first movent 43®
3; the first movent unmoved
and
indivisible
56® 4-58® 9;
without magnitude 66® 10-® 26;

‘

,

natural 55*29.

Natural 93 * 33 f 61® 25; contra17® 23 ; bodies 8® 8 ;
rieties
alterations 30® 4.
Nature 84*15, 87® 7, 89*27, 92®
8-93® 21, 94® 12-28, 96® 22, 98®
4, 99® 30, o®i2, 5o‘>i5, 52® 12,
53® q, .60® 23, 61*14, 65*22;
5= matter 91® 8, ® 34, 93* 9“3o
by nature, according to nature,

INDEX
Point 12^24, 15^18, 2 o3 io, 20,
273 28,31325,^9.
Polyclitus 953 34, ° II.
Position 883 23, 54^24.
Potency, potentiality, force {hmafiLs) 91^ 28, 23 12, 8^22, 55331,
57^ 7, 663 26.
Present. Cf. ‘ Now ’.
‘Presently’, ‘just’ 22^7.
Principle 893 30 ; one or more ?
893 11-^29;
84^ 1 5
moving
principles 983 36 ,
contraries
are principles 883 19.

naturally gy** 34, 98’’ 35, 99® 18,
26,0*16, I4‘’i4i I5®2. 3o*‘i959a II.
31*17, sob 14, 54b 17^
Necessary, the 98® ii.
Necessity 96^ 13, 99^34-

‘Now’,

present,
183-6-27, ^25,

moment

(vvv)

19^12-20^21,
32^33. 31*- ,10. 33*- 33-34*24,
37*6-25. 39*2, 41*24. 51*20,
02 30
®-

‘Number’, two senses of 19^6,
233-24;
20* 27.

the smallest

Olympic games 63- 24.
‘One’, ambiguous 85^6, 27 3;
are one’ 85*^22;
one ’ 863 ^4 ; plurality of ones 7^ 7*
Optics 9433, II.
Order 883 34, 953 28, 52^ 12 ; absence of 90^ 15
Organic union 1339, 273 17.
Ox-progeny, man -faced ’ (Empe‘all

‘

things

what

is

,

number

just

Prior 60^ 17.
Privation 91^15, 9233, 93^19,
I* 5, *34, 15* IIProtarchus 97^ 10.
Pulling 433 17, ^14, 4438.

Pushing 43317,44^7.
Pythagoreans 334, 4333, 13^23,
22^ 18.
Qualitative change (eTepoLaxns) 17^
26
Cf Alteration.

‘

docles) 98^32, 99^

5, II.

Parmenides

84^16, 8539, ^iBj
8637, 22, 883 20, 923 1, 73 15.
Paron 22^ 18.
Part 85^ 11-16, io3 16, i83 7, 503
21.

Passing away, perishing, being
destroyed (ct>Sopd)
3^9,
22^25, 25318-35,46316,58^18.
Past time 22^ i, 343 14.
Patiency 23 23-^ 20.
Perceptive motion 533 19.
Perfection 46^ 2, 473 2.
Perishing
Cf. Passing away.
Physical lines 94310; branches
of mathematics 94* 7.
Physicist 93^23, 94315-^13,983
22,0*32,3*3, 53*35. *5 ; Ae
physicists 84^17, 863 20, 87312,
6b
28, 35, 3*16, bis, 5*
27,
5,

23,13*1,65*3Physics 93° 29, 5139, 67® 21.
Place 5^3, 8327-13311, 26^22;
dissimilar 5*20 ; proper 53^34;
differences of 5^ 31-63
Plant 87*> 16, 9ol> 4, 92^10, 993 24,
^ 10, 6i3 16.
Plato 873 17, 3» 4, 8, 15, 6^ 27, 5ih
17 ; Timaeus 9^ 1 1, io3 2 ; unwritten teaching 9^ 15.
Pleasures 47* 8,

Quality 85334,
Quantity i3 6.
‘

Raiment’

=

‘

5,

dress

263 27, 28.

’

85^ 20, 2^

13-

Rare 88® 22, 16^30, 17^

12.

Rarefaction 87315, 12^3, 17312,
60^11.
Rarity 16^ 22.
Rectilinear 61^29, 62313-63*3,
643 28, ^19. Cf. Straight line.
Reduction 6^13, 29, 31, 7*23,
8321.
Regular 233 i, ^ 19, 28^ i6, 20,

2933,67^4Relative,

relation 0^28, 25^11,
46^ II.
Replacement, mutual 8^ 2, 153 15,
673 16, 18.
^
^
Rest {^pepia, ^peprjais) 2*4, 5* 17,
21^8, 26^ 15, 2938, 23-303 10,
303 20, ^10, 15, 18, 31*2, 51*
26, 643 24. Cf. Stationarmess.

Rest, coming to (ripeprjcrts) 26^ 7,
3034.
Rings, endless 7* 2.
Rotation. Cf. Circle, Circular,

Twirling.

Same, the* 24*2.
Sardinia, the sleepers of 18^ 24.
Saw o* 10.

‘

Seed-mass 3321,

INDEX
Self-moved

Tune

58^-2.
7,

44^

90^ 20,

93®-

99^31 1 ^,
Form^

4^

Sense, sense-perception 89^

17^ 29-24® 17, 31^ 10, 34®
36® 36, ^20, 39 ®8, 21, ^8,
41® 3, 15, 51^ 11-28, 62® 30,^21,
63® 15-23, 64® 4, ^7;
‘the
22^ 17
wisest of all things
continuous and infinite 32® 2314,

10.

UopM)

Shape, form

^^
3 o,»i 9, 9
3,
7, 46®’

Cf.

I.

Shapelessness 88^20, 90^ 15.
Ship, hauling of jo® 18, 53^ l8.
Ship-building 99“ 29
Slowness 28^ 29.
Snub 86^ 22, 94«' 6.

Snubness

94®- 13.

Somewhere 8® 29, 12^ 9-27.
Soul 65^32 and time 23* 17, 21.
Space 8^7, 9®'8, ^ 12, 15
Sphere 18^ i, 6, 40^29, 65^ 2.
’

*

,

Sphinx
Spider

;

97^^ 10.

Straight line
path 27^ 18

17®’ 20, 48®13,

^ 5

Cf. Rectilinear

(Empedocles)

50*^28,

52®

26, 65'>2I.

String (proverb) 7®- 17.
Subject. Cf. Substratum,
Substance 85®* 23, 31, 89® 29, ^23,
92’‘34
Substratum, subject (woK^t/x^j/oi*)
87® 13, 89® 31, 90^2, 24, 91® 8,
32, 93® 29, 8® I, 25®3-'>3.
‘
Succession, in 26^^ 34, 27® 4, 18,
31® 23, 59® 17.
*

*

Suddenly 22^
’

1 5.

Sun, man begotten by 94^ 13.
Surface 93^ 24, 9® 8.
Swallow 99® 26.

Teeth 98^ 24.
Termination

‘That

,

‘
‘

33^32
Together 26^

21, 43® 4,
Together, all
things
were
(Anaxagoias) 87® 29, 3® 25, 50^
’

*

25.

Torch-race 28® 28.
Troy 22® 26, ^ 1 1.
Twirling, rotation {dLvr)(Tis) 14® 32,
43*17. ''17, 44*2.
Two, the number 20® 27.

8*^31.
99®- 22, 27.

Spiral 28^ 24.
Spontaneity 95^31-98®* 13
derivation of the word 97^ 30.
Starts 32®- 9, 41* 4.
State 93a 25, 45b 7, 46^ 10
Stationariness (crTaons) 92'^^ 14, 95®Cf. Rest,
23, 28^ 6, 64®- 21.
‘
Stones, fortunate ^ (Protarchus)

Strife

’

Universal 89® 5
Universe. Cf. Heavenly sphere^
Whole,

Unmoved.

Cf. Immovable,
Untraversable 7^29.
‘Up’. Cf Above
‘

Vam,

97^ 22-32, 3^ 5.
equal, uniform 16® 20,
^
32® 20,
16, 36^ 35, 37^ X, ^ 27,
in

’

Velocity,

38® 4, 49^ S, 13, 29, ^20.
transportable place 9^
Vessel
29, 12® 14
Void 88® 23, 8^ 26, 13® 12-17^ 28,
65^ 24
Vortex 96® 26

=

Walking 27^ 18, 28® 17, 49®
Weight 1 5® 25, 50® 9.

17.

Wineskins, straining 13® 26.
W^hole, universe (oXop) 95® 21,
7®9» x 6^35> x 8®33> 281^14.
‘ Whole-natured
(Empedocles)
99^9.
World, little )( big 52^ 26 ; outside the world 6^23; worlds
96® 25, s^26, 50^ 19.
’

Xuthus 16^26.
Cf.

Limit

for the sake of which’
94»37, 36, '>33, 98*24, >>3, o»
14, 1>22, 43»3.
Throwing 43® 20, 57® 3

Zeno 9®
63®

5

23,
,

10^22, 33® 21, 50® 20,

arguments about mo-

tion 39^ 10.

Zeus 98^

18.
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original
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textual notes are given throughout, the text
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I

do with nature cleaily concerns 268®
the most part with bodies and magnitudes and

science which has to

itself for

and movements, but also with the principles
many as they may be. For of
things constituted by nature some are bodies and magni- 5
tudes, some possess body and magnitude,^ and some are
principles of things which possess these.^ Now a continuum
is that which is divisible into parts always capable of subdivision, and a body is that which is every way divisible.
A magnitude if divisible one way is a line, if two ways
a surface, and if three a body. Beyond these there is no
their properties

of this sort of substance, as

other magnitude, because the thiee dimensions are
there aie, and that which
divisible in all.

all

that to

divisible in three directions is

is

For, as the Pythagoreans say, the world

it is determined by the number three,
beginning and middle and end give the number
of an ‘air, and the number they give is the triad. And
so, having taken these three ^ from nature as (so to speak)

and

all

that

is

in

since

number three in the
use the terms in
we
Further,
worship of the Gods^
men,
we say both \
practice in this way. Of two things, or
three is the first number to which the term
but not all
all has been appropriated.® And in this, as we have said,
we do but follow the lead which nature gives. Therefore,
laws of

it,

we make

further use of the

15

*

’

‘

:

’

‘

since every and all and complete do not differ from
one another in respect of form, but only, if at all,® in their
‘

^

*

'

‘

‘

"

i. e. animate things, such as plants and animals.
e g. matter and form, movement, or, in the case of living things,

soul.
* Viz. beginning, middle, and end
^ Oaths, for instance, usually appeal

Homeric appeal
* Reading
d>a/i€P
*

'

(FLM)

Reading

or

to three Gods, as in the
to Zeus, Athene, and Apollo (Prantl),
and Prantl. The other MSS. have
with

E

KaTd<l>afjk€v

ewr«p opa with

(HJ).

FHMJ.

20

'
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matter and in that to which they are applied, body alone
among magnitudes can be complete. For it alone is de-

termined by the three dimensions, that
But if it is divisible in three dimensions

is

is,
it

is

an ‘air.^

way

every

while the other magnitudes are divisible in one
dimension or in two alone : for the divisibility and continuity

36 divisible,

depend upon the number of the dimensions,
one direction, another in two,
one
then, which are divisible
magnitudes,
All
all.
another in
can also say that whatwe
Whether
are also continuous
not yet, on our present
does
divisible
30 ever is continuous is
We cannot
is clear.
however,
grounds, appear. One thing,
as
we passed from
268^ pass beyond body to a further kind,
For if we
length to surface, and from surface to body.
could, it would cease to be true that body is complete
We could pass beyond it only in virtue of
magnitude
a defect in it; and that which is complete cannot be
of magnitudes

soit being continuous in

has being in every lespect.^ Now bodies
which are classed as parts of the whole ® are each complete
according to our formula, since each possesses every dimension.
But each is determined relatively to that part which

5 defective, since it

next to

is
is

in

by contact, for which reason each of them
many bodies. But the whole of which they are

it

a sense

parts must necessarily
10

be complete, and thus

in

accordance

with the meaning of the word, have being, not in

some

respects only, but in every respect.^

The

question as to the nature of the whole, whether

infinite in size or limited in its total

^

Body alone

mass,

is

it is

a matter for

so determined, and only what js so determined is
Put a comma, instead of a full stop, after rptaiv.
The words rovro b* t<rr\ wav are difficult to interpret. Prantl makes
ToCro predicate, and translates as though we had rh wav instead of wav^
Simplicius gives no help.
* To be incomplete or defective
is to lack being in some respect.
® i. e the elements.
* The ‘parts’ or elements are
bodies, and therefore complete in the
sense just given to the word. They are, however, only parts, and as
such limited in their being by the juxtaposition of other parts. This
suggests a development of the notion of completeness which will make
the term ‘complete’ applicable only to the uniestricted being of the
whole.

a

totality (an

*

is

all *).

2

:
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subsequent inquiry.^

We

will

268^

2

now speak

of those parts of

the whole which are specifically distinct.^
this as

our starting-point.

we hold to
nature, we say, is
movement that is
tudes

is

Let us take

All natural bodies and magni-

be, as such, capable of locomotion
their principle of

But

movement.®

in place, all locomotion, as

;

we term

15

for
all
it,

either straight or circular or a combination of these two,

which are the only simple movements. And the reason of
this is that these two, the straight and the circular line, are
the only simple magnitudes. Now revolution about the
centre is circular motion, while the upward and downward
movements aie in a straight line, ‘upward' meaning
motion away from the centre, and ‘downward' motion
towards it.
All simple motion, then, must be motion
This
either away fiom or towards or about the centre.
seems to be in exact accord with what we said above ^
.

20

25

body found its completion in three dimensions, so its
movement completes itself in three forms.
Bodies are either simple or compounded of such and by
simple bodies I mean those which possess a principle of
movement in their own nature, such as fire and earth with
Necessarily,
their kinds, and whatever is akin to them.®
then, movements also will be either simple or in some sort 3 ^
compound— simple in the case of the simple bodies, com- 269®^
pound in that of the composite and in the latter case the
motion will be that of the simple body which prevails in the
as

;

—

composition.

Supposing, then, that there

is

such a thing as

movement is an instance
movement
of
simple
both
a
body is simple and

simple movement, and that circular
of it, and that

'
®

See
1

c. vii.

e the elements,

which represent the ultimate distinctions of kind

among bodies
192^20
Reading rjKoXovSrjMvai Kara 'koyov With all MSS. except E.
® Ta toiSt<ov nBr] (‘with their kinds') can hardly mean h'nds ^fire
and earth (e.g sandy and stony earth, flame and glowing coal), as
Simplicius supposes, for there is no variety of movement corresponding
Rather, as Alexander supposes, the phrase is
to this variety of kind
. ml mBoXov irdaav
a generalizing formula (dvrl rod koBoXov ttov irvp
yrjv)
fire and its kind, earth and its kind, and other species of the
‘
same genus (viz air and water, and the fifth body* of which the stars
are made).
*

Cf.

*

.

.

—

:,

simple movement
5

is

of a simple

body

(for if it is

movement

of a compound it will be in viitue of a prevailing simple
element), then there must necessarily be some simple body
^
which revolves naturally and in virtue of its own nature

with a circular movement. By constraint, of course, it may
be brought to move with the motion of something else

from itself, but it cannot so move naturally, since
one sort of movement natural to each of the simple
Again, if the unnatural movement is the contrary
bodies.
of the natural and a thing can have no more than one condifferent

there

o

is

movement, being a simple
not natural, to the body
movement is circular,
whose
(i)
body,
then
the
If
moved.
natural
motion must be the
its
element,
other
is fire or some
But
a single thing has
contrary of the circular motion.
a single contrary and upward and downward motion are
If, on the other hand,
the contraries of one another.^
(2) the body moving with this circular motion which is

trary,

it

will follow that circular

motion, must be unnatural,

if it is

;

5

unnatural to

is

it

something different from the elements,

some other motion which is natural to it.
But this cannot be. For if the natural motion is upward
it will be fire or air, and if downwaid, water
or earth.
there will be

Further, this circular motion
10

is

necessaiily primary.

Foi the

naturally prior to the imperfect,

—

line
5

is

and the circle is
a perfect thing. This cannot be said of any straight line
not of an infinite, line foi, if it were perfect, it would
have a limit and an end: nor of any finite line; for in
every case there is something beyond it,^ since any finite
perfect

;

can be extended.

belongs to the

movement

And

body which

so, since the prior
is

naturally prior,

movement

and

circular

and movement in a straight
line belongs to simple bodies
fire moving straight upward
and earthy bodies straight downward towards the centre
since this is so, it follows that circular movement also must
is

prior to straight,

—

Reading iuvrov with all MSS. except E.
Therefore neither of these can be a/scf the contrary of circular
motion. Thus there is /n? simple motion opposed as contrary to the
^

®

circular.
•

Reading rraam

ydfy iarri Tt iKTos (^Vrt is

omitted by

E

alone).
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be the movement of some simple body.^ For the movement of composite bodies is, as we said, determined by that
simple body which preponderates in the composition. 30

These premises

clearly give the conclusion that there

is

nature some bodily substance other than the formations

in

we

know, prior to them all and more divine than they. But it
may also be pioved as follows. We may take it that all
movement is either natural or unnatural, and that the
movement which is unnatural to one body is natural to
another as, for instance, is the case with the upward and
downward movements, which are natural and unnatural to 35
It necessarily follows that ^69
fire and earth respectively.
circular movement, being unnatural to these bodies, is the
Fuither, if, on the one
natural movement of some other.
hand, circular movement is natural to something, it must
surely be some simple and primary body which is oidained

—

to

move with a

to fly up

natural circular motion, as

and earth down

movement of the
unnatural^

it

rotating bodies about

all

fire

At any

show that

And

so,

it is
if,

as 10

body
it

as

these grounds, therefore,

fidence that there

about us on this

;

we may

infer with con-

something beyond the bodies that are
earth, different and separate from them
is

and that the superior glory of its nature
its

is

in-

so moved is fire, this movement is just
downward movement for any one can
moves in a straight line away from the centre.

say, the

as unnatural to
see that

5

movement alone should be continuous

the unnatural which quickest passes away.

some

ordained

the centre

eternal, being nevertheless contrary to nature.

rate the evidence of all other cases goes to

On

fire is

on the other hand, the

would be remarkable and indeed quite

conceivable that this

and

If,

is

proportionate to

distance from this world of ours.^

^ From
his premises Aristotle is here entitled* to conclude, not
merely that circular movement is the movement of a simple body, but
also that it is the movement of a simple body'pnor to the other simple
bodies. Prantl therefore inserts npmpov after nvos and appeals to
Simplicius’s paraphrase for corroboration. Simplicius, however, not
only does not corroborate the conjecture but actually points out that
cratph iraprjKi), The
this part of the conclusion is suppressed {pmp
insertion of irporepov does not really make the argument any clearer.
® Cf. Plato, Phaedo, ill B.

m
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In consequence of what has been said, in part

assumption and
20

in part

by way of

proof,

by

w^ay of 3

clear that not

it is

every body either possesses lightness or heaviness. As
we must explain in what sense we are using

a preliminary

the words ‘heavy’ and ‘light’, sufficiently, at least, for our
^ we can examine the terms more closely
when we come to consider their essential natuie.^ Let

present purpose
later,

:

us then apply the term ‘heavy’ to that which naturally

moves towards the centre, and light to that which moves
naturally away from the centre. The heaviest thing will be
that which sinks to the bottom of all things that move
downward, and the lightest that which rises to the surface
of everything that moves upward. Now, necessarily,^ everything which moves either up or down possesses lightness or
heaviness or both but not both lelatfvely to the same
for things are heavy and light relatively to one
thing
another air, for instance, is light relatively to water, and
The body, then, which
water light relatively to eaith.
moves in a circle cannot possibly possess either heaviness
or lightness.
For neither naturally nor unnaturally can it
move either towards or away from the centre. Movement
’

‘

J25

—

:

;

30

does not belong to

in a straight line certainly

it

riaUtrallyy

movement is, as we saw, appropriate to
we should be compelled to identify
Suppose,
35 it with one of the bodies which move imthis way.
then, that the movement is unnaUiraL
In that case, if it is
270® the downward movement which is unnatural, the upward
movement will be natural and if it is the upward which is
unnatuial, the downward will be natural.
For we decided
since one sort of

each simple body, and so

;

that of contrary movements,

if the one is unnatural to anybe natuial to it
But since the natural
movement of the whole and of its part —of earth, for instance, as a whole and of a small clod
have one and the

thing, the other will

5

—

same

direction,

it

results, in

the

first

place, that this

body

can possess no lightness or heaviness at all (for that would
mean that it could move by its own nature either from or
^

*
®

Reading Uapm
wpos (m
Below, Bk. IV, cc. 1-1 v.
Reading dvdyKt} 8^ (8c is m

is

omitted by

F

alone).

E

alone).
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towards the centre, which, as we know, is impossible);
and, secondly, that it cannot possibly move in the way
of locomotion by being forced violently aside in an upward

downward

For neither naturally nor un- 10
move with any other motion but its own,
either itself or any part of it, since the reasoning which
applies to the whole applies also to the part.
It is equally reasonable to assume that this body will be
ungenerated and indestructible and exempt from increase
and alteration, since everything that comes to be comes into
being from its contrary and m some substrate, and passes 15
away likewise in a substiate by the action of the contrary
or

natuially can

diiection.

it

into the contrary, as

Now

we explained in our opening discussions.^

the motions of contiaries are contrary.

body can have no

If then this

contrary, because there can be no con-

trary motion to the circular, nature seems justly to have 20

exempted fiom

contraries the

generated and indestructible.

body which was to be unFor it is in contraries that

Again, that which is subject
upon contact with a kindred body,
which is resolved into its matter.^ But there is nothing out 25
of which this body can have been generated ® And if it is
exempt from increase and diminution,^ the same reasoning
For alteraleads us to suppose that it is also unalterable.
tion is movement in respect of quality; and qualitative
states and dispositions, such as health and disease, do not
come into being without changes of properties. But all
natural bodies which change their properties we see to be 30
subject without exception to increase and diminution. This
is the case, for instance, with the bodies of animals and
generation and decay subsist.

to increase increases

^

Pkys, I. vii-ix.
Omitting Kat TO

For the phrase,

cf.

311* 12.

These words are omitted by
three representative MSS. (EFJ), are not referred to by Simplicius or
Themistius, and are an awkward intrusion in the sentence since
what follows applies only to increase. For the doctrine, cf. De Gen, et
^

Com

I.

<\)Blvov

(1.

23).

V.

Increase is effected by generation of one kindred body out of
another. This body has no contrary out of which it can be generated.
Therefore it cannot increase.
*
All other MSS have
Reading (icpBirou with
(so Prantl).
a(l>$afyrov ; but the rare a^Birov would be easily altered to the commoner
word. Simplicius has o6BapT0p, but explains that <f>Bt<ri£ is a kind of
fpBopd and so a(l)Baprov may be used for &f>Bvrop,
*

H
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and with vegetable bodies, and similarly also

their (paits

with those of the elements.

35

And

so, if

the

body which

moves with a circular motion cannot admit of increase
or diminution, it is reasonable to suppose that it is also
unalterable.

270 ^

The leasons why

the primary

body

is

eternal and not sub-

unaging and unalterable
and unmodified, will be clear from what has been said to any
one who believes in our assumptions. Our theory seems to
For all men
confirm experience and to be confirmed by it

ject to increase or diminution, but

5

have some conception of the nature of the gods, and all who
gods at all, whether barbarian or
Greek, agree in allotting the highest place to the deity,
believe in the existence of

surely because they suppose that immortal

is

linked with

immortal and regard any other supposition as inconceivable.
10 If then there is, as there ceitainly is, anything divine, what

we have just said about the primary bodily substance was
The mere evidence of the senses is enough to
well said.
convince us of

this, at least

with

human

certainty.

For

in

the whole range of time past, so far as our inherited records
15 reach,^

no change appears to have taken place either

in the

whole scheme of the outermost heaven or in any of its
proper parts.
The common name, too, which has been

30

handed down from our distant ancestors even to our own
day, seems to show that they conceived of it in the fashion
which we have been expressing. The same ideas, one must
believe, recur in men’s minds not once or twice but again
and again. And so, implying that the primary body is
something else beyond earth, fire, air, and water, they gave
the highest place a name of its own, aither^ derived from the
fact that it runs always* ® for an eternity of time.
Anaxa‘

35goras, however, scandalously misuses this name, taking
aither as equivalent to
It is also clear

fire.'^

from what has been said

why

the number

^ Simplicius says he^ has been
told ’ that there are written astronomical records (aorpJas
dpaypdnrovs)
Egypt for the past
630,000 years and in Babylon for the past 1,440,000 years.
* 1. e. alB^p from del
The derivation was suggested by Plato
(Cra/y/iwf, 410B).
* i. e. deriving aW^p from
Cf. Bk. Ill, 302^ 4.
*

m
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what we call simple bodies cannot be greater than it is.
The motion of a simple body must itself be simple, and we

of

two simple motions, the
and the straight, the latter being subdivided into
motion away from and motion towards the centre.
assert that there are only these

circular

4

That there

$o

no other form of motion opposed as
may be proved in various ways.
In the first place, there is an obvious tendency to oppose
the straight line to the circular. For concave and convex 35
are not only legarded as opposed to one another, but they 371®
are also coupled together and treated as a unity in oppois

contrary to the circular

sition to

the

And

straight.

so, if

there

is

a contrary

to circular motion, motion in a straight line must be re-

cognized as having the best claim to that name. But the
two forms of rectilinear motion are opposed to one another
by reason of their places for up and down is a difference
and a contrary opposition in place.^ Secondly, it may be
thought that the same reasoning which holds good of the
rectilinear path applies also to the circular, movement from
A to B being opposed as contrary to movement from B to
A. But what is meant is still rectilinear motion. For that is
;

limited to a single path, while the ciicular paths which pass
through the same two points aie infinite in number.^ Even
if we are confined to the single semicircle and the opposition
is between movement from C to
to C along
and from
that semicircle, the case is no better. For the motion is the

D

same

as that along the diameter, since

5

10

D

we

invaiiably regard

the distance between two points as the length of the straight

which joins them.® It is no more satisfactory to conand treat motion along one semicircle as
contiary to motion along the other. For example, taking

line

struct a ciicle

^ The point of this elliptical argument seems to be that, while the
generally admitted case of contrary opposition (viz. that of upward
and downward motion) rests on a contrary opposition of places (viz.
above and below), no such ground can be suggested for the opposition
of circular to rectilinear motion.

15
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a complete

ciicle,

may be opposed

20

motion from JS to

F on

the semicircle

G

on the semicircle
But even supposing these are contraiies, it in no way
follows that the reverse motions on the complete circumference aie contraries. Nor again can motion along
to motion fiom -F to

^

^

be regarded as the contraiy of
motion goes fiom the same
C
and contiaiy motion was
point,
the
same
point towards
from
a contrary to its contrary.^
distinguished as motion
And even if the motion lound a circle is the contrary of the
leverse motion, one of the two would be ineffective for
both move to the same point, because ^ that which moves
in a ciicle, at whatever point it begins, must necessarily
pass through all the contrary places alike. (By contiarieties
of place I mean up and down, back and front, and light
the ciicle fiom

motion from

A

to

for the

to

:

25

and

left;

and the contrary oppositions of movements are

determined by those of places.)

30

One

of the motions, then,

two motions were of equal
strength,^ there would be no movement either way, and if
one of the two were preponderant, the other would be
inoperative.
So that if both bodies were there, one of
them, inasmuch as it would not be moving with its own
movement, would be useless, in the sense in which a shoe
IS useless when it is not worn.
But God and nature create
would be

ineffective, for if the

nothing that has not
^

its use.^

Fig hi.

P/iys V. V, 229^21.
Reading on for the
after Simplicius, who had both
of our
readings before him.
*
Prantl’s alteration of yap into lip' is not needed. The yap refers
back to the remark ‘one of the two would be melfective’
That
remark is therefore repeated in the text.
^ The bearing of
this argument is clear if it is remembered that the
assertion of the existence of a certain movement necessarily involves
for Aristotle the assertion of the existence of a body which naturally
exhibits the movement. Similarly the assertion that a movement is
inopeiative involves the assertion that a body is inoperative.
^

^

m
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clear,
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we must go on

271"^

to consider the questions 271^

which remain.

Fiist, is there an infinite body, as the
majority of the ancient philosophers thought, or is this an

impossibility ?
The decision of this question, either way, is
not unimportant, but rather all-important, to our search for

the truth.^

problem which has practically always
been the source of the diffeiences of those who have written
about nature as a whole. So it has been and so it must
be; since the least initial deviation from the truth is
multiplied later a thousandfold.^ Admit, for instance, the
existence of a minimum magnitude, and you will find that
the minimum which you have introduced, small as it is, causes
the greatest truths of mathematics to totter. The reason
is that a principle is great rather in power than in extent
hence that which was small at the start tuins out a giant at
the end.

Now

power of

principles,

possesses

5

It is this

the conception of the infinite possesses this

and indeed

in a higher degree

it

10

in the

sphere of quantity

than any other conception

;

so

15

that
in no way absurd or unreasonable that the assumption that an infinite body exists should be of peculiar
moment to our inquiry. The infinite, then, we must now
discuss, opening the whole matter from the beginning.
Every body is necessarily to be classed either as simple
or as composite ^ the infinite body, therefore, will be either
simple or composite. But it is clear, further, that if the simple 20
bodies are finite, the composite must also be finite, since
that which is composed of bodies finite both in number and
in magnitude is itself finite in respect of number and
magnitude its quantity is in fact the same as that of the
bodies which compose it. What remains foi ils to consider,
then, is whether any of the simple bodies can be infinite in
magnitude, or whether this is impossible. Let us try the 25
primary body first, and then go on to consider the others.
The body which moves in a circle must necessarily be
It is

;

:

every lespect, for the following reasons, (i) If the
body so moving is infinite, the radii drawn from the centre
finite in

^

Reading

*

30.
After Plato,

m

rrjv Trepi rrjs

with

FHMJ.

The phrase recurs
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The
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Cmfylus, 436 D

of all other

MSS.
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But the space between infinite radii is
infinite
and by the space between the radii I mean the
area outside which no magnitude which is in contact with
the two lines can be conceived as falling.^ This, I say, will
be infinite first, because in the case of finite radii it is always
272^ finite and secondly,^ because in it one can always go on to
be

30 will

infinite.^

:

:

;

a width greater than any given width

thus the reasoning

;

number, because there is
no maximum, applies also to the space between the radii.
Now the infinite cannot be traversed, and if the body is
which forces us to believe in

infinite
5 circular

infinite

the interval between the radii

motion therefore

is

necessarily infinite

Yet our eyes
and by argument
something to which

an impossibility.

is

us that the heavens revolve in a circle,

tell

also

we have determined that
movement belongs.

there

is

circular

time be subtracted,

from a

finite

time a

finite

and have a beginning.

(a)

to

Again,

what remains must be

if

finite

And

if

the time of a journey has a beginning, there must be

a beginning also of the movement, and consequently also

This applies universally.

of the distance traversed

a

line, -4

CF,

infinite in

infinite in

both

one direction,

directions.'^

Take

and another

Let A CE describe a

line,

circle,

^

‘The centre ^ when not in any way qualified, means the centre
of the earth, which is taken by Aristotle to be also the centie of all the
revolutions of the heavenly bodies
He cannot here mean the centre
of the supposed infinite body, since to that no shape has yet been given.
® The last phrase (ou \kr\hh tunv
seems to have been misunderstood by Prantl
comparison of this passage with others in
which what IS practically the same phrase occurs (esp
1021^12,
1055®- 12) shows (a) that ov is governed by €$IO (‘ outside which ’), and
(d) that the phrase is roughly equivalent to reKnov.
The point here
IS that by Btdarrjfia he means, not a straight line spanning the interval
between the radii, but the whole area enclosed between the two radii
and the portion of the circumference whicli connects their extremities.
In 1 30 read, after bid<m]fxa^ de rather than yap, which is in
alone.
* Reading In with the MSS.; PrantPs inei seems to have nothing
to recommend it It will then be necessary to put a full-stop after

A

E

.

BiaarfipaTos in 1 . 3.
This sentence gives,
for taking the Btd<rTrifia to be infinite.
*

Fig. IV.

C
A
’

B

of course, a second reason

BOOK
revolving

BB

upon

C

as centie.

272^

I.

5

In

its

movement

continuously for a certain time.

time, since the total time

complete their circular

is

finite

This
in

will

will cut 15

it

be a

finite

which the heavens

and consequently the time
its motion
cuts the other, is also finite.
Therefore there will be
a point at which A CE began for the first time to cut BB.
orbit,

subtracted from

it,

during which the one line in

This, however,

is

impossible.^

revolve in a circle

The

infinite, then,

nor could the world,

,

cannot

were infinite.^
also be shown as

if it

(3) That the infinite cannot move may
follows.
Let ^ be a finite line moving past the
B. Of necessity A will pass clear of B and B

20

finite line,

A

the

same moment for each overlaps the other to precisely the
same extent. Now if the two were both moving, and
moving in contrary directions, they would pass clear of one
another more rapidly; if one were still and the other
moving past it, less rapidly piovided that the speed of the
latter were the same in both cases
This, however, is clear
,

25

;

that

it is

time.

impossible to traverse an infinite line in a

Infinite

time, then,

demonstrated above

would be required.

in the discussion of

finite

(This

movement

we

30

And

' In this argument the ascertained fact that the revolution of the
heavens occupies a limited time is used to prove the finitude of its
path and consequently also of the body itself.
BB represents an
infinite line drawn within the infinite body and therefore ‘traversed’ by
that body in its revolution. But there can be no point at which the
contact of A CE with BB either begins or ends, while there is a time
within which the revolution is completed. Therefore the revolving

—

A

is not infinite.
Possibly the centre of the movement of
CE
should be
(as in F and Simpl.) rather than C.
* Movement of the ‘world’ (Kocrfios) is here used for movement of
the ‘heaven’ {oifpap6si). Either koot/xos stands for the h^venly body,
as in Nzc. Eth. 1141^1, or the movement and the infinity are treated
for the moment as attributes of the whole.
® Aristotle refers to the Physics, here and elsewhere, as continuous
with the De Caelo. Different parts of the Physics are referred to by
Simplicius (p. 226, 19) observes that Phys. I~IV are
different names.
cited as ‘the discussion of principles’ (Trepi dpx&p) and Phys. V~VIII
In Phys VIII,
as ‘the discussion of movement’ (n-epl Kipi^ireus),
257® 34, Aristotle refers back to an earlier passage as occurring cV rots
KadoXov roLs ir^pi <l>v(r€Oi)s ; and Simplicius, commenting on this {Comm,
Phys. p. 1233, 30), infers’ that Phys.
are the Trepl (/juorews* and
But his inference is false. The
Phys. VI-VHI the TTfpi
reference is not, as he thought, to V. iv. The principle had been
asserted earlier, viz. in III. i. The ‘general considerations concerning
nature’ may therefore be identified with the ‘discussion of principles’,
and the Physics may be divided in the middle, i.e. at the end of
Book IV, The reference m this passage is to Phys. VI. vii.

body

A

m

‘
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it

272^

makes no

infinite

difference

or an infinite

B overlaps

finite is passing by an
For when A is passing B,
makes no difference whether B

whether a

by a

finite

A, and it
is moved or unmoved, except that, if both move, they pass
It is, however, quite
clear of one anothei more quickly.
possible that a moving line should in certain cases pass one
which is stationary quicker than it passes one moving in an
One has only to imagine the movement
5 opposite direction.
to be slow where both move and much faster where one is
then

10

^

stationary.

To suppose one

difficulty for

our argument, since

makes no

line stationary, then,
it is

quite possible for^^ to

pass

5 at a slower rate when both aie

one

is.

moving than when only
finite moving line

therefore, the

If,

takes to pass the other

occupied by
infinite.

;

is infinite,

then necessarily the time

the motion of the infinite past the finite

For the

impossible

time which the

infinite

to

move

at all

since the very smallest

is

is

also

thus absolutely

movement conceivable

of time. Moreover the heavens
and they complete their circular orbit in
so that they pass round the whole extent of
a finite time
any line within their orbit, such as the finite line AB, The

must take an

infinity

certainly revolve,
15

;

revolving body, therefore, cannot be infinite.
(4)

Again, as a line which has a limit cannot be

or, if it is infinite, is

infinite,

so only in length,^ so a surface cannot

Reading KaKfivr} TrapaKKarrei iKelpr^v with FHMJ. The alternative
TrapaWdmif irap% rests upon the sole authority of E for L has
Tlap is intolerable, since it must stand for <f)4pfrca rrapd
irapaKkdrrri,
and thus attributes movement to B, of which in the same sentence it is
said that it may be unmoved.
® The reading is doubtful.
It is difficult to attach any other sense
to the possession of Tripas (Mimit*) than a denial of infinity
which
case dXX’ emep, eVi p^Kos means * or if a finite line is infinite, it is so in
*

to

:

;

m

length*
The antecedent thus appears to contradict both itself and
Simplicius preserves a variant for cm
the consequent.
cm
0dTcpa»
(‘A finite line can only be infinite, if at all, in one direction*.)
Perhaps, however, the text is correct
The sentence may be paraphrased as follows.
limited line cannot be infinite : lines, in fact,
can only be infinite, if at all, in that respect in which they are unlimited; but there is nothing in the nature of ‘line* to determine the
length of any given line : consequently, it is only in respect to length
that infinity is ever ascnbed to lines.
(Mr. Ross suggests that rj should
be read instead of
in 1 . 17 .
‘A line cannot be infinite that respect
in which it is a limit.*
The line is the limit of the plane, i. e. a limit
in respect of breadth.
Similarly the plane is the limit in respect of
depth. This correction has support from the translation of Argyropylus
(‘ex ea parte qua finis est*), and is probably right.)

—

A

m
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infinite in that respect in

if
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272*^

5
it

has a limit;

or,

indeed,

completely determinate, in any respect whatever.

is

Whether

be a square or a circle or a spheie, it cannot be
any more than a foot-rule can. There is then no

infinite,

it

20

such thing as an infinite sphere or square or circle, and
where there is no circle there can be no circular movement,
and similarly where there is no infinite at all there can be

no

movement

infinite

infinite circle

circular

being

;

and from this it follows that, an
an impossibility, there can be no

itself

motion of an infinite body.
take a centie Q an infinite line, AB^ another
line at right angles to it, E, and a moving radius,

(5) ^^gain,

infinite

CD?-

CD

will

The

never cease contact with E, but the position

be something

will always

25

like

CE^

infinite line, therefoie, refuses to

CD

cutting

E

complete the

at

F?

circle.®

if the heaven is infinite and moves in a circle, 30
have to admit that in a finite time it has traversed
the infinite. For suppose the fixed heaven infinite, and that
which moves within it equal to it. It results that when
the infinite body has completed its revolution, it has
traversed an infinite equal to itself in a finite time. But 273®
that we know to be impossible
(7) It can also be shown, conversely, that if the time of
(

6 ) Again,

we

shall

revolution

is finite,

the area traversed must also be finite;

^

Also, of course, infinite.

2

Fig. V.

P
F‘

The

the infinite radius C/?, which is unable to
its inability to extneate its outer extremity
from that of the other infinite, E, The MSS. vary between KiiK^m
(EL), kvk\<o (M), and kvkXov (HFJ : the last, however, has
suprasertptum). In FMJ TrepLiian follows instead of preceding kvkXov {kvkK<»»
M). Perhaps kvkXop irepteicriv should be read with FJ, though either
reading will give the sense required.
®

*

infinite line

’

is

complete the circle owing to

m
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but the area traversed was equal to

itself ; therefore, it is

itself finite.^
5

We

have now shown that the body which moves in
a circle is not endless or infinite, but has its limit.

moves towards nor that 6
For the
which moves away
are
thereupward and downward motions are contraries and
But if one of a pair
fore motions towards contrary places.
of contraries is determinate, the other must be determinate
Further, neither that which

from the centre can be infinite.

10

Now

also.

point the

the centre

body which

ward motion,

it

15

Further,
place

is

if

for,

from whatever

starts its

down-

The

being determinate, the upper place must

But

also be determinate.
finite,

;

bottom

cannot go farther than the centre.

centre, therefore,

and

determined

is

sinks to the

if

these two places are determined

must also be finite.
up and down are determinate, the intermediate
the corresponding bodies

also necessarily determinate.

For,

if it is

indeter-

movement within it will be infinite®; and
that we have already shown to be an impossibility.® ^The
middle region then is determinate, and consequently any
body which either is in it, or might be in it, is determinate.
But the bodies which move up and down may be in it,
since the one moves naturally away from the centre and
minate, the

30

the other towards

From

it.

this alone

impossibility

;

such thing as

it

is

but there

clear that
is

an

infinite

a further point.

body

If there

is
is

an
no

it follows that none of
For the supposed infinite
body would have to be infinite in weight. (The same aigument applies to lightness: for as the one supposition
involves 'infinite weight, so the infinity of the body which

infinite

weight, then

these bodies can be infinite.
35

rises to
^

the surface involves infinite lightness.)

The preceding

This

is

six arguments start from the hypothesis of an
body and show the difficulties involved in the consequent
assumption of an infinite path and in the infinite time needed for its
completion. The converse argument starts from known finite time of
revolution and argues from that to the finitude of the path traversed
and of the body which traverses it,
® Reading
with FHMT SimpL
» Phys, VIII. vm.
infinite
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Assume the weight to be finite, and
body, AB^ of the weight C* Subtract from
body a finite mass, BD^ the weight of which

*"

proved as follows.
take an

infinite

the infinite
shall

a

be E,

E then

is less

than C, since

it is

30

the weight of

Suppose then that the smaller goes into the
number of times, and take BE bearing
the same proportion to BD which the greater weight bears
to the smaller.
For you may subtract as much as you
lesser mass.^

greater a certain

please from an infinite

If

now

the masses are propor-

tionate to the weights, and the lesser weight

is

that of the

must be that of the greater. The
of the finite and of the infinite body are

lesser mass, the greater

weights, therefore,

273^^

5

Again, if the weight of a greater body is greater
than that of a less, the weight of GB will be greater than
that of FB\^ and thus the weight of the finite body is
equal.

And,

greater than that of the infinite.

further, the weight

of unequal masses will be the same, since the infinite and

the

finite

cannot be equal.

It

does not matter whether the

weights are commensurable or not.

If {d)

For instance,
mensurable the same reasoning holds.
suppose
multiplied by three is rather more than C the
weight of three masses of the full size of BD will be greater
than C- We thus arrive at the same impossibility as
before. Again {b) we may assume weights which are com-

E

mensurate; for

10

they are incom-

:

makes no

it

difference whether

15

we begin

For example, assume
with
the weight E to be commensurate
Q and take from
the infinite mass a part BD of weight E. Then let a mass
BE be taken having the same proportion to BD which the
two weights have to one another. (For the mass being
infinite you may subtract from it as much as you please.)
These assumed bodies will be commensurate in mass and
Nor again does it make any difference to
in weight alike.
our demonstration whether the total mass has its weight
equally or unequally distributed. For it must always be
possible to take from the infinite mass a body of equal
with the weight 01 with the mass.

’

Fig. VI.

G

^
^

•

I

E

F

o

f

I

C

B

ao
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weight to

BD by diminishing

or increasing the size of the

section to the necessary extent

From what we have
of the infinite

^

said, then,

it is

body cannot be

clear that the weight

finite.

It

must then be

We

infinite.

possible in

have theiefore only to show this to be imorder to prove an infinite body impossible. But
weight can be shown in the

30 the impossibility of infinite

A given weight

following way.

a given time

;

a weight which

moves a given distance in
as great and more moves

is

the same distance in a less time, the times being in inverse

For

274^ proportion to the weights.
twice another,

ment.

a

in

it

Further, a finite weight traverses
finite

time.

one weight
givei^,.

is

move-

any finite distance
from this that
being, on the one

necessarily follows

It

infinite weight, if there is
5

instance, if

take half as long over a

will

such a thing,

hand, as great and more than as great as the

finite,^ will

move accordingly, but being, on the other hand, compelled
to move in a time inversely proportionate to its greatness,
cannot move at alL^ The time should be less in proportion
is greater.
But there is no proportion between the infinite and the finite : proportion can only hold
between a less and a greater finite time. And though you
may say that the time of the movement can be continually

as the weight

diminished, yet there

comma after

is

no minimum.^

Nor,

if

there were,

BA.

^

Delete

*

There can be no doubt that the

The phrase

comma

should follow, not precede,

Tr^TTfpaarfxePOV Kal en is
Bonitz (Ind 291*7) takes
parallel to the roaovrov koI Iri of 273^31.
ml In in this way, but appears to interpret the phrase as indicating

Ka\ €Ti

(1.

5).

the distance moved, which
cf. Met. 1021*6.
* Because,
explained

^

roirovSe

is

Sa-ov

to

impossible.

— For

the use of Kal

in the following sentences, there is

en

no time

The argument is : the infinite may (ixtv) be regarded
for it to move in.
loosely as something exceedingly great, in which case it follows simply
that it moves exceedingly fast : so far there is no difficulty . but (Be)
as soon as you begin to specify /letu great it is and Aoza fast it moves
the diflScuUies become insuperable.
* aXX’ ad ev IXdrrow is probably an opponent’s objection.
It is
an application of the argument mentioned in 272*1.
talk of
number as infinite, A. says there, because there is no maximum.
Similarly the advocate of infinite weight says, * At any rate the weight
can be increased and^the time proportionately diminished adinfimtum \
But the motion of the infinite, to be conceivable, must according to
Aristotle occupy a time , and any time, however small, will be a time
in which the given movement could be effected by a finite body.

We

—

BOOK
would

I.
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274^

For some finite body could have been
found greater than the given finite in the same proportion
which is supposed to hold between the infinite and the
given finite ^ so that an infinite and a finite weight must
have traversed an equal distance in equal time. But that
it

help

us.

;

Again, whatever the time, so long as it is
which the infinite performs the motion, a finite
weight must necessarily move a certain finite distance in
that same time. Infinite weight is therefore impossible,
is

impossible.

finite,

in

15

and the same reasoning applies also to infinite lightness.
Bodies then of infinite weight and of infinite lightness are
equally impossible.

That there is no infinite body may be shown, as we have
shown it, by a detailed consideration of the various cases,
But it may also be shown universally, not only by such
reasoning as

(though

ao

we advanced in our discussion of principles^"
passage we have already determined univer-

in that

sally the sense in

which the existence of an

infinite is to

be

asserted or denied), but also suitably to our present purpose
in

the

following way.

question.

Even

if

That

will

the total mass

lead us to a further
is

not

infinite, it

may 25

yet be great enough to admit a plurality of universes.

The

question might possibly be raised whether there

any

obstacle to

is

our believing that there are other universes

composed on the pattern of our own, more than one,
though stopping short of

infinity.

First,

however,

let

us

treat of the infinite universally.

What difficulty there is in this sentence is due to the elliptical
expression and to the tacit inference from a proportion between the
times to a proportion between the bodies. What is known is the ratio
between the imaginary minimum time assigned to the infinite body
and some other finite time. A. speaks of this known ratio as a ratio
between the infinite body and another body The argument is : take
any other finite body (h^pov)/, its ratio to the infinite maybe determined by their respective times: but another finite body (aXXo ri
TT^TTepaerpivov) could be found in the same ratio (on the basis of
a comparison of times) to the first. Thus a finite body will cover the
same distance as the infinite body in the same time, which is absurd.
ptlCov belongs to
1. ii should be deleted.
Thfe comma after Xdytp
the predicate both of the relative clause and of the main sentence.
Neither Simplicius nor Alexander (as reported by Simplicius) seems
to have interpreted the words quite correctly.
2 phys. HI. iv-vui (see n. on 272**- 30).
Read uprjpevovs with FM.

m
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Every body must necessarily be either finite or infinite, 7
and if infinite, either of similar or of dissimilar parts. If its
parts are dissimilar, they must repiesent either a finite or
an infinite number of kinds. That the kinds cannot be
infinite is evident, if our oiiginal presuppositions remain
274^ unchallenged. For the primary movements being finite in
number, the kinds of simple body aie necessarily also finite,
since the movement of a simple body is simple, and the
simple movements are finite, and every natural body must
Now if ^ the infinite body is
5 always have its proper motion.
30

composed of a finite number of kinds, then each of its
parts must necessaiily be infinite in quantity, that is to
But this is
say, the water, fire, &c., which compose it.

to be

impossible, because, as

we have already shown,

weight and lightness do not

Moreover

exist.

it

infinite

would be

necessary also that their places should be infinite in extent,
10 so that
finite,

the movements too of

But

this ts

all

not possible,

these bodies would be inif

we

are to hold to the

and to the view that
neither that which moves downward, nor, by the same
reasoning, that which moves upward, can prolong its movement to infinity. For it is true in regard to quality,
quantity, and place alike that any process of change is
impossible which can have no end. I mean that if it is impossible for a thing to have come to be white, 01 a cubit
long, or in Egypt, it is also impossible for it to be in process
of coming to be any of these. It is thus impossible for a
thing to be moving to a place at which in its motion it can
never by any possibility arrive. Again, suppose the body
to exist in dispersion, it may be maintained none the less

truth of our original piesuppositions

15

that the total of

all

these scattered particles, say, of

fire, is

But body we saw to be that which has extension every way.
How can there be several dissimilar elements, each infinite? Each would have to be infinitely

20 infinite.^

extended every way.
It is no more conceivable, again, that the infinite should
exist as a whole of similar parts.
For, in the first place,
*

*

Reading ctye with FHMJ.
*As Anaxagoras seems to have supposed' (SimpL).
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7

no other (straight) movement beyond those menwe must therefoie give it one of them And if so,
we shall have to admit either infinite weight or infinite
lightness.
Nor, secondly, could the body whose movement
theie

is

tioned

:

is

circular

to

move

be

infinite,

since

it is

25

impossible for the infinite

good as
which we have shown

This, indeed, would be as

in a circle.

saying that the heavens are

infinite,

to be impossible.

Moreover, in general,
should move at
ally or

by

If

all.

constraint

it

and

:

a natural motion, that
like

infinite

itself,

to

impossible that the infinite 30
did, it would move either natur-

it

is

is

by

if

constraint,

to say, there

which

it

will

possesses also

it

another place,

is

But that

move.

is

impossible.^

That in general it is impossible for the infinite to be acted
upon by the finite or to act upon it may be shown as
follows.

The infinite cannot be acted upon by the finite^ Let 275*
be an infinite, B a finite, C the time of a given movement
produced by one in the other. Suppose, then, that A was
(i.

A

heated, or impelled, or modified in any way, or caused to

undergo any sort of movement whatever, by B in the time
C.
Let
be less than B\ and, assuming that a lesser
agent moves a lesser patient in an equal time, call the quan- 5
tity thus modified by
is to B, so is
E, Then, as
to some finite quantum. We assume that the alteration of
equal by equal takes equal time, and the alteration of less

D

D

by

less or of greater

by

quantity of the patient

greater takes the
is

E

same

time,

if

the

such as to keep the proportion

which obtains between the agents, greater and less. If so,
no movement can be caused in the infinite ^ by any finite
agent in any time whatever. For a less agent will produce
that movement in a less patient in an equal time, and the
proportionate equivalent of that patient will be a finite
Because an infinite place cannot exclude, or be other than, any
This argument applies to natuial as well as unnatural
movement for a body moves naturally in the effort to reach its place.
^

‘

*

finite place.

— Read

:

roiros

&\\os

tcros

with

EL, confirmed by

Simplicius {tottos laos

aXkoSf 239, 24).
*

Read

Kivqdrja-erai

with Simplicius and

all

MSS.

except E.

i©
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no propoition holds between

quantity, since

finite

and

infinite.

N or, again, can

The infinite cannot act upon the finite^
X5

movement

the infinite produce a

Let

whatever.

A

be an

In the time C,

action.

D

patient less than B, say F.

proportion to

IS

finite,

same

impossible

;

C the

time of

produce that motion in a

Then take E, bearing the same

BF in the time

the infinite effect the
this

a

D as the whole BF bears to

duce the motion in
30

will

any time

in the finite in

infinite,

F,

E will

Thus the

C.

finite

alteration in equal times.

for the

assumption

is

pro-

and
But

that the greater

be the same with any
time that can be taken, so that there will be no time in which
the infinite can effect this movement. And, as to infinite time,
in that nothing can move anothei or be moved by it.
For
such time has no limit, while the action and reaction have.
effects

(3.

a shorter time.

in

There

35 infinite

be

it

no interaction between

is

be acted upon

infinites,

It will

CD

in

Let

being the time of the action of

Now the whole B was

Nor can

infinites')

any way by infinite.

and B
upon B,

A

A

modified in a certain time, and the

E^ cannot be so modified in the same
time, since we assume that a less quantity makes the movement in a less time. Let E then, when acted upon by A^
Then, as D is to
30 complete the movement in the time D.
CD^ so is E to some finite part of B. This part will necessarily be moved by A in the time CD.
For we suppose
that the same agent produces a given effect on a greater
275^ and a smallei mass in longer and shorter times, the times
and masses varying proportionately. There is thus no
finite time in which infinites can move one another.
Is
their time then infinite?
No, for infinite time has no end,
but the movement communicated has.
If therefore every perceptible body possesses the power
5
pait of this infinite,

of acting or of being acted upon, or both of these,
possible that

an

infinite

bodies, however, that
is

is

it is

peiceptible.

occupy place are perceptible.

imAll

There
body beyond the heaven. Nor again
anything of limited extent beyond it. And so

therefore

there

body shbuld be

no

infinite

^

Called

BF2l few

lines below.

BOOK
beyond the heaven there
suppose

an object of

it

since place

what

is

‘

I.

no body at

is

intelligence,

within

’

and

theiefoie an object of perception.
in a place

The

is

perceptible

question

may

275”
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it

For

all.

if

beyond
But nothing that
’

‘

you

—

a place
denote and

will be in

—
is

10

not

^

also

be examined

general considerations as follows.

in the light of

The

infinite,

more

considered

as a whole of similar parts, cannot, on the one hand,

move

and that

For there is no centre of the infinite,
in a circle.
which moves in a circle moves about the centre. Nor again x$
can the infinite move in a straight line. For there would
have to be another place infinite like itself to be the goal of
its natural movement and another, equally great, for the
goal of its unnatural movement. Moreover, whether its
rectilinear

movement

is

natural or constrained, in either

case the force which causes
infinite.

For

its

infinite force is force

motion will have to be
of an infinite body, and

body the force is infinite. So the motive body
be infinite
(The proof of this is given in our discussion of movement,® where it is shown that no finite thing
possesses infinite power, and no infinite thing finite power.)
If then that which moves naturally can also move unnaturally, there will be two infinites, one which causes, and
another which exhibits the latter motion. Again, what is
If it moves itself, it must be
it that moves the infinite?
animate. But how can it possibly be conceived as an
infinite animal ? And if there is something else that moves
it, there will be two infinites, that which moves and that
which is moved, differing in their form and power.®

ao

of an infinite
also will

^ These sentences are rather disjointed and read more like rough
notes than a finished argument. The final remark seems inconsequent.
should expect : ‘ but what is not perceptible cannot occupy
a place * ; so that the hypothesis that the body beyond the heaven
IS pot}T6v contradicts itself.
The mam point, however, is that all these
connected attributes are inapplicable to an object of intelligence like
the Platonic cidos..
® PAys. VI H. X.
® The last argument (from ' Again, what is it ... ’) is not a mere
The preceding sentence shows that an
repetition of the preceding.
infinite disturbing force is needed to account for any unnatural movement of an infinite body. Finally, it is suggested that even the natural
or normal movement of such a body would presuppose an independent
infinite force. Again, the foregoing argument applied only to rectilinear

We

as

—
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If the whole is not continuous, but exists, as Democritus
and Leucippus think, in the form of parts sepaiated by
void, there must necessarily be one movement of all the
They are distinguished, we are told, from one
multitude

but their nature is one, like many
from one another. But each piece
must, as we assert, have the same motion. For a single
clod moves to the same place as the whole mass of earth,
and a spark to the same place as the whole mass of fire.

276^ another by

their figures

;

pieces of gold separated

So

that

it

if

be weight that

5 speaking, light;

have

its

possess,

no body

is,

strictly
is

place either at one of the extremes or in the

middle region.

But

this is impossible while the

world

is

And, generally, that which has no
or extreme limit, no up or down, gives the bodies no

conceived as
centre

all

lightness^ be universal, none

Moreover, whatever possesses weight or ligntness

heavy.
will

and

if

infinite.

10 place for their

impossible.

A

motion;

and without that movement

thing must

move

is

either naturally or un-

and the two movements are determined by the
Again, a place in which a thing
rests or to which it moves unnaturally, must be the natural
place for some other body, as experience shows.
Necessarily, therefore, not everything possesses weight or lightness,
but some things do and some do not. From these arguments then it is clear that the body of the universe is not

naturally,

proper and alien places.

15

infinite.

We

must now proceed to explain why there cannot be g
more than one heaven the further question mentioned
above.^ For it may be thought that we have not proved
universally of bodies that none whatever can exist outside

—

ao

movement, since unnatural circular movement has been shown to be
but the last argument would apply equally to circular
movement The remark if it moves itself, it must be animate
impossible:

‘

’

implies that it is incorrect to think of the natural movement of the
elements as self-movement
It is only movement uninfluenced by
any sublunary body. That self-movement is impossible Aristotle has
already shovm in Phys^ VI 1 .
^ Prantl misprints
for
Prantl’s \ 4yofiep seems to be a misprint for Xeyafxfp,
rr
Heaven here stands of course for world {ovpavos /£o<rjLio4)*-~~The
reference is to c. vi (274*24).
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8

our universe, and that our aigument applied only to those
of indeteiminate extent.

Now
straint.

all

A

things rest and

move

naturally and

without constraint, and rests naturally

rests

by

con-

thing moves naturally to a place in which

it

in a place to

which it moves without constraint. On the other hand,
a thing moves by constraint to a place in which it rests by
constraint, and rests by constraint in a place to which it
moves by constraint. Further, if a given movement is due

25

If, then, it is by conis natural.
moves from a certain place to the centre
here, its movement from here to there will be natural, and
if earth from there rests here without constraint, its movement hither will be natural. And the natural movement

to constraint,

its

contrary

straint that earth

in each case is one.^

30

Further, these worlds, being similar in

all be composed of the same bodies as
Moreover each of the bodies, fire, I mean, and earth
and their intermediates, must have the same power as in 276^^
our world. For if these names are used equivocally, if the
identity of name does not rest upon an identity of form in
those elements and ours, then the whole to which they
belong can only be called a world by equivocation. Clearly,
then, one of the bodies will move naturally away from the 5
centre and another towards the centre, since fire must be
identical with fire, earth with earth, and so on, as the fragments of each are identical in this world. That this must
be the case is evident from the principles laid down in our
discussion of the movements;^ for these are limited in
number, and the distinction of the elements depends upon
the distinction of the movements. Thei*efoie, since the 10
movements are the same, the elements must also be the

nature to ours, must
it.

same everywhere. The particles of earth, then,
world move naturally also to our centre and its
circumference.

were
fire

This, however,

is

in another
fire

to our

impossible, since, if

it

own world, move upwards, and
same way the earth of our world

true, earth must, in its

to the centre

;

in the

Reading fua d* 17 with EF^M Alex. The ydp of the other MSS.
and Simpl is misleading and suggests an argument where there is
^

none.
*

The

Above,

principle

is

simply stated for future use.

cc. li-iv.

U
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must move natuially away from the centre when

it

moves

towards the centre of another universe.^ This follows from
For either we
the supposed juxtaposition of the worlds.

must refuse to admit the identical natuie of the simple
30

bodies in the various universes, or, admitting this, we must
make the centie and the extremity one as suggested. This

being

so, it follows

that there cannot be

more worlds than

one.^

To

postulate a difference of nature in the simple bodies

according as they are more or less distant from their proper
places

35

unreasonable.

is

whether

we say

For what

that a thing

One would have

it

make

or that

?

it,

but the form

is in fact

Moreover, the bodies must have some movement,

since the fact that

they move

is

Are we

quite evident.®

to

movements, even those which are
mutually contrary, are due to constraint ? No, for a body
which has no natural movement at all cannot be moved by
constraint.
If then the bodies have a natural movement,
say then that

30

away

to suppose a difference proportionate to

the distance and increasing with
the same.

difference can

this distance

is

all

their

^ In 1.
17 the comma which Prantl places after <l>v(rtv should be
placed instead after fUcrop, It is needed
this place in order to show
that the following clause (^ta to . . . oXX^Xovy) is explanatory of the
dudyKij of 1. 14, not of (j>€p€(rBai in 1. 1 6.
® If there is one centre and one extremity, there is only one heaven
or world.
(Read tovtov
ovroS) dBvvarop jctX.
PrantFs droTrov IS
found only
F and J, and in both it is preceded by tou, which shows
that It IS an adscnpt intended to explain the meaning of tovtov .)
The
argument of the chapter down to this point is a single reductio ad
absurdum. Simplicius tries unsuccessfully to interpret it as a series
of reductions.
The remainder of the chapter reasserts the conclusion
here drawn by closing up various pathways of escape. In truth there
IS only one way of escape, as Aristotle here says, viz to deny the
identity of the fire and earth
the other worlds with that in our own
but the contention takes a variety of forms (i) ‘distance makes
a difference’; (2) ‘they have no movement, or only move by constraint ’ j (3) ‘ the goal of their movement is only the same tn kind as
that of the corresponding elements here*.
These suggestions are

m

m

m

—

what follows.
Throughout this paragraph when Aristotle speaks of the bodies
he IS thinking of the fire, earth, &c supposed to constitute another

refuted in
®

‘

’

,

He is not proving over again the proposition that the four
elements have each a natural motion, but considering what would be
their motion in another world existing beside our own.
The empirical
evidence of movement here appealed to must be that of the fire and
earth of this world; but a thing that did not move would not be
a body at all.
KotrfMs.
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movement

1.

8

of the particular instances of each form must

necessarily have for goal a place numerically one,
paiticular centre or a particular extiemity.

If it

i.

e.

a

be sug-

gested that the goal

in each case is one in form but
numerically more than one, on the analogy of particulars 277^

which are many though each undifferentiated in form, we
reply that the variety of goal cannot be limited to this
portion or that but must extend to all alike.^ For all are
equally undifferentiated in form, but any one is different
numerically from any other. What I mean is this if the 5
portions in this world behave similarly both to one another
and to those in another world, then the portion which is
taken hence will not behave differently either from the
portions in another world or from those in the same world,
but similarly to them, since in form no portion differs from
another.
The result is that we must either abandon our
present assumptions or assert that the centre and the 10
extremity are each numerically one. But this being so, the
heaven, by the same evidence and the same necessary
inferences, must be one only and no more.
:

A consideiation of the other kinds of movement also
makes it plain that there is some point to which earth and
fire move naturally.
For in general that which is moved
changes from something

into

something,

the

starting- 15

point and the goal being different in form, and always
it

a

is

finite

change.^

For

instance, to

recover health

change from disease to health, to increase is to
change from smallness to greatness. Locomotion must be
and
similar; for it also has its goal and starting-point
therefore the starting-point and the goal^of the natural
movement must differ in form just as the movement of
coming to health does not take any direction which chance 20
is

to

—

—

^ Read r<3 fih
6’ ov with FLJ Simpl.
The meaning is that since
none but a ^numencaT difference can be postulated between the
portions (e.g. of earth) in this woild and those m another, and since
a difference of goal can only be justified by a difference in the body,
we should have to suppose a distinct goal for every single portion of
earth which is absurd.
m 1 16.
A full-stop, rather than a comma, is needed after
Three pnnciples are laid down and all are illustrated in the case of
locomotion. But the instances of health and increase are used only
,

.

to illustrate the

first.
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2^t

the wishes of the mover

01

earth

move not

Thus, too,

fire

and

,

and

since

between above and below, these
movement.^ (Even in circular
movement there is a sort of opposition between the ends of
the diameter, though the movement as a whole has no
contrary so that here too the movement has in a sense an
opposed and finite goal.) Theie must therefore be some

the opposition in place

be the

will

25

may select.^

to infinity but to opposite points
is

limits of their

:

end to locomotion

cannot continue to

it

:

This conclusion that local

movement

infinity.
is

not continued to

moves more

infinity is coiroborated

by the

quickly the nearer

to the centre, and fire the nearer

upper place.

30 is to the

would be

infinite also

For

ness.

it is

;

fact that earth

it

But if movement were infinite speed
and if speed then weight and light-

as superior

speed

in

downward movement

implies superior weight, so infinite increase of weight necessitates infinite increase

277^

Further,

it is

of speed.®

not the action of another body that makes

one of these bodies move up and the other down
constraint, like the

extrusion’ of

some

;

writers.^

nor

is it

For

in

that case the larger the mass of fire or earth the slower

would be the upward or downward movement

;

but the

fact

ttoI should be deleted, and the words
should be marked as a parenthesis. Locomotion,
like healing, has a determinate direction, and that involves a difference
of form between its two terms.
* The remarks which follow concerning
circular motion are a kind
^

11.

Sfl (ipa

18-19, the full-stop after
.

.

.

of footnote

and would be best marked as a parenthesis.

for el d* aireipov
29 It is tempting to read el d* els aneipov
but no evidence of such a reading survives. The sense of the paragraph is plain. We observe an increase of speed
a falling body as
It approaches the earth.
The explanation, on our view, is the proximity
of the goal. But if there is no goal, the movement, and with it the
increase of speed, is capable of continuing to infinity.
But infinite
speed means infinite weight, which has already (c. vi) been proved
impossible. The Greek of the last sentence is puzzling and may be
corrupt. Accepting the text of Bekker and Prantl, we must translate
as follows ^ as that which by reason of speed is lower than another
body would be presumed speedy by reason of weight, so if there were
infinite increase of weight there would also be infinite increase of
speed.*
(The alteration of an accent is required fiapet for ^apel in
L 32.) The sentejice is clumsy, but it gives the required sense.
Simplicius seems to have interpreted the passage as above.
In 1 31
eTepov IS found in F alone, all the other MSS. giving erepov; but
erepQv must be right.
* The atomists, Leucippus and
Democritus.
®

In

1.

m

*

:

.

,
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the greater the mass of

the reverse:

quicker always

is

its

fire

or earth the

movement towards its own place.
the movement would not increase

5

Again, the speed of
towards the end if it were due to constraint or extrusion
for a constrained movement always diminishes in speed as

the source of constraint becomes more distant, and a body

moves without
by constraint.

A

constraint to the place

consideration

whence

was moved

of these points, then, gives adequate

assurance of the truth of our contentions.

shown with the aid of the

also be

it

The same

could

discussions which

fall 10

under First Philosophy/ as well as from the nature of the
circular movement, which must be eternal both here and in
the other worlds. It is plain, too, from the following considerations that the universe must be one
The bodily elements are three, and thertfoie the places of
the place, first, of the body
namely the region about the
centre the place, secondly, of the revolving body, namely
the outermost place, and thirdly, the intermediate place,
belonging to the intermediate body. Here in this third

the elements will be'three also

which sinks

;

to the bottom,

;

place will be the

body which

rises

to the surface

;

since, if

be elsewhere, and it
for we have two bodies, one weightless, one endowed with
not here,

it

cannot be elsewhere

will

weight, and below

is

the place of the

•

body endowed with

20

weight, since the region about the centre has been given to

And its position cannot be unnatural to
would have to be natural to something else, and
nothing else. It must then occupy the intermediate

the heavy body.
for

it,

there

it

is

What distinctions there are within the intermediate
we will explain later on.
We have now said enough to make plain the character and
number of the bodily elements, the place of each, and further, in general, how many in number the various places are.
place.

itself

9

We

must show not only that the heaven is one,^ but
more than one heaven is impossible, and, further,

also that
^

i

e.

Metaphysics.

Cf.

A. 8.

Prantl misprints eh for eh. For ovpav(s read 6 ovpavos with
altogether
J, like EHL, omits the word ovpavos
*

M.

25
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exempt from decay and generation, the heaven
We may begin by laising a difficulty. From
is eternal.
scone point of view it might seem impossible that the
heaven should be one and unique,^ since in all formations
that, as

and products whether of nature or of

art

we can

distinguish

the shape in itself and the shape in combination with matter,
2yga
instance the form of the sphere is one thing and the

gold or bronze sphere another;
again

5

is

the shape of the circle

one thing, the bronze or wooden

circle another.

For when we state the essential nature of the spheie or
circle we do not include in the formula gold or bronze,
because they do not belong to the essence, but if we
are speaking of the copper or gold sphere we do include them. We still make the distinction even if we
cannot conceive or appiehend any other example beside
This may, of course, sometimes be
the particular thing.
it might be, for instance, that only one circle
the case
could be found, yet none the less the difference will
lemain between the being of circle and of this particular
circle, the one being form, the other form in matter,
:

role, a particular thing.

Now

since the universe

is

pei-

must be regarded as a particular; for everything that is pel ceptible subsists, as we know, in matter.
But if it is a particular, there will be a distinction between
ceptible

it

and of universe unqualified.
There is a diflfeience, then, between ‘this univeise’ and
simple ‘universe^; the second is form and shape, the first
isfoim in combination with matter; and any shape or form
has, or may have, more than one particular instance.
the being of

On

this universe

the supposition of

must be the

20

*

'

’

‘

Forms such

as

some

assert, this

and equally on the view that no such
entity has a separate existence.
For in eveiy case in
which the essence is in matter it is a fact of observation
that the particulars of like foim are several or infinite in
number. Hence there either are, or may be, more heavens
^

More

case,

that the heaven should be necessanly one and
set out only attempts to prove the
possibility of more than one world, and Aristotle leplies by proving
the impossibility of more than one. Alexander (cited by Simpl.)
points out this defect
the statement.

unique

correctly

:

The argument here

m
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than one.^
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278^

9

these grounds, then,

it

might be inferred

either that there are or that there might be several heavens.

We must, however,
ment

correct

is

return and ask how much of
and how much not

this argu-

Now it is quite right to say that the formula of the
shape apart from the matter must be different from that
of the shape in the matter, and we may allow this to be 25
true.
We are not, however, therefore compelled to assert
a plurality of worlds Such a plurality is in fact impossible
if this world contains the entirety of matter, as in fact
it does.
But perhaps our contention can be made clearer
in this way.
Suppose ‘aquilinity’ to be curvature in the
nose or flesh, and flesh to be the matter of aquilinity. 30
Suppose, further, that all flesh came together into a single
whole of flesh endowed with this aquiline quality. Then
neither would there be, nor could theie arise, any other
thing that was aquiline. Similarly, suppose flesh and bones
to be the matter of man, and suppose a man to be created
The 35
of all flesh and all bones in indissoluble union.
possibility of another man would be removed.
Whatever
case you took it would be the same. The general rule 278^
a thing whose essence resides in a substratum
is this
:

come

of matter can never

Now

matter.®

all

into being in the absence of

the universe

certainly a particular

is

and a material thing if however it is composed not of
a part but of the whole of matter, then though the being 5
:

and of this universe are still distinct, yet
no other universe, and no possibility of others
being made, because all the matter is already included
in this. It remains, then, only to prove that it is composed

of

‘

universe

there

of

all

*

*

'

is

natural perceptible body.

we must explain what we mean by heaven
and in how many senses we use the word, in order to make
clearer the object of our inquiry, {a) In one sense, then, we call
First, however,

^

The

J has

It.

ot

before ovpavoi

But the

*

‘

article

m

attributed only to E, and to it * dubio ’.
does not seem to be required here. In
this chapter it is omitted.
omission of nvos
E must be a mere slip.

is

corresponding passages
* Read nvb^ vKijs,
The
All the other MSS., as well as Simpl., have
small omissions.

m

hpU

vXijsj

and

E

is full

of

10
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‘

heaven* the substance of the extreme circumference of the
body whose place is at the extreme

whole, or that natural

We

circumference.
15

the

name ‘heaven*

we take to be
sense, we use

recognize habitually a special right to

the seat of
this

extremity or upper region, which

in the

name

all

that

for the

is

divine.^

( 6>)

In another

body continuous with the

extreme circumference, which contains the moon, the sun,
and some of the stars these we say are ‘ in the heaven
,

20

we

In yet anothei sense

(c)

give the

name

body
we habiThe word,

to all

included within the extreme circumference, since

whole or totality ‘the heaven \

tually call the

then,

is

used in three senses.

Now the whole included within the extreme circumference

25

30

must be composed of all physical and sensible body, because
there neither is, nor can come into being, any body outside
For if there is a natural body outside the
the heaven.
extreme circumference it must be either a simple or a composite body, and its position must be either natural or
unnatural But it cannot be any of the simple bodies.
For, first, it has been shown ^ that that which moves in a circle
cannot change

its

place.

And, secondly,

it

cannot be that

which moves from the centre or that which

lies

lowest.

Naturally they could not be there, since their proper places
are elsewhere;

and

if

these aie there unnaturally^ the

some other body, since
body must be natural
to another but we saw that there is no other body besides
these.^ Then it is not possible that any simple body should

exterior place will be natural to

a place which

is

unnatural to one

:

35

279^ be outside the heaven. But, if no simple body, neither can
any mixed body be there for the presence of the simple
body is involved m the presence of the mixture. Further
neither can any body come into that place for it will do so
either naturally or unnaturally, and will be either simple
5 or composite
so that the same argument will apply, since
it makes no difference whether the question is ‘does A
:

:

;

*

Place a full-stop after

In the next

line crvpexes

should be

(TVV€XiS»
* Read
jih yap. The pev is wanted, and
The reference is to cc. li and iii above.
'

c. li

above.

is

omitted by

E

alone.

;
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exist

then

?

’

or

it is

*

could

A

come

1.

279^

9

to exist ?

evident not only that there

From our arguments

*

is

not, but also that there

could never come to be, any bodily mass whatever outside
the circumference. The world as a whole, therefore, includes
all its appropriate

matter, which

So

perceptible body.

as

is,

we

saw, natural

that neither are there now, nor have

there ever been, nor can there ever be formed more heavens
than one, but this heaven of ours is one and unique and

10

complete.
It is therefore evident that there is also no place or void
or time outside the heaven. For in every place body can

be present

and void

which the piesence
is possible; and time is the 15
number of movement. But in the absence of natural body
there is no movement, and outside the heaven, as we have
shown, body neither exists nor can come to exist. Jt is
clear then that there is neither place, nor void, nor time,
outside the heaven. Hence whatever is theie, is of such
a nature as not to occupy any place, nor does time age it
nor is there any change in any of the things which lie beyond 30
the outermost motion they continue through their entire
;

said to

is

be that

in

of body, though not actual,

;

duration unalteiable and unmodified, living the best and

most
‘

self-sufficient of lives.

duration

As

a matter of

fact, this

word

possessed a divine significance for the ancients,

*

for the fulfilment

which includes the period of life of any
which no natural development can fall,

creature, outside of

has been called

its

duration.

On

the

same

principle the 35

whole heaven, the fulfilment which includes
is
infinity,
all time and
duration
a name based upon the
fact that it is always
duration immortal and divine.
From it derive the being and life which other things,
fulfilment of the

*

‘

"^

some more
So, too, in

—

—

or less articulately but others feebly, enjoy. 30
its

discussions concerning the divine, popular

philosophy^ often propounds the view that whatever
^

1

e.

aim

is

derived from

is

del

Aristotle refers apparently under this name to elementary handbooks of philosophy current among his audience. It is usual to
identify them with the /£fi>T€piKot X<5yot, as Simpl. does in his commentary on this passage. See Bonitz, iHd, Ar,, s. v.
®

1

05®- 27.

—
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divine,

whatever

is

primary and supreme,

necessarily

is

we have said.
it
to move it
than

This fact confirms what

unchangeable.

For there

is

nothing else stronger

—

would mean more divine and it has no defect
279^ and lacks none of its proper excellences. Its unceasing
movement, then, is also reasonable, since everything ceases
to move when it comes to its proper place, but the body
whose path is the circle has one and the same place for
35 since that

starting-point

and

goal.

Having established these
5

distinctions,

we may now

ceed to the question whether the heaven

is

or generated, indestructible or destructible.

pro- lo

ungenerated

Let us

with a review of the theories of other thinkers;

start

for the

pi oofs of a theory are difficulties for the contrary theory.^

Besides,

those

who have

adversaries will be
10

more

first

likely to

which we are going to make.
to the

heard the pleas of our^

We

credit
shall

the assertions

be

less

charge of procuring judgement by default.

give a satisfactoiy decision as to the truth

it is

open

To

necessary

to be lather an arbitrator than a party to the dispute.

That the world was generated all are agreed, but, generasome say that it is eternal, others say that it is
destructible like any other natural formation.^
Others
again, with Empedocles of Acragas and Heraclitus of

tion over,

X5

Ephesus, believe that there
process,

which takes

now

is

alternation in the destructive

this

direction,

now

that,

and

continues without end.^
Prantl misprints rvv ivavrmv for Ta>v ivavrmv in 1 6.
The former view, according to Alexander
Simpl.), is that of
Orpheus (i-e. of Orphic cosmogony), Hesiod, and Plato, while the
latter is that of Democritus and his school.
® Cf. Burnet, E.G.P.®
Heraclitus 'and Empedocles
p. 157 (§ 77).
are agreed in believing in periodic changes in the constitution of our
world as a whole. F or both, the world exists, as it were, in a succession
of lives (below, 280^14); and the view is a kind of compromise
between that which regards it as eternal and that which gives it
a single life ended by annihilation. The phrase ‘alternation in the
destructive process’ is somewhat inaccurate, since the alternation
may be described as between generation and destruction (Empedocles’
Love and Strife, Stoic
and €Kfrvp0(ns), But it is intelligible.
Aristotle is here classing the theory for convenience with those that
hold to a destructible world, and the antithesis is between destruction
and destruction with alternation Later he explains that this
^

2
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Now to

asseit that

it

to assert the impossible
to anything

detects in

any

many

I.

lo

was generated and yet
;

for

eternal

is

we cannot reasonably attribute

chaiacteiistics but those

or

is

all instances.

But

which observation

in this case the facts 20

way generated things are seen always to
be destroyed. Further, a thing whose present state had no
beginning and which could not have been othei than it was at
point the other

:

any previous moment throughout its entire duiation, cannot
possibly be changed ^ For there will have to be some cause
of change, and

had been present

would have
any other
condition was impossible. Suppose that the world was formed 35
out of elements which were formerly otherwise conditioned
than as they are now. Then (i) if their condition was always
so and could not have been otherwise, the world could never
have come into being.^ And ( 2 ) if the world did come into
being, then, clearly, their condition must have been capable
of change and not eternal after combination therefore they
will be dispersed, just as in the past after dispersion they
came into combination, and this process eithei has been,
But if this is so, 30
or could have been, indefinitely repeated
the world cannot be indestructible, and it does not matter
whether the change of condition has actually occurred or

made

if this

earlier

it

possible another condition of that to which

:

remains a possibility

who hold that the world, though inwas yet generated, try to support their case
by a parallel which is illusory.^ They say that in their
statements about its generation they are doing what
geometricians do when they construct their figures, not 35
implying that the universe really had a beginning, but^

Some

of those

destiuctible,

Burnet in his first edition proposed to
alteination is not <j) 6 opd at all.
excise (pBnpofxepoVf but the suggestion is now tacitly retracted. In
his later editions Burnet wrongly states that what is here in
question is the eternity of the first heaven. That has already been
proved in c. in, and the first heaven would not be referred to as
6 KoarpLO?,

A comma

is required after alS>va in 1 22, unless the comma after
preceding line is deleted.
* The close coordination of el pAv (in 1.
25) with el hi (in I. 26)
demands a comma, rather than a full-stop, after eyhero.
® Simpl
refers the following argument to Xenocrates and the
^

in the

Platonists

.
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for didactic reasons facilitating

understanding by exhibiting

the object, like the figure, as in course of formation.

two

cases, as

we

said, aie

tion of the figure,

not parallel;

when the

for, in

various steps are completed

the required figure forthwith I'esults;

demonstrations what results
5

is

The

the construc-

but in these other

not that which was required

^

Indeed it cannot be so ; for antecedent and consequent, as
assumed, are in contradiction. The ordered, it is said,®
and the same thing cannot
arose out of the unordered
;

there
be at the same time both ordered and unordered
must be a process and a lapse of time separating the two
10 states.
In the figure, on the other hand, there is no
;

temporal separation.®

It

is

clear then that the universe

cannot be at once eternal and generated.

To say that the universe alternately combines and dissolves
no more paradoxical than to make it eternal but varyIt is as if one were to think that there was now
destruction and now existence when from a child a man is
generated, and from a man a child. For it is clear that when
the elements come together the result is not a chance system
and combination, but the very same as before especially
on the view of those who hold this theory, since they say
that the contrary is the cause of each state.* So that if
the totality of body, which is a continuum, is now in this
order or disposition and now in that, and if the combination
of the whole is a world or heaven, then it will not be the
world that comes into being and is destroyed, but only
is

ing in shape.

15

—

20

dispositions.

its

If the world

is

believed to be one,

it

is

impossible to

^ i e. the geometricians can truly write Q. E.F. at the end of their
The figure, or world,
construction, but these cosmogonists cannot.
constructed should be ‘ the same * (to
as that demanded in the

aM)

vn6d€cris.

Cp. Plato, Itmaeus 30 A.
construction of the cosmogonist cannot be a mere didactic
device like that of the geometrician; for the attributes successively
assumed
the construction of the world cannot exist simultaneously
ns those assumed by the geometrician do.
* Here Aristotle
clearly refers to Empedocles, rather than to
Heraclitus.
The two causes of Empedocles are Love and Strife
(^tXta and tf€iKos), and since these are two it follows, Aristotle argues,
that the world would merely oscillate between two arrangements 01
*

®

The

m

dispositions.
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lo

suppose that it should be, as a whole, first generated and
then destroyed, never to reappear; since befoie it came
into being there was always piesent the combination prior
to

it,

and

we

that,

generated.

hold, could never change

on the other hand, the woilds are infinite
is more plausible.
But whether this
impossible will be clear from what follows.

number the view

is,

or

not,

For there are some who think it possible both for the
ungenerated to be destroyed and for the generated to
persist undestroyed.^
(This is held in the Ttmaeus?
where Plato says that the heaven, though it was generated,
will none the less exist to eternity.)
So far as the heaven
concerned

is

we have answered

this

we

shall attain clearness

30

view with arguments

appropriate to the nature of the heaven

question

25

was never

If,

in

is

if it

.

on the general

when we examine the

matter universally ^

We

II

must

words
‘

‘

fiist

distinguish the senses in which

indestructible
^

In

1.

we

use the 280^

and ‘generated’, ‘destructible’ and
These have many meanings, and though

ungenerated

^

29 Prantl misprints KyX for KaL

A colon instead of a full-stop is needed after

The reference
Plato is quoted as authority for the mdestructible-generated not for the ungenerated-destructible, as the
context shows.
® The general question is the mutual relations of the terms ‘generated ’,
‘
* ungenerated
destructible *, ‘ mdestiuctible *, which have so far been
considered only in their application to the heaven. The terms are
discussed universally, i. e. apart from any special application, in
The combination attributed to Plato is refuted at the
cc, XI and xii.
Simplicius found the argument of
end of that discussion (283® i tf.)
It
the last paragraph of this chapter ( 11 . 23 ff.) somewhat obscure.
deals, provisionally and subject to further investigation, with the view
that the world is subject both to generation and to destruction in the
sense in which the man Socrates is. Simpl. is probably right in
supposing that under this head Aristotle is thinking of the atomists.
Their infinite worlds were successive, if also co-existent. Aristotle
here argues that if that out of which the world was formed had the
capacity to give birth to a world, then that into which the world is
destroyed will have the same capacity. Thus the theory of worldannihilation is dismissed as absurd, while the infinite succession of
But the refutation even of the first
destructible worlds is left open.
of these views, and therefore a fortiori of the second, cannot be
regarded as complete until the whole problem of generation and
destruction has been examined,
* It is unfortunate that ‘generated’ and ‘destructible’ are not
and <t>dapr6^ are.
similar grammatical forms as the Greek
But from the analysis given by Aristotle it wiU be seen that in
meaning the Greek verbal adjective tends to approximate to the past
®

is

to Plato,

Ttmaeus

31.
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it

may make no

argument, yet some con-

difference to the

mind must result from treating as uniform in its
The
use a woid which has several distinct applications.
chaiacter which is the ground of the predication will
fusion of

5

always remain obscure.
The word ' ungenerated

then is used (a) in one sense
which formerly was not, no
is.
now
something
whenever
being involved. Such is the
change
or
becoming
process of
’

case,

according to some, with contact and motion, since

there

is

no process of coming to be
used in another sense,

It is

(If)

in contact or in motion.

when something which

is

capable of coming to be, with or without process, does not
exist

such a thing

;

generation

is

is

ungenerated in the sense that

not a fact but a possibility,

applied where there

possibility* has

general impossibility of any generation

is

now

such that the thing

which then was not. And imfirst, where it is untiue to say
*

is

two uses:

that the thing can ever

1$

its

also

It is

(c)

come

into being,

and secondly,

where it cannot do so easily, quickly, or well. In the
same way the word generated * is used, (a) first, where
what foimerly was not afterwards is, whether a process of
‘

becoming was or was not involved, so long as that which
then was not, now is ( 5) secondly, of anything capable of
,

being defined with reference either to

existing, ‘capable*

truth or to facility

(c)

,

thirdly, of

anything to which the

passage from not being to being belongs,^ whether already
actual, if its existence
20 or
‘

is

due to a past process of becoming,
The uses of the words

not yet actual but only possible.

destructible

tible

*

is

’

and

‘

indestructible

*

are similar.

wards either

is

Destruc-

not or might not be, whether a period of

being destroyed and changed intervenes or not
participle,
‘

‘

applied (a) to that which formerly was and after-

and therefore

ungenerable for
^

it is

not worth while to insist on

;

and

^

generable

^

(d)

y€PTjT6sy dyevijros.

^ For iav
(M has §
but all other
4 y4v€<ns read iav ^ yivetns,
MSS. have rj,) The correction was suggested by Hayduck (Greifswald Gymnasium Program, 1871, p ii).
* The evidence afforded by Simpl. and the MSS.,
together with the

a precise correspondence between this definiof <t>Bafyr6v and the parallel uses of ‘ungenerated* (if) and
‘generated* (a), might lead one to doubt the soundness of the text
at this point; but it is guaranteed by Aristotle’s own citation at
difficulty of establishing

tion

281'* 27.

.
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sometimes we apply the word to that which a process of
destruction may cause not to be and also (c) in a third
sense, to that which is easily destructible, to the easily- 25
;

‘

destroyed

so to speak.^

account holds good.

now

is

not, without

Of

the indestructible the

It is either (a)

that which

any process of destruction,

now

same

is

and

like contact,

which without being destroyed afterwards is not, though
it was
or (i) that which is but might not be, or
which will at some time not be, though it now is.^ For you
exist now and so does the contact yet both are destructible, 30
because a time will come when it will not be true of you
that you exist, nor of these things that they are in contact.
Thirdly (c) in its most proper use, it is that which is, but is
incapable of any destruction such that the thing which now
is later ceases to be or might cease to be
or again, that
which has not yet been destroyed, but in the future may
cease to be.^ For indestiuctible is also used of that which 281®
formerly

;

;

;

is

destroyed with

difficulty.^

Aristotle carelessly omits to mention the other and more exact
Cf. ‘ ungenerated * (c) and * generated * (^).
^
The third 7 (m 1 . 29) is not coordinate with the t^o which precede
It (11 26, 28), and It would be well to mark this by putting a colon
instead of a comma after da-ip in 1 28, Simplicius read rj #cal ovk
1. 29, and the addition of Kai would be an improvement.
^ Omit the OVK inserted by Prantl before ivBcxofjiepop,
The tp Be
which Prantrs note attributes to Simplicius is found only in one
inferior MS. and is not printed in Heiberg’s text of the commentary.
J also has no word between e(f>6apnepov and Mexopepop, nor had
^

kind of possibility.

m

.

Alexander.
*
Read Xeyerai yap for \eyerai Be, and place a colon instead of a fullstop before Xeyerai, This alteration is conjectural, but it is preferable
to Hayduck’s excision of $ #cal , . ehai (II. 33, 34), and without some
alteration the Greek will not give a satisfactory sense. The account
given of ‘indestructible’ is closely parallel to that given of ‘ungenerated’ above. Sense (a) of ‘indestructible’ (11. 26-28) turns on
the absence of process, like sense (a) of ‘ ungenerated ’, even repeating
the same instance, touch. In sense { 3 ) ( 11 . 28-31) ‘indestructible’
sense ( 3 )
covers all that has not been destroyed, as ‘ungenerated’
covers what has not yet come into being ; as ‘ ungenerated ’ includes
all possible existents which are now non-existent, so ‘indestructible’
includes all possible non-existents which are now existent. There
remains the third and proper sense, viz. potentiality or possibility,
subdivided in the case of ‘ ungenerated *, according to an ambiguity
pfj
in the word possible, into (1) strict and final impossibility
dXrjBh eivai ehretv), (li) popular or ‘practical’ impossibility (r^
The third sense of ‘indestructible’ is
prjBe rax^ h KaX&f),
introduced by to Be paXtarra Kvpiaos in 1 . 31, and its subdivision
The words before rj Kai assert the final
is effected by $ Kai in 1 . 33.

m
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This being

so,

we must ask what we mean by
For

and ‘impossible*.
‘

indestructible

’

is

5

another.

And

^

i.

possible

*

most proper use the predicate

in its

given because

thing should be destroyed,

‘

e.

ungenerated

it

is

impossible that the

exist at one time

*

also

and not

at

involves impossibility

which cannot be generated, in such
it was not, later it is.
An ina
speak
commensurable
diagonal.
when
we
stance is
Now
^
^
or
lift
always
of a power to move
to
weights, we refer
to
the maximum. We speak, for instance, of a power to lift
a hundred talents or walk a hundred stades-^^though
a power to effect the maximum is also a power to effect any

when used

for that

fashion that, while formerly

10

part of the

maximum

power to give the
is

—since we

limit oi

capable of a certain

capable of that which

can

15

lift

obliged in defining the

maximum.

amount

lies

feel

maximum must

as

within

A thing, then, which

it.

a bundled talents, he can also

If, for
lift

two, and

man

he can
But the

if

walk a hundred stades, he can also walk two
power is of the maximum, and a thing said, with reference
to its maximum,^ to be incapable of so much is also incapable of any greater amount.
that a person

It

is,

not trouble us, for

the

for instance, clear

who cannot walk a thousand

be unable to walk a thousand and one.

20

also be

example, a

we may take

it

stades will also

This point need

as settled that

what

is,

in

determined by a limiting maxiperhaps the objection might be raised that

strict sense, possible is

mum.

Now

removal of the possibility of non-existence, and the following clause
relaxes the requirement as popular use demands. Even if the possibility of destruction has not been finally removed, a thing may be
called ‘indestructible’ in this sense if it has not been destroyed.
^For (Xeyerat yap) what IS not easily destroyed is called indestructible.’
By calling this the proper sense, whether in its stricter or more
popular use, Aristotle must mean that the verbal adjective in -to?
should not m precise speech be allowed to approximate, as it often
does, to a past participle passive. (Simplicius’s interpretation of this
passage is quite inadmissible, but he was confused by faulty MSS.)
* ‘
Power ^ (divapu) must be taken throughout as the noun corresponding to the adjective ‘ possible ’ (8vput6p).
* The MSS. have t(ivri$rjvat crradia fKorop {‘to move a hundred
stades’).
The translation omits the reference to distance, which
seems clearly out of place. The words trrddia harop, which occur
more than once
the context, probably got their place in this clause
through a copyist’s mistake.
® Prantl misprints irntp^aX^v for mfppoX^p*

m
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I

no necessity in this, •since he who sees a stade need
not see the smaller measures contained in it, while, on the
contrary, he who can see a dot or hear a small sound will
there

is

perceive what

The maximum may be determined either
in its object.^
The application of this is

our aigument.
in the

power or

plain

Superior sight

superior speed

This, however, does not touch

greater.

is

is

sight of the smaller body, but

that of the greater body.

is

Having established these

2

distinctions

we can now pioceed

If there are things capable both of being

to the sequel.

and of not being, there must be some definite maximum
time of their being and not being a time, I mean, during
which continued existence is possible to them and a time
during which continued non-existence is possible. And
;

this is true in every category,

ample,
it

may

‘

man

or

white

*

For

be.

25

if

*,

whether the thing

or three cubits long
‘

the time

is

is,

30

for ex-

or whatever

not definite in quantity, but

longer than any that can be suggested and shoiter than

none, then

it

will

be possible for one and the same thing to 281^
and not to exist for another infinity.

exist for infinite time

This, however,

is

impossible.

Let us take our start fiom this point. The impossible
and the false have not the same significance. One use of
* impossible
and possible \ and false and true is hypo- 5
thetical.
It is impossible, for instance, on a certain
hypothesis that the triangle should have its angles equal to
two right angles, and on another the diagonal is commensurable.
But there are also things possible and impossible,
false and true, absolutely.
Now it is one thing to be absolutely false, and another thing to be absolutely impossible.
To say that you are standing when you are not standing is
Similarly 10
to assert a falsehood, but not an impossibility.
*

®

^

’

‘

^ i.e sometimes the maximum is an actual maximum (determined
‘in the object ^€Vl tov TTpa-y/zaroff), e, g, in the case of weight-lifting,
where the largest weight lifted serves to define the power ; sometimes
It is an actual minimum, determined as maximum ‘ in the power * (fVl
8vvdfi€as)f e g. in the case of vision, where the smallest object seen
serves to define the capacity. Cf the distinction between the fx^aov
in Eith* Ntc*
rov TTpayfiaros (or Kara t6 TTpaypa) and the pitrov wpbs
iio6»26ff.

X
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to say that a

man who

is

playing the harp, but not singing,

what is false but not impossible. To
say, however, that you are at once standing and sitting, or
that the diagonal is commensurable, is to say what is not
only false but also impossible. Thus it is not the same
thing to make a false and to make an impossible hypothesis
singing, is to say

is

75

and from the impossible hypothesis impossible results follow.
has, it is true, the capacity at once of sitting and
of standing, because when he possesses the one he also
possesses the other but it does not follow that he can at

A man

;

and stand, only that at another time he can do the
other also. But^ if a thing has for infinite time more than
one capacity, another time is impossible and the times must
coincide.
Thus if anything which exists for infinite time is
Now if
destructible, it will have the capacity of not being.
^
it exists for infinite time let this capacity be actualized
and it will be in actuality at once existent and non-existent.
Thus a false conclusion would follow because a false assumption was made, but if what was assumed had not been
impossible its consequence would not have been^ imonce

20

sit

;

25

possible.**

Anything then which always
it

will

is

absolutely im-

It is also ungenerated, since if it

that which formerly was, but

some future time of not

30

exists

was generated
have the power for some time of not being. For as

perishable.

being,

now
is

is

not, or

is

capable at

destructible, so that

is

capable of formerly not having been

in

the case of that which always

is

generated.®

which

But

no time

for such

a capacity of not being, whether the supposed time

is finite

is,

there

is

^
Cf. A/ia/. Prior, 34* I ff. for this distinction.
There should be
a colon rather than a full-stop after ahvvarov
The production of like
consequences is of course not peculiar to the impossible hypothesis

applies equally to the false hypothesis. See loc, at,
* Read ft hi with
for €t
There is no semblance of
inference.
Simplicius makes the connexion antithetical.
® For forrat read torm with all MSS. (except E) and Simpl.
The
ftt'ot which follows hvvarat in
must have been a copyist’s
mistake.
it

FHMJ

FHMJ

*

°

The assumption in this case was both false and impossible.
The words are taken in their ' most proper sense, as the qualifica*

25 suggests; viz. as conveying a strict and
demonstrable possibility or impossibility. See foregoing chapter.

tion ‘absolutely* in
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time since

for its capacity of

;

it
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being must include the

covers infinite time

finite

^

It is therefore impossible that one and the same thing
should be capable of always existing and of always not-

existing

And

^

also excluded.

‘

not always existing

Thus

it is

the contradictory,

is

impossible for a thing always to

and yet to be destructible. Nor, similarly, can it be 282^
generated For of two attributes if B cannot be present
exist

without

the impossibility of

What always

of B.

is^

A

pioves the impossibility

then, since

it

is

incapable of ever

not being, cannot possibly be generated.
contradictory of that which
‘

‘

that which

is

is

But since the

always capable of being

not always capable of being ’

;

while

‘

’

is 5

that

which is always capable of not being* is the contiaiy,
whose contradictory in turn is ‘that which is not always
capable of not being

*,

it is

necessary that the contradictories

same
and thus that, intermediate between what always is
and what always is not, there should be that to which being
and not-being are both possible for the contradictory of 10
each will at times be true of it unless it always exists.
Hence that which not always is not will sometimes be and
sometimes not be and it is clear that this is true also of
that which cannot always be but sometimes is and therefore
sometimes is not.^ One thing, then, will have the power
of being and of not being, and will thus be intermediate
between the other two.
Expiessed univeisally our argument is as follows. Let
there be two attributes, A and j5 not capable of being 15
present in any one thing together, while eitheJ* A 01 C and
of both terms should be predicable of one and the

thing,

,

;

,

I. 29 after fi») ehai a full-stop is required instead of a comma.
construction of the following clauses is difficult. The translation
given above proceeds on the hypothesis that no stop is required after
etvai is equivalent to bwaTov
del
(1
30) and that bwarov . . , &<Tr€
I cannot find another case of bvvarbv ware, but similar uses
fi^ elvai.
of &<rTe are fairly common in Aristotle (see Bonitz, Ind, Ar p. 873® 20).
o0r* direipov ovre neirepaa’fjLevov (sc. xpbvov) is a loose epexegesis of ovk

^

In

The

.

perhaps should be preceded by a comma.
^
Knl del p.rj eivai IS the reading of FJ Simpl. Since the omission of
del in the other MSS. is easily accounted for, it seems best to accept
this.
(J at the first attempt omitted the /cat.)
® After jrorc bv a comma, not a colon.

eo'Ttp €P
®
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either

B ox D

Then C and

are capable of being present in everything.

D

must be predicated of everything of which
lie between A and
Let
neither A nor B is predicated.
B for that which is neither of two contraries is a mean
between them. In E both C and D must be present, for
or C* is present everywhere and therefore in E.
either
Since then A is impossible, C must be present, and the

E

;

30

same argument holds of D}
Neither that which always

always

is

not

is

is,

which

therefore, nor that

And

either generated or destructible.

clearly

whatever is generated or destructible is not eternal If it were,
it would be at once capable of always being and capable of
25

not always being, but
impossible

is

it

has alieady been shown

Surely then whatever

being must be eternal, and whatever
in being

must equally be

erated' and

so.^

‘indestructible'

generated' for that which

(I

is
is

is

‘

proper sense, ‘un-

and could not at any
‘

;

indestruc-

and cannot at any future time
be truly said not to be.^) If, again, the two terms are
coincident,® if the ungenerated is indestiuctible, and the in-

tible
30

in

and
ungen-

indestructible

previous time have been truly said not to be

now

that this

use the words

in their

now

^

ungenerated and

'

for that

which

is

destructible ungenerated, then each of
^

The

them

is

coincident

A

A BCD

are to be allotted as follows
is
that
always capable of being ' — ‘ what always is *,
is its
‘
contrary, that which is always capable of not being ' =s ‘ what always
is not
C IS Its contradictory, ‘ that which is not always capable of
‘
being
and
is the contradictory of
that which is not always
capable of not being ’. C and
might also be described by the terms
‘
what not always is ' and what not always is not ' respectively.
® 281^ 18
® The question-mark should come at the
end of the line after hv df,
preceded by a comma at eimt.
*
i.e. each term has its third sense as defined in chapter xi
(280^11.31)
.
^
® The term
coincidence ’ is used in this passage to express the
mutual involution (called by later wnters avraKoXovBia) of predicates.
This mutual involution is here described by Aristotle in terms which
mean that the two terms ‘ follow ’ or ‘ accompany one another. But
later on (e.g. in 282^ lo, 27, 32) he frequently says simply that one
predicate ‘fdllows* another when he means that the two terms are
mutually involved. To avoid confusion I have expressed the relation
in terms of coincidence throughout.
The rj following the parenthesis
introduces an alternative proof to the same effect as that which
preceded the parenthesis.

which

four letters

is

D

D

‘

^

—

‘

B

^
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1.

with ‘eternar, anything ungenerated
indestructible
tion

of the

generated

terms.
for

;

eternal.

is

it is

This

is

Whatever

282^

12
is

eternal and anything 282^

clear too
is

from the

destructible

defini-

must be

either ungenerated or generated, but, if

by hypothesis ^ indestructible. Whatever,
further, is generated must be destructible.
For it is either
destructible or indestructible, but, if indestructible, it is by
ungenerated,

hypothesis

^

it is

5

ungenerated.

however,

and ungenerated are not
no necessity that either the ungenerated
or the indestructible should be eternal. But they must be
If,

*

indestructible

’

*

‘

coincident, there is

coincident, for the following reasons.

The terms

ated’ and ‘destructible’ are coincident;

‘

gener-

this is obvious

from our former remarks, since between what always is and
what always is not there is an intermediate which is neither,
and that intermediate is the generated and destructible.
For whatever is either of these is capable both of being and
of not being for a definite time: in either case, I mean,
there is a certain period of time during which the thing is
and another during which it is not. Anything therefore
which is generated or destructible must be intermediate
Now let A be that which always is and B that which
the destructible.
always is not, C the generated, and
Then C must be intermediate between A and B, For in
their case there is no time in the direction of either limit,
But for the generated
in which either A is not or B is.

D

' 281^25 fF
But Aristotle proceeds to give a proof of the mutual
If the destructible is generated and the
involution of these terms.
generated is destructible, it follows that the ungenerated is eternal
and the mdestiuctible is eternal, and this is the thesis set out for proof
But the proof heie given of the antecedent depends on the
in 282^ 25.
assumption that ‘ungenerated* and ‘indestructible* aie coincident,
which assumption is now proved. Aristotle's procedure, however, is
*
needlessly complicated. Having proved the coincidence of ‘ generated
and destructible by assuming the coincidence of * ungenerated * and
‘indestructible*, he now proves the coincidence of the latter by
proving (on other lines) the coincidence of the former.
2 1. e., in effect, ‘ neither in the past nor in the future *
But time, of
course, has no limit. The notion of limit is transferred to the indestructible-ungenerated from the destructible-generated. The being
both directions, by birth on
of the latter class is necessarily limited
one side and death on the other, and the same terms limit its notbeing. These two limits of finite existence are used to describe the
two directions of infinite existence.
‘

*

m

10
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must be such a time either actually or potentially,
A and B in either way. C then will be, and
be,
for
not
also
a limited length of time, and this is tiue also
of D, the destructible. Therefore each is both generated
and destructible. Therefore ‘generated’ and ‘destruc-

20 there

though not for

tible

2$

’

are coincident.

Now let

E stand for the ungenerated,

F {or the generated, G for the indestructible, and H for the
destructible.
As for F and if, has been shown that they
it

But when teims stand to one another as
these do, F and if coincident, E and F never piedicated of
the same thing but one or other of everything, and G and
if likewise, then E and G must needs be coincident. For
are coincident.

30

E not coincident with G, then F will be,
E or i' predicable of everything. But of that

suppose that
since either

is

is

F is predicated if will

be predicable also, if will
283® then be coincident with G but this we saw to be impossible.
And the same argument shows that G is coincident with E.
Now the relation of the ungeneiated {E) to the generated
of which

^

{F)

is

the

same

as that of the indestiuctible (G) to the de-

To say

structible (if).

then that there

is

no reason

why

an 37thing should not be generated and yet indestructible or
ungenerated and yet destroyed, to imagine that in the one

5

case generation and in the other case destruction

once for
thing

is

all, is

to destroy part of the data.^

space of time

;

native because

time

(i)

occurs
every-

capable of acting or being acted upon, of being or

not being, either for an

10

For

and the
it

is

infinite,

infinite

or for a definitely limited

time

is

only a possible alter-

after a fashion defined, as a length of

But

cannot be exceeded.

which

infinity

in

one

(2) Further, why,
after always existing, was the thing destroyed, why, after

direction

an

is

neither infinite nor

infinity of

not being, was

it

rather than another^

If every

moments are

number,

infinite in

finite.

generated, at one

moment
it is

is

alike

moment
and the

clear that a generated

or destructible thing existed for an infinite time.

It

has

Aristotle now proceeds to apply his results to the refutation of the
view attribute^ m
to Plato’s Timaeits.
He there promised to
give a clearer demonstration of its absurdity when the terms ‘generated*,
ungenerated *, &c. should be investigated on their own account and
apart from the special case of the heaven.
’

*
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therefore for an infinite time the capacity of not

being

and the capacity of not being
be present together),^ if destructible, in the time before

(since the capacity of being
will

destruction, if generated, in the time after generation.

then

we assume

If

the two capacities to be actualized, oppo-

be present together.^

(3)

capacity will be present like the

first

sites will

15

Fuither, this second
at every

moment, so

that the thing will have for an infinite time the capacity

both of being and of not being but this has been shown
to be impossible.® (4) Again, if the capacity is present prior
to the activity, it will be present for all time, even while the
;

20

thing was as yet ungenerated and non-existent, throughout

was capable of being geneiated.
At the time, then, when it was not, at that same time it had
the capacity of being, both of being then and of being thereafter, and therefore for an infinity of time.*^
It is clear also on other grounds that it is impossible
that the destiuctible should not at some time be destroyed.
For otherwise it will always be at once destructible and in
actuality indestructible,^ so that it will be at the same time
the infinite time in which

it

^ The words dfxa yap .
/eat (Ivai are plainly parenthetical, since the
t6 pev, TO §€ which follow explain the clause which precedes them.
They should be enclosed in brackets and the colon after xpovov deleted
® Read A ^vvarai
Prantl’s note is incorrect.
The facts are as
Simpl , a dvvavrai EL, dSumra HJ. Bekker
follows* a Svparai
prints the last, though attested by only one of his MSS.
® The third argument is distinct from the second in that the second
arrives at an absttrdttni by actualizing the capacity, while the third
points out that the co-presence of two such capacities has already
been admitted to be impossible. Cf. 282^*5, ‘that which is always
capable of being ’ is the contrary of ‘ that which is always capable of
Alexander seems to have maintained that our third argunot being
ment was not a distinct argument at all ; but the short account of his
view given by Simpl. is not convincing.
^
colon IS required after va-repov, Aristotle is proving that the
capacity was present for infinite time, which in argument (3) he
assumed as evident without proof.
® PrantFs note as to the reading
1 . 26 is inaccurate.
The words
Kfll d(f) 6apTov (not KaX cj) 6apT6 v) were lacking
the
used both by
Alexander and by Simpl. and they interpreted the sentence without
‘it will be at once eternal and in actuality
those words' to mean
destructible*, but ‘in actuality destructible* means ‘destroyed*, and
Alex., howtherefore the assertion is not justified by the context.
ever, suggested the insertion of the words Kal d<l>$apTov, and Simpl
says he has come across ’ a manuscript in which the words are found.
upon revision, but all our
Kal d(f)6apTov seems to have been added to
have the words, and it is best to retain them in the text.
other
.

.
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capable of always existing and of not always existing.
Thus the destructible is at some time actually destroyed.

The generable, similarly, has been generated,
of having been generated

for it is

capable

and thus also of not always

existing.^

We may also see in

30

the following

way how

impossible

it

a thing which is generated to be thenceforward
indestructible, or for a thing which is ungenerated and has
always hitherto existed to be destroyed. Nothing that is by
is

either for

chance can be indestructible or ungenerated, since the pro283^ ducts of chance and fortune are opposed to what is, or comes
to be, always or usually, while anything which exists for a
time

absolutely or in one direction,

infinite either

ence either always or usually. That which

is

is in

exist-

by chance, then,

by nature such as to exist at one time and not at another.
But in things of that character the contradictory states
proceed from one and the same capacity, the matter of the
thing being the cause equally of its existence and of its nonHence contradictories would be present together
existence,
is

3

in actuality.^
^ The end of this paragraph from Kal el y6vnr6v seems to be a short
statement of the parallel argument with regard to generation. If this
t6
IS so we require a full-stop instead of a comma after ^Baprov,
^Baprdv can hardly be the subject of yeyovev, as Prantl’s stopping
The last words, Kal /ifj del Spa ehaif are unsatisfactory,
suggests.
since, though they draw a true consequence, it is one more directly
appropriate to <l>Bopd than to yheais* It is tempting to read xal
del
eivat.
Spa
should then have the relevant consequence and
a more precise parallelism between the two arguments. ^The point
of the paragraph as a whole is to remove the possibility of an escape,
by means of a doctrine of unrealized possibilities, from the conclusion
already drawn that what is generated is also destructible.
(Simpl.
appositely quotes Ttmaeus 41 A, B, where the permanence of the worldorder depends on the will and promise of the Demiurge.) Aristotle
always maintains that an unrealized possibility in this sense is

We

—

inconceivable.

FMJ

Kal Spa read Spa.
The KaL is omitted by
Simpl.—
notions of ‘chance* (rd avroparop) and ‘fortune* {rvxn) are fully
discussed in Phys. 11 iv-vi, the exclusion of the ‘necessary* and the
‘ usual’ (283^32) being explained in 11 . v.
It is there plainly implied
that chance had actually been suggested by earlier writers as the
generative cause of the world (196* 33, 198* 10).
The reason why
they had recourse to this notion would be that chance means a cause
quite external to the nature of the thing considered; and thus the
chance generation or destruction of the world would not involve the
consequence that in general and as such the world was either generated
or destructible. Aristotle’s reply to the suggestion is simply that
chance necessarily Implies intermittent being, so that a chan6e®

For Prantfs

The

.

BOOK
'Further,

it

cannot truly be said of a thing

exists last year, nor could

now.^

It

is

exist later to

283^

1 . 12

it

be said

last

therefore impossible for

be

eternal.

For

now

year that

that

it

exists

it

what once did not

in its later state it will possess

the capacity of not existing, only^ not of not existing at

a time when

it

exists

—

since then

it

exists in actuality

of not existing last year or in the past.

be

in actuality

true to say

impossible

what

now that

No

it is
it

Now

capable of being.

does not exist

It will

last year.

—but

suppose

it

10

to

then be

But

this is

capacity relates to being in the past, but

always to being in the present or future. It is the same
with the notion of an eternity of existence followed later
by non-existence. In the later state the capacity will be
present for that which is not there in actuality.^ Actualize,
then, the capacity.
It will be true to say now that this
exists last year or in the past generally.
Considerations also not general like these but proper to

the subject show

it

to be impossible that what was formerly

be destroyed or that what formerly was
Whatever is destructible or
generated is always alterable. Now alteration is due to
contraries, and the things which compose the natural body
are the very same that destroy it.^
eternal should later

not should later be eternal.

etenial is a contradiction in terms. {* Fortune ’ is a name for chance
within the sphere of conduct ; and anything which can be caused by
chance could also, according to Aristotle, be caused either by intelligence, as in the case of conduct, or by nature, as here. See Phys. 1. c.)
^ For iarri, ecrriv
read eart, t<rriv. The concluding argument is
introduced very abruptly, by a formula which shows that in Aristotle's
mind the suggestion here criticized is only another form of the appeal
The suggestion- is that a capacity may be
to chance just dealt with.
respect of time of fulfilment. Aristotle refutes it by assuming
limited
that Its authors admit {a) that the possession of the capacity is not
limited in time, and (^) that any capacity may be actualized.
® Before ttXjji/ a comma is required instead of Prantl’s full-stop.
® ou must be taken to stand for e/cetVou o, as in Simpl ’s paraphrase
The meaning is that after the thing has ceased to be it still retains its
capacity of existing at any time pievious to that event.
^
comma is required after ivavriois and, for avviarraTai^ avvitTrarau

—
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the heaven as a whole neither

came

into being i

nor admits of destruction, as some assert, but is one and
eternal, with no end or beginning of its total duration, con30 taining

and embracing

forth but also

from us

differ
is

by a
in

a possible one,

284^ assert

is

we may
by the arguments already set

in itself the infinity of time,

convince ourselves not only

consideration of the views of those
its

generation.

If

impossible, this fact will have great weight in con-

vincing us of the immortality

Hence

who

our view
and the manner of generation which they

providing for

it

is

and eternity of the world.

well to persuade oneself of the truth of the

ancient and truly traditional theories, that there

is

some

immoital and divine thing which possesses movement, but
5

movement such

as has

no

of all other movement.

and

this motion^,

limit

A

and

limit is

is

rather itself the limit

a thing which contains

being perfect, contains those imperfect

motions which have a limit and a goal, having

itself

no

beginning or end, but unceasing through the infinity of
10 time,

and of other movements, to some the cause of their

beginning, to otheis offering the goal.

The

ancients gave

Gods the heaven or upper place, as being alone immortal and our present argument testifies that it is inde-

to the

;

and ungeneiated. Further, it is unaffected by
any mortal discomfort, and, in addition, effortless
for it
needs no constraining necessity to keep it to its path, and
prevent it from moving with some other movement more
natural to itself.
Such a constrained movement would
structible

JS

;

necessarily involve effort

—and

—the

more

so,

the more eternal

it

would be inconsistent with perfection. Hence
we must not believe the old tale which says that the world
20 needs some Atlas to keep it safe
a tale composed, it would
seem, by men who, like later thinkers, conceived of all the
were

—

^

Omit

fj

KVK\o(l>opia.

The words

harmless are quite superfluous.
in SimpL^s paraphrase.

are found only in L, and though
is no reference to kukXo^o/jio

There

—
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uppei bodies as earthy and endowed with weight, and
theiefore supported
necessity.

We

in their fabulous

it

must no more

way upon animate
Em-

believe that than follow

pedocles when he says that the world, by being whirled
round, received a movement quick enough to overpower its

35

own downward
destruction all
it

tendency, and thus has been kept from
this time.
Nor, again, is it conceivable that

should persist eternally by the necessitation of a soul.^
soul could not live in such conditions painlessly or

For a

happily, since the

movement

involves constraint, being im- 30

posed on the fiist body, whose natural motion is different,
and imposed continuously.^ It must therefore be uneasy
and devoid of all rational satisfaction for it could not even,
;

like the soul of mortal animals, take recreation in the bodily

relaxation of sleep.

without end

An

must needs possess

Ixion’s lot

we

it,

35

view already 284^
stated of the first motion is a possible one, it is not only
moie appropiiate so to conceive of its eternity, but also on
01 respite.

If then, as

this hypothesis alone aie

we

said, the

able to advance a theory con-

sistent with popular divinations of the divine nature.^

But

5

of this enough for the present.

2

who say that there is a right and
who are known as Pythagoreans to whom indeed the view really belongs we must
consider whether, if we are to apply these principles to the
body of the univeise, we should follow their statement of 10
the matter or find a better way. At the start we may say
Since there are some

a

left in

the heaven, with those

—

—

1
The cosmic motions must not be regarded as imposed upon the
body of the cosmos by a world-soul as the human soul imposes movement on the human body. Such a notion necessarily implies constraint
on the part 'of the body and eifort on the part of the^soul, and therefore the movement could not be eternal. Aristotle has in mind, no

doubt, the world-soul of the Timaetis
®

Read

ewrep Ktvet (pepicr&ai 7rc<^v/cdT0?

.

,

.

oK'K&s koi kiv€i

a-vvexjSi^^

MSS.

except E. Simpl 's paraphrase supports this reading.—
*
The remarks which follow as to the absence of ‘ rational satisfaction
the
recall verbally Plato, Timaeus 36 E Bdav apxhv rjp^aro [§
world-soul] arravaTov Kai €p<j>povos l3iov Trpds top crv/xirapTn xpovov.
® By * divination^ (pavreia) Aristotle means, not any religious practice
of prophecy or the like, but simply the inspired guesses of common
sense r^v kolv^v ravrrjv tvvoiav fjv eX'^p’^v wfp'i rijs dirovias Kai paKapio*
Tijros rov deiov (SimpL).
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tnat, if light

ples which

and
must

been analysed

left

are applicable, there are piior princi-

first

in

These principles have
the movements of

be applied.

the discussion of

animals,^ for the reason that they are proper to animal
15

For

natuie.

in

some animals we

find all such distinctions

Now

clearly piescnt, and in
some but in plants we find only above and below.
if we are to apply to the heaven such a distinction of

parts,

we must

of parts as this of right and
others

left

;

expect, as

we have

said, to find in it also that

which in animals is found first of them all.
The distinctions are three, ^ namely, above and below, front

20 distinction

and

its

opposite, right

we expect

Above

called a principle.
25

and

left

—

all

to find in the peifect
is

of breadth, front of depth.

these three oppositions

body

— and

each

may be

the principle of length, right

Or

again

we may connect them
mean that

with the various movements, taking principle to
part, in a thing

capable of movement, from which move-

Growth

from above, locomotion
from the right, sense-movement from in front (for front is
30 simply the part to which the senses are directed).
Hence
we must not look for above and below, right and left, front
and back, in every kind of body, but only in those which,
being animate, have a principle of movement within themselves.
For in no inanimate thing do we observe a part
from which movement oiiginates. Some do not move at
U all, some move, but not indifferently in any direction fire,
285® for example, only upward, and earth only to the centre.
It is true that we speak of above and below, right and

ment

first

begins.

staits

;

in these bodies relatively to ourselves.

left,

may

be to our

some
5

own

similarity to our

a statue possess

j

or

^

is

to our right.®

De Jncessu

A mm*,

reference

own members, such as the parts of
we may take the contrary spatial

order, calling right that

w^hich

The

right hands, as with the diviner, or to

which

We

is

to our

left,

and

left

that

observe, however, in the things

cc. iv, v.

®

Prantl misprints yap for yap.
Bokker and Prantl are probably nght
regarding the words
which follow
(viz. Kat . . . tpirpoa-Biv) as spurious, though they are
found in all MSS. except E.
There is no trace of them in Simpl.
or Them.
*

m
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themselves none of these distinctions ; indeed if they aie
turned round we proceed to speak of the opposite parts as

and left, above and below, front and back. Hence it 10
remarkable that the Pythagoreans should have spoken of

right
is

these two principles, right and

left,

only, to the exclusion of

the other four, which have as good a

Theie
title as they
between above and below or front and
in animals geneially than between right and left. 15
The difference is sometimes only one of function,^ sometimes also one of shape and while the distinction of above
and below is characteristic of all animate things, whether
plants or animals, that of right and left is not found in
plants.
Further, inasmuch as length is prior to breadth, if
above is the principle of length, right of bieadth, and if the 20
principle of that which is prior is itself prior, then above
will be prior to right, or let us say, since ‘ prior is am-

no
back
is

less difference

;

*

biguous,

above

is

prior

in

order of generation.^

the region from which

the region in which

movement

If,

in addition,

originates, right

front the region to which it is
ground too above has a certain original
character as compared with the other forms of position.
On these two grounds, then, they may fairly be criticized,
first, for omitting the moie fundamental principles, and
secondly, for thinking that the two they mentioned were

directed, then

on

it starts,

this

25

attributable equally to everj^thing.

Since we have already determined that functions of this
kind belong to things which possess a principle of movement,^ and that the heaven is animate and possesses a prin-

movement,^ clearly the heaven must also exhibit

ciple of

The

and

left hands, for instance, differ in function but not
implied that the difference of function underlies all
the oppositions and determines the differences of shape where these
occur. The differences of function are summarized above, 284^25-30
- For the four mam kinds of ‘priority’, see Cat, ch. xii (14^-26#).
Additional distinctions are made in Met, A, ch. xi.
* 1. e. to animals.
This is laid down at the beginning of the present
De Incessu Ammahum,
chapter, 283^ 13, where reference is made to
^

right

in shape.

It is

Cf, also PAj's,

VI 1 1.

4,

254^7

279^ 28, where it is stated to be the source of all life and
has not hitherto been
movement. The term ‘animate’
applied to it. The notion that the stars are inanimate ’ is rejected
below, 292* 20.
<

Bk.

I,

‘

30
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above and below, light and left. We need not be troubled
by the question, arising fiom the spherical shape of the
world, how there can be a distinction of light and left
285^^ within

it,

all

parts being alike and all for ever in motion.

We

must think of the world as of something in which right
differs from left in shape as well as in other respects, which

subsequently

included in a sphere.

is

The

difference of

function will persist, but will appear not to
5

must
movement. For even
if it never began to move, yet it must possess a principle from which it would have begun to move if it had
begun, and from which it would begin again if it came to
a stand. Now by its length I mean the interval between
for
its poles, one pole being above and the other below
two hemispheres are specially distinguished from all others
by the immobility of the poles.^ Further, by tiansveise
in the universe we commonly mean, not above and below,
In the same fashion

of the regularity of shape.

we conceive

10

by reason

of the beginning of

its

;

’

‘

but a direction crossing the

line

of the poles, which,

by

motion
Of the poles, that which we
15 crossing motion up and down.
see above us is the lower region, and that which we do not
see is the upper. For right in anything is, as we say, the
region in which locomotion originates, and the rotation of
the heaven originates in the region from which the stars
rise.
So this will be the right, and the region where they
30 set the left.
If then they begin from the right and move
round to the right, the upper must be the unseen pole. For
if it is the pole we see, the movement will be leftward,
which we deny to be the fact. Clearly then the invisible
pole is above
And those who live in the other hemisphere
as are above and to the right, while we are below and to the
implication,

left.

is

length:

for transverse

just the opposite of the

who make

motion

is

view of the Pythago-

us above^and

on the right side and those
the other hemisphere below and on the left side the fact

reans,
in

This

is

;

The unmoving poles mark out one among the infinite possible
bisections of the sphere as natural and intelligible.
thus arrive,
as explained in what follows, at an ‘upper* and a ‘lower* hemisphere.

We
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being the exact opposite.^
Relatively, however, to the
secondary revolution, I mean that of the planets, we are
above and on the right and they are below and on the left. 30
For the principle of their movement has the reverse posi-

movement itself is the contrary of the other
we are at its beginning and they at its
end. Here we may end our discussion of the distinctions 286®
of parts created by the three dimensions and of the conse-

tion, since the

hence

it

follows that

quent differences of position.
Since circular motion

3

is

not the contrary of the reverse

we must consider why there is more than
one motion, though we have to pursue our inquiries at s
a distance a distance created not so much by our spatial
position as by the fact that our senses enable us to perceive
circular motion,

—

very few of the attributes of the heavenly bodies.

But

let

Heath {Artstarchi^s, pp. 231-2) summarizes the argument as
follows : * Right ** IS the place from which motion
space starts
and the motion of the heaven starts from the side where the stars rise,
**
i e. the east
right ” and the west “ left ”. If
therefore the east is
,
now (i) you suppose yourself to be lying along the world’s axis with
your head towards the north pole, your feet towards the south pole,
and your right hand towards the east, then clearly the apparent motion
of the stars from east to west is over your back from your right side
towards your left ; this motion, Aristotle maintains, cannot be called
motion “ to the right ”, and therefore our hypothesis does not fit the
assumption from which we start, namely that the daily rotation “ begins
”.
from the right and is carried round towards the right (em ra
must therefore alter the hypothesis and suppose (2) that you are
lying with your head towards the south pole and your feet towards the
north pole. If then your right hand is to the east, the daily motion
begins at your right hand and proceeds over the front of your body
from your right hand to your left.’ Heath points out that to us this
still gives a wrong result : the motion across your front will still be
from right to left ; but he accepts Simpl ’s explanation that movement
to the front is regarded as rightward and motion to the back as leftward fj yap im fief to ndvreas €is ro epirpoa-Oev eVri. If this is true,
Heath’s account is satisfactory. It is curious that the notion of rightward movement also gives trouble in the cosmology of Plato. ^ Heath
has an entirely different solution of that difficulty, in which the
ordinary sense of ‘to the right’ is preserved (pp 160-3). In view of
the solution of the present passage quoted above, perhaps there is
something after all to be said for the assertion of Proclus {In Timaeum
220 e ), quoted by Heath only to be dismissed, that cVi fi^id does not
mean els rd Se^iov but is confined to circular motion and means ‘the
direction of a movement imparted by the right hand ’ {€<t> h ro he^idv
#cti/e?).
The discrimination of right and left in circular motions is
peculiarly difficult and ambiguous, as every child knows ; and some
may have been the Greek solution of the terminosuch use of im
logical problem.
^

m

We

;
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The

not that deter us.

leason must be sought in the

following facts.

Everything which has a function exists

for its function.

The

God

activity of

immortality,

is

i.

e.

Therefore the movement of that which is
But such is the heaven, viz.
divine must be eteinal.
a divine body, and for that reason to it is given the circular

10 eternal

life^

Why,
it is to move always in a circle/^
not the whole body of the heaven of the same

body whose nature
then,

is

Because there must be something

character as that pait?

and of that
i evolving body
body no part can be at rest, either elsewheie or at the
centre. It could do so only if the body’s natural mojzement
were towards the centre. But the circular movement is
natural, since otherwise it could not be eternal: for
at rest at the centie of the

IS

20

nothing unnatural is eternal.® The unnatural is subsequent to the natural, being a derangement of the natural
which occurs in the course of its generation.'* Earth then

has to exist

(At present

;

for

it is

eaith which

we may take

plained later.^)

But

if

is

at rest at the centre.

granted

this for

:

it

shall

earth must exist, so^must

be ex-

fire.

For,

one of a pair of contraries naturally exists, the other,

if

it is

35

;

really contrary, exists also naturally.

In some form

if
it

must be present, since the matter of contraries is the same.
is prior to its privation (warm, for instance, to cold), and rest and heaviness stand for the privaAlso, the positive

^ The argument is clear.
God ’ or divine means eternal *. All
body has motion. Therefore the notion of a divine body necessarily
involves the notion of an eternal movement.
Simpl. says wrongly that
‘

*

‘

‘

—

3€6s here stands for detov cr&fia.
* The nature of the circular motion,

and the reasons why it alone is
compatible with immutability and the other divine attributes, have
been explained in Bk I, chaps, in and iv, The adjective ‘ circular *
(iyKVK\ios) here and in several other passages of this book is transferred from the motion to the body endowed with it.
® The body which is at the centre cannot be of
the same nature, and
endowed with the same motion, as that which is at the extremity ; for
the actual position and movement of one or the other would in that
case be unnatural. There must therefore be a body whose natural
position is at the centre and whose natural movement is towards the

—

centre.
*
All

change involves ‘ derangement {cKorraais)^ Phys. 222^ 16
Phys* 241® 2, €K(rTa<ns is opposed to reXemais (* fulfilment ’, or
movement of a thing towards its ideal nature), P^ys, 246*17, "^2,
247*3.
*

cf.

®

See ch.

xiv.
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3

But

further,

each element stands

and

if fire

earth exist, the intermediate bodies ^ must exist also

:

for

a contrary relation to every other.
(This, again, we will here take for granted and try later to
explain.^)

With

in

these four elements generation cleaily

30

is

them can be eternal : for contraries
interact with one another and destroy one another. Further,
it is inconceivable that a movable body should be eternal,
involved, since none of

if its movement cannot be regarded as naturally eternal
and these bodies we know to possess movement.^ Thus we
see that generation is necessarily involved. But if so, there
must be at least one other cii cular motion for a single movement of the whole heaven would necessitate an identical re:

35

286**

:

lation of the elements of bodies to one another.^

much

is clear,

This matter

5

up in what follows but for the present so
that the reason why there is more than one

also shall be cleared

:

body is the necessity of generation, which follows
on the presence of fire, which, with that of the other bodies,
follows on that of earth; and eaith is required because
eternal movement in one body necessitates eternal rest in

circular

another.

The shape

4

that

by

is

of necessity spherical

the shape most appropriate to

VIZ. air

®

See

its

;

for 10

substance and also

and water.

De

Gen, ei Corr, II. 111, iv
Retaining the MSS, reading, which

Them
d*

is

nature primary.

’

*

of the heaven

,

is confiimed by Simpl. and
words are taken to mean ravra
the argument, though summarily stated, is complete

rovrcov 6* tern. Kimjcri?,

eVri Kivrjrd,

If these

and PrantPs conjecture

is unnecessary.
If it is granted that the
sublunary elements move, generation is admitted, unless it can be
shown that their movement is such as to be naturally eternal. But
it has already been shown (P/tfs, 26i®'3ifif.) that the rectilinear
movements must be intermittent.
* A IS proving the necessity of the secondary revolution, 1
e. that
‘
‘
of the planets
If*, he argues, there were only the movement of the
fixed stars, ai;d sun and moon were set in it and carried along with it,
the varieties of summer and winter and the other seasons would
disappear and the daily interchange would not follow its accustomed
course.
For if the sun were set in Cancer, we should have perpetual
summer, and if it were set in Capricorn, perpetual winter: there
would be no generation or destruction, not even the varied phases of
the moon * (SimpL). The further discussion promised here is to be
found in De Gen. et Corr, II. x.

Y
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which shape

First, let us consider generally

among
15

Every plane

planes and solids alike.

primary

is

figure

Again,

of plane figuies.

fiist

30 defined,^

we mean

if

by complete,

as previously

a thing outside which no part of itself

can be found, and

addition

if

always possible to the

is

which

straight line but never to the circular, clearly the line

embraces the

complete.

circle is

prior to the incomplete,

the circle

by

it

follows

primary among

is

the same position
35

among

If then the complete is

on

figures.

solids.

For

this

ground also that

And

the sphere holds

it

is embraced
have several.

alone

a single surface, while rectilinear solids

The spheie
figures.

is

among

solids

Further, those

what the

who

generate them out of planes
tiuth of this.
ijo

must

be either rectilinear or curvilinear. Now the lectilinear is
bounded by more than one line, the curvilinear by one only.
But since in any kind the one is naturally prior to the
many and the simple to the complex, the circle will be the

Alone

^

circle is

^

among

is

solids

they leave the sphere

more than one suiface
not just dividing a whole by

into its parts, but division

it

different in form.^

plane

seem to bear witness to the

undivided, as not possessing
division into surfaces

among

divide bodies into planes and

:

for the

cutting'

of another fashion into parts

It is clear, then, that

the spheie

is first

of solid figures.
If,

35 it is

again, one orders figures according to their numbers,
most natuial to arrange them in this way. The circle

287^ corresponds to the number one, the triangle, being the sum
of

two

assigned
at

right angles, to the

number two.

But if one is
be a figure

to the triangle, the circle will not

all.

Phys, III. 207*^8. For the terms of the definition cf. sup. 271^ 31.
This notion of ‘perfect* (or ‘ complete*) is presupposed in the opening
chapter of this treatise. In 1. 19 read ra>v awov: the rhv is omitted
only in E and F.
® Cf. Phys. VI. I and
inf. Bk. Ill, ch. 1 for further criticisms of
these theories. The theory cnticized is that expressed by Timaeus
the Pythagorean in Plato*s dialogue of that name. (So Simpl. on
298” 33-)
* Prantl’s pLSvr) is a misprint for fwvrfv,
*
Both sphere and circle can of course be divided into parts, but
they cannot be geometncally analysed into constituents not themselves
spherical or circular. The geometrical analysis requires that the
constituent or ‘part* shall be different in form from the whole.
^

—
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4

figure belongs to the first body,

first

is

II.

that at the farthest circumference.

and the

It follows

body which revolves with a circular movement
The same then will be true of the body

that the

must be

spherical.

continuous with
spherical

is

it

:

for that

which

The same

spherical.

5

continuous with the

is

again holds of the bodies

between these and the centre. Bodies which are bounded
by the spherical and in contact with it must be, as wholes,
spherical, and the bodies below the spheie of the planets
are contiguous with the sphere above them. The spheie
then will be spherical throughout
for every body within it
is contiguous and continuous with spheres.
Again, since the whole revolves, palpably and by
assumption, in a circle, and since it has been shown that

10

;

outside the farthest ciicumference there

fiom these grounds also
the heaven is spherical. For
place,

shape,

it

without

it

is

if it

to be rectilinear in

is

will follow that there is place
it.

For a

continues in the

neither void nor

will follow necessarily that

and body and void

rectilinear figuie as

it

^5

revolves never

same lOom, but where formerly was body,

now none, and wheie now is none, body will be in
a moment because of the piojection at the corners.

is

had some other figure with unequal
were lentiform, or oviform, in every
case we should have to admit space and void outside the
moving body, because the whole body would not always
occupy the same room.^
Again, if the motion of the heaven is the measure of all
movements whatever in virtue of being alone continuous
and regular and eternal, and if, in each kind, the measure is
Similarly, if the world

radii,

if,

for instance,

minimum movement is the swiftest,
movement of the heaven must be the

the minimum, and the
then, clearly, the
swiftest of all

movements.

Now

of lines which return upon

themselves^ the line which bounds the

circle is

the shortest;

*
This depends, as Simpl. observes, after Alexander, on the position
of the axis of revolution. In the case of a perfect sphere alone the
position of the axis is immaterial.
* Reading d<j>* eavrov
iavro, with Simpl. and the consensus of the

MSS.
J has

The
d<l>

20

it

Tov and to in Prantl’s text are
avroC i<j>* avro.

conjectural insertions

25

—
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and

movement

that

30

more

and moves

the swiftest which follows the

is

Therefore,

shortest line.^

if

the heaven moves in a circle

than anything

swiftly

else,

it

must

necessarily be spherical.

Coiroborative evidence

whose position
water, water

is

by

may

be drawn from the bodies

about the centre.

by

air, air

fire,

If earth

is

enclosed

by

and these similarly by the

—which while not continuous are yet contiguous
—and the surface of water spherical, and that

upper bodies
287^ with them

which

^

is

if

continuous with or embraces the spherical must

is

be spheiical, then on these grounds also it is clear
that the heavens are spherical.
But the suiface of water
is seen to be spherical if we take as our starting-point the
fact that water naturally tends to collect in a hollow place
‘hollow’ meaning ‘neaier the ceiitie’. Draw from the
itself

5

centie the lines

by the

AB^

straight line

AQ and let their extremities be joined
The

BC.

AD, drawn

line

to the base

of the triangle, will be shorter than either of the radii.^
10

Therefore the place in which

The water then

place.

it

terminates will be a hollow

will collect there until equality is

AE

established, that is until the line

Thus water

ladii.

and there only

will

forces its
it

rest

extremities of the radii

the water
15

It

is

:

but the

circular

is

equal to the two

to the ends of the radii,

:

line

which connects the

therefore the surface of

BEC is spherical.

plain

spherical.

is

way

from the foregoing that

It is plain, further, that it is

the

univeise

is

turned (so to speak)

with a finish which no manufactured thing nor anything
if equality of effort (aTro rijs av-njs bvvdfie<os Simpl.) is
In a word, the underlying notion is rather the comparaFor the
tive economy than the comparative swiftness of movements.
origin of this argument Simpl. refers to Tim, 33 B
®
‘
Continuous ^ contiguous *, and the related terms are defined in
Phys. V. 111. If these bodies were continuous with the heavenly body
they would have to move with the same motion as it.

^

This

IS

true

postulated.

—

‘

s

B
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range of our observation can even approach.

else within the

For the matter of which these are composed does not
admit of anything like the same regularity and finish as
the substance of the enveloping body since with each step
away fiom earth the matter manifestly becomes finer in the
same proportion as watei is finer than earth.
;

Now there

5

are two ways of moving along a circle, from

B or from A

to

to

C} and we have already explained ^

these movements are not contrary to ohe another.

20

A

that

But

nothing which concerns the eternal can be a matter of 25
chance or spontaneity, and the heaven and its circular

motion are eternal.
We must therefore ask why this
motion takes one direction and not the other. Either this
is itself an ultimate fact or theie is an ultimate fact behind
it. It may seem evidence of excessive folly or excessive zeal
to try to provide an explanation of

some things,

or of every- 30

no exception. The ciiticism, however, is not
always just one should first consider what reason there is
for speaking, and also what kind of ceitainty is looked for,
whether human merely or of a more cogent kind.**^ When
any one shall succeed in finding proofs of greater precision, 288^
gratitude will be due to him for the discovery, but at
If
present we must be content with a probable solution.^
nature always follows the best couise possible, and, just as
upward movement is the superior form of rectilinear movement, since the upper region is more divine than the lower. 5
so forward movement is superior to backwaid, then front
and back exhibits, like right and left as we said before and
thing, admitting
:

1

If

A

is

the ‘right

from which movement

starts,

B

why

rather than
should the movement be towaids
Probably, answers Aristotle, because
towards
movement towards B is ‘forward’ and movement
towards C ‘ backward motion.
’

-

I

iv.

Bekker and Prantl prefer L’s KaprepiKarepov to the Kapreparepov of
MSS. It is difficult to imagine why. There is good Platonic
parallel for the use of Kaprep^s m this connexion [Phaedo 77 A, Theaet*
^

all

other

169
*

For
^

B).

A similar

caution is repeated at the beginning of ch. xii, 291^25.
this use of ^aivofievov cf. Bonitz, Ind. Ar, 809^*24
Amp^ and accepting his punctuation.
Reading,' with Prantl,

DE CAELO
as the difficulty just stated itself suggests, the distinction of
prior

and

posterior,

our

difficulty.

best

way

which provides a reason and so solves

Supposing* that nature

may

possible, this

mentioned.

Foi

best to

it is

and unceasing, and,

is

ordered in the

stand as the leason of the fact

move with a movement simple

further, in the superior of

two possible

directions.

We
is

have next to show that the movement of the heaven 6
This applies only to the first

regular and not inegular.

heaven and the

movement; for the lower spheres
movements into one If the

first

exhibit a composition of several

movement

maximum

is

uneven, clearly there will be acceleration,

speed, and letardation, since these appear in all

irregular motions.

The maximum may occur

either at the

starting-point oi at the goal or between the two

expect natuial motion to reach

its

maximum

,

at the goal,

unnatural motion at the starting-point, and missiles

between the two.^

and we

midway

But circular movement, having no be-

The passage as punctuated by Bekker is
dosis undoubtedly begins at the word €xei»
etWfp
^The existence
remaining MSS.

—

m

The

apothe
of a ‘front’ and ‘back*
untranslatable.

EL

give

Be

m

ch u. The priority of ‘ up ‘ right and
the world was asserted
‘front* over ‘down*, ‘left*, and ‘back* is assumed
the same
chapter,' 284'^ 24.
The gist of the present rather involved and hesitating statement is that the only way to account for the direction of
the heavenly movements is by means of these oppositions and the
priority commonly attributed in each to one term over the other.
^ It appears from Meteorologica I. iv, 341^
342* that meteors and
shooting stars come under the notion of ‘ missiles * or ‘ things thrown *.
Their motion is compared to that of the stone of a fruit when it is
made to fly through the air by being squeezed out from between the
Ordinary throwing, e. g. of a stone or javelin, would of course
fingers.
Simpl. and, by his report, Alexander are much
also be included.
puzzled by the statement
the text. Simpl. makes the wild suggestion that A. here regards animal movements as ‘missile* motion, in
that they are neither upward nor downward but horizontal
Alex,
suggests that ‘ missile* movements may be said to have their maximum
between goal and starting-point, because every earthly body has its
goal either up or down, and the whole of the ‘missile* movement,
from beginning to end, takes place in the middle region. Alex, is
probably right. It is to be remembered that all movement is eithei
natural or unnatural, and that
missile * movement can only be
distinguished in principle as a mixture of the two ; further that the
body thrown must be composed of one or more of the four elementary
bodies* ‘Throwing’ is thought of as a forced horizontal motion put
upon one of these bodies, each of which has a ^goal*, down (or up),
and a starting-point *, up {or down). In such a motion the maximum

m

—

—

—

m

‘

‘

:
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ginning or limit or middle in the direct sense of the words,
has neither whence nor whither nor middle : for in time it
is

and

eternal,

in length

returns

it

upon

itself

without a

movement has no maximum,

break.

If then its

have no

irregularity, since irregularity is

it

25

can

produced by re-

tardation and acceleration.
is

Further, since everything that
something, the cause of the ii regu-

moved

is moved by
movement must

larity of

moved

m

or

both.

with the same force,

For

lie

if

either in the

the mover

mover or

in the

moved not always

30

the moved were altered and did
not remain the same, or if both were to change, the result
oi if

might well be an irregular movement in the moved. But
none of these possibilities can be conceived as actual in the

As to that which is moved, we have
primary and simple ^nd ungenciated and 288**
indestructible and generally unchanging; and the mover
has an even better right to these attributes
It is the
primary that moves the primary, the simple the simple,
case of the heavens.

shown

that

it is

and iingenerated that which is indestrucand ungenerated. Since then that which is moved,

the.indestiuctible
tible

being a body,

mover, which
It

is

is

nevertheless unchanging,

incorporeal, be changed

then,

follows

further,

how should

?

that the motion cannot

be
must be change
either in the movement as a whole, from fast to slow and
slow to fast, or in its parts. That there is no irregularity in
the parts is obvious, since, if there were, some divergence
of the stars would have taken place' before now in the
inhnity of time, as one moved slower and another faster
but no alteration of their intervals is ever observed.
Nor

For

irregular.

again

is

unnatural.

are

irregularity occurs, there

movement as a whole admissible.
always due to incapacity, and incapacity is
The incapacities of animals, age, decay, and the

10

a change in the

Retardation
like,

if

5

the

all

is

unnatural, due,

it

seems, to the fact that the

cannot be said to be attained at either terminus, since neither terminus
IS involved, but only ‘between the two’.
This means that in the case
of natural motion ‘goal’ must be taken to be the natural place of the
body, which is also the ‘starting-point’ of unnatural motion in the
same body. In ‘throwing’, therefore, there is neither starting-point
nor goal, but all is in the intermediate region.
'For ytyovti read iyeyiva with FHLMJ.

is
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ao

whole animal complex is made up of materials which differ
in respect of their proper places, and no single part occupies
If therefore that which is primary contains
its own place.
nothing unnatural, being simple and unmixed and in its
proper place and having no contraiy, then

it

has no place

for incapacity, nor, consequently, for retardation or (since

Again,

acceleration involves retardation) for acceleration.
it

is

mover should first show
time, and capacity afterwaids

inconceivable that the

capacity for an infinite

another

infinity.

For

clearly nothing which, like incapacity,

unnatural ever continues for an infinity of time

25 is

in-

for

;

nor does

any form of
But if the movement

the unnatural endure as long as the natural, or
incapacity as long as the capacity.^
retarded

is

must necessarily be retarded

it

Equally impossible

time.^

and

character.
in less

ment.

an

infinite

in-

but every movement, in our view,

indefinite,^

from

30 proceeds

for

perpetual acceleration or

For such movement would be

perpetual retardation.
finite

is

one point to another and

Again, suppose one assumes a

is

definite in

minimum time

than which the heaven could not complete

its

move-

For, as a given walk or a given exercise on the harp

cannot take any and every time, but every performance has

minimum time which is unsurpassable, so, one
might suppose, the movement of the heaven could not be
289® completed in any and every time* But in that case perits definite

petual acceleiation
retardation

^

;

Reading ou 5

m reading

is

for the

*

oXcoy,

ov5’ SKTitas.

impossible (and, equally, perpetual

argument holds of both and

with

—The

all

each),^

MSS.

effect

except E, which Prantl follows
of oKXois is to make the unnatural

one species or department within the general notion of incapacity.
oXo)? has much more vaned uses and enables one to avoid this
implication.
2 1. e. equality of duration must be supposed between the incapacity
(letardation) and the preceding capacity, as assumed in the foregoing
argument, in which infinity (sc. in one direction) is attributed to each.
For if the speed of movement has been everlastingly increasing, and
now begins to decrease, it is impossible to suppose anything else but
that it will decrease everlastingly.
® viz. in respect of its speed.
The hypothesis now considered is
retardation or acceleration not balanced by its opposite but having
neither beginning nor end, i. e infinite in both directions.
^ PrantFs stopping needs correction.
The words €t $6/^7... Barepov
should be enclosed within brackets.
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take acceleration to proceed

by

identical or in-

creasing additions of speed and for an infinite time.

remaining alternative

is

to say that the

movement

The

exhibits

5

an alternation of slower and faster: but this is a mere
fiction and quite inconceivable.
Further, irregularity of
this kind would be particularly unlikely to pass unobserved,

makes observation easy.
That there is one heaven, then, only, and that it is ungenerated and eternal, and further that its movement is
since contrast

regular, has

We

7

now been

10

sufficiently explained.

have next to speak of the

stars, as

they are called,

of their composition, shape, and movements.

It would be
most natural and consequent upon what has been said that
each of the stars should be composed of that substance in 15
which their path lies,^ since, as we said, there is an element
whose natural movement is circular. In so saying we are
only following the same line of thought as those who say
that the stars are fiery because they believe the upper body
to be fire, the presumption being that a thing is composed of
the same stuff as that in which it is situated. The warmth
and light which proceed from them are caused by the friction ao
set up in the air by their motion.
Movement tends to
and with even more
create fire in wood, stone, and iron
reason should it have that effect on air, a substance which is
closer to fire than these.^ An example is that of missiles,
which as they move are themselves fired so strongly that
leaden balls are melted and if they are fired the surround- as
ing air must be similarly affected. Now while the missiles
are heated by reason of their motion in air, which is turned
into fire by the agitation produced by their movement,®
the upper bodies are carried on a moving sphere, so that,
though they are not themselves fired, yet the air underneath 30
the sphere of the revolving body is necessarily heated by its
;

;

^

is

i.

e.

of the

same substance as the spheres

to

which their motion

due.
®

A colon is required after the word d^p

in

1.

23.

seems to stand here for the continuous beating of the
missile upon the air rather than for a single blow. Cf. Simpl. 439. 25
® TThr^yr}

M

.

291®- 17.
645*20

rrXffy^s Kal TrapaTpiyj/eas,

The same use

recurs below,
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motion, and particularly in that part where the sun is
attached to it.^ Hence warmth increases as the sun gets
nearer or higher or overhead.

Of

nor move in

35 stars are neither fiery

the fact, then, that the
fire,

enough has been

said.

289’’

Since changes evidently occur not only in the position of 8
the stars but also in that of the whole heaven, there are
three possibilities.

Either

are in motion, or (3)

(i)

the one

rest, or (2) both
and the other in

both are at
is

at rest

motion.
(1)

That both should be

5 earth is at rest,

observations

one

is

(2)

;

is

impossible

and we take

it

moved and the other

On
i.

for, if

as granted that the earth

the

is

at

at rest.

the view, first, that both are in motion, we have the

absurdity that the stars and the circles
speed,

;

remains either that both are moved, or that the

It

rest.

at rest

the hypothesis does not account for the

e.

that the pace of every star

move with

is

the

same

that of the circle in

and circle are seen to come back
same moment; from which it
follows that the star has traversed the circle and the circle
has completed its own movement, i. e. traversed its own
circumference, at one and the same moment.
But it is
difficult to conceive that the pace of each star should be
15 exactly proportioned to the size of its circle. That the pace
of each circle should be proportionate to its size is not
absurd but inevitable
but that the same should be true of

10

which

it

moves.

For

star

to the same place at the

:

the

movement of the

stars contained in the circles is quite

* The stars are not themselves ignited because the substance of
which they are composed cannot be transmuted into any other as fire,

and the other sublunary substances can. It is, however, legitimate
to object to the above account that fire, not air, is the substance in
contact with the spheres, and that only with the innermost.
How,
then, is air ignited by the movement of the spheres? Alex, and
Simpl. agree that * air' must in some sense include fire (or weiocaw/xa,
the *fuel of fire’ which occimies the outer place) ; but that, eV^n if
true, will not solve the difficulties.
The view here advanced is
nowhere fully worked out ; but some further suggestions are made
in MeUcn I. iii and iv. Cf. Heath, Aristarchus^ pp. 241-2.
It seems
certam that what Aristotle meant was that the *fire’ which is in
contact with the spheres is ignited and agitated by their motion and
the air beneath by it (341^2-3 and 30-31).

air,
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For if, on the one hand, we suppose that the
which moves on the greater circle is necessarily swifter,
clearly we also admit that if stars shifted their position so
as to exchange circles, the slower would become swifter and
the swifter slower. But this would show that their movement was not their own, but due to the circles If, on the
other hand, the arrangement was a chance combination, the

incredible.

star

20

coincidence in every case of a greater circle with a swifter

movement of the star contained
In one or two cases

in it is too

much

to believe.

might not inconceivably fall out so, 25
but to imagine it in eveiy case alike- is a mere fiction.
Besides, chance has no place in that which is natural, and
what happens everywhere and in every case is no matter of
chance
^ if it is supposed
(3) The same absurdity is equally plain
that the circles stand still and that it is the stars themselves which move.
For it will follow that the outer stars
are the swifter, and that the pace of the stars corresponds to 30
the size of their
Since, then,

both are

it

circles.

we cannot reasonably suppose

either that

motion or that the star alone moves, the remaining alternative is that the circles should move, while the stars
are at rest and move with the circles to which they are
in

Only on

attached

this supposition are

absurd consequence.

movement of the

For, in the

larger circle

are attached to the

same

moving with

proper

quicker.

It

for the arc

larger

their

first

we

involved in no

place, the quicker

when all the circles 35
Whenever bodies are 290®
motion, the larger moves

is

natural

centre.

same here with the revolving bodies:
intercepted by two radii will be larger in the

circle,

is

the

and hence

it

is

not

surprising

that

the

revolution of the larger circle

should take the same time as

And

secondly, the fact that the

that of the smaller.

heavens do not break in pieces follows not only from this

Bekker and Prantl read ravra instead of ra avrd, which is the
The alteration is unnecessary.
all MSS. and of Simpl.
The difficulty is the same as that pointed out in the preceding argument an unaccountable correspondence between the size of the circle
and the speed of the star's movement.
^

reading of

—

5
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but also from the proof already given

^

of the continuity

of the whole.

Again, since the stars are spherical, as our opponents

may consistently admit, inasmuch as we
them out of the spherical body, and since the
10 spherical body has two movements proper to itself, namely
rolling and spinning,® it follows that if the stars have a
movement of their own, it will be one of these. But neither
They would then
is observed,
(i) Suppose them to spin.
stay where they were, and not change their place, as, by observation and general consent, they do. Further, one would
expect them all to exhibit the same movement but the
and we

assert

construct

:

15

only star which appears to possess this

movement

sun, at sunrise or sunset, and this appearance

the sun

The

is

the

due not to

we observe

but to the distance from which

itself

visual ray being excessively prolonged

is

it.

becomes weak

and wavering.^ The same reason probably accounts for the
apparent twinkling of the fixed stars and the absence of

The

20 twinkling in the planets.

visual ray reaches

them

planets are near, so that the

in its full vigour,

but when

it

comes to the fixed stars it is quivering because of the distance and its excessive extension ; and its tremor produces
an appearance of movement in the star: for it makes no
difference whether movement is set up in the ray or in the
object of vision.
35

{%)

do not
'

De

On

the other hand,

For

roll.

also clear that the stars

rolling involves rotation

But there

Cf. c. IV.
Caelo.

it is

is

:

but the

‘

no attempt to prove continuity

face

in the

* By ‘spinning’ is meant rotation on a stationary axis, by ‘rolling’
a forward movement in which a body turns completely round in

a distance equal

PP; 233 5
®

-

^

to its

own

circumference.

See Heath, Aristarchus^

,

The term oy/^is (= visual ray) belongs to pre- Aristotelian psychology,
Meno, 76 C-D.

it here and elsewhere
seems to commit him ‘to the view that
the eye sees by rays issuing from a native fire within it’ (Beare,
Greek Theories of Elementary Cognition^ p. 66, n. i). But his own

Cf. Plato,

Anstotle’s use of

(e.g. Meteor, III. iv, 375'’ 2)

argument, when dealing with vision, is to the contrary effect.
‘In
seeing we take something in, not give something out’ (Top, 105^6);
and the process is ‘ from object to eye, not conversely ’ (Beare, p, 86)
Aristotle must be supposed here to be adopting popular or Platonic
terminology.

BOOK
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is

always seen.^

Therefore,

any movement of their own which the stars possessed
would presumably be one proper to themselves, and no such
movement is observed in them, clearly they have no movement of their own.
There is, further, the absuidity that nature has bestowed
upon them no organ appropriate to such movement. For
natuie leaves nothing to chance, and would not, while carsince

ing for animals, overlook things so precious.

30

Indeed,

nature seems deliberately to have stripped them of everything which makes self-originated progression possible, and

them as far as possible from things which
have organs of movement.
This is just why it seems 35
proper that the whole heaven and every star should be 290^
spherical. For while of all shapes the sphere is the most
convenient for movement in one place, making possible, as
it does, the swiftest and most self-contained motion, for
forward movement it is the most unsuitable, least of alls
resembling shapes which are self-moved, in that it has no
dependent or projecting part, as a rectilinear figure has, and
is in fact as far as possible removed in shape from ambulatory bodies.
Since, therefore, the heavens have to move
in one place, and the stars are not requiied to move them10
selves forward, it is natural that both should be spherical
the
movement of the one and the
a shape which best suits
immobility of the other.
to have removed

—

9

From all this it is clear that the theory that the movement of the stars produces a harmony, i. e. that the sounds
they make are concordant, in spite of the grace and
originality with

untrue.^

Some

which

it

has been stated,

is

nevertheless

thinkers suppose that the motion of bodies

has been objected to Aristotle that if the moon always shows
side to us it is thereby proved that it does rotate upon its
But such rotation (incidental, in Aristotle's view, to the moveaxis.
ment of the sphere) is quite different from the rotation involved
See Heath,
‘rolling', which Aristotle is here concerned to deny.
^

It

the

same

m

p. 235.
® The doctrine of the ‘harmony of the spheres' is no doubt, as
Simpl. says, Pythagorean. The most famous statement of the doctrine
Plato's Republic (Myth of Er, 617B), and the ratios given to the
IS
planets in Ttmaeus^ 35B, seem to have a musical significance. For
a discussion of the doctnne see Heath, Aristarchus^ pp. 105-T 5.

m
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of that size must produce a noise, since on our earth the

motion of bodies

ment has that
they say, and

far inferior in size

effect.

all

and

in speed of

move-

when the sun and the moon,
so great in number and in size,

Also,

the stars,

moving with so rapid a motion, how should they not
produce a sound immensely great ? Starting from this
argument and from the observation that their speeds, as
measured by their distances, are in the same ratios as
musical concordances, they assert that the sound given
forth by the circular movement of the stars is a harmony.

ao are

Since, however,

it

we should
by saying that the
very moment of birth and is

appears unaccountable that

not hear this music, they explain this

*5

sound

is

in

our ears from the

its contrary silence, since sound
and silence are discriminated by mutual contrast. What
happens to men, then, is just what happens to coppersmiths,
who are so accustomed to the noise of the smithy that it

thus indistinguishable from

makes no

30

difference

to them.

But, as

melodious and poetical as the theory
account of the

facts.

There

is

is, it

we

said before,

cannot be a true

not only the absurdity of our

hearing nothing, the ground of which they try to remove,

but also the fact that no effect other than sensitive

produced upon
35 solid bodies

us.

Excessive noises,

even of inanimate things

:

we know,

is

shatter the

the noise of thunder,

and the strongest of bodies. But
if the moving bodies are so great, and the soimd which
penetrates to us is proportionate to their size, that sound
must needs reach us in an intensity many times that of
thunder, and the force of its action must be immense.
5 Indeed the reason why we do not hear, and show in our
bodies none of the effects of violent force, is easily given
it is that there is no noise.
But not only is the explanation

agi® for instance, splits rocks

evident ;

we have

it is

also a corroboration of the truth of the views

advanced.

For the veiy

difficulty

which made

the Pythagoreans say that the motion of the stars produces
10

a concord corroborates our view. Bodies which are themselves in motion, produce noise and friction : but those
which are attached or fixed to a moving body, as the parts
to a ship, can no more create noise, than a ship on a river

—

—
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moving with the stream. Yet by the same argument one
might say it was absurd that on a large vessel the motion of
mast and poop should not make a great noise, and the like 15
might be said of the movement of the vessel itself. But sound is
caused when a moving body is enclosed in an unmoved body,
and cannot be caused by one enclosed in, and continuous with,
a moving body which creates no friction. We may say,
then, in this matter that

if

the heavenly bodies

moved

in

a generally diffused mass of air or fire, as every one supposes,
their motion would necessarily cause a noise of tremendous
strength and such a noise would necessaiily reach and
shatter us.^

produced,

it

Since, therefore, this effect
follows that

is

evidently not

none of them can move with the

motion either of animate nature or of constraint.^ It is as
though nature had foreseen the result, that if their movement were other than it is, nothing on this earth could
maintain

its

That the

now been
With

10

35

character.
stars are spherical

and are not self-moved, has

explained.
their

order

I

mean

the

position

of each, as 30

priority of some and the posteriority of
and their respective distances from the extremity
with this astronomy may be left to deal, since the astronomical discussion is adequate.® This discussion shows

involving the
others,

that the

20

movements of the

several stars depend, as regards

the varieties of speed which they exhibit, on the distance
Prantl misprints biaKuai€v for biaKpaifiv.
If the stars moved in a non-moving medium either with a selforiginated motion, like that of an animal, or with a motion imposed
on them by external force, like that of a stone thrown, a great
destructive noise would result. There is no such noise or destruction.
Therefore they do not so move. The Pythagorean doctrine is thus
It might be
used to corroborate a conclusion already reached.
objected that Aristotle has already postulated fnction with another
substance to account for the brightness of the stars, and that this
friction might well be expected to be accompanied with noise as
the case of missiles on the earth.
* The tone of this reference to ‘ astronomy ’, as well as the present
tense in the verb Xiyeraif suggest that Aristotle is not here referring to
other works of his own but to contemporary works on astronomy,
current in the school, by other writers. These sentences also clearly
imply that ‘astronomy' is more empirical in its methods than the
De Caeh. Cf. infra^ 291^21,— In 1 . 29 Prantl's o is a misprint for Bv.
^

^

^d

m
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of each from the extremity.

It is

outermost revolution of the heavens
291^ and the swiftest of all, and that the
bodies

each

the

a simple movement

movement of

all

other

composite and relatively slow, for the reason that
moving on its own circle with the reverse motion to

is

is

that of the heavens.

the body which
5

established that
is

is

This at once leads us to expect that
first simple revolution

nearest to that

should take the longest time to complete its circle, and that
which is farthest from it the shortest, the others taking

a longer time the nearer they are and a shorter time the
For it is the nearest body which is
farther away they are.
most strongly influenced, and the most remote, by reason
of

its

distance,

which

is

least affected, the influence

on the

intermediate bodies varying, as the mathematicians show,
TO

with their distance.^

With regard
view

is

it

not in their nature to

is

It

move

most reasonable

has been shown

^

that

themselves, and, since

no wanton or random creator, clearly she will have
movement a shape particularly
unadapted to movement. Such a shape is the sphere, since
Clearly then
it possesse.s no instrument of movement.
Again, what
their mass will have the form of a sphere.®
nature

15

to the shape of each star, the

that they are spherical.

is

given things which possess no

^ In regard to ‘order* Aristotle only seeks to explain one point
which might present a difficulty. It would be natural to expect the
moon, which is the nearest planet to the earth, to have the slowest
motion; but in fact it is the swiftest of the planets. His answer is

that the movement of the planets, being the reverse of that of the
outer heaven, is hampered by proximity to it ; and the planet nearest
to the earth is least influenced and therefore moves swiftest.
Simpl.
raises the objection ; is not the planetary motion then in some degree
constrained or unnatural ? He quotes with approval from Alex, the
reply : ‘ No ; for the planetary sphere is not unwilling. This accords
with its purpose and desire. It may be necessity, but it is also good,
and recognized as such.* Simpl. is not altogether satisfied by this
solution.

Ch. viii.
Simpl. notes a circle in Aristotle's argument, since he has already
used the spherical shape of the stars to prove that they have no
independent motion (c. viii).
(The same charge is brought against
Aristotle by Dreyer, Planetary Systems, p. iii.) He is not satisfied
with Alex.*s rejoinder that neither of these arguments stands alone.
The true answer is that the argument of c. viu is explicitly based, in
respect of the spherical shape of the stars, on a premise borrowed
from the opposition : see 290* 7. Aristotle's own proof of the matter
precedes it. This argument is therefore in order.
*

*

n
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holds of one holds of all, and the evidence of our eyes shows
us that the moon is spherical. For how else should the

moon as it waxes and wanes show for the most part
a crescent-shaped or gibbous figure, and only at one mo-

And

ment a half-moon?

20

astronomical arguments^ give

no other hypothesis accounts for
One, then, of the
heavenly bodies being spherical, clearly the rest will be
further confirmation

;

for

the crescent shape of the sun’s eclipses.
spherical also.

12

There are two

which may very reasonably
we must now attempt to state the
for we regard the zeal of one whose

difficulties,

here be raised, of which

probable solution:^

thirst after philosophy

indications where

it

is

him to accept even

leads

very

difficult to

25

slight

see one’s way, as

a proof rather of modesty than of over-confidence.

Of many

such problems one of the strangest

problem why we

find

the intermediate bodies, and

body a

variety of

is

the

the gieatest number of movements in
iiot,

30

rather, in each successive

movement proportionate

to

its

distance

from the primary motion. For we should expect, since the
primary body shows one motion only, that the body which
is nearest to it should move with the fewest movements,
say two, and the one next after that with three, or some
But the opposite is the case. The 35
similar arrangement.
movements of the sun and moon are fewer than those of 292^
some of the planets. Yet these planets are farther from
the centre and thus nearer to the primary body than they,
as observation has itself revealed. For we have seen the
moon, half-full, pass beneath the planet Mars, which 5
vanished on

and shining

its

shadow

part.^

side

and came

forth

by the bright

Similar accounts of other stars are

See note on 291® 32.
See note on 288* 2.
® Brandis (Berlin Aristotle, voL IV, 497^*
13) quotes a scholium to
the effect that Alexander in his Commentary said it was Mercury, not
Mars. Both Simpl. and Them., however, give Mars without question.
If It was Mars, a calculation of Kepler’s (Astronomta Nova, 1609,
‘
Inveni,’ he writes, Mongissima inductione per
p. 323) fixes the date.
annos L, ab anno quindecimo ad finem vitae Aristotelis, non potuisse
esse alio die, quam in vespera diei iv Aprilis, anno ante CHRISTI
vulgarem epocham CCCLVii, cum Aristoteles xxi annornm audiret
’

®

Z
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by the Egyptians and Babylonians, whose observations have been kept for very many years past, and from
whom much of our evidence about particular stars is
given

derived.^

A

TO

second difficulty which

raised

is this.

Why

is it

may

with equal justice be

that the primary motion includes

such a multitude of stars that their whole array seems to
defy counting, while of the other stars ^ each one

and in no case do we
same motion ? ^
off,

On

find

these questions, I say,

is

separated

two or more attached to the
it is

well that

we

should seek

15 to increase our understanding, though we have but little to
go upon, and are placed at so great a distance from the

facts in question.

Nevertheless there are certain principles

we base our

on which

if

difficulty

by any means

consideration
insoluble.

we

shall not find this

We may object that we

have been thinking of the stars as mere bodies, and as units

but

20

with a serial order indeed but entirely inanimate;

25

and action.
On this view the facts cease to appear surprising. For it is
natural that the best-conditioned of all things should have
its good without action, that that which is nearest to it
should achieve it by little and simple action, and that which
is farther removed by a complexity of actions, just as with
men’s bodies one is in good condition without exercise at
should rather conceive

all,

them as enjoying

life

another after a short walk, while another requires

running and wrestling and hard training,^ and there are yet
Eudoxum, ut ex Diogene

Laertio constat.’
Diogenes’ date for
birth is in fact 01. 99, i (384-3 B. C.) : Aristotle would
therefore be 27 at the date arrived at.
The calculation for Mercury
does not appear to have been made.
Aristotle’s

^

See note on 270^

*

1.

14.

the planets.
The term <^opa (motion) is transferred fromThe motion itself to the
sphere which imparts the motion.
^ There seems to be no parallel for the use of the word kopktis
(tr. ‘hard training') in connexion with the exercises of the palaestra,
though KopioTpa is used in post-Aristotelian writers for the arena.
Simpl. says the term stands for the training of the wrestler, dia
iv
k6v€i yvfivdCccrdai tcl noKaicrTpim.
Bywater {J, af Phtl, xxviii, p. 241)
objects that the third term in the phrase should be a distinct form of
^ercise from running or wrestling, and suggests KOKovriirttot. Perhaps
it is best to keep the text, though there can be no certainty that it is
nght.
®

e.
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others who however hard they worked themselves could
never secure this good, but only some substitute for it. To

succeed often or in

many

things is difficult. For instance,
Coan throws with the dice would be
impossible, but to throw one of two is comparatively easy.'
In action, again, when A has to be done to get B, B to
get C, and C to get Z?, one step or two present little

to throw ten thousand

s®

but as the series extends the difficulty grows* 292^
must, then, think of the action of the lower stars as

difficulty,

We

similar to that of animals
it is

are

and

For on our earth

plants.

man that has the greatest variety of actions — for there
many goods that man can secure hence his actions are
,

various® and directed to ends beyond them

—while

perfectly conditioned has no need of action, since

the

it is itself 5

the end, and action always requires two terms, end and

The lower animals have less variety of action than
and plants perhaps have little action and of one kind
only.® For either they have but one attainable good (as

means.

man

;

indeed

man

has), or, if several, each contiibutes directly to 10

One

their ultimate good.^

thing then has and enjoys the

^ Prantl’s K<^ovs rests on one MS. (H) and was known as an alternative reading to Simpl. Two MSS. (EL) give Xiovs, two others (FM)
xiovs 5 K^ovs, J has
^ Koiiovs in the margin.
Simpl. thinks the point is the size of the dice («y fieydX&p darpaydXcav
ip dfi^otipais yLvopiv<i>v rais vri<rois), Prantl takes the impossibility to
be a succession of good throws or ‘sixes’, and therefore prefers
‘ Coan ’
to ‘ Chian ’, which according to Pollux was used for the worst
throw. The impossibility is clearly the same whether the worst throw
or the best is intended ; but, since success is implied by the context,
I have followed Prantl.
The double reading Xiovs rj Kcmvs may how-

ever be right.
®

Reading

Trpatret,

with

FHMJ

and Bekker,

(EL).

for Prantl’s wpdrrnv

m

® The long parenthesis 1
noWmv yap to 1 7 hena) Prantl’s text
( . 3
breaks the structure of the sentence and should be removed. The
succession of colons which results (for a colon must be marked after
irpd$€t,s^ in 1. 3) is best broken by placing full-stops after <Pvt 5>v (1. 2),
.

ivfKa (1. 4), eveKa (1. 7).
*
If there is more than one good, e.g. nutriment and propagation,
each IS a constituent of the plant’s ‘ good * in the final sense. To be
able to accept something merely as a means to something else, i. e. as
indirectly good, is a distinctive mark of a higher development. ^ Thus
the variety here indicated as characteristic of human action lies not
so mudi in the superior range of human desires (though that also is

a fact) as in the variety
effects their satisfaction.

and complexity of the means by which man
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^
ultimate good, other things attain to it, one immediately
while
yet
another
does
not
many,
by
another
by few steps,

even attempt to secure

it

but

is

satisfied to

reach a point

not far removed from that consummation. Thus, taking
be one thing that always

health as the end, there will
possesses health, others that
flesh,

15

attain

it,

one by reducing

another by running and thus reducing

by taking

steps to

itself,

but only running or reduction of

end, yet,

it is

if

ao better will

is

for

that cannot be, the nearer

be

flesh,

such a being the end,^
clearly best for any being to attain the real

so that one or other of these

For while

another

number of movements, while another cannot

increasing the
attain health

flesh,

enable himself to run, thus further

its state.

It is for this

it is

to the best the

reason that the eaith

moves not at all and the bodies near to it with few movements. For they do not attain the final end, but only come
as near to

35

it

as their share in the divine principle permits.

But the first heaven finds it immediately with a single
movement, and the bodies intermediate between the first
and last heavens attain it indeed, but at the cost of a multiplicity of movement.*^

As

to the difficulty that into the one primary motion
crowded a vast multitude of stars, while of the other
stars each has been separately given special movements
of its own, there is in the fiist place this reason for regarding
the arrangement as a natural one. In thinking of the life
is

^ Reading €vBvs for iyyv 9
Cf. 1 . 20 below,
cyyw is in all the
»
MSS., but IS quite intolerable in view of the general contrast between
attainment and apjjroximation made here and repeated below. The
influence of dyyvs in the following line may be supposed to have

caused

substitution for elOvs here.
Simpl. paraphrases t 6 de bt*
a^piKPurai irpbs ro iavrov tAos*, and therefore appears
not to have had iyyvs in his text. Them., however, has it : ‘ad illud
oKiytav

its

Kivr}<ricitp

prope per pauca accedit.'
Place a full-stop after iXBuv (1 13), delete bracket, comma after
’
‘ Running’ or ‘reduction of flesh
becomes in such
(1. 1 7).
a case the * end 1. e. the content of purpose, as soon as the true end
or good is recognized as unattainable.
^ Simpl. finds this sentence difficult
He did not see that Aristotle
here, as frequently elsewhere, uses dXXd where aXX’ fj would be
expected. See Bonitz, Ind. Ar. 33^ 15.
^ The upshot of the argument seems
to be this, that the earth and
the bodies nearest to it move simply, or not at all, because they are
content with little, and perfection is beyond their reach.
*

IcrxvavBrjvai

BOOK
and moving
regard the

12

II.

principle of the several heavens
as

superior

far

one must

Such 30
a superiority would be reasonable. For this single first
motion has to move many of the divine bodies, while the
numerous other motions move only one each, since each 293^
single planet moves with a variety of motions. Thus, then,
nature makes matters equal and establishes a certain order,
giving to the single motion many bodies and to the single
body many motions. And there is a second reason why
the other motions have each only one body, in that each of 5
them except the last, i. e. that which contains the one star,^
is really moving many bodies.
For this last sphere moves
with many others, to which it is fixed, each sphere being
actually a body
so that its movement will be a joint
first

the

to

others.

;

Each

product.

sphere, in fact, has

its

particular natural

motion, to which the general movement is, as it were, 10
added. But the force of any limited body is only adequate
to

moving a limited body.^

The characteristics

of the stars which

move with a circular

motion, in respect of substance and shape, movement and
order, have

13

now been

It remains to

speak of the earth, of

question whether
I.

As

to

finite

—say

phers

—

it

known

it is

all,

lies

its position,

at rest or in motion,

position there is

its

Most people

sufficiently explained.

in fact,

who

some

of the

difference of opinion.

regard the whole heaven as

at the centre.

But the

Italian philoso- 20

as Pythagoreans take the contrary view.

At

and the earth is one of the stars,
the centre, they say,
creating night and day by its circular motion about the
is fire,

^ The movements of each planet are analysed into the combination
of a number of simple spherical motions each contributed by a single
sphere. The ' last * sphere or motion means the outermost, viz. that
to which the planet is actually attached. The inner spheres have
really bodies to move even though they carry no planet : for they
have to communicate their motion to the sphere or spheres in which
they are included.
* Prantl seems
to find unnecessary difficulty in this sentence.
These spheres, says Aristotle, have only a limited force, and they
have enough to do to impart their motion to the outer spheres, and
through it to the planet: the burden of several planets would be too

much

for them.

15

and of its shape.
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They

centre.
25

further construct another earth in opposition

to ours to which they give the

name

counter-earth.^

In

all

and causes to account
forcing
their
rather
observations and
for observed facts, but
trying to accommodate them to certain theories and
opinions of their own. But there are many others who
would agree that it is wrong to give the earth the central
this they are not seeking for theories

looking for confirmation rather to theory than to

30 position,

Their view

the facts of observation.

is

precious place befits the most precious thing

that the most

but fire, they
more precious than earth, and the limit than the
intermediate, and the circumference and the centre are
Reasoning on this basis they take the view that it
limits.
is not earth that lies at the centre of the sphere, but rather
5 93
The Pythagoreans have a further reason. They hold
fire.
that the most important part of the world, which is the
centre, should be most strictly guarded, and name it, or
rather the fire which occupies that place, the Guard-house
of Zeus ^ as if the word centre were quite unequivocal,
5 and the centre of the mathematical figure were always the
same with that of the thing or the natuial centre. But it is
better to conceive of the case of the whole heaven as
analogous to that of animals, in which the centre of the
animal and that of the body are different. For this reason
they have no need to be so disturbed about the world, or to
say,

^

•

is

**

‘

’

‘

rather let them look for the
and tell us what it is like and
wheie nature has set it. That centre will be something
primary and precious but to the mere position we should
give the last place rather than the first. For the middle is
what is defined, and what defines it is the limit, and that
which contains or limits is more precious than that which

10 call in

a guard for

its

centre

:

centre in the other sense

;

15 is

limited, seeing that the latter is

the matter and the

former the essence of the system.
II. As to the position of the earth, then, this is the view
which some advance, and the views advanced concerning
For here too there is no
its rest or motion are similar.
general agreement. All who deny that the earth lies at
^

oi/o/m is

omitted by

FHMJ,

but

is

probably right.

BOOK
the centre think that

it

the earth only but, as
well.

Some

of

IL 13

293"^

revolves about the centre,^

we

and not

said before, the counter-earth as ao

them even consider

it

possible that there

are several bodies so moving, which are invisible to us

owing to the interposition of the earth.
This, they say,
accounts for the fact that eclipses of the moon are more
frequent than eclipses of the sun for in addition to the
earth each of these moving bodies can obstruct it. Indeed,
:

as in any case the surface of the earth

is

35

not actually

a centre but distant from it a full hemisphere, there is no
more difficulty, they think, in accounting for the observed
facts on their view that we do not dwell at the centre, than

on the common view that the earth
as

we

is

in the middle.^

Even

nothing in the observations to suggest that
are removed from the centre by half the diameter of the 30

it is,

earth.
centre,

there

is

Others, again, say that the earth, which
is

‘rolled*,

and thus

the whole heaven.

So

it

in motion,

lies

at the

about the axis of

stands written in the Timaeus?

III. There are similar disputes about the shape of the

earth.

Some

drum-shaped.

think

it is

spherical, others that

For evidence they bring the

it is flat

and

fact that, as the

^
in 1. 18 appears to prove that the comma should be put
after Keia-Bai instead of after avr^p, and that ^acriv governs both

infinitives.
® PrantPs insertion of
in the last clause rests on a misunderstanding of the passage. The text is quite sound. —Dreyer {Planetary
Systems, p. 45) thinks that the supposed movement would seriously
affect observations of the sun and the moon.
® Ttmaeus, 40 B.
For a discussion of this vexed passage see
Heath, Aristarchus, pp. I 74‘"S«
J bas ftKiiadai kcu Kivlurdai (in
296* 26, however, where the same pair of words recur, it has
AC. AC.), which decreases the probability, not antecedently very great,
that the words leal KipeUrOai are an insertion. Unless the idea of
movement is contained in the phrase, the quotation would seem to
be out of place here. It seems plain that Anstotle considered the
word tK\€<r 6ai (* rolled’ in the text) obscure or ambiguous, and added
the words /cat KiveifrBai to indicate his interpretation of it. Alex
{apud Simpl.) says that the word used in the Thnaeus means
‘pressed* (QiaCea-Bai), but that it is difficult to contradict Aristotle
on a point on which he was so much better informed. Simpl. says
that, spelt with the diphthong « and a single X, the word does
connote rotation. He points out that Aristotle promised to speak of
the earth’s motion and rest ; and suggests that, taking koL Kiveia-Bai to
be a later insertion, one might suppose that Aristotle passes in this
sentence to the consideration of the view that the earth is at rest.
But this will hardly do.

294®
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and sets, the part concealed by the earth shows
a straight and not a curved edge, whereas if the earth were
spherical the line of section would have to be circular.
In

sun

rises

they leave out of account the great distance of the sun
from the eaith and the great size of the circumference,

5 this

which, seen from a distance on these apparently small
circles

Such an appearance ought not to
But they

appears straight.

make them doubt

the circular shape of the earth.

They say

have another aigument.
10 rest,

are

that because

many

different

ways

in

it

is

at

For there

the earth must necessarily have this shape.

which the movement or rest of

the earth has been conceived.

The difficulty must have occurred to every
indeed be a complacent mind that felt no
while a

little bit

not stay

15 will

one.

and the more there

is

of

would

surprise that,

of earth, let loose in mid-air,

still,

It

it

moves and
the faster

it

moves, the whole earth, free in mid-air, should show no

movement at all. Yet here is this great weight of earth,
and it is at rest. And again, from beneath one of these
moving fragments of earth, before it falls, take away the
earth, and it will continue its downward movement with
nothing to stop

it.

The

difficulty then,

has naturally passed

and one may well
wonder that the solutions offered are not seen to involve
greater absurdities than the problem itself.
By these considerations some have been led to assert
that the earth below us is infinite, saying, with Xenophanes
of Colophon, that it has pushed its roots to infinity
in

20 into

a commonplace of philosophy

;

—

‘

Hence

order to save the trouble of seeking for the cause.
35

the sharp rebuke of Empedocles, in the words

‘

if

the deeps

—such

of the earth are endless and endless the ample ether

by many a tongue, poured from the
mouths of those who have seen but little of the whole
is

the vain tale told

A47 (53, 38 ff), B 28 (63, 8). Ritter and
Simpl. cannot find the quotation in the writings of
Xenophanes, and doubts whether to Karm rrjs yrjs means * the underparts of the earth’ or ‘the ether under the earth*.
fragment,
corroborating the former interpretation survives (no. 28 in Diels).
Cf. Burnet, E.G P.® § 60.
* Diels, Vors? 21 B
39 (241, 16). Ritter and Preller, 103 b. Burnet,
E.O.P.® p. 212.
^

Diels, Vorsokraiiker^^ il

Preller, 103 b.

A
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Others say the earth

rests

11

upon water.

oldest theory that has been preserved,

Thales of Miletus.

It

294^

13

.

This, indeed,

and

was supposed to stay

is

the

attributed to

is

because

still

it

30

wood and other similar substances, which are
so constituted as to rest upon water but not upon air. As
if the same account had not to be given of the water which

floated like

carries the earth as of the earth itself! It is not the nature
of water, any more than of earth, to stay in mid-air: it
must have something to rest upon. Again, as air is lighter 294^*
than water, so is water than eaith how then can they think
:

that the naturally lighter substance

Again,

if

the earth as a whole

is

lies

below the heavier

water, that must obviously be the case with any part of

But observation shows that

this is

Any

not the case.

of earth goes to the bottom, the quicker the larger

These thinkers seem to push
all inclined

matter

when

itself,

it

interrogating oneself one pushes the

:

is.

into

what we

It is

to do, to direct our inquiiy not

but by the views of our opponents

it.

piece 5

some way

their inquiries

the problem, but not so far as they might.
are

?

capable of floating upon

by the

and even

inquiry only 10

to the point at which one can no longer offer any opposi-

Hence a good

tion.

inquirer will be one

who

is

leady

in

bringing forward the objections proper to the genus, and
that he will be

when he has gained an understanding of

all

the differences.^

Anaximenes and Anaxagoras and Democritus
flatness of the earth as the cause of its staying

give the

still.

Thus,

they say, it does not cut, but covers like a lid, the air
beneath it.
This seems to be the way of flat-shaped
bodies for even the wind can scarcely move them because
The same immobility, they
of their power of resistance.
say, is produced by the flatness of the surface which the
earth presents to the air which underlies it while the air,
:

;

^
The objections must be ‘ proper to the kind ’ or class to which the
subject of investigation belongs, i.e. scientific, not dialectical or
sophistical. These thinkers, as Simpl. observes, have failed to investigate the peculiar characteristics of wood and earth in the genus
‘body’, and therefore think that, because wood floats, earth may.
For the importance of a study of the ‘differences’ Simpl. refers to

Top

I. xviii.

645 20
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294^
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not having room enough to change its place because it is
underneath the earth, stays there in a mass, like the water

And

the case of the water-clock.^

in

amount of evidence to prove that

they adduce an

when

air,

can bear a considerable weight.
Now, first, if ^he shape of the earth

cut off and at

rest,

ness cannot be the cause of
25

own account

it is

ness that causes

the air

is

earth,

is

very

it

is,

great because the

is

large.

This

it

its flat-

great amount: and

body which

isolates

it retains its size.

In general, our quarrel with those

way cannot be

flat-

in their

cannot find a passage,

is its

as their arguments go, the earth will

in this

flat, its

But

result, then, will follow,

30 the earth is spherical, so long as

ment

not

For the reason why

to remain at rest.

so closely confined that

amount

is

immobility.

rather the size of the earth than

it

and therefore stays where
this

its

still

be at

who speak

One must decide
natural movement or

the

So

if

far

lest.

confined to the parts

cerns the whole universe.

it,

even

of moveit

con-

at the outset

not, whether
whether bodies have a
there is no natural but only constrained movement. Seeing,

395^ however, that we have already decided
best of our ability,

we

this matter to the

are entitled to treat our results as

Bodies, we say, which have no natural
fact.
movement, have no constrained movement; and wheie
there is no natural and no constrained movement there will
be no movement at all. This is a conclusion, the necessity
of which we have already decided,® and we have seen
further that rest also will be inconceivable, since rest, like

representing

5

with the MSS. Diels {Vars.^ 25, 32) inserts rov
19), a conjecture which has some support in L,
which has nov in that place.—-Experiments with the water-clock are
frequently mentioned. See esp. Emped. fr. 100 (Diels), Arist. PrcdL
914^26^ Burnet, E.G.P.* Index I s.v. Klepsydra. *The water-clock*,
says Sim|)l., ‘is a vessel with a narrow mouth and a flattish base
pierced with small holes, what we now call a hydrarfax.
If this
vessel is dipped in water while the mouth at the top is kept closed,
no water runs
through the holes. The massed air inside resists
the water and prevents its ingress, being unable to change its own
place. When the mouth at the top is opened the water runs in, the
air making way for it.* The position of the water beneath the waterclock is analogous to that of the air beneath the earth.
* ie. to the single
dement earth or to earth and air.
^

Reading

&<r7rcp

before fifraarijvM

m

®
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1
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295

movement, is either natural or constrained. But if there is
any natural movement, constraint will not be the sole prinIf, then, it is by constraint that
ciple of motion or of rest

now keeps its place, the so-called
movement by which its parts came together at

the earth

was

also constrained.

who

try to generate the heavens to explain

‘

whirling

the centre

10

(The form of causation supposed
they all borrow from observations of liquids and of air,
in which the larger and heavier bodies always move
to the centre of the whirl. This is thought by all those

why

the earth

came together at the centre. They then seek a reason for its
staying there and some say, in the manner explained, that

15

;

the reason

is its

size

and

flatness, others,

that the motion of the heavens,

speed, prevents

movement of the

a cup, when the cup

is

with Empedocles,

moving about

it

at

a higher

earth, as the water in

given a circular motion, though

it is 20

same reason prevented from moving with the downward movement which
is natural to it.^)
But suppose both the ‘whiiT and its
often underneath the bronze,

flatness (the air

for this

is

beneath being withdrawn^) cease to pre-

vent the eaith's motion, where will the earth move to then

movement

?

was constrained, and its rest at
the centre is due to constraint but there must be some
motion which is natural to it. Will this be upward motion
or downward or what ? It must have some motion and if
upward and downward motion are alike to it, and the air
above the earth does not prevent upward movement, then
no more could air below it prevent downward movement.
For the same cause must necessarily have the same effect
on the same thing.®
Further, against Empedocles there is another point which
might be made. When the elements were separated off by
Its

to the centre

;

35

;

m

^ Simplicius seems to be right
considering the portion included
within brackets in the text as a parenthetic note on dimjanSf interrupting Aristotle's argument.
^
The sense required is ‘withdrawn*, as above, but therejis no
The MSS. offer no
parallel to the use of vniKBelv in this sense.
In the absence of a better
variant, and Simpl. paraphrases iKaravros.
suggestion I should read
^ The suggestion clearly is that, consciously or unconsciously, these
thinkers attnbuted a natural motion downward to the earth, since
they gave it a reason for not moving in that direction only.

30
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Hate, what caused the earth to keep
whirl

^

its

place

cannot have been then also the cause.

*

too not to peiceive that, while the whirling

Surely the

?

It is

absurd

movement may

have been responsible for the original coming together of

why

the paits of earth at the centre, the question remains,

heavy bodies move to the earth. For the whirl
295^ surely does not come near us. Why, again, does fire move
upward ? Not, surely, because of the whirl. But if fire is
natuially such as to move in a certain direction, clearly the
same may be supposed to hold of earth. Again, it cannot
35

5

now do

all

be the whirl which determines the heavy and the light.^
Rather that movement caused the pre-existent heavy and
go to the middle and stay on the surface

light things to

Thus, before ever the whirl began, heavy and

respectively.
light existed

;

and what can have been the ground of their
manner and direction of their natural
In the infinite chaos there can have been

distinction, or the

movements

neither above nor below,

and

it is

by these

that

heavy and

light are determined.
10

ancients,

who say

its indifference.^

ways were
which
t5

most writers pay attention but
Anaximander, for instance, among the

It is to these causes that

there aie some,

is

:

that the earth keeps

place because of
side-

they thought, equally inappropriate to that

all,

and
and to move

set at the centre

extreme point

its

Motion upward and downward and

;

same time was impossible

indifferently related to every
in contrary directions ^ at the

must needs remain still.
is ingenious but not true.
The argument would
prove that everything, whatever it be, which is put at the
:

so

it

This view

kqI to kov<I)ov with all MSS. except E.
Literally ‘likeness’.
Kranz, Index to Diels, Vors,t s.v. ^/ioionyr,
translates ‘ gleichmassige Lage*.
Burnet (who formerly took a different view) now accepts ‘ indifference ’ as the equivalent of 6iioi6Tr)s
this passage.
(E.G.P.® p. 66, n. 1.) Cf Burnet’s note on Plato,
^

Read

*

m

Fhaedoy 109 A 2, where he proposes the translation ‘ equiformity *,
and the phrase Trpos 5potaff ymias below (296^ 20).
From Aristotle’s wording it seems probable that he had the Phaedo in mind

The full phrase there is ; rr\v ofxoiorrjra rov ovpapov avrov
iavTf irdvTi] Kot rrjs y^s avrrjs Trfp laoppoTriav, It IS to be observed that
Plato makes dpLoidTrjg an attribute of the whole heaven or universe, not
of the earth.

here.

®

Prantl’s ivavTiov is a

mispnnt

for ivavriov.

BOOK
must stay

centre,

295”

II. 13

Fire, then, will rest at the centte

there.

on no peculiar property of earth. But
this does not follow.
The observed facts about earth are
not only that it remains at the centre, but also that it moves
to the centre. The place to which any fragment of eaith
moves must necessarily be the place to which the whole
moves and in the place to which a thing naturally moves,
for the proof turns

20

;

it

The

will naturally rest.

reason then

not in the fact

is

every extreme
would apply to any body, whereas movement to the centie is peculiar to earth. Again it is absurd

that the earth

point

is

indifferently related

to

for this

:

25

why the earth remains at the centre
why fire remains at the extremity. If

to look for a reason

and not

for

a reason

the extremity

is

file, clearly earth must
But suppose that the centre is

the natural place of

also have a Natural place.

and that the reason of its remaining there is this
on the analogy of the hair which,
it is said, however great the tension, will not break under
it, if it be evenly distributed, or of the man who, though
exceedingly hungry and thiisty, and both equally,^ yet
being equidistant from food and drink, is therefore bound
to stay where he is even so, it still remains to explain why

not

its

place,

necessity of indifference

—

fire

30

—

stays at the extremities.

It is

strange, too, to

35

ask 296®^

—

about things staying still but not about their motion, why,
I mean, one thing, if nothing stops it, moves up, and another
thing to the centre. Again, their statements are not true.
It happens, indeed, to be the case that a thing to which

movement

this

way and

that

is

obliged to remain at the centre.^

ment

equally inappropriate

But so

goes, instead of remaining there,

as a mass but in fragments

equally to

fire.

like earth, since

it

far as their argu-

will

move, only not

For the argument applies

Fire, if set at the centre, should stay there,
it

on the extremity.

will

be

indifferently related to every point 10

it will move, as in fact it
always does move when nothing stops it, away from the
centre to the extremity. It will not, however, move in a

Nevertheless

structure of the sentence would be made clearer if commas
after fiiv and after de in 1. 33.
® The principle is in fact true, if it is properly understood, i. e. seen
to apply, as explained in what follows, only to indivisible bodies.
^

The

were placed

5

is
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—

mass to a single point on the circumference the only posbut
sible result on the lines of the indifference theory
15

—

rather each corresponding portion of fire to the corresponding part of the extremity, each fourth part, for instance, to

a fourth part of the circumference. For since no body is
a point, it will have parts. The expansion, when the body
increased the place occupied, would be on tfie same principle as the contraction, in which the place was diminished.
the indifference theory shows to the contrary,
would have moved in this manner away from the
centre, unless the centre had been its natural place.
We have now outlined the views held as to the shape,
position, and rest or movement of the earth.

Thus, for

all

ao earth also

Let us
35

or

is

first

one of the

decide the question whether the earth moves 14
For, as

at rest.

we

said, there are

some who make

it

and others who, setting it at the centre,
suppose it to be ‘rolled’ and in motion about the pole as
axis.*
That both views are untenable will be clear if we

30

stars,

take as our starting-point the fact that the earth’s motion,
whether the earth be at the centre or away from it, must
needs be a constrained motion. It cannot be the movement
of the earth
this

If

itself.

movement

;

line to the centre.

the

it

were, any portion of

it

would have

but in fact every part moves in a straight
Being, then, constrained and unnatural,

movement could not be

eternal.
But the order of the
Again, everything that moves with the
35 circular movement, except the first sphere, is observed to
296^ be passed, and to move with more than one motion. The
earth, then, also, whether it move about the centre or as

universe

is

eternal.

move with two motions.
would have to be passings and
turnings of the fixed stam. Yet no such thing is observed.
The same stars always rise aild set in the same parts of the
stationary at

But

5

if this

it,

were

must

necessarily

so, there

earth.^

For tKk€(r$ai J has ctXXeir^ai. See note on 293^31.
This passage is ejnunined in Heath, Aristarchus^ pp. 240-1. The
necessity for two motions appears to rest only on the analogy of the
planets, which are ‘passed* or left behmd by the motion of the sphere
of the fixed stars. The consequence, that there would be variety in
*

*
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movement of the

alike, is to the centre

now

11.

of the whole

earth, part

—whence the

actually situated at the centre

and
fact

—

but it might
be questioned, since both centres are the same, which centre
it is that portions of earth and other heavy things move to.
it is

Is this their goal because

because

it is

it

10

the centre of the earth or

is

the centre of the whole?

must be the centre of the whole.

For

The

goal, surely,

and other light
things move to the extremity of the area which contains
the centre.

It

fire

happens, however, that the centre of the

earth and of the whole

is

the same.

15

Thus they do move

to the centre of the earth, but accidentally, in virtue of the
fact that the earth’s centre lies at the centre of the whole.

That the

movement
indicated by the fact that heavy bodies moving towards
the earth do not move parallel but so as to make equal
centre of the earth

is

the goal of their

is

angles,^

and thus to a

single centre, that of the earth.

30

It is

clear, then, that the earth must be at the centre and im+
movable, not only for the reasons already given, but also

because heavy bodies forcibly thrown quite straight upward
if they

return to the point from which they started, even

are thrown to an infinite distance.^
tions then

not

lie

it is

From

these considera-

clear that the earth does not

move and does

elsewhere than at the centre.

From what we have
immobility

is

said the explanation of the earth’s

also apparent.

observation shows, to

If

it is

move from any

the nature of earth, as
point to the centre, as

the places of rising and setting of the fixed stars, follows firom the
assumption of a second motion, if the second is taken to be oblique to
the first (Heath, loc. ctL).
^
i.e, at right angles to a -tangent: if it fell otherwise than at right
angles, the angles on each side of the line of fall would be unequal.
Cf. t^nf, six'* 34, where the argument is repeated. The phrase vp6s
*at like angles’, appears to strike Simpl. as a rather
Sfioias
itras yoyiM, * at egual angles’, borrowed, as
strange equivalent for
he says, from thbse who referred ‘ angle * to the category of c^u^ity—
noibv ajfayovreg
6po(as di cxaXovv rasr uras^ y&vias ol r^v yaaviav wro
Cf. Burnet’s remarks on Spoibnjs in Phaedo^ 109 A 2, quoted
(538, 22).
in part above in note on 295*^ 1 1.
* It seems plain that the words icorA ordBpxjv ('quite straight’) refer
to the line of the throw, not, as Simpl. supposes, to the Ime of return.
But it is difficult to see what independent test Aristotle had of the
straightness of the throw.
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fire

contrariwise to

move from

the centre to the extremity,

any portion of earth should move away
from the centre except by constraint. For a single thing
has a single movement, and a simple thing a simple central y movements cannot belong to the same thing, and
impossible that

it is

:

movement away from the centre

is

the contrary of movement

no portion of earth can move away from the
centre, obviously still less can the earth as a whole so move.
36 For it is the nature of the whole to move to the point to
297^ which the part naturally moves. Since, then, it would
require a force greater than itself to move it, it must needs
to

It.

If then

This view is further supported by the
to astronomy, since the
mathematicians
contiibutions of
observations made as the shapes change by which the order

stay at the centre.

5

of the stars

determined,^ are fully accounted for on the

is

hypothesis that the earth

the centre.

lies at

Of the

position

of the earth and of the manner of its rest or movement, our
discussion
Its
io tion

may

here end.

shape must necessaiily be spherical.

of earth has weight until

it

For every pol-

reaches the centre, and the

and smaller would bring about not
a waved surface, but rather compression and convergence ^
of part and part until the centre is reached. The process
should be conceived by supposing the earth to come into

jostling of parts greater

way

being in the
15 describe.^

that

Only they

to constraint, and

it is

some

downward movement

better to keep to the truth

that the reason of this motion
^

of the natural philosophers

attribute the

is

and say

that a thing which possesses

The sense of the sentence is, clearly,

^the

phenomena are accounted

on the present hypothesis: why change it?* But the precise
relevance of (apparent) changes of shape does not seem clear. Simpl.
illustrates by changes which would be necessitated by the hypothesis
of a moving earth; but his own paraphrase of Aristotle's words
implies that the changes in question are observed changes.
The
Greek implies (i) that the order of the stars is settled by the apparent
shapes or patterns which they make in combination; (2) that the
changes of these shapes are accounted for on the hypothesis of a

for

stationary earth.
* ffvyxf>i>p€tv is clearly

translates, j)f
fj

<

avyx^pit hepov
*

used here of

making way*.

‘

convergence

*,

not, as Prantl

So Simpl. paraphrases, crvfmkamrat

trepta,

The cosmogony which

(Burnet, E.G.P.® § 133).

follows is in principle that of

Anaxagoras

:
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11.

centripetal

movement.

the mixture, then, was merely potential, the things

moved similarly from every side
towards the centre. Whether the paits which came together
at the centie were distributed at the extremities evenly, or 20
If, on the one
in some other way, makes no difference.
hand, there were a similar movement from each quarter of
the extremity to the single centre, it is obvious that the
For if an
resulting mass would be similar on every side.
that were separated off

equal amount

is added on every side the extiemity of the
be everywhere equidistant from its centre, i.e. the 25
figure will be spherical.
But neither will it in any way
affect the argument if there is not a similar accession of
concurrent fragments from every side. For the greatei
quantity, finding a lesser in front of it, must necessarily
drive it on, both having an impulse whose goal is the centre,
and the greater weight driving the lesser forward till this 30
goal is reached. In this we have also the solution of a possible difficulty.
The earth, it might be argued, is at the
centre and spherical in shape if, then, a weight many times
that of the earth were added to one hemisphere, the centre
of the earth and of the whole will no longer be coincident.

mass

will

:

So

that either the earth will not stay

if it

does,

will

it

place to which

A

difficulty.

answer,

if

we

be

it is still

its

Such

nature to move.^

is

Clearly

the centre.

The

it

of whatever

easy

will not

stop

size,

any
moves towards

when

its

edge touches

greater quantity must prevail until the

body’s centre occupies the centre.

Now

it

makes no

For that

is

the goal of

difference whether

we apply

The words

‘
at the centre ’ in the first clause seem intrusive at first
‘
logically they are^ indefensible.
Either the earth will not
stay still at the centre, or, if it does stay still at the centre, it will not
have its (new) centre at the centre which is its natural goal * The
words eVi rov fxetrov, then, may be an insertion. They are, however,
more probably due to the desire for a direct contradictory. The view
is fX€V€i cTTt Tou fjLi<rov : the contradictory is therefore ov fievei cVl roi5
fiifTov
and the cwrcp recalls only the peVee. ‘ Either it does not staj/

^

sight

;

and

!

still at

the centre or

297^

the

give precision to our postulate that

the centre.

impulse.

at the centre, or

short consideration will give us an
first

body endowed with weight,

its

still

at rest without having its centre at the

it

doesn’t stay

An

still

at the central

5
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a clod or

this to

common fragment

of earth or to the earth

as a whole. The fact indicated does not depend upon
lo degrees of size but applies universally to everything that

has the centripetal impulse.

Therefore earth in motion

whether in a mass or in fragments, necessarily continues to
move until it occupies the centre equally every way, the
being forced to equalize itself

less

by the

greater

owing to

the forward drive of the impulse.^
If
15

the earth was generated, then,

formed

in

this

way, and so clearly

it

its

must have been
generation was

ungenerated and has remained so

spherical;

and

always,

must be that which the initial generahad occurred, would have given it. But th^

if it is

character

its

tion, if it

spherical shape, necessitated

by

this

argument, follows also

from the fact that the motions of heavy bodies always
20

make equal

angles,^

the natural form of

and are not

Either then the earth

spherical.

least naturally spherical.^

And

The evidence

How

this.

25

shaped as

moon

else

we

itself

would

see

:

by

and, since

is

naturally

spherical or

it

is

at

right to call anything

and which belongs to it,
and contrary to

constraint

of the senses further corroborates
eclipses of the

them ?

As

it is,

moon show segments
the shapes which the

each month shows are of every

gibbous, and concave

curved

it is

is

it is

that which nature intends it to be,

rather than that which
nature.

This would be

parallel.

movement towards what

—but

it is

kind— straight,

in eclipses the outline is

always

the interposition of the earth that

The argument

is quite dear if it is understood that ‘greater’ and
here and in » 30 and in 5 stand for greeter and smaller portions
of one body, the line of division passing through the centre which is
the goal. Suppose the earth so placed in regard to the centre. The
larger and heavier division would ‘drive the lesser forward*, i.e.
beyond the centre (® 30) ; it would ‘ prevail until the body’s centre
occupied the centre’ (°5); It would ‘force the less to equalize itself*,
i. e. to move on until the hne passing through the central goal divided
the body eq^ually, Simpl. fails to see this.—Alex (a/. Simpl. 543, 1 5)
raises the difiiculty that the fihal movement of the less * will be away
foom the centre, or upward, and hence unnatural. But this is to make
a perverse abstraction of part froqa, whole. The desire of earth to
reach the centre can never be fully satisfied, since the centre is
a geometrical point.
* See note on 296** 20.
‘ Allowing for scruples due to the evident inequalities of the
earth’s
'

‘

less

’

*

surface.
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makes the eclipse, the form of this line will be caused by 50
the form of the earth’s surface, which is therefore spherical.
Again, our observations of the stars make it evident, not
only that the earth is circular, but also that it is a circle of
no great size. For quite a small change of position to
south or north causes a manifest alteration of the horizon.
is much change, I mean, in the stars which are over- 298®
head, and the stars seen are different, as one moves north-

There

ward or southwaid. Indeed there are some stars seen in
Egypt and in the neighbourhood of Cyprus which are not
seen in the northerly regions and stars, which in the north 5
are never beyond the range of observation, in those regions
All of which goes to show not only that the
rise and set.
earth is circular in shape, but also that it is a sphere of no
;

great size

:

for otherwise the effect of so slight

place would not be so quickly apparent.

a change of

Hence one should

not be too suie of the incredibility of the view of those
conceive that there

is

who

10

continuity between the parts about

the pillars of Hercules and the parts about India, and that
in this

way the ocean

is

one.

As

further evidence in favour

they quote the case of elephants, a species occurring
in each of these extreme regions, suggesting that the
common characteristic of these extremes is explained by
Also, those mathematicians who try to
their continuity.
of this

15

calculate the size of the earth’s circumference arrive at the
figure 400,000 stades.^
earth’s

mass

is

with the stars
^

SimpL

This indicates not only that the

spherical in shape, but also that as

it is

not of great

gives, for the benefit of

the ancients

compared
20

size.
^

those

who doubt

the

a summary account of the methods by which

—

wisdom of
this result

This appears to be the oldest recorded estimate of the
attained.
size of the earth.
400,000 stades
9,987 geographical miles. Other
estimates (m miles) are ; Archimedes, 7,495 , Eratosthenes and Hip-

was

=

parchus, 6,292; Poseidonius, 5,992 or 4A94 j present day, 5,400his
(These figures are borrowed from Prantl’s note on the passage

m

translation, p. 519.)
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the moving stars within

it,

the

III
first

heaven and

its

parts, i

the mattei of which these are

composed and their bodily constitution, and we have also
shown that they are ungenerated and indestructible. Now
things that

we

are either substances or functions

call natural

and attiibutes of substances. As substances I class the
fire, earth, and the other terms of the
30 simple bodies
series— and all things composed of them; for example,
the heaven as a whole and its parts, animals, again, and
plants and their parts. By attributes and functions I mean
the movements of these and of all other things in which
they have power in themselves to cause movement, and

—

and reciprocal transformations.

aQ®'’ also their alterations

obvious, then, that

It is

the greater part of the inquiry into

nature concerns bodies

:

for

a natural substance

is

either

body or a thing which cannot come into existence without
body and magnitude. This appears plainly from an analysis
of the character of natural things, and equally from an
a

5

inspection of the instances of inquiry into nature.
then,

we have spoken
and of

constitution,

generation,

it

anywhere,

its

its

Since,

bodily

freedom from destruction and

remains to speak of the other two.^

speaking of them
10 generation

of the primary element, of

we

shall

In
be obliged also to inquire into

and destruction. For if there is generation
must be in these elements and things com-

it

posed of them.

This

indeed the

first

question

generation a fact or not?

Earlier

is

we have

to ask;

speculation

is

was at

variance both with itself and with the views here put for15

ward

Some removed
world altogether.

as to the tiue answer to this question.

generation and destruction from

the

^ Aristotle speaks of the
four sublunary elements as two, because
genencally they are two. Two are heavy, two light : two move up
and two down. Books III and IV of this treatise deal solely with

these elements.
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generated or destroyed, and
is

an

illusion.

So maintained

Parmenides.

But however

otherwise be,

anyhow they

cannot be held to speak as students of nature. There may
be things not subject to generation or any kind of movement, but if so they belong to another and a higher inquiry 20
than the study of nature. They, however, had no idea of
any form of being other than the substance of things perceived
and when they saw, what no one previously had
seen, that there could be no knowledge or wisdom without
;

some such unchanging entities, they naturally transferred
what was true of them to things perceived. Others, perhaps
intentionally, maintain precisely the contraiy opinion

to

25

had been asserted that everything in the world
was subject to generation and nothing was ungenerated,
but that after being generated some things remained indestructible while the rest were again destroyed.
This had
been asserted in the first instance by Hesiod and his
this.

It

by the earliest
But what these thinkers maintained
was that all else has been generated and, as they said, is 30
flowing away’, nothing having any solidity, except one
single thing which persists as the basis of all these transformations.
So we may interpret the statements of
Heraclitus of Ephesus and many others.^ And some ^ subject all bodies whatever to generation, by means of the
299^
composition and separation of planes.
Discussion of the other views may be postponed.'^ But
this last theory which composes every body of planes is, as
followers, but afterwards outside his circle

natural philosophers.^

‘

^ The reference, according to Simplicius, is to Orphic writings (‘ the
school of Orpheus and Musaeus ').
® e. g. Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes.
® ‘
The view of Timaeus the Pythagorean, recorded by Plato in the
dialogue named after him* (Simpl.). The theory criticized is certainly
the Ttmaeus, and is usually attributed to Plato, as
that advanced
by Zeller, Ph.d, Gr.^ II. 1, p. 804, but Aristotle probably has also in
mind certain members of the Academy, particularly Xenocrates
(zA, pp. 1016 ff.).
^ The promised discussion is not to be found in the De Caelo nor in
But Aristotle has
Its sequel, the De Generaiione et Corruptiane,
already devoted some attention to these views at the beginning of the
Pkysicsy and there is also the discussion of Met, A,

m
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many

the most superficial observation shows, in
plain contradiction with mathematics.
5

It

respects in

however, wrong

is,

you can replace
them with others more convincing. And, secondly, the same
theory which composes solids of planes clearly composes
planes of lines and lines of points, so that a part of a line
to remove the foundations of a science unless

need not be a
*0 in

line.

This mattei has been already considered

our discussion of movement, where

an indivisible length

is

natural bodies there are

view which asserts

that

But with respect to

impossibilities

indivisible lines,

consider at this point.

we have shown

impossible.^

involved in the

which we

may

briefly

For the impossible consequences

which result from this view in the mathematical sphere
reproduce themselves when
15

but theie

will

be

it is

difficulties in

will

applied to physical bodies,

physics which are not present

mathematics; for mathematics deals with an abstract

in

and physics with a more concrete

object.

There are many
which are

attributes necessarily present in physical bodies
necessarily' excluded

which aie

divisible,^

indivisible thing,
20 in
is

by

indivisibility

all attributes, in fa^llj

divisible in

but the attributes of bodies are

an

all divisible

one of two ways. They are divisible into kinds, as colour
divided into white and black, and they are divisible

accidens

when

that which has

latter sense attributes
divisible.

them

is divisible.

per

In this

which are simple® are nevertheless

Attributes of this kind will serve, therefore, to

illustrate the impossibility
25

;

There can be nothing

of the view.

It is impossible, if

two parts of a thing have no weight, that the two together
But either all perceptible bodies
should have weight.
or some, such as earth and water, have weight, as these
thinkers would themselves admit.
Now if the point has no
weight, clearly the lines have not either, and, if they have
not, neither have the planes.
Therefore no body has

30 weight.

It

is,

further, manifest that their point

cannot have

Phys, VI. i.
reading
though preserved only in one rather infenor
manuscript, must be preferred on grounds of sense to the ddmiperoi
of the other manuscnpts. The silence of Simplicius seems to corroborate the reading dtaiperop. Possibly’ the clause is a gloss.
® 1. e. not divisible into kinds.
^

®

The
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For while a heavy thing may always be heavier
than something and a light thing lighter than something, 299^
a thing which is heavier or lighter than something
need not be itself heavy or light, just as a large thing is
larger than others, but what is larger is not always large.
A thing which, judged absolutely, is small may none the
less be larger than other things.
Whatever, then, is heavy 5
and also heavier than something else, must exceed this by
something which is heavy. A heavy thing therefore is
always divisible. But it is common giound that a point is
indivisible^
Again, suppose that what is heavy is a dense
body, and what is light rare. Dense differs from raie in
containing more matter in the same cubic area.
point,
then, if it may be heavy or light, may be dense or rare. 10
But the dense is divisible while a point is indivisible. And
if what is heavy must be either hard or soft, an impossible
consequence is easy to diaw. For a thing is soft if its
surface can be pressed in, hard if it cannot
and if it can
weight.

A

;

be pressed

in

it is

divisible.

Moreover, no weight can consist of parts not possessing
For how, except by the merest fiction, can they
specify the number and character of the parts which will

15

weight.

produce weight? And, further, when one weight is greater
than another, the difference is a third weight ; from which
it will follow that every indivisible part possesses weight.

For suppose that a body of four points possesses weight.
A body composed of more than four points^ will be
superior in weight to it, a thing which has weight. But the
difference between weight and weight must be a weight, as
the difference between white and whiter is white. Here the
difference which makes the superior weight heavier ^ is the
single point which remains
is

subti acted.

when

the

common number, four,

A single point, therefore, has weight.

Further, to assume, on the one hand, that the planes can
PrantFs conjecture fj rovbi is unsatisfactory. The alternatives are
keep the reading of the manuscripts (5 roSt), ( 2 ) to read tovS/,
omitting
In the latter case the sense remains tie same but the
^

(l) to

construction becomes rather easier.
® PrantFs conjectural duplication of the words
harmless, is unnecessary.

fii^

though

*0
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only be put in linear contact ^ would be ridiculous. For
two ways of putting lines together, namely,

just as theie are

end

end and side by

to

side, so there

contact

by

must be two ways of

Lines can be put together so that

putting planes together.

by laying one along the other, though not
them end to end.^ But if, similarly, in putting

linear

is

putting

the planes together, superficial contact
30 alternative to linear, that

method

allowed as an

is

them bodies

will give

which are not any element nor composed of elements^
Again, if it is the number of planes in a body^ that makes

300^ one heavier than another, as the Ttmaeus^ explains,
For the
clearly the line and the point will have weight.
But if the
three cases are, as we said before, analogous.®
reason of differences of weight
5

not

is

but lather the

this,

heaviness of earth and the lightness of

fire,

then some of

the planes will be light and others heavy (which involves

a similar distinction in the lines and the points)
plane, I

mean,

will

be heavier than the

the earth-

In

no magnitude at
For
all, or that all magnitude could be done away with.
plane
is
plane
and
line
line
to
as
a
as a
is
a
a point is to a
general, the result is either that there

TO

;

fire-plane.

Now

to a body.

is

the various forms in passing into one

another will each be resolved into

its

ultimate constituents.

might happen theiefore that nothing existed except
further conpoints, and that there was no body at all.
sideration is that if time is similaily constituted, there would
be, or might be, a time at which it was done away with. For
It

A

15

the indivisible

now

is

like

a point in a

line.

The same conse-

quences follow from composing the heaven of numbers, as

some

of the Pythagoreans do

who make

all

nature out of

For natural bodies are manifestly endowed with

numbeis.

weight and lightness, but an assemblage of units can neither
be composed to form a body nor possess weight.

M

so as to form pyramids, cubes, &c.
requires the readings emnSffiivijf irpoaridefievr) instead of
the imrLB^fUvrjy, TrpooriBffjLCPrfv of all manuscnpts but one (M).
® Because they will not be pyramids or instances of
any other
recognized figure.
*
Omitting the rd before rwv eVtTrcdcay, which got into
by a simple
dittography and is found in no other manuscript.
®

e.

Grammar

E

®

Plato,

*

i.e.

Ttm, 56 B

point

:

line

::

line

,

plane

.:

plane

:

body

(as below).
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The necessity that each of the simple bodies should have
a natural movement may be shown as follows. They manifestly move, and if they have no proper movement they

ao

must move by constraint and the constrained is the same
as the unnatural. Now an unnatural movement presupposes
a natural movement which it contravenes, and which, how- 35
ever many the unnatural movements, is always one. For
naturally a thing moves in one way, while its unnatural
movements are manifold.^ The same may be shown from
the fact of rest. Rest, also, must either be constrained or
natural, constrained in a place to which movement was constrained, natural in a place movement to which was natural.
Now manifestly there is a body which is at rest at the 30
:

If then this rest

centre.

this place is natural to
is

constrained, what

perhaps, which

is

is

it.

natural to
If,

it,

clearly motion to

on the other hand,

hindering

its

motion

we

?

its rest

Something,

simply repeat
and either we shall come to an ultimate
something to which rest where it is is natural, or we shall 300 ^
have an infinite process, which is impossible. The hindrance
to its movement, then, we will suppose, is a moving thing
as Empedocles says that it is the vortex which keeps the
but in that case we ask, where would it have
earth still
moved to but for the vortex?* It could not move infor to traverse an infinite is impossible, and im- 5
finitely
possibilities do not happen.
So the moving thing must
is

at rest

the same argument

—

:

but

if

so,

shall

;

:

;

stop somewhere, and there rest not

But a natural

naturally.

rest proves

by

constraint

but

a natural movement

m

^ This is
verbal contradiction with the doctrine of Book I, which
asserts that the unnatural movement is single since it is the contrary
of the natural, which is single. But it is not difficult to conceive of
all movements of a body divergent from the one natural path as
unnatural according to the degree of their divergence, even though,
strictly construed, the unnatural path is also one.
® This question, though relevant to the general problem, is not
sfiectally relevant to the hypothesis that the obstacle is in movement.
There is therefore something to be said for an interpretation which, like

that attributed by Simplicius to Alexander, makes the question refer
But
to the supposed moving obstacle instead of to the earth.
Alexander’s interpretation turns out on examination to create more
difficulties than it removes ; and' there is no great objection, after all,
to supposing that Aristotle refutes the second alternative by an argu.ment which refutes both.
646.20
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Hence Leucippus and Democritus,
who say that the primary bodies are in perpetual movement
10 in the void or infinite, may be asked to explain the manner
of their motion and the kind of movement which is natural
For if the various elements are constrained by
to them.
one another to move as they do, each must still have
a natural movement which the constrained contravenes, and
the prime mover must cause motion not by constraint but
If there is no ultimate natural cause of move15 natuially.
ment and each preceding term in the series is always moved
by constraint, we shall have an infinite process. The same
to the place of rest.

difficulty is involved

even

if it is

supposed, as

we

read in

the Timaeus^ that before the ordered world was made the
elements moved >Vithout order. Their movement must

have been due either to constraint or to their natuie. And
movement was natural, a moment’s consideration

ao if their

shows that there was already an ordered world. For the
prime mover must cause motion in virtue of its own natural
movement,^ and the other bodies, moving without constraint,
as they came to rest in their proper places, would fall into
the order in which they now stand, the heavy bodies moving
25

towards the centre and the light bodies away from
that

is

the order of their distribution in oUr world.

it.

But
There

a further question, too, which might be asked. Is it posbodies in unordered movement
should combine in some cases into combinations like those
of which bodies of nature’s composing are composed, such,
Yet this is what Empedocles
I mean, as bones and flesh?
Many a head says
30 asserts to have occurred under Love.
is

sible or impossible that

‘

Plato, Tt7n, 30 a.
Taking the reading for which Alexander argued— Ktvetj/ alrh kivovI should put a comma after Kwelv and take Kara (ft,
fifvov Kara <j>vcrip,
with Kipovfuvov,
The hypothesis is that the elements have their
natural movements ; and the dependent clause
kiv, k. <|), applies
this hypothesis to the prime mover, as ra Kivovfuva
applies it to
the other bodies. Anstotle shows that, on this hypothesis, the present
world-order would exist : the prime mov#»r would be imparting movement to the bodies within it, as it does now, and the four elements
would be moving towards or resting in their proper places, as now.
If avr6 is read, we have a more disputable description of this Koarfxo^
and less use for the words npov^pov Kara <l>va-iv, avro is said to be
the reading of the manuscripts, but neither copyists nor collators are
to be trusted with a breathing.
J has avr6 (szc).
*

®

aM

:
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birth without a neck,’^

view that there are

infinite

that, if the cause of

300”

2

The answer

to the

bodies moving in an infinite

movement

is single,

is

they must move

with a single motion, and therefore not without order and
on the other hand, the causes are of infinite variety, their 301^
motions too must be infinitely varied. For a finite number
;

if,

of causes would produce a kind of order, since absence of
order is not proved by diversity of direction in motions
indeed, in the world we know, not all bodies, but only
bodies of the same kind, have a common goal of movement.

Again, disorderly movement means in reality unnatural
movement, since the order proper to perceptible things is
their nature.

And

there

is

also absurdity

in the notion that the disorderly

5

and impossibility

movement

is infinitely

con-

For the nature of things is the nature which most
of them possess for most of the time. Thus their view

tinued.

them into the contrary position^ that disorder is
and order or system unnatural. But no natural
can originate in chance. This is a point which Anaxa-

brings

10

natural,
fact

goras seems to have thoroughly grasped

cosmogony from unmoved

make

;

for

he

starts his

The others, it is true,
somehow before they try to

things.

things collect together

produce motion and separation. But there is no sense in
starting generation from an original state in which bodies
are separated and in movement.
Hence Empedocles
begins after the process ruled

by Love

:

15

for he could not

have constructed the heaven by building it up out of
bodies in separation, making them to combine by the power
of Love, since our world has its constituent elements in
separation, and therefore presupposes a previous state of
20
unity and combination.^
These arguments make it plain that every body has its
natural movement, which is not constrained or contrary to
We go on to show that there are certain bodies ^
its nature.
'

Emped.

fr.

57,

1.

1 (Diels,

Vors.^ 345, 20).

Reading a-vfifiaipH, with HMJ, for a-vft&aivuv,
* Putting a comma instead of a full-stop after aroixfitov (L 19).
*
The proposition to be proved is that some bodies have necessarily
The introduction of necessity shows that we are
this kind of impetus.
dealing with a universal. Below in 301^ 16, and again in 301^30, we
^
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whose necessary impetus is that of weight and lightness.
Of necessity, we assert, they must move, and a moved thing
25 which has no natural impetus cannot move either towards
or away from the centre. Suppose a body A without weight,
and a body B endowed with weight. Suppose the weightless body to move the distance CD, while B in the same
time moves the distance CE, which will be greater since the
heavy thing must move further. Let the heavy body then
50 be divided in the proportion CE : CD (for there is no reason

why

a part of

Now

B

should not stand in this relation to the

CE,
same time move the distance CD.
A weightless body, therefore, and one which has weight
301^ will move the same distance, which is impossible
And
the same argument would fit the case of lightness. Again,
a body which is in motion but has neither weight nor lightness, must be moved by constraint, and must continue its
constrained movement infinitely.
For there will be a force
5 which moves it, and the smaller and lighter a body is the
further will a given force move it.
Now let A, the weightless body, be moved the distance CE, and B, which has
weight, be moved in the same time the distance CD.
Dividing the heavy body in the proportion CE CD, we
10 subtract from the heavy body j. part which will in the same
time move the distance CE, since the whole moved CD
for the relative speeds of the two bodies will be in inverse
Thus the weightless body
ratio to their respective sizes.
will move the same distance as the heavy in the same time.
Hence, since the motion of the
15 But this is impossible.
weightless body will cover a greater distance than any that
whole).

if

the whole moves the whole distance

the part must in the

:

\

suggested,^

is

it

will continue infinitely.

It

obvious that every body must have a definite

is

therefore

^

weight or

are told that every body is either light or heavy. Aristotle’s readers
would of course understand that the disjunction only applied universally ‘beneath the moon’.
The more cautious statement in this
passage allows for the exception of the heavenly body.
^ Reading npor^Bivros,
which is given by all manuscripts except

M

and by
*

1.

e.

Simplicius.

not

here equivalent to i)picrfjLivov.
other derivatives of hopCitiv, e. g.
Alexander and Simplicius made great, but not very
infinite,

himpia-tiivov

A similar tendency is observable in
aBtSpurro^.

is
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But since nature means a source of movement
within the thing itself, w^hile a force is a source of movement in something other than it or in itself qud other, ^ and
since movement is always due either to nature or to con- ao
straint, movement which is natural, as downward movement
is to a stone, will be merely accelerated by an external
force, while an unnatural movement will be due to the force
alone.‘^
In either case the air is as it were instrumental to
the force. For air is both light and heavy, and thus qud
light produces upward motion, being propelled and set in
motion by the force, and qud heavy produces a downward 35
lightness.

'

*

In either case the force transmits the movement
body by first, as it were, impregnating the air.®
That is why a body moved by constraint continues to move
when that which gave the impulse ceases to accompany it.
Otherwise, i. e. if the air were not endowed with this function, constrained movement would be impossible.
And
the natural movement of a body may be helped on in the 30
same way. This discussion suffices to show^ (i) that all

motion.

to the

bodies are either light or heavy, and

movement

(a)

how

unnatural

takes place.

From what has been

said earlier

® it is

plain that there

successful, efforts to interpret the word as qualifying ‘body^: they
do not consider the possibility of its qualifying ^dpos fj KovcjiorrfTa
Probably their manuscripts, like FHMJ, had to before dKoptcrpepopf
which would make it difficult or impossible to take diapurphov in

that way.
^

fj
^ aXXo. It looks as if Simplicius had this reading (see
note to Heiberg’s edition, p. 595, 22) ; his interpretation

Reading

critical

requires

it.

in 1 . 20, with all manuscnpts except F and with
in 22 is somewhat vague in reference, but must

Reading 6dTT<o
Simplicius,

avrri

stand for § dvpapis

avrri*

jSapus, are grammatically a parenthesis, and
23-5, 7rc<pvic€ , .
should be so printed, with a colon in 23 after ^apvs* For the doctrine
cf. P/iys. IV. 8 and VIII. 10.
*
Simplicius and Alexander, with three of our manuscnpts (FHM),
have iv tovtois for ck rovrcav, iv rovrois would go with exovari rather
than with (pavepdv, qualifying the application of the second clause.
The qualification, however, cannot be made very precise, and it is
best to follow the other three manuscripts.
® The yap which introduces the next sentence shows that the
The thesis follows from
justification of the statement is to come.
what was ^said earlier*, because in P/uj's. IV. 6-9 the hypothesis of
a void was investigated and refuted, and it is here shown that absolute
generation, or generation of body out of not-body, requires a void.
®

11.

.

;
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cannot be generation either of everything or in an absolute
It is impossible that everything should
sense of anything.

302^ be generated, unless an extra-corporeal ^ void is possible.
For, assuming generation, the place which is to be occupied
by that which is coming to be, must have been previously
occupied by void in which no body was.^ Now it is quite
possible for one body to be generated out of another, air
5

for instance out of fire,

existing mass

but in the absence of any pre-

impossible.
That which is
body may, it is true, become
But if the potential body was not already

generation

is

potentially a certain kind of

such

m actuality.

in actuality

some other kind of body, the existence

of an

extra-corporeal void must be admitted.
It

10

lemains to say what bodies are subject to generation, 3

and why.
is

Since in every case knowledge depends on what

primary, and the elements are the primal y constituents

of bodies, we must ask which of such bodies
;

after that

what

is

theii

potentially or in actuality (which of these,

20

35

aie elements,

number and character.
The answer will be plain if we first explain what kind of
substance an element is. An element, we take it, is a body
into which other bodies may be analysed, present in them

and
15

why and

®

is still

disputable),

and not itself divisible into bodies different in lorm. That,
or something like it, is what all men in every case mean by
element. Now if what we have described is an element,
clearly there must be such bodies.
For flesh and wood
and all other similar bodies contain potentially fire and
earth, since one sees these elements exuded from them
and, on the other hand, neither in potentiality nor in actuality
does fire contain flesh or wood, or it would exude them.
The

nature of the heavenly body and the views of Parmenides and
Melissus, referred to by Simplicius, are not here in point.
* i.e. a void outside bodies, as distinct from the fragments of void
which are supposed to be distributed throughout the texture of every
body. Simplicius attributes the distinction of two kinds of void to the
authors of the theory themselves,
* Reading in 1 . 2 to yiv6fi€voy, fl eyh^ro with Bekker.
The manuscripts are confused, and offer many variants.
* VIZ. bodies subject to generation.
read Trfta rS>y Toiovrm with
the manuscripts, taking
roiovrm as a partitive genitive (after

We

Simplicius).

;
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Similarly, even

if theie were only one elementary body,
would not contain them. For though it will be either
flesh or bone or something else, that does not at once

it

show that

contained these in potentiality: the further

it

it becomes them.
Now
Anaxagoras opposes Empedocles’ view of the elements.
Empedocles says that fire and earth and the related bodies
aie elementary bodies of which all things are composed
but this Anaxagoras denies. His elements are the homoeomerous things,^ viz. flesh, bone, and the like. Earth and
fire are mixtures, composed of them and all the other seeds,
each consisting of a collection of all the homoeomerous
bodies, separately invisible
and that explains why from
these two bodies all others are generated. (To him fire
and aithcr are the same thiiig.^) But since every natural
body has its proper movement, and movements are either
simple or mixed, mixed in mixed bodies and simple in
simple, there must obviously be simple bodies; for there
are simple movements. It is plain, then, that there are
elements, and why.

question remains, in what manner

30

302'’

;

4

The next

whether the elements
if finite, what their
number is. Let us first show reason for denying that
their number is infinite, as some suppose.
We begin with
the view of Anaxagoras that all the homoeomerous bodies
question to consider

is

5

ro

are finite or infinite in number, and,

are elements.®

Any one who adopts this view misapprehends 15

the meaning of element.

Observation shows that even mixed

bodies are often divisible into homoeomerous parts ; examples
are flesh, bone, wood, and stone.
^

Since then the composite

Homoeomerous* means ‘having parts like one another and like
the whole of which they are parts *. Some confusion is here caused
by the fact that Aristotle sometimes uses ‘homoeomerous* as an
attribute of the parts of a homoeomerous whole, i. e. as meaning ‘ like
one another and like the whole of which they are parts*. That is
what he means when he says of a body (302^ 16) that it is divisible
into homoeomerous parts* or (/A 25) that it is ‘composed of homoeomerous bodies *. The use of the term Xenrofieph (= fnKpofxfpes) is
complicated by a similar transference from whole to part (cp, 304^ 9,
‘

‘

note).

Cp. Book
®

Tovs

.

$€Ciprjr4ov,

.

.

I,

270^ 24.

TTotovPTas

must be construed (by a kind of zeugma) with

;
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cannot be an element, not every homoeomerous body can

be an element; only, as we said before,^ that which is
But even
aonot divisible into bodies different in foim,^
they
need
not
assert an
taking ‘element’ as they do,
infinity of elements, since the hypothesis of
will give identical results.

a

finite

number

Indeed even two or three such

bodies serve the purpose as well, as Empedocles' attempt

Again, even on their view

shows.

it

turns out that all

composed of homoeomerous bodies. They
do not pretend that a face is composed of faces, or that any
other natural conformation is composed of parts like itself.®
Obviously then it would be better to assume a finite number
of principles. They should, in fact, be as few as possible,
This is
consistently with proving what has to be proved.
30 the common demand of mathematicians, who always assume

H things

are not

as principles things finite either in kind or in number.**

Again,

if

body

is

distinguished

propriate qualitative difference,

303* the number of

from body by the apand there is a limit to

differences (for the difference lies in qualities

apprehended by sense, which are in

though
sarily

this requires proof®),

fact finite in

then manifestly there

number,
is

neces-

a limit to the number of elements.

—

There is, further, another view that of Leucippus and
Demociitus of Abdera— the implications of which are also
^

2

Above, 302®

18.

‘ homoeomerous
homoeomerous parts ^
wholes ’
homoeomerous ’ at 302* 31)
The argument is therefore
as follows : ‘ homoeomerous includes mixed as well as simple bodies
but any one who understood the meaning of the term * element would
have seen that a mixed body cannot be an element: instead of
regarding all homoeomerous bodies as elements, he would have
confined the term to such homoeomerous bodies as are simple
As
an argument against Anaxagoras this is ineffective for he (a) denied
that flesh, bone, 8cc., arjs mixed ; (^) denied that earth, air, fire, and
water—cited by Simplicius as simple and homoeomerous are simple.
Aristotle is content to argue from what he regards as established fact,
whether Anaxagoras admits it or not.
Anaxagoras would have
claimed that the suggested cntenon of indivisibility /car* ados was
satisfied by his ofiowixeprjj and could therefore plead not guilty to the
chaige of misapprehending the meaning of ‘ element
® All bodies should be either elements or composed of elements.
But Anaxagoras, though he makes his elements infinite, is still not
able to show that every whole is composed of parts like itself.
* Reading ra irimpaffpepa (so
J, as well as three of Bekker’s manu-

(cp.

*

Divisible into

note on

^

*

’

—

,

—

scripts).
®

The proof of the

proposition

is

given in

De Senst4

j

6

(445'»2off.).
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The primary masses, according to them,
number and indivisible in mass one cannot

5

:

turn into

many

generated

by

their

many

and

all

things are

combination and involution.

Now this

nor

into one;

view in a sense makes things out to be numbers or composed
The exposition is not clear, but this is its
leal meaning.
And further, they say that since the atomic
of numbers.^

to

bodies differ in shape, and there is an infinity of shapes,
there is an infinity of simple bodies. But they have never

explained

in

the shapes of the vaiious elements,

detail

except so far as to

and the

allot

the sphere to

fire.

Air, water, 15

they distinguished by the relative size of
the atom, assuming that the atomic substance was a sort
of master-seed for each and every element.
Now, in
the first place, they make the mistake already noticed.
rest

The

principles which they assume are not limited in
number, though such limitation would necessitate no other
alteration in their theory.

bodies are not

infinite,

Further,

if

the differences of

plainly the elements will not be ao

an infinity.^ Besides, a view which asserts atomic bodies
must needs come into conflict with the mathematical
sciences, in addition to invalidating

many common

opinions

and apparent data of sense perception. But of these things
we have already spoken in our discussion of time and movement.^ They are also bound to contradict themselves.
For if the elements are atomic, air, earth, and water cannot
be differentiated by the relative sizes of their atoms, since
then they could not be generated out of one another. The
extrusion of the largest atoms is a process that will in time
exhaust the supply and it is by such a process that they
account for the generation of water, air, and earth from one
another.^ Again, even on their own presuppositions it does

25

;

^
Because the atom is practically a mathematical unit, out of which
bodies are formed by simple addition. Cp. Met, Z. 13, 1039®- 3 ff.
® Esp. Phys, VI. I~2 (231'^ iSffi),
Cp. 303® I.
^
Suppose water is being formed out of air ; and suppose that the
water-atom is larger than the air-atom; what is required on this
theory is the extrusion from the air of the larger atoms. Conversely,
if air were being formed out of water, the smaller atoms would be
extruded from the water. But the supply of large (or small) atoms
will soon run out, and air not reducible to water (or water not reducible

to air) will be

left.

Bb

30

’

—
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303^
not seem as

The atoms
303^ pyramids,

the elements would be infinite in number.
and all figures are composed of

if

differ in figure,

rectilinear in

the case of rectilinear figures, while

the sphere has eight pyramidal parts.^

have

The

figures

must

whether these are one or two

their principles,^ and,

or more, the simple bodies must be the same in number
as they. Again, if every element has its proper movement,
5

and a simple body has a simple movement, and the number
of simple movements is not infinite, because the simple
motions are only two and the number of places

on these grounds also

infinite,^

that the

number of elements

we

is

not

should have to deny

is infinite.

number of the elements must be limited, it 5
remains to inquire whether there is more than one element.
Some assume one only, which is according to some ^ water,
Since the

ro

to otheis^
finer

to others®

air,

so they say

Now

—embracing
who

those

to others’^ again something

all

air,

an

infinite

body

the heavens.

decide for a single element, which

either water or air or
^5

fire,

than water and denser than

is

a body finer than water and denser

and proceed to generate other things out of it
and rarity, all alike fail
to obsei*ve the fact that they are depriving the element
of its priority. Generation out of the elements is, as they
than

by

air,

use of the attributes density

say, synthesis,

^

and generation into the elements

is

analysis,

The pyramids

are tetrahedrons; and those produced by tnple
a sphere are irregular, having a spherical base.
there must be a limited number of primary figures to which all

section of
*

1,

e.

other figures are reducible.
* There^ are only two places to which movement can be directed,
_
viz. the circumference and the centre.
By the two simple motions
Aristotle probably here means motions towards these two places,
motion up and motion down. Circular motion is not possible beneath
the moon.
* Thales and Hippon.
® Anaximenes and Diogenes of Apollonia.
® Heracleitus and Hippasus
but see below, 304® 18, note.
:

This identification has been rejected by many
See Bonitz, Ind, 50*33, Diels, Vors? 18, 10 and
416, I, Burnet, E.G.P? § 15. Diels follows Zeller in attnbuting the
view to a certain Idaios of Himera, whom Anstotle never mentions
by name and of whom hardly anything is known. Burnet refers the
passage to Anaximander.

Anaximander.

modem

scholars.
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body with the

finer parts must have priority
But they say that fire is of all
bodies the finest.
Hence fiie will be first in the natural
order.
And whether the finest body is fire 01 not makes
no difference anyhow it must be one of the other bodies
that is primary and not that which is intermediate.^ Again,
density and rarity, as instruments of generation, are equivalent to fineness and coarseness, since the fine is rare, and
coarse in their use means dense. But fineness and coarseness, again, aie equivalent to greatness and smallness, since
a thing with small parts is fine and a thing with large parts
coarse.
For that which spreads itself out widely is fine,
and a thing composed of small parts is so spread out. In

SO that the

in the

order of nature.

20

;

25

the end, then, they distinguish the various other substances
from the element by the greatness and smallness of their 30
parts. This method of distinction makes all judgement relative. There will be no absolute distinction between fire, water,
and air, but one and the same body will be relatively to
this fire, lelatively to something else air.^
The same 3 ^ 4^
difficulty is involved equally in the view which recognizes
several elements

and smallness.

and

The

distinguishes

them by

their greatness

principle of distinction between bodies

being quantity, the various sizes will be in a definite ratio,
and whatever bodies are in this ratio to one another must be

5

and water respectively For the ratios of
snfialler bodies may be repeated among greater bodies.^
Those who start from file as the single element, while

air, fire, earth,

difficulty, involve themselves in many others.
Some of them give fire a particular shape, like those who
make it a pyramid, and this on one of two grounds. The
reason given may be more crudely that the pyramid is

avoiding this

—

the most piercing of figures as

—

fire is

of bodies,^ or

— more

* 1. e. the rarest or finest body is
the true element, as being the true
starting-point of the process ot generation or synthesis ; and a body
denser than fire and rarer than earth, like air or water, or finer than
water and denser than air, like Anaximander’s infinite, will not do.
® For the attributes great and small belong to the category of
relation {Cat, 5^ 10 ff).
^ 1. e. what IS really asserted is a ratio, and ratio is independent
of size.
* Simplicius observes that the argument is justly called crude, since

10
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ingeniously— the position

As

ing argument.
15

all

has the finest parts, so

pyramids

:

may be

supported by the follow-

bodies are composed of that which
all solid figures

but the finest body

is fire,

are

while

composed of

among

figures

primary and has the smallest parts ^ and
the primary body must have the primary figure: theiefore
Others, again, express no opinion on
file will be a pyramid ^
the pyramid

is

the subject of
30

,

its figure,

but simply regard

it

as the

body

of the finest parts, which in combination will form other
of gold-dust produces solid gold.
Both of these views involve the same difficulties. For (i)
if, on the one hand, they make the primary body an atom,
the view will be open to the objections already advanced
bodies, as the fusing

against the atomic theory.
25 sistent

And

further the theory

with a regard for the facts of nature.

is

incon-

For

if all

bodies are quantitatively commensurable, and the relative
of the various

size

homoeomerous masses and of
same ratio, so that the

several elements are in the

total

mass
of air as the elements of each are to one another, and
so on, and if there is more air than water and, generally,
more of the finer body than of the coarser, obviously the
element of water will be smaller than that of air.'*
But

mass of water,®
30

their

for instance, is related to the total

the lesser quantity

It

is

is

contained in the greater.

Therefore

involves an undistnbuted middle : ‘fire is piercing’, ‘the pyramid
piercing’: they attempt to draw an affirmative conclusion
the

m

second

figure.

Reading fUKpofj.€pi(rTaTop with FHMJ. The word is used as
equivalent to Xenrop^ptcrTaTov, which is the reading of EL and (probably) of Simplicius. ^The pyramid is presumably said to have the
smallest parts because it contains fewer of the primary triangles than
any other regular solid. But the assertion is not thereby justified.
Given a certain size of triangle, the pyramid would be the smallest of
the solids in cubic content; thus the body composed of pyramids
would be the body with the smallest parts. The epithet Xeirrofiepest
in short, seems to be transferred from the whole to the part, just as
ofioiofiepis was (above, 302®- 31, note).
® To whom is this ‘ more ingenious
version to be attributed ?
‘
Heracleitus made fire the universal element but did not say it was
a pyramid, and the Pythagoreans, who said that fire was composed
of pyramids, did not make it the universal element * (Simpl.).
'

—

’

®

Perhaps ohv

*

to'

should be read for oiop

rd,

The ascertained fact on which this argument is based is that
when (e.g.) water turns into air, the volume of the resultant air is
/
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is divisible.
And the same could be shown 304^
and of all bodies whose parts are relatively fine,
{%) If, on the other hand, the primary body is divisible, then
{a) those who give fire a special shape will have to say
that a part of fire is not fire, because a pyramid is not
composed of pyramids,^ and also that not every body 5
is either an element or composed of elements, since a
part of fire will be neither fire nor any other element
And {b) those whose ground of distinction is size will
have to recognize an element piior to the element, a
regress which continues infinitely, since every body is divisible and that which has the smallest parts is the element.^
Further, they too will have to say that the same body is
relatively to this fire and relatively to that air, to others m
again water and earth.
The common error of all views which assume a single
element is that they allow only one natural movement,
which is the same for every body. For it is a matter
of observation that a natural body possesses a principle
of movement. If then all bodies are one, all will have ^6
one movement. With this motion the greater their quantity
the more they will move, just as fire, in proportion as its
quantity is greater, moves faster with the upward motion
which belongs to it. But the fact is that increase of quantity
makes many things move the faster downward. For these
reasons, then, as well as from the distinction already 20
established^ of a plurality of natural movements, it is
impossible that there should be only one element. But
if the elements are not an infinity and not reducible to
one, they must be several and finite in number.

the air element

of

fire

greater than that of the original water
This increase of volume can
only be accounted for (since the hypothesis of a void has been refuted)
by supposing an increase in the volume of the atom proportionate to
the observed increase in the volume of the total mass.
But the
enlarged atom would be divisible, and therefore no atom.
i. e. a pyramid cannot be divided so that every part is a pyramid.
® If every body is infinitely divisible, it is difficult to give a precise
meaning to ' that which has the smallest parts’. Further, the phrase,
as used, is somewhat illogical , for the argument would point to the
smallest part of any body, rather than the body with the smallest
But the use of Xtirrofitph (and fUKpopepes) as
parts, as the element.
an epithet of the part instead of the whole occurs elsewhere (cf. note
® Book I, c ii.
on 304* 16).
^
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First

we must

inquire whether the elements are eternal

and destruction; for when this
their number and character will
has
been
answered
question
25
place, they cannot be eternal.
first
In
the
be manifest.
It is a matter of observation that fire, water, and every
simple body undergo a process of analysis, which must^
(i) Suppose
either continue infinitely or stop somewhere,
Then the time occupied by the process will be
it infinite.
infinite, and also that occupied by the reverse process of
For the processes of analysis and synthesis
30 synthesis.
succeed one another in the various parts. It will follow
that theie are two infinite times which are mutually exclusive, the time occupied by the synthesis, which is infinite,
being preceded by the period of analysis. There are thus
305* two mutually exclusive infinites, which is impossible,
(a) Suppose, on the other hand, that the analysis stops
somewhere. Then the body at which it stops will be either
atomic or, as Empedocles seems to have intended, a divisible
body which will yet never be divided. The foregoing argu^ show that it cannot be an atom
but neither can it
5 ments
be a divisible body which analysis will never reach. For
a smaller body is more easily destroyed than a larger;
and a destructive process which succeeds in destroying,
or subject to generation

;

that
size,
10

in resolving into smaller bodies, a

is,

cannot reasonably be expected to

body.

Now

in fire

we

by

its

fail

body of some

with the smaller

observe a destruction of two kinds

when it is quenched, and
But the effect is produced by
a greater quantity upon a lesser, and the more quickly the
smaller it is* The elements of bodies must therefore be
subject to destruction and generation.
Since they are generated, they must be generated either
from
something incorporeal or from a body, and if from
15
a body, either from one another or from something else.
The theory which generates them from something init is

by

destroyed

itself

when

Reading

it

contrary

dies out.^

* c. iv.
with the MSS.
^
of itself’. Aristotle does not develop this, but
his point is only the simple one that the smaller the fire is, the sooner,
by either process, it is destroyed.

^

® i.e. It

avayKxi 8i

may

die out

6
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corporeal requires an extra-corporeal void.^

For every-

thing that comes to be comes to be in something, ^ and that
in which the generation takes place must either be incorporeal or possess body and if it has body, there will be
two bodies in the same place at the same time, viz. that
which is coming to be and that which was previously there, 20
while if it is incorporeal, there must be an extra-corporeal
But we have already shown ® that this is impossible.
voidBut, on the other hand, it is equally impossible that the
elements should be generated from some kind of body.
That would involve a body distinct from the elements and
But if this body possesses weight or lightprior to them.
ness, it will be one of the elements
and if it has no ^5
tendency to movement, it will be an immovable or mathematical entity, and therefore not in a place at all. A place
in which a thing is at rest is a place in which it might move,
either by constraint, i. e. unnaturally, or in the absence of
If, then, it is in a place and
constraint, i.e. naturally.
somewhere,^ it will be one of the elements, and if it is
not in a place, nothing can come from it, since that which 3^
comes into being and that out of which it comes must
;

;

needs be together.

The

elements

therefore

cannot be

generated from something incorporeal nor from a body

which
is

7

is

not an element, and the only lemaining alternative

that they are generated from one another.

We

must, therefore, turn to the question, what

is

the

manner of their generation from one another? Is it as
Empedocles and Democritus say, or as those who resolve
bodies into planes say, or
^

is

yevvwfitvov is found only in EL, and the other four manuscripts
no substitute. It was clearly not in Simplicius' text.

offer

or another word of similar meaning, must be read.
2 The words h nvi yiptrnt Kai are a conjectural addition suggested
by Simplicius (after Alexander). They occur (without the Kai) in one
of our manuscripts, M, whose original readings are mostly either
errors or conjectures. Without these words it is almost impossible
to make any sense of the passage; but they are not intrinsically
a probable conjecture and are only accepted because a better remedy
remains to be suggested
« PAys. IV. 8.
*
Placing the comma after nov (1 29) instead of after roV^ ( 1 . 28).
To be * somewhere is to be ‘in a place '.
'

35

there yet another possibility? $05^
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What

the follovvers of Empedocles do, though without

observing

it

themselves,

is

reduce the generation of

to

elements out of one another to an

illusion.

They make

it

a process of excretion from a body of what was in it all the
time— as though generation required a vessel rather than
5

a material— so that it involves no change of anything.
even if this were accepted, there are other implications
equally unsatisfactory. We do not expect a mass of matter
But they will be
to be made heavier by compression.

And

bound to maintain this, if they say that water is a body
present in air and excreted from air, since air becomes
10 heavier when it turns into water.^
Again, when the mixed
body is divided, they can show no reason why one of the
constituents must by itself take up more room than the
body did but when water turns into air, the room occupied is increased. The fact is that the finer body takes
up more room, as is obvious in any case of transformaAs the liquid is conveited into vapour or air the
15 tion.
:

vessel

which contains

if,

it is

room enough.

contain

as those

who

often burst because

Now,

if

is

void and expansion, there

body which

that the
20 necessity

is

results

a greater space.

When

25

But
tains

•

come

is

an

infinity,

when the

which

is

is

taken

one of excretion.

away from
The same

residue produces water.

can only go on for ever,

this

to a stop, since a

infinity of finite quanta.

earth produces water something

thing happens again

is

It is inevitable, too, that genera-

quantum cannot contain an

the earth, for the process

does not

at

no accounting for the fact
from division occupies of

tion of one out of another should
finite

is

take this view say, there

bodies,^ the impossibility of this is

it

no void

all, and
no expansion of
manifest and if there

there

if

the finite

impossible.

body con-

Therefore the

generation of elements out of one another will not always
continue,®

More
Lightness

accurately, becomes heavy, since air rises and water falls.
is treated here as a low degree of heaviness.

* The words fcadawep
oi r, X. must be taken to refer only to
expansion, since Democritus of course believed in a void.
* In the end the elements will
be sorted out, and there will remain
several homogeneous masses between which no interchange is

possible.

BOOK
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We have now

305'’

III. 7

explained that the mutual transforma-

by means of exThe remaining alternative is that they should be
generated by changing into one another. And this in one of
two ways, either by change of shape, as the same wax takes 30
the shape both of a sphere and of a cube, or, as some assert,
by resolution into planes, (a) Generation by change of
tions of the elements cannot take place
cretion.

shape would necessarily involve the assertion of atomic
bodies. For if the particles were divisible there would be a
part of

which was not

fire

was not
pyramid

fire

earth, for the reason
is

a pyramid

( 6) the process

is

and a part of earth which
that not every part of ass

nor of a cube a

resolution into planes, the

But

cube.

if 306®

first difficulty

all be generated out of one
This they are obliged to assert, and do assert. It
IS absurd, because it is unreasonable that one element alone
should have no part in the transformations, and also conis

that the elements cannot

another.

trary to the observed data of sense, according to which
alike change into one another.

the observations

And the

reason

assumed

:

is

not consistent with the observations.

is

that their ultimate piinciples are wrongly

they had certain predetermined views, and were

resolved to bring everything into line with them.

that

perceptible

eternal things

things

eternal

ruptible principles
principles

all 5

In fact their explanation of

require

perceptible

It

seems

principles, 10

principles, corruptible things cor-

and, in general, every subject matter

;

homogeneous with

their love for their principles,

itself.

fall

But they, owing to

into the attitude of

men

who

undertake the defence of a position in argument.
In the confidence that the principles are true they are

ready to accept any consequence of their application.
As though some principles did not require to be judged
from their results, and particularly from their final issue
And that issue, which in the case of productive knowledge ^
is the product, in the knowledge of nature is the unimI

peachable evidence of the senses as to each fact.
The result of their view is that earth has the best right to
the

name

element, and
^

646 20

i.

e.

is

alone indestructible;

m the case of art.

for that

15
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ao

which

and elementary, and
any body but itself.
the case of those elements which do suffer

indissoluble

is

is

indestructible

earth alone cannot be dissolved into

Again,

in

dissolution, the

But

factory.

^suspension’ of the triangles

this takes place

whenever one

is
is

unsatis-

dissolved

into another, because of the numerical inequality of the

which compose them.^

triangles

Further, those

who hold

these views must needs suppose that generation does not

For what

from a body.

35 start

is

generated out of planes

cannot be said to have been generated from a body.

And

they must also assert that not all bodies are divisible,
coming thus into conflict with our most accurate sciences,
namely the mathematical, which assume that even the
intelligible is divisible,

while they, in their anxiety to save

hypothesis, cannot even

50 their

admit this of every peiFor any one who gives each element a
own, and makes this the ground of distinction

ceptible thing.

shape of

its

between the substances, has to attribute to them indivisibility; since division of a pyramid or a sphere must
leave somewhere at least a residue which is not a sphere or
a pyramid. Either, then, a part of fire is not fire, so that
306^ there is a body prior to the element for every body is

—

either

body

an element or composed of elements
is

—or not every

divisible.

In general, the attempt to give a shape to each of the 8

simple bodies
5 will

is

unsound, for the reason,

not succeed in

filling

the whole.

It is

first,

that they

agreed that there

are only three plane figures which can

fill a space, the
and the hexagon, and only two solids,
the pyramid and the cube.^ But the theory needs more
than these because the elements which it recognizes are
more in number. Secondly, it is manifest that the simple
10 bodies are often given a shape by the place in which they

triangle, the square,

are included, particularly water

and

air.

the shape of the element cannot persist

;

In such a case
for, if it did,

the

^ e.g. the eiKotrdeBpop of 'water, with its twenty triangles, has to be
converted into the oKraeBpov of air, with eight triangles
Four of the
twenty component tnangles of the water-particle will be * suspended
* Only regular figures are included.
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contained mass would not be

in

continuous contact with

the containing body

its

shape

;

while, if

is

changed,

cease to be water, since the distinctive quality
Clearly, then, their shapes are not fixed.^
itself

seems to

clusion.

is

it

will

shape.

Indeed, nature

15

offer corroboration of this theoretical con-

Just as in other cases the substratum must be

formless and unshapeli

— for thus the

‘

all-receptive

as

we

—

read in the Ttmaeus^ will be best for modelling so the
elements should be conceived as a material for composite

20

and that is why they can put off their qualitative
distinctions and pass into one another.
Further, how can
they account for the generation of flesh and bone or any
things

;

other continuous

them because

Nor can

body ? The elements alone cannot produce

their collocation cannot

produce a continuum.

elements themselves, not bodies made up of them.

then

25

the composition of planes; for this produces the

who

insists

upon an exact statement of

Any one
this kind

of theory,^ instead of assenting after a passing glance at

it,

removes generation from the world.
Fuither, the veiy properties, powers, and motions, to 30
which they paid particular attention in allotting shapes,
show the shapes not to be in accord with the bodies.
Because fire is mobile and productive of heat^ and combustion, some made it a spheie, others a pyramid. These
shapes, they thought, were the most mobile because they
offer the fewest points of contact and are the least stable of 307^
any ; they were also the most apt to produce warmth and
combustion, because the one is angular throughout ® while
the other has the most acute angles, and the angles, they
Now, in the first
say, produce warmth and combustion.
These
place, with regard to movement both are in error.
may be the figures best adapted to movement they are 5

will see that

it

;

LMJ

Reading aurSy for avrov, with
Plato, Ttm, 51 A. At Mr. Ross’s suggestion, I have altered the
stopping of the sentence. Delete comma after AXoir (1 . 17), and
enclose the words /xdXtora yap ... to Travdex^s (11 . 18-19) within
brackets,
* Reading rovs tolovtovs with FHMJ.
^

*

^

Prantfs text

(presumably by accident) omits the

$€pfJLaVTlK6p,
5

Cf. below, 307® 16.

Kai

before
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movement of fiie, which
movement, but rather to that
form of circular movement which we call rolling. Earth,
again,^ they call a cube because it is stable and at rest.
from
But it rests only in its own place, not anywhere
10 any other it moves if nothing hinders, and fire and the
The obvious inference, thereother bodies do the same.
each
several element is in a foreign
fore, is that fire and
however, well adapted to the

not,
is

an upward and

rectilineal

,

its own a cube.
makes a body produce

place a sphere or a pyramid, but in

Again,
15

the possession of angles

if

heat and combustion, every element produces heat, though

may do

one

more than another. For they all possess
and dodecahedron as well as the
and Democritus makes even the sphere a kind
so

angles, the octahedron

pyramid

,

of angle, which cuts things because of
difference, then, will

They must

false.

ac

its

is

plainly

also accept the inference that the

mathe-

matical solids produce heat

and combustion,

possess angles and contain atomic spheres
especially

how

if

if

The

mobility.^

be one of degiee: and

this

since they too

and pyramids,

^

there are, as they allege, atomic figures.^

some of

these functions belong to

Any-

these things and

not to otheis, they should explain the difference, instead
of speaking in quite geneial terms as they do.
25

combustion of a body produces
or a pyramid.

The body,

fire,

then,

is

and

fire is

Again,
a sphere

turned into spheres or

Let us giant that these figures may reasonably
be supposed to cut and break up bodies as fire does still
it remains quite inexplicable that a pyiamid must needs
produce pyramids or a spheie spheres. One might as well
30 postulate that a knife or a saw divides things into knives
pyramids.

;

or saws.

when

It is

also ridiculous to think only of division

allotting fire its shape.

Fire

is

generally thought

of as combining and connecting rather than as separating.
etTr^tr’ for Ittcit* by a misprint.
has a low degree of angularity, it is highly mobile and
therefore extremely piercing
But the double
is awkward, and
perhaps the tradition is at fault. (J has T^fivd
^vkIvyitov^ supporting
E against the other MSS.)
® Prant^s (r(paipa is a misprint for
cr(l>aipat,
*
1 e. indivisible units of line, of which the geometrical figures aie
composed.
*

Prantl has

®

Though

It
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it combines 307*^
and the combining is essential
to it, the functions of connecting and uniting being a mark
of fire, while the separating is incidental. For the expulsion
of the foreign body is an incident in the compacting of the
homogeneous. In choosing the shape, then, they should
have thought either of both functions or preferably of the 5
combining function. In addition, since hot and cold are
contrary powers, it is impossible to allot any shape to
the cold. For the shape given must be the contrary of that
given to the hot, but there is no contrariety between
That is why they have all left the cold out,
figures.
though properly either all or none should have their dis- 10
tinguishing figures. Some of them, however, do attempt
to explain this power, and they contradict themselves.
it

separates bodies different in kind,

those which are the same

;

A body of large particles, they say,

is

of penetrating through the passages
then, that which

is

hot

is

cold because instead
it

crushes.

Clearly,

that which penetrates these

passages, or in other words that which has fine particles.
It results that

figure but

by

hot and cold are distinguished not by the
the size of the particles.

Again,

if

15

the

pyramids are unequal in size, the large ones will not be
fire, and that figure will produce not combustion but its
contrary.

From what has been said it is clear that the difference
of the elements does not depend upon their shape. Now
their most important differences are those of property,
function, and power for every natural body has, we main;

own

and powers. Our first
and that inquiry
enable us to explain the differences of each from each.

tain, its

functions, properties,

business, then, will
will

be to speak of

these,

ao
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We have now to consider the terms
We

must ask what the
and what is the reason of

‘

heavy and
*

bodies so called are,

30 constituted,

The

powers.

consideration of these questions

light because

light

l

are

their possessing these

part of the theoiy of movement, since

and

‘

how they

we

call

is

a proper

things heavy

they have the power of being moved
The activities corresponding

naturally in a certain way.

any name, unless
But because
the inquiry into natuie is concerned with movement,^ and
these things have in themselves some spark (as it were)
of movement, all inquirers avail themselves of these powers,
to these powers have not been given

308*

it is

thought that ‘impetus*

though
5

is

such a name.

a few cases without exact discrimination.
then first look at whatever others have said, and

in all but

We must

formulate the questions which require settlement in the
interests of this inquiry, before

we go on

to state our

own

view of the matter.

Language recognizes (a) an absolute, {b) a relative heavy
and light. Of two heavy things, such as wood and bronze,

we say
10

that the one

is

relatively light, the other relatively

Our predecessors have not

heavy.

dealt at all with the

absolute use of the terms, but only with the relative.

I mean,
they do not explain what the heavy is or what the light
is, but only the relative heaviness and lightness of things

This can be made clearer as follows.
There aie things whose constant nature it is to move away
from the centre, while others move constantly towards the

possessing weight.

15

and of these movements that which is away from
I call upward movement and that which is
towards it I call downward movement. (The view, urged
by some,^ that there is no up and no down in the heaven,
is absurd.
There can be, they say, no up and no down, since
centre

;

the centre

^

^

Head ^vaiK^p fih etvat (E alone omits fiey),
The digression is directed against Plato, Ttm. 62 E

was held by others besides Timaeus.

;

but the view

-

BOOK
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and from any point on
far enough will
come to stand foot to foot with himself. But the extremity
of the whole, which we call above is in position above and
is

similar every way,

20

man by advancing

the earth’s surface a

‘

And since the universe has an extremity
and a centre, it must clearly have an up and down. Common
usage is thus correct,^ though inadequate. And the reason

in nature primary.

of

its

inadequacy

is

similar every way.

*5

men think that the universe is not
They recognize only the hemisphere

that

which is over us. But if they went on to think of the
world as formed on this pattern all round, with a centre
identically related to each point on the extremity, they
would have to admit that the extremity was above and
the centre below.)

By

absolutely light, then,

we mean

that

which moves upward or to the extremity, and by absolutely 5 ®
heavy that which moves downward or to the centre. By
lighter or relatively light we mean that one, of two bodies
endowed with weight and equal in bulk, which is exceeded
by the other in the speed of its natural downward movement.^

Those of our predecessors who have entered upon

2

this

inquiry have for the most part spoken of light and heavy

35

things only in the sense in which one of two things both 308^

endowed with weight

is

said to

be the

lighter.

And

this

treatment they consider a sufficient analysis also of the
notions of absolute heaviness and absolute lightness, to

which

their account does not apply.

become
‘

clearer as

we

advance.

This, however, will

One

use of the terms

and heavier is that which is set forth in writing
the Timaeus^ that the body which is composed of the

lighter

in

greater

’

*

’

number of identical parts is relatively heavy, while
is composed of a smaller number is relatively

that which

dScnrcp with FHMJ.
Accepting Prantfs first correction, o5 (for 5), which seems to be
necessary to the sense. His second correction, icrcav (for utov\ is to
be rejected as unnecessary. By water (/. of PhtL xxviii, p. 242)
suggests darepov, keeping 0 and ta-ov; but the phrase, so emended,
seems to be descriptive of the heavy rather than of the light.
* 63c.
^

*

Read

5

.
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light.

As

a larger quantity of lead or of bronze

—

10

is

heavier

homogeneous
than a smaller
masses, the superior weight always depending upon a
numerical superiority of equal parts in precisely the same
way, they assert, lead is heavier than wood.^ For all
and this holds good of

all

—

bodies, in spite of the general opinion to the contrary, are

But
composed of identical parts and of a single material.
says nothing of the absolutely heavy and light.
The facts are that fire is always light and moves upward,

this analysis

while earth and
15

all

towards the centre.

earthy things
It

move downwaids

triangles (of which, in their view, all these bodies are

posed)

^

which disposes

or

cannot then be the fewness of the

fire

to

move upward.

If

it

comwere,

it would move,
due to the increased
number of triangles. But the palpable fact, on the contrary,
is that the greater the quantity, the lighter the mass is and
20 the quicker its upward movement
and, similarly, in the
reverse movement from above downward, the small mass
will move quicker and the large slower.
Further, since to
be lighter is to have fewer of these homogeneous parts and
to be heavier is to have more, and air, water, and fire are
composed of the same triangles, the only difference being
as in the number of such parts, which must therefore explain
any distinction of relatively light and heavy between these
bodies, it follows that there must be a certain quantum of
air which is heavier than water.
But the facts are directly

the greater the quantity of

owing to the

fire

the slower

increase of weight

:

this.
The larger the quantity of air the more
moves upward, and any portion of air without
exception will rise up out of the water.
So much for one view of the distinction between light
To others ® the analysis seems insufficient and
30 and heavy.
their views on the subject, though they belong to an older
generation than ours, have an air of novelty. It is apparent

opposed to
readily

it

;

put a colon in 1. 6 after iKarrov^v and mark 11. 8-9, ofiolm Se .
as parenthetical. This leaves an asyndeton at ^<nr€p in 1 . 7,
but it seems to give the sequence of thought better than the stopping
of Bekker and Prantl does.
® There should be a comma after Tpty<i>vmv
1
1 5.
* The atomists, Democritus and Leucippus.
^

1

.

cirriv,

m

.
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that there are bodies which,
others, yet exceed

them

308^*

when smaller

in weight.

in

It is therefore

insufficient to say that bodies of equal

of an equal number of primary paits

bulk than
obviously

weight are composed

for that would give
Those who maintain that the primary or
of which bodies endowed with weight are
:

35

equality of bulk.

atomic parts,
composed, are planes, cannot so speak without absurdity , ^ 3^9^
but those who regard them as solids aie in a better position
to assert that of such bodies the larger

is

But

the heavier.

since in composite bodies the weight obviously does not

correspond in this

way

to the bulk, the lesser bulk being

often superior in weight

(as,

for instance, if

one be wool

5

and the other bronze), there are some who think and say
that the cause is to be found elsewhere. The void, they
say, which is imprisoned in bodies, lightens them and
sometimes makes the larger body the lighter. The reason
And this would also account for
is that there is more void.
the fact that a body composed of a number of solid parts
equal

to,

or even smaller than, that of another

larger in bulk than

is

sometimes

In short, generally and in every

it.

body is relatively light when it contains a relatively
amount of void. This is the way they put it them-

case a
large

but their account requires an addition. Relative
must depend not only on an excess of void, but
also on a defect of solid for if the ratio of solid to void
exceeds a certain proportion, the relative lightness will
selves,

lightness

:

Thus

^5

they say, is the lightest of things just
for this reason that it has the most void.
But it would
disappear.

fire,

follow that a large mass of gold, as containing

than a small mass of
contains

many times

lighter than

fire, is

as

much

solid.

The

it,

more void

unless

addition

is

it

also

there-

fore necessary.

Of those who deny the existence of a void some, like
Anaxagoras and Empedocles, have not tried to analyse the
notions of light and heavy at all and those who, while still
denying the existence of a void, have attempted this,^ have
;

^ For, since the
planes have no weight, their number cannot affect
the weight of a body.
® Plato, in the Timaeus,

Cc

20
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309*"
failed to explain

25

why there

are bodies which are absolutely

heavy and light, or in other words why some move upward
and others downward. The fact, again, that the body of
greater bulk is -sometimes lighter than smaller bodies is one
which they have passed over in silence, and what they have
said gives

no obvious suggestion for reconciling their views

"with the obseived facts.

But those who attribute the lightness of
taining so

much

the same

how

will

is

is

an excess of void

which

fire in

in excess of the solids

They may

earth.

But the question

also.

they discriminate the absolutely heavy ?

sumably, either

On

309^ of void.

plenum

some small quantity of

reply that there

con-

be supposed to

fire

be a certain quantum of

of solid or

contained in

its

than any other body, as well as more

void, yet there will

is,

For though

difficulties.

30 contain less solid

the amount

to

fire

void ace necessarily involved in practically

by

its

excess of solid

or

by

Predefect

its

amount of
mass of
on the amount

the former view there could be an

earth so small as to contain less solid than a large

And

file.

similarly, if the distinction rests

of void, there will be a body, lighter than the absolutely
light,
5

which nevertheless moves downward as constantly as

the other moves upward.
absolutely light

is

But that cannot be

so, since the

always lighter than bodies which have

weight and move downward, while, on the other hand, that

which

and

lighter

is

speech

we

earth)

need not be

distinguish

light,

because in

a lighter and a heavier

among bodies endowed with

common

(viz.

weight.

water

Again,

the suggestion of a certain ratio between the void and the
solid in

a body

10 before us.

is

no more equal to solving the problem

This manner of speaking

will issue in

a similar

For any two portions of fire, small or great,
will exhibit the same ratio of solid to void
but the upward
movement of the greater is quicker than that of the less,
just as the downward movement of a mass of gold or lead,
15 or of any other body endowed with Weight, is quicker in
proportion to its size. This, however, should not be Ihe
case if the ratio is the ground of distinction between heavy
things and light. There is also an absurdity in attributing
impossibility.

;
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the upward movement of bodies to a void which does not

move. If, however, it is the nature of a void to move
upward and of a plenum to move downward, and therefore
each causes a like movement in other things,^ there was
no need to raise the question why composite bodies are
some light and some heavy they had only to explain why
these two things are themselves light and heavy respectively,
and to give, further, the reason why the plenum and the
itself

20

;

void are not eternally separated.

It is also unreasonable

to imagine a place for the void, as

if

the void were not

25

itself a kind of place.^
But if the void is to move, it must
have a place out of which and into which the change carries
it.
Also what is the cause of its movement? Not, surely,
its voidness
for it is not the void only which is moved, but
:

also the solid.®

Similar difficulties are involved in
distinction,

whether they account

all

other methods of

for the relative lightness 3 ©

and heaviness of bodies by distinctions of size, or proceed
on any other piinciple, so long as they attribute to each the
same matter, or even if they recognize more than one
matter, so long as that means only a pair of contraries.
If there is a single matter, as with those who compose
things of triangles, nothing can be absolutely heavy or light;
and if there is one matter and its contrary^ the void, for
instance, and the plenum
no reason can be given for the
relative lightness and heaviness of the bodies intermediate
between the absolutely light and heavy when compared

—

—

either with one another or with these themselves.^
^

Read

implied

<l)opas cKarepas,

eKarepas IS in all

m Simplicius’ paraphrase.

MSS.

The

except E, and

is

FHMJ

Read avro with
and the corrector of E. The construction
certainly loose, but the other reading (avra) does not give the
required sense. To give void a motion is to give it a ^ place’, i. e.
a natural place to which it moves. But it is itself nothing but a place
IV. 7): and, as Simplicius punningly
where no body is (cf.
tottov
remarks, ‘ it is out of place to give a place a place ’ (rov de
“

IS

rm droTrcDTartop iariv),

iroieiv
® If

movement is natural to both void and solid, the cause of movement must he m something common to both and not in the peculiar

nature of either,

i.

e.

not in voidness or

solidity.

argument is that the observed diversity of movement
necessarily involves a corresponding diversity of bodies hence any
view which makes the four elements one in substance fails to account
*

Aristotle’s

;

:
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5

view which bases the distinction upon differences of size is
more like a mere fiction than those previously mentioned,
but, in that

it is

able to

make

distinctions

between the four

elements, it is in a stronger position for meeting the foregoing difficulties. Since, however,^ it imagines that these

bodies which differ in size are

10

all

made

of one substance,

it implies, equally with the view that there is but one
matter, that there is nothing absolutely light and nothing
which moves upward (except as being passed by other

things or forced

up by them)

^
;

and since a multitude of

small atoms are heavier than a few large ones,
that

much

which

is

air or fire is heavier

than a

little

it

will follow

water or earth,

impossible.

These, then, are the views which have been advanced
15

others and the terms in which they state them.

by

We may

begin our own statement by settling a question which to
some has been the main difficulty the question why some
bodies move always and naturally upward and others downward, while others again move both upward and downward.
After that we will inquire into light and heavy and the
20 explanation of the various phenomena connected with
them.^ The local movement of each body into its own
place must be regarded as similar to what happens in connexion with other forms of generation and change. There

—

movement. He here adds that it is not enough to
recognize two kinds of substance or two contrary attributes.
For
there are four bodies to be accounted for.
single pair of opposites
may yield an account of fire and earth, but they cannot account also
for the ‘intermediate bodies*, water and air.
Two pairs of opposites
will be required, such as those which he uses himself (warm, cold
dry, moist),
In 1. 3 rm dirXav must refer to the things also called rS>v
dwX&g fiap€ 0 v K<u Kodcfnavn
Simplicius tells us that Alexander read
rwv dirXStv^ but found in some MSS. touv dirXwp. dTrXSs is tempting,
but dwKS>v may be allowed to stand : for {a) the absolutely heavy and
light are, on the theory criticized, pure solid and pure void respectively : thus ra diikm are ra dnXd : (d) all other bodies whatever will
be composed of these in combination, and may therefore be opposed
to them as composite to simple.
^ Reading r(3 with
HMLJ. Simplicius’ paraphrase supports this.
* i. e. upward movement is either (a)
illusory . as aU things race
downward, some, moving slower, are left behind, and thus appear to
move up: or (d) unnatural: due to pressure applied from without by
other bodies pushing downward.
’ Prantl misprints yhtrm for yiverat.

for the facts of

A

—

J
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movement,

affecting respectively

the form, and the place of a thing, and in each

it

observable that change proceeds from a contrary to

is

a contrary or to something intermediate

change of any chance subject

:

it

is

*5

never the

any chance diiection, nor,
mover to its object fortuitous: the thing altered is different from the thing
increased, and precisely the same difference holds between
that which produces alteration and that which produces
increase.
In the same manner it must be thought that
that which produces local motion and that which is so
in

similarly, is the relation of the

30

Now/ that which produces upward and downward movement is that which
produces weight and lightness, and that which is moved
is that which is potentially heavy 01 light, and the movement of each body to its own place is motion towards
moved

Its

are not fortuitously related.

own

form.

(It

is

best to inteipret in this sense thesio'^

common

statement of the older writers that like moves to
For the words are not in every sense true to fact.

like’.

‘

If one were to

remove the earth to wheie the moon now

is,

the vaiious fragments of earth would each move not towards
it but to the place in which it now is.
In general, when
a number of similar and undifferentiated bodies are moved
with the same motion this result is necessarily produced,
viz. that the place which is the natural goal of the move-

ment of each

single part

contains

this

which

is

is

or

contained,

is

But

the boundary of that which

and the continent of

it,

downward
boundary comes

upward

also that of the whole. ^

is

since the place of a thing

all

things that

move

the extremity and the centre, and

to be, in a sense, the form of that 10

it is

to

its

like that

a body moves when

with EL (Simplicius’ MSS had, some el fiev els,
and some el fiev. J has els odv). The apodosis does not begin till
310^^ 16 TO
Cl^elv, the argument being interrupted by a long note on
the meaning of the saying Ofioiov irpbs ofxoLov, which should be marked
as a parenthesis.
2
GramTrav is explanatory of tovto <rvp.^aiveiv.
S>(t6' ottov
matically the predicate to be supplied to to trav is TriejiVKe (pepecrBai,
Aristotle^s
the context creates a slight illogicality.
though this
point is that a fragment of earth moves to the mass called the earth,
not because it loves its like, but per accidens in the effort to reach the
It is the effort of numberless such fragments to reach
centie
the centre which has formed the mass, not the presence of the mass
at the centre which causes the effort.
^

Reading

els

el

.

m

.

.

5

;
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For the successive members of
one anothei water, I mean, is like air
and air like fire, and between intermediates the relation
may be converted, though not between them and the
it

moves

to

its

place.

the series^ are like

extremes
^5 for

thus air

;

•

is like

water, but water

is like

the relation of each outer body to that which

within

it is

earth
is

next

Thus ^ to ask why

that of form to matter.^)

^
:

fire

should be read, with the other MSS. and Simplicius, rather
Gen, et Corr, 331^ 4 26, 34.
Cf.
than E’s e^rjs
® 1. e. though air is like fire, fire is not like air
and though water is
;
See next note. Prantl proposes
like earth, earth is not like water.
to take /xeVois and aKpois in 1. 13 to mean inner and outer respectively,
1. e. to make the former stand for earth and water, the latter for fire
and air. His reason is giammatical peVois is in the dative and so
He
are vhan and yfj. Thus a construction is provided for peVoiy.
omits to observe that rols d’ ^Kpois o0 becomes meaningless : which,
this sense, is
with the admitted difficulty of taking the terms
It is no doubt due to
sufficient reason for rejecting the proposal.
likeness to a fifVov is convertible,
ofioia that fiecrois is in the dative
^

>

m

.

likeness to

an aKpov

not.

is difficult, and may be explained as follows.
argument is formally concluded at
in 1 ii (‘to its
own place 0 The ‘place’ (centre and extremity, as explained) gives
form to the body, and the body in reaching its place attains its form,
In a sense,
1. e. completes the transition from potentiality to actuality.
The yap
then, if the potential is like the actual, it moves ‘ to its like ’.
‘There remain the intermediate
in 1 II forestalls an objection.
bodies, what of them?’ These are given form or determined by
the extreme bodies, and thus mediately determined by the ‘place’.
®

The connexion

Aristotle’s

.

*

.

Instead of saying ‘are given form* or * are determined’ Aristotle says
are like being entitled to do so by the meaning just given to ‘ like
The like to which earth moves is that from which it receives its form,
and the like to which water and air move is the extreme body earth
in the one case, fire in the other— from which each receives its form.
Thus ‘like’ means ‘receptive of form from’. In this sense water
is like air which is like fire, and air is like water which is like earth
but the extremes themselves, earth and fire, are like nothing but their
The relation of likeness is reciprocal (1 e. determination is
places.
mutual) only between the intermediates , and the chain of resemblance
breaks off in each direction short of the extreme
Starting from the
centre, we find in the three terms, water, air, fire, a gradual approximato the form realized in fire ; starting from the
tion (d« ra ht^rtpov . ,
extremity, we find in the terms air, water, earth, a gradual approximation to the form realized in earth. (Of these two complementary
statements Aristotle gives only the first but the second is necessary
to complete the argument.)
Therefore the intermediate bodies, as
well as the extreme.^, may be said in moving to their places to attain
their form.
The above account agrees in principle with that of
Simplicius, who, however, is not very clear. Alexander, he tells us,
took another view, based on a different interpretation of del to
dvcarepov kt\.
As reported the view is not easy to fit into the
context.— For the relation of upper to lower bodies, cf. 312*15 and
De Gen, et C<?rr, 335* 18.
^ Alexander’s
8^ for be here, like his tS>v dXKiay for tovtohv in 1, 22,
‘

—

,

—
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moves upward and eartn downward is the same as to ask
the healable, when moved and changed qu& healable,
attains health and not whiteness; and similar questions
might be asked concerning any other subject of alteration.
Of course the subject of increase, when changed quA increasable, attains not health but a superior size. The Same

why

One

applies in the other cases.

thing changes in quality,

and so in place, a light thing goes
upward, a heavy thing downward. The only difference is
that in the last case, viz. that of the heavy and the light,
the bodies are thought to have a spring of change within
themselves, while the subjects of healing and increase are
thought to be moved purely from without. Sometimes,
however, even they change of themselves, i e. in response

another in quantity

to a slight external

the case

may

;

movement reach health or increase, as
since the same thing which is heal-

also I'eceptive of disease,

is

25

And

be.

depends on whether it is
moved qua healable or quA liable to disease whether the
motion is towards health or towards disease. But the
reason why the heavy and the light appear more than

able

20

it

3°

these things to contain within themselves the source of
their

movements

is

that their matter

by the

is

nearest to being.

locomotion belongs to
This
isolated
from
other
bodies,^
and is generated
bodies only when
kinds
of
movement;
in
order of being
last of the several
indicated

is

then

it

will

be

fact that

Now

first.

whenever

out of water, light out of heavy,
It is forthwith light

place

it

has being.^

:

becoming

it

air

comes

into being 311®

goes to the upper place.
at

is

Obviously, then,

an end, and in that
it is a potentiality,

conjecture unsupported by MSS. None of our
to the protasis introduced by ct in
in apodost
310*31 begins here. Si} is therefore attractive, but
IS easily excused in view of the long intervening parenthesis.
^ The use of dTroX^Xvfiivmv (‘isolated’)
is interesting, as Prantl
points out, because of its later technical use (= absolutus^ absolute).
Simplicius here takes it to stand for complete substances (SXoKXrjpai/
or
/car* ova-iav Surcjv) not involved in any process of yivea-i?,
*
dWoiaxTis,
Prantl says aTrokekvfjLha means ‘ independent beings
Bonitz, Jnd 84*26, says ^zdem fere ac arro(unabhangige Wesen).
The ^ independence intended is rather physical
K€Kpi/ihov,
than metaphysical.

was advanced as a

MSS. have

either.

The apodosis

*

*

Read

€K€l eariv.
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which, in

its

passage to actuality, comes into that place and

quantity and quality which belong to

same

the

fact explains

why what

is

its

or eaith moves, when nothing obstructs
place.

For motion

is

And

actuality.^

already actually
it,

towards

its

fire

own

equally immediate in the case of

when nothing hinders, and in the case of the
But the
thing healed, when nothing stays the healing.
movement is also due to the original creative force and to
that which removes the hindrance or off* which the moving
thing rebounded, as was explained in our opening discussions, where we tried to show how none of these things
moves itself^ The reason of the various motions of the
various bodies, and the meaning of the motion of a body to
its own place, have now been explained.
nutriment,

We

have now to speak of the distinctive properties of 4
phenomena connected with

these bodies and of the various

them.

In accordance with general conviction

we may

dis-

tinguish the absolutely heavy, as that which sinks to the

bottom of all things, from the absolutely light, which is that
which rises to the surface of all things. I use the term
absolutely in view of the generic character of light and
heavy
in order to confine the application to bodies
which do not combine lightness and heaviness. It is
apparent, I mean, that fire, in whatever quantity, so long
as there is no external obstacle, moves upward, and earth
‘

‘

'

‘

downwaid

and,

;

if

the quantity

is

increased, the

movement

But the heaviness and lightness of bodies which combine these qualities is different
the same, though swifter.

is

from

since while they rise to the surface of some bodies

this,

they sink to the bottom of others.
Neither of them

is

aie lighter than earth
surface of

whatever

it

air

and water.
Both

— for any poition of either rises to the

—but heavier than

its

Such are

absolutely either light or heavy.

fire,

quantity, sinks to the

since a portion of either,

bottom of fire

;

compared

together, however, the one has absolute weight, the other
' Omitting, with F, the
words Koit Snov, which I assume to have
been inserted by some one who mistook ov = ubt for the genitive of

the relative.
2

*

Phys.VW.
1.

e.

I, 24i‘>24; VIII. 4, 254^ 7.
because there are distinct species of light and heavy.
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311

^

absolute lightness, since air in any quantity rises to the sur-

any quantity sinks to the
bottom of air. Now other bodies are severally light and
heavy, and evidently in them the attributes are due to the
face of water, while water in

difference of their

uncompounded

parts;

that

30

to say,

is

according as the one or the other happens to pieponderate
the bodies will be heavy and light respectively.

we need only speak
and

all else

Therefore

of these parts, since they are primary

consequential

.

following the advice which

and

in so doing

we gave ^

to those

we
who

shall

be

35

attribute

heaviness to the presence of plenum and lightness to that of 3^^

due to the properties of the elementary bodies
that a body which is regarded as light in one place is
regarded as heavy in another, and vice versa. In air, for
instance, a talent^s weight of wood is heavier than a mina
void.

It is

of lead, but

m

water the wood

the elements except

is

the lighter.

The

reason

have weight and all but 5
Earth, then, and bodies in which earth
earth lightness.
preponderates, must needs have weight every wheie, while
water is heavy anywhere but in earth, and air is heavy
when not in water or earth. In its own place each of these
bodies has weight except fire, even air. Of this we have
evidence in the fact that a bladder when inflated weighs Jto
body, then, in which air premore than when empty.
ponderates over eaith and water, may well be lighter than
something in water and yet heavier than it in air, since such
a body does not rise in air but rises to the suiface in water.
The following account will make it plain that there is an 15
absolutely light and an absolutely heavy body. And by
is

that

all

fire

A

mean one which of its own nature always
moves upward, by absolutely heavy one which of its own
nature always moves downward, if no obstacle is in the
way There are, I say, these two kinds of body,* and it is
not the case, as some ^ maintain, that all bodies have weight.
absolutely light I

^ Above, 309^ 20 : if they would only give an account of the simple
bodies, their questions as to the composite would answer themselves.
® Read idrCnva (E and Simpl. omit nva),
* This view is maintained in its most unqualified form by those
(atomists, probably) who distinguish the four elements by the size of
their particles (cf. c. 11. 310*9).
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fact agreed that there is a heavy
Different views are
body, which moves uniformly towards the centre, ^iit
For we see with our
30 there is also similarly a light body.^

eyes, as

bottom

we

the centre

which

said before,® that earthy things sink

of all things
is

a fixed point.

rises to

to the

and move towards the centre.

But
some body
and we observe

If therefore there

the surface of

all

things

—

is

move upward even in air itself, while the air remains
fire
®
clearly this body is moving towards the extremity.
at rest
to

—

It
35

cannot then have any weight.

another body in which

it

sank

If
•

there would be yet another which

it

and

had, there would be
if

that had weight,

moved to the extremity
moving things.'^ In fact,

and thus rose to the surface of all
however, we have no evidence of such a body. Fire, then,
has no weight. Neither has earth any lightness, since it
sinks to the bottom of all things, and that which sinks
moves to the centie That theie is a centre ® towards which
30 the motion of heavy things, and away from which that
of light things

is

directed,

is

manifest in

many ways.

First,

movement can continue to infinity. For what
cannot be can no more come-to-be than be, and movement
because no

a coming-to-be in one place from another.

is

Secondly,

upward movement of fire, the downward movement
of earth and all heavy things makes equal angles on every
side with the earth's surface ® it must therefore be directed

like the
35

:

312“ towards the centre.

Whether

it is

really the centre of the

earth and not rather that of the whole to which

may be

left

it

moves,

to another inquiry, since these are coincident.^

^ It cannot be right to print 11. I4~i9
S’ . , . koC<^oi/, as a
>
parenthesis, with Prantl.
The sentences are not sufficiently selfcontained nor closely enough inter-connected to justify such treatment.
The argument which begins in 1 19 with 6p&ixev yap is a justification
of the statement last preceding . as there is, by general admission
and by the evidence of observation, a heavy body, so there is a light

body.
*

Above, 311^20.

®

Since the air is at rest, the explanation that the fire is ^ forced up
310*10) is inadmissible.
Reading 0 with the MSS. Prantl ’s conjecture, o^, is unnecessary.

*

*

Read

«rrt for idri.

the line of movement is at nght angles to any tangent.
Cf. above, 296^20, 297^ 19
^ The question is discussed in II. xiv, 296*^9.
®

i.e.
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since that which sinks to the

312*^

bottom of all things moves

to the centre, necessarily that which rises to the surface

moves to the extremity of the region in which the movement of these bodies takes place. Foi the centre is opposed
as contrary to the extremity, as that which sinks
to that which rises to the surface.

is

5

opposed

This also gives a reason-

able ground for the duality of heavy and light in the spatial
duality centre and extremity. Now there is also the inter-

mediate legion to which each name

is

given in opposition

For that which

to the other extreme.

is

intermediate 10

between the two is in a sense both extremity and centre.^
For this reason there is another heavy and light namely,
water and air. But in our view the continent pertains to
form and the contained to matter: and this distinction is
;

present in every genus.^

and

Alike in the sphere of quality

which corresponds
In
the same way, among spatial distinctions, the above belongs
The same holds,
to the determinate, the below to matter
consequently, also of the matter itself of that which is
heavy and light as potentially possessing the one character,
it is matter for the heavy, and as potentially possessing the
in that of quantity there is that

15

rather to form and that which corresponds to matter.

•

other, for the light.
different, as that

that which

from

it,

is

It is

which

is

the same matter, but

its

receptive of disease

the same as 20

is

being

is

receptive of health, though in being different

and

therefore

diseasedness

is

different

from

healthiness.^

5

A

thing then which has the one kind of matter is light
and always moves upward, while a thing which has the
^

®
1 S2

®

a)ff, omit eVn after apfporepcov, and put a colon after
has an erasure in the position of the second iori)
For this use of yevos see Bonitz,
every category.

Read ean yap

pera^v,
i,

e.

(J

m

^ 16.

The doctnne

here expressed

is

the same as that expressed in the

A

single matter is receptive of two
opposed forms, weight and lightness or health and disease But
Aristotle here adds the new point that of two such alternative forms
one is always more formal and the other more material. Weight and
form, we
lightness, disease and health, are not true coordinates,
may say, is realized in disease, in weight, in the female ; but t/ie form
The principle
IS realized in health, in lightness, and in the male.
the Metaphysics in the form rhv imvTMv ^ iripa ^niarroix^a
is stated

last chapter (310^15, note).

A

m

aripriats (1004^27).

;;
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heavy and always moves downward.
Bodies composed of kinds of matter different fiom these
but having relatively to each other the character which
these have absolutely, possess both the upward and the
downward motion,^ Hence air and watei each have both
lightness and weight, and water sinks to the bottom of
opposite mattei

25

all

is

things except earth, while air rises to the surface of all

things except
lises to

But

fire.

the suiface of

since there

all

is

one body only which

things and one only which sinks

must needs be two other
some bodies and rise to the surface of
The kinds of matter, then, must be as numerous as
others
these bodies, i. e. four, but though they are four there must
to the bottom of

30 bodies

be a

all

which sink

common

things, there

in

matter of all—particularly

—which

if

they pass into

There
no leason why^ there should not be one or more intermediates between the contraries, as m the case of colour
for
intermediate and mean are capable of more than
one application ^
Now in its own place every body endowed with both
weight and lightness has weight whereas earth has weight
5 everywhere— but they only have lightness among bodies to
whose surface they rise. Hence when a support is withdrawn huch a body moves downwaid until it reaches the
body next below it, air to the place of water and water to
that of earth. But if the fire above air is removed, it will
not move upward to the place of fire, except by constraint
and in that way water also may be drawn up, when the up10 ward movement of aii which has had a common surface with
it is swift enough to overpower the downward impulse of
the water. Nor does water move upward to the place of
air, except in the manner just described.
Earth is not so
one another

in

each

is

in

being different.

3^2’’ is

*

*

‘

^

—

affected at all, because a

common

surface

is

not possible to

In 1. 24 put the comma after, not before,
(The correction
due to Mr. Ross.) The intermediates, air and watei, are only
relatively light and heavy
In the absolute sense these characters
belong only to fire and water.
® ovhi in Bekker and Prantl must surely be
a misprint for ovdep
^

IS

(so J).
®
Intermediate * stands for a region, not a point, and includes as
a rule a variety of things.

BOOK
Hence water

is

drawn up

applied, but not earth

is

ward, so

fire fails

from beneath

to

it:

IV. 5

place, as earth has

no

withdrawn

air is

The

lightness.

in its

other

withdrawn because,
while the absolutely heavy is that which sinks to the
bottom of all things,^ the relatively heavy sinks to its own
place or to the surface of the body in which it rises, since it
is similar in matter to it
It is plain that one must suppose as many distinct species
of matter as theie are bodies. For
first, there is a single
matter of all things, as, for instance, the void or the plenum
or extension or the triangles, either

ward or
motion

all

will

things will

superior size or

is

all

things will

move downward, and

be abolished.

absolutely light body,

if

And

so, either

move up-

there will be no

superiority of weight

number of the constituent bodies

is

due to

or to the

body, but the contrary is a matter of observation, and it has been shown that the downward and
upward movements are equally constant and universal or,
if the matter in question is the void or something similar,
which moves uniformly upward, there will be nothing to
move uniformly downward.^ Further, it will follow that
:

The

surface of earth is too rough to allow of the necessary
or continuity of surface, with another body
* Read cVriv o (not timv,
o with Bekker). ' Prantl’s ingenious
conjecture, els Tr}v wo, is not quite convincing.
* The downward movement of earth (absolute weight)
is quite
determinate, having its limit at the centre. But the downward movement of air and water (relative weight) is not equally determinate:
It is limited only by the surface of the body next beneath, air by that
of water, water by that of earth, the upper body being attracted to the
lower by similarity of matter. This admission inflicts some damage
on the doctrine of * places * for where a body has weight it cannot be
said to ‘rest naturally’ or to *be in its place* and also on the
symmetry of the elements —for if the fire above air were removed
the air would not move upward, but if the earth below water were
removed the water would move downward. In 1 . 18 th must be
construed with (jieperat, and in 1 . 19 rj ols, more fully expressed, would
be ? eh T^v iKCLPcav oty. The construction is difficult, and the passage
may be corrupt.
*
The stopping of this sentence requires alteration, iav Be in 1 27
is an irregular second limb to the disjunction introduced by 9 kov<I>ov
in 1 . 23.
Put a colon at TrX^prj {1. 25) and at
( 1 . 27), and delete the
^

),

—

—

—

.

comma after nXeiovcop

(1.

25)

20

the second

fullness of the

(Simpl

15

own
two move

no weight even

downward when the body beneath

fire

move up-

earth fails to

move downward when

for fire has

which

into the vessel to

As

25
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the intermediate bodies
quicker than earth:
30 will

It

is,

in

some

cases

for air in sufficiently large quantity

number of

contain a larger

particles.

move downward

triangles

or solids or

however, manifest that no portion of air

And

whatever moves downward.^

the same reasoning

supposed to depend on
But if, secondly^ the
superiority of quantity of matter^

applies

to

lightness, if that

kinds of matter aie two,

it

is

will

be

intermediate bodies behave as air

difficult to

and

make

water

the

behave.

313^ Suppose, for example, that the two asserted are void and
Fire, then, as moving upward, will be void, earth,
moving downward, plenum and in air, it will be said,
fire preponderates, in water, earth.®
There will then be
a quantity of water containing more fire than a little air,
and a large amount of air will contain more earth than
5 a little water
consequently we shall have to say that air
in a certain quantity moves downward more quickly than
a little water. But such a thing has never been observed
anywhere. Necessarily, then, as fire goes up because it has
something, e. g. void, which other things do not have, and
earth goes downward because it has plenum, so air goes to
10 its own place above water because it has something else,
and water goes downward because of some special kind
of body. But if the two bodies^ are one matter, or two
matters both present in each,^ there will be a certain quantity
of each at which water will excel a little air in the upward
movement and air excel water in the downward move-

plenum.
as

;

:

ment, as

we have

The shape
15

already often said.

of bodies will not account for their moving

upward or downwaid in general, though it will account
for their moving faster or slower.
The teasons for this
^

in earth.

sc.

On

the somewhat absurd theory that the universal * matter* is
void or absolute lightness.
® 312^33—313^3, dov
. yrjs,ls a parenthesis and should be so
printed, with a colon, instead of a full-stop, at
and at KdT<o,
This is proved by the infinitive eVciv (after iain) in 1 . 3, as well as by
the yap which follows,
*
viz. air and water.
* Prantl’s eKarcp© is
a misprint for e/carcpfi).
*

.

5
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For the problem thus raised is
or lead fioats upon water,
while smaller and less heavy things, so long as they are
round or long a needle, for instance sink down; and
are not difficult to see.

why

a

fiat

piece

of

iron

—

—

sometimes a thing floats because it is small, as with gold
dust and the various earthy and dusty materials which
throng the air. With regard to these questions, it is

wrong

He

to accept the explanation offered

warm

says that the

20

by Democritus.

bodies moving up^ out of the

water hold up heavy bodies which are broad, while
narrow ones fall through, because the bodies which offer
this resistance are not numerous.
But this would be
even more likely to happen in air ^an objection which
he himself raises. His reply to the objection is feeble. In
the air, he says, the drive (meaning by drive the move- 5
ment of the upward moving bodies) is not uniform in
direction.
But since some continua are easily divided and
others less easily, and things which produce division differ
similarly in the ease with which they produce it, the explanation must be found in this fact. It is the easily
bounded,^ in proportion as it is easily bounded, which is
easily divided
and air is more so than water, water than 10

—

‘

’

;

earth.

Further, the smaller the quantity in each kind,

the more easily
reason

it

why broad

is

divided and disrupted.

things keep their place

is

Thus the

because they

cover so wide a surface and the greater quantity is less
easily disrupted.
Bodies of the opposite shape sink down

because they occupy so
fore easily parted.

little

And

of the surface, which

far greater force to air, since

force responsible for

body and the
in

there- 15

it

is

so

much more

easily

two factors, the
the downward motion of the heavy

But

divided than water.

surface, there

is

these considerations apply with
since there are

disruption-resisting force of the continuous

must be some

ratio

between the two. For
by the heavy thing

proportion as the force applied

^ dpa^p6p,€pa is the better-attested reading (ELMJ Simpl.) and
should be preferred to dpa> <j>€p6fi€VQ, The word is elsewhere used
of upward movement by Aristotle.
® i, e. the fluid or moist
Cp. de Gen. et Corr. 329^ 30.
>

;
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towards disruption and division exceeds that which resides
in the

only
ride

if

continuum, the quicker will

it

the force of the heavy thing

upon the

way down

the weaker, will

it

surface.

We have now
the light

force its
is

finished our examination of the heavy and
and of the phenomena connected with them.

INDEX

L

English

[The sign + following a reference means that many other references
could be given.]
68-13

= 268-313.

—

Above-below (up-down) (i) in
ref. to motion of elements —extremity and centre
22, 08®-

+

ferred to

03^

Animals

applied to universe
by analogy from animals upper
and lower hemispheres
i
above prior to below 84° 25,
‘more divine* 88®- 5.
18

•

—

23.

Se£ also Intermediate.

'

24, o2*> 4.

three 68®-

of,

with number

;

Anaxagoras— makes

aither

= fire

70^ 24, 02^ 4 ; explains immobility of earth by flatness 94^
14 ; his cosmogony 01® ii his
homoeomeries
elements 02®
29 ; denies existence of void 09®
;

=

19

;

69”

referred to
II.

—

Babylonians their astronomical
records 92® 7, 70^ 14.
Below see Above.

1

Alteration- def. movement in respect of quality 70® 27, 10® 23 ;
not applicable to fifth element
70® 13 nor to any infinite 75®
I ; comparison with local movement, 77® 14, lo'* 16

by implication

74” 19. 89*

—

17.

97 “ 13 -

explains immobiof earth by indifference 95'^
10; referred to by implication
98^^ 33 ; reference doubted 03^^
lity

of earth by flatness 94^ 14

;

re-

Dd

—

Category 81® 32, 12® 14.
Centre of earth )( of universe 96^

—

10, 12® I ; goal of movement
of hea\y bodies 68^ 21, 69^ 23,
76^ I, 97^ 5, li^ 29; Pythagorean view of 93® 20. See also

Earth,

Chance— 83®

32, 87^ 25, 89^ 23

Circles (or spheres)— solid revolving bodies, composed of the

primary body, in which the stars
l, 92^ 26, also
called heavens ^ and ‘ motions

are fixed 89^

*

‘

(gr.v

Anaximander

;

m

,

special name for the
highest place, meaning ‘ what
runs always * 70^ 21 ; Anaxagoras interprets otherwise 70^

All— connexion

spa-

—

Ignited by movement of
stars 89® 20 , thought to support the earth 94^ 14 ; assists

bodies 01^

,

,

,

igv),

of

70® 31

—

man

Air one
which move upward 69®- 18 + ^
one of the two intermediates

movement

of,

in, 84^* 1 1
;

92^ 2,
of the two elements
in

—growth

oppositions

;

Action— attributed to stars 92®- 14
most varied

implication 98^ 33,

physical composition 88^ 1 5 organs
for movement 90® 30
comparison with stars 90® 30, 92*^ i,
’>
93 6 .
Astronomy ^A.’s conception of,
91® 30^ 21, 97® 4 astronomical
records of Egypt and Babylon
70^ 14, 92^ 7.
Atlas*— not required 84® 20
Atoms (of Democritus and Leucippus) differ only in shape 75^
30, 03® 10 ; in peipetual movement 00^ 9 infinite in number
conflict with fact 04®
03® 5
25, with mathematics 03® 25
also Democritus, Leucippus.
tial

(2)

;

by

12.

).

—

Coan (? Chian) throw 92® 30,
Comcidenceof predicates— 82® 30.

—

of weights
Commensurability
of
73^ 10 ; of bodies 04® 25
;

diagonal 81® 5, ^ 7*
Complete— defined 86^ 20 (cf
31 68^4).

71^^

—

—
;

,
,

INDEX
Continuum
24, 13^

6

68 ®* 7,

So®-

20,

06^

.

Contrary— C.S exist together and
have same matter 86* 22; c.s

true element 06* 18.—(2) the
central mass : its centrd position 93* 17 ; its immobility 93^
16,

94* 12, 96* 24 \

its

sphen-

essential to generation 70* 13

cal shape 93^ 33, 97* 9, con-

admit of intermediates 12®
I; examples, unnatural) (natural movement 69* 9 + , upward ){
downward movement 73* 7 -fhot )( cold 07^ 6, spatial 71® 26,
87^ 6 ; c relations between any
two elements 86* 30 ; no c. to

firmed by shadow on the moon
97^ 25 , its size 97^ 31 ; view of

c,s

circular movement 70^ 31, to
any figure 07^ 7.

Counter-earth— supposed by Pythagoreans 93* 25.

Cyprus—98*

Decay—

4.

Generation.

Democritus— supposes the universe not continuous 75^ 30;
explains immobility of earth by
flatness

to

94^ 14

;

views in regard

movement 00^ 8, to elements

03* 4, to generation 05* 35;

makes the sphere a kind of
angle 07* 17 ; his explanation
of floating 13* 21 ; associated
with Leucippus 75^ 30,
8,
03* 4 ; referred to by implication 77^ I (extrusion), 79^^ 13
(destructible world), 08^ 30
Sed also Atoms, Drive,
(void).
Extrusion, Void.
Dense-rare— 99^ 8, 03* 12, ^ 23.
Differences— importance of studying 94^ 12; number hmited

03 »

I.

Diminution—

Increase.
Divination == inspired guess 84^
5 ; uses opposition nght )( left
85* 2.
Divisibility— conditions of 68* 25,
13^ 6; consequences of denial
of 99» 17.

—

—^term used by Democritus
5
Duration—special name
the
Drive
is’*

for

of the universe, implying
eternal existence 79* 23.
life

Earth

—

(i)

the element

:

moves

naturally to the centre and rests
there 69* 27, 86* 20, 95^ 20 + ;
absolutely, not merely relatively, heavy ii* 15; acc. to
the theory of planes the only

Pythagoreans

(in

motion about

the centre) 93* 20;

Ttmaeus

(similar)

of Plato,

93^ 31, 96*

24; of Xenophanes (infinite
deeps) 94* 22 ; of Thales (floats
on water) 94* 28 , of Anaximenes, Anaxagoras,

Democritus

(immobile because of its flatness) 94^ 14; of Empedocles
(immobile because of the vortex) 95* 15 ; of Anaxim^der
(immobile because of its indifference) 95^ 10.

—

Eclipse of moon more frecment
than of sun (Pythagoreans) 94^
23 ; of moon by earth gives
curved outline 97* 25 ; of Mars
(or Mercury ?) by moon 92* 4,
E^pt astronomical records of
92* 7, 70^ 14; stars seen in
98* 4.
Elements ^normally called ‘ simple bodies ^ 98* 30, 02^ 7, 06^
4 -f ; specifically distinct parts
68^ 5, 14, possess a principle
of movement 68^ 28; three in
number, 77^ 14, 98^ 8 ; their
distinction depends on natural
movements 76^ 8, 04^ 20, and
places 77^ 14 (cf. 12^ 19).
(i) the primary body, substance
of the outer heavens (Bks. I,
II) : moves naturally in a circle
69* 5, a sign of its perfection
69* 16, neither light nor heavy
69* 19 j not subject to generation, increase, or alteration 70*
12, 88* 34 ; not infinite 71^ i fif.
its several movements 86* 3,
89** I, 91^ 30; why spherical
86^^ 10
direction of movement
;
87^ 22 ; regularity of movement
88 * 14 ; substance of the stars
89* 13 ; Its movement the measure of all movement 84* 2, 87*
23.
(2) below the moon (Bks.
Ill, IV): primary constituents
of bodies 02* ii ; four in number (earth and fire, with two
intermediates, Water and air),

—

—

—

"

INDEX
but treated as two, 77^ 14, 98^^
8 ; based on opposition light )(
heavy 01^ 22, 07'* 28
their
natural movement 00^ 20, 10*
a passage to form, being,
14
or actuality 10^ i, ii®* 4, their
serial character 10^ ii ; dis-

Geometry

;

connected with the heavens 70^ 7, 84* 12 , use of
number 3 in worship of 68* 15.
larly

,

tinctive properties

ii® 15

;

in-

volve generation 70*^ 33, 98^ 10,
02* 10, 04^ 23 ; pass into one
another 05^ 14 ; not infinite in
number 02^ 10; nor reducible
to one 03^ 14 not distinguishable by size 04* 1 nor by shape
06^ 3
Views of others : early
thinkers 03^ 13 ; Anaxagoras
02*- 29;
Empedocles 95* 31,
02* 30, 05^ I ; Leucippus and
Democritus 03® 3 Plato, 7};

—

;

;

maeuscS^

I.

Elephants—"found in India and in
12.
N. Africa
Empedocles— his views on the
destructibility of the world 79^*

15 ; on the immobility of the
earth 84“ 24, 94* 35, 95* 8 , 30,
00® 2 ; on the elements 02* 29,
^23, 05*35 ; ignores opposition
light )( heavy 09* 19 ; his prin-

80*
oi» 16
16, 95* 31,
quoted 94* 2 5 , oo^* 30. See also
Vortex, Excretion.
Excretion— process by which Empedocles accounts for the generation of the elements 05'^ i.
Extrusion— forced motion of a
body due to action of other
bodies, a term used by some
writers (Leucippus and Demociples

Love

‘

’

and

‘

Hate

’

00^ 29,

‘

*

critus^) 77^

I.

Form— opp.

matter 78* I, 10^ 15,
Platonic 78* 16.
P'ront-back— applied to universe
84^ 21, 88* 6.
12* 12

;

‘

Harmony of the

,

moon

70* 33, 98^ 10, 02* 10;
g. of elements from one another
04^ 24, 05* 34
not absolute
01^ 2 ; not admitted by Melissus and Parmenides 98^ T 5.
;

spheres ’—a Py-

thagorean view, refuted 90^ 12.
Hate (in Empedocles) see Love.

— — three

Heaven

senses

distin-

guished 78^ 10 ; sense {a) first
or ^outermost* h 70^ 15, 88*
15, 92^ 22, 98* 24 (cp. 91* 35,
91'* 2); ‘fixed* h.72^31
sense
(d) (including the planets) animate 85* 29, Divine 86* 10,
spherical ^10, eternal, 87^ 26;
sense (c) (= world, universe)
90* 6, 98* 31, 00* 15, 01* 17,
03^ 13, 08* 17; hemispheres
85^^ 10, 08* 26; includes all
body, place, time, 76* 18, 78*
26, 79* 12 See also Elements (i ),
Heavy-light— applied to bodies
which move naturally towards
and away from the centre 69^
20 ; imply a finite system 73*
22 not applicable to primary
body 69^ 19, 76* 16; not accounted for by Empedocles 95*
30 ; nor by the theory of planes
99* 24 ; dist. absolute-relative
08* 7; heavy the privative,
light the positive term 86* 26.
Heraclitus— on generation 79^ 15,
98'* 30 , referred to by implication 03® 12 (cf. 04* 18).
Hercules, Pillars of— 98* ii.
Hesiod on generation 98^ 28 (cf,
79” 13)Hippasus— 03° 12.
Hippon— 03^ II.
‘

;

—

—

;

—

Homoeomeries

— of

Anaxagoras

02* 31, 04* 26.

Hydrarpax
clock

Generation— depends on interaction of contraries 70* 15;
hence excluded from sphere of
the primary body 70* 19, 79^ 4,
88* 34 necessity of, below the

—

construction in 79^ 35.
creative 71* 33 ; his activity eternal life 8$* 9 , popu-

God— as

— name

for

water-

m Simpl.*s day 94^ 21.

Hypothesis— dist. false-impossible 81^ 4.

Idaios— of Himera 03^ 13.
Increase-diminution 70* 23, 84^
28, 88^ 15, 10*27, io'> 20.

—

India—^8*

ii.

Indivisible lines— 99* 10, 07* 22.

Infinite— not predicable of body
7ii» 2 ff.
of weight 73* 22 ; of
;

—

;;

INDEX
elements 03* 5 ; of process of
analysis 04^ 28 ; not to be traversed 00^ 4 ; as applied to line
69^ 22, 72^ 17 ; 1. shapes, acc.
to Democritus 03* 12

^

Intermediate-bodies (viz air and
water) 76^ i, 86^ 29, 10^ 12,
12^ 28 ; places (i.e. where these
bodies rest) 77'* 23, 12* 9, i.

body cannot be primary 03^ 22
between contraries 12^

ixion—84*^

physics concerned
with 68® 2, 08® I ; not present
in all things 98'* 19; of three

kinds, qualitative, quantitative,
local 10® 23.
(i) local: belongs naturally to
finite in
all bodies 68^ 15,

—

character 77® 17 ; dist. naturalconstrained 76® 22, 94^* 32, 00®

+

20

;

35.

dist.

simple-compound

+ ; kinds of
simple m. 68^* 17 ; (1) circular
70’’ 31. 77® 3. 84® 4 Se** 2 t ;
10® 14 -f , down(11) rectilinear
ward, goal of 96^ 7 ; ‘ makes
equal angles * 96** 20, 97** 19.
—of heavens : variety 86® 3, qi'*
29; direction 87^* 22; regularity 88® 14; w. ref. to stars
dS'* 30,

i.

—

Movement

00® 20

-

Klepsydra— 94^

22.

Leucippus— conjoined with Democritus 75^ 30, 00^ 8, 03^ 4 (cf.
77^

I

,

also Demo-

OB'* 30).

critus.

Light—

Heavy.
Like to like
means matter to
form io'> I.
Love-hate— opposed causal principles in cosmology of Empedo*

*

—

cles Bo®- 16, 95* 31, oo'* 29, oi®*
16.

89^* I.

— of animate

things 84^* 32, 85®
of spherical bodies 90® 9,
91'* 15 ; as cause of fire 89® 21.
Alteration,
(2) qualitative—
*
sense-m.* 84'* 29.
—(3) quantitative see Increase.
of m.*===PJ^ys. V‘ discussion
VIII 73® 20, 75^ 23, 99® 10;
‘
of time and m. 03® 23,

29

;

—
—

m

Magnitude— complete
dimensions 68® 9

;

three
simple, two

and circular
minimum, impos-

*

only, VIZ. straight
line dB'* 19
sible yi'*

;

10

Mars— (or Mercury?)

eclipse of,

by moon, observed by A* 92®

—

5.

Mathematics contributions of, to
astronomy 91'* 9, 97® 4, 98® 16
admits no minimum 71^* 10,
its principles finite 02^* 30; in
conflict with the atomic theory
03® 21
with the theory of
planes 06® 28 the mathematical the most accurate sciences
;

;

06® 28.
Melissus and Pannenides
nied generation 98'* 17.

—

—

as agent 68® 20, 71® 33,
88® 3, 90® 30, 91® 25, »> 14, 93*
2 ; as form 86® 18, 01® 8 ; as
source of movement 68’* 16, ex'*
17 + ; perfection of 88 ® 9 ; order
of oi'* 19 ; inquiry into 68® i,
98^ I.
Numbers— allotted to geometrical
figures 86** 34, compose the
world, acc. to Pvthagoreans 00®
15 ; the n. three 68® 15.

Nature

Ocean— unity of 98®
de-

;

;

31).

Missiles—movement of 88® 23,

89*23

Moon— phases
ments

9i'>

91'*

20;

move-

35, so-called face

90® 26.

Motion— sscircle

{q,v,) to which
stars are attached 79® 20, 92®

14 -

of 79^ 13,

98^* 27.

Minimum— no m. magnitude yi'*
10 no m. time 74® 9 m. movement the measure 87® 23 (cf.

10.

Orpheus— cosmogony

—
—

and Melissus denied generation 98^* 17.
Philosophy first yy'* 10 ; popular
*
79 31
Physics of Aristotle
cited as
‘opening discussions’ 70® 17,
*
1 1® 1
2 , Bks. I-IV cited as discussion of principles ’ 72® 30 n ,
74 * 21; Bks. V-VIII as ‘discussion of movement’ 72® 30,
75^ 23, 99® 10; as d, of time
Parmenides

®

—

‘

—

5; .

6

INDEX
m/

and

03^ 23

;

treated gener-

ally as continuous w.

28, 86T> 20,

De

Caelo
05* 22 -h

73* 18, 85*
Place belongs to the perceptible
75 ^* II ; contrarieties of 71®- 5,
26, 73* 12; proper or natural
76®- 12, 10^ 7
intermediate 77^
23, 12* 9, w. ref. to \oid 09^

—

,

26

none outside the heaven

;

79® 12
Planes, theory

06®

27, 98^ 33,

—

secondary revolution of
85^ 29, 91^^ I absence of twinkling 90® 19.
See also Heaven,
Mars.
,

Plato— (not mentioned by name)
his Ttmaeus cited 80® 30, 93^
32, 00®

I,

Poles— 85^*
Possibility

^ 17, 06^ 19, 08^ 4.
10, 93^ 32, 96® 27.
^notion of, examined

—

81® I, 83^ 8, no unrealized p.
83® 25.
logical sense 71^ 12,
Principle—
02^ 27,03® 18, 06® 7 ; structural, in animals 84*^ ii, 85® 20,
in geometrical figures 03^* 2 ; of
movement 68^ 16, 84^ 32, 85®

m

29, ^>7,

*

discussion of

ps’=

Phys. I-IV 74® 21 (cf. 72® 30 n.).
Privation 86® 26.
Pyramid 03® 32, 04® 12, ^ 4, 06^
7 , 33
Pythagoreans
on the number
three 68® ii ; on right and left
the heaven 84'* 7; on the
hemispheres 85'* 26; on the
motion of the earth 93® 20
their ‘counter-earth* 93® 25,
^ 20 ; ‘ Guard-house of Zeus ’
93^ 4 ; compose the world of
numbers 00® 1 5 ; cf. also 90^ 1
(* harmony of the spheres ’)-

—
—

-

—

m

Right-left— applied to universe
84^ 6; motion of first heaven
starts from right and moves to
right 85^^ 17; right prior to left

88 ® 6 .
Rolling a motion appropriate to
a sphere 90* 10

—

—84^
—said to be unheard

Sense-movement

Sound

tinuous 90^ 27

29.

;

if conhas physical

effects 90'* 34.

—the

Spheres

;

,

;

*

;

Circles

of— 86^

I.

Planets

10; suited only to movement
one place 90^ 2 its proper
spherical
movements 90® 10
shape of universe 87^ 15, 90^ I ;
of stars 90® 8, ^i, 91^ 10; of
the earth 97*^ 21 ; of surface of
water 87^ i (supposed) of pai>
tides of fire 06^ 33
harmony
of the s.s* 90'' 12.
See also
in

primary shape 86^

Spinning a. motion appropriate
to a sphere 90® 10
Stars composition, 89® 1 5 ; carried on moving spheres 89® 29,
^ 31
distances 91® 30 ; speed
of motion 91® 33 shape 91° 10;
distribution 92® 10 ; number of
movements 91^ 30, unchanging intervals 88^ 10, 96^ 4,
twinkling (dist. planets) 90® 18
seen differently in different
countnes 97^ 31
comparison
with animads 90® 30, 92^ i, 93
Substrate— 70® 16, 06® 17.
Sun— Its heat 89® 32 apparent
spinning motion 90® 15 ; eclipses
of, by moon 91^ 23 , number of
movements 92® i ; distance

—
;

;

,

;

,

94*4
Suspension

—of triangles 06® 22

—

Text

(basis Prantl, 1881) (i) conjectures adopted or suggested

72b 17, 80b 18, 81® I, 7, 83® 29,
92'> II, 95® 22, 99^ 19, oi^ 19,
04® 28, 12® 10
—(2) alterations of punctuation
68® 24, 73^ 25 74* 5 > 1
7 ^^ 17 >
77® 16, 18, 73^ 15, 79^ 22, 26,
80® 30, ^28, 81^^ 29, 82® 12, 26,
83® 14, 24, 29, ^ 9, 21, 89® 2, 23,
92° 3 , 13, 93^ 18, 95® 10, ^33,
01® 19, ^ 23, 05® 28, 06^ 17, 08^
6, 15, 10^ I, ii'^ 14, 12® 24 ^25,
33
—(3) misprints corrected 76® 5,
18, 77* 32, ^27, 7§^ 16, 79^ 6,
80® 29, 81® 16, 83*^ 21, 84*^ 20,
86^* 28, 91® 22, 29, 95^ 15, 06^
32, 07® 8, 21, 10® 20, 12® 33,
>

-

13* II(4) other alterations 68® 22,
^ 21, 26, 70®
25, 69® 7, 23, 28,
23, 71 * 29. ” 5 , 19, 30, 33 . 72^ I,
73» 16, 74* 22, "s, 32, 7S» 10,
76’> 21, 77’> 27, 78’’ 3, 28, 8o» 34,
81'' 18, 21, 33, 83* 17,
5, 7,

—

;,;,

INDEX
86»> 1, 19, 87® 27, ^ 34,
7, 30,
88'» 10, 26, 89“ 28, 92** 4, 93“
99’> 22, 28, 32,
28, 94’> 20, 95'>

84»

4,

02» 2, 12, 03® 2,
04a 16,^ 27, 06^ 15, 28, OS* I,
24, 32, 09^> 20, 25, 10® 7, 31,
^12, 16, 1 1® 3, 6, '>16, 26, 29,

oi®- 9,

15, 20,

.

;

1

—

Void supposed by Leucippus and
Deniocntus to account for

movement

oo'^ 10, cannot be
the matterof things, either alone
I2*> 21, or with plenum 13* i
extra-corporeal, impossible 02*
intra-corporeal, as
I, 05* 17
cause of lightness 09* 6,
1
as explaining expansion, 05^ 1 7
no V. outside the heaven 79* 12
(cf. 87*
15) ; has no natural
mo\ement 09'*. 18 (cf. 13* i). ^

13* 23.
68* 19, 70*
(5) other comments
26, 71* 24, 72* 14, ^ 18, 28, 76*
I2*» 17,

—

30, 77* 2,29, 31,78* 20,
29, 83* 26, 85* 7, 88* 6,
29, 93* 24. ^ 31, 96* 26,
99* 19, 01^ 17, 31, 05*

80^ 20,
92* 26,

,

97* 34,
17, 07*

17, 08* 31, 10* 3, ^22.
Thales
said earth rests upon
referred to by
water 94* 28

—

;

implication 03** ii
Three— mystical significance of
the number 68* 1 5.
Thunder splits rocks by its noise

—

90” 35inconceivable outside the
heaven 79* 14 ; no minimum t
74* 9; every performance has
Its minimum t 88^^ 32
Transverse in the universe, def
85^ 12.
Triangle— constituent of bodies,
in the Ttmaeits 08^ 1 5, 09^^ 34 ;
Its Pythagorean number 87* i.

—

Time

—

INDEX
[The reference

is

—

liable to increase 70*
33 compared with lower stars
92^ 2,
Visual ray— 90* 17.

Vegetables

—

Vortex (or Whirl) supposed by
Empedocles 84* 24, 95* 8, 00^ 3.

—

amoves downward 69* 18
proof that its surface is spherical 87^ I ; supposed by Thales
to support the earth 94* 28 , to
be the one element 03^ 1 1, See
also Intermediate.
Water-clock -94^^ 22

Water

Xenocrates - possibly referred
79” 33. 98” 33

—cited 94* 22

Xenophanes

II.

Greek

to the foot--note in which the

word

dvraKoXovfiit 82* 30.
anro\f\v^€vos lo^ 33.

tWea-Bai 93^ 31*
KovuTis 92* 26.
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72* 20.
95 ** II.
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(popd 92* 14
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PREFACE
This
which

is

translation has been

now being

made from a

published for

revised text,

me by the

Delegates of

the Clarendon Pi ess as part of an edition of Aristotle’s
Trepi

y€vi(r€m Kai

<l)6opas.

I

have indicated

in

a few brief

footnotes the chief passages in which the readings

adopted

differ

from those of Bekker

and a defence of
in

my

;

a

full

have

I

explanation,

interpretation in detail, will be found

my edition*
To Mr. W.

D. Ross, Fellow of Oriel College,

greatly indebted for
suggestions.

The

many most

I

am

valuable criticisms and

references in the footnotes to Burnet are

to the third edition of that author’s Early GreeTz Phibsopky

(London, ig%o)i

and the

references to Diels are to the

second edition of Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker
1

(Berlin,

906).

H. H.

J.

ANALYSIS

VI

BOOK
cc

IL

The 7natertal constituefits of all that comes^to-be and
passes-away are the so-called elemefits \ i e. the stfnple ’ bodies
What these are, how they are transformed into one another^ and

1-8.

‘

how

they ^combine \

CH.
1.

‘

The
*

3.

certain

‘

‘

contrarieties

contrarieties

*

the dry and the moist

analogous

to,

of

‘

elements’ of body, but

body are ^ primary matter

’

‘

the hot

’

and

dry, moist)

are

and the cold

’

These four ^elementary qualities’

The

*

’.

in question are

diversely coupled

4.

aie not really

The elements

simple ’ bodies.

and
2.

Water

Earth, Air, Fire, and

so as

to

cold,

(hot,

constitute four

‘simple’ bodies

but purer than, Earth, Air, Fire, and

four ‘simple* bodies

Water

undergo reciprocal transformation

in

various manners.
5.

6.

Restatement and confirmation of the preceding doctrine.
Empedokles maintains that his four ‘ elements cannot be transHow then can they be ‘equal’
formed into one another.
His whole theory, indeed, is
(1. e. comparable) as he asserts ^
thoroughly unsatisfactory. In particulai, he entirely fails to
explain how compounds (e.g. bone or flesh) come-to-be out of
’

his
7.
8.

‘

elements

*

How the simple ’ bodies combine to form compounds
Every compound body requires all four ‘simple’ bodies as
‘

its

constituents.

cc.

9.

9-10.

The causes of coming-to-be and passing-away,

Material, formal,

away.

The

and

final

causes of coming-to-be and passing-

failure of earlier theories

—

e. g.

of the

‘

materialist

’

theory and of the theory advanced by Sokrates m the Phaedo—

10,

must be ascribed to inadequate recognition of the efficient cause.
sun’s annual movement in the ecliptic or zodiac circle is the
efficient cause of coming-to-be and passing-away.
It explains

The

the occurrence of these changes and their ceaseless alternation.

Appendix,
II

In what sense, and under what conditions, the things which

come-to-be are ‘necessary’.

Absolute necessity characterizes

every sequence of transformations which

is cyclical

ON COMING-TO-BE AND PASSING-AWAY
BOOK
Our

I

next task

We are

away.

is

I

to study coming-to-be

and passing- 314^

to distinguish the causes, and to state the

—

definitions, of these processes considered in general
as
changes predicable uniformly of all the things that come-tobe and pass-away by nature. Further, we are to study

growth and ‘alteration’. We must inquire what each of
them is; and whether ‘alteration’ is to be identified with 5
coming-to-be, or whether to these different names there
correspond two separate processes with distinct natures.

On

question,

this

divided.

indeed, the early philosophers are

Some of them assert that the so-called

coming-tO-be

’

is

‘

alteration

‘

unqualified

while others maintain that

alteration and coming-to-be are distinct.
For those who
say that the universe is one something (i. e. those who
generate all things out of one thing) are bound to assert
that coming-to-be is alteration ’, and that whatever comes’

‘

‘

‘

to-be

’

in the proper sense of the

but those

who make

term

is

‘

the matter of things

being altered

10

’

more than one

must distinguish coming-to-be from ‘alteration’. To this
latter class belong Empedokles, Anaxagoras, and Leukippos.
And yet Anaxagoras himself failed to understand his own
He says^ at all events, that coming-to-be and
utterance.
passing-away are the same as being altered ^ yet, in
common with other thinkers, he affirms that the elements
are many. Thus Empedokles holds that the corporeal
’

‘

elements are four, while

which

'

645.18

all

the elements

movement— are

initiate

Cf.

fr.

six in

17 (Diels, pp. 320-1).

:

—including those

number; whereas

15
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314*

Anaxagoras agrees with Leukippos and Demokritos that
the elements are infinite.

(Anaxagoras posits as elements the homoeomeries viz.
bone, flesh, marrow, and eveiy thing else which is such that
while
part and whole are the same in name and nature
‘

30

,

Demokritos and Leukippos say that there are indivisible
bodies, infinite both in number and in the varieties of their
shapes, of which everything else

’,

35

composed

is

—the

com-

pounds differing one from another according to the shapes,
and groupings ’ of their constituents )
* positions
For the views of the school of Anaxagoras seem diametrically opposed to those of the followers of Empedokles.
*

Empedokles says that Fire, Water, Air, and Earth are four
elements, and are thus simple rather than flesh, bone, and
homoeomeiies
But the
bodies which, like these, aie
homoeomeries as
followers of Anaxagoras regard the
simple and elements, whilst they affirm that Earth, Fire,
Water, and Air are composite for each of these is (accordhomoeoing to them) a common seminary of all the
’

'

‘

‘

‘

*

'

;

314'*

’

^

‘

meries

Those, then,

who

construct all things out of a single

element, must maintain that coming-to-be and passing-

away

For they must affirm that the underand one ; and
change of such a stibstraium is what we call ‘altering*.
Those, on the other hand, who make the ultimate kinds of
things more than one, must maintain that alteration * is
distinct from coming-to-be
for coming-to-be and passingaway result from the consilience and. the dissolution of the
many kinds. That is why Empedokles too ^ uses language
to this effect, when he says There is no coming-to-be of
anything, but only a mingling and a divorce of what has
been mingled
Thus it is clear (i) that to describe comingare

‘

alteration

*.

lying something always remains identical

5

‘

:

‘

1 Aristotle’s
point (from 314*' n to 314^1)
Empedokles, Leukippos, and Demokritos are all

is

that Anaxagoras,
and there-

pluralists,

fore logically bound (whatever they may say) to distinguish coming-tobe and ‘alteration’. They are all plurahsts, though their theories
difier, and though the theory of
that of Empedokles.
* 1, e. as well as Anaxagoras .
®

Cf. fr.

Anaxagoras

is

actually

cf. above, 314®* 13-1
8 (Diels, p. 175), and the paraphrase in

‘

contraiy

*

to

MXG 975*36-^16.

BOOK

I.

314”

I

to-be and passing-away in these terms

with their fundamental assumption, and

them

fact so describe

nize ‘alteiation’

that they do in

nevertheless, they too

:

a fact distinct from

as

though it is impossible
what they say.

them

for

to

accordance

in

is

(ii)

10

must recog-

^

coming-to-be,

do so consistently with

That we are right in this criticism is easy to perceive.
For ‘alteration is a fact of observation. While the sub’

stance of the thing remains unchanged,

we

just as

and

‘

who

posit

see in

we

see

it

‘

altering

the changes of magnitude called ‘growth

it

diminution \

’

’

15

Nevertheless, the statements of those
’

more original reals than one make alteration
impossible.
For alteration as we assert, takes place in
respect to certain qualities
and these qualities (I mean,
e. g., hot-cold, white-black, dry-moist, soft-hard, and so
’

‘

‘

‘

:

forth)

are,

quoted in

of them,

all

The

‘elements'.

characterizing

differences

actual words of

the 30

Empedokles may be

illustration

The sun everywhere bright to see, and hot;
The rain everywhere dark and cold;^
and he

distinctively characterizes his remaining elements in

a similar manner. Since, therefore, it is not possible® for
Fire to become Water, or Water to become Earth, neither
will it be possible for anything white to become black, or
anything soft to become hard ; and the same argument

applies to all the other qualities.
essentially

Yet this

is

what

35

‘alteration’

is.

an obvious corollary, that a single matter
must always be assumed as undei lying the contrary poles
of any change whether change of place, or growth and
It follows, as

’

‘

—

diminution, or

*

alteration

’

;

further, that the being of this

matter and the being of alteration
‘

For

if

the change

a single element

,

is
i.

‘

e.

alteration
all

'

stand and

And, conversely,

the substratum of the changing things

is

one, there

alteration
e as well as ordinary people
®
®

Cf
1

e.

and 5 (Diels, p.
according to Empedokles.

fr.

21,

11.

3

together.
is

things which admit of change

into one another have a single matter.

‘

fall

then the substratum

;

cf.

^ 13

180).

ff.

if
is

315*

315
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5

Empedokles, indeed, seems to contradict his own statements as well as the observed facts. For he denies that any
one of his elements comes-to-be out of any other, insisting
on the contrary that they are the things out of which everything else

comes-to-be;

and yet (having brought the

entirety of^existing things, except Strife, together into one)

he maintains, simultaneously with

this denial,

that each

more comes-to-be out of the One. Hence it was
out of a One that this came-to-be Water, and that

thing once
clearly
ro Fire,

various poitions of

it

being separated off

characteristic differences or qualities

sun

'

white and hot

and the earth

by

—as indeed he
*

certain

calls the

heavy and hard \
be taken away

therefore, these characteristic differences

they can be taken away, since they came-to-be),

it

If,

(for

will

Earth to come-to-be out of Water
and Water out of Earth, and for each of the other elements
to undergo a similar transformation
not only then^ but
if, and because, they change their qualities.
also now
And^
to judge by what he says, the qualities are such that they
can be attached * to things and can again be separated
from them, especially since Strife and Love are still fighting
with one another for the mastery. It was owing to this
same conflict that the elements were generated from a One
clearly be inevitable for

15

—

—

*

‘

‘

at the former period.

I say generated ^ for presumably
and Water had no distinctive existence at all
while merged in one.
There is another obscurity in the theory of Empedokles.
20 Are we to regard the One as his * original real ?
Or is it
the Many i. e. Fire and Earth, and the bodies co-ordinate
with these? For the One is an element^ in so far as it
underlies the process as matter as that out of which Earth
and Fire come-to-be through a change of qualities due to
* the motion
On the other hand, in so far as the One
results from composition (by a consilience of the Many),
whereas they result from disintegration^ the Many are more
25 * elementary than the One, and prior to it in their nature.
‘

Fire, Earth,

’

—

*

—

*

*

* i.e. at the period when Empedokles himself appears to recognize
that his ‘elements’ come-to-be.
* i. e. the motion of dissociation initiated
by Strife.

;

BOOK
We have

2

qualified’

1.

2

315*^

therefore to discuss the whole subject of

coming-to-be and passing-away

;

^

un-

we have

to

inquire whether these changes do or do not occur and,

if

they occur, to explain the precise conditions of their occurrence.
We must also discuss the remaining forms of change,
viz. growth and ‘alteration
For though, no dbubt, Plato
investigated the conditions under which things come-to-be

and pass-away, he confined his inquiry to these changes
and he discussed notW/ coming-to-be, but only that of the
elements. He asked no questions as to how flesh or bones,
or any of the other similar compound things, come-to-be
nor again did he examine the conditions under which
alteration or growth are attributable to things.
;

‘

30

*

A

similar criticism applies to all our predecessors with

Not one of them penemade a thorough examination

the single exception of Demokritos.
trated below the surface or

of a single one of the problems.

35

Demokritos, however,

does seem not only to have thought carefully about

all the
problems, but also to be distinguished from the outset by 3^5^

his method.

For, as

made any

sophers

we are

saying, none of the other philo-

definite statement about growth, except

such as any amateur might have made. They said that
things grow ‘by the accession of like to like’, but they did
not proceed to explain the manner of this accession.

Nor

and they neglected almost every single one of the remaining problems,
how
offering no explanation, e. g., of action or passion
in physical actions one thing acts and the other undergoes

did they give any account of combination
‘

’

‘

’

:

’

‘

—

Demokritos and Leukippos, however, postulate the
and make ‘alteration’ and coming-to-be result
from them. They explain coming-to-be and passing-away
by their ‘dissociation’ and ‘association’, but ‘alteiation*
And since they thought
by their grouping and position
that the truth lay in the appearance, and the appearances
are conflicting and infinitely many, they made the figures
Hence owing to the changes of the
infinite in number.^
compound the same thing seems different and conflicting

6

action.

‘figures',

’

*

’.

‘

’

‘

—

—

to different people
^

And

:

it is

‘

transposed ’ by a small additional

in variety of shape also:

cf.

above, 314* 22-3.

lo
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’

and appears utterly othei by the» transposition
of
single
a
constituent.
For Tragedy and Comedy are both
15
composed of the same letters.
Since almost all our predecessors think (1) that comingto-be is distinct from ‘alteration’, and (li) that, whereas
things altar by change of their qualities, it is by association and dissociation that they come-to-be and passaway, we must concentrate our attention on these theses.
For they lead to many peiplexing and well-grounded
20 dilemmas. If, on the one hand, coming-to-be is association
many impossible consequences result and yet there are
other arguments, not easy to unravel, which force the conclusion upon us that coming-to-be cannot possibly be anything else
If, on the other hand, coming-to-be ts not
association either there is no such thing as coming-to-be
at all or it is alteration : or else ^ we must endeavour to
unravel this dilemma too and a stubborn one we shall
ingredient,

*

’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

‘

:

‘

’

‘

—

find

H

it.

The fundamental
culties, is this

question, in dealing with all these

Do

‘

;

things come-to-be and

grow, and undergo the contrary changes,
“ reals ” are indivisible

primary

nitude indivisible

makes the
30

‘

reals

’

?

’

magnitudes

And

again,

the

this question

the piimary

if

are indivisible magnitudes, are these bodies^ as

kritos and Leukippos maintain

asserted in the

?

there

is

Demo-

Or are they planes,

as

is

Timaeus}

To resolve bodies into planes and no
we have also remarked elsewhere,^ is in
Hence

and

because

Or is no mag-

?

For the answer we give to

greatest difference.

diffi-

“ alter ”

—

further

this,

as

a paradox

itself

more to be said for the view that there are
Yet even these involve much of paradox.

indivisible bodies.
Still,

35

as

we have

said, it is possible to construct

‘

alteration

’

and coming-to-be with them, if one transposes the same
turning and intercontact and by the varieties of the
figures’, as Demokritos does.
(His denial of the reality of
’

‘

316^ by

colour
^

*

‘

is

a corollary from this position
we

‘

:

for,

according to

wish to maintain that coming-to-be (though it
from * alteration ’) is not ‘ association \
Cf. e. g. de Cado 399® 6-n
i.e.

if

actually occurs
*

‘

still

and

is distinct

BOOK

1.

316*^

2

him, things get coloured by turning ’ of the figures \) But
the possibility of such a construction no longer exists for
‘

those

who

‘

For nothing except
from putting planes together, they do not
even attempt to generate any quality from them.
Lack of experience diminishes our power of taking
a comprehensive view of the admitted facts. Hence those
divide bodies into planes.

solids results

who dwell in intimate association with nature and
phenomena grow more and more able to formulate, as

5

its

the

foundations of their theories, principles such as to admit of

a wide and coherent development:

while those

whom

devotion to abstract discussions has rendered unobservant
of the facts are too leady to dogmatize on the basis of a few 10

The

observations.

rival

treatments

before us will serve to illustrate

between a
quiry.

how

of the subject

great

is

now

the difference

and a ‘dialecticar method of

‘scientific’

in-

For, whereas the Platonists argue that there must

be atomic magnitudes because otherwise “ The Triangle
will be more than one
Demokritos would appear to have
been convinced by arguments appropriate to the subject,
‘

drawn from the science of nature. Our meaning will
become clear as we proceed.
For to suppose that a body (i. e. a magnitude) is divisible
through and through, and that this division is possible,
involves a difficulty. What will there be in the body which
i.e.

escapes the division

?

through and through, and if this division
is possible, then it might fe, at one and the same moment,
divided through and through, even though the dividings
had not been effected simultaneously: and the actual
Occurrence of this result would involve no impossibility.
Hence the same principle will apply whenever a body is
by nature divisible through and through, whether by
nothing
bisection,^ or generally by any method whatever
impossible will have resulted if it has actually been divided
not even if it has been divided into innumerable parts,
themselves divided innumerable times. Nothing impossible
If

it is

15

divisible

:

1
1.

e.

by progressive

bisection

Ee

ad infimtum.

ao

de generatione et corruptione

3i6*^
will

have resulted, though perhaps nobody in fact could so

divide

it.

Since, therefoie, the

through,

let it

body

divisible

is

and
remain ?

through

have been divided. What, then,

will

A

magnitude? No: that is impossible, since then there
be something not divided, whereas ex hypothesi the
body was divisible through and through. But if it be
admitted that neither a body nor a magnitude will remain,

25 will

to take place, the constituents of the

and yet division^

is

body

be points

either

will

absolutely nothing.

without magnitude) or

(i.e.

If its constituents are nothings,

then

might both come-to-be out of nothings and exist as
a composite of nothings: and thus presumably the whole
body will be nothing but an appearance. But if it consists

it

30 of points,

a similar absurdity will result it will not possess
For when the points were in contact and
.

any magnitude.

coincided to form a single magnitude, they did not

make

when the body was divided
the whole ^ was not a bit smaller or

the whole any bigger (since,

two or more parts,
bigger than it was before the division)
hence, even if all
the points^ be put together, they will not make any
into

:

magnitude.

But suppose

that, as the

—a piece

body

being divided, a minute

is

—

is extracted, and
body ‘comes away from the magnitude,
evading the division.
Even then the same^ argument
applies.
For in what sense is that section divisible ? But if
what came away’ was not a body but a separable foim or

section

of sawdust, as

were

it

that in this sense a

^

‘

quality,
5 qualified

and
’

:

if
it

the magnitude

is

‘

points or contacts thus

magnitude should
which are not magnitudes. Moreover,

paradoxical that a

is

consist of elements

where will the points be? And are they motionless or
moving? And every contact is always a contact of two
somethings,

i.e.

there

is

always something besides the

contact or the division or the point.
i.e.' through and through ’ division.
Le. the sum of the now separated parts.
* 1. 6. all the points into which the
body has been dissolved by the
'
through and through ’ division.
* Cf. above, 316*24-5.
^
*

—

BOOK
These,

then,

are

the
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from

resulting

difficulties

supposition that any and eveiy body, whatever
is divisible

through and through.

fuither consideration.

or anything

was, and

it

which

at

I

else, I
is

is,

the
size,

besides, this

having divided a piece of wood
together, it is again equal to what

If,

put

one.

There

its

it

is so,

whatever*the point

The wood,

therefore, has been

Clearly this

cut the wood.

lo

What, then, is
For even if we
suppose there is some quality, yet how is the wood
dissolved into such constituents ^ and how does it come-tobe out of them ? Or how are such constituents sepaiated so
divided potenttally through and through.

there in the

wood

besides the division

>

as to exist apart from one another ?
Since,

therefore,

consist of contacts

is

it

bodies and magnitudes.

we

impossible for

magnitudes to

15

or points, there must be indivisible
Yet,

if

we do

postulate the latter,

are confronted with equally impossible consequences,

which we have examined

in other works.^

But we must try

to disentangle these perplexities, and must therefore formulate the

On

whole problem over again.
it is in no

way paradoxical that
every perceptible body should be indivisible as well as
divisible at any and every point.
For the second predicate
the one hand, then,

will attach to it potentiallyy

other hand,

it

but the

first actually.

would seem to be impossible

for

On

ao

the

a body to

even potentially, divisible at all points simultaneously.
if it were possible, then it might actually occur, with
the result, not that the body would simultaneously be

be,

For

and divided), but that it would
be simultaneously divided at any and every point. Con- 25
sequently, nothing will remain and the body will have
passed-away into what is incorpoieal: and so it might
come-to-be again either out of points or absolutely out of
actually both (indivisible

nothing.

And how

that possible

is

?

But now it IS obvious that a body is in fact divided into
separable magnitudes which are smaller at each division
into magnitudes which fall apart from one another and are
*

®

e. points-of-division
Cf. Physics 231®* 21 ff.

i.

and
;

quality.

de Caelo 303*3 fF.

;

deUn. Insec, 969^29^

"^

;

de generatione et corruptione

3i6^

Hence (it is urged) the process of
body part by part is not a breaking up which
could continue ad tnjinitum\ nor can a body be simul-

actually separated.
30 dividing a

’

‘

taneously divided at every point, for that

but there

a limit,

is

‘

The

not proceed.

not possible

is

beyond which the breaking up
necessary consequence

coming-to-be and passing-away are

place

take

to

can-

’

—especially

if

by

—

association
and dissociation
respectively is that a
body ^ must contain atomic magnitudes which are invisible.
Such is the argument which is believed to establish the
317®
necessity of atomic magnitudes
we must now show that it
conceals a faulty infeience, and exactly where it conceals it.
‘

’

‘

"

:

For, since point

not

is

‘

immediately-next

through’ in one

magnitudes are ‘divisible through and
sense,
5

and yet not

thought there

it is

When, however,

in another.

mitted that a magnitude
is

is

‘

to point,

’

it is

ad-

through and through ’,

divisible

a point not only anywhere, but also

hence it is supposed to follow, from the
admission, that the magnitude must be divided away into
nothing.
For it is supposed— there is a point everywhere
everywhere,

in

it

:

—

within

But

it,

it is

so that

only

it

consists either of contacts or of points.

one sense that the magnitude

tft

through and through *,

as there

viz. in so far

‘

is
is

divisible

one point

anywhere within it and all its points are everywhere within it
if you take them singly one by one.
But there are not

more points than one anywhere within
not
10

‘

consecutive

hence

’
:

it is

through and through’.
divisible at its centre,

‘immediately-next’ to
for position is not

to point

—

For

it

its

will

if

for the points are

be

were,

it

‘

then,

divisible
if

it

be

divisible also at a point

But

centre.

it is

not so divisible:

‘immediately-next* to position, nor point

other words, division

in

it,

not simultaneously

is

not

‘

immediately-

next •to division, nor composition to composition.

Hence

there are both

though neither
15

that involves

(a) into,

many

‘

and dissociation
atomic magnitudes (for

association

and out

of,

nor

impossibilities),

takes place through and through
resulted

only
*

i.e.

if

point

had been

every perceptible body

:

’

*

(d)

—for
‘

so that division

this

would have

immediately-next

cf.

above, 316^21.

’

to

BOOK
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but

:

dissociation

‘
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takes place into small

’

and

latively small) parts,

L 2

‘

association

*

re-

(i. e.

takes place out of

relatively small parts.

wrong, however, to suppose, as some

It is

assert, that

coming-to-be and passing-away in the unqualified and
complete sense are distinctively defined by ^ ^sociation

’

and ‘dissociation’, while the change that takes place in
what is continuous is alteration
On the contrary, this is
where the whole error lies. For unqualified coming-to-be
and passing-away are not effected by association and
‘dissociation*.
They take place when a thing changes,
from this to that^ as a whole. But the philosophers we
‘

aie criticizing suppose that

whereas

in fact there is

change

and there

^

is

be

e.

in that

which

When,

then, the 35

but

when

in

is

it

the thing*s

a change of the thing per acddensy there will

alteration

‘

For

*

a factor corresponding to the

a material factor.

to-be or passing-away:
i.

is

^alteration

is

these constitutive factors, there will be coming-

is in

qualities,

such change^

a difference.

underlies the change there
definition

all

ao

’

*

*.

‘Dissociation* and ‘association* affect the thing’s susceptibility to passing-away.
‘

dissociated

*

more quickly
‘

associated

become

will

may be
cannot be
tion

3

*,

’

while,

;

air

water has

if

drops of water have

been

first

established

as

association

*,

Now that we
first ^

that

it

much

‘

associa-

to be.

have established the preceding distinctions,
consider whether there is anything which

comes-to-be and passes-away in the unqualified sense
sense,

:

or

but

nothing comes-to-be
everything always comes-to-be something and out of something I mean, e. g., comes-to-be-healthy out of being-ill

whether

in

this

strict

—

^

i.

e

®

i.

e.

*

^

change
a ‘ formal
all

*

‘

m what is continuous

factor.

Cf. 328*2311.

The second main
’’

3 I 7 34-S-

30

coming-to-be

at least not the kind of
assert

doctrine

Meantime, so

viz.

it

been

first

Our

comes-to-be more slowly.

some philosophers

we must

if

clearer in the sequel.®

taken
‘

For

into smallish drops, air comes-to-be out of

topic of investigation

is

formulated below,

35

317*"
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big and big out of being-small, and so on in every other

and

out of being-healthy, comes-to-be-small out of being-

ill

to be coming-to-be without
must without qualification
come-to-be out of not-being so that it would be true to
For
say that ^ jiot-being is an attribute of some things

For

instance

qualification,

*

there

if

is

—

something’

*

qualified coming-to-be is a process out of qualified not-being

out of not-white or not-beautiful), but unqualified

5 (e. g,

coming-to-be

Now

‘

is

a piocess out of unqualified not-being.

unqualified’

means

either

tion within each Category, or

(ii)

the univeisal,

Hence,

comprehensive, piedication.
being

the primary predica-

(1)

’

‘

the

all-

‘unqualified not-

if

means the negation of being

’

e.

i.

in the sense of the

primal y term of the Categoiy in question,

we

shall have, in

‘unqualified coming-to-be’, a coming-to-be of a substance

But that which

out of not-substance.

a
10

‘

this

of the other Categories either
it

any

is

not a substance or

clearly cannot possess predicates

’

—

drawn from any

we cannot

e.g.

quality, quantity, or position.

attribute to

Otherwise, properties

would admit of existence in separation from substances.
If, on the other hand,
unqualified not-being means what
’

‘

any sense

‘

be a universal negation of
all forms of being, so that what comes-to-be will have to
come-to-be out of nothing.
is

not

in

at all’,

it

will

Although we have dealt with these problems at greater
we have set forth the
difficulties and established the distinguishing definitions, the
following concise restatement of our results must here be
length in another woik,^ where

15

offered

‘

:

In one sense things come-to-be out of that which has no
being without qualification : yet in another sense they
*

come-to-be always out of ‘what

For coming-to-be
which
and this something is

is’.

necessarily implies the pre-existence of something
is
but actually ‘ is not
spoken of both as being and as not-being ’.
These distinctions may be taken as established

potentially

‘

’

’

*

then

it

is

‘

extraordinarily difficult to see

‘unqualified coming-to-be’ (whether
^

Physics

how

:

but even

there can be

we suppose

it

to occur

BOOK
out of what potentially

1.

317*’

3

is \ or in some other way), and we
problem for fmther examination. For the
question might be raised whether substance (i. e. the this ')

must

‘

30

recall this

‘

comes-to-be at

all.

Is

it

not rather the ‘such’, the ‘so great’,

or the ‘somewhere’, which comes-to-be?

question might be raised about

‘

And

passing-away

’

the
also.

same
For

a substantial thing comes-to-be, it is clear that there will
be (not actually, but potentially) a substance, out of
which its coming-to-be will proceed and into which the
thing that is passing-away will necessaiily change. Then will 25
any predicate belonging to the remaining Categories attach
actually to this presupposed substance ?
In other words,
will that which is only potentially a ‘this’ (which only
if

‘

*

potentially
it is

not a

‘

ii)^

this

while without the qualification
’

(i.

possess, e.

e. is not)^

For

size or quality or position ?

these

determinations

potentially, the result

(i)

but

actually,
is

first that

g

if it

,

potentially

‘

’

any determinate

possesses none of

all

them

of

a being, which

only
is

not

a determinate being, is capable of separate existence ; and
in addition that coming-to-be proceeds out of nothing pre-

—

existing a thesis which, more than any other, preoccupied
and alarmed the earliest philosophers. On the other
hand (ii) if, although it is not a this somewhat or a substance, it is to possess some of the remaining determinations
quoted above, then (as we said)^ properties will be
separable from substances.
We must therefore concentrate all our powers on the
discussion of these difficulties and on the solution of a
’

*

further question

—

viz.

What

is

30

the cause of the perpetuity 35

of coming-to-be? Why is there always unqualified,^ as
well as partial^ coming-to-be ?
Cause in this connexion has two senses. It means 318®
(i) the source from which, as we say, the process originates’,
and (ii) the matter. It is the material cause that we have
here to state. For, as to the other cause, we have already
*

’

‘

317^10-11.
substantial change.
‘Unqualified coming-to-be*
® ‘
‘ qualified ’
coming-to-be, 1. e. change
Partial *
quantity, or place.
^

Cf. above,

*

=

=

of

quality,
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(in our treatise on Motion^) that it involves
something immovable through all time and (d) something always being moved. And the accurate treatment of

explained
(a)

5

the

first

of these

— of the immovable

originative source

‘

’

belongs to the province of the other, or ‘prior’, philo-

sophy ^ while as regards that which sets everything else
in motion by being itself continuously moved’, we shall
have to explain later ^ which amongst the so-called ‘specific’
causes exhibits this character. But at present we are to
the cause classed under the head
state the material cause
10 of matter
to which it is due that passing-away and com‘

.

—

—

ing-to-be never

fail

become

peiplexed us just now,

i.

e.

coming-to-be.

Our new question too

it will

we ought

what account

clear

if

we

simultaneously

to give of that which

of tmqtmhfied passing-away and

—

what
unbroken continuity of coming-to-be ?
^viz.

‘

is
’

—

the cause of the
is

sufficiently per-

what passes-aw^ay vanishes into what
not’ and ‘what is not’ is nothing (since ‘what is not’
plexing,

15

For perhaps,

to occur in Nature.

succeed in clearing up this question,

if in flct

‘

is
is

neither a thing, nor possessed of a quality or quantity, nor

is
is

’

some one of the things which are
constantly disappearing, why has not the whole of what
been used up long ago and vanished away assuming of
any

in

place)

then,

If,

‘

‘

—

’

course that the material of

was

all

the several comings-to-be

For, presumably, the unfailing continuity of

finite?

coming-to-be cannot be attributed to the infinity of the

That

30 material.

A thing

is

impossible, for nothing

is infinite

only potentially,

can continue indefinitely
pose there
viz.

is

before.

Why,
Is

it

so that

we

is

actually infinite.

the dividing of

it

should have to sup-

only one kind of coming-to-be in the world
fails, because it is such that what
on each successive occasion smaller than

one which never

comes-to-be

35

:

i.

e.

But

is

in fact this is

not what

we

see occurring.

form of change necessarily ceaseless ?
because the passing-away of this is a coming-to-be of
then,

^

*

®

is

this

Physics e.
1.

3ff.,

especially 258^ 10 ff.
or BioXoyiKn,

e. n-p^TT} (biXoaodtla

Cf. below,

IL

10.
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something

else,
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and the coming-to-be of this a passing-away

of something else

The

L 3

?

doubt
be considered adequate to account for coming-to-be and
passing-away in their general character as they occur in all
cause implied in this solution^ must no

existing things alike.

Yet,

if

the same process

a coming- 30

is

to-be of this but a passing-away of that, and a passing-away
of this but a coming-to-be of that, why are some things said

come-to-be and pass-away without qualification, but

to

others only with a qualification

?

This distinction must be investigated once more,^

for

it

demands some explanation. (It is applied in a twofold
manner.) ® For (i) we say it is now passing-away without
^ and
qualification, and not merely this is passing-away
we call this change ‘coming-to-be’, and that ‘passingaway without qualification And (ii) so-and-so comes-to’

‘

*

'

:

‘

be-something
fication

not

,

for

but does not ‘come-to-be’ without quali-

we say

that the student

‘

comes-to-be-learned’, 35

comes-to-be ’ without qualification.

‘

Now we

often divide terms’ into those which signify 318^
somew'hat and those which do not. And (the first
form of) ^ the distinction, which we are investigating, results
from a similar division of terms for it makes a difference
(i)

a

‘

this

’

:

what the changing thing changes.

into

passage into Fire

away-of-something

Perhaps, e.g., the

‘coming-to-be’ unqualified, but ‘passing-

is
’

(e. g.

of Earth)

:

whilst the coming-to-

be of Earth is qualified (not unqualified) coming-to-be
though unqualified ‘passing-away’ (e g. of Fire). This
would be the case on the theory set forth in Parmenides ®
for he says that the things into which change takes place
are two, and he asserts that these two, viz what is and
‘

:

what
*

^

is not,

are Fire and Earth.

Whether we postulate

i.e the material cause, in the sense of TrpSrjj vXrj: cf. 319®' 18-22.
‘
Once more ’ ; for it was from this same peculiarity of linguistic

usage that Aristotle started (3i7*32fF) to establish the being of

djrkrj

ydpea-Ls,
* I have
*
^

inserted this sentence in view of what follows: cf. 319® 3-1 1.
e not merely ‘ this is passing-away and that is coming-to-be \

1

See note

The

3.

theory is put forward by Parmenides (fr 8, H. 5 iff.; Diels,
2 1-2) as the prevalent, but erroneous, view.
See Burnet,
pp.
90, 91 ®

1

5
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a similar kind, makes no difference.
For we are trying to discover not what undergoes these
changes, but what is their characteristic manner.
The
passage, then, into what ‘is’ not except with a qualification
is unqualified passing-away, while the passage into what

these, ^ or other things of

lo

without

‘is’

qualification

coming-to-be.

unqualified

is

Hence whatever the contrasted poles of the changes may
be—whether Fire and Earth, or some other couple the
one of them will be a being and the other a not-being
We have thus stated one characteristic manner in which
’

‘

—

’

‘

‘

unqualified will be distinguished from qualified coming-to-he

and passing-away: but they are also distinguished according
to the special nature of the material o* the changing thing.
T5

For a material, whose constitutive differences signify more
a ‘this somewhat’,

is

itself

more

‘substantial’ or ‘real’:

while a material, whose constitutive differences signify privation,

is

‘

not real

positive predication,
tion,

(Suppose,
i.e.

e. g.,

that

‘

a ‘form’, whereas ‘cold’

and that Earth and Fire

differ

is a
a priva-

the hot
is

’

from one another by

these constitutive differences.)

The

which most people are inclined to
® depends upon the difference
between ‘the perceptible’ and ‘the imperceptible’. Thus,
when there is a change into perceptible material, people say
there is coming-to-be ’
but when there is a change into
For they
invisible material, they call it passing-away *.
opinion, however,

prefer, is that the distinction

30

‘

;

‘

and ‘what is not’ by their perceiving
‘what
and not-perceiving, just as what is knowable ‘is’ and what
is unknowable ‘is not’
perception on their view having
the
force of knowledge.
Hence, just as they deem them35
selves to live and to ‘be’ in virtue of their perceiving or
distinguish

is’

—

their capacity to perceive, so too they

deem

the things to

be qua perceived or perceptible— and in this they are in a
sense on the track of the truth, though what they actually
‘

say

*

is

not true.

'
as the things into which the unqualified changes take place
as the contrasted ‘ poles ' of unqualified yhea-is and (pdopd,
* Le. one will be ‘a positive real* and the other ‘a negative
something'.
’ sc, between the unqualified and the qualified changes.

BOOK
Thus

1.

3

unqualified coming-to-be and passing-away turn out

common opinion from what
For Wind and Air are in truth more
real
more a ‘this somewhat* or a ‘form* than Earth.
But they are less real to perception which explains why

to be different according to

they are

in truth.^

—

—

—

commonly

things are

said to

‘

pass-away ’ without

qiialifica- 30

when they change into Wind and Air, and to come-tobe*^ when they change into what is tangible, i e. into Earth.
We have now explained why there is ‘unqualified coming-

tion

‘

(though

a passing-away-of-something) and unqualified passing-away * (though it is a coming-to-be-ofsomething). For this distinction of appellation depends upon
a difference in the material out of which, and into which,
to-be

*

‘

it is

the changes are effected.
the material

more

or less

is
‘

or

is

not

‘

substantial

It

35

depends eziAer upon whether
upon whether it is 3^9^

substantial \ or

or upon whether

*,

it

is

more

or

less perceptible.
(ii)

But why are some things said to come-to-be with’

‘

out qualification, and otheis only to‘come-to-be-so-and-so*,

from the one we have been considering
where two things come-to-be reciprocally out of one another?
For at present we have explained no more than this* why,
when two things change reciprocally into one another, we
do not attribute coming-to-be and passing-away uniformly
in cases different

—

to

them

both, although every coming-to-be

is

5

a passing-

and every passing-away some other
But the question subsequently formulated involves a different problem— viz. why, although the

away of something

else

thing’s coming-to-be.

learning thing

is

said to

‘

come-to-be-learned

’

but not to

‘come-to-be’ without qualification, yet the growing thing
is said to

The

‘

come-to-be

upon the difference of the
For some things signify a this somewhat^ others
and others a so-much. Those things, then, which
distinction here turns

Categories.

a such^
do not signify substance, are not said to ‘ come-to-be withcome-to-be-so-and-so ’.
out qualification, but only to
’

‘

^ \In truth*, i.e. according to Aristotle’s
just stated (above, 316^ 14-18).

* sc.

without qualification.

645 18

own view which he has

10
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Nevertheless, in
15

changing things

all

we speak

alike,

of

‘coming-to-be’^ when the thing comes-to-be something in
one^ of the two Columns

be Fire but not

— e.g. in

Substance,

comes-to-be Earth

if it

comes-to-be learned but not when

it

We

it

;

and

comes-to-

if it

in Quality, if

comes-to-be ignoiant.

have explained why some things come-to-be without
both in general, and also
qualification, but not otheis
when the changing things are substances and nothing else

—

,

and we have stated that the substraitim

is

the material cause

of the continuous occurrence of coming-to-be, because
20

it is

such as to change fiom contraiy to contrary and because,
substances, the coming-to-be

in

of

one thing

always

is

a passing-away of another, and the passing-away of one
thing

why

is

no

—

viz.

But there

always another's coming-to-be.

IS

need even to discuss the other question

we

raised

coming-to-be continues though things aie constantly

For

being destroyed.^

just as people speak of

a passing-

‘

away without qualification when a thing has passed into
what is imperceptible and what in that sense is not so
also they speak of ‘a coming-to-be out of a not-being when
’

‘

25

’

a thing emerges from an imperceptible.
the substratum

fore,

or

is

is

be emerges out of a not-being
‘

^

’
;

what

is

not’.

Hence

passing-away of what
‘

to-be of what
‘

is

is

as

it

‘

comes-

‘passes-away

is

reasonable enough that

fail.

For coming-to-be is a
is a coming-

it

coming-to-be should never

so that a thing

much

to-be out of a not-being’ just as
into

Whether, there-

not something, what comes-to-

not and passing-away
*

not

But what about that which ‘ is not except with a qualification ? ®
Is it one of the two contiary poles of the change
Earth
is
(i. e. the heavy) a
not-being but Fiie (i. e.
e. g.
’

30

—
^

‘

1

* 1

e.

e

without qualification
in the Column containing the positive terms

•

cf.

above,

318^14-18.
®

Cf. above, 318^

^

A

‘not-being^

The

ceptible*.

question of

its reality.

= what is

^

‘

®

The matter of

what

theory,

m

the popular sense of the leim, i.e. an ‘imperimperceptibility of the material is irrelevant to the

is

is fn)

not
tp

‘is-potentially

*.

*

imperceptible.
substantial change, according to Aristotle’s own
i. e it is not, unless you qualify ‘ is * and say it

—

C£ above, 317^ 1 5-18

'
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3

Or, on the contrary, does

?

include Earth as well as Fire, whereas

— the matter of Eaith and
matter of each different

is

not

And

Fire alike?

Or is

^

what

‘

what

‘

’

is

matter

is

again,

is

the

the same, since otherwise

it

they would not come-to-be reciprocally out of one another,
i

e.

For these
characterized by ‘the

contraries out of contraries ?

Earth, Water, Air

— are

thjpgs

—

319^^

Fire,

contraries'.^

Perhaps the solution is that their matter is in one sense
the same, but in another sense different. For that which
underlies them, whatever its nature may be qua underlying
them,

4 much,

is

the

same

is not the same.
So
Next we must state what the
between coming-to-be and ‘alteration' for
:

but

actual being

its

then, on these topics.

difference

5

—

is

we maintain

that these changes are distinct

from one

another.
Since,

and

{b)

we must

then,

distinguish

(a)

the property whose nature

cated of the siibstraium
these occurs

;

there

is

to be prediand since change of each of 10

;

alteration

‘

the substratum^

’

is

it

when the substratum is
its own properties,

perceptible and persists, but changes in

the properties in question being opposed to one another
either as contraries or as intermediates. The body, e. g.,
although persisting as the same body, is now healthy and
now ill; and the bronze is now spherical and at another

time angular, and yet

when nothing

remains the same bronze.

perceptible persists in

its

But

identity as a sub-

15

stratum^ and the thing changes as a whole (when e.g. the

seed as a whole

is

converted into blood, or water into

air,

no longei
It is a coming-to-be of one substance and
‘alteration'.
a passing-away of the other especially if the change proceeds from an imperceptible something to something
or air as a whole into water), such an occurrence

is

—

perceptible (either to touch or to

water comes-to-be out
is

of,

all

the senses), as when

or passe‘s-away into, air

pretty well imperceptible.

If,

property (being one of a pair of contraries)
thing that has come-to-be, the same as

^

:

for air 20

however, in such cases, any

Cf. below, II.

1--3.

it

persists, in the

was

in the thing

^
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which has passed-away
out of

—

if,

when water comes- to-be

e.g.,

both are transpaient or cold^

air,

— the second thing,

into which the first changes, must not be a property of this

Otherwise the change will

persistent identical something.

be

^alteration’,

Suppose^

35

e.g., that the

man

unmusical

musical

man passed-away and an
man persists as

came-to-be, and that the

Now,

musicalness and unmusicalhad not been a property essentially inhering in man,
these changes would have been a coming-to-be of unmusicalness and a passing-away of musicalness but in fact

something identical

ness

if

‘

’

:

musicalness and

'

are

‘

’

are a

modifications

though, as regards

’

;

man and unmusical man^ they

musical

property of the

(Hence, as regaids man^

man.^

identity, viz.

persistent

these changes
30

unmusicalness

aie a passing-away

Consequently such changes are

and a coming-to-be.)
alteration

'

When
it

is

‘

the change from contrary to contrary is in quantity^
when it is in place it is
growth and diminution
’

;

‘motion*; when

320®

‘

alteration

sultant

term),
‘

is
it

it

i.e.

in

persists, of

quality^

it

which the

is

le-

(or

*

‘

passing-away
‘

Matter

in

the most proper sense of the term,

identified with the

substratum which

to-be and passing-away
ing kinds of change
5

property,

an accident in any sense of the
‘coming-to-be’, and the converse change is

a property
is

in

when nothing

but

*:

is

because

all

is

is

to be

but the substratum of the remain-

;

also, in

a certain sense, ‘matter’,

these substrata are receptive of

of some kind.

is

receptive of coming-

So much,

‘

contrarieties

’

then, as an answer to the ques-

^ Anstotle is not saying that water and air are in fact ‘ cold
but is
only quoting a common view in illustration.
* I follow Philoponos in transposing vvv .
. virofuvovros (which
the
manuscripts read after <t>$opd in 1. 30) to I. 28 after rov Be <f>Bopd,
* Aristotle’s doctrine is;
(1) If ‘musicalness and unmusicalness’
were not a property of man, the change in which ‘ a musical man
becomes unmusical would be a <l>$opd of mustcalness and a
of unmustcalness. But (ii) since ‘ musicalness and unmusicalness ’ are
a property of man, the change is in fact an ‘ alteration * of man from
a state of musicalness to a state of unmusicalness. At the same time,
(ill) the change is a ^Bapd of musical man and a yevco-tj of unmusical
’

man.
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tions

whether coming-to-be

(i)

are the precise conditions of

its

I

*

320*^

4
is

’

or ‘is not

occurrence

*

—

—^and

i.

e.

(li)

what
what

5 alteration is but we have still to treat of growth.^ We
must explain (i) wherein growth differs from commg-to-be
*

‘

:

and from alteration and (ii) what is the process of glowing and the process of diminishing in each and^all of the'io
things that grow and diminish.
Hence our first question is this Do these changes differ
from one another solely because of a difference in their
respective ‘spheres’?
In other words, do they differ
because, while a change from this to that (viz. from poten‘

:

tial

coming-to-be, a change in the
growth and one in the sphere of
both growth and alteration being 15
is-potentially to what is-actually

to actual substance)

sphere of magnitude
quality

is

‘

alteration

’

is

is

—

’

‘

from what
magnitude and quality respectively?
Or is there also
a difference in the manner of the change, since it is evident
that, whereas neither what is altering nor what is comingto-be necessarily changes its place, what is growing or
diminishing changes its spatial position of necessity, though
in a different manner from that in which the moving thing
does so? For that which is being moved changes its place
as a whole but the growing thing changes its place like
a metal that is being beaten, retaining its position as a whole
changes

’

‘

20

:

while

its

They change

parts change their places.

places, but not in the same

way

their

as the paits of a revolving

For the parts of the globe change their places
while the whole continues to occupy an equal place: but
the parts of the growing thing expand over an ever-increasing place and the parts of the diminishing thing contract
globe.

within an ever-diminishing area.

—

the changes of that
It is clear, then, that these changes
which is coming-to-be, of that which is altering and of
that which is growing differ in manner as well as in sphere.
But how are we to conceive the ‘sphere’ of the change
which is growth and diminution ? The sphere of growing
and diminishing is believed to be magnitude. Are we to
‘

’,

—

‘

'

Cf. above, 315*^ 26-28.

’

25
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suppose that body and magnitude come-to-be out of somethough potentially magnitude and body, is

30 thing which,

and devoid of magnitude? And since
be understood m two different ways,
in which of these two ways are we to apply it to the process
Is the matter,^ out of which growth takes
of growth^
and existing alone by itself, or (ii)
(i)
‘separate’
place,
actually incorpoieal

may

this description

‘

separate

but contained in another body ?

’

Perhaps

it is

^

impossible for growth to take place in either

320^ of these ways. For since the matter® is ‘separate’, either
{a) It will occupy no place (as if it were a point), or {b) it
But the first
i. e. a non-perceptible body.
will be a void
of these alternatives is impossible. For since what comesto-be out of this incorporeal and sizeless something will
somewhere
always be somewhere
it too must be
‘

’,

‘

5

’

‘

’,

either intrinsically or indiiectly.'^

And

tive necessarily implies that the matter

the second alternacontained in

is

some

be in another body and yet
remains ‘separate’ in such a way that it is in no sense
a part of that body (neither a part of its substantial being
nor an ‘accident’ of it), many impossibilities will result.
It is as if we were to suppose that when, e.g., air comes-tobe out of water the process were due not to a change of the

But

other body.

10

if it is

to

‘

’

water, but to the matter of the air being

water

as in

a

vessel.

This

is

‘

impossible.

contained in the
’

For

(i)

there

is

nothing to prevent an indeterminate number of matters

being thus ‘contained in’ the water, so that they might
come-to-be actually an indeterminate quantity of air ; ® and
(ii)

this

we do not
fashion,

coming-to-be out of water in
withdrawing out of it and leaving it

in fact see air
viz.

unchanged.
It is therefore better to

suppose that

in all instances

of

he. the supposed incorporeal and sizeless matter.
from what follows that the incorporeal and sizeless
matter is assumed to be ‘ separate ’ to be real independently of body
under both alternatives.
* i. e. the supposed incorporeal and sizeless matter.
*
i.e. either as itself occupying a place, or as contained within
a body which itself occupies a place.
® The original is obscure owing
to its extreme compression : I have
expanded it in accordance with Zabarella’s interpretation.
’

‘'It IS clear

—

BOOK
coming-to-be the matter

I.
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5

inseparable,^ being numerically

is

and one with the containing’ body, though isolable from it by definition
But the same reasons also forbid
identical

‘

us to regard the matter, out of which the

The matter

as points or lines.

and

lines are limits,

it

is

body comes-to-be,

that of which points

15

and

something that can n^vei exist

is

without quality and without form.

Now

it is

no doubt

true, as

where,^ that one thing

*

sense) out of another thing
efficient^

cause of

thing (which

—

is

:

same

—or

not a hard thing ^

efficient

is

(ii)

it is

either

true that the
(i)

an actual

coming-to-be of a hard thing

specifically^

cause of the coming-to-be of

birth of another), or

the unqualified

(in

as the effect either generically

for the efficient cause of the

is

also established else*

and further

coming-to-be

its

the

we have

comes-to-be

as e.g.

fire

or one

fire

man

is

the ao

of the

an actuality^ Nevertheless, since
which corporeal substance

also a matter out of

there

is

itself

comes-to-be (corporeal substance, however, already

characterized as such-and-such a determinate body, for

no such thing as body in general), this same matter
magnitude and quality being separable from these matters by definition, but not separable in
there
is

is

—

also the matter of

place unless Qualities are, in their turn, separable.®

development and disnot a change out of
something which, though potentially a magnitude, actually
possesses no magnitude.
For, if it were, the void * would
exist in separation but we have explained in a former work ^
that this is impossible.
Moreover, a change of that 'kind
is not peculiarly distinctive of growth, but characterizes
It is evident,

from the preceding

cussion of difficulties, that growth

®

is

*

,

^

inseparable from the actual body in which

it is contained
Physics A. 7 Metaph. io32«' I2ff.
* The efficient cause of the coming-to-be of a hard thing (e g. of ice
or terra-cotta) is something cold or hot (a freezing wind or a baking
fire) ; cf. Meteor. 382* 22 fF.
Such efficient causes are only generically,
not specifically, identical with their effects. I have transposed the
words oTfcXiypov yap ov;^ V 7r 6 a-Kkripov yiv^rai SO as to read them as
a parenthesis after opLoyevovs in 320^ 19
* An * actuality ’ or * form ’ : cf. Metaph. 1032®'
25 if.
* i. e, unless Qualities or Adjectivals are separable from Substances.
® Cf. above, 320®- 27-^ 12.
^ Cf. Physics A. 6-9.
'

® Cf.

’

;

Ff

35
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For growth

coming-to-be as such or in general.

and diminution

ciease,

is

is

an

in-

a lessening, of the magnitude which

—

theie alieady that, indeed, is why the growing thing
must possess some magnitude. Hence growth must not
be regarded as a process from a matter without magnitude
to an actyality of magnitude: for this would be a body^s
is

coming-to-be rather than

its

growth.

We

must therefore come to closer quaiters with the
We must grapple with it (as it
subject
of our inquiry.
321®
were) fiom its beginning, and determine the precise character
of the growing and diminishing whose causes we are in*

'

vestigating.
It is evident

(i)

that any and every part of the growing

thing has increased, and that similarly in diminution every
(ii) that a thing grows by
by the departure, of something.
Hence it must grow by the accession either
{a) of something incorporeal or {b) of a body.
Now, if
{a) it grows by the accession of something incorporeal,

part has become smaller: also
5

the accession, and diminishes

there will exist separate a void
before)

^ it is

‘separate*.

but

:

(as

we have

stated

impossible for a matter of magnitude to exist
If, on the other hand, {b) it grows by the

two bodies— that which
grows and that which increases it in the same place:
and this too is impossible.
10
But neither is it open to us to say that growth or
accession of a body, there will be

—

diminution occurs in the

way

in

which

e. g. air is

generated

For, although the volume has then

from water.

change

become

be growth, but a coming-to-be
of the one viz. of that into which the change is taking
place and a passing-away of the contrasted body.
It is
not a growth of either. Nothing grows in the process

greater, the

—

will not

—

unless indeed there
15 (to that

which

is

be something common to both things

coming-to-be and to that which passed-

away), e.g. ‘body’, and this grows.

grown, nor has the

air:

but

the

The water has

not

former has passed-

—

away and the latter has come-to-be, and if anything has
grown there has been a growth of ‘body’. Yet this too

—

*

Cf. above, 5208-27

- ^25.

—
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For our account of growth must pieserve
is growling and diminishing.
And these characteristics are three: (1) any and every
part of the growing magnitude is made bigger (e. g. if flesh
grows, every particle of the flesh gets bigger), (11) by the
accession of something, and (lii) in such a way that the
growing thing is pieserved and persists
For whereas a
IS

impossible.

the characteristics of that which

thing does not persist in

20

the piocesses of unqualified
’

coming-to-be or passing-away, that which grows or alters
peisists in its identity through the ‘altering’ and through
the growing or diminishing, though the quality (in ‘alteia‘

and the

tion’)

Now

size (in

the generation of air from water

if

25

growth) do not remain the same.
is

to be regarded

grow without the accession (and
without the persistence) of anything, and diminish without
the departuie of anything and that which grows need not
persist. But this characteristic ^ must be preserved
for the
growth we are discussing has been assumed to be thus
as growth, a thing might

—

:

characterized.

One might
grows
a

’

?

Is

it

man grows

What

that which
added? If, e g.,
the shin which is gi eater ^

raise a further difficulty.

that to which something

in his shin, is

it

‘

is

30

is

whereby he grows, viz. not the food ? Then
why have not both ‘grown ? For when
is added to B,
both A and B are greater, as when you mix wine with
but not that

‘

’

A

’

water; for each ingredient is alike increased in volume.
Perhaps the explanation is that the substance of the one ^

remains unchanged, but the substance of the other (viz. of 35
the food) does not. For indeed, even in the mixture of wine 321'*

and water, it is the prevailing ingredient which is said to
have increased in volume. We say, e. g., that the wine has
inci eased, because the whole mixtuie acts as wine but not
as water.

Flesh

is

A similar
said to

principle applies also to ‘alteration’.

have been

altered

‘

’

if,

while

its

character

and substance remain, some one of its essential properties,
which was not there before, now qualifies it on the other
.

^

VIZ.

*

1.

e.

® i. e.

the third charactenstic

—

^that

has * grown *.
the substance of the shin.

the growing thing

‘

persists V

5
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hand, that whereby’
‘

it

has been

®

altered

gone no change, though sometimes

it

’

may have under-

too has been affected.

and the originative source of
growing
thing and in that which is
the process are in the
‘
foi the efficient cause is m these ^ No doubt
being altered

The

altering agent, however,

’

:

the food, which has

come

in,

may sometimes expand

body that has consumed it (that is so, e g if, after
having come in, a food is conveited into wind^), but when
and the
it has undergone this change it has passed-away

as the

10

as well

,

;

efficient

cause

is

not in the food.

We have now developed the difficulties sufficiently and
must therefore try to find a solution of the problem. Our
solution must preserve intact the three characteristics of
growth that the growing thing persists, that it grows by
the accession (and diminishes by the departure) of some-

—

and further that every perceptible particle of it has
become either larger or smaller. We must recognize also
(a) that the growing body is not
void and that yet there
are not two magnitudes in the same place, and ( 6) that it
does not grow by the accession of something incorporeal.

thing,
15

‘

Two

’

preliminary distinctions will piepare us to grasp

We must note (i) that the oiganic
grow by the growth of the tissues^ (for every organ
is composed of these as its constituents)
and (ii) that flesh,
30 bone, and every such part ^
like every other thing which
has its form immersed in matter has a twofold nature for
the form as well as the matter is called flesh or bone \
Now, that any and every part of the tissue gua form
should grow and grow by the accession of something— is
possible, but not that any and every part of the tissue gua
matter should do so. For we must think of the tissue after
the cause of growth.
parts ^

—

;

—

:

‘

’

‘

—

*

®

And therefore it is these which are said to grow or to be altered \
Aristotle may be thinking of the conversion of a flatulent food into
‘

wind.
of the
*

But more probably he has
€fi<l>vrcp

m mind the maintenance and growth

(or <rvfi<^w-ov) TTvevfia

The Greek

I

cf. ife

Sptntu 481*

I fF.

rh aponoiofxfpq, i. e. those parts (of the living thing)
whose texture is not uniform throughout.
* The Greek is ra ofiotofifp^, 1. e. those
parts whose texture is uniform
throughout ; cf. above, 3 14* 19-20. In living things such parts correspond roughly to ‘the tissues’.
® i.e. every ‘homoeomerous part (or
every ‘ tissue*).
’
is

BOOK
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the image of flowing water that

is

the same measure

:

321'’

measured by one and
and

25

particle aftei particle comes-to-be,

each successive particle

And

different^

is

sense that the matter of the flesh grows,

it

this

in

is

some flowing

out and some flowing in fresh

not in the sense that fresh
;
matter accedes to every particle of it. There ig, however,

an accession to every part of its figure or form
That growth has taken place piopoitionally,^
‘

manifest in the organic paits

the fact that the matter

more manifest than

why

is

there

is

—

is

in flesh,

i.

e.g. in the

in

one sense

it

of the flesh has grown

;

true that

is

is 30

That

it

still

has

any and every part

but in another sense

it

false.

is

to every part of the flesh

in respect to its form, but not in respect to

And

whole, however, has become larger.

is due
which

there

than in the tissues

For there has been an accession

The

more

a greater tendency to suppose that a

corpse still possesses flesh and bone than that
a hand or an arm.

Hence

is

For

from the form

distinct
e.

hand.

its

matter.

this increase 35

on the one hand to the accession of something,
food and is said to be contrary to flesh, 322^
but (p) on the other hand to the transformation of this food
into the same form as that of flesh
as if, e.g., ‘moist'
were to accede to ‘dry’ and, having acceded, weie to be
transformed and to become dry
For in one sense Like
grows by Like but in another sense Unlike grows by
{a)

is

called

*

‘

‘

'

—

‘

‘

’.

‘

’,

Unlike'.

One might

what must be the character of that
whereby a thing grows. Clearly it must be potentially
that which is growing potentially flesh, e. g., if it is flesh
that is growing. Actually, therefore, it must be ‘other*
than the growing thing. This ‘actual other', then, has
passed-away and come-to-be flesh. But it has not been
transformed into flesh alone by itself (for that would have
‘

discuss

'

—

think this clause refers to the matter of the tissue, not to the
In Aristotle's simile, the ‘ measure ' corresponds to the tissue's
The matter is a flux of different
form, and the ‘ water ' to its matter
particles always coming-to-be and passing-away, always ‘flowing in
and out’ of the structural plan which is the ‘ form'.
® i. e. by an expansion of all parts of the * form ’.
^

I

water.

5
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on the contrary, it
been a coming-to-be, not a growth)
is the growing thing which has come-to-be flesh (and grown)^
by the food. In what way, then, has the food been modiPerhaps we should say that
fied by the gi owing thing
:

it

mixed with it, as if one were to pour water
wine^ and the wine were able to conveit the new

has been

10 into

’

*

And

ingredient into wine.

as fire lays hold of the in-

flammable,^ so the active principle of growth, dwelling
lays hold of an acceding food

which is actually flesh),
which is potentially flesh and

converts

The acceding

giowing thing

in the

it

must be
apart from

e.

(i

in that

into actual flesh.

together with the

growing thing

food, therefore,
for if it

.

were
For

the change would be a coming-to-be.^
produce fire by piling logs on to the already

it,

15 it is possible to

burning

selves are set
*

That

fire.

on

is

‘

that

fire,

Quantum-in-general

than

‘

animal

specific

*

growth

which

is

’

coming-to-be,

that

*

is coming-to-be
does not come-to-be any more

neither

forms of animal

But when the logs them-

*.

‘

:

man nor any

what

‘

quantum-in-general

But what does come-to-be in growth
or a hand or
ao

arm

(i. e.

other of the

animal-in-general
*

in

bone

flesh or

is

is

growth.

in

is

’

the tissues of these organic parts).®

Such things come-to-be, then, by the accession not of
quantified-flesh but of a quantified-something.

as this acceding food

is

is

But

—

it produces growth: for
bound to become actually both so-^much and flesh.

e.g. is potentially so-much-flesh
it

In so far

potentially the double result

in so far as

it is

potentially flesh only,

for it is thus that ‘nutrition’
definition.

That

is

why a

and ‘growth

body’s

^ All the manuscripts
read
either delete it, or correct it into

‘

nutrition

after tovtqv in
r)ij^ri<T€v

(cf.

it

nourishes

differ
’

by

their

continues so

322^9

We

must

Philoponos, ed. Vitelli,

I have
p. 117, 1. 12), or transpose it so as to read it after
adopted the last alternative in my translation.
® 1. e.
’
been modified so as to be transformed into flesh.
® i. e. ^ lays hold ' of it and converts it into
Are,
^ L e. ‘ must be together with ’ it when this conversion takes
place.
* i.e. an independent coming-to-be of flesh, not a growth of
the

rouro) in ^*8.

*

already existing tissue.
® i.e. what comes-to-be in growth is
so-much flesh or bone, or
a hand or arm of such and such a size: not ‘quantum-m-generaP,
but a ‘quantified-something’.

BOOK
long as
not

kept
growth

it is

its

‘

as growth,

alive (even

is

;

so far as that which accedes

flesh

’

only,

The form
immersed
accedes

it is

diminishing), though

though

potentially

matter

—a duct, as
is

’

25

in
it

potentially

it

a kind of power

is

were.

If,

then, a matter

potentially a duct

potentially possesses determinate quantity

which

it is

’

,,

we have spoken ^

matter, which

For

so-much-flesh

*

whereas, in so far as

;

the same

‘

in its actual being.

it

nourishment.

of which

in

—a

it is

is

322®

nutrition,

yet different from

tends to increase flesh
‘

when

and why

’

L 5

—

and

also 30

the ducts to

accedes will become bigger.

But if it^ is no
longer able to act if it has been weakened by the continued influx of matter, just as water, continually mixed
in greater and greater quantity with wine, in the end makes
the wine watery and converts it into water then it will cause
a diminution of the quantum ^ though still the form perit

—

—

,

sists.'^

(In discussing the causes of coming-to-be)^

6

investigate the matter^

i

e

we must

must ask whether they really are elements or not,
each of them

is

eternal or whether there

is

i.e.

first

We

the so-called ‘elements’.

whether

a sense in which

they come-to-be and, if they do come-to-be, whether all
of them come-to-be in the same manner, reciprocally out
of one another, or whether one amongst them is something
:

'

i.e.

the form which grows in every part of itself:

cf.

above,

321^22-34.
^

*

*

m

form or power immersed
matter.
e a diminution of the size of the tissue whose form it is.
For the reading and interpretation of 322*28-33 see

1

e. this

1

and commentary.
® I have added these words
interpretation

I

have followed.

to explain

‘

first

’

:

cf,

my

Zabarella,

text

whose

322^
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Hence we must begin by explaining

primary.

certain

now

about which the statements

preliminary matters,
current aie vague.

For

all

(the pluralist philosophers)

the ‘elements* as well as those

— those who generate

who

generate the bodies

—

make use of disthat are <;ompounded of the elements
and
of
and passion *,
action
association
sociation and
but
the
precise meancombination
is
Now ‘association
‘

’

*

‘

‘

*

‘

*,

*

’

,

ing of the piocess

Again,

plained.
10

we

(all

call

‘combining* has not been ex-

the monists

make

use of

*
‘

alteration

but) without an agent and a patient there cannot be

alter-

‘

any more than there can be dissociating and assoFor not only those who postulate a plurality of
ciating
elements employ their recipiocal action and passion to
generate the compounds, those who derive things from
ing

*

‘

*

‘

*.

a single element aie equally compelled to introduce acting*.^
‘

And
15

in this respect

Diogenes

is

right

when he argues

that

were derived from one, reciprocal action
and passion could not have occurred’.^ The hot thing,
e.g., would not be cooled and the cold thing in turn be
warmed for heat and cold do not change reciprocally into
one another, but what changes (it is clear) is the substratum.
Hence, whenever there is action and passion between two
things, that which underlies them must be a single something. No doubt, it IS not true to say that all things are of
this character ^ but it is true of all things between which
there is reciprocal action and passion.
But if we must investigate ‘action-passion* and ‘combination*, we must also investigate ‘contact*.
For action
and passion (in the proper sense of the terms) can only
occur between things which are such as to touch one
another, nor can things enter into combination at all unless they have come into a certain kind of contact.
Hence
‘

unless all things

:

20

35

:

^ I have added the explicit reference to ‘ the
pluralists at ^ 6 and to
‘the monists' at ^9, because Aristotle's argument in the present
passage presupposes this classification and the consequences that were
drawn from it in the first chapter.
* Cf Diogenes, fr. 2 (Diels,
p 334)
® i.e. are transformations of a
single substratum^ or ‘denved from
one thing ' as Diogenes maintained.
*

BOOK
we must
‘

I.

322^^

6

give a definite account of these three things

contact

‘

—of

combination *, and acting
*

Let us start as follows. All things which admit of
‘combination' must be capable of reciprocal contact: and
the same

is

the other

‘

true of any two things, of which one

suffers action

'

‘

acts’

and

proper sense of^the terms.

in the

we must treat of contact first.
term which possesses a variety of meanings 30
includes those various meanings ettker owing to a mere
coincidence of language, or owing to a leal order of derivation in the different things to which it is applied: but,
though this may be taken to hold of ‘contact* as of all such
terms, it is nevertheless true that contact
the proper
sense applies only to things which have position
And
‘position’ belongs only to those things which also have
a place
for in so far as we attribute contact to the 323“
mathematical things, we must also attribute ‘place’ to them,
whether they exist in separation or in some other fashion ^
For

this reason

‘

'

Now every

‘

m

'

‘

’

Assuming,
it

in a

’

‘

•

‘

therefore, that

‘

to touch

’

is

previous work® — ‘to have the

only those things

will

—

^as

we have

defined

exti ernes together',

touch one another which, being

5

separate magnitudes and possessing position, have their

extremes together '.
‘

And

since position belongs only to

those things which also have a

‘

differentiation of ‘place’ is ‘the

place

',

while the primary

above' and ‘the below’

fand the similar pairs of opposites),

all

things which touch
’

either both
one another
have weight or lightness
of
them.^
But bodies
other
these qualities or one or the
will

‘

'

‘

which are heavy or light are such as to ‘act' and ‘suffer
action

Hence

it is

by nature

clear that those things are

such as to touch one another, which (being separate magnitudes) have their extremes ‘together' and are able to move,

and be moved by, one another.
The manner in which the mover moves the moved
’

‘

‘

'

is

m

separation from the perceptible things,
e whether they exist
or whether they ‘are’ e. g, as inseparable adjectives of the (pva-iKa
acDfmra or as abstracted objects of thought.
^

®
^

and

i

Cf. Physics 226^21-23,
and B are in reciprocal contact, either
i. e. if
B light, or light and B heavy * or and must

A must be heavy

A

A

or both be light

A

B

both be heavy,

10
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on the contrary, whereas one kind
itself moved,
another kind can do so though remaining itself unmoved,
Clearly therefore we must recognize a corresponding variety
for the mover’ is said
in speaking of the acting thing too

same

not always the

of mover
‘

15

’

:

can only impart motion by being

’

‘

‘

:

and the acting thing to ‘impart motion*.
is a difference and we must draw a distinction,
For not every mover can act if (a) the term
‘agent’ is to be used in contrast to ‘patient* and {b) ‘patient’
is to be applied only to those things whose motion is a ^quali-

to

‘

act (in a sense)

’

‘

’

Nevertheless there

*

‘

20 tative affection

’

—

i.

‘

a quality, like

e.

respect to which they are

moved

‘

’

‘

white

only

’

or

‘

hot

in

the sense that

in

on the contrary, to impart motion
Still, so much, at any rate,
a wider term than to act
clear
the things which are such as to impart motion ’,

they are altered
‘

’

’

‘

:

‘

‘

.

is
is
if

that descnption be interpreted in one sense, will touch the
things which are

‘

they will not touch them,

a

in

’

—while

the description be interpreted

if

But the

sense.

different

moved by them

such as to be

disjunctive

of

definition

‘touching’ must include and distinguish (a) ‘contact in
geneial’ as the relation between two things which, having
position, are such that

one

other to be moved, and

(b)

is

able to impart motion and the

‘reciprocal contact’ as the rela-

between two things, one able to impart motion and
moved in such a way that action and
passion are predicable of them.
As a rule, no doubt, if
touches B, B touches A.
For
indeed practically all the ‘movers’ within our ordinary
experience impart motion by being moved
in their case,
what touches inevitably must, and also evidently does,
touch something which reciprocally touches it. Yet, if

tion

the other able^to be
25

‘

’

A

:

moves B,

A
30

‘

it

—as we

possible

is

merely to touch

’

sometimes express

it

—

A

for

B, and that which touches need not

touch a something which touches

it.

Nevertheless

it

is

commonly supposed that ‘touching’ must be reciprocal.
The reason of this belief is that movers which belong to
the same kind as the ^ moved’ impart motion by being
moved. Hence if anything imparts motion without itself
‘

*

i

e. if to

‘

act

’

be understood

’

m the narrow sense just explained.

BOOK
being moved,

may

it

touched by nothing

I 6

moved and yet itself be
we say sometimes that the man
us, but not that we ‘touch’ him.

touch the

—

for

’

'

who grieves us ‘touches’
The account just given may

seive

to

distinguish

and

define the ‘contact’ which occurs in the things of Nature.

7 Next

we must

in order

discuss ‘action’ and^ passion ’. 323^
on the subject are conflicting. For
(i) most thinkers are unanimous in maintaining (a) that ‘like’
is always unaffected by ‘like’, because (as they argue)
neither of two ‘ likes is more apt than the other either to 5

The

‘

traditional theoiies

’

act or to suffer action, since all the properties

to the one belong identically

other

and

,

(i)

that

‘

and

unlikes

i.e.

in
‘

which belong

the same degree to the

differents

’,

are

such as to act and suffer action reciprocally.

when

the smaller

fire is

this effect (they say)

great

owing to

its

contrary to the small.

is

sented from

all

i.e.

‘contrariety’

But

(ii)

For even

greater,

it

suffers

—since the

Demokritos

dis- 10

the other thinkers and maintained a theory

peculiar to himself.
identical,

by the

destroyed

by nature

‘like’.

He
It

asserts that agent
is

and patient are

not possible (he says) that

i.e. ‘differents’, should suffer action from one
on the contrary, even if two things, being others
do act in some way on one another, this happens to them
not ffua others but g'ua possessing an identical property.
Such, then, are the tiaditional theories, ahd it looks as
if the statements of their advocates were in manifest conflict.
But the reason of this conflict is that each group is in fact
stating a part^ whereas they ought to have taken a compreand B
hensive view of the subject as a whole. For (i) if
are like’ absolutely and in all lespects without difference
from one another it is reasonable to infer that neither is
Why, indeed, should
in any way affected by the other.

‘others’,

another

‘

:

‘

A

—

—

either of

them tend

Moreover,

if

be

‘

like

’

to

act

30

any more than the other ^

can be affected by ‘ like

a thing can also

—

by itself and yet if that were so if like tended
to act qua ‘like’ there would be nothing indestruct-

affected

in fact

15

’

‘

:

—

‘

’

immovable, for everything would move itself. And
and B are absolutely
(ii) the same consequence follows if
Whiteness could not
other i. e. in no respect identical.

ible or

A

‘

be

affected in
645.18

any way by

line

nor line by whiteness

—

35

—
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except perhaps

coincidentally

‘

to be "white or black

composed

viz, if

the line happened

two things

either are, or are

‘contiaries’, neither drives the other out of

of,

But

condition.

natuial

30 its

for unless

:

since only those things

(iii)

which either involve a ‘contrariety* or are ‘contraries*
and not any things selected at random are such as to

—

and to

suffer action

in

identical)

(i.e

(For

species.

act,

agent and patient must be ‘like*

kind and yet ‘unlike*

it is

(i.e.

a law of nature that body

contrary) in

is

by

affected

in
body, flavour by flavour, colour by colour, and
324^ general what belongs to any kind by a member of the same

so

kind

— the

reason being that

‘

contraries

within a single identical kind, and
reciprocally act

5

and suffer

in

‘unlike*) one another.

agent are gen erically identical
unlike

ter

*,

while { 6 }

it is

dear that

it is

:

‘

are in every case
contraries

‘

‘

And
(i e.

contraiies

contraries

*

*

and

since (a) patient

‘like*)

but specifically

that exhibit this charac-

and their intermediates

*

‘

are such as to suffer action and to act reciprocally
it is

which

*

one sense identical, but in another sense other

must be

‘

is

it

Hence agent and patient

action.)

than

(i.e.

*

— for indeed

these that constitute the entiie sphere of passing-away

and coming-to-be.

We can now understand why fire heats and the cold thing

10

and

cools,
itself

why

in general

the patient.

the active thing assimilates to

For agent and patient are contrary to

one another, and coming-to-be is a process into the conhence the patient
change into the agent, since

trary
it is

;

only thus that coming-to-be will be a process into the

contrary.

And,

again,

it is

intelligible that the advocates

pf both views, although their theories are not the same, are
15

yet in contact with the nature of the facts.

For sometimes

we speak of the substratum as suffeiing action (e, g. of the
man as being healed, being warmed and chilled, and similarly in all the other cases), but at other times we say what is
cold is being warmed
what is sick is being healed
and
in both these ways of speaking we express the truth, since
‘

*

‘

*

*, ‘

in

one sense

it is

the

^

matter

:

while in anothei sense

the ‘contrary*, which suffers action.
20 distinction in speaking

that

‘

the

man

*,

of the agent

:

(We make
for

but at other times that

*

it is

the same

sometimes we say
what is hot *, pro-

.

BOOK

1.

324^

7

duces heat.) Now the one group of thinkers supposed that
agent and patient must possess something identical, because
they fastened their attention on the substratum while the
other group maintained the opposite because their attention
:

was concentrated on the contraries \
We must conceive the same account to hold of action
and passion as that which is true of ‘being moved* and
imparting motion
For the mover like the agent *, has
two meanings
Both {a) that which contains the originative source of the motion is thought to impart motion (for
the originative source is first amongst the causes), and also
(b) that which is last, L e. immediately next to the moved
thing and to the coming-to-be,^ A similar distinction holds
‘

‘

*

‘

‘

‘

’

we speak not only (a) of the doctor,
Now, in motion, there
is nothing to prevent the first mover being unmoved (indeed,
as regards some first movers this is actually necessary) alalso of the agent

but also

ip)

for

:

35

30

of the wine, as healing.

*

‘

though the last mover always imparts motion by being itself
moved: and, in action, there is nothing to prevent the first
agent being unaffected, while the last agent only acts
suffering action

For {a)

itself.

if agent

the same matter, agent acts without being affected

the art of healing produces health without

upon

in

any way by that which

(3) the food, in acting, is itself in

for,

acting,

in

it

is

otherwise affected.

is

by

and patient have not
itself

.

thus

35

being acted

being healed.

But

324^^

some way acted upon

simultaneously heated or cooled or

Now

the art of healing corresponds

to an ‘originative source*, while the food corresponds to
‘

the last *

Those

(i.

e.

‘

contiguous *) mover.^

active powers, then,

in matter, are unaffected:

whose forms are not embodied

5

but those whose forms are in

matter are such as to be affected in acting. For we mainone and the same ‘ matter is equally^ so to say,
the basis of either of the two opposed things being as it
tain that

’

—

and that that which can be hot must be
;
made hot, provided the heating agent is there, i. e. comes
Hence (as we have said) some of the active powers
near.
were a kind
‘

^
^

By

‘

*

®

the coming-to-be ’

yevcortv)

we must apparently understand

that which is coming-to-be ’ (r^ yivofietfov).
* Cf. above, 324* 26-9.
® i.e. a kind, of which the two opposed things are contrasted species.

10
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are unaffected while others are such as to be affected

;

and

what holds of motion is true also of the active powers.
For as in motion the first mover is unmoved, so among
the active powers the first agent is unaffected
The active power is a cause in the sense of that from
*

'

’

^

*

‘

which the^ process originates but the end, for the sake of
(That is why health
which it takes place, is not ‘active’
;

15

there, the patient becomes

is

‘states’^

are there, the

already is

—

As

'

to the

and ‘forms’

matter

tains ‘the hot’
30

matter

(if

We

it

patient

(i.e.

something: but when

no longer becomes but

‘ends’) are a kind of ‘state*.

{qua matter)

is

Now fire

passive.

in matter: but

it is

impossible that

from matter

.

but

‘

the hot

*

what we are saying would be true of them.

have thus explained what action and passion are,
so,

—enters

so the patient suffers action.

we

in
It

and

it is

Some philosophers think that the ‘last’ agent
in the strictest sense

30

should exist

there are any entities thus

if

what things exhibit them, why they do
manner. We must go on ^ to discuss how
action and passion to take place.

that

con-

a ‘hot’ separate from

such a thing existed) could not suffer any action.

in separation

separable,

*,

embodied

Perhaps, indeed,

35

For when the

not ‘active*, except metaphorically.)

is

agent

in

what

possible for

—the ‘agent*

through certain pores, and
is in this way, they assert,

see apnd hear and exercise all our other senses.

Moreover, according to them, things are seen through air
and water and other transparent bodies, because such
bodies possess pores, invisible indeed owing to their minuteness, but close-set

and arranged

transparent the body, the

suppose

its

in

rows:

and the more
serial they

more frequent and

pores to be.

Such was the theory which some philosophers (including
Empedokles) advanced in regard to the structure of certain
bodies. They do not restrict it to the bodies which act
and suffer action but combination too, they say, takes
aS place only between bodies whose pores are in reciprocal
symmetry’. The most systematic and consistent theory,
325^ however, and one that applied to all bodies, was advanced
;

‘

*

‘

^ i.e.

®

For

like ‘health

this sense of sraXtv see Bonitz, Index 559^i3ff.
however, Aristotle means ‘We must go back and discuss’.

Perhaps,

8
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by Leukippos and Demokntos and, in maintaining it, they
took as their starting-point what naturally comes first.^
.

For some of the older philosopheis^ thought that what
must of necessity be one and immovable. The void,
*

’

is

’

*

’

they argue,
not
but unless there is a void with a
separate being of its own, what is cannot be moved^ nor
again can it be ‘many', since there is nothing to keep
‘

is

•

things apart.

And

that the universe

in

not

is

ths
‘

5

—

*

‘

respect,®

they

continuous but
’

‘

insist,

the view

discretes-in-con-

no better than the view that there are ‘many’ (and
and a void.® For (suppose that the universe is
discretes-in-contact.
Then),® if it is divisible through and
through, there is no one ', and therefore no many either,
but the Whole is void while to maintain that it is divisible

tact ' ^

is

not one
‘

’)

‘

‘

'

,

at

some

fiction.

points, but not at others, looks like

For up to what

limit is

it

an arbitrary

And

divisible?

what reason is part of the Whole indivisible, i. e a plenum^
and part divided? Further, they maintain, it is equally*^
necessary to deny the existence of motion.
Reasoning in this way, therefore, they were led to transcend sense-perception, and to disregard it on the ground
that one ought to follow the argument
and so they
assert that the universe is ‘one' and immovable.
Some of
them add that it is infinite since the limit (if it had one)
would be a limit against the void.®
There were, then, certain thinkeis who, for the reasons
we have stated, enunciated views of this kind as their
theory of ‘The Truth'.® .. Moreover,^® although these
‘

' :

‘

^ Perhaps we should read Kara, cftva-iv, ijirep toriv and understand the
words as a reference to Parmenides (cf. e,g fr. 8, 1 i; Diels, p 118).
^ The reference is to Parmenides, Mehssos, and (probably) Zeno.
* i.e. for rendering intelligible the being of a ‘many*.
* This appears to be the view of Empedokles, as Aristotle here

expresses

10

for

it
cf. below, 325^5-10,
This appears to be the view of the Pythagoreans cf. Physics
21315 22-7
^ I have added these words to bring out the connexion of thought,
which is clear enough in the original without any addition.
^ 1 e, the existence of motion is just as impossible on the hypothesis
of Empedokles as on that of the Pythagoieans.
® Cf. Mehssos, e.g. fr.
3, 5, 7 (Diels, pp 144, 145).
® These words (Trept rijs dXrjBeias) seem to be intended to suggest
‘ The
Way of Truth * in the poem of Parmenides.
One or more arguments against the Eleatic theory appear to have
dropped out before
in
17.
:

*

:

m
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opinions appear to

follow logically in a dialectical dis-

cussion, yet to believe
ao

when one

them seems next door to madness
For indeed no lunatic seems

considers the facts.

to be so far out of his senses as to suppose that fire and ice
are

‘

one

only between what is right, and what seems
some people are mad enough to see

it is

right from habit, that

no

difference.

Leukippos, however, thought he had a theory which

harmonized with sense-perception and would not abolish
coming-to-be and passing-away or motion and the

35 either

multiplicity of things.

He made these concessions to the facts

of perception: on the other hand, he conceded to the Monists

no motion without a void. The result
‘The void is a “notbeing
and no part of “ what is ” is a “ not-being’’ for
what “ is in the strict se*nse of the term is an absolute
^plenum. This plenum^ however, is not “ one ”
on the
‘contrary, it is a “many*’ infinite in number and invisible
owing to the minuteness of their bulk
The “ many ”
move in the void (for there is a void) ^ and by coming

that there could be
is

a theoiy which he states as follows:

‘

,

’’

‘

•

30

‘

‘

.

‘

together they produce “ coming-to-be ”, while

‘

they produce “ passing-away ”

‘suffer action
‘

wherever they chance to be in contact

there they are not “ one

”),

‘

(for

and they generate by being put

‘together and^becoming intertwined.
35

by separating

Moreover, they act and

^

From

the genuinely-

one, on the other hand, there never could have come-to-be

“one”:
Empedokles and some of

‘a multiplicity, nor from the genuinely-many a

325^ that
*

is

impossible.

But

’

(just as

the other philosophers say that things suffer action through
their pores,® so) ‘all “alteration”

5

way

‘

place in the

*

passing-away)

*

is

and

all

that has been explained

is

effected

by means

:

“passion” take
breaking-up

of the void,

(i.

e.

and so too

—

growth solids creeping in to fill the void places.*
Empedokles too is practically bound to adopt the same

there is a void, though it is a ‘ not-bemg * or ‘ unreal
greatly indebted to the translation given by Burnet (§ 173)
of 324^35 325®'32, though I have not been able to accept his version
^

i.

* I

e.

am

—

in all its details.

The comparison with ‘ Empedokles and some of the other philosophers ’ is of course not part of the argument which Aristotle is here
reproducing from Leukippos.
*

BOOK
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For he must say that there are

theory as Leukippos.

certain solids which, however, are indivisible

are continuous pores
alternative

be void.

discretes

them

It is

to be

’

:

But

calls

*

this last

be nothing

pores) but

necessary, therefore, for his

‘

of

all

it

contiguous

while the intervals between 10

indivisible,

—which he

^unless there

for "then there will

body (nothing beside the

solid in the
will

impossible

is

—

through the body.

all

pores

— must be void

’

But

this is

precisely Leukippos’s theory of action and passion-

Such, approximately, are the current explanations of the

manner

in

which some things ‘act’ while others

And

action

as regards the Atomists,

what

it is

‘suffer

not only clear

their explanation is it is also obvious that it follows
with tolerable consistency from the assumptions they employ.
:

15

But there is less obvious consistency in the explanation
offered by the other thinkeis.
It is not clear, for instance,
how, on the theory of Empedokles, there is to be passingas well as alteration
For the primary bodies of
the Atomists the primary constituents of which bodies are
composed, and the ultimate elements into which they are
dissolved ^are indivisible, differing from one another only in
figure.
In the philosophy of Empedokles, on the other
‘

away

’

‘

’.

—

—

hand,

it

is

evident that

‘elements^ have

away: but

it

is

their

all

the other bodies

coming-to-be and

not clear

how

down
their

to the ao

passing-

the ‘elements* themselves,

severally in their aggregated masses, come-to-be and pass-

away. Nor is it possible for Empedokles to explain how
they do so, since he does not assert that Fire too^ (and
similarly every one of his other elements ’) possesses ele‘

‘

mentary constituents of itself.
Such an assertion would commit him to doctrines like
those which Plato has set forth in the Timaeus?' For
although both Plato and Eeukippos postulate elementary
constituents that are indivisible and distinctively characterized by figures, there is this great difference between the
two theories the indivisibles of Leukippos (i) are solids,
while those of Plato are planes, and (ii) are characterized
’

by an

’

‘

:

infinite variety of figures,

while the characterizing

^ i. e.

as well as the composite bodies*

^ Cf,

Timaeus 53cfF.

Gg
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figures
30

the

number. Thus
result fiom the
Leuktppos through the void and

employed by Plato are limited

in

comings-to-be ’ and the dissociations

*

‘

‘

‘indivisibles’ (a) according to

through contact

(for it is at

the composite bodies

is

the point of contact that each of

divisible^),

in virtue pf contact alone, since

but

according to Plato

(p)

he denies there

is

a void.

Now we

have discussed ‘indivisible planes’ in the preceding treatise.^ But with regard to the assumption of
36

‘

a detailed study of
fall

326®

now

not

’

is

enter

upon

consequences, the following criticisms

The Atomists are committed to

divisible

:

the view that eveiy ‘in-

incapable alike of receiving a sensible property

nothing can ‘suffer action’ except through the void) and

of producing one
or cold.®
5

its

within the compass of a short digression

(I)

(for

we must

although

indivisible solids

made

Yet

—no

it is

of ‘ the hot

’

—‘the hot

the spherical figure

hard

‘indivisible’ can be, e.g., either

surely a paiadox that an exception

for,

:

’

is

being assigned as peculiar to

that being so,

its

‘

contraiy

also

*

bound to belong to another of the figures
If, however, these properties (heat and cold) do belong to
the indivisibles it is a further paradox that they should
not possess heaviness and lightness, and hardness and
10 softness.
And yet Demokritos says ^the more any indivisible exceeds, the heavier it is’
to which we must
clearly add ^ and the hotter it is
But if that is their
(‘

the cold

’)

is

‘

—

character,

is

it

impossible they should not be affected

by one another; the

‘

slightly-hot

indivisible’, e.g, will

inevitably suffer action from one which far exceeds
heat.^
also

Again,

if

be one which

name from

any
is

‘

‘indivisible’ is ‘hard’, there

soft

’

the fact that

‘soft’ is that

:

but
it

‘

the soft

derives

’

its

suffers a certain action

which yields to pressure.

(

11)

But

it

in

must
very

—

foi

further

^

Cf. above, 325* 32-4.
Cf. de Caelo r. i, especially 298'^
33 ff., r. 7 and A. 2.
• Or perhaps this clause is a
quotation : * since “ no indivisible
*

can
be either hard or cold^.’
^ If, as Demokritos
asserts, the ‘ indivisibles * differ in weight, being
heavy in direct proportion to their mass, bis ‘ spherical indivisibles
(Aristotle argues) must differ m the degree of their heat on the same
principle.
But if h. is hotter than B, B is susceptible to the action o
A. Hence Demokritos has violated a fundamental thesis of his owr
theory (cf. 326* 1-2), viz. that every ‘ indivisible ' must be arraBh*

BOOK
not only

is it

paradoxical

should belong to the
(ii)

that,

if

(i)

that no propeity except figure

indivisibles

*

326*^

8

I.

’

*

15

also paradoxical

it is

other propeities do belong to them, one only of

these additional properties should attach to each
th%s ‘indivisible

*

—e

g. that

should be cold and that indivisible’ hot.
‘

For, on that supposition, their substance would not even be

And it is equally impossible (lii) that more than
one of these additional propeities should belong to the
uniform.^

single

‘

For, being indivisible^

indivisible

same point ^

these properties in the
action
‘

’

by being

suffer action

’

in

argument applies
difficulty we have
sequence,
planes),
‘

rarer

\

all

‘

it

will
if it

will also,

some other way.

qua

And

possess
*

chilled,

‘

suffers

act

*

or 20

the same line of

to all the other properties too

:

for the

just raised confionts, as a necessary con-

who advocate

since

or

chilled,

it

— so that,

their

‘

‘

indivisibles’ (whether solids or

indivisibles

’

cannot become

denser ’ inasmuch as there

is

no void

in

either

them.

paradox that there should be small
but not large ones. For it is natural enough,

(Ill) It is a further
‘

indivisibles

25

from the ordinary point of view, that the larger bodies
should be more liable to fractuie than the small ones, since
they (viz. the large bodies) are easily broken up because
they collide with many other bodies
But why should
indivisibility as such be the property of small, rather than
of large, bodies ?

(IV) Again,

is

the substance of

all

those 30

do they fall into sets which differ from
one another as if, e. g., some of them, in their aggregated
For (i) if all of them
bulk,® were fiery
others earthy’ ?
are uniform in substance, what is it that separated one from
another ? Or why, when they come into contact, do they
not coalesce into one, as drops of water run together when
drop touches drop (for the two cases are precisely parallel)?
On the other hand (li) if they fall into differing sets, how
solids uniform, or

—

‘

‘

are these characterized

than the figures
‘

^

The

?

It is clear, too, that these,^ rather 35

ought to be postulated as

‘

original teals’,

uniformity of the substance or ‘stuff’ of the atoms was
Cf. Physics 203*34-^2,

a fundamental doctrine in the theory.
de Cuelo 275^31-2; Burnet, p. 3363,
*

L

®

Cf. above, 325^22.
i.e. these qualitatively-distinct sets of atoms.

^

e. in its single, indivisible,

undifferentiated identity.
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phenomena result

causes from which the

i.e.
if

Moreover,

they differed in substance, they would both act and suffer

(V) Again,
on coming into reciprocal contact.
which sets them moving? For if their mover’
suffer action
is other than themselves, they are such as to
If, on the^other hand, each of them sets itself in motion,
either (a) it will be divisible (‘ imparting motion qua this^
action

what

‘

is it

*

’

‘

5

being

moved

attach to

it

qtta that), or

’

the

in

same

3 contrary properties will
( )

respect

—

i.

matter

‘

e.

’

will

be

identical-in-potentiality as well as numerically-identical.^

As

who explain modification of property
movement facilitated by the pores, if this is

to the thinkers

through the

supposed to occur notwithstanding the fact that the pores
For if the
filled, their postulate of pores is superfluous.

are

whole body

suffers action

10 suffer action in

were just

its

the

it would
had no pores but

under these conditions,

same way even

own continuous

self.

if it

Moreover,

how can

account of ‘vision through a medtum^ be correct?

their
It is

impossible for (the visual ray) ^ to penetrate the transparent

and impossible for it to pass
full.
For how will that ®
from having no pores at all? The body will be

bodies at their ‘contacts’;

through their pores if eveiy pore be
differ
15

uniformly

‘

full

’

throughout.

passages, though they

But, further, even if these

must contam

bodies, are void
the
once more.^ And if they are
too minute to admit any body
it is absurd to suppose
there is a ‘ minute ’ void and yet to deny the existence of

same consequence

‘

will follow

‘

a ‘ big ’ one (no matter

imagine ‘ the void
ao

— whence

it

’

how

small the

means anything

‘

big

’

may be ®),

or to

else than a body’s place

clearly follows that to every

body there

will

correspond a void of eqifal cubic capacity.
^

For the doctrine implied

192*

I

m

this

argument,

cf.

Physics 190^24,

ff.

* I
have added these words because Aristotle is referring to
Empedokles’s theory of vision.
Cf. Empedokles, fr. 84 (Diels,
pp. 196-7) ; Plato, Timaeus 45 B ff.
* sc, having pores, all of which are ‘ full *
^ i. e. the body will still be impenetrable, even if the pores as such
(as channels) are distinguished
thought from what fills them. For
in fact the pores are always ‘full* and the body is a plenum throughout— though perhaps not a ^ xxmioxm^ plenu7n^
®
‘Big* is a relative term and may include a void in any degree
bigger than the infinitesimal.

m
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As
pores

we must urge

a geneial criticism

For

superfluous.

is

by touching the

its

by

— even

then

On

pores.

that to postulate

the agent produces no effect

if

patient, neither will

passing through
contact,

8

I.

it

produce any by

the other hand,

without pores

if it

acts

— some things

will

and others will act provided they are by
nature adapted for reciprocal action and passion. Our
arguments have shown that it is either false or futile to
‘

suffer action

’

‘

25

advocate pores in the sense in which some thinkers conceive
them. But since bodies aie divisible through and through,
the postulate of pores

can

fall

is

ridiculous

Let us explain the way

9

:

for,

qua

divisible,

a body

into separate parts.^

in

which things

in fact possess

the power of generating, and of acting and suffering action

and

let

us start from the principle

For, assuming the distinction between
potentially

and

that which

{p)

the nature of the

is

first,

susceptible in

some

(^)

that which

and

it

what

it

it is

through^ not merely to be

parts while insusceptible in others.
degree, according as

its susceptibility varies ii\

30

is

actually such-and-such,

precisely in so far as

to suffer action through

is,

is

*

we have often enunciated.

it

is

But

more

or less such-and-such, and one would be more justified in

speaking of pores

’

‘

in this

metals there are veins of

^

connexion

^

:

for instance, in the

the susceptible ’ gtretching con-

So
one,

any body

long, indeed, as

it is

insusceptible.

35

3^7^

tinuously through the substance.
is

naturally coherent and

So, too, bodies are insusceptible so

long as they are not in contact either with one another or
with other bodies which are by nature such as to act and
(To illustrate my meaning: Fire heats not

suffer action.

only when in contact, but also from a distance. For the
heats the air, and the air being by nature such as both
But the supposito act and suffer action heats the body.)

—

fire

—

tion that a

body

is

‘

susceptible in

some

parts,

possible for those

but insus-

who hold an

(is only
erroneous view concerning the divisibility of magnitudes.

ceptible in others

^

’

Cf above, 316^2^-9.

Division eo tpso opens a channel in the

body.
2 viz.

to express

such

lines of greater susceptibility.

5
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For usY the following account

we

from the distinctions
For (i) if magnitudes are

results

established at the beginning.^

not divisible through and thiough

— on the contrary,
—then indeed no body
if,

there are indivisible solids or planes

ro

would be susceptible through and through: but neither
would any be continuous. Since, however, (ii) this is false,
difference bei. e. since every body is divisible, there is no
tween ‘having been divided into parts which remain in
contact’ and ‘being divisible’.
For if a body cmt be
''

some thinkers express

separated at the contacts’ (as
then, even

though

it

has not yet been divided,

a state of dividedness

—

inconceivable lesults.^
15 this general objection

—

it is

(iii)

will

it),

be in

can be divided, nothing

since, as it

And

it

the supposition

is

open to

a paradox that' passion’ should

by the bodies being split.
but we see the same
‘alteration’

occur in this manner only^ viz

For this theory abolishes
body liquid at one time and solid
its

continuity

It

:

at another, without losing

has suffered this change not by division

’

‘

’

and composition ’, nor yet by turning and intercontact
Demokritos asserts ; for it has passed from the liquid to
‘

’

‘

'

20 as

any change of ‘grouping’ or
Nor are

the solid state without

‘position’ in the constituents of its substance.^

there contained within
particles

it

those

indivisible in their

—and

bulk

‘

hard

’

:

’

(i.

e.

congealed)

on the contrary,

it is

—

and congealed uniformly all
through.
%his theory, it must be added, makes growth
and diminution impossible also. For if there is to be
apposition (instead of the gi owing thing having changed as
a whole, either by the admixture of something or by its
own transformation), increase of size will not have resulted
in any and every part.^
So much, then, to establish that things generate and are
generated, act and suffer action, reciprocally and to distinguish the way in which these processes can occur from
the (impossible) way in which some thinkers say they occur

liquid

25

‘

again,

solid

;

*

A

clause to this effect appears to have dropped out before dtopt-

(ravras in
* Cf,

above, 316^ 14—317*17.
be realized: cf. 316*19.
The argument
turns on Aristotle’s conception of ro dwaroV: cf. Metaph. 1047*24-6.
^
* Cf. above,
® Cf. above, 321* 2-26.
315 33
® i.e. if this potentiality

—
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10 But

we have

still

to explain

third of the subjects

Our explanation

we

‘

I lo

327“

combination *, for that was the

30

originally^ proposed to discuss.

proceed on the same method as before.
combination’, and what is that
which can ‘combine’? Of what things, and under what
will

We must inquiie What is
:

conditions,

‘

is

'

combination

does ‘combination’ exist

And,

a property ?

’

further,

in fact, or is it false to asseit its

existence ?

some

For, according to

thinkers,

impossible for one 35
that (i) if

is

it

thing to be combined with another.

They argue

combined constituents persist unaltered, they are 327^
no more combined now than they were before, but are in
the same condition while (ii) if one has been destroyed,
the constituents have not been combined
on the contraiy,
one constituent is and the other ts not^ whereas ‘combination demands uniformity of condition in them both
and on the same principle (lii) even if both the combining 5
constituents have been destroyed as the result of their
coalescence, they cannot have been combined since they
have no being at all.
What we have in this argument is, it would seem,
both the

‘

’

‘

’

:

’

*

—

’

:

’

‘

a

demand

for the precise distinction of

coming-to-be and passing-away
bination

’,

if it exists,

must

differ

for the precise distinction of the

which

therefore,

by

Now
the

(i)

fire,

as these

the

‘

from these processes) and
‘
combinable from that
’

As

soon,

are clear, the difficulties 10

distinctions

wood

not speak of the

that ‘the

fire is

as

‘

combined with
’

combining either of its
with the fire what
coming-to-be, but the wood is

its burning as a
one another or of

nor of

is

from

’

obvious that com-

argument would be solved.

we do

particles with

we say

combination

such as to come-to-be and pass-away.

is

raised

‘

(for it is

’

‘

itself

:

Similarly, we speak neither (li) of the food
passing-away
as combining with the body, nor (iii) of the shape as combining with the wax and thus fashioning the lump. Nor
‘

’

‘

’

can body combine with white, nor (to generalize) profor we see them persistperties ’ and states with things
ing unaltered.^ But again (iv) white and knowledge cannot
’

‘

’

‘

’

Cf. above,

2 sc,

322^ 5

‘

’

‘

:

ff.

m the resulting^complex (e. g.

‘

white-body ’ or ‘ leamed-man

*)•

H

:
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be

‘

combined

’

20 (Indeed, this is

that

‘

either,

nor any other of the

‘

adjectivals

a blemish in the theory of those

once upon a time

all

^

things were together

who

assert

and com-

For not everything can combine with everything.
On the contrary, both of the constituents that are combined
in the compound must originally have existed in separation
but no property can have separate existence.)
Since, however, some things are-potentially while others
are-aciually^ the constituents combined in a compound can
®be' in a sense and yet ‘not-be\ The compound may
35 he-actually other than the constituents from which it has
neveitheless each of them may still he-potenUally
resulted
what it was before they were combined, and both of them
may survive undestroyed. (For this was the difficulty that
emerged in the previous argument and it is evident that the
bined

‘

'

:

;

:

combining constituents not only coalesce, having formerly
existed in sepaiation,

but also can again be separated

out from the compound.)

The

constituents,

therefore,

body and white persist
nor ip) are they destroyed (either one of them or both), for
their ‘power of action’^ is preserved.
Hence these diffi-

30 neither {a) persist actually^ as

‘

'

‘

*

may

be dismissed: but the problem immediately
whether combination is something
must be set out and discussed.
relative to perception
When the combining constituents have been divided into
parts so small, and have been juxtaposed in such a manner,
36 that perception fails to discriminate them one from another,
328* have they then been combined ? Or ought we to say
‘No, not until any and every part of one constituent is
juxtaposed to a part of the other'? ^ The term, no doubt,
is applied in the former sense
we speak, e. g., of wheat
having been * combined with barley when each grain of
the one is juxtaposed to a grain of the other. But eveiy
body is divisible and therefore, since body ‘combined'^
culties

connected with them

—
—
’

’

‘

:

'

^ Aristotle is perhaps thinking of the ‘ Sphere * of Empedokles, as
well as of the piyfia of Anaxagoras.
* Cf. below, 328^28-31 and 334^8-30.
* The difference between these two views
both of which Aristotle
rejects
is one of degree.
According to the first view, the constituents
are divided into parts too small for the normal vision to discnminate,
and then shuffled. According to the second, the constituents are
*
divided into ‘ least parts, i. e. into atoms : and these are shuffled,
* For fui^6p s=
cf. e.g, below, 334*^31.

—

—

:

BOOK
with body

uniform

is

1.

328®"

lo

a 7ty and every

in texture throughout,

part of each constituent ought to be juxtaposed to a part of

5

the other.

No

body, however, can be divided into

its

‘

least

’

paits

but
and composition is not identical with combination
other than it. From these premises it clearly follows (i)
’

‘

*

that so long as the constituents are preserved
ticles,

will

in*

we must not speak of them as combined
‘

be a

bination

composition

‘

’
:

’

instead of a

‘

small par-

(For

’.

blending

’

or

‘

this

com-

nor will every portion of the resultant exhibit

the same ratio between

its

But

constituents as the whole.

10

we maintain that, if ‘combination’ has taken place, the
compound must be uniform in texture throughout any
part of such a compound being the same as the whole, just

—

as any part of water

is

water

:

whereas,

if

‘

combination

*

is

'composition of the small particles*, nothing of the kind
will

On

happen.

the contrary, the constituents will only be

combined relatively to perception and the same thing
will be
combined to one percipient, if his sight is not
sharp, (but not to another,)^ while to the eye of Lynkeus
nothing will be combined ’.) It clearly follows (li) that we
must not speak of the constituents as combined in virtue
of a division such that any and every part of each is juxtaposed to,a part of the other; for it is impossible for them
Either, then, there is no/ combination *,
to be thus divided.
or we have still to explain the manner in which it can take
*

‘

:

’

‘

15

‘

‘

*

place.

Now, as we maintain,^ some things aie such as to act
and others such as to suffer action from them. Moreover,
some things viz. those which have the same matter
reciprocate i. e. are such as to act upon one another and
to suffer action from one another while other things, viz.
agents which have not the same matter as their patients,
act without themselves suffering action. Such agents cannot
that is why neither the art of healing nor health
combine
produces health by ‘combining* with the bodfes of the
Amongst those things, however, which are recipatients.

—

—

‘

;

’

—

^ The words I have added represent the antithesis implied by the
beginning of the sentence but Aristotle prefers to clinch his argument
by the reference to Lynkeus, at the cost of a slight anacoluthon.
*

® Cf.

above,

I. 7.

20
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procally active and passive,

some are

(i) if

25 divisible

reciprocating

'

materials be brought together with

’

a

little

(or with a small piece) of another, the effect

is

not

combination

‘

other material

why

is

:

produced

but increase of the dominant

‘

form

for its

is

combine

.

for the

(That

transformed into the dominant.

a drop of wine does not

gallons of water

is

with ten thousand

’

dissolved,

and

it ^ is

changed

On the other

so as to merge in the total volume of water.)

30

Now

easily-divisible.

a great quantity (or a large bulk) of one of these easily-

hand (ii) when there is a certain equilibrium between their
powers of action \ then each of them changes out of its own
nature towards the dominant yet neither becomes the other,
but both become an intermediate with properties common
‘

:

to both.^

Thus

clear that only those agents are

it is

which involve a contrariety

—

And,

reciprocally.

action

such as to suffer
they combine more

for these are

further,

pieces of each of

freely if small

’

combinable

‘

them

are juxtaposed.

more

Foi in that condition they change one another

easily

and more quickly
when agent and patient are present in bulk.
Hence, amongst the divisible susceptible materials, those
328^
whose shape is readily adaptable have a tendency to com35

;

whereas this effect takes a long time

bine ; for they are easily divided into small particles, since
that

is

precisely

For

implies.

5

what

*

instance, liquids are the

—because, of

of

all

is

most readily adaptable

bodies

most

in

shape, unless

stituents

is

’

combinable

‘

all divisible materials,
it

the liquid

be viscous.
except to

it is true, produce no effect
volume and bulk.
But when one of the con-

Viscous liquids,
increase the

’

being readily adaptable in shape

alone susceptible

— or superlatively susceptible,
—the

the other being susceptible in a very slight degree

compound

resulting from their combination

greater in volume or only a

happens when

tin is

little

greater.

is

no
what

either

This

is

combined with bronze. For some
and ambiguous attitude towards

things display a hesitating
* sc.

*
*

the drop of wine.

Each of the

dominant ^

constituents,

qua acting on the

Neither of them

^suffers action’

other, is relatively
dl^sdutely ‘dominant’, for each
Hence each meets the other half-

is

from the other.
is a compronuse between them.

way, and the resultant

BOOK

1.

328"^

lo

—

one another showing a slight tendency to combine and
an inclination to behave as ‘receptive matter^ and

ro

also

The behaviour

‘form* respectively.

For the

of these metals

is

almost vanishes, behaving
were an immaterial property of the bronze having
been combined, it disappears, leaving no trace except the
colour it has imparted to the bronze. The same phenomenon

a

case in point.

as

tin

if it

:

m

occurs

other instances too.

from the foregoing account, that combination* occurs, what it is, to what it is due, and what
kind of thing is corabmable ’. The phenomenon depends
It is clear, then,

‘

15

‘

upon the

fact that

some

procally susceptible and
i.

e.

(a) reci-

3 readily adaptable in shape,
( )

For such things can be ‘combined*
that they should have

easily divisible.

without

things are such as to be

being necessary

its

been destroyed or that they should survive absolutely unand their combination need not be a composition*,
nor merely relative to perception*. On the contrary any-

altered

*

‘

:

‘

‘

thing
shape,

is
is

:

‘combinable* which, being readily adaptable
and it
such as to suffer action and to act
;

20

in
is

‘combinable with’ another thing similarly characterized

combinable is relative to the ‘ combinable *) and
combination is unification of the combinables *, resulting
from their alteration
(for the

*

‘

;

*

‘

‘

’

‘

BOOK

II

We have explained under what conditions

I

‘

combination *,

contact ’, and action-passion are attributable to the things
which undergo natural change. Further, we have discussed
unqualified coming-to-be and passing-away, and explained
under what conditions they are predicable, of what subject,
and owing to what cause. Similarly, we have also discussed
‘alteration*, and explained what ‘altering’ is and how it
‘

‘

*

*

‘

646 18

30
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differs

But we have

from coming-to-be and passing-away

still to investigate the so-called ‘elements’ of bodies
For the complex substances whose formation and main-

tenance aie due to natural processes

all

presuppose the

perceptible bodies as the condition of their coming-to-be

and passing-away: but philosopheis disagree

m

regard to

the matter whicli underlies these perceptible bodies.
maintain

single,

it is

supposing

it

to be,

e. g.,

Some

Air or Fire,

35 or an ‘intermediate’ between these two (but still a body
329^ with a separate existence). Others, on the contrary, postuascribing to their ‘association
late two or moie mateiials
and dissociation’, or to their alteration the coming-to-be
and passing-away of things. (Some, for instance, postulate
Fire and Earth some add Air, making three and some,
like Empedokles, reckon Water as well, thus postulating

—

‘

’,

‘

.

four.)

Now we may

5

agree that the primal y materials, whose

it be ‘association and dissociation’
or
a process of another kind) results in coming-to-be and

change (whether

passing-away, are rightly described as
i.

But

elements’.

e

(i)

postulate, beside the bodies
10

‘

originative sources,

who

those thinkers aie in error

we have mentioned, a

single

—

and that a corporeal and separable matter. For
‘body’ of theirs cannot possibly exist without a

matter
this

‘perceptible

contrariety’:

‘Boundless’, which

this

some

thinkers identify with the ‘original real’,

must be either
light of heavy, either cold or hot^
And (ii) what Plato
has written in the Timaetis is not based on any preciselyarticulated conception.
For he has not stated clearly

15

whether his

‘

Omnirecipient

the ‘elements’;

’

^

nor does he

in separation

exists

make any

from

He

use of it

a substratum prior to the so-called
‘
elements
underlying them, as gold underlies the things
that are fashioned of gold.
(And yet this comparison,
says, indeed, that
’

20

it is

—

if thus expressed, is itself open to criticism.
Things
which come-to-be and pass-away cannot be called by
the name of the material out of which they have come-

to-be

:

it

is

only the results of

name of

the
'

‘

alteration

’

which retain
they

the substratum whose ‘alterations’

Cf below, 332%20-6.

»

Cf.

Timaeus 51

a.

BOOK
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II. I

However, he actually says^ that ‘far the truest
”
Neveris to affirm that each of them ^ is “ gold
*.)

are.

account

theless he carries his analysis

though they are
for ‘the Nurse
with

‘

—back
e.

(i.

of the ‘elements’

to ‘planes’,^

and

it

— solids

impossible

is

the primary matter) to be identical

the planes

Our own

doctrine

is

that although there

is

a*matter of

the perceptible bodies (a matter out of which the so-called

‘elements’ come-to-be),

it

always bound up with a contrariety.

is

A

more

account of these presuppositions has been given

work ^

:

we

35

has no separate existence, but

in

precise

another

must, however, give a detailed explanation of

the primal y bodies as well, since they too are similarly

We

derived fiom the matter.®
tive source

though
‘

the hot

is

it
’

and as

’

is

‘

primary

’

must reckon as an ‘origina-

inseparable fiom, the contrary qualities

not matter for

hot *, but the substratum

is

‘

30

the matter which underlies,

the cold

’

nor ‘ the cold

’

for

for

:

‘

the

We there-

matter for them both.

fore have to recognize three ‘originative sources’: firstly

that which

is

trarieties (I

potentially perceptible body, secondly the con-

mean, e

g.,

heat and cold), and thirdly Fire,

35

Water, and the like. Only ‘thirdly’, however: for these
bodies change into one another (they are not immutable 329
as Empedokles and other thinkers assert, since alteration
would then have been impossible), whereas the contrarieties
’

‘

do not change.
Nevertheless, even

of contrarieties, and

so*^

the question lemains:

how many of them, are

What

sorts

to be accounted

‘originative sources’ of body?
For all the other thinkeis
assume and use them without explaining why they are
these or why they are just so many,

Since, then,

2

we

Cf.

*

1.

*

Cf Timaeus 53 c

®

Cf.

e.

are looking for ‘originative sources’ of

Tzmaeus 4gd-soc,

^

each of the things that are ‘ fashioned of gold

^ Cf, Ttfnaeus^ e.
flf.
g. 49 a, 52 d,
Physics A 6-9, where Trpcbny v\r} and ‘ the contrariety * (ftdor
and arepijcrts) are accurately defined and distinguished as presupposi-

tions of yev€aris,

The account

in the PhysiLS applied generally to the ycyfcns of any
perceptible body
Aristotle now proposes to apply it to the
yivecris of
primary perceptible bodies in particular.
1, e. notwithstanding the sketch Aristotle has just given.
®

and every

3

.
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perceptible
to
is

10

‘

tangible

touch

,

body
and

it is

;

‘

and

since

tangible

’

‘

’

pei'ceptible

is

equivalent ^

that of which the perception

is

clear that not all the contrarieties constitute

‘forms’ and ‘originative sources’ of body, but onlythosewhich

correspond to touch.
trariety

For

accordance with a con-

in

it is

—a contrariety, moreover, of tangible qualities—that
That

the primary bodies are differentiated.

is

why

neither

whiteness (and blackness), nor sweetness (and bitterness),

nor (similarly) any quality belonging to the other ^ perceptible contrarieties either, constitutes an

yet vision
15

prior to touch, so that

is

to the object of touch.

The

its

‘

And

element

object also

is

prior

object of vision, however,

is

a quality of tangible body not qua tangible, but qua somesomething which may well be naturally
thing else—
prior to the object of touch.

Accordingly,

and

we must

contrarieties,

segregate the tangible differences

and distinguish which amongst them are

primary. Contrarieties correlative to touch are the following
30 hot-cold, dry-moist, heavy-light, hard-soft, viscous-brittle,

Of

rough-smooth, coaise-fine.

light
(1) heavy and
Things are not called

these

are neither active nor susceptible
‘

heavy’ and

‘

light’

because they act upon, or suffer action

But the elements must be reciprocally
active and susceptible, since they combine and are transformed into one another. On the other hand (li) hot and
cold, and dry and moist, are terms, of which the first pair
implies power to act and the second pair susceptibility
‘Hot’ is that which ‘associates’ things of the same kind
from, other things.

‘

'

’

‘

35

(for

‘dissociating’,

which people attribute to Fire as

function, is ‘associating’ things of the
its effect is

30 that

to eliminate

what

which brings together,

and heterogeneous things

i.

e.

alike.

class,

its

since

foreign), while ‘cold* is

is
‘

same

associates

And

‘

’,

moist ’

homogeneous
is

that which,

by
own while dry is that which is readily
determinable by its own limit, but not readily adaptable in
being readily adaptable in shape,

any

limit of its

:

‘

is

not determinable

’

shape.
' sc. in this connexion
: the tangible qualities are the only qualities
which characterize all perceptible bodies.
sc, the other nm 4angibU perceptible contrarieties.

BOOK
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moist and dry are derived

(iii) the fine and coarse,
and the remaining tangible
For {a) since the moist has no determinate 35
differences.
shape, but is readily adaptable and follows the outline of
that which is in contact with it, it is characteristic of it 330®
to be such as to fill up \ Now the fine is ‘ such as to fill

viscous and brittle, hard

and

soft,

’

‘

‘

For *the

up’.

fine’ consists of subtle particle^; but that

which consists of small particles is ‘such as to fill up*,
inasmuch as it is in contact^ whole with whole and ‘the

—

*

fine

Hence

exhibits this character ^ in a superlative degree.

evident that the fine derives from the moist, while the

it is

coarse derives from the dry.

Again

{b)

‘

the viscous derives
’

fiom the moist for the viscous (e. g. oil) is a moist modified in a certain way.
‘The brittle’, on the other hand,
derives from the dry for brittle is that which is completely
dry so completely, that its solidification has actually been
due to failure of moisture. Further {c) ‘the soft’ derives
from the moist. For soft is that which yields to pressure
by retiring into itself, though it does not yield by total displacement as the moist does which explains why the moist
is not ‘soft’, although ‘the soft’ derives from the moist.
The hard ’, on the other hand, derives from the dry for
‘hard is that which is solidified, and the solidified is dry.
The terms dry and moist have more senses than one.
For the damp *, as well as the moist, is oppq^ed to the dry:
and again the solidified ’, as well as the diy, is opposed to
the moist. But all these qualities derive from the dry and
moist we mentioned first.® For (i) the dry is opposed to
‘

:

’

’

‘

:

5

*

‘

—

’

‘

—

‘

10

:

’

’

‘

’

‘

‘

‘

the

on
its

damp

damp

is that which has foreign moisture
sodden being that which is penetrated to
core^), while ‘dry’® is that which has lost foreign

its

i.

:

surface

e.

‘

(‘

Hence

moisture.

’

’

evident that the

it is

damp

will derive

from the moist, and the dry which is opposed to it will
derive from the primary dry. Again (ii) the ‘ moist and the
solidified derive in the same way from the primary pair.
’

‘

’

^

‘in contact' with the vessel which contains it.
the smaUness) of its particles,
fine, owing to the subtlety (
leaves no comer of its containing receptacle unfilled.
® Cf. above, 329^ 30-2.
sc by foreign moisture
cf. below, » 22.
®

—

The

.

^

15

1

e.

the

‘

dry ’ which

is

contrasted with the

damp

:

the

‘

dried

20
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that which contains moisture of its

’

For moist ^
deep within
‘

is

is

that

Hence these too
which has lost this inner moisture.
derive from the primary pair, the ‘solidified’ fiom the dry
and the liquefiable from the moist.
It is clear, then, that all the other dififeiences reduce to
*

‘

35

own

deeply

is

moisture), whereas ‘solidified’

by foreign

penetrated

being that which

(‘sodden’

it

but that these admit of no further reduction.
For the hot is not essentially moist or dry, nor the moist

the

first four,

nor are the cold and the dry derivaforms, eithei of one another or of the hot and the

essentially hot or cold
tive

moist.

Hence these must be

The elementary

30

can be combined
to be coupled

be hot and
the

‘

*

qualities are four,

m six couples.

for

•

’

and any

foiii

terms 3

Contraries, however, refuse

same thing

impossible for the

it is

cold, or moist

couplings

four.

and dry.

Hence

to

evident that

it is

of the elementary qualities will be four

330 hot with dry and moist with
and cold uith moist.

And

hot,

•

and again cold with dry

these four couples have attached

themselves to the apparently ‘simple’ bodies (File, Air,

Water, and Earth) in a manner consonant with theory.
For Fire is hot and dry, whereas Air is hot and moist
5

(Air being a sort

of aqueous vapour)

cold and moi^, while Earth

is

bodies,

and Water

among

*

‘

who

assert there is one only,

else

by condensation and

their ‘originative sources

’

moulding
‘matter’.

— as

forces, while

But

(ii)

Now (i)

those

and then generate everything

rarefaction, are in effect

making

two, viz. the rare and the dense,

or rather the hot and the cold

start

the primary

and the number of the latter is consonant with
For all who make the simple bodies elements

postulate either one, or two, or three, or four.
TO

is

Thus the

cold and dry.

differences are leasonably distributed

theory.

;

:

for

it is

these which are the

the ‘one’^ underlies them as

those

who

postulate

Parmenides postulated Fire and

two

a
from the

Eaith—make

rathe intermediates (e.g. Air and Water) blends of these.
^ i.e.
‘

the ‘moisf’ which

is

contrasted with the solidified: the

liquefiable
*

Le- the single

‘

dement ^ which these monistic

theories postulate.

BOOK
The same course

(iii)

by those who advocate
Plato does in ‘The

(We may compare what

threey

Divisions
there

followed

is

IL 3

is

’

r for

he makes the middle a blend.^) Indeed,
no difference between those who postu’

‘

practically

except that the former
two and those who postulate
element
into
two.
middle
while
the
the latter treat it
split
But
(iv)
some
advocate
one.
as only
four from the start,
late

’

‘

20

Empedokles yet he too draws them togethei so as to
reduce them to the two, for he opposes all the others to
e. g,

•

File.

In fact, -however, file and air, and each of the bodies we
have mentioned, are not simple, but blended. The simple
bodies are indeed similar in nature to them, but not
identical with them. Thus the simple' body corresponding
’

‘

‘

to fire

is

‘

such-as-fire

not

fire

.

that which coi responds to

and so on with the

them. But 25
an excess of cold.
For freezing and boiling are excesses of heat and cold
respectively.
Assuming, theiefore, that ice is a freezing of
moist and cold, fire analogously will be a boiling of dry and
hot
a fact, by the way, which explains why nothing
air is

‘

fire is

such-as-air

’

:

an excess of heat, just as

rest of

ice is

:

comes-to-be either out of

ice or out of fire.

30

The

‘simple' bodies, since they are four, fall into two
which belong to the two regions, each to each for
Fire and Air are forms of the body moving’ towards the
‘limit*, while Earth and Water are foims of the body which
moves towards the ‘centre'.® Fire and Earth, moreover,
are extremes and purest Water and Air, on the contrary, 33 ^*
are intermediates and more like blends. And, further, the
pairs

:

members of either pair aie contrary to those of the other,
Water being contrary to Fire and Earth to Air; for the
qualities constituting Water and Earth are contrary to
those that constitute Fire and Air.

they are
^

four,

each of them

Cf above, 329*2.

is

Nevertheless, since

characterized

Philoponos attributes this

par

excellence

trialistic

theory to

Ion of Chios.
® I take ‘The Divisions’ to mean that section of the Timaeus
Aristotle’s
which Plato describes the making of the Soul
(35 aff.)
point IS merely that Plato makes ‘the middle’ of his three kinds of
substance ’ a ‘ blend’ of the other two
^
Cf. de Caelo, e.g. 269^20-9, 308* 14-33, 311® 15 ff.

m

‘
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5

by a single quality: Earth by dry rather than by cold,
Water by cold rather than by moist, Air by moist rather
than by hot, and Fire by hot rather than by dry.
It

that the coming-to-be of 4

has been established before

the ‘simple* bodies

At

reciprocal.

is

the

same

time,

it is

manifest, even on the evidence of perception, that they do

come- to-be
10 tion

*,

:

since

‘

for otherwise there

alteration

*

change

is

what

and

(li)

manner of

the

is

‘altera-

in respect to the qualities

Consequently,

of the objects of touch.
(i)

would not have been

we must explain

their reciprocal transformation,

whether every one of them can come-to-be out of
or whether some can do so, but not others.

every one

—

Now it

is

evident that

all

of

them are by nature such as
is a change
and the elements all

to change into one another, for coming-to-be
15

into contraries and out of contraries,

’

‘

involve a contrariety in their mutual relations because their
distinctive qualities are

of these being dry

in some of them
and Water, the first
and the second moist and cold

Foi

contrary.

both qualities are contrary

—

and hot,

e.g. in Fire

while in others one of the qualities (though only one)

30

if

we

consider

them

in general, that

eveiy one

such as to cdme-to-be out of every one
to consider

manner

in

though

all

them

Thus

(i)

severally,

it

not

is

:

will

result

from

all,

is

by nature
we come

and when

difficult to

which their transformation

facility of their
25

is

contrary— e.g. in Air and Water, the first being moist and
hot, and the second moist and cold. It is evident, therefore,

is

see the

effected.

For,

both the speed and the

conversion will differ in degree.

the process of conversion will be quick between

those which have interchangeable

‘

complementary factors

but slow between those which have none.

The reason

*,

is

a single thing to change than for many.
Air, e.g., will result from Fire if a single quality changes
for Fire, as we saw, is hot and dry while Air is hot and
moist, so that there will be Air if the dry be overcome by
Again, Water will lesult from Air if the hot be
30 the moist.
overcome by the cold : for Air, as we saw, is hot and moist
that

it is

easier for

:

^

The reference is probably neither to 314^ 15-26 nor to 329*^35, but
to de Caelo 304^ 23 if.

'
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cold and moist, so that,

there will be Water.

So

if

the hot changes,

same manner, Earth

too, in the

from Water and Fire from Earth, since the two
have interchangeable
‘complementary factors’. For Water is moist and cold

will result

‘elements' in both these couples

—

is cold and dry
so that, if the moi^t be overcome, there will be Earth and again, since Fire is dry and
hot while Earth is cold and dry, Fire will result from Earth

while Earth

if

the cold pass-away.
evident, therefore, that

It is
‘

35

simple

'

method of transformation
secutive

‘

factors’,^

the coming-to-be of the

bodies will be cyclical
is

;

and that

this cyclical

the easiest, because the

con-^

elements contain interchangeable ‘complementary
’

On

the other hand

(ii)

the transformation of

Fire into Water and of Air into Earth, and again of Water

6

and Earth into Fire and Air respectively, though possible,
is more difficult because it involves the change of more
For if Fire is to result fiom Water, both the
qualities.
cold and the moist must pass-away and again, both the
cold and the dry must pass-away if Air is to result from
Eaith.
So, too, if Watei and Earth are to result from
Fire and Air respectively both qualities must change.
This second method of coming-to-be, then, takes a longer
But (lii) if one quality in each of two elements
time.
pass-away, the tiansformation, though easfer, is not reStill, from
Fire j?lus Water there will result
ciprocal.
Earth and® Air, and from Air plus Earth Fne and^ Water.
;

—

‘

For there will be Air, when the cold of the Water and the ^5
dry of the Fire have passed-away (since the hot of the
whereas, when
latter and the moist of the former are left)
have passedWater
Fire
the
of
the
the
the hot
and
moist of
survival
of the dry
will
the
away, there
be Earth, owing to
the same
in
too,
of the Fire and the cold of the Water. So,
way, Fire and Water will result from Air plus E^arth. For
there will be Water, when the hot of the Air and the dry 20
:

1

Aristotle has

shown

that,

by the conversion of a

single quality in

each case, Fire is transformed into Air, Air into Water, Water into
Earth, and Earth into Fire, This is a c^de of transformations.
Moreover, the ‘elements ' have been taken in their natural consecutive
senes, according to their order in the Cosmos.
® sc, alternatively.

* sc. alternatively.
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of the Earth have passed-away (since the moist of the
former and the cold of the latter are left) whereas, when
the moist of the Air and the cold of the Earth have passedaway, there will be Fire, owing to the survival of the hot of

Earth

the Air and the dry of the

25

to-be

celknce Fire
sists

by

confiimed

is

essentially

Fire’s

perception.

but flame

.

— qualities

mode of

comingFor flame is par exburning smoke, and smoke con-

Moreover, this

constitutive of Fire.

is

of Air and Earth.

No

any of the ‘simple^

transformation, however, into

bodies can result from the passing-away of one elementary
quality in each of

two

‘

elements

’

when they are taken

in

their consecutive order, ^ because either identical or contrary

but no ‘simple’ body can be

30 qualities are left in the pair:

identical, or out of contrary, qualities

formed either out of

Thus no simple body would
’

‘

result, if

the moist of Air were to pass-away

On

both.

the other hand,

the central ies
will

— dry

occur in

all

if

the hot pass-away out of both,

and moist

—aie

the others too

‘elements’ contain one identical,
35

Hence, too,
secutive

‘

it

the dry of Fire and

for 'the hot is left in

.

:

left.

for

A

similar result

the consecutive

all

and one contrary, quality.^
when one of the con-

clearly follows that,

elements’

is

transformed into one, the coming-to-

by the passing-away of a single quality
whereas, when* two of them are transformed into a third,
more than one quality must have passed-away.®
be

is

effected

We have

332®“

stated that

which their
theless

all

the

‘

elements

’

come-to-be out

and we have explained the manner in
mutual conveision takes place. Let us never- 5

of any one of them

;

supplement our theory by the following speculations

concerning them.
^

Cf. above, note

on 331^4.

the ‘elements’ are taken in their natural order, Water (e.g.) is
* consecutive * to
Earth, and Air to Water. Water is moist and cold.
It shares its ‘cold’ with Earth and its ‘moist’ with Air : its ‘moist* is
contrary to Earth’s ‘ dry and its ‘ cold * is contrary to Air’s ‘ hot *.
* If, e.
g., Fire plus Air are to be transformed into Water or into
Earth, it is not enough that a single quality should be eliminated from
each of the generating pair • for this would leave either two ‘ hots ’ or
a ‘diy’ and a ‘moist* (cf. 331 26-33). Either Fire’s ‘dry’ or Air’s
‘moist’ must be eliminated: and, in addition^ the ‘hot’ of one must
be eliminated and the ‘ hot ' of the other be converted into * cold *.
*

If

BOOK

11.

Water, Air, and the like are a

If

some

natural bodies consist, as

332^

5
‘

matter

*

of which the

5

thinkers in fact believe,

must be either one, or two, or more. Now
them be one they cannot, e. g,, all be
Ail or Water or Fire or Earth because Change is into
contraries
For if they all were Air, then (assuming Air
to persist) there will be ‘alteration’ instead of coming-to-be.
Besides, nobody supposes a single element to persist, as
the basis of all, in such a way that it is Water as well as Air 10
(or any other element ’) at the same time
So there will be
a certain contrariety, i. e a differentiating quality:^ and
these

‘

elements

they cannot

’

all

—

of

—

^

’

‘

‘

member

the other

some

to

of this contraiiety,

other ‘element’,

over

‘

alteration

(c) if

by

so

Air

is

and ( 6)

heat, will belong

But Fire will
to Fire.
For a change of that kind®
not what is observed. More-

e. g.

certainly not be ‘hot Air’.
(a) is

e. g.

is

again to result out of the Fire,

the conversion of the hot into

its

Air

contrary, therefore, will belong to Air, and

a cold something: hence

it is

Air’, since in that case the

hot and cold.

’,

will

other than either,

common

will

will

be somebe some

to both.

applies to all the ‘elements’, proving

no single one of them out oC which they all
But neither is there, beside these four, some
other body from which they originate a something intermediate, e. g., between Air and Water (coarser than Air,
but finer than Water), or between Air and Fire (coarser
than Fire, but finer than Air). For the supposed ‘intermediate’ will be Air and Fire when a pair of contiasted
but, since one of every two conqualities is added to it
that there

15

be

impossible for File to be ‘hot

Both Fire and Air, therefore,
i.e. there
is the same;

The same argument

do

same thing will be simultaneously

thing else which
‘matter

will

it

contiary. this

is

20

originate.

—

:

trary qualities

—

is

a

^

privation

’,

the

‘

intermediate

’

never

can exist as some thinkers assert the Boundless or the
Environing exists in isolation.^ It is, therefore, equally
’

‘

^

For

this

‘

’

‘

—

law of nature

cf.

Physics 224* 21

— 226^

17.

to ‘alter' into (e.g.) Fire, we must assume a pair of
contrasted differentiating qualities, and assign one to Fire and the
other to Air.
®

If

Air

^

i.

e.

^

1.

e.

IS

Air becoming Fire by being heated.
bare of all qualities. The ‘ Boundless * was criticized above,

*5
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indifferently

any one of the ‘elements’, or

nothing.
Since, then, there

— prior to these,

is

—

nothing

else

it

is

at least, nothing perceptible

That being so, either
they must be
into one
transformable
they must always persist and not be
all
either
another>: or they must undergo transformation
of them, or some only (as Plato wrote in the Timaeus)?
all.^

^

—

30

Now

it

has been proved before^ that they must undergo

reciprocal transformation.

It

has also been proved® that

the speed with which they come-to-be, one out of another,
is not uniform— since the process of reciprocal transforma-

between the ‘elements’ with a
complementary factor but relatively slow between those
which possess no such factor. Assuming, then, that the
contrariety, in respect to which they aie transformed, is
for it is ‘matter’
35 one, the ‘elements’ will inevitably be two
that is the mean between the two contraries, and matter
332^ is imperceptible and insepaiable from them.® Since, however, the ‘elements’ are seen to be more than two, the
But the contracontrarieties must at the least be two
must
‘elements*
be
four (as they
being
two,
the
rieties
for the couplings’ are
evidently aie) and cannot be three
four, since, though six are possible,*^ the two in which the
5 qualities are contrary to one another cannot occur.
These subjects have been discussed before®: but the
following arguments will make it clear that, since the
‘elements’ are tiansformed into one another, it is impossible
for any one of them—whether it be at the end or in the
middle® to be an ‘originative source’ of the rest. There
tion is lelatively quick
*

:

‘

’

:

‘

—

329*8-13: there too Aristotle attnbutes the conception to ‘some
people \ without mentioning Anaximander by name.
‘ sc. Earth, Air,
Fire, and Water.
^
® i.e. all the ‘simple’ bodies
there are.
Cf. Ttmaeus 54b-d.
• Cf. above, 331* 12-20.
® Cf. above, 331*22 ff.
• One contranety produces two ‘elements’ only:
for •nptarri vXtj has
no separate subsistence and does not constitute a third ‘element’
alongside of its two contrary informations. Perhaps, however, we
ought to translate: ‘for the supposed “intermediate” is nothing but
“matter”, and that is imperceptible and incapable of separate
existence.’
’

®

e. mathematically ‘ possible’.
Cf. above, II. 2 and 3.
at either end, or in the middle, of the ‘natural series’ of the

i.

• i.e.

‘elements*.

BOOK
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can be no such originative element at the ends for all of
them would then be Fire or Earth, and this theory amounts
‘

’

:

all things^ are made of Fire or Earth.
Nor can a "middle-element* be such an ‘originative source*
as some thinkers suppose that Air is transformed both
into Fire and into Water, and Water both into Air and into

to the assertion that

lo

—

Earth, while the ‘end- elements* are not further t?ansformed
one another. For the process must come to a stop,

into

and cannot continue ad infimtum

in

direction, since otherwise an infinite

a straight

line in either

number of

contrarieties

would attach to the single element
Let E stand for
for Water,
Earth,
for Air, and F for Fire.
Then
is transformed into F and W, there will be a
(i) since
contrariety belonging to
F. Let these contraries be whiteness and blackness. Again (li) since
is transformed ii\to
W, there will be another contrariety^: for
is not the
same as F. Let this second contrariety be dryness and
moistness, D being dryness and M moistness.
Now if,
*

W

*.

15

A

A

A

A

when

A

is

transformed into

W,

the

W

white

‘

*

persists,

20

Water

be moist and white : but if it does not persist, Water
will be black since change is into contraries. Water, therefore, must be either white or black.
Let it then be the

will

first.

On

D

similar grounds, therefore,

(dryness) will also

belong to F. Consequently F (Fire) as well as Air will be
for if has qualities
able to be transformed into Water
contrary to those of Water, since Fire was first taken to be
black and then to be dry, while Water was moist and then
:

showed

itself

Thus

white.

it is

evident that all the ‘ elements

’

be able to be transformed out of one another and that,
we have taken, E (Earth) also will contain
the remaining two complementary factors *, viz. the black
and the moist (for these have not yet been coupled).
will

25

;

in the instances

‘

We

have dealt with

this last topic before the thesis

set out to prove.® That thesis—
be
continue ad infinitum —

^viz.

will

considerations.

If Fire (which

that the process cannot

clear

is

we

from the following
by F) is not

represented

^ Or perhaps ‘ that all the “elements’’ result from Fire or Earth by
“alteration’*’— a view which Aristotle has already refuted (cf. 3328'

6-20).
* sc.

belonging to

AW.

®

Cf above, 332^12-13.

a©

;
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be transformed in turn into some other
element’ (e. g. into Q), a new contiancty, other than those
for it has been
to Fire and Q
35 mentioned, will belong
333^ assumed that Q is not the same as any of the four, E
and F. Let K, then, belong to F and Y to Q. Then
and F for they are transwill belong to all four, E
to revert, but

to

is

‘

W

A

K

WA

*

formed info one another. This last point, however, we may
but at any rate it is clear
admit, has not yet been proved
that if Q is to be transfoimed in turn into yet another
5

'

element ^ yet another contrariety

Q
a

F

but also to

new

‘

element

’

And,

(Fiie).

will carry

with

contrariety to the preceding

the

'

elements

the single

*

are infinitely

will

it

every addition of

new

the attachment of a

elements

number

’

it

belong not only to

many, there

element an infinite

that be so,

if

’

‘

will

similarly,

Consequently,

if

belong

io

will also

But

of contrarieties.

be impossible to define any element
'

’

For if one is to
have to pass through such a vast
and indeed even more than any

impossible also for any to come-to-be.
result
10

from another,

number of

it

will

contrarieties

—

determinate number.

Consequently

ments’ transformation

will

(i)

into

never be effected

intermediates are infinite in numbei, as they
‘elements’ are infinitely

many

:

further

(li)

some

—

‘ele-

viz. if

must be

if

the

the

there will not even

be a transformation of Air into Fire, if the contrarieties are
many; moi cover (iii) all the ‘elements’ become one,

infinitely

For all the contrarieties of the elements above F must belong
those below F, and vice versa hence they will all be one.
‘

15 to

’

:

As

for those

who

agree with

Empedokles that the 6

‘elements’ of body are more than one, so that they are not

transformed into one another^

—one may well

wonder

in

what sense it is open to them to maintain that the elements are comparable. Yet Empedokles says For these
‘

’

30 are all

‘

not only equal

.

^

meant that they are comparable in their amount,
all the comparables ’ must possess an identical something
whereby they are measured. If, e. g., one pint of Water
If

(i) it is
‘

so that the ‘ elements ’ are genuinely or irredncibly ‘ many *.
theory of Empedokles is directly opposed to the theory Aristotle

^ 1, e.

The

has been mamtammg.
* Empedokles, fr.
17,

1.

27 (Diels, p. 179).
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measured by the same unit,

yields ten of Air, both aie

and therefore both were from the first an identical someOn the other hand, suppose (ii) they are not comthing
parable in their amount in the sense that so-much of the
one yields so-much of the other, but comparable in "power
of action’^ (a pint of Water, e.g., having a power of cooling n
equal to that of ten pints of Air) ; even so, they are comparable in their amount though not qua amount but qua
‘

'

‘

"

'

There is also fiii) a third possibility.
‘so-much power
Instead of comparing their powers by the measure of their
amount, they might be compared as terms in a "correspondence
is hot, so correspondingly
e.g., as
y is white
But correspondence \ though it means equality in the 30
*

‘

:

’.

‘

quantum, means similarity ^ in a quale. Thus it is maniabsurd that the ‘simple’ bodies, though they are not
transformable, are comparable not merely as corresponding but by a measure of their powers
i e. that so-much
festly

‘

,

Fire

comparable with many-times-that-amount of Air, as

is

For the same thing, if
be greater in amount, will, since it belongs to the same
kind,^ have its ratio correspondingly increased.
being

equally

‘

’

or

‘

similarly

’

hot.

it

A

further objection to the theory of Empedokles is that
35
makes even growth impossible, unless it be increase by
addition.
For his Fire increases by Fire: ^And Earth 333^
increases its own frame and Ether increases Ether.’®
it

These, however, are cases of addition: but it is not by
addition that growing things are believed to increase. And
it is

far

more

difficult for

him

he which occurs in nature.

be by natural process

all

to account for the coming-to-

For the things which come-toexhibit, in their coming-to-be,

a uniformity either absolute or highly regular

:

while any

Cf. above, 327^31, 328«- 28-31

below, 334^8-30.
;
are comparing the amounts 0/ cooling energy possessed by
one pint of Water and ten pints of Air respectively.
® 1. e. only similarity
^ Empedokles might have said the " elements *
were all analogous or similar without inconsistency: but he asserts
that they are equal, 1 e quantitatively comparable (and therefore,
ultimately, transformable).
* sc. as the thing of
less amount with which it is being compared
J
-

i.

e.

we

‘

®

Cf.

Empedokles,

means Air

(not Fire)

fr.

37 (Diels,

p.

186).

By

Empedokles

as Aristotle recognizes elsewhere: perhaps,
therefore, the words ‘Fire increases by Fire’ are a paraphrase of
a verse now lost.

5

^

-

:'
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exceptions

—any

which are

results

accordance neither

in

with the invariable nor with the general rule— are products
Then what is the cause determining
of chance and luck

ally

comes-to-be from wheat, either invariably or generAre we to say 'Bone comes-to-be if the "elements'’

?

be put together
lo

that wheat (instead of an

man comes-to-be from man,

that

olive)

in

such-and-such a manner'?

For, accord

ing to his own' statements, nothing comes-to-be from their
*

fortuitous consilience

but only from their

',

'

consilience

What, then, is the cause of this
Piesumably not Fire or Eaith.
proportional consilience?
for the former is a cause
Strife
Love
and
is
But neither
it
only of dissociation
latter
the
and
of association only,
a certain proportion.

in

:

‘

'

No

the cause in question

:

—not

is

the essential nature of each

quote his words) ‘a mingling and
And chmice^ not
a divorce of what has been mingled
thing

15

'.

'

proportion,

merely

'

things can be

The

the

is

(to

name given

mingled

‘

'

to these occurrences

•

^

for

fortuitously.

cause, theiefore, of the coming-to-be of the things

which owe

their existence to nature is that

and-such a determinate condition
stitutes the 'nature'

Moreover,

lence' of each,thing

since the

‘

‘

they are in suchthis

it is

and

says, therefore,
it is this

its

which

'good'

dissociated

'

:

is

is

which con-

no explanation
both the excel'

whereas he assigns the

(And yet

whole credit to the ‘mingling'.®
at all events are

and

®

:

of each thing— a 'nature' about which he

What he

says nothing.
of ‘ nature

ao

'

not by

Strife,

the ^elements'

but by Love

elements ' are by nature prior to the Deity, and

they too ate Deities.)

®

Again, his account of motion

For

vague.

is

it is

not an

adequate explanation to say that Love and Strife set things
‘

* Cf. Empedokles, fr.
8 (Diels, p. 175). The same fragment is
quoted above, 314^ 7-8.
* Anstotle appears to be parodying the last line of Empedokles, fr. 8.
® i.e. that they are compounds produced by the consilience of their

constituents in
^

i.

e.

a

certain proportion.

Empedokles' poem, in spite of

its title

(Uepl

tells

us

nothing about nature.
®

QtMetaph, 984^33—985*

®

This sentence

lo.

a belated criticism of the functions Empedokles
Love and Stnfe perhaps we ought to read it after ainoi;
is

attributed to
;
(above, ^13). The ‘Deity' is the ‘Sphere'
28, 29 (Diels, pp. 183-1 84).

:

cf.

Emfiedokles,

fr.

27,

BOOK
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”

moving \ unless the very nature of Love is a movement of
this kind and the very nature of Strife a movement of that

He

kind.

ought, then, either to have defined or to have
these

postulated

characteristic

movements,

or

35

have

to

—

demonstrated them whether strictly or laxly or in some
other fashion. Moreover, since {d) the ‘simple^ bodies
appear to move naturally as well as by compulsion,
’

‘

i.

e.

in

a manner contrary to nature (fire, e. g, appears to move
upwards without compulsion, though it appears to move by
compulsion downwards) and since (b) what is natural is
contrary to that which is due to compulsion, and movement
’

‘

;

by compulsion
movement can

actually occurs,^

follows that ‘natural

it

move- 30
Love sets going? No: for, on the contrary, the
natural movement moves Earth downwards and resembles
‘dissociation*, and Strife rather than Love is its cause— so
that in general, too Love rather than Strife would seem
to be contrary to nature.
And unless Love or Strife is
actually setting them in motion, the simple bodies themselves have absolutely no movement or rest.
But this is 35
paradoxical and what is more, they do in fact obviously
move.^ For though Strife dissociated *,^ it was not by 334®^
Strife that the Ether was borne upwards.
On the contrary, sometimes he attributes its movement to something
like chance (‘ For thnsy as it ran, it happened Jio meet them
also occur in fact

’

ment

Is thiSy then, the

that

*

‘

‘

*

*

‘

*

‘

then, though often otherwise

says

is

it

*

%

while at other times he

the nature of Fire to be borne upwards, but

‘

the

sank down upon the Earth 5
Ether
*.®
With
with long roots
such statements, too, he combines
the
the assertion that
Order of the World is the same now^
in the reign of Strife, as it ’^z.s formerly in the reign of

What,

Love.

What
Strife

then,

is

the

‘

:

‘

first

causes their motion?

motion,
‘

quote his words)

(to

*

mover* of the ‘elements ?
Presumably not Love and
*

on the contrary, these are causes of a particular
if at least we assume that
first mover
to be an
‘

*

originative source
^

1.

e.

®

i.

e.

*

i.

e,

^
«

according to Empedokles himself.
according to Empedokles* own statements.
though Strife initiated the disintegration of the Sphere.

Cf. Empedokles,
Cf.fr. 54 ibid.
.

645 18

fr.

53 (Diels, p. 189)
® sc. a first cause of motion in general.
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An

additional

paradox

is

that the soul should consist of

elements ^ or that it should be one of them. How
How, e. g,, is
are the soul’s 'alterations^ to take place?
the change from being musical to being unmusical, or how
For clearly, if the
is memory or forgetting, to occur?

the

‘

happen to it as
be compounded out

soul be Fire, only such modifications will

qua Fire : while if it
of the 'elements’, only the corporeal modifications will
occur in it. But the changes we have mentioned are none

characterize Fire

15

of them corporeal.

The

discussion of these difficulties, however,

is

a task ^

appropriate to a different investigation*^ let us leturn to

the

‘

that

The theories
”
to all the “ elements

elements of which bodies are composed.
’

'

there

and that

is

they are reciprocally transformed

‘

that those

who

coming-to-be leciprocal

one of the elements
'

a wall

except

are so related

accept either are bound to accept the other

Those, on the other hand,

as well.

30 singly^

common

something

*

— who

who do

not

make

their

refuse to suppose that

any

comes-to-be out of any other taken

m the sense in which bricks come-to-be

out of

—are faced with a paradox.

are flesh and bones or

How, on their theory,
any of the other compounds to result

from the 'elements’ taken together!

we have raised constitutes a problem
who generate the 'elements^ out of one

Indeed, the point

even for those

manner does anything other than, and
come-to-be out of them? Let me
illustrate my meaning.
Water can come-to-be out of Fire
and Fire out of Water for their substratum is something
But flesh too, presumably, and
35 common to them both.
marrow come-to-be out of them. How, then, do such
things come-^to-be?
For (a) how is the manner of their
coming-to-be to be conceived by those who maintain a theory
like that of Empedokles ?
They must conceive it as composition ^just as a wall comes-to-be out of bricks and
another.

In what

beside, the ‘elements’

;

—

stones: and the ‘Mixture’, of which they speak, will be

composed of the

elements

^ Cf. deAninta^ A.
4 and
where Aristotle exposes the

the soul.

5,

these being preserved in

and 409^23ff.,
of Empedokles to account for

especially 408^ 18-23

failure

it

—
BOOK
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unaltered but with their small particles juxtaposed each to

That

“

3^

be the manner, presumably, in which flesh
and every other compound results from the ‘elements’.
Consequently, it follows that Fire and Water do not comeFor instance,
to-be out of any and every part of flesh
although a sphere might come-to-be out of this part of
a lump of wax and a pyramid out of some other jJart, it was
nevertheless possible for either figure to have come-to-be
each.

will

‘

out of either part indifferently

:

that

the manner

is

of 35

coming-to-be when both Fire and Water come-to-be out
of any and every part of flesh
Those, however, who maintain the theory in question, are not at liberty to conceive 334^
that both come-to-be out of flesh in that manner, but only
‘

‘

as a stone and a brick
VIZ

‘

both come-to-be out of a wall

each out of a different place or part.

Similarly

’

ib)

even for those who postulate a single matter of theii
‘elements’ there is a certain difficulty in explaining how
anything is to result from two of them taken together e g

—

and hot or from Fire and Earth. For if flesh
consists of both and is neither of them, nor again is a ‘composition’ of them in which they are preseived unaltered,
what alternative is left except to identify the resultant of
the two elements with their matter ? For the passingaway of either element produces either the other or the

from

‘

cold

’

‘

’,

’

‘

‘

’

matter.

,

Perhaps we

may suggest the following solution,

are differences of degree in hot and cold.
fore,

when

5

either

is

fully real without qualification, the other

will exist potentially

completeness of

its

(i) There
Although, there-

;

yet,

when

neither exists in the

being, but both

full 10

by combining destroy

one another’s excesses so that there exist instead a hot
which (for a hot ’) is cold and a cold which (for a cold ’) is
hot; then what results from these two contraries will be
‘

‘

neither their matter, nor either of
reality without qualification.
‘

intermediate

’

:

and

this

‘

them

There

existing in

its full

will result instead

intermediate ’, according as

an

it is

potentially more hot than cold or vice versa, will possess
a power-of-heating that is double or triple its power-ofcooling, or otherwise related thereto in

some

similar ratio.

15
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Thus

the other bodies will result fiom the contraries, or

all

rather from the ‘elements’, in so far as these have been
‘

combined

while the

’
:

traries, in so far as

sense

manner,

tlie

elements

these

—not as matter

‘

process

exists potentially

‘

to-be in the other

is

from the conin a special
but in the sense

will result

’

exist potentially

And when

explained above.
30

‘

‘

a thing comes-to-be in this

whereas what comesMoieover (ii) conaccordance with the disjunc-

combination

manner^

’

;

matter.

is

traries also ‘suffer action’, in

’

tively-articulated definition established in the early part of

For the actually-hot

this work.^

actually-cold

the

is

and

potentially-cold

potentially-hot ; so that hot

and

cold,

unless they are equally balanced, are transfoimed into

another (and
as

It is thus, then, that in the first place

way).

are transformed

elements

‘

one

the other contraries behave in a similar

all

the ‘ elements

and that (m the second place)

;

®

’

out of the

there come-to-be flesh and bones and the like

’

the hot becoming cold and the cold

becoming hot when
For at the

they^ have been brought to the ‘mean’.
‘

mean

’

is

The mean

neither hot nor cold.

‘

of considerable extent and not indivisible.®

is
it

*

All the

compound bodies

—

region belonging to the central

the ‘simple’ bodies.

every ‘simple’ body

abundantly
35

however,

Similarly,

qua reduced to a ‘ mean condition that the dry and the
moist, as well as the contraries we have used as examples,
produce flesh and bone and the remaining compounds

is

30

’,

because

(a)

in its

the

own

all

For they
is

of which exist in the 8

body ®
all

—

are

composed of all

contain Earth because

to be found specially

place.

And

compound must

they

all

and most

contain

Water

possess a definite outline

m

^ sc»
the only manner which was taken into account in the
formulation of the problem at 334^6-7.
* Cf. above, 1 .
7, where Aristotle explains the precise sense in
which action-passion is between contraries, and under what conditions
‘acting^ are themselves ‘acted upon* by their patients.
contraries
* There is no expressed dra (answering to wpS>rov in ^
24) but it is

m

implied.
* sc.
®

®

i.

e.

Or

these extremes, the completely-hot and the completely-cold.
the ‘mean* is a stretchy not a point.
perhaps ‘ in the region about the centre

BOOK
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and Water, alone of the simple
‘

able in shape

:

moreover

On

without the moist.
holds

together

it

for

;

{b)

it

335^

bodies, is readily adapt 335®
Earth has no power of cohesion
’

the contrary, the moist

would

to pieces

fall

if

is

what

the moist

were eliminated from it completely.
They contain Earth and Water, then, for the reasons we
have given and they contain Air and Fire, because these are
contrary to Eaith and Water (Earth being contrary to Air
and Water to Fire, in so far as one Substance can be
:

*

5

to another).
Now all compounds presuppose
coming-to-be constituents which are contrary to

contrary

in their

’

one another

:

and

compounds there is contained one
Hence the other set^
them also, so that every compound

in all

of the contrasted extremes.^

set

must be contained

in

will include all the ‘simple’ bodies.

Additional evidence seems to be furnished by the food

10

each compound takes.

For all of them are fed by substances which aie the same as their constituents, and all
of them are fed by more substances than one. Indeed,
even the plants, though it might be thought they are
fed by one substance only, viz. by Water, are fed by
more than one: for Earth has been mixed with the
Water. That is why farmers too endeavour to mix before

watering.®

Although food
the

is

‘

matter.'^

the

all

‘

is

akin to the matter, that which

*— i. e.

is

fed

15

—taken

along with the
This fact enables us to understand why, whereas
simple ’ bodies come-to-be out of one another, Fire
figure

the

‘

form

’

the only one of them which (as our predecessors also

is

For Fire alone

assert) ‘is fed'.®
rest

—

is

—or

to be borne towards the limit.

Now

tends to be borne towards

its

—

own

all is at

i.

e.

more than all the
tends by nature
each of them naturally

akin to the ‘form’ because

the form
‘

— of them

’

it

place

:

but the

‘

figure

’

the limits.

cold-dry (Earth) and cold-mojst (Water).
hot-moist (Air) and hot-dry (Fire).
® Plants are nourished naturally by water impregnated with earth
and artificially by water mixed with manure, which is a kind of earth,
^ Cf. above,
322^33
® Cf. de Vita et Morte 469^* 21 if, Meteor,
354^33 ff. ; Theophrastos,
^

i.

e.

®

1.

e.

—

fr. 111. I,

§

4 (Wimmer,

111,

p. 51).
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^

we have explained

Thtis
are

composed of all

some things

Since
35

that

the simple
‘

compound bodies

the

all

bodies.

*

are such as to

com e-to-be and

pass-

away, and since coming-to-be in fact occurs in the region

we must explain the number and

about the centre,

of the ‘originative souices’ of

the nature

coming-to-be alike

all

^

for

a grasp of the true theory of any universal facilitates the

understanding of

The

its

specific forms.

things which
and identical in kind
with, those in the sphere of the eternal and primary things.
matter and a second in
30 For there is one in the sense of
sources’,

‘originative

of the

then,

come-to-be are equal in number

to,

‘

the sense of form
‘

*
*

and, in addition, the tfnrd ‘ originative

For the two

source’ must be present as well.
sufficient to

first

are not

bring things into being, any moie than they

are adequate to account for the primary things

Now

cause, in the sense of material origin, for the things

which are such as to come-to-be is that which can be-andnot-be
and this is identical with that which can come‘

’

‘

:

to-be-and-pass-away ^ since the

not

time, at another time is

latter,

while

it

ts at

one

(For whereas some things

are of necessity, viz. the eternal things, others of necessity
35

are not

And

of these two sets of things, since they cannot

335^ diverge from the necessity of their nature, it is impossible
for the first not to be and impossible for the second to be.
Other things, however, can both be and not

be.)

Hence

coming-to-be and passing-away must occur within the
5

of that which can be-and-not-be

This, therefore,

‘

in

cause

the sense of material origin for the things which are

such as to come-to-be
^

is

field

end ’,

is

their

‘

figure

;
’

while cause, in the sense of their

or

*

form

’

— and

that

is

the formula

expressing the essential nature of each of them.

But the third ‘originative source* must be present as
well—^he cause vaguely dreamed of by
^

Cf. above,

all

our predecessors,

314*2 and 318*25-27.

9
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by none of them. On the contrary (a) some
them
amongst
thought the nature of the Forms was
adequate to account for coming-to-be. Thus Sokrates in
the Phaedo first blames everybody else for having given
no explanation ^ and then lays it down that some things
are Forms, others Participants in the Forms*, and that
'while a thing is said to “be** in virtue of the* Form, it
is said to “ come-to-be
qua “ sharing in to " pass-away
qua “losing**, the Form*. Hence he thinks that 'assuming
the truth of these theses, the Forms must be causes both of
coming-to-be and of passing-away *.^ On the other hand
{b) there were others who thought the matter was adequate
by itself to account for coming-to-be, since the movement
definitely stated

‘

’

lo

‘

;

’*

**

**,

15

*

'

'

originates from the matter

*,

Neither of these theories, however,

Forms

are causes,

why

is

is

sound.

For

[a) if

the

their generating activity inter-

mittent instead of perpetual and continuous

— since

always are Participants as well as Forms ^

theie

Besides, in 20

'

some instances we see that the cause is other than the
Form. For it is the doctor who implants health and
the

man

of science

who

implants science, although

'

Health

and ‘Science itself* are as well as the Participants:
and the same principle applies to everything else that is
produced in accordance with an art. On the other hand
matter generates owing to its movement
[]?) to say that
would be, no doubt, more scientific than to make such
itself*

*

‘

25

we have been
and transfigures plays
a greater part ® in bringing things into being and we are
everywhere accustomed, in the products of nature and
of art alike, to look upon that which can initiate move-

statements as are

For

criticizing.

made by

what

the thinkers

‘alters*

,

ment

is

not right either.

For, to begin with,
action,

i.

e.

to

to a different
1

Nevertheless this second

as the producing cause.

theory

Cf. Plato,

it is

characteristic of matter to suffer 30

be moved but to move, i e. to act, belongs
power *.^ This is obvious both in the things
:

‘

Phaedo 96a-99c.

^ sc, than the Forms.
* Matter is a dvvafxts

movement is a

bvvafjLLs

®

Cf. Plato,
^

Phaedo loob-ioi
,

e.

.

in the passive sense: that which initiates
in the sense of an active force. Cf. e g. Metai>h.

1046* 9-29, io48®'25-’*>9.
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by

that come-to-be

and

art

come-to-be by

in those that

nature. Water does not of itself produce out of itself
an animal and it is the ait, not the wood, that makes
a bed. Nor is this their only error. They make a second
:

35

mistake in omitting the moie controlling cause: for they
And what
eliminate the essential nature, i. e. the " form \

more, since they lemove the formal cause, they invest
simple bodies the forces

is

the forces they assign to the

—

’

*

—

which enable these bodies to bring things into being with
too instrumental a character. For since (as they say)
‘

‘it
5

’

the nature of the hot to dissociate, of the cold to

is

bring together, and of each remaining contrary either to act
or to suffer action \ it is out of such materials and by their
agency (so they maintain) that everything else comes-to-be

Yet

and passes-away.
itself moved, i. e.
cedure

is

evident that even Fire

(a) it is

is

Moreover (b) their prothe same as if one were to treat the

suffeis action.

virtually

saw (and the various instruments of carpentry) as the cause

*

‘

10 of the things that

man

a

if

come-to-be

with the remaining tools.
that Fire

is

point they

.

for the

mus^ become smooth

saws,

active,
fail

i.

sets

e.

to observe

wood

be divided

he planes, and so on
Hence, howevei true it may be
things moving, theie is a further

—

tools or instruments in the

if

viz. that

Fire

manner

in

is

inferior to

which

it

the

sets things

moving.

As

to our

—we have given a general account

own theory

of the causes in an earlier work/ and

we have now explained

and distinguished the matter’ and th^ ‘form
Furthei, lo
since the change which is motion has been pioved® to be
‘

eternal, the continuity of the occurrence of

follows necessarily from
eternal motion,

and

retire, will

the

same time
an

ao in
*

by causing ‘the

earlier work,®

we

called

*

®

for the

motion (not coming-to-be)
For it is far more reason-

Cf. Physics B. 3-9.

® Cf.

:

generator’*^ to approach

produce coming-to-be uninterruptedly. At
it is clear that we were also right when,

the primary form of change \
*

coming-to-be

what we have established

Physics e. 7~9
i. e. the sun, as will appear presently.
Cf Physics 26o®-26-26i®’26.

2

Cf. above, 335®*

32-^ 7.
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what ts should cause the coming-to-be of what zs
than that what ts not should cause the being of ivhat ts.
Now that which is being moved but that which is coming-

able that
not^

to-be is not ; hence, also, motion

is

prior to coming-to-be.

We

have assumed, and have proved,^ that coming-to-be
and passing-away happen to things continuously^; and we

That being

assert that motion causes coming-to-be.
is

evident that,

if

25

so, it

the motion be single, both processes cannot

occur since they aie contrary to one another
of nature that the

same

cause, provided

it

for

:

a law

it is

remain

in the

same

condition, always produces the same effect, so that,
from a single motion, either coming-to-be 01 passing-away
will always result.
The movements must, on the contrary,
be more than one, and they must be contrasted with one
another either by the sense of their motion^ or by its

irregularity:®

for

contrary effects

demand contianes

30

as

their causes.

why

This explains

it

not the primary motion^ that

is

causes coming-to-be and passing-away, but the motion

along the inclined

circle

:

®

for this

motion not only possesses

the necessary continuity, but includes a duality of move-

ments as well. For if coming-to-be and passing-away are 336^
always to be continuous, there must be some body always
being moved (in order that these changes may not fail) and

moved with a

duality of

changes, not one only,
this

movement

is

movements

may

lesult).

(in

order that both

Now the

continuity of

caused by the motion of the whole

:

®

but

the approaching and retreating of the moving body are

caused by the

For the consequence of the
body becomes alternately remote
and near and since its distance is thus unequal, its movement will be irregular. Therefore, if it generates by approaching and by its proximity, it this very same body
inclination

is

inclination.'^

that the

;

—

^

®
*

Cf above, 3 17^ 338*.
Cf. de Caelo 238* 13-27

^
;

Cf.

270^32— 271*33.

Physics 228^ 15—229*6.

the revolution of the 7rpS>ros ovpavos,
the annual movement of the sun in the ecliptic or zodiac circle.
® i.e. the revolution of the nparos ovpavos (the outermost sphere)
which carries along with it all the concentric spheres.
^ i. e. the inclination of the ecliptic to the equator of the outermost
sphere, which (on Aristotle^s theory) is the equator of the universe and
the same plane as the terrestrial equator.
is
®

1.

e.

1

e,

m
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by retreating and becoming remote and if it generby many successive approaches, it also destroys by many
successive retirements. For contrary effects demand contraries
destroys

:

ates

10

and the natural processes of passing-away
and coming-to-be occupy equal periods of time. Hence,
as theii causes

too, the times

;

—

i.e.

the lives

—of the seveial kinds of living

number by which they are distinguished for
there is an Order controlling all things, and every time
Not all of them,
(i.e. every life) is measured by a period.
however, are measured by the same period, but some by
a smaller and others by a greater one for to some of them
15 the period, which is their measure, is a year, while to some
things have a

•

:

it is

longer and to others shorter.

And

there are facts of observation in manifest agreement

Thus we see

with our theories.

that coming-to-be occurs

and we see
that the two processes occupy equal times*
For the durations of the natural processes of passing-away and coming-

as the sun approaches and decay as

20 to-be are equal.

Neveitheless

it

it

retreats

;

often happens that things

pass-away in too short a time. This is due to the intermingling ’ by which the things that come-to-be and pass‘

away

For

are implicated with one another.

irregular’,

*

i,

e.

their matter is

not everywhere the same:

is

hence the

by which they come-to-be must be ‘irregular’ too,
1. e. some too^quick and others too slow.
Consequently the
phenomenon in question occurs, because the ‘irregular*

processes

coming-to-be of these things

the passing-away of other

is

things.^
25

we have said,
owing to the cause
we stated.^ And this continuity has a sufficient reason on
our theory. For in all things, as we affirm, Nature always
strives after the better ’. Now being (we have explained
elsewhere ^ the exact variety of meanings we recognize in
Coming-to-be and passing-away wiH, as

always be continuous, and will never

‘

30 this term)

possess
‘

‘

is

fail

*

better than

being

*

not-being

’

’

:

but not

since they are too far

originative source

’.

God

all

therefore adopted the remaining

^ For the reading and interpretation of 336^ 20-24 see
commentary.

*

Cf. above, 3i8**‘9fF.

3

Cf. e.g.

Metaph. 1017*7

ff*

things can

removed from the

my text

and

BOOK
and

alternative,

petually

The

’

is

which

:

universe

for the greatest

coming-to-be should

itself

come-to-be per-

the closest approximation to eternal being.

cause of this perpetuity of coming-to-be, as

often said,

—the

uninterrupted

would thus be secured to existence,

possible coherence
*

336

the perfection of the

fulfilled

by making coming-to-be
because that

”

lo

II.

is

circular

is

continuous.

motion

we have

only motion 337^
the other things

for that is the

:

That, too,

is

why

all

mean, which are reciprocally transformed in
virtue of their passions and their powers of action
e.g.
things, I

’

‘

‘

the ‘simple' bodies

Water

—imitate

cucular motion.

For when

transformed into Air, Air into Fire, and the Fire
back into Water, we say the coming-to-be has completed
is

5

‘

the

circle'^

it is

because

by imitating

it

reveits again to the beginning.

circular

motion that

rectilinear

Hence

motion too

continuous.

is

These considerations serve at the same time to explain
what is to some people a baffling problem viz. why the
simple bodies, since each of them is travelling towards its
own place, have not become dissevered from one another in

—

’

‘

the infinite lapse of time.
transformation.

The

reason

is

For, had each of them persisted in

place instead of being transformed

by

its

10

their reciprocal
its

own

neighbour, they

would have got dissevered long ago. They are transformed, however, owing to the motion with ijs dual character:^ and because they are transfoimed, none of them is
able to persist in any place allotted to it by the Order.^
It is clear from what has been said (1) that coming-to-be
and passing-away actually occur, (ii) what causes them, and
But {a) if there is to be
(iii) what subject undergoes them.

movement (as we have explained elsewhere, in an earlier
work there must be something which initiates it if there
is to be movement always, there must always be something
which initiates it; if the movement is to be continuous,
what initiates it must be single, unmoved, ungenerated, and

15

;

*

and

The

sun’s annual

movement, by which it alternately approaches
and descent of Water, Air,

retreats, causes the alternate ascent

They are thus brought into contact, with the result that
their constitutive contrary qualities act and suffer action reciprocally,

and Fire.

and the simple bodies themselves are transformed.
‘

*
®

’

Cf. above, $$6^ 12.
P/ijysus 2SS*^3i-~26o«' 10.

Cf. also

Metaph. 1072^ 19—1074^ 14.

so

;
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incapable of
are

‘

alteration

more than one, theii

’
;

and

if

the circular ^ movements

in spite of their plurality, be in

to a single

‘

^ must all of them,
some way subordinated

initiating causes

Further

originative source

{b)

since time

is

continuous, movement must be continuous, inasmuch as
Time, therefore,
there can be no time without movement.

—

some continuous movement a number \
25 therefore, of the circular movement, as was established in
the discussions at the beginning.'* But {c) is movement^
continuous because of the continuity of that which is moved,
or because that in which the movement occurs (I mean, e. g.,
The answer
the place or the quality) is continuous?
must clearly be ^because that which is moved is continuous’.
(For how can the quality be continuous except in virtue of
the continuity of the thing to which it belongs ? But if the
continuity of ‘that in which’ contributes to make the move30 ment continuous, this is true only of the place in which
But {d) amongst
for that has ‘magnitude’ in a sense.)
continuous bodies which are moved, only that which is
moved in a circle is ‘continuous’ in such a way that it
preserves its continuity with itself throughout the movement.
The conclusion therefore is that this is what produces
continuous movement, viz. the body which is being moved
in a circle
and its movement makes time continuous.
a

is

*

number

'

®

of

‘

‘

’

;

•

Wherever there
35

be or

‘

alteration

’

is

any process (coming*toany kind of change whatever) we

continuity in

or

337'^ observe ‘consecutiveness’, i.e. tkts

without any interval.

coming-to-be after that

Hence we must

investigate whether,

amongst the consecutive members, there is any whose future
being is necessary; or whether, on the contrary, every one
^

1.

e.

the supposed continuous

must be
® I
^

*

movements which, qua continuous,

circular.

follow Philoponos

and Pacius

in referring ravras (*21) to the

which the circular movements imply.
L e. time is that which is numerable {dpiBfios

TO dpiBpYirovy not

w

dpiBfiovpev) in continuous

*= to dpiSfioi/fievov

movement :

cf.

or
Physics

219^ i~8.
^ sc.

at the beginning of Anstotle^s ‘Philosophy of Nature’:
Physics 2i7*>29—'224«- 17
Aristotle uses Hivtpis in its general sense, in which it includes
^
ttXXoWiff and
as well as (ftopd, but he is thinking primarily
cf.

®

of

(jktpd.

ii
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For that some of them

to come-to>be.

fail
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II

We

need only appeal to the
between the statements "x will be* and ^x is
about to
which depends upon this fact. Foi if it be
true to say of x that it ‘will be*, it must at some time be
true to say of it that it is
whereas, though it be true to
fail

to occur,

is

clear,

{a)

distinction
.

.

5

*

‘

:

say of X now that
for

it

‘

about to occur

it is

*,

it is

qutte possible

not to come-to-be— thus a

man might

not walk,

now ‘about

And

since (to

though he

is

to* walk.

[b)

appeal to a general principle) amongst the things which
are some are capable also of not-being it is clear that
’

‘

‘

same ambiguous character will attach to them no
when they are coming-to-be* in other words, their

the
less

coming-to-be will not be necessary.

Then are
character
for

the things that come-to-be of this contingent

all

Or, on the contrary,

?

some of them

to come-to-be

tinction in the field of

‘

For
i.

instance,

‘

is it

not-be

’

‘

Assuming
come-to-be

Is theie, in fact, a dis-

?

’

corresponding to the

and things that can

‘

not-be

if

is

*

?

necessary that solstices shall come-to-be,
fail

to be able to occur >

that the antecedent must have come-to-be

the consequent

10

absolutely necessary

being *, between things that

impossible that they should

e.

it

coming-to-be

distinction, within the field of

cannot possibly

is

to be

there

is

(e. g.

that foundations

to be a house

:

if

must have

15

clay, if there are to

be foundations), is the converse also true ^ If foundations
have come-to-be, must a house come-to-be? The answer
seems to be that the necessary nexus no longer holds, unless
it is

‘

necessary

*

for the

cedent)^ to come-to-be

consequent (as well as for the ante-

—‘necessary*

absolutely.

the case, however, a house must come-to-be
‘

if

If that

be

foundations

have come-to-be *, as well as vice versa. For the antecedent was assumed to be so related to the consequent that,
if the latter is to be, the antecedent must have come-to-be
before

it.

If,

therefore,

it

is

necessary that the consequent 20

should come-to-be, the antecedent also must have come-tobe and if the antecedent has come-to-be, then the conse.

^ Cf,
above, ^14-15: the commg-to-be of the antecedent was
condttionally necessary, i. e. necessarily presupposed in the being of

the consequent

:
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quent also must come-to-be— not, however, because of the
antecedent, but because the future being of the consequent

Hence, in any sequence, when

was assumed as necessary.

of the consequent

the being
reciprocal
25

—

words,

in other

to-be the consequent

Now

is

the antecedent has come-

must always come-to-be

the sequence of occurrences

(1) ff

nexus

the

necessary,

is

when

too.

to proceed

is

ad

the coming-to-be of any determiinfinitum downwards
members of the sequence will not
later
the
amongst
this’
nate
be absolutely^ but only conditionally^ necessary. For it will
always be necessary that some other ^ member shall have
‘

‘

come-to-be before ‘this’ as the presupposed condition oi
the necessity that
since

what

will there

which

is

be

will

‘

this

‘

infinite

’

’

should come-to-be

has no

in the infinite

make

it

‘

’

consequently,

for

neither

primary member
the remaining members

sequence any

necessary

:

originative source

‘

’

‘

to come-to-be.^

Nor again

30

(li)

will it

be possible to say with

tiuth,

even

members of a limited sequence, that it is
necessary’ for any one of them to come-to-be.

in regard to the

‘absolutely

We

cannot truly say,

e. g.,

that

‘

it is

absolutely necessary

a house to come-to-be when foundations have been laid ’
for (unless it is always necessary for a house to be comingto-be) we should be faced with the consequence that, when
foundations have been laid, a thing, which need not always
for

No- if its coming-to-be is to be
must always be.
in its commg-to-be.
it must be ‘ always
For
what is of necessity ’ coincides with what is always
338® since that which ‘must be’ cannot possibly ‘not-be’. Hence
a thing is eternal if its ‘ being is necessary and if it is
be,

35

‘

necessary

’

‘

‘

’

:

eternal, its

‘

being

’

necessary.

is

And

‘commg-to-be* of a thing is necessary,
and if eternal, necessary.
is eternal

its

the

therefore,

if,

‘.coming-to-be’

;

It follows
5

that the coming-to-be of anything, if

absolutely necessary, must be cyclical

—

i.

e.

it

is

must return

so that effect will succeed effect endlessly
some other still later member of the sequence.
® i. e. the infinite sequence will not contain any absolutely necessary
member which will serve as the ground of the conditional necessity of
the other members. The * pnmary ’ member or
in the sequence
^

1.

e.

*

1

e.

ed infimtum ‘downwards*, would have to be a reAoy —
an absolutely necessary end-event *,

proceeding
1.

e.

*

BOOK
upon

.

or cyclical.

impossible

II
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*^

For coming-to-be must either be limited oi
and if not limited, it must be either rectilinear
But the first of these last two alternatives is

itself.

not limited

IL

coming-to-be

if

is

to be eternal, because there

could not be any originative source whatever in an infinite
rectilinear sequence, whether its members be taken down’

‘

‘

(as future events) or

wards’

'upwards’

(as

past

events).

Yet coming-to-be must have an originative source (if it is
to be necessary and therefore eternal),^ nor can it be eternal
Consequently it must be cyclical. Hence
if it is limited.^
the nextts must be reciprocal. By this I mean that the
'

necessary occurrence of this
*

rence of

antecedent,

the

that, given

come-

also necessary for the consequent to

it is

ro

involves the necessary occur-

and conversely

antecedent:

its

’

’

And this reciprocal nexus will hold continuously
throughout the sequence: for it makes no diffeience
whether the reciprocal nexus^ of which we are speaking, is

to-be.

mediated by two, or by many, members.
It is m circular movement, therefore, and in cyclical
coming-to-be that the absolutely necessary ’ is to be found.
In other words, if the coming-to-be of any things is cyclical,
necessaiy that each of them is coming-to-be and has
it is
come-to-be: and if the coming-to-be of any things is
necessary ’, their coming-to-be is cyclical.
The lesult we have reached is logically concordant with

15

^

’

‘

‘

motion, i.e

the eternity of circular

the eternity of the

revolution of the heavens (a fact which approved itself on

other and

independent evidence},^ since precisely those

movements which belong
revolution

For

come-to-be

*

to,

and depend upon

this eternal SSS'’

of necessity, and of necessity

’

*

will

thing else in

body is always setting somemotion, the movement of the things it moves

must

circular

be

also

revolution

since the revolving

be
’

it

Thus, from the being of the

follows that the sun

1

consequence come-to-be

themselves
^

A

;

in a

upper

evolves in this determi-

nate manner, and since the sun revolves
in

‘

cycle,

the seasons
i.

and since they come-to-be

e.

return

upon

cyclically, so in 5

clause to this effect seems to have dropped out after apxfiv

in ^ 10
*

On

*

Cf. Physics 0. 7-9.

the reading and interpretation see

my

text

and commentary.

—
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their turn

do the things whose coming-to-be the seasons

initiate.

Then why do some

things manifestly come-to-be in this

showeis and air, so that it must
be a cloud and, conversely, there must be
to rain), while men and animals do not

cyclical fashion (as, e.g.,
rain

if

there

a cloud
‘

10

to

is

if it

is

return u{)on

themselves

that the

so

’

comes-to-be a second time

(for

presupposes your

father’s, his

suppose yours) ?

Why, on

same

individual

though your coming-to-be

coming-to-be does not pre-

the contrary, does this coming-

to-be seem to constitute a rectilinear sequence?

In

new problem, we must begin by
upon themselves’ in

discussing this

inquiring whether all things ‘return

a uniform manner; or whether, on the contrary, though
in

some sequences what lecurs is numerically the same, in
In conseit is the same only in species}

other sequences

quence of this distinction,

whose
15 is

‘

substance —
’

^that

is

it

which

evident that those things,
is

undergoing the process

imperishable, will be numerically, as well as specifically,

the same in their recuirence
cess

:

for the character of the pro-

determined by the character of that which undeigoes

is

on the other hand, whose substance is
perishable (not imperishable) must return upon themselves
in the sense that what recurs, though specifically the same,
That is why, when Water
is not the same numerically.
it.

Those

things,

‘

’

’

‘

comes-to-be fiom Air and Air from Water, the Air

same

‘

specifically

not

‘

numerically

’
:

and

if

is

the

these too

same,^ at any rate this does not
happen with things whose substance comes-to-be whose
recur numerically the

’

‘

‘substance’

is

such that

it

is

—

essentially capable of not-

being.

m

^ 1. e.
some cycles the same individual eternally recurs : in others
the same species or specific fortn is eternally represented in the succession of its penshing individual embodiments.
® As, e,
g., a follower of Empedokles would maintain.
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gives a vague

—

‘Generator*, the (=»the sun) 36®
18; (cf. 36^2-10, 15-19; 38'’
1-5)

God

36^ 27-34

Growth (and diminution) 14^ 1315; 15^1-3; 19'' 31-32; 20®8—
22® 33 ; 25^3-5 ; 27® 22-25
differs from coming-to-be and
‘ alteration ’ in manner 20® 10’
of ‘ tissues * and ‘ organs
27
dist. from
2 1*’ 16 22® 4
22® 20-28
its
nutrition
three character! sties 2 1 ® 2-5

—

—
—

—

—

;;

INDEX
—

inexplicable on the
17-29
theory of Empedokles

Hard and
26*

soft

29^19; 30*^8-12;

«

differences
13-14)
characterizing the * elements
of Empedokles 14^ 17-26
Heavy and light 29^ 18-24 ; (cf.
23a 6-12
I9»
I5» II
(cf.

8,

*

29-33;
;
;
6-1 1 ; ^9*^ 1 1- 1 2)
Hot-cold = a primary contrariety
the ‘ hot *,
of touch 30®- 24-29
a ‘ power
defined 29^ 26-29
to act 29^ 24-26 (cf. 30^ 12-13)
assigned to the spherical
26®-

—

(Melissos) 25* 15-16

Method, ‘scientific’ )( ‘dialectical*
16*5-14, (cf. 15*34-^ i; 35'>
24-29)
‘Moist*, the, defined 29^ 30-31
(cf 28* 35-’’ 4; 34’’ 34-35* 3)
See also s w. Dry-moist
Motion, theprimar) form of change
36* 18-23
circular 37* i, 7,
eternal
20-33 ; 38* i4-'» 5
36* 15 ; 38* 18
irregular
‘the primary
36*30; 36^5-6
motion*, ‘the motion of the

—

whole* 36*31; 36^3, 38*18‘the motion along the in19
clined circle * 36* 31-^ 10

’

—

*

figure

’

by Demokritos

26*^

3-

hot and cold = differ9-12
ences characterizing the ‘elements of Era pedokles 1 4^ 1 7-26
6,

’

Identity, numerical )( specific 38^

—
—

‘

Movers *, unmoved

)(

moved

18*

—

23* 1 2-33 , 24* 30-32
comp, with agents 23* 12-22 ;
24* 24-^ 13
‘first’ )( ‘ last*
24* 26-32

3-8

,

—

6-19
Indivisible magnitudes discussed

15^24—17^17;

—

(cf.

27®7-ii;

28® 5-6)
bodies 14®' 2124: 15^6-15, 29, 25»23-*>5 ;
2s'>34—26’>
2S*> 13-19, 25-33 ;
planesi5^30 i6»4; 25^
6

—

—

25-34; 26*22; 29*14-24
no actual’ 18* 20-21
sequence contains no ^ primary * member 37^ 25-29
Irregular, coming-to-be 36^20-24
matter 36^ 21
motion
36* 30 ; 36^ 5-6

Infinite,

—

—

—

—

Leukippos 14*12^ 25*23
quoted (?) 25'»4-5
his theory
comp, with that of Empedokles
)( that of Plato 25^
25^ i-ii
See also
25 **33 (cf. 1 5 » 28-33)
s, V. Demokritos
* Love* and * Strife*
(Empedokles)
14»17; 15*7.17; 33'’!*— 34*9
Lynkeus 28* 15

—

Matter {mafena prima) 18* 2, 9,
27; 19*17-22; 19*29-^4; 20^
14-35 ; 28" 33—29* 5 ; 29* 24matter,
35 : 32*35-*!

—

^passive* 24'^ 18 (cf. 35^29of the various forms of
31)
change 20* 2-5 ; 20^22-25
of growth 20* 27 ff.
/. q.
perceptible material 18^ 14—
See also s.v,
19* 3 (cf. 28^ 33)
is

—

—

*

Elements*

—

Nature always strives
better 36^ 27-28

after ‘the

*

Necessity, absolute
37^ I o 3 8* 1 7

conditional

— and eternity

—

)(

37^ 33— 38* 3
Nutrition dist. from growth 22*

— assimilation

20-28
volved

in-

m 21^35—22* 16

Order, the, controlling all things
36^12 (cf. 37* 15)
Organs grow by the growth of
their tissues 21^* 16-19

Parmenides
expounded

the doctrine
the ‘ Way of
Opinion*) 18^2-7; so’* 13-15
—the Way of Truth *, cf. 25*
e.

(i

in

‘

2-23
Period, vital 36^^ 10-15
Place, primary differentiation of
23* 6-8
‘ position *, ‘ contact * 22’* 32
23* 25
proper
‘
places or
regions * of the
‘
simple * bodies 30^* 30-33 ; 34’>
34; 35*20-21; 37*^7-15
Plants, their food 35* 1 1-14
Plato 15*29-33; 29*13-24, so’*
16 ; 32* 29-30
his 'theory
)( that of Leukippos 25’* 65-33
(cf. 15’* 28-33)
his indivisible planes i s’* 30
16* 4

—

—

—
—

—

25-34; 26*22; 29*14-24
his Timaeus 15’* 30; 25’*
his ‘ Di24 ; 29* 13 32* 29
25’*

—

;

—

INDEX
{"^^Ttmaetis 35^ ff.)
30^ 16-17
his Phaedo 35°
The Omniredpient *
9-24
29* 1 4-24 ‘ The N urse 29* 23
Points, cannot constitute a magnitude 16* 25-34.
and lines
not the mattei of body 20^ 1417
point, not * immediately-next to
point 17*2-12, 15-16
—‘occupies no place 20^ i
what sense ‘everywhere’
a
visions’

—

comp to ‘ ducts 22* 28have
33 (cf. also 21^ 24-25)
‘a twofold nature* 21 '*19-22
and organs 21'* 16-19, 2832

Tissues,

‘

—

—m

’

m

magnitude 17*7-12
Pores 24^25-35 , 25'>i-ii; 26^^
criticized 26^ 6-28
34
28*
Powers of action 27^ 31
38-31, 33“ 33-34, 37*3. (cf

—

‘

*

,

34'> 8-30)
Privation )( positive predication
(or ‘ a form ’) 18^ 16-17

(Pythagorean) Materialists, their
theory of coming-to-be 35^ 1617; 35^24—36*12
‘

Ouantum-in-general 22* 16-20
’

Reality, degrees

of,

cf.

*

26^*

34

Vision, prior to toucn 29^* 14-16
explanation of, by ‘ pores

—

’

25-32 ; 26^* 10-14
Void ’, cannot exist
separation
from body 20^* 27-28 21* 6-7
= a non-perceptible body 20^*2
= a body’s place 26^* 19
denied by the Eleatics 25* 2-6,
denied by Plato 25^*33
supposed to exist (though unreal) by Leukippos 25*27-31
24'*

‘

m

;

—

—
—

(cf. 25'*

3-1

1,

31)

— —

‘
par
cold-moist ’ 30^* 5
,
exullence ‘ cold ’31* 4-5
contrary to Fire 31* 1-2 ; 35*
is an intermediate ‘ele5-6
ment 30^* 34 - 31*1 (cf. 30^* 13—alone of
19; 32^* 10-12)
the ‘simple’ bodies is readily
adaptable in shape 34^' 35

Watei

*

Rough and smooth

m

29^ 20

the Phaedo % para-

phrased and

Time,

Veins of the ‘susceptible
27* I
Viscous liquids 28^* 3-5

—

18^ 14

19*3

‘Sokrates

—

—

’

*

’

criticized 35^*

infinite lapse of 37* 9
continuity of 37* 22-33

9-24

—

35^1
(Zeno) probably referred to 25* 2-

23

